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PREFACE

One hundred and nine scholars in argumentation from four countries assembled August 1-4, 1985 at the Rustler Lodge in Alta, Utah, for the Fourth Conference on Argumentation. This biennial conference was again sponsored by the Speech Communication Association and the American Forensic Association, and was hosted by the University of Utah.

The conference shared the goal of its predecessors of bringing together leading scholars to discuss recent developments in the theory, practice, criticism, and teaching of argumentation. From the keynote addresses by Michael Calvin McGee and Charles Arthur Willard, and the presentations in seventeen panels, particular interest seemed to focus upon the relationship of argument and social practice: in political, legal, scientific, philosophical, and interpersonal realms.

Planning for the 1985 conference centered on four areas: Philosophy and Theory of Argumentation, Argument and Moral Discourse, Argument and Interpersonal Communication, and Forensics. A Workshop on Teaching the Basic Course in Argumentation and Debate was also included in this year's program. Seventy-three papers and critical replies were delivered during the conference; most are reproduced here with the permission of their authors. The individual papers remain the property of the individual authors. What we have not been able to reproduce, of course, was the lively and informal discussion of participants long after panels had "officially" ended. Such intellectual give-and-take and enthusiasm has come to characterize this biennial conference.

The scope and success of the 1985 conference could not have been possible without the assistance of many individuals. Principal among these were Malcolm O. Sillars and Gregg B. Walker who devoted long hours as local hosts, as well as co-editors of this volume. Valuable assistance in the planning of the program was provided by: James Arnt Aune, Dale Hample, Thomas Kane, Charles Kauffman, Ray E. McKerrow, Robert Trapp, Phillip C. Wander, and Charles A. Willard. The conference is fortunate to have the continued financial and professional support of both SCA and AFA. The staff of the Rustler Lodge helped to make the conference a gracious and pleasant experience. Finally, the faculty, staff, and graduate students of the Department of Communication at the University of Utah contributed much of their time and energy to the success of this year's conference. Jackie Byrd, especially, provided invaluable assistance in pre-registration and in the final preparation of this volume.

J. Robert Cox
Conference Director
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The Moral Problem of Argumentum per Argumentum

Michael Calvin McGee
The University of Iowa

Though Mal Stille might implausibly suggest that my career has been devoted to such prose, I've never tried to write a keynote speech or a sermon. Today, however, I will try to deliver both at once. The atmosphere high above Salt Lake City nurtures this venture, for as we look down upon the holy places of the Mormon Church, we cannot help but notice that the angel Moroni is shown holding a heavenly trumpet. Of course we do not know that he sets his lips to blow a keynote, but this does not seem to be an unreasonable inference: Since Joshua fought the battle of Jericho, trumpets have set a tone symbolizing the unity of the faithful struggling to bring heathen walls tumbling down. We are constantly hearing a clarion call to action, usually in defense of holy things against the encroachment of evil. I have nothing holy to defend, however, and the walls I would bring down are not in themselves evil, nor are they defended by heathens. I want only the form of a sermon, therefore, to suggest that the study of argumentation has strayed from the righteous path of moral reasoning. My text is the rhetorical theory of Isocrates. If I seem to wax metaphysical, and if my keynote sounds too dizzyingly romantic for your taste, soften your judgment with the thought that even Moroni might suffer from lack of oxygen at this altitude. Let me begin by considering argumentation as art.

Human beings can make an art out of any practice. Even a plumber might find a mode of unique self expression by installing a urinal elegantly. Some things, of course, lend themselves easily to aesthetic expression, while other things are so ordinary that only the most skilled, experienced workers could even recognize artistry in labor. Thus we would be surprised to find a plumber-artist, but probably no more surprised than we would be to find an exquisite statue of Aphrodite as the main structural support of a grain elevator. Astonishment arises from our irrational desire to see but one human motive behind what we are willing to call "art"—such ordinary labor as plumbing is thought to corrupt aesthetic motives; and if a sculptor gives evidence of "crass commercial interest," even the most exquisite statuary is somehow corrupted. Because work and art do not mix well, we often insist that art be done for its own sake; one grain art, or, as the Greeks were prone to say, "for the good of the soul."

Plato insisted that persuasive argumentation is more like plumbing than sculpting. Because it does work, he thought, rhetoric has no substance, and hence cannot be practiced as an art. The substance of sculpting is a product, the finished statue. Argumentation, on the other hand, produces only arguments which are intermediary in obtaining the product of such real arts as medicine (health) and philosophy (wisdom). In this line of thinking, an argument is analogous to the sculptor's chisel. Rhetoric cannot be connected directly to "the good of the soul." It is instead the soul of sophistry because it promotes empty skill.

We have always known that different conceptions of sophistry create an issue between Plato and Isocrates, but we so often twist the argument toward Plato's emphasis on the decum of rhetoric that we skip past the point of clash. Isocrates and Plato share an antipathy toward argumentum per argumentum. Plato, however, positioned himself on the margins of Greek intellectual life, where sophistry is failure by degrees to approach an ideal. Isocrates, by contrast, positioned himself at the center of Greek philosophy. Sophists were "extremists who oversimplified the integrated tried of thought/word/action by insisting on the primacy or exclusivity of one element. Some were involved in the practice of thinking for the sake of thinking, others talk for the sake of talk, and an impetuous few were willing to act for the sake of acting. Plato practiced the sophist art of disputation:

Among the professors of disputation there are some who talk no less abusively of the art of speaking... than do the most heightened of men.... I could, perhaps, say much harsher things of them than they of me, but I refrain.... I believe that the teachers who are skilled in... studies of that sort do not injure but, on the contrary, benefit their pupils, not so much as they profess, but more than others give them credit for.... While we are occupied with such study, we are forced to apply our minds to difficult problems... and gain the power... of grasping and learning more easily those subjects which are of more importance and greater value. I do not, however, think it proper to apply the term "philosophy" to a training which is no help to us in the present either in our speech or in our actions, but rather I would call it a gymnastic of the mind and a preparation for philosophy.4

Isocrates did not clearly distinguish between philosophy and rhetoric, the two practices are in fact so collapsed and integrated that he can be mistaken for what we now call a "post-modern" thinker.5 In those terms, isocric rhetorical theory should be understood as an applied political aesthetic. The issue that separates Plato and Isocrates, in other words, has little to do with discourse strategies or the motive of those who claim to be lovers of wisdom. The point of clash is the status of argumentation as art. Those who "mediate my occupation," wrote Isocrates, "might have the effrontery to call Phidias, who wrought our statue of Athena, a dollmaker, or say that Zeuxis and Parrhasius practiced the same art as the sign-painters."6 Isocrates was one
of the most aggressive proponents of what we now call "culture study." He believed not only that argumentation is an art, but even that it deserves comparison with so-called "pure arts."

Richard Rorty, perhaps the hardest of Plato's recent critics, suggests that the "Father of Philosophy" influenced his progeny to work from badly posed fundamental questions. He suggests that contemporary thinkers should position themselves "where the Sophists were before Plato brought his principle to bear and invented 'philosophical thinking.'" In the study of argumentation, this means re-creating Isocratean rhetoric. The most striking result, I think, will be understanding how Plato, with the aid of Aristotle, subverted the art in rhetoric by mis-construing the relationship between discourse and language. Both thinkers conceived discourse analytically, as a part/whole complex such that what we say about language will also be true of discourse. Discourse, however, is more than the sum of its parts, more than written and spoken words arranged to strategic advantage. Understood in context, it is an amalgam of thought/word/action implicating the whole life-world of both its maker and its consumer. Argumentation, therefore, produces habits of life and living, not formations of words. The art in rhetoric consists of accomplishing persuasion in the best interest of a polity, not in discovering "the mean of persuasion," as Aristotle claimed. The important thing to say about discourse is not that it is comprised of linguistic structures, but that human thought, activity, and even being is constituted by and in it. It would be silly to judge painters by watching them mix paints—their reputation must depend on what they make. So the art of rhetoric resides in what kind of life rhetoricians make with the words they mix.

I want to clarify and amplify my view of Isocratean rhetoric, but if you will tolerate a slight complication, I'd like to do in the context of describing what I regard as deficiencies in the contemporary study of argumentation. The time has come for sermonizing: I want to compare what our ancestors intended the art of argumentation to make with the potential of our present conception of argumentation.

Historically, the "renaissance" of rhetoric in this century was motivated by political considerations. Argumentation was taken up, not by scholars committed to ivory-tower research into the writings of dead Greeks, but by teachers in responding to the most difficult problem that can arise in a democracy, the possibility that our political system in crisis will collapse into what John Dewey described as an "oligarchy" of expertise. Read in the wrong way, such early speech teachers as James Albert, Winans might be thought anti-intellectual: "The old argument about the relative importance of the orator in ancient and in modern times need not detain us at all," wrote Winans, "for whatever the answer may be to that question, in these latter days of ever multiplying organizations, and in a country governed by discussion and public opinion, it has come about that there is greater opportunity and demand for speech-making than ever before. Never before have so many ill-prepared men found themselves before audiences." Winans, of course, was not opposed to making a traditional academic practice out of argumentation, but his motive was clearly practical and political, more reminiscent of Isocrates than Plato and Aristotle. In Isocrates' language, Winans and other speech teachers meant "to obtain a polity which can properly deal with our affairs."

In principle, we could have conceived an academic practice consistent with Isocrates' socially and politically conscious view of intellectual life. But, as Wender has argued, such a development was unlikely because of the location of speech teachers in Universities, and of Universities in an elitist culture. Speech teachers had to justify their practice within a traditional conception (which we get from Plato) that scholarship should soar high "above" political interest toward a cosmic, a priori True. A few courageous writers, such as Everett Leigh Hunt, risked "sophistry" by making much of the affinity between American pragmatism and Isocratean rhetoric. Most accounts of argumentation in this century, however, have been capitalised by philological neo-classicism, a view that valorizes Plato's conception of intellectual life and privileges Aristotle's arsenal of recipes.

We have a contradiction, then, between a pedagogical practice justified by a need to develop a polity competent to manage the affairs of a democracy, and a scholarly practice justified by a need to understand the mechanics and tactics of text formation. Should we test and reward students for their ability to make and promote wise practical decisions? Or should we test and reward their mastery of techniques for arranging words to strategic advantage? I would not want to pose a false dilemma for you—the rift between didactic and academic conceptions of argumentation is not logically necessary. In theory, we should be able to achieve both goals simultaneously. In practice, however, we have been driven exclusively toward academic, partly in consequence of Plato's and Aristotle's analytic distinction between philosophy and rhetoric. Scholars in Western universities, for example, are likely to separate Isocrates' political aesthetics into three "branches," each of which is treated as a self-contained "discipline": Politics is the business of the political science department, aesthetics of the philosophy department, and argumentation of a communication department. There is little coordination among "disciplines." The political scientist grades "methodological rigor" and complains about poor mastery of fundamental argument skills. The philosopher grades "creativity and thought" while complaining about widespread irrationality. The rhetorician grades the student's "accuracy and clarity of expression" while yawning at superficial thought on such trite and inexorable topics as the morality of abortion. Each student is supposed to "put it all together" on his or her own. In Isocratean terms, all three academic
practices are sophistic-political scientists teach policy for the sake of re-acting, philosophers teach thinking for the sake of argument, and rhetoricians teach argumentation for the sake of winning.

Let's look closely at sophistry in communication studies. Though I think it is too often a scapegoat, we might look first at the history of debating. In the spirit of sermonising, let me apply the following text from Isocrates:

I am grieved to see the sycophant's trade facing better than philosophy—the one attacking, the other on the defensive. Who of the men of old could have anticipated that things would come to this pass, in Athens, of all places, where we more than others plume ourselves on our wisdom?

Collegiate debate was originally a laboratory exercise designed to teach the mechanics of argumentation while simultaneously giving students a semblance of experience with public life. To simulate controversy, a political problem was translated into a proposition of policy to force fledgling advocates to choose between two sides. To simulate public debate, debate was to take place before an audience. The audience cheered, jeered, and judged; but it was a gallery, not a polity, because participation in the debate was forbidden. Class lasted an hour, and so did debates. Now if a simulation were perfect, it wouldn't be a simulation, so we should expect true representation of public life. One flaw, however, is especially significant because it subverts the didactic view of argument. The exercise was cast as a performance, implying that the public life being simulated is also a performance. In a sense, of course, it is—we are all familiar with the rich intellectual capital in "the world is a stage" metaphors. Such terms are not meant to imply that playing the role of advocate is the primary problem of argumentation, however. Debaters were not trained in the philosophy of action—their practice was mere rehearsal.

Viewed as a rehearsal for public life, debate teaches things that are simply not true. With rare exceptions, in crisis situations, problems in public life are not "natural" or "given," as hurricanes force themselves upon us. Social problems are chosen by people who take the agenda-setting power, and the question of what should be debated in a democracy often determines the outcome of debate. I have studied social problems for twenty years, and I have yet to find one that could be reduced to a proposition—legal problems must be framed that way, but the political economy is not so orderly as a courtroom. Neither have I discovered a social problem with only two sides. Nor is the time frame of debate instructive: Argumentation in Anglo-America occurs in narrative and historical time, in time sexual in increments that we must measure in decades, sometimes in centuries, almost never in hours. There are genuine crises, of course, but these are rare, and I suspect that argumentation is not a characteristic or particularly productive response to them. Finally, when a polity is silenced by procedural requirements, democracy itself is threatened. To create a "competent public," in Dewey's language, or to make a "polity that can properly deal with our affairs," in Isocrates' terms, is the best motive I can think of to study argumentation. An argumentation practice staged with an elite advocate prancing before silent masses who turn thumbs up or thumbs down in judgment—this is a Roman circus, the sign of a corrupt polity and decadent democracy.

Great changes were wrought in debate during the 1960's. Everyone understood the difficulties I've just discussed—not in my terms, of course, but the idea was there, in the common complaint that debate had little to do with "the real world." Some thought reform possible. We could abandon romantic conceptions of democracy, discover how decisions were really made, and then show our students how to grease the machinery of any organization. Others, I think the majority, gave up the notion that debate can, or should, simulate public life. For them, debate was a sport, and its connection with "the real world" was its ability to drill students on the mechanics of argumentation until the pose of parry and thrust were automatic reflexes. Notice that these two attitudes are quite compatible in their emphasis on winning. Professional expertise is the pedagogical goal, either because it is marketable or because it produces a championship trophy at the N. D. T.

Viewed as a sport producing marketable professional skills, debate loses all contact with Isocratic rhetoric. "Topicality" became a stock issue in debate. The resolution is treated as if it were recently brought down from Sinai—now, as never before, debate is imprisoned in a more semantic possibility. A complex political economy is better represented in new debate, but in ten-second snips that oversimplify in the act of acknowledging complexity. We still teach that there are two sides to every question, never four or seven or ten, despite the fact that society is self-consciously pluralistic as never before. Time is an important factor still, but in a curious way—the essential skill coaches look for in debate-team recruits, I am told, is the ability to speak somewhere just shy of Mach 1. Audiences have not existed for some time. Judges in otherwise empty rooms replace them at least as early as the 1960's. The judge at first made decisions as an average member of the polity might. New debate, however, demands professionalism even of judges. To judge at the N. D. T., one must be "qualified" by the experience of having judged several rounds at a "certified" tournament. The possibility that their performance might be judged by a steel worker or a postal clerk would horrify N. D. T. debaters. Professional judges are insisted upon, of course, because no polity would make technical decisions about the sham we call argument. Morally, I think, the new debate is a realisation in microcosm of John Dewey's worst fear for democracy, that it can so easily slide into an oligarchy of expertise.
Debate is too often made a scapegoat precisely because it is a microcosm. I have suggested that the problem lies in our very formulation of the questions taken to constitute the alleged “discipline” of argumentation. The history of debate lets us see how it is possible to get caught between opposing academic and didactic conceptions of argumentation. Because these ideas are compatible in principle, it is easy to blame debate coaches for allowing an unjustifiable practice. We study Shakespeare's Caesar: “The fault, dear coach, lies not in our theory, but in the system of competitive debate.” Let me show you that the fault lies in our theorizing, even in such important contributions as the concept of “situation.”

The motif of the history of philosophy, according to Rorty, is a struggle to find an “unshakable foundation” for what we believe. Since Plato's invention of philosophical thinking, rational beliefs were thought to be true when they “mirrored Nature.” Of course no mirror is large enough to reflect all of “Nature,” so we have to cut out sections, study them in isolation, and then put the pieces together as in a jigsaw puzzle. This formulation gives us two reasons to take up any particular study: We might study chemistry, for example, to learn how to make wealth—such things as fertilizer or pesticides. Or, we might study the “philosophy of chemistry,” to understand why “Nature” is sliced so as to make chemistry a piece of the knowledge puzzle. After we have established that chemistry is what we call “a legitimate study,” and after we know how it fits with other puzzle pieces, we have transformed chemistry from a mere utilitarian practice, a “knack like cookery,” into a philosophically justified set of rational true beliefs.

We all know that the practice hardest hit by “Mirror of Nature” arguments is the study of rhetoric. The “philosophy of rhetoric” was defined in Plato's terms as a quest for legitimacy, a search for some way to carve up “Nature” so that rhetoricians can know how to judge the kind of truth epistemologists approve of. Bitzer suggested that persuasive argumentation is a connection with nature's mirror in that common and recurring “situations,” presumably natural, “strongly invite” an appropriate rhetorical response. Argument can thus conform to Plato's conception of “art,” and many contemporary ideas of “science,” by adopting a style of thought usually associated with geometry. Thought starts with the rhetorical situation as “given” or “axiomatic.” Cases of argumentation in practice are judged as more and less appropriate responses to the situation. We then develop “theorems” or “principles” about what might have been better and worse responses. Finally, we connect our “theorems” with public argument in the same way that geometry applies to civil engineering—as general principles serving to justify conventional construction techniques.

So long as we are stuck with “Mirror of Nature” conceptions, Bitzer's thesis is very persuasive. But notice where the ensuing conversation leads us: Vats pushes Scott's “rhetoric is epistemic” thesis by objecting to the claim that a rhetorical situation is “natural.” Situations, he says, are manufactured from the resources of argument. They are as relative to the skill and intention of individual advocates as speech itself. This argument tainted sourly of solipsism, so Bitzer redirected his conception along the path of neo-classical realism: Rhetorical situations are largely beyond the individual's control; a speech may shape the situation to which it responds, as possible answers determine the meaning a question might have; but discourse cannot make its own situation any more than an answer can pose its own question. Our talk about rhetorical situation thus comes down to arguing out the subtleties of an ineffable opposition between “subjectivism” and “objectivism.” And notice how little it matters: If you like Bitzer's perspective, you will stand Aristotle on his head by making “any given situation” more problematic than “discovering the means of persuasion.” Instead of suggesting that the Kennedy inaugural is eloquent and politically effective when compared to similar speeches, you will prove that mediocrity is possible: Common and recurring rhetorical situations produce common, recurring, and incredibly banal “genres” of argument practice. If you find “subjectivism” persuasive, on the other hand, you will knock Burke off his feet by making the technical invention of “symbolic reality” seem more problematic than material critique of the prevailing political economy. Since only its “naturalness” is at issue, “situation” will be the foundation of what we do no matter which side earns the laurel.

From Socrates' perspective, we are perpetuating sophistry because we are far more concerned with having a foundation than we are with what we make with it. Should we not be asking what kind of art results when we start with the concept “rhetorical situation”? Turning Aristotle upside down solves none of our fundamental problems—we merely revise and update the word. With emphasis on finding the means of persuasion, we looked for logical and psychological inducements, building up an inventory of appeals and arguments that could prove useful on any occasion. With emphasis on situation we presuppose such an inventory and look for ways to tailor inducements to the requirements of particular “fields.” With Aristotle's emphasis, discourse consists of the number of persuasive devices we accumulate and rehearse. With the second emphasis, however, discourse consists of an ability to establish expertise in dealing with recurring situations. In academic practice, the art in rhetoric is papered over by the “field” in which argumentation is conceived to be instrumental—rhetoricians establish their “expertise” more by mastering the literature of history, philosophy, politics, and social psychology than by displaying their own wisdom. In everyday practice, the art in rhetoric is too often prostituted by “client” subordination to the profit-making, vote-getting imperatives of sheer...
salemanship—rhetoricians establish their “expertise” by showing how professionally-applied communication skills maximize profits while minimizing loss. Both in theory and in practice, in other words, we are still presenting ourselves as technicians, not as artists, and we are thereby adding our contribution to the general cultural drift which may reduce Anglo-American democracy to an oligarchy of expertise.

Enough of sins—keynotes should end on the up—best, and sermons should offer an avenue for redemption. The problems I have touched upon are really sins of omission. I no more object to mastering the techniques of argumentation and persuasion than I would object to the sculptor’s detailed knowledge of cutting tools. Mistaking the technology for the art is problematic, of course; but in modern times the far greater difficulty is lack of interest in or attention to the art of argumentation in any terms. I think we need to re-create the terms and meaning of Isocratic rhetoric, formulating a theory of argumentation understood as applied political aesthetics. Stating the essential commitments underlying this theory is easy: We should not equate facts and truths. Facts are nothing but raw materials, blocks of stone awaiting the sculptor’s chisel. You can discover facts, but truths are made. The test of a truth is its promotion of human need and aspiration. Argumentation is the art of making dreams come true, not in fantasy to delight the imagination, but in reality to make everyday life more comfortable. The products of argumentation are not speeches and essays, but humanity. As Isocrates said, “Those who desire to follow the true experience, Isocrates argued, is U.. pay, “the soul of a state.” “Sycophants” speakers such as Plato’s Callicles, sometimes mishandled and corrupt the polity. But they are always subject to critique based on a comparison of “our present democracy with that which was handed down to us by our forefathers”:
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Our forefathers had resolved that the people, as the supreme master of the state, should appoint the magistrates, call to account those who failed in their duty, and judge in cases of dispute.... Those citizens who... were entitled to receive commandation if they proved faithful to their trust.... If they governed badly, they were condemned to meet with no mercy, but to suffer the severest punishment.

Athenian political culture was ordered, in principle, to reward integrity and to punish the arrogance of power. The heaven of praise and blame aimed at controlling “servants of the people” is easily confused with what might be called “cultural chauvinism.”

Cultural chauvinism is one horn of a false dilemma often posed against those who believe that historical experience ought to influence present action. The problem is showing that dead Europeans have something important to say to live Americans. Either the past relates to the present as cause to effect, say the objectors, or as Utopia to worshipful celebrants. The
first possibility works out to "determinism," the extreme form of which is dismal Marxist arguments about the inevitability of historical process. The second possibility works out to be a glorification of the past to reproduce one interpretation of it in the present, the extreme form of which is Fascist nationalism.

Fifth, Platonists seem impaled on the second horn, but only if you fail to consider that his position is actually a third alternative. Those who pose the dilemma understand neither the theory nor the art of argumentation. The past is related to the present through analogy, as memory to action. The analogy does not prove—it illustrates and clarifies. History is a series of stories about people very like ourselves. When we know how old stories come out in the end, we are made aware of one possible outcome of similar stories currently in progress. History is technically a model which functions in argument at the point where idealists typically pose hypothetical examples. The difference between Rousseau’s and Isocrates’ conception of "freedom," for example, is that Rousseau invented a total fiction about "noble savages" as a vehicle of comparison, while Isocrates organized the material experience of an historical polity as a vehicle of comparison. Isocrates worried about real people while Rousseau toyed with such terms as "rational animal" and "state of Nature" as if he were moving pieces on a chessboard.

Further, history functions artifically in Isocratic rhetoric. We are not supposed to reproduce the past in the present, but to use comparison artifically:

I reproach men in private life when they succeed in a few things and fail in many, and regard them as falling short of what they ought to be. ... And I am of the same mind also regarding public affairs. For I think that we ought not to be proud or even satisfied should we have shewn ourselves more law-regarding than men accursed by the gods and afflicted with madness, but ought much rather to feel aggrieved and resentful should we prove to be worse than our ancestors.

The point here is that the best comparisons are diachronic and not synchronic. Those who believe that we have a leg up on the good life because we are better off than folks "accursed by the gods and afflicted with madness"—Russians, in other words—are egregiously wrong in their very way of thinking. The correct analogy is historical, because our ancestors shared our political culture and the practical morality which it engendered. To make wise decisions and lead a happier life, we should keep our society under constant critique, taking care that we craft our lives at least as artfully as older artists who wrought similar material into an artifact, we still remember as our own history.

Sermons and keynotes both require a peroration, in this case a brief summary of my hopes and aspirations for argumentation. Too long have we languished as the shade of epistemology, formulating schemes on schemes to meet the impossible requirements of "mirroring Nature." We have formed a community of technicians trapped in Plato’s and Aristotle’s vision of intellectual life. Argumentation was created on a different tonic, however, as an art of moral reasoning. My clarion call has been to create an Isocratic rhetoric, an applied political aesthetic concerned more with the health of our polity than the success of our advocates. I hope to see an argumentation practice that self-consciously aims to avoid an oligarchy of expertise which would condemn our students to the sad occupation of greasing organizational procedures. I aspire to contribute to a theory of argumentation aimed at understanding the cultural materials which we must use to carve out the best possible life-world. Above all, I hope to live in a community where reality is lived, truths are made, and facts are used. I tire of discovery. Let’s create something.
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Aside from these disciplinary preferences, we are prone to think that consequentialism is better than the epistemology it replaced. Communities do check individuals’ whims and idiosyncrasies. Their task assumptions are more likely than an individual’s to have withstood criticism. And prudent people do not rock lifeboats: since communal intellectual life is all we have, we are inclined to be good epistemic citizens. As Thomas said, one cannot be a skeptic all the time.

But piety is as pernicious as overblown skepticism—perhaps more so in a consequentialist context. Communities are not beyond critique because they are less responsible than individuals for the genesis of error: their superiority stems from their openness to critique embodied in social structures which encourage innovation and debate. Consensuses do change. We do find ideas which have slipped through the past’s critical net. We needn’t be doctrinaire skeptics to say with Hume that every piety bears the marks of a mature discipline. The conventional wisdom has been that argument studies are interdisciplinary: Argumentation is a subset of some bigger discipline, like communication or philosophy or sociology; no, Argumentation is not a discipline.

Argument studies are undeniably interdisciplinary: many fields study argument; many theories cross disciplinary/professional boundaries. But this doesn’t mean that Argumentation isn’t a discipline. Are Psychology or Physics any the less disciplines because their concepts are borrowed by other disciplines? I also concede that Argumentation resembles an “invisible college.” It seems more informal and flexible, less embedded in institutional concrete, than other disciplines. The field’s scholars see argument more as an interdisciplinary interest area than as a discipline tout court. (In this, I may seem to be the worst offender, having argued that argumentation is a species of interpersonal communication.) But cross-pollination is paradigmatic of intellectual life. Most fields acknowledge debts to other fields (consider the number of fields which have modeled important aspects of their thinking on physics, or psychology, or economics) yet, for all that, they are disciplines.

Thanks to a 20 year interregnum since the demise of the foundationalist/formalist model, Argumentation may seem too pluralistic to be a discipline. Argumentation scholars have not achieved agreement about the nature of argument, about the nature of and prospects for criticism, even about the purposes and disciplinary boundaries of the field. We tend to equate pluralism with inadequacy because we think that internal agreement and cooperation are the marks of a mature discipline. (Witness the importance Toulmin imputes to “compactness”—the degree of agreement a field has achieved concerning its veridical standards.) The Enlightenment’s view of progress is still with us in vestigial form.

But this distaste of pluralism is too easily exaggerated. First, there is nothing ascendant about agreement. Consequentialists rarely make the French Academy their paradigm case of an epistemic community. Second, disagreement is not necessarily pathological. Disagreements require common ground, bonds of civility, tolerance, and cooperation; their presence proves that a field’s tenets have not, as Toulmin says, “hardened into institutions.” A field tolerant of pluralism has at least kept its cognitive options open. Argument, like fever, enjoys a better reputation than it used to. Once seen as an evil to be reduced at all costs, fever is now thought to be an essential defense mechanism.

Moreover, we display more substantive agreement than we sometimes think. Despite disagreements about the nature of argument, the field has organized its work around two pivotal propositions—more than enough to have a discipline. Their centrality to the discipline is easily proved: try to imagine what the field would look like without them. The first discipline. The conventional wisdom has been that argument studies are interdisciplinary: Argumentation is a subset of some bigger discipline, like communication or philosophy or sociology; no, Argumentation is not a discipline.

My argument must begin with proof that Argumentation is a
1. Argumentation is the paradigm case of civilized procedure

This claim is a complex of at least four different but closely meshed ideas—each of which, I submit, enjoys field-defining agreement:

1.1 Ehninger's notion of argument-as-method, of the political and intellectual utility of rational dialectic, is perhaps the field's core intimation. This view has affected a consensus around certain pedagogical aims: providing instruction in critical decision-making, the analysis of controversies, tests of evidence, ethical responsibilities, social effects of advocacy, rules of rational procedure, and relationships between argumentation and communication. There are disputes about the nature of these things, not about their importance. Such disputes affect other fields as severely as they do argumentation, e.g., most fields have disputes between relativists and their opponents.

1.2 Conflict or controversy, or disagreement are at the heart of the phenomena which interest us. Theorists who agree on little else share the view that arguments involve disagreement and occur in contexts of controversy. This agreement is so striking that it might be said that "argument" is not our field's core concept or even its most important problem focus. Arguments figure prominently in controversy, but controversy is the definitive argument, the definiendum. So we are founded on a political as well as a methodological proposition that conflict, the testing of ideas, is the sine qua non of rational decision-making.

1.3 Argumentation is virtually definitive of human nature. Since this topic is too fuzzy apart from ontological definitions, it has often been equated with rationality, which itself has usually been ontologically defined in terms of argumentation. Whether one thinks that rationality is a real, obscure aspect of human nature or, as I do, that it is a field's way of meaning reasoning it approves of, the concept has undisputed importance. The theorists who equated social life with the genesis of error restricted rationality to the individual--irrationality being a surrender to the communal. Consensualism has reversed this thinking: we trust the communal at the expense of the individual, thus tying rationality to a person's conformity to the consensus arrangements of a field. Both pictures, the former focusing on inference, the latter on public utterance, saw argument as a definitive segment of rational behavior. Wittgenstein's views of language games and of "forms of Life" are one version of this thinking. Habermas' placement of rationality in the criticalizibility of claims is another.

1.4 The Therapeutic Possibility. The field's pedagogical program is founded on this optimism; the idea that claims might be redeemable through discourse is similarly optimistic, though broader in thrust; and the idea of corrections—which Arne Næss and van Epen and Grootendorst call "precization," what Russell called a theory of corrections, and what followers of Richards call the study of misunderstanding and its remedies—is an incorrigibly optimistic commitment. We differ on details, but the therapeutic possibility itself has never been seriously questioned.

The second proposition, around which I think argument scholars have organized much of their work, in this:

2. Argument is epistemic in communities

This proposition is a complex of two widely believed ideas:

2.1 The difference between inference and argument, the definitive characteristic of argument being its publicness. Not that argumentation is organized around an antipathy for thinking, only that inference has not been the field's paradigm case of rationality. Thus, like Habermas, we locate rationality in the publicness, interobjectivity, and hence criticizibility of expressions and judgments.

2.2 Intellectual evolution occurs through public discourse in communities. This claim has two attractions. First, it makes argument's pivotal epistemic concept. Arguments cease to be more propaganda techniques for truths otherwise acquired, or pedagogical games, and become central to explanations of knowledge creation. Second, an evolutionary reading of Claim 2 meshes with the argument-as-method notion to produce a potentially powerful political theory. Spencer's slogan, "survival of the fittest," loosely captures our beliefs about argument's epistemic effects, our Jeffersonian vision of the marketplace of ideas, and dovetails perfectly with our pedagogical rhetoric. The Bortyn-Allen, Lippman's pragmatism, Habermas' felicity conditions of discourse, and Lipman's view of public discourse are all dialectical theories which recognize the epistemic advantages of adversarial proceedings.

I take it that I have proved that Argumentation is a discipline, and an important one. Now I want to argue that this is a mixed blessing. Discipline is a Jaaan-like construct. We can scarcely object to some aspects of disciplined thought. As Foucault says, "discipline" mean "discipline." Disciplines promote programmatic research, they embody and enforce professional, ethical, and intellectual norms, they provide forums and publications, they nurture and protect criticism, and they configure knowledge for pedagogy. But these are expensive advantages. Discipline is a peripheral blindness: it achieves acuity at the expense of breadth. Disciplinary boundaries are thus akin to a horse's blinders: they keep a not-very-bright creature from shying from the stimulus of peripheral events; they keep the attention straight ahead—just the effect I attribute
The field's ideas-of-origin condemn it to a fate more ironic than Cassandra's, one wired not into its telos but in its pedagogical roots. Argumentation historically arose as a particular skill taught in speech and debate training, perhaps processed by higher order concepts evolved from the pedagogical repertoire. "Criticism" came to describe two levels of activity: pedagogy in thinking, speaking and listening skills and their putatively more sophisticated use by field actors doing "argument criticism." But the former has so constrained the latter as to produce a fifty year tradition of inconsequential work which has influenced neither the political nor academic spheres. American forensic programs have had unparalleled access to the nation's power elite, but this has not translated into genuine influence. Our theories find their only audience in the classroom; our criticism speaks only to us. The field seems condemned to underestimate the scope and importance of its principles and their applicability to public and intellectual problems. The horizons of argument criticism are so circumscribed that we conceptualize the problem of the public sphere in terms of elementary expository mistakes, as if we can adjudicate the abortion controversy by fixing fallacies, or the nuclear power debate by correcting inconsistencies. Just when the centrality of our discipline's concepts is widely acknowledged, it isn't clear that our history has equpped us to say anything of value.

Two Pistles of Argumentation

None of us, I think, believes that the truth of a claim inheres in the intensity of our commitment to it. We can readily point to false doctrines passionately believed by others. But a sensitivity to others' delusions should not masquerade as self-awareness. We are not immune to the pathologies we study. Perhaps more often than we would like to admit, we speak of universals, of the way of things, having our personal idiosyncrasies in mind, or succumb to calling "false consciousness" in others what we call "rational commitments" in ourselves. Our pedagogy makes us doubly susceptible: in our concern to mute the individualism of children others what we call "rational commitments" in ourselves. Gar pedagogy makes delusions doctrines history has equipped us to say anything of value.

The more profound effects of our pedagogical history can be illustrated by considering its effects on the two propositions upon which I claim the field is founded. In the pedagogical context, these propositions are rhetorical flourishes—am-saying, really—rather than considered components of a discipline's problematic. They are so embedded in our thinking as to be logically on a par with what McGuire calls "cultural truths." They are foundational to our conceptual ecology, but we did not come by them through the argumentation processes we prize.

It is not my point that either claim is false but that each should be treated as a claim, not a crede. Neither should be dogmatically or fideistically propounded. Both should be at the center of our attention, ever problematic, never taken-for-granted. Ideas become dogma when their implacability exceeds their intellectual authority. And their believers are the weaker for it.

1. Argumentation is the paradigm case of civilized procedure.

Critical thinking is better than intuition, emotional preferences, or chance. It is embodied in the following of rules for rational disputation which are thought to yield critical decisions.

The idea of civilized constraints is among the most persistent themes in western thought. The contrasting picture is of "primitivism." Man—a narcissistic, morally blind brute possessed by powerful instincts for aggression, herd followership, and, as Aristotle said, "a subordination of the intellectual to the animal. The Romantics' Noble Savage was a memory's aberration, the more enduring portrait is that of a stoical lout, generally thoughtless, sometimes dangerous, always less than he might be, hence civilization's shackles: its rules and etiquettes repress our instincts and make us too the line. The brute is still, not killed; it is always there beneath the civilized veneer, but its power wanes as civilization waxes.

This is a Greco-Roman view. Plato thought that human nature fell so short of philosophy that a repressive state should compel, by force, persuasion, or false consciousness, obedience to the philosopher kings' rules. Aristotle believed that people were ruled by habits, mostly blind, and that the state's pedagogical function was to promote good cognitive/deliberative habits. The Scholastics simmered these Greek conceits in an orthodox stew of religion and politics—keeping the brute on a short (theocratic and secular) leash. One might start with this reason, but there was always the rack and iron Maiden if the brute proved obdurate.

Or the analyst's couch. Freud thought that id might outgrow civilization's constraints, like the pressure cooker allowed to build steam unchecked. And the Social Darwinists, who mixed teleology with special pleading for the British class structure, saw institutions as amalgams of rules, prescriptions, and prescriptions that kept the obedient acting in socially useful ways.

So the idea of civilized constraints is a refugee with a not entirely respectable past. The justification of a rule by appeal to teleology—historical or psychological—or by appeal to a privileged
discourse are shenanigans few of us would attempt today. Even Habermas, in arguing that the emancipatory interest is hard-wired into the nature of communication, is not exempt from pragmatically justifying particular rules. So Rule Utilitarianism, despite its poor reputation as an ethical theory, would seem to be the Argumentation theorist's lot.

Argumentation is perhaps more dependent than any other field upon the civilized constraint notion. Ehninger's notion of argument-as-procedure, which has that dialectic lives in its rules, is foundational to the work of such similar thinkers as Wenzel, McKerrow, and Rescher and such disparate thinkers as Goodnight, Elithrop, and Brockriede.

But the justification of dialectic has not been dialectically achieved. More often than not, it is an argument from Aristotle's authority, or Plato's, or Whatley's, or Habermas'. If Rule Utilitarianism is dialectic's final justification, what constitutes its proof? If the pedagogical rationale for the field is that ordinary discourse fails short of the rules of rational discourse, what constitutes evidence for justifying the rules?

Owing to its pedagogical interests, and its corollary choice of an audience for its arguments, the Argumentation field has muddied the justification of dialectic with a different argument—that critical thinking is better than impulse. Since youthful actions are notoriously more grandiose than cognitively driven, no one would doubt this claim—which is just my point. Ehninger and Brockriede say that "critical decision is based on an interpretation of relevant facts and values." Now, impulse aside, I should think that every decision, be it good, bad, silly, or evil, is based on interpretations of relevant facts and values. Surely we disagree more about others' interpretations than about whether their decisions are based on nothing. No one would doubt that rule-guided action is better than impulse—but is this an important point for a field to make? With this reasoning, Argumentation will find itself in the position of the rationality theorists who equate rationality with having reasons—any reasons being better than no reasons. But can we really point to people who act on reasons? What we really want to do is object to their reasons, to say that their reasons are "causes," or that they are inferior to other reasons.

At this point, the argument undergoes a not-so-subtle shift: critical decisions are communally rather than individually grounded. Thus Ehninger and Brockriede contrast "facts and values" with "desires and prejudices"—the former being intersubjectively confirming, the latter being idiosyncratic. But this doesn't help. First, as Stich and Nisbett say, we have to give the rebel his due. We do not want to say that everyone who disagrees with a well-founded consensus is uncritical or insane, though we might believe that they are mistaken. Second, prejudices always masquerade as facts; one field's "values" are another's "dogmas." Third, impulse again aside, what would count as uncritical? A jihad? But holy wars are based upon authoritative grounds—rational interpretations of facts and values intersubjectively confirmed (a la Stich and Nisbett) by a community.

So a celebration of having reasons whatever they are or of abiding by community norms whatever they are is not quite the point Argumentation wants to make. Elementary psychology should indeed suppress impulse, but a general theory of decision-making poses more difficult problems. Respecting adult behavior, we call "uncritical decisions" ones arrived at by rules we object to—which brings us back to the Rule Utilitarian's problem of justifying conformity to a rule.

Ehninger and Brockriede ultimately take a pragmatic tack. But their pedagogical commitments make their argument more doctrinaire than it needs to be. Science is their paradigm case: "no scientific theory is accepted until it has been tested thoroughly." Now I do not think that this claim is true—for, say, the Copernican Revolution, the General Theory of Relativity, or—perhaps most important—the Darwinian revolution, which was adopted, as Philip Kitcher says, because of its ability to unite the field of biology, not because of its research, or even because it was correct (there are old genetic beliefs in Darwin's theory). None of this is to say that science cannot be one's paradigm case of critical decision-making—only that, owing to our choice of audience, we tend to argue the point in such a way as to undercut it.

A somewhat different solution is to argue in a circle, as Rescher. I think, does. Science is our most consistently successful epistemic enterprise; dialectic—read "debate"—is its basic veridical method; thus science's success proves the value of dialectic; success is even valid—indeed the valid criterion of methodological appropriateness. . . . There can be no real question that an established method—one which has "proven itself" over a wide variety of applications within its range of correlative objectives—has solid claims to a presumption in its favor," whether debate has been science's method, and whether it has "proven itself," are empirical questions. But Rescher's exposition only looks like an empirical argument. It uses no case-by-case proof of the centrality of debate to science—as opposed, say, to other accounts of scientific method, or as opposed to the limited research which suggests that debate isn't quite the right model. We traditionally expect our logics-of-justification to be more formalized and housebroken than our logics-of-discovery. Nonetheless, argumentation is founded on the claim that critical decisions are better than uncritical ones—a claim that presupposes success with empirical examples.

This doesn't mean that the Rule Utilitarian cannot win his
argument, only that he needs to marshal his evidence. If one claims that dialectical rules are better than other rules, one's evidence has to be case histories.

We have, ready at hand, a laboratory of unrivaled potential for studying the effects of particular rules on decision-making. Six years ago, Zarefsky, in an unjustly ignored paper, argued that academic debate could be a laboratory for studying the hardest questions of argumentation. If forensic professionals, and their outside colleagues, would turn their attention from purely arcane and pedagogical concerns to the ambition of contributing to the discipline's stock of knowledge, they might make genuine contributions to the ongoing dialogue about the state of the public sphere. If they continue to see debate as elementary pedagogy, they will continue to brush past the nation's most promising students, touching them only lightly, and being forgotten in the crush of events.

2. Argument is epistemic in communities.

Intellectual communities are based upon adversary processes, implicit or explicit theories of criticism which promote and guide the attack and defense of claims.

This claim can be variously interpreted. Formalists might say that a field's corpus is embedded in an impersonal logic whose implicatures work themselves out aloof from the psychology, social relationships, and research activities of field actors. Symbolic interactionists might reverse that image: ideas live in the human activities; a corpus is an inanimate thing waiting for situated actors to breathe life into it. The former locates intellectual progress in the logic of the corpus, the latter in the logic of activities.

Following Toulmin, Argumentation theorists have seen both pictures as exaggerations and adopted a middle course which recognizes the importance of the logic of a corpus and the uses situated actors make of it. Thus, an idea's intellectual authority resides in its internal logic; its magisterial authority resides in the sociological niche it occupies. The difference between the disciplinary and social aspects of an ecology is analogous to the difference between geological and genealogical idioms in explanations of organic evolution. "The disciplinary aspect of intellectual history is rational, justificatory, and prospective, the professional [social] aspect casual, exploratory, and retrospective; and, in the nature of the case, these two aspects are complimentary rather than equivalent." Experience of past accomplishments influences current decisions—a revision of Collingwood's reasons v. causes contrast. So, within Argumentation, Claim 2 is an evolutionary thesis.

This merger of dialectic with evolution has two closely related defects—neither of which needs be fatal. Their remedies will strengthen, not weaken the evolutionary thesis. The first defect is that Claim 2 is vastly underdetermined by data: given the research behind it, Claim 2 is really little more than rhetorical posturing, sloganizing. Some evidence, it is a caricature—an exaggeration that catches the highlights but omits the details.

It is one thing to claim that argument (as a social comparison process) has epistemic effects for individuals and quite another to assert that argument is foundational to communal intellectual life. Both are empirical claims, but the former is better proved than the latter. I submit that Argumentation scholars lack the empirical basis for claiming that even their own field's development has proceeded through argument. An ordinary thought experiment will prove the point. Look at the present Argumentation (or any field's) corpus—just agreed-upon principles, not disputed cases. Now, reproduce the most efficient historical developments, from argument to argument, that would have produced this corpus. All of us, I think, would adopt shortcuts the field did not in fact take and avoid redundancy the field in fact displayed. In explaining the field's adoption of an idea, or one idea versus another, we would (more than the field did) exaggerate the effects of intellectual authority and denigrate magisterial authority. We would make these mistakes partly owing to the parsimony that comes with historical perspective and partly because we have a powerful vested interest in giving argument a position of centrality in intellectual ecologies. As Burthes said, "the retrospective is never anything but a category of bad faith."

Fields reach a point where Darwinianism is doing things the hard way. This is nowhere better exemplified than in their interfield borrowing, practices which cast doubt upon the idea that we can separate intellectual from magisterial authority at all.

The permissible interpretation of Kuhn's notion of revolutions is that they are embedded in the changes discourse communities make in their histories. Evolution is a metaphor as well as a biological fact, hence Newton's famous (if disingenuous) disclaimer, "If I have seen further it is by standing on ye shoulders of giants." The belief that one's work occupies a rung in an ancestral ladder may very well be crocodile modesty, but it is nonetheless a foundational metaphor of a successful epistemic community. But normal science is duller than revolutions, and contemporary developments do sometimes compel the abandonment of old ideas, so it sometimes happens that conceptual developments lead fields to reassess their ancestors.

Or to adopt new ones. The ancestral focus of evolutionary thinking doesn't translate intact to discussions of rational enterprises.
Recombine DNA research aside, genetics describes fixed legacies. People cannot change their ancestors except by lying. But rational enterprises can and do alter their histories to fit present preferences. Revolution is the new, needle, and thread for such alterations. If concept borrowing in the paradigm case and political competition the most interesting case of interfield disintegretion, then theorists borrowing stock is surely the most modifying case. Evolution makes us think of our history as our working stock of materials; revolutions occur when we want to change the stock. Consider, e.g., how the work of Toulmin, or Perelman, or Habermas have entered the field. In each case, prestige either preceded the innovation of arguments or was so bound up with them as to make the distinction between intellectual and magisterial authority suspect. Their intellectual Argumentation in the standard way fields import authorities. Prominent natives mention their work: selected aspects of their thinking are adopted, a following develops lending additional stature to an already estimable ethos; then—after a decade, in the case of Toulmin and Perelman, less time in Habermas' cases—probably owing to the increased maturity of the discipline—the details of their theories are gradually assimilated, the particulars finally getting discussed. In the first stages of this process, the outsider's work functions primarily as an argument-by-authority.

The second defect I see in Claim 2 has already been hinted at: the distinction between intellectual and magisterial authority is too neat. It overestimates the facts; it pays lip service to but ultimately undervalues the social component; and it turns our attention away from the ways actors behave rationally as they balance political and social pressures against their views of the intellectual merits of ideas.

The Jeffersonian legacy, and the pedagogical imperative in which it is embodied, encourage a too-mechanical, over-rationalized view of intellectual evolution. The developmental logic which spawns an idea must be rational before we are willing to call someone's acceptance of the idea rational. Since post hoc analyses can nearly always make an historical succession of ideas appear to be a connected train of thought, the rationality of intellectual progress appears to be a plausible inference. Again, Argumentation's choice of audience lends to an exaggerated Whigishness. Accomplished doctrines on silver platforms today's truths mustn't be historical accidents or whims. Dialectical inquiry is one form of natural selection. If there is rationality in the structure of a corpus, its corpus dialectic is rational debate. But, as was the case with the first proposition, the proof of its rationality is circular: one infers rational processes from a corpus' apparent evolutionary coherence.

Our pedagogical interests push us to an unwholesomely circumscribed view of decision-making. It is uncontroversial that decisions occur in contexts which are more than dialectical. But we are prone to think that the social elements of decision-making are pathological disintegrations, or at least imperfections, militating against otherwise rational debate. Though we might grant that science has social aspects, we resist seeing them as an integral part of scientific rationality. We likewise restrict our names of political and social decision-making to those features of debate which seem to transcend or bypass individual motives, the pressures of interest groups, and vagaries of public opinion, and the other manifestations of Burke's "blunt quest of advantage."

Toulmin, who cannot be accused of succumbing to the pedagogical interest, nonetheless achieves the same effect. This result is not obvious: he takes pains to advocate the use of companion frameworks—the disciplinary and the social—for the study of intellectual ecologies: "considered as an entire human enterprise, a science is neither a compendium of ideas and arguments alone, nor a population of individuals alone, nor a system of institutions and proceedings alone." All of these elements "touch, interact, and merge." A description which ignores the social bases of scientific thought will miss fundamental features of the process, for instance, cases in which ethos has outweighed logos—as in the case of the acceptance of kinetic theory in physics owing to the prestige of Clausius and Maxwell. Their arguments may have been cogent and powerful by the disciplinary standards of the times, but "the best argument in the world could 'carry professional weight' at all quickly only if its origin and presentation brought it to the attention of the 'influential' reference group at the right time, and in the right manner." The professional circumstances have to be favorable before "even the best argument in the world could carry professional weight, at all, quickly only if its origin and presentation brought it to the attention of the influential reference group at the right time, and in the right manner." All well and good. Toulmin would seem to be squarely behind giving social life its due. But people who use the terms "history" and "experience" interchangeably bear watching. Toulmin works with a standard Weberian sense of the social—which makes argument a component of the disciplinary, not the social side of science. By "social," Toulmin means the status and roles of particular scientists and, as well, the incidental fact of whether someone did accept an idea—a consequential matter only to historians. The relationship between the disciplinary and the social thus turns on a difference in kind. The former yields the intellectual authority of ideas, the latter the magisterial authority. The former is the locus of rationality, the latter the locus of the emergent weight of tradition. There can be doubt which is better.

I prefer to see the magisterial authority of an idea as inhering in the logic of the activities which produced it. To my mind, the most interesting case of rationality involves a person wrestling with a problem, then making a rational decision, stating a local politics, bowing occasionally to determinism-by-tacitness, and, finally, framing rhetorical strategies addressed to an audience. The assessment of that person's place in the field is not merely a definition of a sociological niche, but an integral
component of our explanation of the intellectual merit of the ideas. Activities, not nitches, explain the evolution of ideas. A description of the intersection of these forces would be a description of the field's rational structure. Ideas can be assessed utterly apart from such doings, but no field, even the ones that try to, does so. The neat, tidy distinction between intellectual and magisterial authority makes us use judgmental criteria that do not bear upon how ideas and bodies of knowledge in fact evolve.

Criticism: Argumentation's core enterprise, should be the programmatic study of how discourse hangs together, of the effects of assumptions on claims, of activities upon beliefs, and of beliefs upon activities. It needs not be a monolithic intellectual tradition, since every field's intellectual procedures can be studied in different ways for varying purposes. Critical traditions need only be programmatic—appraising what we call a "research program"—and thereby capable of enhancing the discipline's stock of knowledge and of advocating change in the activities studied. We once studied practices in order to commend them to students, now we must study them in order to amend them if needed.

Debate, again, is our most enduring tradition and most promising critical path. It may seem a contradiction in terms of a laboratory for participant observation, but debate is just that. It forces us to enter the followways of particular fields, to adopt their specialized modes of thinking and arguing, and, sometimes, to compare them to the methods and modes of other fields. In this respect, it is the public sphere in microcosm. No study better exposes the implications of assumptions and the cognitive consequences of practices than a sustained intense study which requires adopting the veridical practices of particular fields and which brings out the sometimes income suitable assumptions which fuel particular claims.

So we have the means, if not the will, to create ideas that count. But what ideas? I suggest two starting points, not as a comprehensive agenda, but as especially promising—and dangerous—problems.

The argument-from-authority is arguably the 20th Century's definitive epistemic problem. It used to be a formal fallacy; and the reasons for (and even the politics behind) calling it a fallacy are still persuasive. It perhaps explains why we defer so gratefully to experts. Yet our epistemic environment is so constituted that deference to authority, "even though it short-circuits the quintessentially rational processes of personally weighing the evidence and following out a chain of logic to one's own inner satisfaction," is the rational thing to do. Indeed, in ordinary parlance _c._s. of the best reasons we can offer for choosing a course of action is that it comports with the advice of a recognized authority.15

The argument-from-authority is utterly central to the public sphere. The commonweal is so tied to what the Beards called "the rule of experts" as to irrevocably submerge the intellectual authority of ideas in the magisterial authority of particular fields. By their epistemic nature, most fields do not come by tolerance easily. But the public sphere forces intolerance upon them as their authorities are cast into a competition for public attention and power. The public sphere has so structured its discourse that each field has no choice but to assert the hegemony of its special language and authority structure.

Many observers have noticed the tendency of academic debaters to be authority mongers. Unfortunately, they have taken this as a license to write the activity off—which means that they have missed the point. There is nothing wrong with the ways debaters use authority that isn't wrong with the world at large, our discipline, other disciplines, and the public sphere itself. The argument-from-authority, as the anti-Scholastic logicians knew, is use of power; it functions in academic debate just as it functions everywhere else.

I propose that we confront this problem head on. If we can solve the problems of the argument-from-authority in academic debate, we may have a result everyone else will have to listen to. This, at least, is what I mean by using debate as a laboratory.

The second starting point concerns interfedmail borrowing and competition. Debate might provide an unparalleled opportunity to study the autonomy of disciplines because it inevitably emphasizes the selectivity of field autonomy. Epistemic autonomy, I think, is a strategic decision as much as an epistemic mandate—at least where matters of the commonweal are concerned. Fields do borrow ideas from other fields; they do incur obligations; they do dialogue with other fields; and they do take and give influence. In good times, there sometimes seems to be so much interfield harmony and cooperation that we start to expect that different discourses are moving toward a final, universal unity—something like Teilhard de Chardin's point omega, or at least an argumentation theory based upon an interlocked series of consensus gentium arguments. But the controversial issues of the day bring out another side: the shields go up, the cattle herded inside. When authorities clash—as they often do—there arises much talk of incommensurability and epistemic autonomy.

We will get nowhere trying to get particular fields to surrender their autonomy, even if it is nothing but a trick. But we may get somewhere studying the possible responses to interfedmail relative public decision-makers might make. Debate might contribute to these studies in powerful ways. Debaters grapple with the ways the arguments work, their fit
into judgment paradigms, and the ways their implications can be evaluated. It is wrong that their efforts are the public sphere in microcosm, a programmatic study of their work might yield the bases for a philosophy of the public sphere capable of countering (not defeating) the particular claims of epistemic hegemony made by particular authorities.

**CONCLUSION**

"The House is increasing spending on star Wars research... even though few of its members understand the complex subject, one knowledgeable congressman says... The $2.5 billion... was recommended by the House Armed Services Committee, and the panel's Chairman said it was the committee's stamp of approval that won support for the total... The $2.5 billion... was recommended by the House Armed Services Committee, and the panel's Chairman said it was the committee's stamp of approval that won support for the total. 'What you're dealing with is a highly technical subject that people don't feel comfortable with, that they don't understand,' Rep. Les Aspin, D-Wis., said. ... 'They wanted something to vote for so they picked the committee position... People needed something to hang their hat on and they don't know much about the technology'" (Associated Press, June 21, 1985).

"These are fine chances for an active mind" (Henry James)

The new importance of decision-making arises in a climate of pervasive doubt about the viability of democratic institutions—which seem to be withering for want of a shared language of public discourse. Debate and criticism, our quintessentially democratic methods, seem impoverished in the face of a resurgent individualism, the triumph of the rules of experts,18 and the differences dividing discourse domains. Public issues cut across traditional field boundaries, creating conflict—competition for power—between epistemic domains which might otherwise have remained aloof, creating problems more complex than our critical resources. Without a resurgent criticism, "issues of significant public consequence, which should present live possibilities for argumentation and public choice, disappear into the government technocracy or private hands. As forms of decision-making proliferate, questions of public significance themselves become increasingly difficult to recognize, much less address, because of the intricate rules, procedures, and terminologies of the specialized forums."19 The public agenda puts individualism and consensusisim on a collision course. The effect has been a degeneration of the public sphere, a reduction of public issues to simple questions of power. My point is not that the demise of foundationalism has destroyed criticism but that criticism has failed to "keep the conversation going."

Argumentation's concepts have enjoyed a corollary resurgence in academe. Consensualism places the idea of debate at the intersection of the many strands of thought which attempt to explain the rationality of social epistemic practices. As Habermas, speaking of the new intersection of philosophy and sociology, says, "the theory of argumentation thereby takes on a special significance; to it falls the task of reconstructing the formal-pragmatic presuppositions and conditions of an explicitly rational behavior."20

Public decision-makers face an intimidating agenda—nuclear war and peace, issues of global military and development policy, environmental and scarcity concerns, abortion, population policy, distributive justice, and the like—issues in which authorities (experts vested with status by particular fields) make competing claims on decision-making, based on incomensurable assumptions, and make no elementary mistakes. We should expose elementary errors when people make them, but this is too modest a goal for a discipline—one with restricting art, music, or literary criticism to the coent of basic skills or appreciation instruction. Criticism can render stronger services than that.

The field of argumentation's silence in the face of the denigration of the public sphere is a tragedy of near-existential dimensions.21 A criticism which stands silent except for expositional mistakes is a travesty. It produces trivialities tantamount to criticizing the Versailles Treaty for its permanship. It seems as if we no longer believe, or have become cynical about, our textbook rhetoric about the place of argumentation in democratic decision-making processes. Nothing could ring more hollow than our commonplace proclamations that argument is a democracy's lifeblood, that ideas tested by rational argument, emerge the better for it, that decisions emergent from free and open debate, are the stronger for it. That's the flag, but note the army marching beneath it: Be consistent! Avoid fallacies! Use proof! Trust experts!

Nonetheless, criticism can be the field's proper subject matter and its special language for speaking to the public sphere. Argumentation can be the disciplinary custodian of procedural principles capable public discourse. Its organizing hope is to empower the public sphere with its own language and episteme—one capable of resolving disputes and with accommodating competing interests while uniting the most strident voices with rational answers rather than laws.22

Don't read Sartre's L'Homme D'Especie into my proposal. Critics needn't take to the streets to generate a literature of scope, vision, and engagement. My hope is that a criticism might be constructed out of the facts of the balkanization of knowledge—one capable of contributing to the production of public forms and forums of discourse. Though we seem to have lost what Tocqueville hoped would be a language of public discourse, a criticism equipped to grapple with the competing epistemic autonomy of discourse domains might yet salvage the public sphere.23
The study of more complex disagreements will strengthen argumentation theory if critical practices are framed so as to contribute to the discipline's ecology. It can also strengthen the health of the public sphere by engaging in an increasingly sophisticated relationship with public decision-makers. Social studies can change the reality they confront. What critics must surrender is the pose of objectivity, of disinterested, impersonal, uninvolved judgment. Criticism is what counts will inevitably join into the processes it studies. As Robert Socolow has said, "no group of analysts, however constituted, should ever imagine that their work—whether it focuses on the 'science' of a dispute or its politics—can proceed apart from the debate, for it always becomes part of the debate."

"YES"

I thank Joseph W. Wenzel and Thomas J. Hynes for their helpful suggestions through several previous drafts.
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WAYNE BROCKRIEDE: I got the idea of a progress report from the last convention of the Western Speech Communication Association at Fresno where they tried it several times and I thought it worked very well and hope that it will work well here. It gives the critics a chance to help writers save themselves from themselves before they come out with a paper or a publication. The progress report is not as far along as I would like for it to have been. I would like to have had a paper, but circumstances didn't permit it. I'll report what progress there is, report where I've been and report where I think I am and I'm sure my critics will tell me where to go.

My overall presumptive ambition is to try to put together what has been written under the heading of an epistemological focus on argument-what it can do to enhance your understanding, and what has been written under the heading of an ontological or normative focus on argument—how persons function as arguers when they are acting at their very best. I hope to have some kind of integration of these ready to present as a paper at the First International Conference on Argumentation sponsored by the University of Amsterdam. I won't take time to document my sources as I try to proceed rapidly through an outline which will be giving you the bare bones of where I think I am.

I should note that probably my primary sources are Douglas Ehninger, Jurgen Habermas, Henry W. Johnstone, Jr. and Chaim Perelman.

Part one, I suppose we could call the "past," and it's a perspective on argument is epistemic. I would say that my perspective has been fairly consistently person centered. In 1963, in Decision by Debate, I had to take a person centered view of argument with a glimmer. By the 1970's, when I tried a half-dozen times to outline generic characteristics of argument, I think it had become a real gleam rather than a glimmer. I intended the characteristics each to represent a perspective that one could take on argument and not as analytic categories or things that should be taken discretely that are necessary and sufficient conditions. But one can focus on arguers who make an inferential leap, who choose among competing claims, who risk confrontation, who perceive rationales, who regulate uncertainties and who share overlapping frames of reference. Lately I have become convinced that everything I do tends to end up in threes. I now reduce these characteristics to three dimensions. First of all a "knower," an arguer who makes choices and takes risks. Secondly a "relationship" among arguers who share frames of reference. And finally, "a goal of regulating what is inherently problematic on the basis of inferences grounded in the best rationale."

Some of the other bits and pieces that might be considered in an epistemological perspective is a trinity that Joe Hannel and I seem to have developed virtually simultaneously though independently: a focus on the product of a person's logic. Or one can focus on the process of interaction among the people who seek human understanding. Or one can focus on the methods and procedures arguers use to pursue their goal of human understanding.

In another essay arguing about human understanding, I suggested that argumentation is a method of understanding to be applied in three interpenetrating spheres. It can first of all assist one's understanding of the physical world of things and nature featuring an empirical dimension, or related to the validity claims Habermas calls "truth," his translators would call truth. Secondly, to assist one's understanding of one's own intentionality or that of others. Finally, to assist one's understanding of the norms and rules that govern interpersonal relationships, which of course features the social dimension, likeness.

In my most recent essay, "Constructs, Experience and Argument," I have a model of a triangle in which argument is the base and experience is at the right and constructs is at the left. I see argument relating to experience primarily as a process of criticism. We argue about our experience and try to make sense of it, critically. Argument related to constructs I see primarily as a research process. We are trying to develop generalizations and argument is a method that will help us develop, justify and defend the generalizations our research leads us to.

Argument also plays a role in the relationship between constructs and experience which might be called interpretation, because the interpretive process is essentially, I think also, an arguing process.
Moving to the second part which one might call the "present" or the recent past. Just less than a month ago, I finished a paper with a title I have had for two years. The paper took longer than the title. The title is "Arguing: The Art of Being Human," which hopefully will appear in a book entitled Practical Reasoning in Human Affairs, which is book in honor of Chaim Perelman edited by Jim Golden and Joe Pilotta of Ohio State. What I tried to do is to synthesize a more normative ontological-normative sense of what argument works and what it might work. How it would work ideally if people were acting at their very best. Here again I ended up with the three dimensions similar to the three dimensions that I talked about earlier. One is the personal dimension which depicts the ideal arguer as a restrained partisan, which at first glance seems like a paradox. One must be a partisan in the sense of being committed to what one is arguing about, however tentatively. One is committed enough to risk using arguing as a method rather than procedures that are easier, depending on your size and power and charm, like coercion and deceit. So one is a partisan. But the partisan in arguing, in the ideal sense, tries to be restrained in several ways. First, by his or her critical attitude toward what he or she is doing and what the co-arguer is doing. Second, by a motive to let the issue be decided by arguing rather than by coercion or deceit. Third, by the nature of the activity itself which implies, I think, some of the procedural restraints that Enhinger set forth in his chapters in Decision by Debate, and also in his essay "Argument As Method." Finally, to try to achieve as much emancipation as is possible from the systematic distortions of communication that lurk in personal neuroses and collective ideologies.

Now I think within this personal focus there is inevitably a dialectical tension existing between restrained partisans. Too much restraint and you don't have the commitment willing to take the risks you need to take in order to use arguing profitably as a method. Too much of the other kind and you become a true believer, you become a fanatic. So that one needs to be a restrained partisan ideally. The ideal relationship might be called "bilateralism." This implies the possibility of influence in both directions. Both expound their own views and criticize those or the other so the that the arrow goes, in both directions in an ideal relationship. You are not trying to lay a persuasive message on another person with whom you are engaging in a dialogue. Bilateralism also implies a recognition of others as peers or persons. I think it's probably clear that some people are more equal than other people and partly, I think, does not necessarily imply absolute equality in all of the dimensions that humans have, but partly implies that as persons we are peers. I think bilateralism also implies that Henry W. Johnstone calls a basic imperative that argument should seek to perpetuate what is distinctive human among arguers by encouraging rather than suppressing efforts to reach judgments and decisions. By argument. Which, I think, is a cousin to what Habermas talks about with his symmetry requirements. Bilaterality implies a symmetrical distribution of the opportunities of all participants to engage in speech acts. I think there is a tension here, too, if co-arguers become too attached to one another it may not be productive; if they become too detached, it may not be productive. So I think that the relationship among co-arguers is one in which you cope with dialectical tensions of enough attachment but not too much, enough detachment but not too much.

Third, a theological focus would depict the ideal goal of argument as what Habermas calls warranted assertibility. And this too carries a number of implications. It carries the implication that the motive on the part of the people who are in (what he calls) the "ideal speech situation" or what we might more generally call argument or discourse, is to judge issues, to make decisions and to decide on the basis of the more convincing arguments. This focus implies a consensus theory of truth. The truth is what the co-arguers workout when they are in that ideal situation. But such a theory is not intended to punch in as a kind of a popularity contest so if we have five arguers, arguing together, we wait until all five people agree and then we say we have warranted assertibility. One has warranted assertibility only if there are good reasons for achieving that and this in the tradition of works like those by Karl Wallace, Wayne Booth and Walter Fisher. For at least two writers warranted assertibility means more than the endorsement by persons who were physically present in an arguing situation. For Habermas an ideal speech situation is one in which one's arguers would be convincing if one were to engage in dialogue with every conceivable co-arguer. Habermas takes an interpersonal communication model, a dialogic model, and argues that if after dialoging with a series of competent co-arguers together you achieve assertibility that is warranted. You have a better claim to that status of warrant assertibility than if you go out on the street and gather the first four people you find and engage in an argument with them when they may put the metaphysical to present some challenges to your validity claims.

For Perelman ideally one ought to gain the adherence of the universal audience composed of competent auditors. I think the primary difference between Habermas' view and Perelman's is that Habermas envisage a biological interpersonal communication situation. Perelman envisage a public communication situation, a speaker-audience situation. Both of them are constructs in the mind of the arguer. There is not time enough to argue with every conceivable dialogue partner or to argue before every audience existing now; and of course, Habermas would have one conceive of past audiences and future audiences. So it's a construct rather than an existential reality but I think a useful concept.

Part three is the future, I will let my critics take the lead there. I had hoped I could have three or four scenarios and ask them to choose among them with good reasons, of course. Actually what I have are just some hunches. But here is a kind of an act of faith that there is or is ought to be some relationship between the way people do in fact argue in an epistemological-descriptive sense of the term and an ontological-normative sense, what things would be if people were arguing by acting at their very best. Finding the precise relationships is what I have in mind as my project. There are a couple of questions that give me some hope. One of them comes from James Aune in an effort to interpret Habermas, who says that an ideal speech situation is neither something empirically observable nor a utopian construct but rather a rational reconstruction of the suppositions which are present.
Everytime, two people seriously engage in communication, and of course with those of us in this room, we have to construe arguing as a serious engagement in communication.

The second quotation is from Habermas who observes that in all speech acts the subject in their speech act performances unavoidably expresses their own selves at the same time they converse with one another on some propositional topic. This supposes a differentiation between a communication about objects and a metacommunication on the level of intersubjectivity. Another lead was suggested yesterday in Mike McGee's keynote Address, something I think I should have thought of. Just as important as the methods of technique is the practice of reaching for the best we can be under the constraints of existential judgments to reach judgments or to arrive at decisions.

MICHAEL CALVIN NGEE: I have two categories of responses, I think, to this general line of thinking and the way that Professor Brockriede is developing it. One is an unfair, very unfair, system of responses because it calls into question the very project itself and I want to go through that very briefly because it is unfair. I merely call attention to it because I want to raise the questions that are in a sense begged by this approach. I want to harken back to Professor Willard's keynote yesterday and look at the problem of expertise and what constitutes expert witnesses and ask why we always use philosophers' categories in order to understand our own subject matter. Epistemology and ontology constitute the main subject matter of metaphysics according to modern philosophy. Richard Rorty is correct: the very term "epistemology" or the idea that the epistemic is a body of literature is a late model development. It doesn't even exist in the ancient world; we have to go back and reinvent it. Why do we use these categories in order to understand our own tradition and our own literature as a part of the rhetorical project? Second if we are going to use philosophical categories why do we choose marginal philosophers? Why do we choose Stephen Toulmin who doesn't make it to his own community and has to come over and make another community on his own because in our view he is so far away from his compatriots that they won't pay attention to him? Other marginal philosophers perhaps, such as Chaim Perelman, turned to notions of rhetoric and argumentation as a way of salvaging failed projects. In the case of Toulmin the failed project is the attempt to bring the study of morality and ethics in line with notions of truth as epistemologists think it ought to be. That's the unfair set of questions that this line of thinking poses to me.

I think the other set of responses that I have is quite fair. It has to do with the relatively recent importation of the work of Jurgen Habermas into Professor Brockriede's thinking. That of course has to be relatively recently, it's relatively recent for all of us. I am engaged in a debate whose positions are partisan and are misrepresented if they are not. I believe that it survives that kind of coercion and that the reason we engage in argumentation is to use that form of coercion in preference to more dangerous and more inhumane forms of coercion. Argument is an instrument of social change. We are supposed to follow procedural restraints. Now when Doug Ehninger taught that to me in graduate school I didn't understand it either except that it was a system of rules analogous to the system of rules that we put attorneys through as they go through a courtroom. I have no objection to that if we could get everybody who wants to do things in the political economy to follow the same set of rules if we want to keep it to those procedures finally.

But finally and here's the Habermas tie-in we are to try to argue to achieve emancipation. Now here I think we are really fooling ourselves. Even in Habermas' terms, achieving emancipation is a personal achievement. It is not the achievement of a group of people. It is a personal achievement. The achievement of emancipation is something that one achieves through criticism specifically through the criticism of one's own ideology and one's own participation in the ideology. I don't believe that if we do argue in order to achieve emancipation that we're going to have to translate that concept away from what Habermas, as I understand him anyway, intended that notion to be and make it into one that is very practical and political. I don't believe that it survives that kind of translation. Enough of initial response.

WALTER R. FISHER: As we all know by now, one of the great things about this kind of a conference is that it comes as close to capturing the

have elsewhere in the field. And the tension (most significant for my own comments today) is completely buried between Habermas and his French/Italian predecessors Derrida and Gramsci.
kind of thing that would happen in graduate school on occasion. It certainly did with me at the University of Iowa when Jerry Miller and sometimes Lloyd Bitzer and sometimes Bob Tiemens and Bob Austin would meet for coffee and we would talk about ideas; and at conventions after the programs were over, we would retreat to someone's bedroom and drink and talk and so on.

My remarks are about as disjointed as those of the person involved in the kind of situations I just mentioned, but I guess I want to start by saying that I am an unrestrained partisan of Wayne Brockriede. I believe there is more than sufficient warrant for asserting this. He is the preeminent theorist and practitioner of argument in the field. And I make the assertion without fear of risking self or violating yours, which is all to prove that I am not an ideal arguer, and it is also to suggest what I think Wayne has represented, especially in the present situation and what he projects for the future.

It is not much argument as I ordinarily know it, as it occurs in court rooms or in the legislature, but in dialogue. If you take the qualities he has talked about, the restrained partisanship, bilaterality and so on, you will find those to be the constituents often attributed to dialogue more than debate or argument as we ordinarily know them. One of the things that is inevitably true about the generation of ideas that would change what we understand as communication, argument, persuasion, whatever it happens to be, is that you begin with the self. That is, you try to go through your own experience and say what is this thing and try to understand it on this level. Then you move out and try to see if your experience coincides with that of others so that the only ground for the test of any theory, first and foremost and fundamentally, is your own real experience in the world, as well as that of others.

Now it seems to me there is a sense in which we have an autobiographical statement in this later part of the paper because what we have is a description of Wayne Brockriede arguing. Wayne Brockriede is a restrained partisan. He believes in bilaterality and acts it out. And furthermore he believes in the procedures of pursuing warrants for assertibility. And I think that's good. Where are we to go beyond that point to see if we can generalize that in terms of argument itself? It seems to me that the first step is to go back and look at argument as an instrument of knowing and ask whether or not it is possible that there are, implicit in it, values that you can say are normative. Is the pursuit of knowledge by scientists, debaters and the technicians of our society inherently a moral operation? We will have an interesting comment. I think, this evening by Michael McGee as he talks about medical technicians and the kinds of things they have to do. I'm not sure where that works in; this is a very difficult move, from talking what is epistemologically the case, to what is ontologically the case, and by that Wayne tends to mean "axiologically" possible for the case.

One other line of question. I'm beginning to not understand "understanding." I'm not sure whether it is an act, an activity, achievement; whether the mark of understanding is consensus in a subjective reliability, valid agreement, or a fusion of horizons, as Gadamer would represent it. I suspect that, and I suggested this to Wayne before, his friend is Gadamer rather than Habermas, because the orientation that is represented by what I see to be a dialogic orientation to argument is enhanced and supported by Gadamer's own project.

**JAMES KLUEPP:** One of the advantages of going last is that I looked over some of Wayne Brockriede's materials and played the old game I played as a negative debater of trying to figure out what arguments were inherent in his position so that I would hear them today and then analyze those arguments. I found myself drawing on Walt Fisher and Michael McGee and so I said they are going to make those arguments so I don't need to worry about doing it. So I have the advantage now of being able to make a probe into Brockriede's position without fear of preempting some other positions.

Let me first of all talk about Brockriede's long term project because there are several things in there that I identify with. It seems to me over the last few years there are two things that Brockriede has been doing that are important to what I have been doing. The first is a movement toward helping us deal with a logic of synthesis rather a logic of analysis. A logic that attempts to put ideas together and to see what happens to ideas as they are put together rather than one that uses a reductionistic kind of procedure. He has used the title "Perspectivism" on several instances to describe this movement.

The second thrust that I identify with is the thrust toward understanding as a product of interaction rather than as the lonely story of a mind encountering an object, some kind of a social dimension. Mine is a friendly critique of what he said this morning but a critique none the less because I think he is hung-up on a old question which needs to be reformulated or it's going to put his long term project at risk. It is that sort of idea that I want to talk about a little bit and develop.

Let me begin with his statement about his perspective on argument being person-centered. And to do that, let me set up a three-part division: the first part being person-centered perspectives, the second being interaction-centered perspectives, and the third being social-centered perspectives. I think one inevitably develops an account of all of those from whichever perspective you begin with. It seems to me, however, that as I look at what Brockriede has been doing, I would not call what he has been doing person-centered. I'd call it interaction-centered. It seems to me that, in fact, a person-centered account of argument within a context of his project is untenable. Let me approach that severe statement from a couple of directions. First of all I'm going to say that you cannot describe an arguer with the individual as the locus. What I mean by that is that such a description would account for the personality across situations and I think to do so is some what artificial. One instance I always recall is when Donn Parson had his first child. And when that child was three months old
A second route to the should statement, which I call the entailment dialectic route, begins with the assumption that humans are choice makers. Choices inevitably entail values, that is they entail the should. Values involve the dialectic of the individual locus of motives with the social locus of motives. That means that values entail a dialectic of action. The thrust of positions throws action together and creates the new out of the old. Argument, we can say, results from the human dialectic necessitated by action in a field of choice. It seems to me that that second method of getting into should is a superior method for Wayne's project than the first method, which I think is the avenue he is attempting to use. My call here, then, is for a much richer concept than a normative impositional route permits. We would be asking such questions as "when should one argue, who should argue with, with what choices of argumentative strategy will particular values be promoted?"

To summarize, it seems to me the project that Brockriede is pursuing, is to describe an ideal and that inevitably that cannot be circumscribed by argument. His dialectic in this project tends to be a Platonic dialectic. He works back and forth among unreal specifics trying to reach a real ideal which then can be applied normatively to people, to make judgments about arguers. It seems to me a more appropriate direction would be a more "social" dialectic. The energy of pairs thrown together forces the alteration of specifics. The energy of an individual locus of motives confronting the energy of the social locus of motives produces the kind of creativity that is the advancement of knowledge and of understanding human action which is characteristic of argument. The dialectic that can best provide a praxis of argument is the one based on the latter rather than the former. And it is this that Wayne would be wise to relate to his project.

RAY MCKERRON: You have now had the opportunity to engage in three different dialectical perspectives on the same work. The work has been challenged from the perspective of its relationship to the most restrained, committed advocacy for social change. That particular claim has been displaced by the argument that Wayne's project is not about public but rather about dialogue whose key term is "cooperation" rather than controversy. And that project has been redefined as interaction-centered rather than person-centered and challenged from the perspective of a Hegelian dialectic. With this very brief summary in mind, we can initiate the conversation anew with responses involving the panel members as well as members of the audience.
Thomas Kuhn has inspired many people to search the horizon of the present for a history-making shift in perspective that will mark out the next new age of science. In part, the motivation is as old as people's realization that however little they may matter in the great scheme of history, our lives can be significant in the smaller frame of communal biography. It is a will to be important: We can contribute to the establishment of knowledge that will guide, and control those who come after us. The power appeals to some, and the duty of teaching to others; but for many these active motives come after the simpler desire to avoid ennui. To live in a time when "nothing happens" is a dull prospect; but to be alive when great change is in the air, in the age of revolutions, perhaps, or when a "paradigm shift" is occurring—the very idea stirs the blood and makes dull intellectual labor seem more exciting.

Belief in the cosmic significance of historical shifts in perspective clearly entails science with political tensions. In any given time, there are always some who roll along naively dans le mouvement, and others who act as if they have been predestined to swim against the tide. These general attitudes promote polarization and, in consequence, a political rhetoric: Thinkers who are generally comfortable in an atmosphere of change are vulnerable to chains of argument that cluster around rhetorical images of lemmings, while thinkers who seem to be resisting the inevitable are taunted by portraits of Sisyphan struggle. Truth seems to be at risk in the competition, and may really be alive in some cases; but a political interest is always present. One image of science has it in the paradoxical position of subverting and then becoming a "false god." When it stopped trying to coexist with religion and began to preach abstract empiricism, science destroyed one kind of reason to create another, and made up a true faith to root out an older faith. Of course the story can be told with a different presumption of villainy, and a different sense of falseness: Anti-science, masquerading as "humanism," promoted nostalgia for archaic values and practices, inventing political tensions when the rest of the world was thought to be swept by a domineering spirit of change. And there is the third sense of falseness, the betrayed lover's neurotic fear of being out of control. The new not only produces change, but conjures such crimes as Carlyle's fear of technology, or the sheer cynicism of most Marxists, to threaten comfortable old formulas. The center of political conflict—whether the eye of the storm be masked contradiction, sweet nostalgia, or hysteria—is less important than the fact of it, for whatever its origin, conflict dictates that politics will be prominent in the act either of rolling with the flow or struggling against it. In swimming against the tide, thinkers are encouraged by the idea that a new paradigm can save them from ideology, nostalgic absurdity, or fear of what goes bump in the future. Conversely, the prospect of shifty paradigms makes an otherwise orderly, comfortable life-world feel contradicted, disrespected, perhaps even a bit senile.

Quite apart from its stated purpose of announcing one of these new paradigms, Walter Fisher's recent campaign to declare the human species homo normas and not homo sapiens reminds us that an impressive array of human sciences have considered that the human mind may strive to mirror stories rather than nature. Three recent conferences on narrative, interpretation, and rhetoric have been attended by thinkers trained in all the human sciences who have in common a desire to resist the tide of our times, or perhaps to set in motion a new flood of irresistible enthusiasm. As Frederic Jameson's statement of the case illustrates, arguments about narrative are academically political in two ways, as subversion and as apology. After the assertion that "narrative is a specific mode of thinking the world, which has its own logic and which is irreducible to other types of cognition," there is the innuendo that "much of what passes for conceptual or scientific writing is itself secretly narrative in character"—as if there is a virgin blush to lose by telling stories, or an advantage to be gained from tarnishing the public image of science. The advantage, of course, is apology for literary study: "If... narrative is one of the basic categorical forms... under which synchronic and analytic thinking in itself subsists and put in perspective," Jameson continues, "we no longer have to be defensive about the role of culture and the importance of its study and analysis."

More than academic politics is involved in Fisher's statement of the case. A shifting paradigm sends shock waves through the whole political economy, even to problems of national defense. Fisher is frightened by moral and political consequences of the rhetoric of scientific expertise. He claims that science makes it impossible for a moral criticism of foreign policy, such as Jonathan Schell's The Fate of the Earth, to be effective. People who celebrate the book, he observes, were not experts on the subjects of nuclear energy and foreign policy—they could respond to the moral impulse of the book, but they no more than Schell could speak with "authority." Opponents of Schell's tale have a monopoly on authority, according to Fisher, because they are the "pursuers of ideological, bureaucratic, or technical arguments"—writers who base their arguments in "political 'truth'" peddle ideology, bureaucrats have an "administrative sanction" from the Reagan government, and technicians have a "subject matter expertise." Because we typically defer to them on technical matters, experts have come to expect...
urned and, therefore, develop an imperious attitude toward such as Schell. Fisher wants a "narrative paradigm" of reasoning so that we can reconceptualize the role of the expert: "Experts are storytellers and the audience is not a group of observers, but active participants in the meaning-formation of the stories." On this view, counselors of state, professional administrators, and nuclear physicists should be brought down from the high position of feudal celebrity to that of revered story-teller whose business is disseminating knowledge-as-lore.

Ordinarily, in the mind-set of Jameson and Fisher, it would be inadmissible to suggest that current theories of narrative are politically motivated. Our purpose is to confront the political dimension of innovation, however, because it is an inescapable part of intellectual growth or social change of any sort. At issue is the competence of the politics involved. Political competence is not an issue associated with field-specific literary notions of narrative, of course; but when narrative is made to stand over and against the logic and rhetoric of science, or when it is promoted as a "paradigm" of human judgment in general, three significant issues arise: (1) As a "version" of orthodoxy, the theory must stand effectively against its opposition. Nothing good will come of an alleged paradigm shift if the only writers who feel the quake are those who already make their living peddling discourse theories. (2) As the basis of an apology for literary study and cultural criticism, the theory must stand constructively on its own merits. Little is accomplished if the narrative paradigm produces nothing, if it merely inundates the logic and rhetoric of science. (3) As a paradigm of practical wisdom and judgment, the theory must be powerful enough to generate successful policy. Morality should be an important consideration in the political economy; but it must be a kind of morality that has been groomed to expedient ends—in short, it must work. In a more elaborate version of this paper, my colleague John Nelson and I will consider each issue in its turn. I want here to probe into the second issue, the question of demonstrating how, and in what context, homo normus contributes positively to the construction of truths.

Kenneth Burke would state the case "logologically": "There are many clearly distinct usages of the word "narrative"; but, curiously, none of them have the presumption of being on the side of truth. The presumption is that narrative has more to do with hiding sins than with revealing truths. We have to ask about "the real" story, or "God's spell" to get it over on the side of truth. "Gospel" depends on the ethos of the story-teller, and "real" stories are made so by rational critique of something presumed to be inherently misleading. As a matter of political competence, therefore, you need to settle the function of truth and narrative if you want to lead those currently hobbled by the ideology of scientism toward discourse theory. They peddle their wares by claiming a monopoly on truth, and they would stand unalterably against anything that willingly acquiesced to the label "fiction" or failed to show how story-telling can be distinguished from telling-stories when you're caught with your hand in the cookie jar.

Fisher's conception of "real fictions" is responsive to this problem because it associates narrativity with rhetoric. It doesn't take nearly so much as the suggestion of gospel to get rhetoric over on the side of truth, for rhetoric is presumed to be inherently unalterable; it misleads only when it manipulates proof to serve its interest, and it suborns proof predictably, always in the direction of its interest. Rhetoric is thus always "real," and it always calls attention to the ethos—the interest—of its maker. It follows that we may have enough information to judge it "persuasive" and "convincing," thus putting it on the side of truth for reasons that originate in the rhetorical situation.

The more inventive of you may come up with five or seven, but for the moment I'll stick with the more obvious suggestion that you can combine narrative and rhetoric in two ways, depending on which "comes first" in your explanation. If narrative "comes first," you are forced to re-enact the eighteenth-century German metaphysics game: It becomes ontology to rhetoric's epistemology, and you get Jameson's position that narrative is an ideological form that sets human (class)interest on a particular and pretty much unalterable course. If rhetoric "comes first," narrative becomes a kind of procedure or step along rhetoric's path to practical action. You get what I think may be our most constructive position, that narrative is a structuring of the world so that we can bracket most of its complexities while we deal with some particular, presumptively pressing, problem.

By now you're wondering about my title, for you haven't heard a word about either Adam Smith or Quintilian—unless you believe in bearded reincarnations seated at the speaker's table. I promised to put these two noble curmudgeons of the rhetorical tradition in conversation with one another, and so I shall. Curiously, the first and last points of conversation have to do with different senses of the concept "translation." Concepts of narrativity got lost in the rhetorical tradition because of a translation problem associated with the mind set of modern science and its ally in misappropriation, neo-classical philology. Constructive concepts of narrativity can be recreated by treating narrativity as the device of "translation," similar to the syllogism or the scientific method. Let's deal with the first problem of translation by giving Adam Smith the first word.

In the ordered world of the eighteenth-century, when the dreams and stories of modern science were being formulated by some of the more inventive minds in the history of civilization, everything from peasants to problems had a place to stay. When the moderns discussed rhetoric, they reflected the mindset of their milieu, seeing that the ancient art could serve truth, but not produce it—truth production, after all, was the business of
philosophers and scientists who approached problems with quite different
adjectives and methods. The point intellect of the dismal science spent
several years lecturing on "rhetoric and belles lettres." The majority of
lectures are on the subject of narration, and we can guess why from the
following passage:

Every discourse proposes either barely to relate some fact or to prove some
proposition. The first is the kind of discourse called a narrative one; the latter is
the foundation of two sorts of discourses, the didactic and the rhetorical. The
former proposes to put before us the arguments on both sides of the question in
their true light, giving each its proper degree of influence, and has it in view to
persuade no further than the arguments themselves appear convincing. The
rhetorical, again, endeavours by all means to persuade us, and for this purpose
it magnifies all the arguments on the one side, and diminishes or conceals those
that might be brought on the side contrary to that which it is designed that we
should favour.11

Richard Rorty has reminded us that the motif of western philosophy which
led to modern science was the prejudice that "Nature" is the ultimate
arbiter of all "facts"—human understanding is a Mirror of Nature.12 In
Marcuse's language, it is commitment to an equation, "Reason=Truth=Reality." Notice how clearly this theme is represented in
Smith's appropriation of rhetoric. Like Descartes and Pascal before him,
Smith privileges the kind of discourse that relates facts in as clear and
precise a way as possible. The closer we get to the narrative, that might be said
to persuade: at any cost, the further away we get from the sort of truths
which ought to be the foundation of our beliefs and actions.

There is a lesson here which should give us caution about how we go
about interpreting what we want homo narrans to be. In a curious irony, the
first declaration of a "narrative paradigm" funded the attitude which became
contemporary scientism, the very orthodoxy which the second
declaration of a "narrative paradigm" means to subvert. And the spirit of
appropriation was equally revolutionary. Smith could read the classical
texts in their true light, giving each its proper degree of influence, and has it in view to
persuade no further than the arguments themselves appear convincing. The
rhetorical, again, endeavours by all means to persuade us, and for this purpose
it magnifies all the arguments on the one side, and diminishes or conceals those
that might be brought on the side contrary to that which it is designed that we
should favour.11

In this cond sense, particularly in the climate of scientism, statements are supposed to "mirror
nature." Their "truth" is dependent upon their correspondence to "what
really happened" or "what really is." Their "truth" is dependent upon their correspondence to "what
really happened" or "what really is." Quintilian discussed such things in
great detail in another part of his work, presumably because the framing,
defending, and attacking of propositions is a separate stage in the process of
forensic argument. Narratio is a "statement of facts," but the facts do not
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historically, "translation" must occur even in the same language, and a
translation made at one moment in historical experience must be made
again and again as the spirit of the times changes. Notice how this has
worked with our understanding of Roman rhetoric. Philologists (I call them
that though technically the word does not apply until the latter part of the
nineteenth century) conceive themselves to be guardians of tradition. They
argue incessantly amongst themselves about what Plato or Cicero really
meant by such-and-such a statement. The problem, of course, is both
equivocal and ineffable, but that's not the point. The preservers of antiquity were
crafted in the metalurgists of scientism, and so acculturated Roman rhetoric to an
environment ill equipped to understand it. Quintilian's sentence "Narratio est
utita pro nobis aut utita pro adversario aut utita ex ubiquique" is rendered as "The
statement will be either wholly in our favour or wholly in that of our opponent
or a mixture of both."13 Albeit with appropriately scholarly notation of the
"liberty" taken, narratio is transformed into statement and even statement of fact
in other places.
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equivocal and ineffable, but that's not the point. The preservers of antiquity were
crafted in the metalurgists of scientism, and so acculturated Roman rhetoric to an
environment ill equipped to understand it. Quintilian's sentence "Narratio est
utita pro nobis aut utita pro adversario aut utita ex ubiquique" is rendered as "The
statement will be either wholly in our favour or wholly in that of our opponent
or a mixture of both."13 Albeit with appropriately scholarly notation of the
"liberty" taken, narratio is transformed into statement and even statement of fact
in other places.
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enough for those of us conditioned to accept history as a ground of proof, people conditioned by scientism are purposefully ahistorical in their thinking. Edwin Boring tells us that "science can actually ... lift itself by its own boot straps," and Becker has characterized one of the major issues in our own field as "whether rhetoric is to be a cumulative or an evolutionary (perhaps revolutionary) discipline." For positive political reasons, we must be able to get narrative over on the side of truth on some more convincing argument than the historical fact that the story of liberty, for example, has been repeated many times in many circumstances.

In imitation of Adam Smith, we can re-create a conception of narrativity in Quintilian sufficient to this purpose. The striking feature of Quintilian's description of narratio is his emphasis on the subjective character of the truths at stake in the argument:

The narration of fact consists in the persuasive exposition of that which either has been done, or is supposed to have been done... [This is] a speech instructing the audience as to the nature of the case in dispute. Most writers, more especially of the Socratic school, hold that it should be lucid, brief, and plausible.

The narration of fact will be credible, if in the first place we take care to say nothing contrary to nature, secondly if we assign reasons and motives for the facts on which the inquiry turns... and if we make the characters of the actors in keeping with the facts we desire to be believed.

The clear accent is on narratio, not on "facts." The story is supposed to be persuasive, it deals with alleged events, fact, it aims no higher than plausibility. Further, tests are applied, not to the facts of the case, but to the narration of them: Credibility is the issue, not facticity, and the mirror we hold up is not to "Nature" as an objective environment, but to the correspondence between character and fact.

The familiar interpretation of course, is that Quintilian is concerned with mere opinion and sheer manipulation. He is. But the problem is deciding what he is manipulating and why. With an emphasis on those who must decide, we are inclined to ask how the correspondence of character and fact contributes to a wise and prudent judgment—on these terms, people are manipulated. With an emphasis on the materials of decision, however, the manipulation is of the circumstance which requires judgment. Bryan's famous phrase makes the function of rhetoric adapting ideas to people and people to ideas. We can modify that slightly with the metaphor of "translation": Particular cases that require moral judgment must be "translated" into the cultural patterns of those charged to judge. The vehicle of translation is narratio, a story that structures facts according to the expectations of "native speakers" of a particular culture.

As Gadamer's experience with it suggests, the translation metaphor is full of traps—ultimately, he abandoned it to play with rhetoric. The difficulty is how you think of what it is you are "translating." If you think that narratives are forms that "mirror" equally formal commitments within a particular culture, you're in the position of privileging historical patterns of judgment that may be indefensibly oppressive—stories about the right way to deal with an old and trusted slave, for example, may be clearly overstepped in the Anglo-American tradition. The moral of the story may even be quite noble, if you accept the premise of slavery as a starting point. As Habermas argued in response to Gadamer's original description of translation, the metaphor does not permit an effective critique of tradition, nor does it account for positive changes in cultural patterns over time.

In fact, I think, narratives are not "formal" in the sense we usually think of "form." We think of "narrative form" as a category of discourse, in other words, and when we realize the close connection between cultural patterns and narratives, we think of "cultural form" as if it were a "genre" of habits and customs. Actually, culture is a set of procedures formalized by sheer repetitions, what Ortega calls "usages." Skill in a "native speaker" of a culture is marked by savoir faire, knowing what and how to "do right" in a multiplicity of common and recurring situations. It follows, I think, that if particular circumstances must be translated into cultural patterns (or vice versa), the vehicle of translation must have the capacity to reproduce the sense of proceeding. The narrative, even the simple story with nothing but an "and then... and then..." structure, has the power of signifying procedure.

Further, it is possible that narratives are uniquely able to signify procedure. Bare semiotics is capable of communicating procedure as a past, frozen fact, much as a photographic image "stops" a speeding race car. But no word can signify procedure, for words are by nature static, and procedure ceases to exist when it is interrupted even for a moment—think about the times your savoir faire has come a day late. Logic and mathematics can render procedure in their own languages by assigning arbitrary values and relationships to human actions. But only the narrative re-presents, truly signifies, procedure, human conduct.

Quintilian's attitude toward narrative accommodates this view of a signal relationship between story and cultural practice. Narratio is a stage of discourse preparation. It isn't needed in all cases—sometimes, he says, you make a pure claim and leave the story-telling to an opponent who occupies a less favored position. Narratio is like arithmetic, in other words. Sometimes you must translate objects into a language uniquely adapted to signify quantity. It is also like logic, for at times you need to translate things into

---
“language” uniquely adapted to signify inference. When the case at bar requires the resources of cultural, moral commitments, there must be a narration, for only narration can bring out and make formal the proceeding which is to be evaluated. Narratio is to moral reason what the equation is to mathematics, the syllogism to dialectic, and the enthymeme to Aristotelian rhetoric—it is the discourse structure that is uniquely capable of signifying what needs at the moment to be put through the mind.

We haven’t thought much about morality lately—indeed, Alisdair Maclntyre believes that “we have—very largely, if not entirely—lost our comprehension, both theoretical and practical, of morality.”* If I am right to understand morality as deeply embedded cultural practice, one reason we are ignorant of morality is that we redefined narratio to make it fit with a new idea of truth. In the process, we lost our capacity to signify morality, and since thought without signification is impossible, the subject of morality is unattended. Along this line of thinking, we can get narrative over on the side of truth in a very simple, direct way that has no contact with the idea of a privileged tradition. With a re-created narratio, translated into our own culture, we are able to re-present the cultural practices we revere as well as the particular circumstances which must be judged. Perhaps this twist of Quintilian will increase the political competence of homo narrans as he and she struggle against oppressive orthodoxies in and out of the academy.
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There is no past that one is allowed to long for. There is only the eternally new, growing from the enlarged elements of the past; and genuine longing always must be productive, must create something new and better.

Goethe, Gespräche

The mention of "memory" in a gathering such as this conference will very likely evoke images of the lost fourth canon of rhetoric or epideictic speaking. In either case, it seems to have little to do with invention or a theory of argument. Among argument theorists (with noted exceptions), Tradition, Time, and Memory seem to belong to a different domain of consciousness than does the concept of Rationality.

Among Farrell's essays, there is a certain "odd" removal of most models of argument from "the imposing effects of time and change." Whatever else it is, he says, history is "an invention and revision of argument." This is surprising, given Farrell's earlier review of Critical Theory. For memory plays a crucial role in Adorno, Horkheimer, Benjamin, and Marcuse's understanding of the crisis of modern civilization. Particularly in Marcuse, an "anticipatory memory" (vordeutende Erinnerung) preserves the possibility of the critique of rationality itself.

My own interest in this essay, then, is to begin to inquire into Marcuse's concept of memory and its relationship to diachronic argument. Because Marcuse developed this concept in widely scattered essays, lectures, books, and unpublished manuscripts over a period of forty years, I will only try to sketch briefly the function of memory in his critical project and, second, to suggest that argument critics should seriously pursue Marcuse's idea of memory as a mode of dissociation.

Marcuse's work can be understood as an attempt to identify a domain of consciousness in which a dialectical, i.e., transcendent criterion is empowered. In Reason and Revolution: Hegel and the Rise of Social Theory, he argues: "The real field of knowledge is not the given fact about things as they are, but the critical evaluation of them as a prelude to passing beyond their given form." This dialectical pursuit of 'what is present as a tendency in the given reality' points to the need for an oppositional social force. Marcuse discovers this force in the idea of memory.

Marcuse first introduced the concept of memory in his 1937 essay "Uber den affirmative Charakter der Kulture," translated as "The Affirmative Character of Culture" in Negations: Essays in Critical Theory (1968). Writing at a time when the Nazis had risen to power in Germany, Marcuse was drawn to the Hegelian Marxism of the Frankfurt Institute of Social Research and to the project of articulating a radical social theory. Initially, his effort to identify an external, critical standpoint focused upon individuals who were themselves estranged from the "affirmative" culture. Marcuse wrote, "those social strata ... which are kept back in semi-medieval forms, pushed to the lowest margin of society, and thoroughly demoralized, provide, even in these circumstances, an anticipatory memory [vordeutende Erinnerung]."

The emphasis upon "outcasts" reflects Marcuse's interest in those who prefigured the estranged artists of his dissertation Der Deutsche Kunstlerroman (1922). Like the medieval minstrels, minstrels, and itinerant scholars, the outcasts of modern society "offer 'a presage of possible truth', a 'foretaste of potentialities', 'une promesse de bonheur', in short, the 'anticipatory memory' that projects into future society the generalized satisfaction of the progressive demands and ideals of the past." Marcuse pursues this theme in an unpublished study of avant-garde writers of the French Resistance: "Some Remarks on Aragon: Art and Politics in the Totalitarian Era" (1945). The radicalism of the artistic effort, Marcuse says, may promote our alienation, our total estrangement from the world. And this alienation may provide the art-efficient
basis for the remembrance of freedom in the totality of oppression. Here, the anticipatory memory reappears in the dialectical character of art. The function of art, Marcuse writes, is the "awaking of memory, remembrance of things past." Art, estranged from reality, nevertheless reminds us of what we have forgotten but may yet realize in the future.

Marcuse's location of memory in art and, earlier, in the "outcasts" of society reflected his effort to identify a transcendent, critical locus or vantage point. Critical thought had to draw its concepts from outside of the affirmative culture if it was to preserve the conditions for radical analysis and transformation. In the next decade, Marcuse was to find a very different locus for the critical task of memory.

In _Eros and Civilization_, Marcuse subtly reformulates Freud's conception of the therapeutic role of memory. He stresses—instead of repression—the liberation which remembrance of the identity of freedom and necessity makes possible. Marcuse argues that "the unconscious, the deepest and oldest layer of the mental personality, is the drive for integral gratification, which is absence of want and repression." As such, Marcuse says, the unconscious upholds the equation of freedom and happiness:

Its truth, although repelled by consciousness, continues to haunt the mind; it preserves the memory of past states of individual development at which integral gratification is obtained. And the past continues to claim the future: it generates the wish that the paradise be re-created on the basis of the achievements of civilization.

Thus, the therapeutic role of memory derives from its "truth value," as a decisive mode of cognition. Marcuse notes that this value lies in the specific function of memory "to preserve promises and potentialities which are betrayed and even outlawed by the mature, civilized individual, but which had once been fulfilled in his dim past and which are never entirely forgotten.

This is clearly a psychological reformulation of the concept of anticipatory memory which Marcuse had proposed in his 1937 essay. But, as one critic observes, "now a content and a context is provided: what is to be re-collected, is the archaic infancy of the individual and the genius under the unchallenged dominion of Eros."

Yet, this memory is not available to ordinary consciousness. With the growth of the individual and of civilizational, memory becomes "rationalized." Marcuse notes two stage process: "Recalling the domain of the pleasure principle, where freedom from want was a necessity, the id carries the memory traces of this state forward into every present future: it projects the past into the future." However, the past also introduces a repressive element into this libidinal relation:

... the superego, also unconscious, rejects this instinctual claim on the future, in the name of a past no longer one of integral satisfaction but one of bitter adjustment to a punitive present. ... the memory traces of the unity between freedom and necessity become submerged in the acceptance of unfreedom; rational and rationalized, memory itself bows to the reality principle.

Memory can no longer re-cognize its "truth," the possibility of the identity of freedom and necessity. In this condition, time becomes an ally in forgetting. "The flux of time helps men to forget what was and what can be: it makes them oblivious to the better past and the better future."

This ability to forget is, admittedly, an indispensable feature of our mental life without which "civilized life would be unbearable." But, Marcuse argues,

it is also the mental faculty which sustains submissiveness and renunciation. To forget is also to forgive what should not be forgiven if justice and freedom are to prevail. Such forgiveness reproduces the conditions which reproduce injustice and enslavement: to forget past suffering is to forgive the forces that caused it --without defeating those forces.

Against this surrender to time, Marcuse urges "the restoration of remembrance to its rights, as a vehicle of liberation." I will suggest in a moment that it is in this project that the function of memory as argument is disclosed: as a mode of dissociation of a-historical rationality.

In the view of some, however, Marcuse is not sufficiently critical of Freud; he uses "mythopoetic evidence" or, worse, lapses into "mysticism." What, then, is restored in Marcuse's _recherche du temps perdu_?

Much of the source of criticism stems from Marcuse's reference to Freud's "phylogenetic" hypothesis on the origin of
of (repressive) civilization. Is Marcuse's "archaic" memory of childhood experiences pre-individual, generic? In Eros and Civilization, Marcuse writes, "This "memory of pre-historic impulses and deeds continues to haunt civilizations: the repressed material returns ..." Even a sympathetic Marcusean scholar as Kellner suggests that to utilize memory and the aesthetic dimension as Marcuse intends, requires "viewing these concepts from their Freudian significations and developing them in another anthropological-psychological framework -- as Ernst Bloch does in The Principle of Hope."

But Marcuse himself points to how we are to understand his appropriation of Freud. In a passage not often cited from Eros and Civilization, he explains: "We use Freud's anthropological speculation only in this sense: for its symbolic value." Though the archaic events may forever be beyond the realm of verification, "the alleged consequences of these events are historical facts, and their interpretation in the light of Freud's hypothesis lends them a neglected significance which points to their historical function."

This interpretation is consistent with Marcuse's remarks on Hegel's use of Erinnerung (remembrance or recollection) as "turning into oneself," re-turn from externalization. In his later writings, Marcuse argues for a theory of knowledge as recollection: "as the rediscovery of the true Forms of things, distorted and deniled in the established reality." Recollection is "not remembrance of a Golden Past (which never existed), of childhood innocence, primitive man, et cetera. Recollection as epistemological faculty rather is synthesis, reassembling the bits and fragments which can be found in the distorted humanity and distorted nature."

The task of re-collecting these "fragments," therefore, required "the interpretation of manifestations of deep instinctual demands on the surface of modern life, and psychoanalysis confirmed [Marcuse's] earlier inclinations to allow the faculty of memory -- as a decisive mode of cognition -- to guide the analysis."

But what of argument? If memory recalls "the true form of things," what is the relation of this truth to the rationality of ordinary consciousness?

A MODE OF DISSOCIATION

"The psychoanalytic liberaion of memory," Marcuse says in Eros and Civilization, "exploses the rationality of the repressed imagination," and "as cognition gives way to re-cognition, the forbidden images and impulses of childhood begin to tell the truth that reason denies." Memory yields its own critical standards which challenge the established reason.

As such, Marcuse's conception differs radically from the concept of memory in rhetorical theory. In classical rhetoric, memory comes after inventio, as a retrieval of the products of consciousness. It releases the weight of the "discovery" of memory's content shatters the framework of the "one who searches in memory. Recognition and the relation to past does not end in its "reconciliation" with the present. "Against the self-imposed restraint of the discoverer, the orientation on the past tends toward an orientation on the future. The recherche du temps perdu becomes the vehicle of future liberation." (That such a conception clashes with the traditional understanding of memory in epideitic speaking -- as a healing or reconciliation -- should also be obvious.)

Marcuse elaborates this function of memory in more detail in what is probably his most widely known book, One Dimensional Man (1964; 1966). It is in this context, I suggest, that memory is able potentially to function as diachronic argument: in its dissociation of the discourse and mode of reasoning of one-dimensional society.

The operational language of this society, Marcuse says, is irreconcilably anti-critical and anti-historical: "operational rationality has little room and little use for historical reason." Against such language and mode of thinking, memory poses a spectre: "Remembrance of the past may give raise to dangerous insights." This is no because "Remembrance is a mode of dissociation from the given facts, a mode of 'mediation' which breaks, for short moments, the omnipresent power of the given facts."

As diachronic argument, then, memory militates against the "closing" of the universe of discourse. It renders possible the invention of concepts which "de-stabilize and transcend the closed universe by comprehending it as historical universe." Memory-as-argument thus presents both the criteria for judgment and the basis for deliberation:

Far from necessitating an indifferent relativism, it searches in the real history of man for the criteria of truth and falsehood... . The mediation of the past with the present discovers the factors which made the facts... it projects the limits and the alternatives.

And, as memory dissociates the "facts," it frees the human imagination. In An Essay on Liberation (1969), Marcuse
argues, "The imagination, unifying sensibility and reason, becomes 'productive' as it becomes practical: a guiding force in the reconstruction of reality ... ." 32

But through what agency? The notion of memory as a "productive" force raises some very troublesome questions for Marcuse concerning the relation of memory and practical discourse.

**AN UNSOLVED CONTRADICTION?**

Marcuse believed that established reality sanctions radical memory only in its estranged forms -- in art or in the anticipatory memory of social "outcasts." For this reason, he devoted little attention to the realm of rhetorical discourse. In his last book, *The Aesthetic Dimension* (1978), he stressed that "only as estrangement does art fulfill a cognitive function; it communicates truths not communicable in any other language; it contradicts." 33

Yet, art is inexorably invested with "guilt." Its estrangement cannot cancel the reconciliatory element in art: "The aesthetic form, however destructive it may be, stays and brings to rest. ... All content becomes the object of aesthetic gratification." 34 Art cannot represent the suffering of Auschwitz or My Lai "without subjecting it to aesthetic form, and thereby to the mitigating catharsis, to enjoyment." However, Marcuse argues, this does not release art from the necessity of recalling again and again that which can survive even Auschwitz and perhaps one day make it impossible. If even this memory were to be silenced, then the 'end of art' would indeed have come. Authentic art preserves this memory in spite of and against Auschwitz; this memory is the ground in which art has always originated -- this memory and the need to create images of the possible 'other.' 35

Memory redeems art, Marcuse believes, when its mimesis terminates in a recognition: "the power of aesthetic form to call fate by its name, to demystify its force, to give the word to the victims -- the power of recognition which gives the individual a modicum of freedom ... ." 36 Thus, art's alienation from reality does not produce "false" consciousness but rather "counter-consciousness: negation of the realistic-conformist mind." 37 Such negation, however, is never simple negation but "its transcending preservation (Aufhebung) in which past and present cast their shadow on fulfillment. The authentic utopia is grounded in recollection." 38

Still, Marcuse concedes, the effort to free the political potential of art is blocked by an unsolved contradiction: Art can express its radical potential only as art, "in its own language and image, which invalidate the ordinary language, the 'prose du monde.'" How then can art "be expressed so that it can become a guide and element in the praxis of change without ceasing to be art, without losing its internal subversive force?" 39

Failing this, memory in "artistic and spurious remembering is no real weapon unless it is translated into historical action." 40 Indeed, it is at this juncture that Marcuse's project has received its most severe criticism. Kellner complains that Marcuse fails to take account of the role of communication in human experience and to see the realm of symbolic interaction as more and other than the projections of desire and fantasy. 41 And Aune notes the tendency in Marcuse and the Frankfurt School generally to reject strategic discourse or rhetoric as inherently manipulative. 42

Thus, though Marcuse associates memory with the critique of rationality, he does not identify its appearances in ordinary discourse. What implications, if any, then, does Marcuse's critical project offer a theory of argument as practical discourse?

**MEMORY AND PRACTICAL DISCOURSE**

There is, I believe, at least one important area in which critics should pursue the idea of memory for practical argument. As a mode of dissociation, memory discloses a source of invention for what Toulmin has called "warrant-establishing arguments." 43 Curiously, the concept has received very little theoretical attention from argumentation scholars.

As opposed to "warrant-using," warrant-establishing arguments seek to establish new premises or principles which, in turn, provide support for an arguer's claims. I am tempted at this point to cite Macintyre's observation that the most striking feature of contemporary moral disagreement is its interminable character. 44 But this would be misleading. For the issue is not the absence of "terminating" warrants -- or the closure of further disagreement -- but preservation of the very possibility of argument.

As memory dissociates the "given" consciousness, it discloses a locus or starting point for critical reflection on received bases of judgment. Marcuse offers us an interesting clue in this regard. In one of his few references to a practical language, he argues "Such a new language ... cannot possibly be 'invented'; it will necessarily depend on..."
the subverting use of traditional material ... ." [Emphasis added]

This is, I suggest, a startlingly close description of the argumentative practices of some feminist theologians and environmentalists to establish "new" ethics. Ruether, for example, speaks of "usable traditions" as a way of making a more radical interpretation of religious paradigms to encompass women's experience. "Usable interpretative patterns are taken from Scripture and early community documents to set the original tradition against its later corruption." By allowing minority traditions to criticize dominant traditions, "one begins to discover lost critical principles."46

And Attfield's effort to construct an environmental ethic gifts the neglected aspects of our central traditions to critique "the attitude and tradition of Despotism, an interpretation of the Biblical belief in man's dominion according to which everything is made for man ... ."47

Memory's dissociation thus seeks to recall sources of judgment, not always "as they were," but in their promise, as historical possibility. A diachronic sense of argument guides us, in our attempts to establish the grounds of reason, to this anticipatory memory of what was and can still be. In our remembrance of the temps perdu, we help to ensure that the horizon of history remains open.
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THE COSMOLOGICAL EXIGENCE AND PRESOCRATIC PHILOSOPHY

Peter J. Marston
University of Southern California

... the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And to know the place for the first time.
--T. S. Eliot

One of the most important consequences of the Einsteinian revolution in physics is the reemergence of cosmology as a salient field of inquiry. Cosmological concerns had been central to the scientific thought of the ancients and continued to guide scientific inquiry until the establishment of Newtonian physics as the "classical" model of science. Rather than examine the universe as a whole, Newton's method sought to isolate physical events which could then be studied independently. As a result, cosmology "seemed destined to disappear gradually into the mists of the unknowable." It was not until the rise of Einsteinian physics that the universe has once again been conceived as an integrated system--a "physical and geometric whole." As Jacques Merleau-Ponty observes: "Cosmology is again a science possessing a specific and well-defined subject: the universe."

The renaissance of cosmology, however, extends beyond purely scientific discourse. Stephen Toulmin notes the beginnings of a renewed dialogue between science, philosophy, and theology which is based upon cosmological issues. He suggests that, in the development of "postmodern" science, cosmology has become a common ground for these disciplines--one which promises to increase in significance. In popular discourse, Carl Sagan has brought a new cosmological worldview to a general audience through the television series Cosmos, and his popular book of the same title. In her analysis of the highly successful film E.T., Janice Rushing observes that contemporary science fiction and fantasy films constitute a pervasive genre of popular cosmological rhetoric.

Regardless of its form, cosmological rhetoric reflects a desire to reclaim the Greek conception of cosmos: an understanding of the universe as an integrated system in which "all things... share in a common good order." It seeks to
demonstrate not only the character of the universe as a whole, but also humankind's role within that universe—to grasp our place in the scheme of things and to feel at home within it. As Toulmin suggests, the ultimate aim of such rhetoric is to establish a "more coordinated view of the world, embracing both the world of nature and the world of humanity—a view capable of integrating, not merely aggregating, our scientific understanding, and capable of doing so with practice in view." Although cosmological rhetoric has its roots in scientific thought, its implications clearly extend into other aspects of humanity. Indeed, in its richest form, cosmological rhetoric seeks to embrace all aspects of humanity—philosophical, religious, sociological, as well as scientific—through its understanding of the universe as an integrated system.

Given the scope of contemporary cosmological rhetoric, it is clear that the cosmological exigence entails more than the mere possibility of such rhetoric which is implicit in Einsteinian physics. As Rushing observes, the cosmological exigence is "omnipotent . . . both enduring and developing over time." It is enduring in that humankind has always been and will continue to be separated from its natural environment and the cosmos. Humankind, by its very use of language, can never live a truly "natural" existence: its experience is forever and irrevocably mediated. However, the cosmological exigence is also shaped by historical developments. As noted above, the rise of Newtonian method was largely responsible for the eclipse of cosmological rhetoric in the nineteenth century, just as the Einsteinian revolution is, to some degree, responsible for its current reemergence. The cosmological exigence is affected by changes not only in science, but in technology as well. The development of nuclear technologies, advances in medical treatments, and the continued discovery of toxic pollution in our air, water, food, and lifestyles all serve to accentuate humankind's separation from nature. These issues, among others, present difficult and pressing questions concerning the nature of humankind and its relationship with the universe—questions which demand cosmological consideration.

It is important to note that the movement to a new cosmology is, indeed, still an emerging one. By the early 1980s, "we have done little more than reestablish the bare preconditions for the development of . . . a new cosmology." There is no established paradigm which we might term "the new cosmology"—either in philosophy or science. Nonetheless, the reemergence of cosmological rhetoric remains one of the most interesting developments in contemporary thought.

In this essay, I will examine (1) the rhetorical tasks implicit in cosmological argument and (2) the argumentative strategies employed in Presocratic cosmological argument. Although cosmological rhetoric may manifest itself in forms other than argument (such as myth), cosmological argument is more clearly aligned with the both the ultimate aims and scientific roots of cosmological thought. As Rushing observes, cosmological myth does not "deal with the nitty-gritty of rhetorical contingency," and nor does it suggest how humanity may find reunion with the cosmos. Such concerns, however, are commonly addressed in cosmological argument.

Given the reemergence of cosmological rhetoric, a return to the Presocratics is justified in two ways. First, an understanding of Presocratic cosmological argument informs our understanding of the origins of cosmological argument. Although the poets of nonliterate cultures often provided narrative or mythic cosmologies, the Presocratics were the first to address cosmological issues in propositional language. Second, to the degree that the cosmological exigence is enduring, a consideration of Presocratic cosmological argument will further our understanding of possible responses to this exigence.

The Rhetorical Tasks of Cosmological Argument

There are essentially two rhetorical tasks of cosmological argument: (1) it seeks to establish the unitary character of the universe—to articulate a conception of the universe as an integrated system; and (2) it seeks to place the realm of human action within the cosmological universe—to establish cosmological principles as normative principles. Although these tasks are clearly interrelated, I will, for the sake of clarity, consider each of them separately.

The need for integration is central to cosmological argument, for such argument represents the most comprehensive ambition of scientific inquiry: "to talk sense about the Universe as a whole." As Toulmin observes, cosmological argument advances claims about the nature of the universe "whose very generality allows them to transcend the fragmented insights of electromagnetic theory, cell biology, neurophysiology, and the rest"—while at the same time, integrating such insights into a more coordinated understanding of the universe.

Burke discusses the task of cosmological integration in terms of
"transcendence" and "reduction." Transcendence is the adoption of a perspective or language in which disjunctive categories cease to be disjunctive, and become identified as instances of a common "essence." Burke illustrates the act of transcendence in cosmological discourse: "That is presumably was attaining [a triumph of transcendence] for himself when, looking at the four elements, earth, fire, water, and air, he decided that they were all 'in essence' water." Cosmological argument, in a sense, aspires to establish the ultimate transcendence—a transcendence in which all the elements of the universe are conceptualized as instances of a common "nature."

Cosmological transcendence, however, also involves reduction. As Burke suggests, "a cosmology... is a reduction of the world to the dimensions of words; it is the world in terms of words." Reduction is required in cosmological argument in that "any generalization is necessarily a reduction [since] it selects a group of things and gives them a property which makes it possible to consider them as a single entity." It is important to note that transcendence and reduction are, to some degree, interdependent processes. Transcending terms symbolically encourages reducing terms linguistically (since formerly disjunctive categories may be replaced by a single term).

The end of such transcendence and reduction, in Burke's terminology, is consubstantiality: the identification of the common "substance" of all the elements of the universe. Burke employs the term "substance" in two major senses: as "essence" and as "context," both of which are germane to the task of cosmological integration. One of the consequences of discussing the universe as a whole is that distinctions between essence and context become difficult to maintain: conclusions concerning the cosmological essence of the universe are, by their very nature, conclusions about the cosmological context as well. As Merleau-Ponty observes, cosmological argument includes "in the same description both container and content."

The second rhetorical task of cosmological argument is to place the realm of human action within the universe, conceived as an integrated system. This task, finding "a cosmic sanction for ethics, a 'natural foundation on which our human superstructure of right and wrong may safely rest,' is an enduring one" in cosmological argument. Indeed, it is this ambition which initially united astronomy and astrotheology and transformed them into "a genuine cosmology": "the conviction that the entire system of the world forms a single, integrated system united by universal principles... that the universe or ouranos is 'well turned out.'" In Burke's terminology, this task raises the issue of scope in cosmological argument. The concept of scope is central to Burke, for in any "systematic placement, one must see things 'in terms of'..." And implicit in the terms chosen are "circumferences" of varying scope. Whereas the first task of cosmological argument need only characterize the universe as a physical or chemical or biological system ("motion" as conceived by Burke), the second task clearly implicates human action. In this sense, the second task of cosmological argument is aimed primarily at expanding the scope of the cosmological universe.

Of course, not every instance of cosmological discourse will address both tasks. The distinction presented here concerning the rhetorical tasks of cosmological argument is useful in distinguishing cosmological argument in its richest forms, and other cosmological argument which, although rightfully termed "cosmological," is somehow attenuated in its ambitions.

Presocratic Cosmological Argument

Presocratic philosophy offers one of the clearest examples of "rich" cosmological argument. It portrays the universe as an integrated, ordered system, and employs the cosmological universe as a model for a social ethic. This is most clearly apparent in the Presocratic conception of justice—one which depends upon an identification between the individual, the state, and the cosmos. The term dike is used in application to morals, politics, and the universe, without any clear distinction in meaning, giving rise to a "cosmic justice": a conception of nature at large as a harmonious association, whose members observe, or are compelled to observe, the "law of the measure." In this way, the Presocratic conception of the universe preserves "the link between man, society, and nature"—a link which was lost during the rise of Newtonian method and Cartesian rationalism, and which is only beginning to be restored in contemporary thought.

In this analysis, I will focus on an examination of the cosmological argument presented in the Heraclitean fragments. Heraclitus is the most promising subject of such an examination for three reasons. First, a sufficient number of Heraclitus' fragments exist to give his argument context. Of the 129 reliable fragments attributed to Heraclitus, 35 are directly cosmological; clearly, the largest body of
cosmological argument of any Presocratic. Second, of those Presocratics who have left a sizable body of fragments (namely, Heraclitus, Parmenides, and Empedocles), Heraclitus offers the clearest example of a strictly cosmological, propositional argument. Parmenides bases his arguments in a "theory of Being" which is more metaphysical than cosmological. Empedocles, on the other hand, is more closely aligned with the pre-philosophic poets than the Presocratics in the presentation of his cosmology. His fragments "tell stories" and are not contiguous with the general Presocratic movement toward propositional argument. Third, although Heraclitus is particularly well-suited to the purposes of this analysis, he is also representative of the Presocratics generally. As Havelock observes, "much of the language used by Heraclitus, far from correcting or contradicting the pioneer efforts of Xenophanes, seems designed to expand and carry forward a common enterprise."

Before identifying the argumentative strategies employed in Heraclitus' cosmological argument, it is necessary to briefly summarize his cosmology. The Heraclitean conception of the universe as an integrated, ordered system is reflected in one of his most influential fragments: "This ordered universe (cosmos), which is the same for all, was not created by any one of the gods or of mankind, but it ever was and is and shall be ..." [B 30]. Within this universe, the opposition of forces constitutes a natural "harmony": "That which is in opposition is in concert, and from things that differ comes the most beautiful harmony" [B 8]; "They do not understand how that which differs with itself is in agreement" [B 51].

For Heraclitus, the operating principles of the universe are the principles of fire: "Fire steers the universe" [B 64]; "There is an exchange: all things for Fire and Fire for all things" [B 90]. This is most clearly evident in his description of the elements as stages in a chain of vaporization ("burning"): "Fire lives the death of earth, and air lives the death of fire; water lives the death of air, earth that of water" [B 76].

The operating principles of fire are timeless, for as Heraclitus states: "This ordered universe (cosmos) ... was ever and is and shall be ever-living Fire, kindled in measure and quenched in measure" [B 30]. As this fragment suggests, the timeless nature of the principles of Fire are guaranteed by the law of the measure. The Heraclitean cosmos, therefore is a total order, "inclusive of its own past, present, and future: ... a self-subsistent entity. Yet, this entity—the cosmos, the one order—is also a process, dynamic rather than static.

Further, Heraclitus' conception of the universe is a normative construct for human action: "One must follow (the universal Law—logos—namely) that which is common (to all)" [B 2]. "That which is wise is one: to understand the purpose that steers all things" [B 41]; "Wisdom is to speak the truth and to act in accordance with nature, paying heed (therefore)" [B 112]. However, the majority of human kind acts without an understanding of the common logos: "But although the Law (logos—the intelligible Law of the universe) is universal, the majority live as if they had understanding peculiar to themselves" [B 2]. Nonetheless, the logos remains a normative basis for human laws (nomos): "If we speak with intelligence, we must base our strength on that which is common to all (i.e., the logos) ... For all human laws are nourished by one which is divine. For it governs as far as it will, and is sufficient for all, and more than enough" [B 114].

Gregory Vlastos summarizes the Heraclitean cosmos and its connection to social ethics by noting Heraclitus' "doctrine of the 'common': truth is the 'common'; the world is the 'common'; and in the state, law is the 'common'." As a result, the state is conceived as "a community, united by a common stake in a common justice." Although this conception is consistent with the democratic political system of the time, its focus is on community rather than autonomy.

Argumentative Strategies in the Heraclitean Fragments

As the foregoing summary demonstrates, Heraclitus addresses both rhetorical tasks of cosmological argument. In response to the first task (establishing the unitary character of the universe), Heraclitus employs three basic argumentative strategies: symbolic extension, paradox, and figuration. In response to the second task (placing human action within the cosmological universe), he again employs figuration, this time in conjunction with an appeal to the impersonal authority of the logos. At this point, I will turn to the fragments for evidence of these strategies.

Heraclitus was the first of the Presocratics to employ the term cosmos in reference to the universe as a whole. It is this act of symbolic extension which even allows the discussion of the universe as a single, integrated system. Heraclitus borrows the term cosmos from the vocabulary of the epic poets who employed it to describe the "orderly array of an army controlled by its 'orderer' (cosmisor)." The term is "stretched" or "extended" in its application to the universe. Although Heraclitus' extension is based upon the notion of "order"
common to both his usage of the term *cosmos* and that of the epic poets, his usage is more revolutionary than metaphorical. Rather than simply drawing a connection between armies and the universe, Heraclitus is creating a “new” meaning for the term—one which is intended to stand on its own.47

The symbolic extension of the term *cosmos* fulfills the Burkean function of reduction. It does not, in itself, transcend disjunctive categories, but rather, reduces what had previously been treated as “the many” or “all” to a singular entity—the *cosmos*. This reduction not only provides Heraclitus with the language necessary to discuss the universe as a whole, but also suggests the nature of the universe as a self-contained system.

Three fragments demonstrate Heraclitus’ use of paradox in establishing the unitary character of the universe: “Night and day: for they are one” [B 57]; “For the fuller’s screw, the way, straight and crooked, is one and the same” [B 59]; “That which is in opposition is in concert, and from things that differ comes the most beautiful harmony” [B 8]. Like any instance of paradox, these statements present a “symbolic problem.” A paradox is a seemingly contradictory or absurd statement—one which requires some sort of symbolic rethinking to make the statement meaningful. A paradox derives its argumentative power through this requisite rethinking: new understandings of terms and their relationships become apparent as one “solves” the symbolic problem.48

The solution to the symbolic problems presented in these fragments requires a new understanding of the disjunctive categories day/night, straight/crooked, in opposition/in concert, as instances of the natural “harmony” of opposing forces. As such, these statements are aimed at transcendence—the adoption of a point of view from which opposites “cease to be opposites.”49 Taken alone, the statements offer a rather weak form of transcendence—one Burke might characterize as mere “verbal paraphernalia.”50 The statements require a conception of opposites as “harmonious,” but present no common basis for the “harmony” (that is, they offer no “reason” to accept the transcendence).

To demonstrate a basis for the natural “harmony” of the *logos*, Heraclitus turns to the operating principles of the universe. Here he develops an argument based on figuration, as demonstrated by the following fragments: “This ordered universe (cosmos) . . . was ever and is and shall be ever-living Fire, kindled in measure and quenched in measure” [B 30]; “Fire steers the universe” [B 64]; “Fire lives the death of earth, and air lives the death of fire; water lives the death of air, earth that of water” [B 76].

To the modern reader, these statements are somewhat ambiguous: it is unclear whether Heraclitus is speaking either literally or metaphorically.51 Clearly, everything is not fire in our everyday, experiential sense of the term, and yet Heraclitus is surely intending something more than that everything is “like” fire. Everything is fire, not in terms of attributes, but rather in terms of essence: as elements in an enduring process of vaporization. In this sense, Heraclitus is offering fire as a figure (in the classical sense of *figura*) of the “universal Law.”

A figure, or *figura*, draws its argumentative force by presenting a formative principle which not only accounts for “change amid the enduring essence” but also establishes a strong identification between the formative archetype and its manifestations.52 In the Heraclitean fragments, fire serves as the formative principle of the cosmos—an archetypal representation of the enduring universal Law. Compare, for example, fragment B 126 (“Cold things grow hot, hot things grow cold; the wet dries, the parched moistened”) with B 76 (“Fire lives the death of earth, and air lives the death of fire; water lives the death of air, earth that of water”). The everyday, strictly empirical experiences described in the first statement are given figuration as stages in the chain of vaporization in the second. Fire (as figure) mediates our everyday experience and the universal Law by virtue of a common essence.

Heraclitus’ figuration offers a stronger form of transcendence than his use of paradox. His figuration not only asserts the integrated nature of the universe, but further, grounds it in the articulation of a common substance—namely, the formative principle of fire.

In establishing the cosmic *logos* as a normative construct for human action, Heraclitus is fairly direct in his didactic exhortations: “One must follow (the universal *logos*, namely) that which is common to all” [B 2]; “Wisdom is to speak the truth and to act in accordance with nature, paying heed (thereto)” [B 112]. Heraclitus warrants these exhortations in two ways: (1) through an appeal to the impersonal authority of the *logos*; and (2) through a further figuration.

Heraclitus grounds the authority of the *logos* not in his own arguments, but rather in the nature of the *logos* itself: “When you have listened not to me, but to
the Law (logos), it is wise to agree that all things are one" [B 50]. In this fragment, Heraclitus not only suggests that the power of the logos is self-validating, but also denies that he is the peculiar "voice" of the logos. As Julius Moravcsik observes, the Heraclitean logos is not reliant on "sayings for which we cannot have direct evidence." In this sense, the logos is very different than either prophecy or eyewitness testimony: "It is impersonal... we need not accept someone's hidden evidence."54

By characterizing the authority of the logos as impersonal, Heraclitus asserts the incorrigibility of the universal Law. Heraclitus, as an advocate, may be subject to interrogation and correction; but the logos, as an impersonal authority is not. One may question his or her actions in accordance with the universal Law, but one cannot question the logos itself.

Heraclitus also employs figuration in relating human action to the cosmological universe. As fire is a figure of the universal Law, air is a figure of the soul: "To souls, it is death to become water; to water it is death to become earth. From earth comes water, and from water, soul" [B 36]; "A man, when he gets drunk, is led stumbling along by an immature boy, not knowing where he is going, having his soul wet" [B 117]; "A dry (desiccated) soul is the wisest and best" [B 118]. Given the Heraclitean chain of vaporization, it is clear that air, as a figure of the soul, is a normative construct. Air is not an element distinct from water and earth, but rather a stage in a universal process. In this way, air represents the proper or "natural" state of the soul, within the larger processes of fire.

Heraclitus' use of air as a figure of the soul broadens the scope of his cosmology to include human action. As noted above, the Heraclitean cosmology invites us to view the universe as fire (that is, in terms of fire). By choosing air as the archtypal representation of the soul, Heraclitus also invites us to view humanity in terms of fire (since air itself is a stage in the processes of fire). In this way, he integrates humanity into the universe, suggesting that, indeed, all things in the universe (including humanity) are guided and nourished by the universal logos.

Conclusion: Cosmological Argument and Natural Theology

The nature of the Heraclitean cosmology and the argumentative strategies employed in its presentation indicate that what Heraclitus offers is a sort of natural theology. As such, it shares an affinity with both the traditional aims of scientific inquiry and the normative character of theological thought.55 In developing his cosmology, Heraclitus is clearly concerned with describing and explaining natural phenomena.56 Further, his thought demonstrates a strong empirical bias: "Those things of which there is sight, hearing, knowledge: these are what I honor most" [B 55].57 Yet, his cosmology is also strongly normative, asserting humankind's proper role in the universe, and calling for human deference to the natural logos.

The religious character of Heraclitus' cosmology is also evidenced by the argumentative strategies he employs. Paradox, figuration, appeal to an impersonal authority—each of these strategies is characteristic of religious argumentation.58 However, it would be misleading to suggest that this is entirely due to the enduring nature of cosmological argument. Heraclitus' reliance on religious argument forms is, to some degree, a result of his limited linguistic resources. As Havelock suggests, the Presocratic were working within a linguistic system which was essentially pre-conceptual, derived primarily from the vocabulary of the epic poets, and rich in its religious implications.59 Nonetheless, the Heraclitean fragments demonstrate how such argument forms may function in cosmological argument.

Although the movement to a new cosmology in contemporary discourse is still emerging, certain parallels may be drawn between the religious character of the Heraclitean cosmology and contemporary cosmological rhetoric. Thomas Less!, in his analysis of Carl Sagan's television series Cosmos, concludes that Sagan's "presentation of science... serves for television audiences the same needs that religious discourse has traditionally satisfied for churchgoers"—namely, the "grounding [of] faith in an unimpeachable body of knowledge."60 Further, as Less! observes, two of Sagan's argumentative strategies are patently religious. Like Heraclitus, Sagan legitimizes the normative force of his cosmology by appealing to an impersonal authority external to himself (in this case, by adopting the perspective of a detached extraterrestrial observer).61 In addition, Sagan employs a "prophecy vision" in characterizing contemporary cosmological choices: one in which humankind is either redeemed through a new understanding of its "cosmic citizenship," or destroyed in nuclear apocalypse.62

In her analysis of the film ET, Rushing observes that "space fiction or fantasy [may be] the most important contemporary genre for presenting and responding to" the cosmological exigence in public discourse. She notes that ET, as a representative example of this genre, addresses this exigence through
A paradoxical transcendence.63 E.T., the fictional character, embodies a variety of paradoxical contradictions: he is childlike, and yet very old; he can heal plants with his touch, but cannot hold his liquor; he stumbles in our suburban tundra and yet can fly a bicycle. As Rushing suggests, the paradoxical nature of E.T. encourages the audience to transcend the conventional dichotomies of reason/emotion, mind/matter, and nature/technology.64 Although the film E.T. is mythic in form, it shows some similarities to the cosmological argument presented in the Heraclitean fragments.65 Both employ paradox as a way of transcending disjunctive categories; and whereas Heraclitus offers fire as a figura of the universal logos, E.T. presents its protagonist as the personification of cosmic consciousness.66

Toulmin draws a more general connection between the new cosmological movement and natural theology. He characterizes the recent reemergence of cosmology in scientific and philosophical discourse as a reunion of natural science and natural religion.67 Prior to the rise of Newtonian method and Cartesian rationalism, natural science and natural religion were not only compatible endeavors, they were the same endeavor. Toulmin argues that such an alliance is once again salient: "Science and natural religion parted company . . . for reasons that operated powerfully in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, but that no longer have the same power today."68 Indeed, Toulmin maintains, "there are in fact . . . some indications that natural science and natural religion have already resumed an irregular cohabitation"—indications which are manifested in cosmological argument.69

Cosmological argument, with its roots in scientific inquiry and its tendency to adopt characteristics of religious discourse, seems to constitute an intermediate symbolic form—one which is implicit in the rhetorical tasks of such argument. It employs a vocabulary of abstraction in which it is possible to discuss, in a systematic manner, the "nature" of the universe as a whole, and yet retains an affinity with more poetic forms of language such as paradox and figuration, which have traditionally been associated with the normative force of religious discourse. The extent to which the emergent "new cosmology" will embody an intermediate symbolic form remains to be seen. However, the present analysis indicates that such an intermediate form may play a central role in responding to the cosmological exigence, and further, that the origins of cosmological argument constitute just such a response.
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ARGUMENTATION IN THE FIELD OF RHETORICAL COMMUNICATION

Norbert Gutenberg
Universität des Saarlandes

Speech communication claims 'argumentation', a phenomenon in the field of rhetoric, to be a genuine subject matter in as much as it occurs in processes of oral communication. As far as I know, elaborations on the concept of argumentation in speech communication confine themselves to considerations on argumentation training and, implicitly, refer to it as a part of 'rhetoric'. I shall therefore endeavor to outline a definition of 'argumentation' from the perspective of contemporary West German communication theory.

The following concept is based on rhetorical writings of H. Geißler. Yet, for the purpose of keeping this contribution as concise as possible, I am not giving quotations each time reference is made to his writings (for further reading, cf. list of literature).

'Argumentation' and 'rhetoric' cannot be separated from each other. It is therefore necessary to define, first of all, 'rhetorical'. I consider also this section - at least partly - as a reformulation of present concepts of rhetoric in speech communication.

1. What is "rhetorical"?

In oder to answer the question as to what is rhetorical the question as to what "rhetorical" means has to be answered. I intend to formulate in ordinary language characteristics of rhetoricity which, I think, essentially reflects Geißler's approach.

I would like to start with something that is familiar to all of us. If the starting point in everyday knowledge of every communicator we may begin by the ordinary language explication of the ordinary language expression 'to speak'. He who says 'to speak', expresses, no matter if he wants to or not, an everyday theory about 'speaking' which is inherent to the semantic implications of the word: to say 'speaking' always includes: someone speaking to or with at least one other person, about something, in one and the same language; he says something for whatever reason, with whatever intent/purpose, somewhere, some time, by means of language, oral expression, mimics, gestures and bodily expressions. The ordinary language word 'to speak' already implies the Lasswell model.

Structuring these elements we obtain the model of a speech situation and a corresponding listening situation. The following figure summarizes what has been said so far:

These models serve to conceive the situation of speaker and listener but the question as to the distinctive features of both rhetorical and non-rhetorical communication remains open.

- It might be noteworthy that I am talking about "rhetorical speaking" as well as about "rhetorical listening". In so doing, 'listening' is understood to be 'rhetorical' as soon as it becomes a 'listening to'. Making this distinction, we have reached the point of elaborating one criterion of rhetoricity.

The 'to' characterizes directiveness, it turns the listener's purely receiving behavior, which is involuntary and automatic, into an act of listening, which is voluntary and intentional. On the part of the speaker it is his becoming aware of the "what for/purpose" category which renders his speech rhetorical. Because of this awareness, his speech behavior - then involuntary and automatic, directed by some objective situative factors of which he is unconscious - turns into voluntary, purposive speech-acting, which enables the speaker to replace or at least supplement the objective-situative factors by his own intents. Or to put it in other words: the turn-over into rhetorical speaking/listening takes...
place when subjective purposes/intents add to, respectively shape, the "Why's", the motivations, inspirations, causes.

There are two other aspects which, I think, have to be clarified. First, the notion 'intentional and subjective purpose' is limited to those aspects of the speech/listening acts of which the speaker/listener is truly aware prior to the actual performance of speaking/listening. It is not extended to things/events which are being justified or reasoned subsequently to the actual acts.

Thus the following prerequisites are met if the speech/listening act is defined rhetorically: the speaker/listener has to bear his definite purpose in mind before he actually speaks/listens, and his speaking/listening has to be purely oriented to achieving this purpose.

Second, we shall bear in mind that this is the very first step in defining rhetoricity; it determines - so to speak - an everyday rhetoricity, a sort of naive rhetoric, a rhetoricity in nuce.

Insist of having a purpose, speech/listening acts may still be involuntary acts/behavior, if the What that someone intends to say is uttered completely automatically, without planning, and/or if all the elements of oral delivery or language are used entirely mechanically, without any reflection.

These linguistic and/or vocal elements have to be intentionally adjusted to the 'purpose', if the subsequent step of rhetoritity is to be reached. In other words: if the purpose-means relation is made available to voluntary disposition.

The following steps of rhetoriticity result from the first:
- The means are not only oriented towards the purpose but also towards the other determinants of the speech/listening situation. In doing so, an order of precedence will have to be concretized in which the reflection on the communication partner and on one's own role as speaker/listener requires the highest degree of differentiation, self-distance, self-abstraction and self-criticism.

- Not only do linguistic and vocal elements relate to determinants but also the determinants themselves inter-relate: the purpose is directed to speaker/listener, the speaker/listener is selected according to the purpose, the subject - 'About What' - 'When', and 'Where' are adapted to purpose and speaker/listener.

The explication of 'rhetorical' we have so far sketched, refers to the distinction between 'rhetorical' and 'phatic' communication which Geißner described (Geißner, 1981):

- Phatic communication refers to conversations which "by routine and convention establish and maintain cor-acts; they are thematically limited to a certain horizon and the purpose-means relation is pursued unintentionally so that both the thematic and, particularly, the personal dimensions are kept within the limits of non-commitment."

"... if, however, the routinization is made the subject and if the causes for the thematic limitations are being discussed so that with the altered subject-horizon model the purpose-means relation may be grasped reflectively and intentionally, 'phatic' communication turns into rhetorical communication."

The above outline has introduced some new aspects into the discussion:
- The notion of 'rhetorical listening' determines essential features of an emancipatory discourse education and, consequently, influences the theoretical framework of speech communication.
- The location of 'rhetoric' within a dynamic and historical process ought to have essential methodological consequences:
  1) With regard to the definition of rhetorical forms and to the distinction between rhetorical and non-rhetorical communication; a typological scale used as an order of precedence replaces the rigid classification which caused methodological problems in the past.
  2) This scale introduces the historical dimension, and in so doing, enables us to grasp the process of gradual or abrupt rhetorization of non-rhetorical forms and vice versa. Rhetorical education is the method of rhetorization of phatic communication.
II. What is "argumentation"?

I shall try to define 'argumentation' in relation to the following dimensions:

- rhetorical discourses, talks, and/or speeches in which argumentation occurs
- the determinative and determined factors of the speaking/listening situation
- the categories 'persuading' and 'convincing' ("überzeugen" vs. "überreden")

'Argumentation' in everyday language and as a technical term designates a specific type of verbal acts (oral or written) which, in reality, do not occur as isolated actions. The common feature of 'discourse', 'debate', 'public address' etc. is precisely the occurrence of 'argumentation' besides the many other specific features distinguishing them from each other.

So 'argumentation' cannot be considered a type of verbal act occurring completely independently but it is rather embedded in a more complex type of verbal acts. The question as to whether 'argumentation' occurs in non-verbal acts, whether arguments may be built up by pictures, gestures, buildings, films, actions, shall not be investigated here.

In my dissertation (Gutenberg, 1981, p. 223) I have described the more complex types of verbal acts (discourses, speeches, correspondence, scientific communication in books, treatises etc.) as "typifications on the macro level". In contrast to these are the typifications on the micro level, that is, 'speech acts' like questions, reproaches, assertions etc.). These speech acts construct in a specific combination types of speech acts on the meso level, such as phases and segments of discourses, speeches, letters etc. Similarly to the types on the micro level they occur in more than one macro level type. So, empirical research of argumentation focuses on questions pertaining to the micro types which build up 'argumentation' and on the macro types in which 'argumentation' occurs. I shall presently follow these questions, yet only reconstructively and not empirically. Besides, since it has become clear that 'argumentation' also occurs in written communication, I wish to confine myself to oral communication. Inferences in the field of oral communication may well be transferred to written communication considering the way in which writing can be deduced from speaking historically and reconstructively: overcoming the dimensions of space and time, transferring the verbal construct out of its transitory existence into permanency, and thus making it available and multiplies also in identical wording.

Besides this relatively formal definition of 'argumentation', a more extensive determination may be obtained by asking for the function which 'argumentation' fulfills in the macro types of speech acts. If 'argumentation' - as is contended - is constituent of these macro types the meaning of the question as to its function corresponds to that referring to the function of these macro types.

The range of speech act types producing 'argumentation' reaches from public house conversations to summit meetings. Everyday knowledge as well as scientific knowledge bear witness to the fact that though in all cases, argumentation is required by rule, this rule is violated systematically. The most general expression/common language uses for these macro types is 'discussion'. The most general definition of the functions attributed to these macro types is:

- during their course, problems (or questions or topics) which may be either theoretical or practical are being dealt with, that is, analyzed;
- solutions to analyzed problems are sought and the proposed solutions are analyzed;
- decisions are made with reference to the investigated (that is discussed, analyzed) proposals to solve the problem.

(c.f. Gutenberg, 1979; Geißner, 1982)

All three phases or forms have one thing in common: the participants may be of different opinions regarding the assessment of the problem, the judgement of the solution, and the proposal for decision:

- two or more analyses of the problem may be contradictory to each other - the participants have to find out which of them is the more appropriate or whether they can be substituted by a third, even more appropriate, analysis;
- two or more solutions may be in opposition to each other - the more appropriate solution to the problem has to be found;
- when solutions diverge but are considered to be equally appropriate (starting from the assessment of the problem) the participants have to decide which proposal is to be put into practice.

In all three phases or forms the different opinions result in controversial positions. The process of settling this controversy may lead to different aims:
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- compromise: different positions are settled by reducing them to a common denominator;

- justified dissent: the dispute remains unsettled, but the process reveals the reasons for the controversial standpoints and also why the controversy remains unsettled;

- consensus: in the sense that one of the different positions has been generally accepted;

- consensus: in the sense that by disputing on the controversy a new position develops which is generally accepted.

The process leading to these aims is called 'argumentation' in general and scientific terms. The point of friction characterized by controversial positions is defined as 'the point of dispute', that is, the possibility of not only differing but, above all, contradictory opinions, which is founded in the facts and their interpretation and is subjectified in discourse (cf. Geißner, 1985).

So far 'argumentation' has been defined only partially; it has been attributed by its function to the more complex speech acts. Defining its functions, its goals are determined, too. Yet, the question as to how the process of argumentation leads to the defined goal remains open.

The category of goal leads us back to the starting point of these considerations: the structure of the speaking/listening situation or the determinants of the goal or WHAT FOR.

The complementary moment of the speaking/listening situation and the above concept of the function of 'argumentation' substantiate the conclusion that the GOAL/WHAT FOR be common to speaker and listener if the process of argumentation is to be successful. At the same time, it is only consistent to conclude that the WHAT FORs of listener and speaker be at least different, if not contradictory, to make argumentation necessary at all. This is only seemingly paradoxical: the common WHAT FOR is the GOAL to settle the 'point of dispute', that is, to elucidate the problem, to gather solutions, and to make the decision for action.

Geißner pointed out that the personal experiences of the communicators provide the background for questions and possibilities of reply (Geißner, 1985). The field of possible replies of both listener and speaker is also the field of the differing or even contradictory WHAT FOR out of which the respective communicator selects his answer to the issue and for which he seeks approval by all other participants to render it into the reply which is generally accepted.

The previous definition of 'argumentation' has been reformulated in terms of categories pertaining to the speaking/listening situation. So far, the categories WHAT FOR and WHO have been discussed. For further determination the categories WHAT and HOW are taken into consideration.

Following the model of the speaking/listening situation the category WHAT receives its final determination by all other factors, including WHO. Thus, we may characterize: the WHAT of a process aimed at settling something disputable is, first of all, the wording of the speaker's proposal of solution and, then, something which renders this proposal acceptable to the listener. Regarding the latter two possibilities are given: the acceptable-rendering WHAT can be something which conveys its factual and logical relationship to the proposal and which allows the deduction of the proposal from it. If the proposed solution is understood as 'assertion', the WHAT so conceived provides the grounds for this assertion: the whole complex, the "justified assertion" is the "argument" (cf. Geißner, 1985).

On the other hand, the acceptable-rendering WHAT may be put forth without displaying a factual and logical relationship to the proposal and still is suitable to motivate the listener to accept the proposal. Here it is a matter of simply pretending a factual and logical relationship or, without presenting such a relationship in any way whatsoever, of evoking acceptance within the listener with the intention of transferring this acceptance to the proposal. In neither case the complex is considered an argument - neither in everyday language nor in scientific terms. 'Argument' solely refers to a WHAT composed of proposal and elements rendering it acceptable, whereas the two parts relate to each other on a factual and logical basis. This may be seen as a precondition to the status 'argument'.

The second condition stems from the common WHAT FOR and the speaker's reflexion on his listener's proper characteristics: It is not sufficient to combine factually and logically the proposal to its justification, but the proposal as well as the justification have to be comprehensible and acceptable to the listener, that is, adequate to his psychic, social and mental structures. Yet, this again is subject to the following presuppositions: First, a basic contradiction between the speaker's arguments and the listener's interests must not be existent (this presupposition is also valid for the point of dispute: a common answer, that is a consensus is rarely ever possible if the communicator's interests are antagonistically opposed. If this is the case, the only possible answer to an issue will be a compromise).
The second presupposition is that the 'argument' does not evoke affective, cognitive, and volitional obstacles within the listener, thus it has to be psycho-socially comprehensible and acceptable (cf. Gelbner, 1969). An argument which does not fulfill these basic requirements in the process of settling a dispute cannot be considered as such.

The wording 'factual and logical' does not mean that the term 'argument' refers to the cognitive-rational parameter alone. But 'argument' is also a matter of emotion, evaluation, and volition, provided however that these are not in contradiction to the factual matter or are even presented as its window-dressing. This leads us to questions referring to the types of argument and to the way of finding arguments. Both are subject matters of the 'topic' which shall not be treated here. Equally, it is not my concern to discuss questions of argumentative logic, i.e. the syllogistical and enthymematic aspect of argumentation. These aspects have primarily been treated by linguistics. I am concerned with the pragmatic aspect of argumentation which has not been entirely elaborated (cf. Klein).

So far, the further determination of 'argumentation' is limited to a theory of inventio, that is, it concerns the finding and mental conceptualizing of arguments in general. Qualified by the aspect of factual and logical disposition which is, at the same time, oriented to the listener with respect to his cognition, emotions, volition, and evaluation. The definition as a theory of dispositio is precisely located at the threshold between WHAT and HOW. On the one side, structuring an argument belongs to the WHAT as much as it reflects the structural and factual and logical relationship between assertion and justification as well as the proportional structure of the socio-psychological acceptance on the part of the listener. On the other side, structure demonstrates the way an argument is presented, it is a tectonic HOW which finds its realization in the verbal, oral and mimeticility of the listener.

This brings to light that neither the verbal elaboration - the classic 'elocutio' - nor oral expression nor facial or bodily expression participate decisively in the process of determining 'argumentation'. These parameters do not add anything essential to the connection of justification and assertion or to the orientation towards the listener. The linguistic shape and oral expression are the formulation of the mental concept 'argument', but they are not properly 'argumentative'. This does not mean that they are without any significance to argumentation. Factual, logical and psychological orientation to the listener requires the appropriate verbal and oral expression. With regard to the typological aspect, 'argumentation' assumes a specific type of verbal style and, in the actual performance, a specific oral style.

The verbal and oral styles are precisely those parameters which vest the mental concept of an argument and its mental tectonics with efficacious power (or deprives it of this power). This is how they constitute determinants of the successful process of argumentation but not of its concept. They are rhetorical devices aiming at efficacy which admittedly may impart to manipulative communications the appearance of being argumentative. Rhetorical devices which support, hinder argumentation or dissimulate the lack of it, are all other factors oriented towards the rhetorical goal and are seizable within the frame of the speaking/listening situation (e.g., selection of time, room, composition of group, organization of the process of discourse aiming at emotions etc.).

As rhetorical-effective devices they all may decisively influence the success of argumentation, but do not constitute the concept. 'Argumentation' itself represents a rhetorical-effective device which - subject to the above described conditions - is functional and occurs canonically with the other devices.

Above we have used the notion 'manipulative' in contrast to 'argumentative'. Closely connected to this opposite pair is the opposition 'to convince' vs. 'to persuade' - 'überzeugen' vs. 'beredten'. I shall now define 'argumentation' with reference to these two categories and also the notion of 'rhetorical listening'. Several authors have argued against the differentiation between the 'convince' and 'persuade' by defining it as a merely linguistic characteristic of the German language which would not correspond to the factual matter, and furthermore would not be in analogy to any other languages. Against the second argument we may hold that English as well as French distinguish between 'persuade' and 'convince' or 'persuader' and 'convaincre'. So the second argument will not be substantial at all, since the first can be refuted.

Gelbner has defined 'convincing' as influencing the listener by activating "concomitantly his cognitive, affective, and voluntative forces" (Gelbner, 1969, p. 54 f.), 'Persuading is influencing the listener by producing a short circuit from his affects/emotions to his valencies (above all prejudices) and eliminating or misleading his cognitive ability.'

First, arguments alone do not effectuate 'convincing', but the concurrence of all other effective devices is necessary to vest the argument with its effective power. It is true that argumentation orients itself to cognitions, but it also aims at emotions and attitudes. If argumentation aims
at generating or changing attitudes as a precondition to acting, then it is the question of reaching the entire psychic complex (cf. Geißner, 1973).

Though we may define 'convincing' as something which does not occur about if the cognitive-rational moment is eliminated by the prevailing moment of affect and prejudice, arguments are conveyed to the listener in a process of oral delivery. Consequently, language, oral, facial and bodily expressions etc. are considered means which effectuate the power or the argument or hinder its becoming effective. Thus, 'convincing' does not seem possible if the remaining effective devices occurring in the speech act 'argumentation' do not verbally and orally support the argument, i.e. convey it effectively to the listener. Furthermore, 'persuading' is produced but not 'convincing' if these other devices substitute argumentation or conceal its errors and lacks, respectively, pretend verbally the existence of argumentation.

This way of using effective devices is possible when the second condition is missing: the speaker himself is not convinced of the quality of his arguments, he accepts breaches in logic, inaccuracies etc. or even uses them voluntarily.

In so doing 'truthfulness' but not 'truth' becomes the criterion of 'convincing'. This implies that truthful is also who bases his arguments upon prejudices without knowing it. So 'convincing' also refers to a process of influencing truthfully with prejudiced opinions. The term 'prejudice' is understood as firmly incorporated attitudes which are no longer reflected critically and which are maintained inspite of a possible 'better knowledge'. The problematic essence of the criterion 'truthfulness' would disappear if it were not the speaker's own conviction which judges the rightfulness of his arguments, but if this conviction be exposed to reflection on its prejudiced content and, with this reservation, be brought into argumentation and bebe questioned and potentially revised in such a process.

This presupposes that the process of argumentation is open with regard to two aspects: First, all opponents are prepared to listen to each other's opinion and are open for being convinced. Second, opinions which harmonize with neither position but which are generated in the process of argumentation are admitted.

At the beginning, the concept of 'rhetorical listening' was introduced as 'listening action' in analogy to rhetorical speaking. Similarly, rhetorical listening reaches intentionally for at least the determinant of the WHAT FOR/GOAL.

Following the definition of argumentation so far developed, argumentative-rhetorical speaking may be situated on the previously mentioned rhetorical scale as follows:

- intentional pursuing of a common WHAT FOR; decision on the point of dispute
- intentional pursuing of an individual WHAT FOR to render one's own proposal acceptable to the listeners
- intentional shaping of the WHAT (inventio and dispositio of the argument) and the tectonic HOW which is accepted to the factual matter, logical and psychological conditions.

Accordingly, rhetorical listening in an argumentative process is considered a listening which is intentionally oriented towards examining auditive-cognitively whether or not the argumentative contribution follows the common WHAT FOR, whether the proposal for decision is acceptable from the factual, logical, and psychological point of view. Since we have defined the possibility of reflecting on the prejudiced content of one's argument as the criterion of convincing on the part of the speaker, the same should be applied to the listener's prejudices when he decides on the acceptability of the argument he listened to. Rhetorical-listening is thus prerequisite to convincing in the process of establishing a consensus, based on the proposal generally agreed upon. At the same time, it is prerequisite to a consensus which has been established in the process of arguing, based on a solution which has been developed in such a process and which has been generally agreed upon.

Persuading, as has been defined above, excludes rhetorical listening. As a consequence, it prevents the listener, who subsequently has become the speaker, from pursuing his intention-al goals and from putting forth a WHAT by means of an argument. Thus, persuasion not only eliminates the possibility of establishing a justifiable consensus but also prevents any sensible compromise or justified dissension. Though the reasons for this might originate in the individual deficiencies of communicators to perform argumentation, persuasion is mostly characterized by antagonistic interests of communicators. These antagonistic interests represent an obstacle to establish-a consensus, based on the proposal generally agreed upon. At the same time, it is prerequisite to a consensus which has been established in the process of arguing, based on a solution which has been developed in such a process and which has been generally agreed upon.
argumentative process of negotiations consists in convincing one's partner that one's own proposal of compromise accords with his interests.

Here, too, persuasion means trying to prevent rhetorical listening. Here, too, it prevents a new compromise that is, a compromise which supersedes former proposals - from coming about. The feasible consequences of compromises which have been made manipulatively (legal settlements, trials of manipulation on the part of the manipulated, impossibility of negotiating anew with the manipulated party, etc.) display that argumentation is the appropriate procedure. With reference to communicators representing non-antagonistic interests and their decision-making processes, argumentation is the procedure which offers the best opportunity of obtaining an optimal result. In both cases, the communicative procedure 'argumentation' not only represents the more 'moral' one but first of all the more 'rational' one. The reciprocal relationship of 'argumentation', 'convincing', and 'rhetorical listening' situates this concept in proximity to categories like 'criticism' and 'mental majority'.

The concepts of factual matters as conceived by everyday consciousness can be taken for concepts "which the matters conceive of themselves", whereby their potential content of prejudices, denseness, and ideology is assumed unquestioned. Criticism means, "to conceive what the factual matters might be" and, following its immanent theoretically constructible possibilities, "confront this with what it actually is" (Adorno, 1974). The standards of this criticism can be obtained by reflecting on possibilities which, though inherent to the matter, are not being realized, "the possibility of being different provides the norms for being so" (Aristoteles, Nik. Ethik).

As is the case with social conditions on which Adorno deliberates, arguments in a process of disputing can be such factual matters which may be subjected to critique by rhetorical listening. So far, rhetorical listening - at least latently - is always critical listening. Argumentation is critical in as much as it aims at convincing, reflects on its proper prejudiced content, and exposes itself to rhetorical listening as well as it exposes the individual proposal to be examined as to its general acceptability and its compatibility with the common WHAT FOR. In addition, it remains open to consensus and proposals which are being produced in precisely this reciprocal process of criticism. "Mentally major is who talks for himself after having thought for himself" (Adorno). Argumentation does not try to obstruct this by performing a short circuit from affect to prejudice. Only by grasping intentionally the relationship between the common WHAT FOR, individual proposal, and the backing arguments can argumentation be performed. Therefore, argumentation presupposes mental majority as well as it makes it possible.

Because of the hierarchical structure of society and due to the reflection thereof in the characteristics of individuals and patterns of action and behavior, disputable problems and matters are tackled imperatively and manipulatively rather than by arguments. Thus, argumentation becomes an instrument of critical-mental majority because it enables those who do not objectively need to employ hierarchical structures - since a basic antagonistic contradiction does not exist between them - to formulate and solve problems by consensus. At the same time, it becomes an instrument of critical-mental majority for those who are dominated by social authorities, since it enables them to level their interests against their dominators and, in search of an acceptable compromise, answer argumentatively for their interests. This, however, presupposes that both sides renounce using violence as a means of resistance to authority and as a means of executing authority - violence which is the basis of all domination. Those who execute authority are given by argumentation - as an instrument of critical-mental majority - the means of legitimating domination there where it is objectively indispensable due to the lasting permanence of the production conditions, even if no argumentation whatsoever may legitimate the permanence of these production conditions.
PROPOSITIONS OF FACT, VALUE, AND POLICY:
A SEMIOTIC AUGMENTATION OF ARGUMENTATION

Richard Fiordo
University of Calgary

This paper augments the traditional and conventional notions of propositions or questions of fact, value, and policy. After examining the explanation and development these propositions usually enjoy, an analysis and amplification of them from a semiotic perspective is undertaken. The semiotic perspective employed is primarily that of Charles Morris with supporting development from the pragmatic tradition in American philosophy. For specialists in argumentation, Morris' semiotic perspective should add practical insight to their understanding of argumentative propositions. Since Morris' semiotic is behaviorally based, it should benefit argumentation specialists concerned with spoken debate in their use of evidence, counter-evidence, and analysis.

Background

In their 1930 text with the short title of A Case Book in Discussion, Frank McKinney, a lawyer and former English professor, and Mary McKinney, an English professor, explain that a proposition "should be stated in a simple, declarative sentence; should be properly limited; should not state self-evident truth (truth and well known facts are not debatable) and should contain, as far as possible, words which are well understood and which need no definition." These authors offer no classification of propositions in terms of fact, value, or policy. Rather, they explain what is meant by a proposition and suggest procedures for proving and supporting the proposition once it is stated clearly and logically.

Russel Wagner, in his 1938 text entitled Handbook of Argumentation, explains that propositions of fact are those which are "concerned only with the truth or falsity of assertions." Propositions of value are those which "assess that something is or is not beneficial" and call for "approval or disapproval of a belief or an idea." And, propositions of policy are those which "propose a change of policy, which call for action." While Wagner's treatment is clear, there is little development beyond what is presented here.

Moving toward the present, Halbert Gulley's Essentials of Discussion and Debate from his 1955 account of questions and propositions of fact, value, and policy reads like a photocopy of Wagner's. He covers the three classes of propositions in one page: (1) a proposition of fact deals with the "truth or falsity of a condition or event, past or present"; (2) a proposition of value involves an "evaluation or judgment"; and (3) a proposition of policy asserts "what future action ought to be taken in the best interests of everyone concerned." With even less development, Harold Zelko's Successful Conference and Discussion Techniques only mentions the three questions and explains them by example, offering not
even a brief definition of them (Zelko, 32). It may be that Zelko assumes in his text that the reader knows these from other sources.

Coversing the three forms of propositions, Hugo Hellman and Joseph Stalnaker more recently explain the three in a manner almost identical to Wagner's with the exception of the proposition of fact. They expand on this proposition or "problem" by creating two subdivisions: problems of speculation and problems of degree. A proposition of speculation arises when the "question concerns whether something is or is not what it is assumed to be." A proposition of degree arises when there is a question of the "extent of something." Looking at a popular text by Judy Pease and Paul Nelson, brief versions of Wagner's definitions appear once again. One possible implication being that enough has been said elsewhere on this item. Another popular text by John Searle, Jr. and Sanford Weinberg discusses the three propositions under the titles of declarative, evaluative, and assertive questions. Their discussion is brief; and, for the most part, they put old wine in new bottles. Their account of the propositions resembles earlier accounts, apart from Searle and Weinberg's adding of futurity to declarative questions: "Such questions ask whether a certain state of affairs has existed (past), does exist (present), or will exist (future)."

In a contemporary text with the short title of Argumentation and Debate, Austin Freeley explains propositions of value or "judgment" and policy at some length and with reasonable development, while discussing propositions of fact indirectly. His account of propositions of judgment and policy aims specifically to improve debating skills. Freeley expounds on these propositions with reference to determining issues and supplying relevant evidence. Freeley's exposition and advice are useful indeed, yet they do not offer the more fundamental insights of Morris' semiotic.

An examination of contributions from the superb Argumentation Proceedings shows that, although argumentation studies are flourishing and progressing with speed and sophistication, the particular item this paper addresses has not been covered. While Lyons and Stenhouse give extensive treatment to propositions of value, they develop their thoughts productively in a direction similar to that of Freeley, only in far greater detail. Hingston views argumentation, from the perspective of ordinary language philosophy and Peirce, view argumentation through a paradigm of metaphor. While both are worthwhile extensions to knowledge in the field of argumentation, neither advance knowledge in the area of argumentative propositions specifically. Selected contributions from the pragmatic tradition of philosophy shall follow.

**Pragmatic Roots of Argumentative Propositions**

Since Norris emerged primarily from the pragmatic tradition of Charles Peirce, John Dewey, and George Mead, some background statements will help place Norris in this historical context with reference to propositions of fact, value, and policy. Norris explains that "Peirce recognized three kinds of interpreters of symbols: the emotional, the energetic, and the logical." He then asks whether these might be "regarded as possible bases for the "regarded as possible bases for the differences of meaning of judgments of value, of obligation, and of fact" set forth by John Dewey. Although the terminology varies, the import of the terminology is relatively close: propositions of fact being synonymous with logical interpreters - an interpretant being what the "interpretant in an interpreter to respond, because of the sign, by response-sequences of some behavior-family" - and judgments of fact, propositions of value being synonymous with emotional interpreters and judgments of value, and propositions of policy being synonymous with energetic interpreters and judgments of obligation.

Although seldom acknowledged, the history behind propositions of fact, value, and policy is rich and sophisticated, coming out of some of the finer thinkers of this century. Norris recollects that while "Dewey was greatly influenced by Mead's treatment of language," Mead "did not specifically deal with value terms." Even though "Dewey became increasingly influenced by Peirce," Peirce "had not explicitly applied the pragmatic maxims to value terms." Consequently, Dewey went about the "analysis of specifically value terms and judgments in his own manner." Furthermore, Dewey said of Peirce that the pragmatic method which Peirce developed "applies only to a very narrow and limited universe of discourse." Since Peirce states the "nature of pragmatism in a way almost identical with Dewey's," Norris is not sure that Peirce's "pragmatic maxims cannot cover Dewey's analysis." Because Peirce explains that a pragmatic maxim "imposes on the practical judgment expressible in a sentence in the indicative mood is a confused form of thought whose only meaning, if it has any, lies in its tendency to enforce a corresponding practical maxim expressible as a conditional sentence having its antecedent in the imperative mood," Norris concludes that what Peirce did not "specifically develop in detail" in his general semiotic, Dewey made somewhat more explicit in the meaning of value terms and judgments.

More specifically, Dewey assess a judgment of practice as "relating to action - to things to do or be done, judgments of a situation as demanding actions." For example, propositions of this form Dewey would "denote practical": and so and so "should do thus and so" is better, wiser, more prudently right, advisable, opportune, expedient, etc., to act thus and so. In short, a judgment of practice is "made with respect to a situation in which the problem is what to do." And, while Dewey regards a "judgment of value as an instrument for a judgment of practice," he even suggests that all judgments of fact - descriptive as well as scientific statements - are "inseparable from judgments of practice." Finally, if the "basic empirical phenomenon of value is located in the relation to such behavior as prizing or enjoying," value might be defined in the "widest names as anything insofar as it is prized or enjoyed." Moving in this direction, William James saw the essence of value as being "simply to satisfy demand." Yet, Dewey favored applying the term value not to everything prized but "only to those cases where something is prized after envisaging the consequences of prizing it." Norris' semiotic contribution shall be presented next.

**Semiotic Development of Argumentative Propositions**
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Placing propositions of fact, value, and policy in the context of Morris' semiotic establishes the sign as the frame of reference for propositional adequacy, belief, and knowledge determined pragmatically. Propositions signify, and knowledge as well. A proposition as a sign would be "adequate to the degree to which it achieves the purpose for which it is used." Propositional signs "adequate for some purposes may be inadequate for others." To have adequacy, a proposition must reach a "goal in a particular occasion" or generally facilitate the "attainment of a certain result." In addition, the kinds of adequacy which propositional signs have depend on an understanding of the uses to which they are put.

For present purposes, these uses are the informative, the valutative, and the incitative. Informative adequacy results in convincingness; an interpreter (that is, a reader or listener) acting, as a consequence of signs, "as if a certain situation has certain characteristics." Valutative adequacy results in effectiveness: due to signs, an interpreter shows "preferential behavior to certain objects, needs, preferences, responses, or signs." And, incitative adequacy results in persuasiveness: caused by signs, an interpreter produces "more or less specific responses." In sum, informative signs imply propositions of fact, valutative signs propositions of value, and incitative signs propositions of policy. In principle, incitative propositions aim "to direct behavior into definite channels, and not merely to give information or to determine the preferential status of something or other," as do informative and valutative propositions respectively.

The convincingness of a proposition is not "the same as its truth or reliability"; the effectiveness of a proposition may not "give a preferential status to objects which actually satisfy the need to which it is directed, or interpret;" and the persuasiveness of a proposition may "incite behavior which does not in fact efficaciously reach the goals of its interpreter." The components of truth and reliability of propositions underlie the adequacy of propositions as do the factors of belief and knowledge. While propositions may be "true or reliable without being believed to be true or reliable and without being known to be true or reliable," they may be "believed to be true or reliable without being true or reliable." Given that belief and knowledge about propositions is a "matter of degree," there may be a "low degree of knowledge and a high degree of belief." Furthermore, a "high degree of knowledge will normally, but not always, strengthen the degree of belief."  

In short, "just as belief in respect to a sign is a matter of degree, so knowledge of signs, when defined in terms of degree of evidence that a sign denotes, or is reliable, or is adequate, is a matter of degree." Important to add is that Morris' notion of denotation is referential. While all signs signify, not all signs denote. A sign or sign-complex such as a proposition denotes a denotatum – that is, anything permitting the "completion of the response-sequences to which an interpreter is disposed because of a sign." So, likewise in dealing with propositions, all propositions signify. Not all propositions denote. Similarly, once a proposition signifies, it signifies in degrees of adequacy, reliability, belief, and knowledge as well.

Whether signs designate, appraise, or prescribe, they may be used to inform convincingly, to evaluate effectively, or to incite persuasively. This suggests that any statement of a proposition of fact, value, or policy may not be stated in purely designative or prescriptive terms, appraisive or judgmental terms, or prescriptive or imperative terms. However, for propositions of fact, designative terms are the most functional kinds of terms to use; for propositions of value, appraisive terms are the most functional kinds of terms to use; and for propositions of policy, prescriptive terms are the most functional kinds of terms to use. Given designative terms producing an informative proposition, Morris declares a designative inquiry should logically follow. Given appraisive terms producing a valuation proposition, an appraisive inquiry should logically follow. And, given prescriptive terms producing an incitive proposition, a prescriptive inquiry should logically follow.

More semantic dimensions are now added to the basic three argumentative propositions. Rather than the limited, although useful, conception of the propositions handed down from Wagner, the wider framework of semiotic becomes available for the practitioner of argumentation.

Morris has some especially useful comments pertinent to the three propositions. With reference to the argumentative propositions, Morris suggests that while the "relation between 'good' and 'is' is not identical with the relation between 'ought' and 'is,'" there are similarities. Generally, appraisive terms accompany designative terms, and prescriptive terms accompany appraisive terms. For example, "religions, in prescribing how one should act, rest their case upon appraisals as to what is good, and those in turn are made in the light of statements as to the nature of man and the world." The same is true for argument specialists in their recommendation of propositions of policy for debate and discussion (especially public) because they logically entail propositions of value which include propositions of fact. As regards public debate, broader issues are entailed by propositions of policy than those of fact. Subsequently, more can be debated under propositions of policy than those of fact. In addition, a wider base for proof is demanded with propositions of policy than for those of fact.

When dealing with informative propositions, as in natural science, the support for such propositions is "guided by norms or standards (such as what is to count as admissible evidence)," thereby blurring simplistic distinctions between informative and valutative propositions. In other words, norms or standards may be seen as unproblematic values in both designative and appraisive inquiries. Furthermore, although Morris distinguishes between "inquiries into what is good and what ought to be done," he recognizes a "considerable independence of the two types of inquiry," since signifying something as good does not necessarily signify that something ought to be done to "bring this object into existence or maintain its existence." But, the distinction can blur due to some philosophies and religions that hold "ought" or valutative propositions as primary; that is, "the good is what we ought to bring about, and not simply what is to be desired." Although propositions of policy may presuppose propositions of value, "there is no theoretical reason why this should be the case." Morris would therefore regard propositions of value and policy as "theoretically independent.
dimensions of signification.44

Similarly, with informative or "is" propositions and "ought" propositions, while they may be treated as theoretically independent, there is a dynamic interaction and mutual influence between these two as well. Dealing with both "what is" and what will be under certain conditions, in a style similar to Baird and Weinberg's questions of fact mentioned earlier, "is" propositions serve as merely one factor determining "what ought to be" - even though admittedly, there is no way to "determines what ought to be done solely by determining what is the case.45

In sum, although the three types of argumentative propositions may essentially overlap, they may be treated separately by (I) defining their significations in terms of designations, appraisals, or prescriptions; (II) specifying the type of inquiry needed to support the propositions - designative, appraitive, or prescriptive; and (III) deciding what problems have to be solved in relation to the proposition - problems pertaining to "what has happened, is happening, or will happen"; problems pertaining to what to appreciate; or, problems pertaining to "what to do."46

Morris' perspective of objective relativism augments the argumentative propositions in this way. Objective relativism is Norris' solution to the limitations of absolutist and relativist perspectives in philosophy. While absolutists would believe that some "questions could be given definitive answers" and relativists would believe that "no such definitive answers could be given" to some questions, objective relativists would believe that for some questions "objective answers could be given but only in relation to specific contexts with their own unproblematic values."47 The determination of support for propositions and adaptation of various arguments and evidence involves an objectively relative choice that is "always made in a context."48

To interpret propositions in an objectively relative manner would yield these rhetorical results. Assuming the following propositions are debatable, the next step will be to interpret them in an objectively relative way:

I. The earth is five billion years old.
II. Rock music is better than Country and Western music.
III. Blood substitutes rather than blood should be transfused to accident victims.

Interpreting them accordingly, the following results with benefits to comprehension and proof requirements:

IA. In relation to Carbon 14 dating techniques, the earth is five billion years old.
IIA. Relative to residents of Toronto, rock music is better than Country and Western music.
IIIA. Relative to Jehovah's Witnesses, blood substitutes rather than blood should be transfused to accident victims.

Consistent with the operationalism of science,50 an objectively relative perspective could play a significant role in interpreting.

NOTES

3 Ibid., p.16.
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explaining, understanding, defending, and attacking, propositions of fact, value, and policy. This perspective can allow arguers in debates and discussions to cut through verbal quandaries and get to the substantial issues quickly and rationally.

Summary

After tracing briefly the accounts of propositions of fact, value, and policy through various meritorious debates, discussion, and speech communication sources, the limitations of these sources were noted in light of their contributions. The next step in this paper was a concise depiction of the pragmatic roots of these propositions in such valuable sources as Peirce, Dewey, and Mead. Following this was a discussion of several of Morris' amtic and philosophical contributions; propositions of fact, value, and policy were augmented. The discussion covered a selection of material from Morris' thought, since an entire presentation of his material relevant to these propositions would involve a book or monograph. In particular, the items discussed included Norris' notion of the sign and its uses, dimensions or modes, degrees of adequacy, degrees of truth, degrees of reliability, degrees of belief, and degrees of knowledge. The paper looked at these with reference to the argumentative propositions. It also examined the relationships between and among the propositions, the interdependence and independence of the propositions, the special relationships between "is" and "ought" propositions, and Morris' extremely useful perspective of objective relativism.
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The fallacy has always been a maligned type of argument. Ever since the time of Aristotle scholars have viewed fallacies as undesirable forms of argument that should be avoided by all rational arguers and condemned by the enlightened critic. Those foolish enough to present such an argument were to be chastised and quickly corrected. This view is still held today by the majority of argumentation scholars. Textbooks frequently define a fallacy as an invalid type of argument or an argument that seems to be valid without being so. Toulmin, Rieke and Janik define fallacies as “arguments that can seem persuasive despite being unsound.”[1] Govier suggests “a fallacy is a mistake in reasoning, a mistake which occurs with some frequency in real arguments and which is characteristically deceptive.”[2] Many textbooks in argumentation have attempted to develop a list of common fallacies in an attempt to identify the nature of inadequate argument. Unfortunately, these treatments of the fallacy have often been superficial, often merely consisting of a few examples of the fallacy being described with little explanation of what it is about the argument that makes it fallacious.

In the past few decades Hamblin[3] and others[4] have attempted to develop detailed standards to guide our evaluation of fallacious arguments. This approach to argument has had only limited success, however, since many of these scholars have disagreed, not only about what are the essential characteristics of a fallacy, but whether some traditional fallacies are, in reality, fallacies. Hamblin argues:

The truth is that nobody, these days, is particularly satisfied with this corner of logic. The traditional treatment is too unsystematic for modern tastes. Yet to dispense with it, as some writers do, is to leave a gap that no one knows how to fill. We have no theory of fallacy at all, in the sense in which we have theories of correct reasoning or inference.[5]

While recent works have attempted to develop a systemic approach to the study of the fallacy, there has not yet been a totally satisfactory treatment of fallacies. Woods and Walton observe:
At the present level of theory, an allegation of fallacy is more of a warning than a conclusive indication that an incorrect argument has been advanced, identified and cancelled. If the person accused is able to dispute the point - or if he or she has a defender - the allegation can be too easily dispatched. Merely identifying that the argument seems intuitively wrong by calling it a fallacy, or perhaps by tagging it with a Latin name, is not much use in arriving at some reasonable resolution of the dispute. Reasonable procedures for appealing to or constructing guidelines for argument are needed. In short, what we really need is a theory of the fallacies.

Past approaches to the fallacy have begun with the assumption that a fallacy lacks any utility as an argument. This essay will attempt to develop an alternative view of fallacies. Rather than assuming that all (or most) fallacies are inadequate arguments, it will be suggested that many fallacies play a positive, if limited, function in argument. A fallacy should be viewed as an argument, supporting a degree of probability for a conclusion, that suffers from a generic weakness. This weakness need not be fatal for those types of argument where probability, rather than truth is the goal of the advocate. One implication of this view of fallacies is that, rather than arbitrarily rejecting all arguments that have been traditionally labeled fallacies, we need to develop standards for determining under what conditions fallacies can be useful, as well as determining how much weight should be given to these arguments. Factors such as the nature of the decision being made, the nature of conflicting arguments, and the presence of other supporting arguments would be relevant to such calculations.

It is not the position of this paper to suggest that all arguments should be given some weight by a critic of argument; there are undoubtedly numerous examples of arguments that do nothing to support the position being defended. However, many of those arguments that have traditionally been labeled as a fallacy do, in some situations, provide limited support for conclusions. In addition, viewing fallacies as partially legitimate arguments with a generic weakness may more accurately reflect the nature of this type of argument.

THE STANDARD TREATMENT

Many textbooks in logic and/or argumentation include a section on formal and informal fallacies. This section will usually include a brief discussion of several of the better known fallacies, including some examples of these fallacies. The discussion of the fallacy in these textbooks often does little to increase our understanding of the nature of the fallacy. The "standard" treatment of the fallacy frequently consists merely of a general definition of the concept of a fallacy, a description of various practices which are categorized as fallacies, a classification of fallacies into various groups, and an illustration of the descriptions of fallacies with examples.[7]

Few people have been entirely satisfied with this approach to the study of fallacies. A few theorists, including Lambert and Ulrich[8] and Massey[9] have gone so far as to imply that the concept of the fallacy is outdated. Even those who support the concept of the fallacy see several weaknesses in the standard treatment of the fallacy. Woods and Walton note:

The main problem with the standard treatment of fallacies is that the discussion of many fallacies in current argumentation textbooks is often extremely simplistic. Texts argue that an appeal to authority, for example, is fallacious, while noting that sometimes an appeal to authority might be valid (but not explaining how one could tell when such an appeal was warranted). The ad hominem argument is included as a fallacy, yet a version of that argument is acceptable in a court of law. The definition of many specific fallacies is often so broad as to include a wide range of legitimate arguments.[11] Unfortunately, a detailed discussion of what makes an argument fallacious, as well as a discussion of the conditions that make similar arguments acceptable is rarely provided. In addition, several theorists note that the examples used to support fallacies were often inadequate. Some of the examples of fallacies are so weak that they were unlikely to be presented seriously by any advocate. Other examples do not fit neatly into traditional categories.[12]

Despite these problems, the standard view of the fallacy has remained the dominant one in our textbooks, perhaps following the line of reasoning of one author:

If only by dint of the inertia of a tradition in which there is some wisdom, it [the circumstantial ad hominem] should not be turfed
out too hastily.\(^{13}\)

The appeal to tradition dies hard.

**THE FALLACY FORMALIZED**

In response to the growing concern with the adequacy of the "standard view" of the fallacy, scholars began re-evaluating the nature of the fallacy. The publication of Hamblin's *Fallacies* in 1970 and the critical reaction to that work played a major role in the re-evaluation of the theory of the fallacies. In the years following its publication, numerous theorists began to systematically study specific fallacies.

This new era in the study of fallacies is still in its infancy, with a few fallacies such as the petitio principii (begging the question) and the ad hominem receiving a great deal of attention while others have remained neglected. Johnson and Blair observe:

> Of no informal fallacy can it now be claimed that we now possess a widely accepted theoretical account, and many of the important fallacies have not yet been investigated in a theoretical way at all: e.g., straw men and two wrongs. Indeed, by any standard, one of the most important fallacies is irrelevant reason ("non sequitur"), yet an adequate analysis of the concept of relevance has yet to be carried out.\(^{14}\)

While the recent work by Woods and Walton has done much to clarify the nature of several individual fallacies, much remains to be done.

This approach to these types of fallacies has resulted in the development of some specific guidelines for determining when an argument is a fallacy as well as determining when no fallacy has been committed. Rarely, however, has there been a claim that the resulting guidelines were comprehensive. In addition, the study of specific fallacies has frequently resulted in fewer and fewer arguments being classified as fallacious. A few examples illustrate this trend.

**The *ad hominem* fallacy** is one of the most extensively studied fallacies. Ironically, the vast majority of these essays suggest either that the number or irrelevant *ad hominem* arguments is quite small, or that we should consider abandoning the concept.\(^{15}\) Gerber, for example, suggests that:

> Since Locke it has been taken for granted by a large consensus of writers on the subject that at least some varieties of *ad hominem* are fallacious. \(^{16}\) It is only by neglecting an important class of *ad hominem* statements that this thesis can be maintained, and the qualifications which would save the view are so serious as to render the chance of developing even a restricted version rather poor.\(^{16}\)

Gerber suggests that the *tu quoque*, a form of the *ad hominem*, may sometimes be a legitimate argument.\(^{17}\) Other forms of *ad hominem* arguments have also been defended as being legitimate arguments. This view of the *ad hominem* may not be surprising; there are a number of cases where we approve of attacks against the speaker. In a court of law, attacking the credibility of a witness is widely recognized as a legitimate tactic. We encourage students to evaluate the strength of evidence by examining the source's credibility. In political campaigns, some (although not all) arguments relating to the character of a candidate are held to be relevant. Character attacks can be legitimate; the distinction drawn by those supporting the utility of this type of a fallacy is to unwarrented or irrelevant attacks. This standard, however, is unclear; those making the *ad hominem* attack may often argue that the attack is, in fact, relevant. Whether an argument is a legitimate or illegitimate argument depends on a factual judgment (of relevance) independent of the form of the argument.

Similar problems arise when examining the *slippery slope* argument. Govier suggests that there are at least some *slippery slope* arguments that are legitimate.\(^{18}\) She concludes that "*slippery slope* arguments may contain many mistakes but need not, as such, contain any.\(^{19}\) There are numerous examples where this type of argument may be very sound. There are cases where a single decision may commit an individual to subsequent action. This type of argument is heard in law courts, where an individual case may in fact create a precedent for latter decisions. Some literature in philosophy suggests that the *slippery slope* argument may play a role in the rule-utilitarian philosophical systems.\(^{20}\) After all, if individual decisions are based on general rules, an individual act can be justified only if it does not commit us to a class of similar acts. The question becomes whether the immediate decision can be distinguished from later decisions. The legitimacy of individual decisions needs to be determined using neutral principles that go beyond the immediate case; the *slippery slope* argument can illustrate the logical result of accepting a specific decision rule in the immediate case.\(^{21}\)

Those who argue that to permit individual violation of rights may lead, one step at a time, to future violations can defend that position by pointing to historical examples where such fears were realized. Those who fight any new programs on the grounds that to permit one new spending program will make it easier to support a second program, then a third, and so on until the budget ceiling is meaningless may be arguing based upon an analysis of political
In these cases, the use of force might be the inevitable effect of a policy, or she might become violent, even though this violence errors may cause a misjudgement on the part of the Soviet leadership. Then that a fallacy? What about an arguer who suggests the deployment of the cruise missile in Europe might cause a war because radar becomes the instrument of force. Legitimate ad hominem arguments. In addition, it often unclear when the arguer the substance of the argument, a position that further increases the number whether or not an argument is fallacious depend on who makes the argument, not appeal to force. For example, an argument that if we do not freeze development of nuclear weapons the result will be a nuclear war could technically be such a fallacy. This type of argument is obviously a useful one. It might be argued that an appeal to fear is fallacious only if the arguer is the instrument of force, but this distinction may not be helpful. Initially, it means that whether or not an argument is fallacious depends on who makes the argument, not the substance of the argument, a position that further increases the number of legitimate ad hominem arguments. In addition, it often unclear when the arguer becomes the instrument of force. For example, if a Soviet leader argues that the deployment of the cruise missile in Europe might cause a war because radar errors may cause a misjudgement on the part of the Soviet leadership, is that a fallacy? What about an arguer who suggests that if an action takes place, he or she might become violent, even though this violence might be unintentional (e.g., the individual knows he/she has trouble controlling her or his temper). In these cases, the use of force might be the inevitable effect of a policy, independent of the argument.

I will discuss some other fallacies in the next section, but it is worth noting that theorists have argued that many other common fallacies may, in numerous situations, be legitimate arguments. Both Barker and Sanford[29] and Sanford[30] agree that in some cases begging the question may be legitimate. Others have suggested that some versions of the fallacy of many questions are legitimate arguments.[31] Even the "two wrongs make a right"[32] and the fallacies of composition and division[33] have their supporters. It should be clear that the broad categories employed by the traditional view of the fallacy results in numerous arguments being labeled as fallacies that are, in fact, legitimate arguments. Toulmin, Rieke and Janik concede that "Most disturbingly to some people, arguments that are fallacious in one context may turn out to be sound in another context. Therefore, we shall not be able to identify any intrinsically fallacious forms of arguing."[34] The question becomes, how can we best distinguish between legitimate types of "fallacies" and illegitimate arguments.

A REFORMULATION OF THE FALLACY

Traditional treatments of fallacy have begun with the assumption that a fallacy is an illegitimate type of argument. After examining the specific fallacies, in a number of cases it has become clear that arguments initially considered fallacious have turned out to be legitimate arguments. It might be useful to approach fallacies from the opposite viewpoint, assuming they are legitimate unless they share certain characteristics. From this perspective, a fallacy could be viewed as an argument, supporting a degree of probability for a claim, and with a generic weakness. This has two implications for the study of fallacies: the view of fallacies as establishing probability and the emphasis on the fallacy's generic weakness. Both of these implications will be examined in this section of this essay.[35]

Fallacies and Probability

That many arguments are based on probability has been developed by a number...
of authors.[36] We often are forced to make judgments based upon inadequate information. Often we have incomplete information about a problem, or we are forced to act before additional information can be gathered. In other cases we may lack the time to gather and assimilate all available information. In short, we are forced to act based on probabilities, not certainties.

In addition, there are a number of arguments studied by students of argument (in a favorable light) that do not establish certainty. A typical textbook will contain sections on induction, even though perfect induction is rare. Argument based on causality, while an important part of argument, is, at best based on probability. The strength of even good sign reasoning is well below certainty. While many arguments seek to establish certainty, at best they can establish a certain level of probability for a conclusion.

If a fallacy is viewed as establishing certainty, it must certainly will be viewed as an inadequate argument. Once one lowers the standard for argument below the level of certainty, however, the door is opened for the utilization of a number of arguments that have traditionally been viewed as being fallacious. While these arguments may be fallacious if they are claimed to demonstrate certainty, they may be legitimate if they are viewed as demonstrating probability (or less).

To illustrate this concept, consider a type of argument, that has been neglected by many theorists. In the previous section I indicated that several theorists began with the traditional concept of the fallacy, only to discover that some of these traditional fallacies might be legitimate after all. What does it mean, however, to say that these arguments are not fallacious? For example, some appeals to authority are legitimate arguments. Does that mean they demonstrate certainty? For example, it is unlikely that Woods and Walton would suggest that even if an appeal to authority met all of their five standards it would demonstrate certainty. Similarly in many cases ad hominem arguments may be useful arguments, but they are not conclusive arguments. In short, the "lost fallacy" arguments, those arguments that initially seem to be fallacies but are not, do not demonstrate certainty; they merely establish some level of probability.

Other fallacies may function in a similar, though perhaps not as useful, manner. Many fallacious arguments add something to our knowledge, even if they might not add significant amounts to our knowledge. How much credibility should be given to a fallacious argument should be determined by weighing it against other available evidence. Where no counter-evidence or arguments exist, even weak fallacious arguments might be useful; where there is strong counter-evidence, even the "lost fallacies" may not be sufficient to alter our beliefs.

For example, an appeal to authority may not be considered fallacious for Woods and Walton if the authority is an expert. However, if I am also an expert in the field with access to other information, such an appeal should not be strong, even if the other experts are very reputable. Presumably I should rely on my own reasoning, rather than deferring to others. If there are more objective ways to determine the truth of a position, even a strong appeal to authority would be of little use. On the other hand, if I have no information on a subject except the testimony of a sometimes unreliable source, I might have to act on that information because it is all that is available. In short, while stronger evidence increases the confidence I may have in a decision, the weight given to the evidence might depend on the availability of other evidence.

In addition, the question of whether a specific argument falls into the "clearly fallacious" category or into the "lost fallacy" category is rarely clear. The revised view of the fallacy assumes some type of a threshold; arguments above this threshold have some utility, those below this threshold can be termed fallacious. In reality, however, this threshold is, at best, unclear. At what point is an authority enough of an expert so that the ad verecundiam is not committed? How many examples must be given to avoid a hasty generalization? The dividing line is not clear; instead there is a grey area blurring the distinction between the two types of fallacies. Nor is it clear that the fallacies that do not meet this standard have no utility.

Rather than waiting for the perfect argument, we should recognize that we frequently must rely on imperfect argument. The test for a fallacy should not be whether it demonstrates truth, but whether it adds to something our understanding of the world. From this perspective, many traditional fallacies, even weak ones, may be useful. While the strength of the argument may vary, most fallacies may add something to our understanding of the world, even if this is not enough to produce a certain conclusion. Viewed from this perspective, many traditional fallacies might be useful arguments. Rather than developing a threshold for when a fallacy is a legitimate argument in isolation, it might be wiser to draw the line between fallacious and nonfallacious types of arguments based on the nature of the decision and the availability of other evidence. Better still, it might be wise to focus on what weight should be given to these arguments.

The appeal to tradition, for example, is frequently cited as being undesirable; after all, traditions can be wrong, and changing conditions may require new actions. At the same time, virtually every debate textbook defends the concept of presumption; that we should remain with the present system until it is shown to be inadequate.[37] While there may be a question about the nature
of presumption as an argument, it is clear that, in the absence of any evidence on a topic, most theorists would sanction the use of this fallacy to guide an audience. Whether an argument is a fallacy or a legitimate use of presumption should not depend on the section of the textbook mentioning it.

The appeal to ignorance may also be useful in some arguments. Robinson[38] concedes that at least some of these appeals are legitimate, even if other appeals to ignorance may be suspect. In a court of law, for example, it would be legitimate to note that there is no information that a client is guilty to support the conclusion that the client is innocent. When the argument does not prove the conclusion, it does help support the position. This is particularly clear when there is no evidence supporting a position when there should be such evidence. If I suggest that New York City was not destroyed yesterday because there is no evidence that New York City has vanished, that would seem to be a powerful argument. In addition, combined with other fallacies, the appeal to ignorance might be useful. For example, I might argue that many people are eating at a certain diner, and since there is no reason to believe the food is bad, I might assume the food will be good. This conclusion might not be certain, but it is strong enough to warrant eating at the establishment.

The hasty generalization poses other problems. Here the question is one of a threshold: at what point do we have enough examples to act? Even with very few examples, however, we do have some information about the conclusion. If I know one member of a family I know more about that family than if I knew no family members. While I may not be able to reach a perfect conclusion about the family, I can reach some tentative, even if not totally reliable, conclusions. Even in social science theorists are working on ways of understanding reality by enging in hasty generalizations[39]. In addition, sometimes there are only a few examples relevant to the argument, and therefore we must rely on those few examples. How many Vietnamese must the United States be involved in before we decide intervention is undesirable? One is reminded of the social psychology journals that refused to publish articles about the holocaust because they were not replicable; this hardly suggests that we cannot learn something about the world by examining a few examples.

This same principle may apply even to formal fallacies. For example, affirming the consequent is commonly termed a formal fallacy. Consider the following example:

All basketball players are over six feet tall.
Fred is over six feet tall.
(50) Fred is a basketball player.

Obviously this argument is invalid; the conclusion does not necessarily follow from the first two premises. However, I do think that the first two premises do add to our knowledge concerning the conclusion. Until we know the second premise, the odds against Fred being a basketball player may be very remote. Once we learn the minor premise, while we may not know the conclusion is certain, the probability of the conclusion is much greater that it would be without knowing the two premises. Without the second premise, the odds of Fred being a basketball player are 1/(all individuals concerned), while with the second premise the odds are 1/(those individuals over 6 feet tall; a much lower number.)

The strength of a fallacy should be viewed compared to alternative evidence and arguments on the topic. The fact that a fallacy does not demonstrate certainty is not an indictment of the argument. The question is whether or not the fallacy adds to our understanding of the issue being debated. By this lower standard, many fallacious arguments can be viewed as useful. The arguments may not be as strong as we would like, but we must act on the information available to us. Even in statistics, there are those who argue that we can learn a lot from using methods that may not be perfect[40]. The critics is forced to weigh weak arguments against each other. It should be realized, however, that whether action is warranted may require the meeting of a threshold in some cases. Various presumptions in law and public policy have been developed to set minimum standards for evidence and argument; many fallacies may not meet these standards. That does not mean, however, that these arguments are of no use for those arguments where the risks involved are low and no alternative evidence exists.

Fallacies and Generic Weaknesses

There should be a second component of a revised view of fallacies; the weakness of a fallacy should be viewed as generic. By this I mean that to call an argument a certain type of fallacy is to say that the argument tends to have a certain type of weakness. This type of weakness can suggest certain types of counterarguments that might be made against the fallacy. These weaknesses might act as topoi for the critic of argument. There is a tendency of many critics to attach the label "fallacy" to an argument when the accuracy of that label depends upon a factual assumption that is, at best, debatable. For example, a critic may dismiss an argument as being a hasty generalization when the advocate believes both that a sufficient number of examples have been presented and that the examples are typical. In short, the labeling of the argument may be done to prematurely dismiss arguments, rather than to promote an analysis of the strength of the argument.
For example, an argument dismissed as a false dilemma may be legitimate if the arguer can explain why the other alternatives can also be dismissed (presumably in most debates the advocates do not have time to discuss all alternatives; or they might think it "obvious" why the alternatives left out were undesirable). Fallacies relating to causality are frequently so labeled because the critic makes an assumption about the subject being argued. A critic that suggests there is a third cause that produces both the cause and the effect might make such a claim prematurely. The advocate might be able to deny the factual assumption made by the critic. Causality is a complex field of study, and many attacks on causal studies may assume too rigorous a standard; other attacks may turn out to be in error. In almost all cases the criticism involves an attack that is compelling only if one assumes the truth of other elements in the causal relationship.\(^{[41]}\)

The fallacy of suppressed evidence makes the factual assumption that the evidence left out is relevant to the conclusion. To label an argument as a slippery slope requires assuming that the slope is not slippery, which as previously indicated is not always the case. Rowland gives the example of a false analogy that compares U.S. and British gun control laws,\(^{[42]}\) yet a case can be made that, in the critical areas being compared, these countries might be analogous (and the strength of Rowland's attacks may depend upon the nature of the conclusions being drawn). Even if Rowland is accurate in this specific instance, it is only because his attack can withstand counterattack.\(^{[43]}\) After all, no analogy is perfect; the adequacy of the analogy depends upon how well the analogy can be defended against attacks.

Understanding the theory of fallacies may be useful in assisting speakers to isolate weaknesses in arguments, such as preparing debaters to argue generic arguments helps them prepare for a debate. In neither case is the preparation of the attack conclusive; given the opportunity the initial advocate may be able to easily dismiss the attack. In some cases the generic weakness may be fatal; in others it will be of little consequence. This determination should be made in the open market place of ideas, not by an individual critic who does not have access to the defense of the fallacy.

Some theorists have suggested the use of a principle of charity\(^{[44]}\) in evaluating fallacies: the critic should formulate the argument (supplying missing premises, etc.) in a manner that produces the strongest possible argument. Even these theorists, however, disagree about how this can be done. In addition, this does not solve the problem when the critic concerns the factual truth of the missing premise, nor does it address the inability of the arguer to defend the argument against the criticism of the individual labeling the argument as a fallacy.

By viewing the fallacy as an argument establishing probability with a generic weakness we emphasize the contribution that even fallacious arguments might make to our understanding; while noting the limitations of those arguments. How serious those limitations are will depend on the specific argument and the nature of other arguments available. Many times the criticism may be fatal for an argument. In other cases the importance of the decision might dictate a high standard for argument that the fallacy cannot meet. This does not deny that in some cases the fallacy might be an acceptable type of argument.

CONCLUSION

All argument cannot have truth as its goal. Often we must act based upon evidence that may not be conclusive. In other cases perfect evidence and/or arguments are not available. In still other situations the effort required to discover anything approximating the truth is too difficult. Frequently the decisions involved may be so trivial that absolute truth is an unnecessary goal.

The fallacy has always been a misunderstood argument. Even those theorists working in informal logic will concede that there are many examples of arguments erroneously labeled as fallacious. In fact, in those arguments where probability (or even lower levels of understanding) is the goal, we may be forced to rely on fallacious argument. In the absence of stronger arguments to the contrary, the fallacy may have a legitimate role in argument. To prematurely discount an argument as being fallacious emphasizes the argument's weaknesses while at the same time ignoring any positive contributions such an argument might have to our understanding of the world. Given that few "perfect" arguments can be found in ordinary discourse, such a strategy is unwise. At the same time, it is important to understand the nature of the weaknesses of these types of arguments; if for no other reason than to avoid placing undue weight to these arguments. The objections to fallacies may act as topoi for a critic of argument; suggesting potential arguments against an advocate; in some cases these attacks will prove successful, in others not. The fallacy may have only a limited function in argument, but that function should not be ignored.
NOTES


[34] Poulain, Rike and Janik, p. 131.

[35] A third assumption, that a fallacy is an argument, is developed by Hamblin (p. 224).


[43] It may be argued that the truth of the premises assumed by the critic are acceptable if they are commonly assumed to be true. This, of course, would be either an ad populum or an ad verecundiam. In addition, it would be the assessment of the argument against those that question current values. While it might be claimed that those who attack current values should have to support that attack, the time constraints imposed on an advocate might preclude the detailed explanation and support of all assumptions made by the advocate. In addition, the advocate might be using assumptions of the specific audience being addressed, which may not be the same as that of the critic.

For the past seven years, Scott Jacobs and I have given thought from time to time to the application of speech acts theory in analysis of ordinary argument. We have both been convinced that the insights into communication offered by speech acts theory could make a very fundamental contribution to the study of argument, and we have tried to point out some of the possibilities in the essays we've written on argument and persuasion in conversation. Our efforts, however, have been limited, and we have not produced any systematic, comprehensive analysis of the role of speech acts in ordinary argument. In Speech Acts in Argumentative Discussion, van Eemeren and Grootendorst have attempted a systematic and comprehensive analysis.

I approached this book (and their other recent English-language publications) with genuine enthusiasm and optimism. I found much that is promising in this work, but also found a number of disappointments. My purpose in this essay is to offer a summary evaluation of the work represented in Speech Acts in Argumentative Discussion, with a focus on the use made of speech acts theory. I will begin by reviewing some central themes in the theory of speech acts, and then I will comment on what I see as the significant insights and the apparent shortcomings of van Eemeren and Grootendorst's analysis.

Two Central Themes in Speech Acts Theory

Without attempting a systematic summary of speech acts theory, I would like to highlight aspects of speech acts which have special relevance to argumentation theory and to an understanding of van Eemeren and Grootendorst's work. For brevity and focus, I will simply mention two central themes:

Force and Content

In speech acts theory, a distinction is drawn between the illocutionary force of a speech act (the kind of act it is, such as requesting, promising, or asserting) and the propositional content of the act (what is requested, promised, or asserted). Propositional content, especially of acts like asserting or stating, corresponds closely to the sort of thing one ordinarily thinks of as the substance of an argument: statements about states of affairs, about properties of objects, about attributes or actions of persons, and so on. Speech acts are not reducible to propositional content, even for the sorts of acts (like asserting and stating) most closely identified with their propositional contents. Beyond propositional content, any speech act also has some illocutionary force, and any given proposition may appear in acts of widely varying force. Thus, the proposition "Charlie will serve tongue sandwiches" may be the content of a request, a promise, an assertion, an offer, a threat, and so on. For any given force, there are categorical restrictions on the propositional content of the act (e.g., requests take propositions about a future act by the addressee, promises propositions about a future act by the speaker), but any given proposition will not be restricted to some single force.

Without a distinction between force and content, it is not clear what need there would be for a theory of speech acts. We take an interest in the force of an utterance precisely because descriptions of utterances in terms of their propositional contents do not allow us to understand communication very well. The distinction between force and content, though familiar to most communication scholars, bears mention here because of a subtle confusion between the force and content of an assertion, to be discussed later.

Felicity Conditions

In terms of the philosophical puzzles motivating the development of speech acts theory, the idea that there are specific conditions governing the appropriate performance of speech acts is truly a central theme. Given that some statements cannot be evaluated in terms of exact criteria for the truth or falsity of their propositional contents, how can such statements be challenged, justified, or criticized? The simplified answer is that they are to be evaluated not in terms of the truth of a proposition but in terms of the rational and conventional prerequisites for the performance of a speech act. These prerequisites, which differ from act type to act type, are termed felicity conditions. The felicity conditions for a request include a desire by the speaker that the listener do the act requested, a belief by the speaker that the listener is able and willing (in principle) to do the act, and a belief by the speaker that the listener would not do the act as a matter of course. The felicity conditions for a promise include an intention by the speaker that the listener do the act promised, a belief by the speaker that the listener wants the speaker to do the act, and a belief by the speaker that the speaker is able to do the act.

The primary appeal of speech acts theory for argumentation analysis has always seemed to me to follow from the idea of felicity conditions. Recognition of differing rational characteristics attached to different kinds of conversational acts allows for analysis of the attack and defense of such acts which does not depend on reducing them to a series of propositions. Speaking from experience in empirical analysis of conversational argument, the single most useful contribution of speech acts theory is in explaining how certain things come to be at issue in an argument. In the theory of speech acts, the performance of any act is seen as committing the speaker, in principle, to the set of beliefs and intentions embodied in the felicity conditions. Thus, the performance of a request, promise, or other act carries with it a package of commitments, expressible as propositions, and representing the beliefs associated with felicitous acts of that type. The speaker does not advance this series of subordinate propositions on their own merits, but incurs responsibility for them by virtue of performing an act for which they are rational or conventional prerequisites. Conversational argument is full of bizarre little interludes whose bearing on what might be called the issue can only be understood as depending on the preconditions of some superordinate
speech act. For later clarity, we will wish to distinguish between the propositional content of a speech act (as discussed above) and the bundle of subordinate propositions carried along when the act is performed.

Van Eemeren and Grootendorst make use of the theory of speech acts in three ways: first, they provide an analysis of making an argument as a complex illocutionary act composed of elementary assertions; second, they contemplate the conventional aspects of the perlocutionary act of convincing, but come to no firm conclusions; and third, they offer a "code of conduct" for rational discussions based on a delimitation of allowable illocutionary acts and a set of more general conversational principles. The remainder of my essay will consist of discussion of the first and third of these contributions.

The Illocutionary Act of Making an Argument

Van Eemeren and Grootendorst's idea that making an argument is a complex illocutionary act is an appealing one. As O'Keefe has pointed out, an argument is not properly considered a speech act, but making an argument may be. The usefulness of this notion depends on the analysis's ability to formulate a set of felicity conditions for making an argument parallel to the conditions for requesting, promising, asserting, and so on. Van Eemeren and Grootendorst provide a candidate analysis of the felicity conditions for making an argument. According to their analysis, a speaker has properly performed the speech act of making an argument if:

(0) the speaker has put forward an expressed opinion 0 and a series of assertions S1, S2, ..., Sn;

(1) S1, S2, ..., Sn are assertives in which propositions are expressed (propositional content condition);

(2) advancing S1, S2, ..., Sn counts as an attempt by S to justify 0 to L's satisfaction (essential condition);

(3) S believes that: (a) L does not (or may not) accept 0; and (b) L does (or will) accept S1, S2, ..., Sn; and (c) L will accept the set of statements as a justification of 0 (preparatory conditions);

(4) S believes: (a) that 0 is acceptable; and (b) that S1, S2, ..., Sn are acceptable; and (c) that the set of statements justify 0 (sincerity conditions).

Two features of this analysis bear special mention. First, the conditions find equal applicability to single acts by a speaker or to multiple acts interrupted by the acts of an interlocutor. A speaker may be said to have made an argument any time actual or expectable disagreement is met with a defense, whether the defense is presented as a neat package accompanying the expressed opinion, or as a series of ad hoc reactions to demands by the interlocutor. Requesting and promising do not come about in this way, so far as has been established in the literature. Speakers in this way, so far as has been established in the literature. Speakers set out to make a promise or to make a request, while making an argument may be imposed on the speaker by an interlocutor who calls out the argument through a series of direct conversational demands. Making an argument may be a collaborative speech act in the blunt sense that it may come about through the subordinate speech acts of two or more speakers.

A second noteworthy feature of these conditions is that they are audience-centered. This feature is typical of practically all recent analyses of speech acts in natural discourse; the consensus nowadays is to treat felicity conditions as strong or weak mutual belief conditions. But for argumentation theory, the audience-centeredness of the conditions is particularly crucial, because it underscores the cooperative nature of an argument in ordinary discourse. A justification for an assertion need not be sufficient to satisfy a generalized or idealized skeptic, but only to answer the actualized skepticism of a particular interlocutor. Argument is in principle open-ended, as is suggested by van Eemeren and Grootendorst's formulations of the conditions: an interlocutor may query the initiating act, first on one ground, then on another, and so on; further, the answer to any query may itself be queried, so that arguments can expand to incorporate an unlimited number of subordinate propositions. This open-endedness might be construed, from the perspective of an idealized skeptic, to allow for infinite regress. From the dialogic perspective outlined by van Eemeren and Grootendorst, the open-endedness of argument has the same sort of status as have certain grammatical principles which may be recursively applied without limit: in practice, interlocutors work out cooperatively how far an argument must be expanded to satisfy both parties or to discourage them from continuing, even though in principle they could go on forever.

Now, these two insights are appreciable, and they point to precisely what I see as the advantage of a process-based approach over a product-based approach to the study of argument. However, as a contribution to either the theory of speech acts or to argumentation theory, the conditions as formulated by van Eemeren and Grootendorst have some obvious weaknesses. There may be nothing inherently objectionable about the idea of an illocutionary act complex composed of elementary illocutionary acts, but when we get down to cases, the problems involved in analyzing such complexes look very tough. With full appreciation for the difficulty of the task, van Eemeren and Grootendorst have set themselves, I wish to point out some places where they seem to me to have gone wrong.

Reduction of Argument to Propositions in the Guise of Assertions

Van Eemeren and Grootendorst seemingly want to analyze arguments as constellations of propositions, but propositions are not speech acts, so instead, it is proposed that argument is composed of a series of assertions in which propositions are put forward. In trying to analyze argument this way, van Eemeren and Grootendorst at once sacrifice most of the potential utility of speech acts theory. Jacobs and I have tried to demonstrate in our own research that arguments can be offered in favor of or in opposition to any type of speech act whatsoever: requests, complaints, even compliments! Van Eemeren and Grootendorst assert instead that for argumentation to occur, the speaker must make one or more assertions in support of an expressed opinion conveyed by an initial act which also has the force of an assertive. According to their reasoning, an argument apparently originating with a speech act such as a directive is in fact concerned...
not with the performance of that act, but with the performance of some
indirectly conveyed act of asserting. They point out, for example, that
it would be wrong to analyze "Let's take an umbrella, or do you want to
get wet?" as involving an expressed opinion conveyed by a directive and
argumentation conveyed by a question. Instead, they formulate the
expressed opinion as "It is advisable to take an umbrella," and assert
that the apparent directive actually has the force of an assertive. The
rationale for these claims is not clear to me.

Between two analytic positions, van Eemeren and Grootendorst have
chosen a middle ground which has the advantages of neither extreme. One
might plausibly attempt analysis of ordinary argument in terms of the
propositions conveyed by speech acts, and claim that argument involves
rendering such propositions explicit and subjecting them to critique.
Since the performance of speech acts is known to commit the speaker to
belief in a package of propositions, and since argument quite often does
single out one of these propositions for scrutiny, this position is not
without strengths. It has problems, though, accounting for certain
obvious features of ordinary argument, such as the fact that subarguments
on a series of these propositions inexplicably cling together, and the
fact that losing an argument is as likely to require the outright with-
drawal of a speech act as the repudiation of a particular proposition.
Van Eemeren and Grootendorst do not analyze arguments as constellations
of propositions, but approximate this approach by analyzing arguments as
constellations of assertions.

To the left of van Eemeren and Grootendorst's position is the other
extreme, typified by my own work with Jacobs. Acknowledging that argument
is over acts rather than over propositions, there is no obvious reason to
try to reduce the myriad acts people argue for or against to what van
Eemeren and Grootendorst term assertives. Van Eemeren and Grootendorst
would presumably agree that the following exchange involves argumentation,
and that the argumentation is directed at something conveyed by the first
utterance (an act of complaining, or as they would have it, of asserting).

---

1 A: This car is the worst hunk of junk I ever owned!
2 B: Now what's wrong?
3 A: The door handle is busted. It won't open from inside.
4 B: That sounds easy enough to fix.
5 A: Each thing by itself is easy enough to fix. If you don't
mind having your car in and out of the shop once or twice
a week.
6 B: When did you ever have the car in the shop twice in one week?
7 A: Stop nitpicking me. You get my point all right.
8 B: I sure do. Your point is bitch, bitch, bitch. That's all
you ever do these days.

---

9 A: Look, I only said what we've both been saying for months,
that this car sucks.
10 B: So it sucks. Does that mean you have to make a big production
out of every little thing that doesn't go your way?
11 A: You're the one making a big production of it. I just said
what I think.
12 B: Repeat after me: I must not think bad thoughts.
13 i (laughs) I guess I shouldn't really complain about all these
little problems--sorry I've been so difficult lately.

Following the suggestion van Eemeren and Grootendorst make about
"Let's take an umbrella," we might try interpreting turn 1 as an assertion
conveying the proposition "This car is bad." This works well, since
the complaint is after all indirect rather than direct. The next five
turns would then be considered as requests for supporting argumentation
by B and responses by A. Treating these five turns this way doesn't give
much satisfaction, but we can do it if we must. By turn 6, however, we
definitely bog down, since A and B are obviously not talking about the
bad car anymore, but they aren't working on a whole new argument, either.
What B is doing in turn 6 is the same thing B was doing in turns 2, 4, and
6: challenging the sincerity of A's complaint by implying that A complains
whether or not anything is really wrong. B has "refuted" A's complaint,
not in the sense of denying the propositional content of the complaint,
but in the sense of showing that A complained improperly. B challenged
the act of complaining, not the act of asserting or the propositional
content of either the complaint or the assertion. A, likewise, first
defended the act of complaining, then withdrew the act in response to B's
challenges. What advantage might come from imposing the force of an
assertion on every arguable act and every supporting act is not clear,
especially when we stop short of simply analyzing each utterances as one
or more elementary propositions.

Inadequately Developed Conditions

A second troublespot in van Eemeren and Grootendorst's theory is the
set of felicity conditions they have proposed. Nothing good can come of
regarding argumentation as an illocutionary act if the felicity conditions
for the act cannot be formulated in an empirically defensible way.
Although van Eemeren and Grootendorst are to be commended for attempting
the formulation, progress toward a viable speech acts analysis of argument
depends upon revisions to account for counterexamples such as the following,
representing apparent violations of the preparatory conditions, the sin-
cerity conditions, and the essential condition, respectively.

1. S offers a basis for 0 known to be unacceptable to L, expecting
that L will challenge this in turn, or perhaps hoping that L will simply
decide that it isn't worth pursuing. A strategic variation of this theme
might involve S offering an argument known to be unacceptable to L as a
kind of gambit, to call out a conflict previously implicit or concealed.
in any visible way. S need not even accept responsibility for the quality of the supporting proposition: ordinary language provides numerous devices speakers can use to distance themselves from a premise even while using it to promote a conclusion ("By your own logic . . . ," "Even your own witness agrees . . . ," "If you really believe that . . . ," and so on).

3. S may construct an argument not for the sake of L but for the sake of some audience, either real or imagined. S may make an argument with no expectation or intention of convincing L, contrary to what is claimed in van Eemeren and Grootendorst's essential condition. For example, Jacobs' research on witnessing and heckling concerns an argumentative exchange in which at least one party (Preacher Jed) is alleged to be making arguments as a demonstration of Christian commitment rather than in an attempt to gain converts. Perhaps there is something defective about the arguments made with this goal (though I am not granting that). But unquestionably the arguments are recognizable as arguments. The essential condition for a speech act is not merely a correctness condition, but is, as van Eemeren and Grootendorst point out, a recognizability condition: a speaker who violates the essential condition should not be understood as making an argument at all. To put this point another way, there is nothing nonsensical about a speaker who claims to be making an argument, but who denies any interest in convincing L: "What you believe about x is up to you, but I happen to know that I'm right because of . . . ," or "I wouldn't expect this to be convincing to you, but the argument goes like this." In part, the difficulties with the essential condition may result from the partly masked focus on propositions discussed above: only if the argument is over the truth or falsity of propositions is it necessary to see the goal of argument as convincing one's interlocutor.

What damage do these counterexamples do? To say that a particular belief or intention is a felicity condition for the performance of a certain kind of speech act means, as van Eemeren and Grootendorst indicate, that the performance of an act of that type commits the speaker to holding and defending the belief or intention. For example, in making a request, speakers commit themselves to believing that their listeners are able to no guarantee of that.

In constructing alternative sets of conditions for argumentation, it seems likely to me that a major change in the substance of the conditions will be necessary. The counterexamples I have described come about through van Eemeren and Grootendorst's over-reliance on what a listener will accept—with no clear analysis, even, of acceptability. From an argumentation theorist's point of view, the kind of conditions offered by van Eemeren and Grootendorst offer no obvious advance in either descriptive or normative theorizing. The analysis currently offered says that S makes an argument by offering supporting propositions for an expressed opinion, and that the argument is a good one if the supporting propositions are acceptable to both S and L. What is lacking is any substantive suggestion about what it means for one act (or proposition) to support another act (or proposition). I have no candidate analysis to offer in place of van Eemeren and Grootendorst's—as I've said, the formulation of conditions for making an argument is likely to be very difficult. I can only remark that the analysis available so far is a very small return for the heavy conceptual investment in speech acts, and that the claim that argumentation may be regarded as an illocutionary act complex remains to be redeemed.

**Rules for Rational Discussion**

Van Eemeren and Grootendorst offer a set of rules, putatively speech acts-based, for the conduct of rational discussion: a kind of Roberts' Rules for conversation. The rules specify what kinds of speech acts may play a part in discussion, which participants may perform which acts, and how acts are to be distributed across the stages of a discussion. Although portions of their analysis are descriptive (having the force of assertives), the code of conduct is clearly and openly normative (having the force of a recommendation). They argue that argumentation should take place according to the rules they have formulated, not that it does take place in this way.
Developing usable recommendations from descriptive theory is a fine objective, one which the field should support. Some recent investigations of mundane argument by Van Eemeren and Grootendorst have convinced me that if people knew better how to make arguments, they would find themselves less frequently having arguments. A survey of conversational arguments and the frequently unpleasant relational consequences associated with them offers great opportunity for the normative theorist with an interest in ordinary argument.

Van Eemeren and Grootendorst's recommendations reflect the contemporary trend away from a product-based conception of rationality and toward a procedure-based conception of rationality. To argue soundly and well, according to van Eemeren and Grootendorst, is not to produce arguments meeting critical standards imposed post hoc, but to participate in a procedure which guarantees a full and fair examination of ideas. Although there are some limits on the relevance of their code for ordinary argument, there are also obvious applications which might do much to improve the conduct of interpersonal argument. For example, when Van Eemeren and Grootendorst's code is compared to the sorts of things people actually do in arguments, it is plain that most of us concentrate far too much on the expression of disagreement and far too little on the substantive sources of our disagreement. Whether or not people could profit from adopting the code of conduct is open to question, but I see no real reason to doubt that advantages would come from learning less disagreeable ways of disagreeing.

My enthusiasm for the code of conduct offered by van Eemeren and Grootendorst is tempered by what I see as an unneeded imposition in the scope of the rules. The code apparently applies to the conduct of only a narrow class of very special arguments—a class of arguments unlikely to occur in the interactions of ordinary people. van Eemeren and Grootendorst are at pains to assure us that their code of conduct is a guide to ordinary discussion. I do not challenge their right to describe their work in this way. But there are two quite different things people mean by "ordinary" argument, and one of them has no relevance to ordinary interaction. To some theorists, like me, ordinary argument means "mundane argument" where agreement of the form of mundane argument is, for the most part, about the testing of ideas, and there is every reason to believe that mundane argument would be impeded rather than improved by rules for efficient idea-testing. Mundane argument is, for the most part, about "getting my way." It comes about as repair of specific unanticipated problems—conflicts of actions—and it is organized to cope with this disagreement as minimally as possible so as to get on with the main business of the exchange. Mundane argument comes about as a slide issue to the performance of speech acts of all stripes. The propositions expressed in such acts—their ideational content—are hardly ever of primary concern to the participants. For most of the sorts of disagreements people have to resolve, the dialectic recommended by van Eemeren and Grootendorst could only be a sort of diversion or digression.

As a single, simple example, consider the case of a parent/child dispute in which the child wants the parent to do something (e.g., go to see Conan the Destroyer at the movies) and the parent does not want to do it. The child's proposal having been refused, there is a disagreement to explore. The child may offer arguments for the desirability of seeing the movie or may demand from the parent reasons why some other movie would not be desirable. Let us suppose that the parent has no reason for refusing to go beyond just not wanting to see that particular movie. Van Eemeren and Grootendorst would have the parent and child enter into discussion of the underlying ideational content: possession of incriminated grounds there might be for evaluation of movies as good or bad, suitable or unsuitable, and so on. But having completed the discussion, nothing is really changed, for the disagreement came about through a clash of actions and not through opposite positions on a proposition. The child will surely still want to see the movie (perhaps more than before!) and the parent will still want to avoid it. The discussion might be intrinsically worthwhile, but it is an activity apart from the practical context of the mundane argument over whether or not the parent and child will go see Conan.

I think it likely that a code of conduct could be developed for mundane argument, similar to the code van Eemeren and Grootendorst offer for extra-ordinary argument. Such a code would explicate what it is to argue fairly in ordinary discourse. Van Eemeren and Grootendorst provide useful starting points in rules which guarantee all participants the right to challenge the expressed opinions of others and to express opinions of their own. Similar insights could be readily incorporated into a code which also respects the function of argument in ordinary affairs: to repair disagreement over the performance of speech acts.
NOTES


6 I have taken some small liberties in summarizing the conditions: including (O), which van Eemeren and Grootendorst refer to only as their "starting point," and ignoring altogether the distinction between pro-argumentation and contra-argumentation, which though very nice is messy to argue around.

7 Hancher has suggested that there may be a class of speech acts which can only come about through joint action, e.g., making a bet; making an argument does not fit this class, since it may come about either as a unilateral or as a bilateral production, and since even in the bilateral case the argument is still made by one speaker. See M. Hancher, "The Classification of Co-Operative Ilocutionary Acts," Language in Society, 8 (1979), 1-14.

8 See, for example, William Labov and David Fanshel, Therapeutic Discourse: Psychotherapy as Conversation (New York: Academic, 1977).
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Argumentation, although a vigorous discipline, is one that seems to make progress in small stages: journal articles, seminars, and conference papers are the usual vehicles for our research and theory. So, the appearance of a substantial book addressing substantial theoretical issues is always an event to be noticed. Large works call our attention to large issues. This is the case with Speech Acts in Argumentative Discussions by Frans H. van Eemeren and Rob Grootendorst.1 Their impressive analysis invites us to consider from a fresh perspective the whole question of a normative theory of argumentation: what can such a theory hope to do? What should such a theory be like? and how should it be grounded?

I would like to use this occasion, not only to discuss selectively some of the features of this work, but also to consider how scholars in argumentation might proceed to build on the foundations established by the authors. Thus, my paper has two parts. (1) First, I want to take the authors' purpose at face value and consider how well it is served by their analysis of speech acts in argumentative discussions and by the resulting code of conduct for rational discussants. (2) Second, I want to suggest a broader purpose as a project for the field: consider what further developments might extend the work initiated by Van Eemeren and Grootendorst. In both sections, I will employ as organizing topoi some criteria or desiderata that seem fundamentally relevant to the enterprise of the design of a normative theory of argument. The criteria I invoke are certainly not the only considerations that might be brought to bear, but they are important and useful starting points.

One final limitation by way of preliminary: like Van Eemeren and Grootendorst's book, this paper is concerned with a normative theory of argumentation in the dialectical sense. A complete normative theory of argument would presumably include a logic for analysis and criticism of particular arguments as well as, perhaps, a rhetorical account of good reasons. The focus here, however, is restricted for the most part to dialectical norms, i.e. those procedural matters that are intended to promote candid and critical decision-making.

American scholars in our field are accustomed to think of argumentation as a pervasive feature of social life and to concern themselves with arguments in contexts of every conceivable kind. Van Eemeren, Grootendorst and Krüger express a similarly broad view in their general textbook,2 but in the present work a narrower definition is stipulated to focus on a particular kind of argumentative discussion.3 An argumentative discussion is conceived here as a cooperative exchange of appropriate speech acts by discussants who are motivated to resolve a dispute about an expressed opinion (pp. 1-2). The discussants, furthermore, are presumed to be governed by a norm of rationality:

A language user taking part in an argumentative discussion is a rational language user if in the course of the discussion he performs only speech acts which accord with a system of rules acceptable to all discussants which further the creation of a dialectic which can lead to a resolution of the dispute at the centre of the discussion (p. 18).

Van Eemeren and Grootendorst's purpose is to provide an analysis of speech acts and other structural/procedural features of argumentative discussions of that kind, only, and on the basis of that analysis to explicate a code of conduct that will enforce the norm of rationality.

I will begin my review of their work with reference to a first criterion for theory building of this kind:

Desideratum 1. A normative theory of argumentation (a code of conduct) should be based on the best available theoretical account of the case(s) it seeks to govern.

Measured against this criterion, Van Eemeren and Grootendorst's work is a notable accomplishment, for they have created an entirely original and insightful analysis of the nature and functions of speech acts in argumentative discussions. Beginning with a set of useful assumptions about the study of argument, they identify specific analytical and theoretical problems that must be resolved before establishing norms. The problems are clearly stated and the solutions are rigorously worked out. The following is a brief summary of the major lines of development as they relate to the first criterion.

The authors' assumptive framework is expressed in terms of the stress they place on the externalization, functionalization, socialization, and dialectification of argumentation. First, argumentation must concern itself with verbal means of resolving disputes rather than with mental states (pp. 5-7). The functional approach calls attention to the character of
argumentation as one form of language-in-use (a complex of speech acts), in contrast to the product-oriented conception of argument common to logical theory (pp. 7-9). Socialization *tells* to the communicative and interactive character of argument. The dialectical view of argument ("a Popperian critical-rationalist standpoint") is positioned against justifications (p. 16) and prefaces the need for a normative dialectical theory of argumentation "that only be able lead to a resolution of the dispute..." if the convention itself is adequately regimented. This means that in a dialectical theory of argumentation it will be necessary to propose rules for the conduct of argumentative discussions" (p. 17).

Noting the absence of any satisfactory account of arguing as an illocutionary act in speech act theory, the authors take as their first aim "to clarify what sort of speech act is being performed when argumentation is advanced and what conditions may be deemed to have been fulfilled if that speech act is performed" (p. 4). Drawing on the work of Austin and Searle, Van Eemeren and Grootendorst develop a conception of argumentation as "an illocutionary act complex... composed of elementary illocutions which belong to the category of the assertives and which at the sentence level maintain a one-to-one ratio with [grammatical] sentences" (p. 34). They support their interpretation cogently while reviewing alternative conceptions, and conclude with a straightforward account of the essential correctness, preparatory and sincerity conditions for the happy performance of the illocutionary act complex of argumentation.

In a somewhat problematic section (chapter 3), Van Eemeren and Grootendorst next undertake to clarify the relation between the performance of the speech act argumentation and the perlocutionary effect that the listener accepts or does not accept a particular expressed opinion" (p. 47). Their first line of argument concludes tentatively that the perlocution convince may be regarded as conventional in the sense that in the attempt to achieve the perlocutionary effect of the listener being convinced... argumentation schemata are employed which meet all three of the stated conditions for conventionality. These argumentation schemata do, after all, constitute regularities in the usage of language users trying together to resolve a dispute, the language users expect these argumentation schemata to be used and they would prefer to resolve disputes with their help. (p. 68).

The hypothesized conventionality of argumentation schema is an interesting topic. In itself, one deserving further attention, but it does not "think", establish a necessary connection between the illocution argue and the perlocution convince. Another move is required.

Van Eemeren and Grootendorst make a more persuasive case for the connection when they give an account of "a happy illocutionary perlocution of arguing/convincing" (pp. 69ff). If I have understood them correctly, the point may be brought out as follows. The perlocutionary effect associated with the illocution arguing is commonly said to be convincing, which other writers have often taken to refer to a mental state in the listener. Now, while inducing a psychological conviction may the optimum perlocutionary effect of the speech act arguing, it is not the fundamental effect. More fundamental is the speaker's objective of securing from the listener the performance of a commissive speech act indicating acceptance or rejection of the speaker's claim. Thus, there is a limited perlocutionary effect that is inherently (and conventionally) bound to the speech act complex of argumentation; it has to do with eliciting a response from a listener. So, perhaps the illocutionary perlocution should not be named arguing/convincing, but something like arguing/securing acceptance or rejection. On this view, it is not merely the argumentation schemata used that are conventional, but the perlocutionary effect itself. The pattern "argument--response" is a regularity among language users that they expect and prefer because it is useful in managing disputes. This analysis of perlocutionary effect serves Van Eemeren and Grootendorst's overall project of explaining how the propositional content and the commitments or concessions are expressed and made available for critical examination.

The third main problem, addressed in chapters 4 and 5, is to "draw up guidelines for the analysis of argumentative discussions" which requires "an insight into the moves that have to be made for the resolution of disputes and into the nature of the speech acts that may play a part in this" (p. 75). The authors proceed to answer arguments to argumentative discussions with regard to their simplicity/complexity, the stages through which they develop, the kinds of speech acts that are appropriate at each stage and who may perform them, and some problems of interpretation (i.e. assigning illocutionary force to statements in colloquial speech). The crucial feature of this analysis is the rigorous specification of the kind of speech acts that may legitimately be used, which discussant (protagonist or antagonist) may use them, and in which stages of discussion they are permissible. Only those speech acts are permitted which can make a contribution to the resolution of the dispute: assertives, commissives, directives, and usage declaratives. Ruiled out of the analysis are such speech acts as expressives and declaratives bound to institutional authority (p. 106).

How the reader may be unsure about how to take what appears to be rigorous prescription for the performance of specific speech acts, by specific actors, at specific stages. Certainly, the whole rhetorical tradition suggests that any
and all uses of language are potentially valuable in an argumentative discussion. Do the authors truly mean to prescribe language behavior? They speak of the "performance" of speech acts in a way that gives that impression. Nevertheless, it is not their intention—at this stage—to limit what arguments can actually do. They note the possibility of arguments performing other kinds of speech acts (e.g., telling anecdotes or jokes) that may be beneficial in a discussion, but these "do not constitute part of the process of resolving the dispute... they can be disregarded in our attempt at an..." analytical reconstruction and "... Our reconstruction is in no way intended to..." speech acts in argumentative discussions" (p. 198, note 39). So, we may set aside the problem of prescribing conduct, planning to return to it in connection with the code of conduct which is frankly precriptive.

We may understand Van Eemeren and Grootendorst's accomplishment up to this point, perhaps, as akin to the "rational reconstruction" that Habermas explains as the basis of his universal pragmatics, a method of systematically reconstructing the intuitive knowledge of competent subjects. Just as Habermas reconstructs the intuitive knowledge of competent communicators oriented to achieving understanding, so Van Eemeren and Grootendorst reconstruct the intuitive knowledge of competent arguers striving to resolve a dispute. Their analysis provides a theoretical foundation for a code of conduct for rational discussions.

I will address the next part of Van Eemeren and Grootendorst's work with reference to a second criterion for normative theory building:

Desideratum 2. A normative theory of argumentation should provide clear procedural directions for accomplishing the purpose(s) of the activity.

The purpose that Van Eemeren and Grootendorst envision as the animating principle of argumentation is the resolution of disputes. In theory, this is accomplished best in a dialectic subject to appropriate rules that promote candid and critical discussion. So, their normative principles should presumably include rules and routines for bringing into clear view the propositions at issue and the commitments of the discussants with respect to those propositions. As a corollary, the system of norms should not contain any directives that inhibit the candid expression of beliefs, attitudes and values by the discussants.

Not surprisingly, in light of the authors' objectives, the book is full of insightful observations about how to make argumentative discussions more candid. My comments, of necessity selective, will touch on three aspects of this advice. To begin with, the first five chapters, which I have just reviewed, stand independently as an analytical reconstruction of the rational foundations of critical discussion. They may, thus, be considered implicit norms for arguers. For example, to the extent that arguers understand how it is that certain kinds of speech acts are inherently necessary for resolution of disputes, they will presumably be likely to produce those speech acts.

A second major contribution is the analysis of unexpressed premises and guidelines for explicating them (chapter 6). In a review of the literature from informal logic, where this subject has been explored most systematically, Van Eemeren and Grootendorst point to unresolved problems, including the shortcomings of the principle of charity. Their solution makes use of Grice's conversational maxim and cooperative principle to explain how unexpressed premises can be treated as conversational implicatures. Rather than committing the interlocutor to the task of figuring out the beliefs of the initial arguer relevant to the incomplete argument, this approach is more likely to identify the premise to which the initial arguer is committed and, thus, what he is in principle obliged to defend (p. 141).

This brings us to Van Eemeren and Grootendorst's third, and most direct, contribution to procedural norms. They introduce their system as follows:

The rules that we formulate here have to do with the conduct of language users who wish to resolve a dispute about an expressed opinion by means of an argumentative discussion. Because they together constitute a dialectical system which enables language users to conduct themselves in a manner conducive to the resolution of disputes, they may together be regarded as a dialectical code of conduct for rational discusants (p. 152).

The code is presented in seventeen rules, some divided into sub-rules, covering the performance of speech acts and other obligations of protagonist and antagonist at each stage of the discussion. Some features of the code are highly problematic. In my opinion, because, contrary to the authors' intention, some of the rules could have the effect of inhibiting a candid exchange of views. Nothing could be more at odds with their purpose. To further "an optimal externalization of disputes" they insist that "the discussants must be able to advance every point of view and must be able to cast doubt on every point of view." This to be guaranteed by "expressly granting each language user the unconditional right to advance or cast doubt on any point of view" (p. 154). How, then, could a code conceived in this spirit possibly be inhibiting? In general, I think the authors may have taken an unduly restrictive view of the kinds of language behavior that can make a contribution to the resolution of disputes.
arguing can go wrong. Certainly, soap fallacies, especially those involving some problem of logical form, can be identified.

Nevertheless, one may still doubt if this is the most parsimonious means of exposing errors (e.g., undistributed middle, affirming the consequent, etc.). In the absence of widespread disciplinary agreement on the nature and classification of fallacies, it seems unwise to treat them all from one perspective alone.

On a more basic level, I suggest that one purpose of a system of dialectical rules should be almost the opposite of "preventing fallacies." The objective should be to facilitate the overt expression of fallacies and their subsequent exposure. This manner of stating the objective is consistent with a long tradition that regards argumentation as a method of correction.6 John Stuart Mill said it nicely:

The whole strength and value then of human judgement depending on the one property, that it can be set right when it is wrong, reliance can be placed on it only when the means of setting it right are kept constantly at hand.6

I think Van Eemeren and Grootendorst share this view in fact, for they have written, "A dispute . . . may be able to make a (more or less modest) contribution to intellectual progress" and "the resolution of disputes has no definite character but is an intermediate state (which is by definition temporary or provisional in nature) in a continuous process of intellectual growth" (pp. 1-2). Thus, the way to make progress is not to try to prevent error, but by bringing it the open and exposing it. Of course, I do not mean to suggest that there is any basis for deciding absolutely what is error and what is truth. And we might add to this whole discussion the observation that, in the course of intellectual striving, today's fallacy may be tomorrow's truth.

My most serious reservation about the code of conduct concerns the rigid specification of which speech acts may be performed, at which stage of the discussion, by which participants, and for what purposes. Several rules embody these restrictions; here is an example:

Rule 1.1 Assertives and illocutionary negations or repetitions of assertives may be performed exclusively

a. by language user 1 at the confrontation stage and at the concluding stage in order to express, maintain or retract his point of view in respect of the initial expressed opinion, and at the argumentation stage in order to perform the illocutionary act complex of argumentation;

b. by language users 1 and 2 together at the concluding stage in order to establish the result of the discussion.
Several considerations lead me to question the wisdom of this particular approach to regulating the behavior of arguers in disputes.

First, in the present state of speech act theory, it is premature to restrict the performance of speech acts on the basis of any particular classification, for no extant classification of speech acts can be accorded more than provisional status. There are useful classifications, to be sure, but no one has been so well established that we can feel confident in saying these speech acts contribute to the rational settlement of disputes, that they contribute in just these ways, and no other speech acts of whatever kind make a contribution. Van Eemeren and Grootendorst follow Searle's functional classification, with reservations, expressing confidence that "language can fulfill a finite and determinate number of functions" (pp. 22-23). But what remains uncertain is just what those finite and determinate functions are, how they can be classified and described, and how they may contribute to the rational discourse. In this state of affairs, it would be wise to avoid excessive restrictions on arguers as a matter of rule. For analytic purposes, it is entirely appropriate to employ some scheme of speech acts; one must have some system for description. But it does not follow that tentatively held classifications should be used as a basis for imposing restrictions on arguers. To do so may turn out to have the unintended effect of inhibiting candid expression and critical discussion.

As a rhetorician, perhaps I can be forgiven for elaborating this point in another way. The ancient traditions of rhetoric gave wide latitude to the speaker in the invention and presentation of arguments, and modern theorists go even further, minimizing how every conceivable resource of language can be used in the making and criticizing of arguments. Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca, for example, discuss the argumentative functions of figures of speech, contrary to the view that figures that are mere embellishment. Conley, likewise, has described how the old (and somewhat discredited) rhetorical technique of copia, the piling up of abundant words and matter, can be used to argumentative purposes. The anecdote, the homily, and indeed all manner of narrative can function as argument. To conclude with an appropriate example, I call attention to that masterpiece of dialectical composition, Plato's Phaedrus, where the allegorical depiction of the non-lover, the evil lover, and the noble lover convey profound arguments at several levels. In summary, to prohibit the performance of speech acts of any kind might deny arguers the use of important resources for--and perhaps half the fun of--invention and presentation of arguments.

For the sake of a final comment on the code of conduct, I propose another criterion:

Desideratum 3. A code of conduct for argumentation should be parsimonious.

Van Eemeren and Grootendorst are to be credited with a careful, rigorous and explicit development of their system of rules for a successful dialectic, but one cannot help wondering if the system truly needs such elaboration. Generally speaking, codes of conduct are successful to the extent that they are easy to learn and remember, and that suggests brevity. Perhaps the authors of this code would agree to a principle of parsimony: assuming the attainment of desired effects, the fewer rules the better. A well built normative theory may be compared to a sailing ship, its theoretical base like a well designed hull, its rules like masts, spars and rigging--just enough to carry the optimum canvas. As my earlier review of the analytic section of their work should make clear, I think Van Eemeren and Grootendorst have designed a sleek hull with a steady keel; but they may be trying to carry more canvas on more rigging than the state of the art warrants.

As I noted earlier, the restrictions on the performance of speech acts seem excessive and premature. Moreover, there is no parsimonious rule ready to hand in a normative theory that shares many of the objectives and presuppositions of the system under discussion. I mean, of course, Habermas' design of the ideal speech situation which, although not intended as an actual prescription for conduct, does establish a basis for any number of rules of conduct. With respect to the performance of speech acts, the rule derived from the ideal speech situation is: all participants must have the right to intervene in the speech acts of any kind at any stage of the discussion. Substituting such a rule for the rules on speech acts in Van Eemeren and Grootendorst's code would avoid the danger of inhibiting speakers with no sacrifice of rigor; other rules in the code would still insure opportunities for clarification, attack and defense.

Perhaps the superstructure of this vessel could be streamlined somewhat by differentiating functionally among the several parts. Some spars and rigging have to be in place at all times, others are to be used in a supplementary way only at certain times. To leave that figure for another, I have in mind the possibility of recasting the code into a system of 'three Rs: rules, recommendations, and reminders. In other words, it might be possible to achieve greater parsimony by reducing the rules to a smaller number of truly essential principles, supplemented by useful recommendations and hints for better performance. Consider the following illustration in respect to performance of speech acts:
There are many works in our literature already that deal with the ethics of rhetoric, of public advocacy, and of debate. Perhaps some of Van Eemeren and Grootendorst's insights and analytic methods could be used to effect a better integration of those works. Or, we might begin with the "simple" rhetorical situation in which all arguments originate: in the face of some exigence, a speaker seeks to effect change by influencing others through speech. How would an argumentative/speech act theory have to say about the obligations of the rhetor? What might we say about the transformation of such monological situations into dialogical ones? Under what conditions is transformation of a simple rhetorical situation into a full fledged debate desirable? What are the means for bringing about such a transformation? And so on.

Another approach might be to apply some of Van Eemeren and Grootendorst's apparatus to well-defined and familiar argumentative situations different from theirs. Our favorite paradigm for argumentation used to be debate, whether a match between two teams before a judge or a political contest between two speakers before a public audience. One might, for example, take Cronen's description of the functions of the debater as orator, critic and pedagogue, and inquire into the unique speech act obligations of the advocate as teacher. For another example, consider presidential debates. If Theodore White is right in saying that Americans choose their leaders "not out of reason, but out of instinct and trust," it may be wise to reconsider the role of expressive speech acts in this form of critical decision-making.

There are, perhaps, limitless forms of argumentation to which a speech act analysis might be applied for normative purposes.

The contemplation of varied argumentative situations also points up the fact that there are purposes served by argumentation other than the resolution of disputes. Willard suggests that the broadest conception of the function of argument is captured by the phrase "management of disagreement." Sometimes this may mean no more than "keeping the conversation going." Sometimes, the function of argumentation must be viewed as Aristotle viewed the function of rhetoric, by analogy with medicine: "... not simply to succeed in persuading, but rather to discover the means of coming as near success as the circumstances of each particular case allow." In short, each unique function that may be ascribed to argumentation may call for an analysis of speech acts that are especially relevant to that function.

As one reads Speech Acts in Argumentative Discussions, the temptation occurs frequently to take from the shelf other works, including textbooks in argumentation and debate. There are many points at which Van Eemeren and Grootendorst's discussion parallels the "conventional wisdom" of the field, and cross comparisons may often be instructive. Moreover, the
benefits can flow both ways. This suggests a final criterion for normative theory building:

**Desideratum 5.** A normative theory should strive to integrate the best work from all sources.

Van Eemeren and Grootendorst draw on some continental theories of argument that are for the most part, I think it fair to say, virtually unknown among American scholars. Their list of references directs attention to a wealth of material in need of study. Likewise, there are lines of work on this side of the ocean that could contribute to the resolution of some problems they explore. Two brief illustrations will make the point.

In their chapter on the explicitization of unexpressed premises, Van Eemeren and Grootendorst raise the question of how to determine the context within which to interpret an incompletely stated argument, but without a full resolution. Here is an instance where the current work in field theory, and especially the analysis of particular fields of argument, could help to flesh out their treatment of contextualizing arguments. In addition, Burleson suggests how Toulmin's notion of field dependence and his analytic diagram can be applied to an interpretation of the substantive context of an argument:

The substantive context . . . provides critics and theorists with important clues as to how ideas, concepts, propositions, and arguments are interpreted and utilized within a given community. . . . substantive contexts are relatively stable and enduring. Insofar as the critic or theorist is sensitive to this latter context, he avoids being forced to "arbitrarily" assign meaning to propositional elements.

In another instance, Van Eemeren and Grootendorst posit a decision rule that runs directly counter to the prevailing theory in American circles. Their rule 12 awards victory to the protagonist if, among other things, "he has sufficiently defended all subordinate points of view; in all other cases the antagonist has sufficiently attacked the initial point of view" (p. 171). On the face of it, it does not seem reasonable to hold the protagonist to defense of every subordinate point, if one presumes that some points may stand as separable reasons supporting the initial expressed opinion. American debaters would call attention here to the idea of the "alternative justification case." And, as Freeley explains, this is a concept applicable to argument at large, not just to contest debating:

**Alternative Justification Case.** This variation is an ancient technique useful with broad propositions, in which the affirmative offers a multiplicity of .

In general, the concept of the "case" as an elaborate construction of arguments for a point of view does not appear to play a part in Van Eemeren and Grootendorst's analysis. Its centrality to American pedagogy in argumentation recommends it to their attention.

In concluding, I want to remark that this review in no way does justice to the richness and subtlety of Van Eemeren and Grootendorst's book. Other readers will very likely find other points of particular value. Sharing the authors' interest in a dialectical approach to argumentation, I have tried in this paper to focus on selective features of their work that may stimulate further discussion as we get on with the business of normative theory building.

**NOTES**
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RESPONSE OF FRANS H. VAN EEMEREN
University of Amsterdam

[Editor's Note: Professor Van Eemeren's and Professor Grootendorst's remarks, which followed papers by Professors Kline, Jackson, and Wenzel, have been assembled from notes and transcription.]

Reminding ourselves of the old preacher's proverb "After twenty minutes no more souls are saved", Rob and I will try to say a few things in response to the comments on our book made by Susan Kline, Sally Jackson and Joe Wenzel, and we'll try to be brief.

It's difficult to respond "a capella" as it was called earlier. Of course we would have liked to respond in greater detail but first we'll have to think on those things being said today.

First of all, I must apologize for our English. We are taught English at school, but we don't speak it very often, so we lack practice. That's why we scribbled down a few notes in advance and we will be adding some comments on the contributions of Susan Kline, Joseph Wenzel and Sally Jackson while talking. We can talk about a great variety of subjects, but in view of the time available a choice has to be made. We're anxious to discuss other topics at the Amsterdam Conference next year.

Rob Grootendorst and I are most pleased with the attention given to our book and we are pleasantly surprised at the degree of agreement between American scholars and ourselves. In our opinion there appears to be no substantial differences of opinion on the main issues between Kline, Jackson and Wenzel, and ourselves. Therefore, we would like to seize the opportunity to stress some points we consider of particular importance with regard to Speech Acts in Argumentative Discussions and we would like to offer you some information about our research scheme and the current state of affairs in our research. As a matter of fact we finished the work on Speech Acts in Argumentative Discussions in 1991 and we have done quite a great deal of research as a follow-up, mostly published in Dutch. By no means did we mean the book to be an all-embracing and everlasting complete whole. It was meant to be a starting-point for further research. And so it proved to be. Speech Acts in Argumentative Discussions provided the basis for several kinds of publications and continued research in the Netherlands.

I shall now tell you briefly what happened after we finished Speech Acts in Argumentative Discussions, leaving out the particulars. Later on, Rob Grootendorst will tell you something more about our opinion on some topics which are specially relevant in view of the remarks made earlier. Apart from sketching an overall picture of the development in our research, I may be mentioning (if time permits) some often overlooked characteristics of dialectical analysis which we consider of great importance.
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In our study, argumentation theory is linked to speech communication, although we dropped the speech communication part in the English translation (because it was very much adjusted to the English language in The Netherlands). We try to connect problems from argumentation theory as well as formal dialectics with speech act theory and with the Gricean ideas about implicatures and with discourse analysis.

The intention behind Speech Acts in Argumentative Discussions is to make a contribution to the theoretical analysis of argumentation conducted for the purpose of resolving disputes, by formulating a code of conduct for rational discussants. Such analysis is necessary if one is to be able to make sensible suggestions for the improvement of the practice of discussion, one of the objects of the study of speech communication.

Answering Professor Joe Henzel, we can assure him that the model is not meant in this form to be an exemplar model for real discussants. It is, in our opinion, of crucial importance for public life that people be critical of argumentation; so, we would like to create a frame of mind (and of reference) which furthers a critical attitude toward argumentation--politics; or otherwise, but political in particular. We are trying to develop instruments for letting people know in a systematic way what to look for in a discussion or a speech. We would want our system to be important for someone not primarily interested in rhetoric but in the issue which is at stake. An adequate approach to argumentative language usage that will accord with the starting points for speech communication research preferred by Rob Grootendorst and myself is only possible if the subject of investigation is functionalized, externalized, socialized, and dialectified.

Functionalization means that argumentation is treated as a purposive language usage activity. Externalization means that argumentation is linked to the verbal expression of attitudes, viewpoints, and opinions. Socialization means that argumentation is regarded as a component of a dialogue with a language user who reacts to the argumentation, and dialectification means that argumentation is placed in the context of a critical discussion in which both pro- and contra-argumentation can be advanced so that a regimented interaction of speech acts takes place.

A language user is rational if during the discussion he performs only speech acts which are compatible with a system of rules acceptable to all discussants which further the creation of a dialectic capable of leading to a resolution of the dispute at the center of the discussion. It is obvious that the rational language user postulated in Speech Acts in Argumentative Discussions and the model which is outlined for a rational discussion represent an ideal attuned to the resolution of disputes with a great deal of abstraction and even deviation from reality. Generally speaking, all research efforts from our part after finishing Speech Acts in Argumentative Discussions have been aimed at finding ways to bridge, or at least narrow, the gap between normative theoretical insights and empirical argumentative practice. This has been tried in various ways. Here I can only touch on some salient examples.

To begin with, I return to the required functionalization of the subject of investigation. The starting point here is the standard version of Searle's speech act theory, various points of which are in Speech Acts in Argumentative Discussions amended and augmented. A distinction is made between communicational and interactional aspects of language use. Communicational aspects relate to the illocutionary effect that the listener understands the performed speech act and interactional aspects relate to the perlocutionary effect that the listener accepts the speech act and acts accordingly. This perlocutionary effect is part of the conventional speech act itself, as distinct from any other possible consequences.

In 1983 we published a book--it's written in Dutch--in which we used these theoretical concepts to develop a normative pragmatic frame of reference for arguments related to the illocutionary and argumentative analysis. Anyone familiar with the problems facing people who try to apply the Searlean speech act theory to analyze real life everyday discourse, will understand that quite a few adaptations have to be provided to make it work. It does not appear in a way with, although it is perfectly obvious that much more research is yet required. So far we have done a bit of conversational analysis, related to the work of Jacobs and Jackson, and we have carried out several pencil and paper tests and psycholinguistic experiments concerning the identification of arguments and suppressed premises, profiling from research such as Johnson-Laird's, Van Dijk and Kintsch's, etc.

Our 1983 book is a textbook of use in university classes, so we also had to pay a lot of attention to the didactics and we had to add a number of practical exercises, adequately reflecting the critical rationalistic approach we would like to advocate.

The 1983 book is the first of a series of three books. It provides the necessary equipment for analyzing expository texts and argumentative discussions. Topics discussed are, for example, argumentation structure, argument identification, and the explicitization of suppressed premises.

The second book of this series, to be published this year, deals with fallacies. Just as in Speech Acts in Argumentative Discussions fallacies are being treated as violations of a code of conduct for rational discussants. Rob Grootendorst will tell you more about it.

The third and last book of the series, to be published next year, deals with argumentation schemata. It is comparable in that, for instance, Windes and Hastings. In it several types of arguments are distinguished. Each type, in our opinion, is characterized by a certain argumentation schema, implying certain critical questions.

All these books are a result of our scientific research, partly carried out in co-operation with other members of our staff, and the results of these surveys have been published or will be published in the Dutch Journal of Speech Communication. Maybe we can publish some of the results in English as well. Finally, I would like to mention another project of ours. That is the study of argumentation in the context of law. We are employed in the Faculty of Law, but in co-operation with judicial experts we are exploring the characteristics of argumentation and argumentative evaluation in a well-defined and restricted institutional context in which the settlement of disputes is of central importance and is guided by
written and unwritten rules which in some sense link up with our code of conduct. But don't let me dwell too long on this subject. I'd better say something in response to the members of the panel.

In response to some comments made by Sally Jackson—which are, by the way, very interesting and we hope to get the opportunity to react in a more appropriate way on paper after we have actually read her contribution.

In response to her comments on our way of analyzing non-assertive speech acts (which are part of argumentation) as if they were meant to be assertive, I would like to remark first that our way of analyzing has exactly the same advantages and is in the same way realistic as when one analyses all other kinds of direct speech acts as indirect speech acts instead of taking them at face value. Real people in real discourse (by which I don't want to suggest that we are not real) are also acting appropriately when they act this way. They won't answer the question, "Do you know what time it is?" simply by saying "Yes, I do" and leave it at that.

Of course we agree with Sally that argumentation, in principle, may consist of all kinds of speech acts and not just of assertives, but in our book we present it as a useful device for analyzing argumentation to proceed as if it consisted of assertives. So in the analysis you'll have to translate other kinds of speech acts (remember the umbrella example) in terms of (and as if they were) assertives. So it's a way of analyzing speech acts which aren't at face value. Assertives (which are actually not assertive) are analyzed as if they were. We still think this is a useful way to proceed in view of the commitments undertaken by people presenting speech acts as argumentative.

A dialectical analysis of argumentative discourse, in our opinion, has to make precisely explicit all these commitments of the language users involved in the dispute. This may be the occasion to assess briefly some of the differences between dialectical analysis and the so called "pure description" of argumentative discourse.

In view of the idealization involved in Speech Acts in Argumentative Discussions a comparison between dialectical analysis and pure description of argumentative discourse may be illuminating.

For the sake of clarity, I would like to stress from the outset that, in our opinion, for all practical purposes, it is necessary that a complete theory of verbal communication and interaction which purports to be of importance for discussions, be normative as well as descriptive. In order to comment constructively on a particular specimen of language use one has to know what purpose is served by the verbal utterances and to what extent the verbal behavior is adequate to this purpose.

Characteristic of the normative conception we advocate is that, as a matter of principle, every argumentation is considered part of a critical discussion aimed at resolving a dispute, regardless of whether the dispute and the discussion are externalized or not.

In our opinion, this dialectical approach needs to be allied (among other allies) to the functionalist speech act approach, in so-called normative pragmatics. Dialectical analysis of an argumentative discourse clearly differs from so called "pure" description. I could have illustrated this by way of an analysis of the confrontation stage of a specimen of political discourse as I have done in a paper completed earlier this year, but for the sake of brevity I shall not do this and confine myself to mentioning the most striking difference. Bearing in mind that even a "pure" description, if it is to be of any significance, has to be theoretically motivated, one must realize that the difference is not just between theory-loaded and not theory-loaded. It's rather a difference between a descriptive record and a normative reconstruction, both equally based on theoretical considerations. The normative perspective, however, as it manifests itself in a dialectical approach to argumentation, by its very nature, has its own characteristic impact. A comparison between dialectical analysis and pure description may show what this distinctive impact leads to.

The first difference between a normative reconstruction and a descriptive recording is one of selection. Depending on the criterion of relevance supplied by the theoretical framework serving as a starting point, some data are deemed worth noting while other data are left aside as immaterial. This doesn't mean that they aren't there, but they are left aside. This means that all redundance is removed, so that the discourse can be reported in the dialectical garb of a dialogical tableau. This removal of redundance is why the transformation which has taken place can also be called deletion.

The second noticeable difference is one of completion. This is partly a question of making arguments explicit (externalizing implicit elements which are required to fill the dialectical gaps) as when by contradicting a standpoint, somebody implicitly expresses his doubt about that standpoint. Completion is also partly a question of adding elements whose presence in a full-fledged dispute has to be assumed, as when somebody defends his position without any attacks being made. Because of this supplementary character, this transformation may also be called addition. In compliance with the dialectical theory advocated, in certain cases the addition may even involve assigning an argumentative communicative force to a constellation of speech acts which seems to lack such force in its literal utterance.

The third difference between dialectical analysis and pure description to be mentioned here, is one of arrangement. In contrast to the procedure in a descriptive recording, the normative reconstruction of a dispute need not directly reflect the linear course of events in the sequential order of their actual occurrence. In the dialectical analysis, the arrangement is organized in order to bring out the composition of the dispute as well as possible, based on the reported facts corresponding to dialectically relevant factors. Because of the alterations it may bring about, this transformation may also be called permutation.

The fourth and last difference I will mention is one of notation. It is completely in line with the points just made to provide for an adequate notation of the analysis. It is best that the findings be reported in such a way that the things which are theoretically noteworthy are expressed clearly. Similar cases need to be recognizable as similar. Dialectically
relevant distinctions need to be easily identifiable, and so on. In order for a comparison to be possible, it is necessary to create a notation system and reformulate the various contributions to the dispute in its terms. In consequence of this procedure, diffuse and ambiguous wrappings have to be replaced by standard formulations. For this reason, the transformation can also be called substitution. Different ways of expression, which, dialectically speaking, amount to the same thing, are given one and the same substitute, so that identical cases are treated alike. In a purely descriptive notation, differences of expression are maintained, and dialectical similarities may easily escape attention. That's what I wanted to say in a hurry, as she [Sally Jackson] mentioned. And Rob will continue with some other points, I think.

RESPONSE OF ROB GROOTENDORST
University of Amsterdam

Professor Wenzel seems to be rather satisfied with our treatment of unexpressed premises. In fact, he seems to be more satisfied than we are ourselves. Surely, we have no complaints about that. In addition we are grateful for his helpful suggestions on clarifying the role of the context in explicating unexpressed premises with the help of field theory. Besides this we feel there are a number of other problems to be solved and a number of other things to be worked out.

In talking about unexpressed premises with other people and in continued reflecting on the subject, we have learned that our treatment of unexpressed premises in Chapter Six of our book can raise the following questions:

(1) Does there in fact exist such a thing as an "indeterminate context"?
(2) Does the "conversational minimum" hold always in every other (specific) context than an indeterminate context?
(3) Do the guidelines formulated in Chapter Six automatically lead to the explicitization of the unexpressed premise in a given context?
(4) Is it justified to assume that the speaker always has the intention to use deductively valid arguments?

No doubt there are many other questions which could be asked about the explicitization of unexpressed premises. The questions mentioned, however, are essential to our theoretical approach. I will confine myself therefore to some short remarks concerning these questions, without claiming to give any definitive answers.

(1) Of course every piece of real-life argumentation occurs always in some concrete context, which is never indeterminate nor neutral. We use the concept of an indeterminate context as a starting point for the explicitization of unexpressed premises, and not as an indication of an existing entity. For us it is just a heuristic device.

(2) The term "minimum" may suggest that the explicitization of an unexpressed premise by means of the conversational minimum is supposed to stand in all possible contexts. This is not our intention. In our opinion the useful role of the conversational minimum has to do with the fact that it enables us to formulate a plausible initial hypothesis with respect to the deleted premise in question. In our example the initial explicitizations also hold in most specific contexts, but one can imagine a context in which they don't. And, of course, one can think of examples other than the anti-hylologistic type we used, in which the initial hypothesis has to be altered rather drastically in a more specific context.

(3) In view of the foregoing it will be clear that it would be an illusion to think that the proposed guidelines automatically could lead to the unexpressed premise in a specific case. The only thing one can expect is the formulation of a plausible possibility. Much more work is to be done to elaborate and improve the theoretical framework. But even with the help of more detailed and advanced guidelines it would be impossible to claim that one has found the only possible solution.

(4) Although we are aware of the theoretical and practical problems with the assumption that speakers want their arguments to be deductively valid, we still think that in most cases it is justified, in particular in the absence of clear and univocal indications to the contrary. Anyway, it is useful as a heuristic device. It will be clear that I don't think that we have spoken the final words on the subject of unexpressed premises in our book. Apart from the points just mentioned I see the following problems to be solved in the future:

(1) In what way should one distinguish between the unexpressed elements in argumentative discourse which really serve as parts of the argumentation on the one hand and other tacit background knowledge? (2) In what way does the theoretical framework relate to the process language users go through in expliciting unexpressed premises? In connection with this question one also has to deal with the question whether there is intersubjective agreement among language users when confronted with a specific case of argumentation in which a premise is unstated. Both questions lead to a different kind of research than the normative approach elaborated in our book. What is needed will be some sort of empirical research in which experiments are not performed--and so far to our knowledge they are not--all empirical claims are premature.

As regards Professor Wenzel's comment on the relationship between our code of conduct and the fallacies, we would like to make two short remarks. First, Professor Wenzel casts doubt on the claim that the code of conduct provides the most effective treatment of all fallacies. He points out, for example, that the so-called formal fallacies can be better analyzed by means of logical criteria of formal validity. But it was not our intention to offer an alternative for formal criteria. In fact, these formal criteria are part of what we call the intersubjective reasoning procedure which has to be called upon in the argumentation stage. So no originality is claimed here.

What we consider as one of the main advantage of our model as a tool...
for identifying and analyzing fallacies is that it offers a possibility to account for the large group of so-called informal fallacies which always give serious trouble in what Hamblin called the "standard treatment." Because in some informal fallacies, as in for example many questions, straw man appeal to force or appeal to pity, there is in fact no question of an argument at all. And in some other cases (like, for example, begging the question, ad hominem, or appeal to authority) there is no question of an invalid argument or, when it seems, nevertheless, to be the case the argument can easily be made valid by adding the appropriate suppressed premise. We claim that these and other notorious problems can be satisfactorily analyzed by broadening the scope from the invalidity of arguments to the discussion as a whole and then finding out what way and to what extent a fallacy may hinder the solution of the dispute, as we have tried to show in our book. I must confess immediately, however, that our discussion of the fallacies in the book still is very sketchy. In another book (on identifying fallacies as already mentioned by Frans) we have elaborated on this, and have tried to give a full treatment of many other fallacies. Unfortunately the book is in Dutch, so you have to take my word for that.

Finally, very short, we agree with Professor Wenzel that the purpose of the code of conduct is not so much to prevent fallacies but rather to provide a tool for detecting them, to pin them down, so to speak, in a systematic way. We don't have the illusion that our model can actually prevent anything at all. Idealized models like ours never can. So we agree completely with Professor Wenzel on this matter and that is a nice conclusion to end with, I think.

SPECULATIONS ON THE SIR WALTER RALEGH TREASON TRIAL: SIR EDWARD COKE AS ADVOCATE

L. Raymond Camp
North Carolina State University

[ Cooke ] shewed himself too clownish and bitter in his carriage to Sir Walter Ralegh at his trial, where he says, thou traitor, at every word, and thou lyest like a traitor.

–John Aubrey, Aubrey’s Brief Lives, ca. 1680

The charge was treason and Sir Walter Ralegh was the defendant. The year was 1603 and the prosecuting attorney for the government was the indomitable Sir Edward Coke, noted throughout the kingdom for his advocacy skills. From his box Coke rose, pointed his finger at Ralegh and bombastically declared the wealthy gentleman-explorer to be a “traitor, monster, viper and spider of Hell.” Ralegh interrupted to protest that the issue before the court was treason, not name-calling, and the judges agreed by ordering Coke to stay his tongue.

Later in the trial, Coke again directed his epithet at Ralegh. This time, however, Ralegh was ready for his adversary:

Coke: Thou art the most vile and execrable traitor that ever lived!

Ralegh: You speak indiscr etely, barbarously, and uncivilly.

Coke: I want words to express thy viperous treason!

Ralegh: I think you want words indeed for you have spoken one thing a dozen times.

Coke: Thou art an odious fellow. Thy name is hateful in all the realm of England for thy pride!

Ralegh: It will go near to prove a measuring cast between you and me, Mr. Attorney.
Because of his vilification of Raleigh, historians have negatively judged Coke's courtroom advocacy conduct. In 1775 James Granger contended that Coke was guilty of "insolence and excessive anger," and in 1849 John Lord Campbell believed that the attorney had brought "permanent disgrace upon himself and upon the English bar" by his "brutal conduct." In 1919 Sir Harry L. Stephen concluded that Coke's vituperative rhetoric was an "unparalleled example of forensic brutality." In 1924 the distinguished legal historian, Sir William Searle Holdsworth, blamed the advocate for being "uncritical in his use of evidence to the point of misrepresentation" during the trial. In 1974 Raleigh's biographer, Robert Lacey, severely criticized Coke for his abusive language.

Critics of legal argumentation frequently must assess certain dimensions of an advocate's communication ethics such as the problem of falsified evidence or appeals to intolerance as a short-term means of achieving success. In the Raleigh trial the problem is different because Coke developed his presentation with clarity, appropriate testimonial evidence and the utilization of statute materials. Because the attorney had a reasonable case against Raleigh, he could easily have chosen not to abuse the defendant's personal rights, and it is probable he would have secured a guilty verdict. Instead, verbally abused Raleigh beyond the expectations of the royalists who witnessed the trial in loyalty to Coke and James I, whom the attorney represented. At the conclusion of the trial, some who supported His Majesty regarded Raleigh as a victim of Coke's unethical advocacy.

Thus, the critical problem in this essay is to analyze Coke's vilification of Raleigh as a violation of rhetorical ethics and to see the impact of that violation upon the advocate who utilized it. In this case study of the Walter Raleigh treason trial, my conclusion is that Coke's advocacy reputation was irreparably damaged because of his abrasiveness and that Coke's unethical behavior of the defendant contributed to the attorney's dismissal as Chief Justice of the Kings Bench by James I.

My interpretation of Coke's dialectical abuse, however, considers the highly charged rhetorical situation in which Coke's discourse can be evaluated as purposed towards arousing favorable public reaction for the monarchy during a period of violent social upheaval which threatened the stability of the government. Thus, Coke's behaviors, while unethical, might appear more appropriate than has often been judged by critics.

An alternate interpretation of Coke's dialectical behavior is needed, though before turning to it we should examine his argumentation record in politics, council and court. The purpose of this description is twofold. First, to acquaint the reader with certain major influences upon Coke, and second, to illustrate that Coke developed his public career constructively without resorting to vilification to achieve his advocacy success.

As a speaker in court, council and parliament, Coke could be clearly heard, having learned to project his voice in grammar school and at Trinity College while practicing declamation and disputation. When he spoke with deliberation, his voice was calm; but when he was excited, Coke's vocal inflection rose with emotion. In 1919 Sir Edward was an active speaker, moving around from counsel box to judicial bench, pointing with index finger, raising a fist to emphasize a point, and lowering his eye gaze to stare at defendants he disliked. Because of his appearance and position, neither judges nor defendants could avoid the distinguished leader's imposing presence wherever he spoke.

Coke began his political career in 1593 with election to Parliament from County Norfolk, and he was simultaneously appointed Speaker of the House by Queen Elizabeth I. He oversaw his rhetorical liberties that same year, however, for in the presence of Queen Elizabeth and Parliament, Coke audaciously asserted that parliamentary privileges included the right of free speech. The queen rebuked him for his challenge to her, and she was unwilling to concede such a prerogative. Elizabeth's rebuff of Coke's audacious assertion that the politician delayed additional public discourse on the free speech issue, but he returned to the controversy thirty-three years later as a member of the parliamentary circle that formed the "Petition of Right" against King Charles I. For his reward in the struggle, Charles imprisoned Coke in the Tower of London.

Neither Coke's parliamentary career nor his privy Council deliberations were marked by vitriolic rhetoric. Appointed by James I to the council, Coke took a constructive role in an advisory body that was influential because of the wide latitude of national domestic policies and problems it routinely discussed. The council also argued foreign policy controversies, such as those involving the cloth merchant trade with the Dutch, which vitally interested Coke. He was an ardent advocate of a strong monetary policy and support of free trade position in the importation of cloth and cotton from the continent.

Critics have acclaimed Coke's judicial career, for as Chief Justice of the Common Pleas and Chief Justice of the King's Bench for James I, he was a model of decorum and impartiality. According to John Lord Campbell in his Lives of the Chief Justices, Sir Edward was a judge who with "the duties of the [Chief Justice's] office have never since been performed so satisfactorily." As a judge, Coke was orderly and mild-mannered of speech while on the bench.
Coke was also a member of Star Chamber where he presented a number of cases. Available records show no evidence that he was guilty of abusive rhetorical behavior or abusive behavior in his cases. One instructive example regarding Coke's discourse is that regarding the famous gold bullion case of 1610. James sued 150 Dutch businessmen for illegally transporting seven million pounds sterling of gold from England. Sir Edward Coke argued for the government against the defendants, many of whom resided in the London area. The case was extremely important to James. His adviser, Francis Bacon, had persuaded James that the evidence of guilt against the Dutch was overwhelming. A favorable judicial decision was therefore expected, and he counseled that the defendants' fines would consequently erase "half the King's debts." Unfortunately, James's hopes were dashed because his barristers had "great difficulties in finding proofs." According to the State Papers, the case was postponed for want of legal proof. Apparently, Coke was unsuccessful as an advocate because he failed to present convincing evidence of the defendants' guilt; however, the court records did not indicate that the attorney used unethical language while presenting his case.

Coke's immediate dialectical objective in the Raleigh trial was to secure a guilty verdict, which mandated a death sentence. Simply because of his successful advocacy record, Coke was expected to win. From 1601 to 1605 the advocate was the government's prosecuting attorney in three Oyer and Terminer trials, i.e., the 2nd Earl of Essex, Sir Walter Ralegh and Guy Fawkes. He successfully obtained a guilty verdict in all of these cases, although it is the Raleigh trial which has been recognized by critics as the most controversial.

A brief explanation of early seventeenth century treason trials would be helpful before considering Coke's unorthodox argumentation. In the Stuart period of jurisprudence, anyone indicted for treason was presumed guilty. Because the crime of treason was so infamous, witnesses and evidence of the accused's guilt were required by the court even before the defendant's indictment and trial. In these circumstances, the defendant was obligated to prove his innocence, although to secure the death penalty the crown was only required to supply incriminating evidence against the accused.

Theoretically, then, Coke had won his case before he appeared in court, for the indictment had been served upon the necessary documents and incriminating testimony had already been assembled by the prosecutor's staff. Coke had only to present his case and leave, allowing the two-couple man jury to confirm the verdict and the ten judges to determine Raleigh's fate. Coke did not choose that strategy. Instead, he argued his case as if it's importance far exceeded any other state trial and as if his decision against Raleigh was absolutely necessary to the continuance of the monarchy. Raleigh was depicted as a devious and evil plotter, capable of directing a conspiracy to overthrow the crown, as the following excerpt from a conversation between the accused and Coke reveals:

Ralegh: I do not hear yet, that you have spoken one word against me; here is no treason of mine done. If my Lord Cobham [an alleged conspirator] be a traitor, what is that to me?

Coke: All that he did was by thy instigation, thou Viper; for I thou thee, thou traitor.

Ralegh: It becometh not a man of quality and virtue to call me so. But I take comfort it is all you can do.

Coke: Have I angered you?

Ralegh: I am in no case to be angry.

Coke arranged his testimonial evidence chronologically, and in so doing he presented a cumulative historical progression of legal opinion and precedent which supported the attorney's conclusions. To develop such a strategy, the advocate extracted appropriate testimonial evidence from a wide range of sources, such as papal bulls, chancery court proceedings, the diplomatic pouch, ecclesiastical proclamations and royal decrees. In addition, the Privy Councilor seized the advantage of his office to obtain material stored in generally inaccessible locations, such as the Tower of London, where the royal records were kept.

In oral presentation Coke read aloud an extensive number of statute citations which were lengthy, explicit to the last detail of bibliographical reference, and literally applied to the issue or point being examined. He frequently translated these materials from English into Latin while speaking because of his thorough knowledge of the language which also allowed him instantly to synthesize or condense citations recorded in Latin.

Like other Elizabethan-minded lawyers of the day, Coke argued from past precedents and arranged his case evidence in a past-to-present structure to emphasize his belief that the "older the source, the purer the law." During his pleading career, Coke did not develop any other organizational pattern for testimonial evidence presentation. Reportedly, he saw little instructional benefit for the development of dispositional technique because he urged his legal assistants to avoid such study. The attorney would not endorse any particular system of message arrangement because "every man's method and observation... is the best...for himself."
Coke's presentations in the Raleigh trial contained a cumulative mass of testimonial and documentary support, which he vividly styled to create a damming impression of the defendant's guilt. The prosecutor supplied a clear chronological narrative of secret meetings involving the accused. The details of the meetings included names, dates and disclosures about the exchange of money to consummate the plot. Raleigh's allegedly traitorous conversations and deeds were exposed by evidence of his desire to begin the 'Essex plot' under the monarchy's fall. Coke meticulously exposed the depth of the alleged conspiracies in such colorful detail that the royalists at the trial could not have been disappointed by the evidence presentation.

The prosecutor's task of securing a guilty verdict was difficult, however, because he was reprimanded for his verbal abuse of the defendant by the court and because Raleigh himself refused to submit to Coke's denunciations. Nevertheless, Coke developed his argumentation combatively through the frequent use of ignoratio elenchi and ad hominem attacks, specifically during rejoinders. For example, Coke so vehemently denounced Raleigh for his allegedly pro-war views against the Spanish that the defendant interrupted the advocate with an appeal to the court for verbal propriety. If his epithets were intended to good Raleigh into an emotionally damaging admission of guilt that could be used against him, then failed, for the former Captain of the Royal Guard was undaunted by his antagonist's vitriolic language. When the presiding judge agreed with Raleigh and rebuked Coke with an admonishment to prove his case, the trial proceeded. In this instance, Coke's strategy backfired on him.

During the trial, Coke directed his ad hominem attacks at the defendant. The courtroom is an adversary situation where cooperative argument is not necessarily a criterion for advocacy, but Coke's charges heightened the distance between rational rhetorical choices and the investigatory purposes of the trial. Sir Edward's accusatory rhetoric was ethically divisive because he insisted, in effect, that his epithets were accurate and did not require appropriate testimonial support to prove the defendant's guilt. Thus, instead of promoting inquiry in his rejoinders, Coke demanded that the court and public accept his vilifications of the defendant as true because of the attorney's office, conferred position of trust with the government, and his reputation as an advocate.

The most facile explanation of Coke's unethical behavior is that he substituted the use of threat for evidence against the defendant, and consequently he had a weak case against Raleigh. It is true that Coke did not compare Raleigh's actions to those of other traitors in English history. For example, in 1601 the Earl of Essex was judged guilty of treason, and Coke was a government prosecutor. The attorney did not draw analogies from that trial, however, because the circumstances were dissimilar. Essex had led an armed group of sympathizers into downtown London intent upon taking control of the government, along with Raleigh, along with Coke and others, never formulated a military plan as part of their scheme.

They did, however, negatively discuss James's weak and vacillating foreign and domestic policies. Coke then favored peace with Spain and Raleigh did not. During the trial, Raleigh admitted he had 'spent 4,000 pounds of my own [money] against the Spanish treachery, for the good of my own country'. In cross-examination, Raleigh also disclosed that he 'had made a discourse against the Peace, and would have printed it' but he was unable to do so. These damaging remarks quickly prompted the prosecution to assert that 'Raleigh confesseth the matter.' Coke exploited Raleigh's remarks by emphasizing the secret nature of the defendant's actions, and he thoroughly explained the history and applicability of Raleigh's case to treason law statutes from the reign of Richard II to Edward III. Given Coke's literal interpretations of the statutes, Raleigh's testimony, and the disclosures about the secret meetings of the conspirators, the prosecutor had a substantive case without resorting to threat or ridicule.

A second interpretation which partially explains Coke's unusual language is that Raleigh required denunciation because of his innuendos and evil deeds. As the crown's representative, Coke depicted Raleigh as the leader of an organized group of dissident subjects determined to precipitate an accommodation with Spain that would place Lady Arabella Stuart on the throne and remove James I. Because of the plot's nefariousness, Coke contended that Raleigh's treason was the most heinous offense of all against the kingdom.

If the doctrine of notoriety fully explains Coke's vilification of Raleigh, critics should find it applicable to other state trials for which Coke was prosecutor. In the Essex trial, for example, Coke vividly described the Earl's criminal acts, and he thoroughly described the organization of conspirators established to seize the crown. He then presented the facts of rebellion to the court and allowed the judges and jury to confirm the traitor's guilt. In 1605, only two years after the Raleigh trial, Coke was the chief prosecutor against Guy Fawkes who had planned to blow up the Parliament building with all of its members and royalty present for opening day ceremonies. In Fawkes's case the plot was especially stark, for he and some of his followers were arrested along with their explosives in a cellar directly beneath the House of Lords only hours before the convocation was to begin. Again, however, Coke chose the same strategy as in the Essex trial; for he presented the evidence of treason in a direct manner, although he characterized Fawkes as a Catholic intent upon destroying Protestantism and thus, in reality, as serving the Spanish government. Fawkes's deeds were vilified by Coke, who portrayed them as a part of the
conspiracy to remove James I from the throne. The defendant was at best pitiable, according to Coke, and at worst, he was a traitor who deserved the executioner's ax.

In all three trials there were certain essential similarities. All were described as plots directed at the monarch's removal, and all involved leaders with an organized opposition. Yet, it is Coke's use of vilification and threat against Ralegh which has harmed the advocate's reputation the most. Coke's motivation for such a strategy is contained neither in the trial transcript nor in his private letters in the British Library. It is unlikely that he ever committed these ideas to paper or, if he did, that scholars would ever find them since Coke's private letters and records were seized by Charles I as the advocate lay dying at his home in 1634. Curiously, there are no references to the Ralegh trial in either of Coke's monumental legal studies, the Institutes or the Reports.

One explanation for the attorney's behavior may be provided by focusing on the external rhetorical situation which prevailed at the time of the trial and specifically on James's difficulty in developing a public opinion climate favorable to his rule. In general, the public's awareness of Ralegh's trial was a major problem for the government. Normal trials were held in London, but because of the plague, it had to be moved to Winchester. In the first week of September, only shortly before the trial began, 3,335 people died of the black death in London. By November, when Ralegh stood in the dock, the weekly death rate had dropped to a new low for the year of only 2,000. Funerals were seldom held; mass burials were the usual rule. The ferocity of the plague was also matched by repeated outbreaks of syphilis and smallpox, which was spread by soldiers and sailors returning from overseas. The devastating social effects of these problems were often compounded by the resulting breakdown of city services and the disintegration of the food delivery system. Food suppliers were understandably hesitant to enter the city, and as a result, starvation was often rampant. Life was precarious and survival was the principal test of life.

James forbade public feasting and large gatherings of any kind. The court crowd and palace hangers-on left London for the comparative safety of Hampton Court, Oxford, Woodstock and Winchester. When His Majesty's advisors realized that the city was suffering and that many of his supporters had left, he was urged to show himself in public in a display of strength to the people. Perhaps because he realized the seriousness of the situation and was afraid to see the results, James pointedly refused. Reportedly, he told his counselor, "God's wounds! I will pull down my breeches and they shall also see my arse!"

James's disinterest in resolving popular problems was acute: his interest in maintaining his crown was paramount. Now, with his supporters scattered and the plague raging throughout the country, a siege mentality may well have prevailed at the palace. In addition, James never had the charisma of Elizabeth, probably because he was first James VI of Scotland before becoming James I of England. Critic Douglas Bush has explained that His Majesty was "always a stranger in England, and he was quite incapable of inspiring patriotic devotion to himself and the crown."

To make matters worse, controversies and problems seemed to multiply unabated for the monarch. Only two years before his arrival, the Earl of Essex had been executed for treason. Although that challenge had passed, now the Puritans were troublesome with their separatist tendencies. The Catholics also demanded leniency to practice their faith, and some of them reportedly preferred Lady Arabella Stuart on the throne rather than James. According to the Oyer and Terminer indictment, so did Ralegh, Lord Cobham and his brother, George Brooke, for the three had allegedly agreed that "there will never be a good world in England until the king and his cubs are taken away." Ralegh was also accused of having written a treatise which disputed James's right to the throne. Unsurprisingly, then, Ralegh's indictment was based on an alleged "conference" to "advance Arabella Stuart to the crown and to expel my master and all his cubs to Ralegh's woes, Lady Arabella attended the trial in Winchester along with her friends. Thus, James's detractors were boldly present for the proceedings alongside those who backed James I.

Neither Coke nor Ralegh disappointed their followers during the trial. Coke was vituperative and denigrative of Ralegh, who in turn, refused to lose his temper. In cross-examination Ralegh steadfastly maintained his innocence and replied to Coke in a calm and cool manner. Ralegh was always on the defense, Coke on the offense. The prosecutor repeatedly emphasized that Ralegh was a disloyal leader of an organized opposition, intent on seizing the monarchy. He had, asserted Coke, a large number of sympathizers who would overthrow James, wage war with Spain and promote chaos. Given such a view, the attorney had no other choice but to portray Ralegh as a clear and present danger to the public peace. In this rhetorical situation, conciliatory language might not have aroused the public's attention to the threat represented by the popular ex-military leader. Instead, sharp hyperbole was required to dramatize the defendant's treasonous activities. Coke's vivid characterizations were effective, for Ralegh complained to his adversary: "You try me by the Spanish Inquisition!"

Ralegh's protest acknowledged the severity of the prosecutor's language.

Coke's viewpoint was different, for he argued that Ralegh was guilty of plotting against James himself, and the loyalist
court faction necessarily had to recognize that fact. In
audition, Coke's clear and forceful description of the plot
and the admitted James's most crucial evidence provided
James's most crucial evidence provided valuable evidence which they could use to arouse dormant
supporters of the crown since they desired to maintain his
rule. In this trial Coke's vilification provided reinforcement evidence for those subjects who agreed with
James's claim to the throne. The prosecutor's courtroom
argumentation thus provided a positive rallying point for
those loyalists who endorsed James's rule and had no tolerance
for a traitor like Ralegh.

As chief prosecutor, Coke was the government's advocate
to obtain a verdict against Ralegh and his confederates. He
was successful, for the jury voted Ralegh guilty, and the
judges sentenced him to death. At the conclusion of the trial
when the sentence was pronounced, Ralegh spoke to the court
with "learning, courage and judgment," and he told the judges
that his name had been "half-hanged" by Coke but that "in the
opinion of all men he had been acquitted." Ralegh's
judgment was astute. When two royal messengers arrived at the
palace with the court decision, James asked them their
opinions of the trial. The first praised Ralegh by saying
that "never [had] any man spokelnL, so well in times past, nor
judgment was astute. The second messenger had
more explicit opinion. Upon first seeing Ralegh, the
courier said, "he was so led with the common hatred, that he
would do so in the world to come." The second messenger had
a more explicit opinion. Upon first seeing Ralegh,
the courier said, "he was so led with the common hatred, that he
would have gone a hundred miles to have seen [Ralegh] hanged,
but before his departure from the trial, he would have gone a
thousand to have saved his life."

Regardless of these opinions, James's counselors could
still advise His Majesty that justice had been carried out for
Coke had legally and persuasively secured the necessary
verdict. The judges had decreed the death penalty, and Coke
was left to James to ponder the executions. In a wise
political move, James jailed Ralegh in the Tower of London.
In 1618, when the crown was far more secure, Ralegh was
beheaded. In reality, James's throne was safe immediately
after the trial for Lady Arabella publicly renounced her
claims, and she was rarely heard from the rest of her life.
Ralegh's sympathizers also withdrew, some of whom eventually
left for the New World as colonists.

By 1604 those who supported James I could claim a number
of victories for the plague had ceased, as the conspirators save Ralegh were dead, and competing claims for
the throne were absent. For Coke, whose advocacy was
successful, history has recorded other judgments. One
prominent Knight of James's court who had witnessed the trial
advised that Coke was "full of impertinent phrases," that he
had "behaved himself violently and bitterly" and with "great
provocation to [Ralegh]." Another prominently known
loyalist and trial witness could write only positive reports
of Ralegh's behavior; of Coke's argumentation, not a word was
recorded. It is equally revealing that Lord Cecil, Chief
Judge of the trial, never mentioned Coke or his courtroom
behavior in his private letters about the case. Instead, he
noted that the plot had been stopped in its "infancy" and that
Ralegh had done, "as much as the wit of man could devise to
clear himself." Thirteen years after the trial and on the
night before Coke was removed from his office of Lord Chief
Justice by James I, the eminent Francis Bacon delivered
history's verdict of Coke's victory over Ralegh. "In your
pleadings," said Bacon to Coke, "you were wont to insult over
mastery, and to inveigh bitterly... which bred you many
enemies whose poison yet swelleth, and the effects now
appear." Coke's dismissal--and consequent disgrace--occurred
several years after he had flagrantly and distinctly violated
certain treason trial rules which negatively affected the
rhetorical situation. From 1601 to 1605 Coke served as
advocate in three Oyer and Terminer trials, and in all of them
he was guilty of using epithet, although he was the most
abusive towards Ralegh of all the defendants. As a prosecutor
Coke was expected to develop the crown's case with appropriate
evidence and statute materials, which he did. In addition,
vilification of the defendant's deeds was unusual for the
government's attorney to use since these treason trials
occurred during a period of severe social upheaval when the
monarchy's continuance was in jeopardy.

In contrast with these expectations, Coke arrogated to
himself (perhaps with James's willingness?) the authority to
employ his own discourse rules demonstrably beyond those of
fair play towards the defendant. The distinctly violated
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the crown's interests may have been served by violating Ralegh's rights of expression. The Chief Justice's dismissal from the bench, however, also severed his alignment with the royalist faction, and the advocate quickly renewed his ties with the parliamentarians whom he had left in 1593. Elizabeth had then rebuked Coke for asserting that Parliament members had the right of free speech. Years later, Coke returned to the House of Commons to re-assert his beliefs, and predictably, he became a spokesman for those who shared his views. James, whose relationship with Parliament was tenuous at best, eventually became so angered by Coke's advocacy that he had him thrown into the Tower of London.

It is ironic that Coke and Ralegh were both sent to the Tower by the same king. It is doubly ironic that after his notorious violations of rhetorical ethics in the courtroom Coke eventually became one of Parliament's foremost advocates of the right to free speech.

NOTES

1 Throughout this paper I have used the spelling of Sir Walter's last name which he himself most often used, Ralegh. As Robert Lacey has noted in his biography of the gentleman explorer, Ralegh consistently signed his name without the i throughout his adult life. (Robert Lacey, Sir Walter Raleigh (New York: Atheneum, 1974, xi.) I wish to acknowledge the helpful assistance of the Rev. George Tibbetts, formerly of Magdalen College, Cambridge, and Dr. Barry White, Master of Regent's Park College, Oxford, for their willingness to discuss certain points of this paper with me and Mr. Allan G. Purvis, Superintendent of the Manuscripts Room at the Cambridge University Library, for his helpfulness in locating certain valuable resource materials.

2 The government's indictment of Ralegh charged him with high treason by conspiring "to deprive the King of his government; to alter religion; to bring in the Roman superstition; and to procure foreign enemies to invade the kingdom." It was alleged that Ralegh's conspiratorial partner was the Spanish Ambassador to England and that Ralegh was to receive 600,000 crowns for his role in the plot to bring down the monarch. See Sir Harry L. Stephen, "The Trial of Sir Walter Raleigh," Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, 4th Series, 2 (1919), 172-73.


6 Stephen, p. 185.

7 Lacey, pp. 308-09.

9 According to various sources, Coke was striking in appearance, with a goatee and manicured mustache, dark piercing eyes, and a swarthy complexion. His wardrobe was purchased from the latest London fashions, and the novice attorney dined in an exquisite manner with various political and judicial leaders of the day. During court terms, he kept himself physically fit by walking to and from work; when court was in recess, he sometimes rode horseback in the countryside hunt around Castleacre Priory.

10 Although coke has been criticized as an opportunist, that assertion should not obscure his moral code of behavior. Coke was a dedicated churchman, refused to accept bribes for extrajudicial influence at court, and earned rather than purchased the high government posts which were granted him by royal authority. Campbell, I, 240-47.

11 Campbell, I, 248-49. The Lord Keeper of Parliament, who spoke for the Queen, delivered the rebuke orally to the assembled Parliamentarians: "Liberty of speech is granted you, but you must know what privilege you have; not to speak every one what he listeth, or what cometh in his brain to utter, but your privilege is eye or no. Wherefore, Mr. Speaker, her Majesty's pleasure is, that if you perceive any idle heads which will meddle with the Church and transforming the Commonwealth, and to exhibit such purpose, you receive them not until they be viewed and considered by those who it is fitter should consider of such things and can better judge of them."


13 For example, the Council investigated the sensitive topic of manorial dues to the Crown in 1620. However, unlike the Star Chamber, the Privy Council had a much wider deliberative focus since it could provide advice to the King on any topic of its choice. Thomas Rymer, Foedera ed. Robert Sanderson (London: W. Churchill, 1717), p. 224.

14 The Privy Council cases involved Dutch traders. The cases concerned trading policy with the East Indies and the transportation of iron and metal from the realm by such commerce. Rymer, pp. 170, 273.

15 Rymer, p. 170. In 1619, for example, Coke argued for the implementation of a treaty with the Dutch in order to develop active commerce with the East Indies which were owned by the Netherlands.

16 Campbell, I, 270.

17 The court was judicial in character and contained appointees with either secular and canon law training or both. Mary Anne Everett Green, ed., Calendar of State Papers, Domestic Series of the Reign of James I, 1611-1618 (London: Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans and Roberts, 1858), No. 4, 2 December 1618; No. 64, and No. 65, 23 January 1619; No. 76, 5 June 1619. Also, see Robert Stephens, Letters and Remains of the Lord Chancellor Bacon (London: W. Bowyer, 1734), p. 46.

18 CSPD, No. 51, 29 June 1614.

19 CSPD, No. 112, 26 June 1619.

20 CSPD, No. 87, 26 June 1619. The case was not settled until the fall of 1620.

21 CSPD, No. 112, 26 June 1619.


It is appropriate to mention that both French and Barnes have concluded that the early Court of Star Chamber, i.e., when Coke was a member, was a generally constructive legal institution rather than one which was usually guilty of trespass upon personal rights. Eighty percent of the chamber cases involved property litigation; twenty percent involved such crimes as forgery, perjury, counterfeit coinage, and acts of violence. Thomas G. Barnes, "Star Chamber Litigants and Their Counsel, 1596-1641," in Legal Records and the Historian, ed. J. H. Baker (London: Royal Historical Society, 1972), pp. 9, 13.

23 As Robert Lacey has commented, the treason trial was "intended not to assess guilt but to proclaim it." Lacey, p. 307. The established court procedures allowed the judges to question the accused at the beginning of the trial to develop their case against the defendant. In addition, defendants were allowed neither legal assistance nor advance knowledge of the charges against them. Stephen, pp. 176-81.

24 Criminal Trials, I, 216.

25 William Holdsworth, A History of English Law (London: Methuen & Co., 1924), V, 457. According to Charles Gray, Coke "often reminded" his students "of the importance of going to the sources, of not trusting too much in books." Apparently, Coke's courtroom practice was the same as his instructional practice.


27. Holdsworth, p. 467. And, see Gray, p. 46, n. 6. Gray emphasizes that Coke had a "relish for the classics and the Bible," and a "supply of nonlegal allusions he could call on when something in his legal life suggested an association." Gray asserts that Coke had a "familiarity with general historians," although he "considered them dangerous to the uninitiated as sources for legal history."


30. See William Trufant Foster, Argumentation and Debating, 2nd ed. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1960), pp. 180-87, for an explanation of these logical fallacies.


37. Lacey, p. 307.

IN SEARCH OF THE FOUNDING FATHERS:
HISTORICAL ARGUMENT IN THE LINCOLN-DOUGLAS DEBATES

David Zarefsky
Northwestern University

That public political debates have become the American norm, scarcely a campaign passes without a reference to the Lincoln-Douglas debates of 1858 and a wish that we could somehow recapture the art of argumentation presumably displayed there. In the public mind, the Lincoln-Douglas debates are regarded as the apex of political debate and the subsequent story is one of decline. Interestingly, in the same way that modern commentators seek to "get right" with Lincoln and Douglas, those debaters also took models from an earlier past--from the founding fathers and the recently-deceased Henry Clay, who posthumously was viewed as the nineteenth century's link to the founders of the Revolutionary age.

Although the dominant issue in the Lincoln-Douglas debates was the question of slavery in the territories, both debaters approached that issue indirectly. They discussed conspiracy theories, substantive versus procedural notions of morality, nuances of Constitutional interpretation, and the intentions of the founding fathers. This essay focuses on the last of these categories. It examines the two major historical arguments of the debates, and attempts to explain how this form transformed an impossible situation into a hermeneutic problem. The appeal of the historical argument rests partly in the character of the 1850's, but also in the dynamics of the argument form and the possibilities it affords the debaters.

I.

To trace the historical argument one must begin with Lincoln's speech of June 16 at the Republican state convention. It was in this speech that he quoted the New Testament proclamation, "A house divided against itself cannot stand," and predicted, "Either the northern states or the southern states will have to go down forever." This rephrasing seemed to have Lincoln directly impeaching the fathers. He then pointedly asked, "Why can it not exist divided into free and slave states? Washington, Jefferson, Franklin, Madison, Hamilton, Jay, and the great men of that day, made this government divided into free states and slave states. Our fathers intended that our institutions should differ. They knew that the North and South having different climates, productions and interests, required different institutions." Then the clincher, with "Of course," he insisted, "the twelve slaveholding states would have overruled the one free state, and slavery would have been fastened by a constitutional provision on every inch of the American Republic, instead of being left as our fathers wisely left it, to each state to decide for itself." He was even more emphatic later in the same speech, arguing, "Our fathers intended that our institutions should differ. They knew that the North and South having different climates, productions and interests, required different institutions." Then the clincher, with an obvious note of sarcasm: "This doctrine of Mr. Lincoln's of uniformity among the institutions of the different states is a new doctrine, never dreamed of by Washington, Madison, or the framers of this government. Mr. Lincoln and the Republican party set themselves up as wiser than these men who made this government..."
Douglas took this same basic position in most of the debates. At Freeport he deplored Lincoln as "fooling" down the doctrine that this Union cannot endure divided as our Fathers made it, . . . " As Jonesboro he made a similar statement and added that "the inevitable and irresistible result of Mr. Lincoln's argument was inviting a warfare between the North and the South, to be carried on with ruthless vengeance, until the one section or the other shall be driven to the wall and become the victim of the rapacity of the other." At Quincy the alleged consequence was starvation of Negroes in the South since their numbers would increase but the supply of land on which they might work would not; extinction by starvation would be Lincoln's method of abolition. In the final debate, at Alton, the incident reminded the listeners that he had "reprinted /The house-divided doctrine/ as a slander upon the immortal framers of our Constitution." In contrast, Douglas assured his audiences, his own position was consistent with that of "Washington, Jefferson, Madison, Jay, Hamilton, Franklin, and the other sages and patriots of that day," and would permit continued prosperity since "we will live up to and execute the government upon those principles upon which our fathers established it."\(^3\)

These various statements by Douglas served to resituate Lincoln's position and redefine the issue. He effectively shifted the burden of proof, focusing attention on the house-divided doctrine and forcing Lincoln on the defensive, rather than having to defend his own record in the Senate. And he placed Lincoln symbolically in opposition to the founders and the Union. It must be understood that the veneration of the founding fathers in the 1850's was real and carried with it a sentiment in which, as Strozier puts it, "idealization of the nation's founders" could be "an attempt to establish paternal substitutes."\(^4\) Moreover, history was still viewed, as Edmund Wilson puts it, as a power "which somehow takes possession of men and works out its intentions through them" because the "scientific study of the past had not yet disentangled itself from the doctrine of divine Providence."\(^5\) In such a context, political issues could be presented "as a mere replication of issues already settled at an earlier day. On this view, as Bolte has remarked, the object of any political campaign was to revive public virtue by invoking the precedent of the founding fathers."\(^6\) The closest modern parallels might be the wave of emotion following the introduction of the Nebraska Bill in 1854 no one could be found who had asserted the contrary. "I think I may defy Judge Douglas," Lincoln boasted at Galena, "to show that he ever said so, that Washington ever said so, that any member of Congress ever said so, or that any living man upon the whole earth ever said so, until the necessities of the present policy of the Democratic party, in regard to slavery, had to invent that affirmation." From this standpoint it was easy for Lincoln to conclude, as he did at Jonesboro, that Douglas "has himself been chiefly instrumental in changing the policy of the fathers" by retreating from the ideals embodied in the Declaration.\(^7\)
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He did even more than that. By suggesting that the only alternative to a nation half slave and half free was sectional warfare, Douglas placed his argument, in opposition to the symbol of Union, which--like the founders--exercized a strong pull upon the loyalties of Americans during the Middle Period. This charge also put Lincoln on the defensive and required that he disassociate himself from the more radical implications of the house-divided doctrine. But as he did that, Douglas would be ready to charge him with tailoring his views to the wishes of his audience, saying different things in different parts of the state, and ultimately being a man devoid of principle. All told, Douglas's introduction of the historical argument was a powerful strategic move.

Lincoln, however, was not without argumentative resources. Chief among them was that the attitudes of the founders on the future course of slavery were equivocal. As Forgie put it, the record "is so complex and ambiguous that only someone with the desire to make a political case, combined with a high talent for explaining away the starkest contradictions, could torture the record into a single--let alone coherent--position for or against slavery."\(^8\) Nevertheless, the veneration accorded to the founders made divining their intentions an important enterprise, and "one of the standing debates of the ante-bellum generation was whether the Constitution had been meant by them to be a pro- or an anti-slavery document." In other words, there were topos to which each side could appeal.

Lincoln's topos appear to have been drawn heavily from Salmon P. Chase's anti-Douglas polemic of 1854, the "Appeal of the Independent Democrats." Two basic arguments formed his position. First, he denied that the founders made the nation half slave and half free; rather, they found that any President ever said so, that any member of Congress ever said so, or that any living man on the whole earth ever said so, until the introduction of the Nebraska Bill in 1854 no one could be found who had asserted the contrary. "I think I may defy Judge Douglas," Lincoln boasted at Galena, "to show that he ever said so, that Washington ever said so, that any President ever said so, or that any living man upon the whole earth ever said so, until the necessities of the present policy of the Democratic party, in regard to slavery, had to invent that affirmation." From this standpoint it was easy for Lincoln to conclude, as he did at Jonesboro, that Douglas "has himself been chiefly instrumental in changing the policy of the fathers" by retreating from the ideals embodied in the Declaration.\(^9\) Although
The Declaration of Independence had no legal status, Lincoln insisted, because it was more fundamental than the Constitution as an expression of American values. In particular, he regarded the ideal of equal opportunity as the most basic foundation of Union. In a speech in August of 1858, he went so far as to identify the Declaration with the doctrine of Genesis that man is created in the divine image. Both of Lincoln's arguments rested upon the fact that the nation was part slave and part free at its inception, and to discuss the intent or motive of the founders through the use of arguments from sign.

Douglas attempted to discredit these claims with a sign argument of his own. Many of the founders, including Jefferson, were themselves slave owners. How could they have written the statement, "all men are created equal," intending it to apply to slaves, and continue to own slaves themselves? Either Lincoln was incorrect or the founders stood exposed of the basest hypocrisy. The latter possibility was easily dismissed in an age which so venerated the founders, so their ownership of the Declaration represented slaveholding constituencies, and reminding his audience that "no one of them emancipated his slaves, much less put them on an equality with himself, after he signed the Declaration," the incumbent asked whether "every man who signed the Declaration of Independence declared the negro his equal, and then was hypocrite enough to continue to hold him as a slave, in violation of what he believed to be the law of God?"

How then did Douglas account for the "created equal" phrase in the Declaration? Clearly, the signers had no reference to the negro whatever when they declared all men to be created equal. They desired to express by that phrase, white men, men of European birth and European descent, and had no reference either to the negro, the savage Indians, the Fejee, the Malay, or any other inferior and degraded race... The purpose of the phrase, Douglas insisted, was to establish the equality of men born in America and in Britain. Although colonial dependence on the mother country was described in the metaphor of "slavery," still there is no evidence that the signers collectively passed judgment on the nation's peculiar institution. In this respect Douglas's historical claim was closer to the mark than was Lincoln's. The challenger, not the incumbent, was again placed in the role of deviant from the viewpoint of the founders.

Douglas sought to destroy Lincoln's other claim by arguing that it was not any legislation which had kept slavery out of the Northwest Territory, it was factors of economics and climate. As proof, he pointed out that, notwithstanding the Northwest Ordinance, slavery persisted for many years in the Northwest Territory, including Illinois. It was finally abandoned when it was clearly unprofitable. The Ordinance had been ineffective in ridding the Northwest Territory of slavery; it was the market which did it. So, if neither the Declaration of Independence nor the actions of the early Congress supported Lincoln's view of the will of the founders, then Douglas was back to the position which he had taken at the outset: he was the true heir of the founding fathers whereas Lincoln, the closet abolitionist, was challenging the wisdom of the past and threatening disunion.

To avert such a judgment, Lincoln would need to elaborate and defend his own theory of history. He did so by the device which Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca have labeled dissociation—breaking a previously unitary concept into parts for the purpose of rejecting one while accepting the other. First, he took the term "equality" and examined its various aspects. At Ottawa and again at Quincy, Lincoln explained that his reading of the Declaration of Independence did not entail social equality for the Negro. Remarking that there was a physical difference between the races and that he agreed with Douglas that his own race should have the superior position, he then added "that notwithstanding all this, there is no reason in the world why the negro is not entitled to all the natural rights enumerated in the Declaration of Independence, the right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness." He then proceeded to make the dissociation explicit: "I agree with Judge Douglas /that the negro/ is not my equal in many respects—certainly not in color, perhaps not in moral or intellectual endowment. But in the right to eat the bread, without leave of anybody else, which his own hand earns, he is my equal and the equal of Judge Douglas, and the equal of every living man." Social equality was one thing, but equality in basic rights was another.

This dissociation enabled Lincoln to reduce the apparent radicalism of his position. The equality which Lincoln defended was, after all, a flimsy reed. He was saying only that the founders opposed slavery, without implying that either they or he would favor any change to improve the status of the Negro. Still, this first dissociation did not enable Lincoln to answer Douglas's charge that he must be accusing the founders of gross hypocrisy since so many of them were slaveowners. For this purpose Lincoln drew a second distinction between the legal and the political, as fact and as norm, between empirical description and ideal principle. This distinction had been made a year earlier in his Springfield speech of June 26, 1857; but it did not surface in the debates until the last encounter, at Alton, where Lincoln read from his earlier speech. The founders, he noted, "did not mean to assert the obvious untruth, that all were then actually enjoying that equality, nor yet, that they were about to confer it immediately upon them... They meant simply to declare the right so that the enforcement of it might follow as fast as circumstances should permit."

He reached this conclusion, he explained in the earlier Springfield speech, because the phrase, "all men are created equal," could be "of no practical use in effecting our separation from Great Britain, and it was placed in the Declaration not for that, but for future use." What Lincoln was suggesting was that the Declaration ought to be viewed not as a fact but as a proposition—in precisely the sense that the Gettysburg Address later described the nation as dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal. It was a statement to be proved, and the proof would come in the life of the country. Therefore, as Basler put it, "American democracy, as an active, living thing, meant...
to Lincoln the verification or proving of the proposition to which its very existence was in the beginning dedicated. The important thing was that, to prove the proposition, history should be a path of steady progress toward the realization of the objective; Americans needed especially to be on guard against retrogressive moves. As Lincoln quoted himself at Alton, the framers of the Declaration meant to set up a standard maxim for free society which should be familiar to all; constantly looked to, constantly labored for, and even though never perfectly attained, constantly approximated and thereby constantly spreading and deepening its influence...

This formulation made it much easier for Lincoln to characterize Douglas as the transgressor against the founding fathers. If the founders had endorsed not so much an end state as a tendency, then one could reconcile their belief with their own ownership of slaves. They regarded slavery as an evil which must end sometime, even though they recognized that the world was not yet ready for abolition. So long as people believed that slavery was an evil which must someday end, its actual presence in American society was of less concern to Lincoln. That was what he meant in asserting in almost every debate that the founders had placed slavery where the public mind would rest in the belief that it was in the course of ultimate extinction. What Lincoln championed was therefore a return to the vision of the founding fathers. This argumentative stance was consistent with a prominent nineteenth-century theme, that reform was conservative, "an effort to restore an America which had somehow been lost or subverted." In this case it was clear that the subverter was Douglas himself, first because he needlessly encouraged agitation over the slavery question by introducing the Nebraska Bill and then because he proclaimed that "he don't care" whether slavery was voted up or down. His stance was required by the logic of popular sovereignty but was at odds with the moral judgment which Lincoln imputed to the fathers. So Douglas was the deviant, and the way to restore the spirit of the Revolution was by supporting his Republican challenger.

With this response, Lincoln revealed a significant difference in the ways he and Douglas argued from history. Douglas took the past on its own terms, finding in it factual confirmation for his claims about the origin of the present situation. For him, history was a path of documentary evidence. Lincoln, in contrast, viewed history as dynamic, and he projected into the future from the motives he attributed to the past. In this way, history has a narrative continuity; it is a source of stories rather than documents. The appeal of Lincoln's historical argument is largely in the story it tells of the declension from the vision of the fathers, a calamity for which Douglas is identified as the chief villain. Consistent with the theory of Alasdair MacIntyre, the moral argument on which Lincoln ultimately triumphs is both embedded in and bolstered by the historical narrating, and the narrative form enhances the credibility of Lincoln's position.

For all that, however, Lincoln's claim still begged the question. It began with an argument from residues—since the "created equal" phrase was not put in the Declaration for immediate needs (itself a disputed point), it must have been intended as a maxim for the future. This assumption then "proved" what the founders wished to be slavery's ultimate fate, and that in turn "proved" that Douglas was the apostate. Douglas's position likewise depended upon an assumption, that the Constitution rather than the Declaration was the origin of American government and that the framers of the Constitution, in the name of the popular sovereignty principle, deliberately made the new nation part slave and part free.

The Lincoln-Douglas debates exposed the potency of the historical argument, convincing each "that his position would be unassailable if he could trace it back to the Founding Fathers." But each probably was unsatisfied with his defense of his historical claims since, as noted above, they rested at key points on assumption or inference rather than evidence. During 1859, each sought to remedy that defect by studying early American history. Douglas "withdrew from the Library of Congress such standard works as The Federalist, Jonathan Elliot's Debates, and the first six volumes of George Bancroft's History of the United States,..." The result of his inquiry was an article published in Harper's that fall, which extensively reviewed the acts and statements of the fathers in an attempt therein to ground the principle of popular sovereignty. For Lincoln, "long hours were spent poring over materials in the Illinois State Library and in digesting Elliot's Debates on the Federal Constitution," a research program whose fruits were evident in February, 1860, when Lincoln spoke at Cooper Union and examined seriatim the views of the Founders about the peculiar institution, in order to support the claim advanced in the debates that they had wished to place it in the course of ultimate extinction.

II.

Although the primary historical argument concerned the views of the founding fathers, there was an important secondary argument which both helps to explain the election results and suggests an important caution for political debaters about employing this argument form. Just as both Lincoln and Douglas sought to "get right" with the Founding Fathers, so each saw himself as the true descendant of Henry Clay. The sage of Ashland had been in the grave for only six years, but already his place in the pantheon of heroes was secure, particularly as the growing national discord over slavery brought the values of his compromising spirit into sharp relief. But there was a more specific political reason for Lincoln and Douglas to try to claim the legacy of Clay: he was the patron saint of the Old Line Whigs of central Illinois on whose votes the outcome of the election would be determined. They were characterized both by a "traditional hostility to Lecomfo Democracy" and "a deep aversion for the excesses of abolitionism."

In seeking the Clay mantle, Lincoln emphasized his own Whig heritage and proclaimed Clay his "true ideal" of a statesman—although, as Douglas noted, Lincoln had deserted Clay for Taylor in 1848 when it was clear that the Great Compromiser had no chance to win. More to the point, Lincoln insisted that Clay's views on slavery were similar to his own. He favored not abolition but gradual emancipation, and he particularly opposed the introduction of slavery into new territory. Clay had said,
Douglas, however, was not without arguments to claim the mantle of Clay. Mainly, he suggested that Clay embodied the spirit of compromise which Lincoln's radicalism disrupted. His complaint against Lincoln on this score was based on the premise that Lincoln was part of an effort to disband the Whig party and move it toward abolitionism. At Freeport, for instance, Douglas charged, "Lincoln went to work to dissolve the Old Line Whig party. Clay was dead, and although the sod was not yet green on his grave, this man undertook to bring into disrepute those great compromise measures of 1850, with which Clay and Webster were identified." The argument was developed at greater length at Charleston, in the heart of the Whig country, and was succinctly summarized, albeit exaggerated, in the final debate at Alton. As Douglas there recalled history, in 1850, "we Democrats, with Cass at our head, welcomed Henry Clay, whom the whole nation regarded as having been preserved by God for the times. He became our leader in that great EWA, and we rallied around him the same as the Whigs rallied around Old Hickory in 1832, to put down nullification." The incumbent here was engaging in hyperbole, since the Democrats had not rallied around Clay's version of the compromise measures but his own separation of the omnibus bill, and since the Whig party had not even been formed in 1832. But it was an effective appeal to Clay's memory, all the same.

Not surprisingly, Lincoln was upset at Douglas's pretensions to the legacy of Clay. In a speech shortly before the Charleston debate, he said that "as to Douglas being of any kin to him, everybody knows they never had a single feeling in union, and that Douglas was one of his most virulent abusers while living." (One thinks immediately of Edward Kennedy's 1980 protest that Ronald Reagan had no right to quote Franklin Delano Roosevelt.) Some historians have supported the Clay-Douglas analogy, though; for example, Cain explains that when Clay voiced opposition to the spread of slavery, he "was speaking of slavery in new societies and governments, not of the western territories, where the Great Compromiser was content to depend on Mexican law or the dictates of the Supreme court." Lincoln's protest may have been indirect evidence of the effectiveness of the Little Grant's argument to the old Whigs. What is more, it was aided by a powerful inartistic proof.

This episode suggests an important limitation on the historical argument. For maximum effectiveness, it must be grounded in a past sufficiently out of reach for there to be no authoritative eyewitnesses. The appeal to the founding fathers met this requirement ideally. The positive symbolic value of the fathers was nearly universal, but the "text" was sufficiently ambiguous to generate a range of rival interpretations. Their effectiveness depended upon the abilities of competing arguers to weave together a realistic narrative. The availability of eyewitness testimony or designated heirs weakens this ambiguity, and turns the historical argument from a hermeneutic pursuit into an inartistic proof. When that happens, the historical argument is skewed in the direction of the eyewitness. It is no longer a balanced approach available to both sides of a dispute over essentially contested ideas. The Lincoln-Douglas debates illustrate both the artistic and the inartistic variations of the historical argument, and they reveal also the relative effectiveness of documents and stories as forms of support. In this way they contribute to our understanding of the more general phenomenon which Reid has labeled "the rhetoric of history."
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Cox and Willard's introductory essay in Advances in Argumentation Theory and Research represents the first systematic attempt to understand the history of argumentation research within our field. The essay serves as a function well, delineating the major trends and placing them in a general relationship with one another. Nevertheless, owing to the breadth of the subject and the brevity of the essay, the authors can do no more than survey the literature, and often subtle points of interconnection remain unexamined. In particular, Cox and Willard present evidence of an unrecognized continuity between the older tradition and the more recent scholarly efforts within the field. Amidst the manifold changes that occur, a fundamental problem seems to persist, and that is an awkwardness in matching theory with concrete practices. The scholarly effort either centers on discrete and isolated events or on theory per se, and the footing in the middle ground between the two remains unstable and hazardous. The result is a consistent failure to engage the objects of our study in a theoretically interesting fashion. Moreover, we believe that once this problem is appreciated, the history of the field itself suggests a corrective, and thus our purpose is to combine certain recent theoretical insights with the interests of the older tradition in an effort to discover a middle ground for the study of argument.

Cox and Willard demonstrate that our scholarship proceeds from a stable but worrisome pattern of "applied formalism" to a more vigorous but rather unstable effort to conceive new foundations for the discipline. Within the original pattern, the subjects of study did not seem problematic. Pedagogically the field centered on forensic contests, and critically it dealt with the documents from the history of public address. But neither side of this project yielded much theoretical insight into the character of argument. Directed as it was toward a self-regulated contest, forensics pedagogy stressed rules-of-thumb rather than matters of deeper intellectual interest. And the historical-critical scholarship proved unable to grasp the argumentative action within the texts it surveyed. Cox and Willard clearly indicate that a major impediment to this goal: the dominant theory of applied formalism involved a gross form of reductionism. In their words, the approach sought to "uncover the essential (logical) structure of an argument -- to reduce the manifest rhetorical appearance to its underlying [real] form. Such reductionism often was accomplished through the use of a formal language such as symbolic logic or various descriptions of inductive and deductive modes of reasoning." In other words, the substantive and circumstantial aspects of any particular argument were divorced from force of argument qua argument. The latter was entirely a matter of abstract rules of inference.

This stance involved a paradox. The existing rationale for rhetorical scholarship depended upon a dichotomy between rhetoric and poetic that stressed the radical particularity of rhetorical discourses. On this view, poetic addressed abiding and universal concerns, while rhetoric was bound to the circumstances of a unique situation. Yet, when scholars attended to the argumentation in rhetorical texts, their method alienated them entirely from the case at hand. The logical containers of applied formalism condensed the data into abstractions that strained against the presumed requirements of the critical enterprise. Consequently, the scholarship stuttered between the solidity of particular argumentative performances and the disembodied canons used to evaluate the strength of arguments. Without access to a space between these poles, there existed no conceptual mechanism for negotiating a rhetorical rather than purely logical basis for argument theory.

This inconsistency in the research program proved especially debilitating because it went unrecognized. It was not just that the scholarship was theoretically barren; more important, without a precise location of the problem, there seemed no resource for effecting an internal corrective. That is, the theoretical problem appeared as purely theoretical rather than as the subtle and more profound difficulty of aligning the theory and the subject to one another. In fact, the prolonged alienation of theory from the particular objects of study discouraged formulation of the issue in these terms. Moreover, contemporary scholars exploring new avenues of inquiry still fail to appreciate the basic dilemma of the earlier scholarship and thus, in our judgment, do not recognize the way its effects contaminate their thinking. Their exists a tendency toward over-correction that allows the errors of the past to work their mischief even in the work of those who strive to eliminate them. This irony displays itself most clearly in the way that the notions of "paradigm" and "paradigm change" appear in our literature.

Since the mid-1960s, attacks against applied formalism have gained increasing force, and it is now evident that this approach has become passé. Current trends in the field, however, sprawl in many directions, and they seem unified only in the negative, in their common rejection of older ways of thinking. Cox and Willard characterize this situation as a pre-disciplinary phase marked by "paradigmatic disputes." Their assessment is consistent with the commonly accepted view of current conditions, but we believe that the reference to the term "paradigm" and the implied association with Kuhn's theory of disciplinary change are somewhat misleading. Our reservations arise both from the basic meaning of the term itself and from our understanding of Kuhn's use of it.

The Greek word paradigmata literally means a showing beside or along side of. Its primary meaning of "pattern", "model", or "example" follows
Adjustment turns into revolutionary change as the anomalies of the old paradigm theory have been adjusted. In extreme instances, such changes primarily in response to the choice of exemplary models. In the process, much in the spirit of Kuhn's work, they shifted the weight of philosophic interest from static, a priori categories to grounded argumentative practice.

Kuhn's conception of paradigm is broadly similar to, although somewhat more complex than, the Greek conception. For him, the paradigm is still an exemplary case, a particular study or experiment that serves as a model for inquiry within a science. In modern scientific disciplines, not one but many paradigm cases direct the course of thought and these cases are linked by family resemblance into an interlocking relationship. Abstract theory consists in the effort to reduce these various paradigms to their essential features. But such "theories" are second order phenomena: the more concrete paradigms actually account for the coherence of a discipline, and the configuration of a discipline changes primarily in response to the choice of exemplary models. Unlike abstract precepts, paradigms are intimately connected with the data contained in a discipline, and hence, for Kuhn, no categorial distinction exists between observed facts and theory, since paradigms adjust both simultaneously. Theory then does not arise from the accumulation of brute data, but the data accumulated within a science does play a decisive role in the creation and revision of dominant paradigms. The reflective-for-paradigm change, in fact, occurs precisely when scholars detect a tension between observed data and paradigmatic expectations. This circumstance yields the perception of an anomaly — an awareness that the theoretical principles implicit in the paradigmatic matrix cannot account for some aspects of the subject under investigation. In turn, this awareness prompts "more or less extended exploration of the area of anomaly. And it closes only when the paradigm theory has been adjusted so that the anomaly has become the expected." In extreme instances, such adjustment turns into revolutionary change as the anomalies of the old system become paradigms for a new one. In all instances, however, paradigm change remains closely linked to efforts to explain the phenomena studied in the discipline.

Following this account of "paradigm" and "paradigm change", we would expect that the critique of applied formalism, at least in some considerable measure, would stress the failure to account for much of what happens in public argument. And indeed, it is simple enough to show that this "paradigm" cannot account for salient features of its classic objects of study: to reduce the argumentation of such oratorical masters as Cicero, Burke, Webster, or Lincoln solely to a priori logical forms involves omission or distortion of such that is crucial. Yet, the critique of applied formalism makes little reference to problems of this order. Complaints about the tension between the theory and the phenomena found in the texts are usually general. For the most part, the critique centers on the inadequacy of applied formalism as a general theory considered from an abstract perspective.

Cox and Willard provide subtle but important evidence to support the claim we have just made. In analyzing the causes leading to the demise of applied formalism, they stress its character as a perspective "grounded in a priori assumptions about Being and Knowledge." In other words, the animus for change refers to the superstructure; the key issues are ontological and epistemological, and they ground themselves in general philosophic conceptions rather than anomalies located within in the subject studied. Thus, it is not surprising to discover that the original momentum for change arises from sources external to the discipline, from "scholars who were outside the field of argumentation proper."

Yet, the philosophical wind immediately pushed down the conceptual propm upon which our tradition rested. If formalism was inadequate even in the Rhetoric, it seems to us that the more expansive sense of "model" or "pattern" (as in the case of ethical systems) should be a modal for inquiry within a science. As Cicero, Burke, Webster, or Lincoln taught us, and as Kuhn himself noted, the criteria for judging a "paradigm" are not some abstract standards developed in the abstract qualities defining a virtue, but by emulating the character of a specific person who exemplified that virtue. One could learn to be courageous, for example, by referring to the character of Achilles as it is revealed through the Iliad's narration of his actions. This is still an exemplary case, a particular study or experiment that serves as a model for inquiry within a science. In modern scientific disciplines, not one but many paradigm cases direct the course of thought, and these cases are linked by family resemblance into an interlocking relationship. Abstract theory consists in the effort to reduce these various paradigms to their essential features. But such "theories" are second order phenomena: the more concrete paradigms actually account for the coherence of a discipline, and the configuration of a discipline changes primarily in response to the choice of exemplary models. Unlike abstract precepts, paradigms are intimately connected with the data contained in a discipline, and hence, for Kuhn, no categorial distinction exists between observed facts and theory, since paradigms adjust both simultaneously. Theory then does not arise from the accumulation of brute data, but the data accumulated within a science does play a decisive role in the creation and revision of dominant paradigms. The reflective-for-paradigm change, in fact, occurs precisely when scholars detect a tension between observed data and paradigmatic expectations. This circumstance yields the perception of an anomaly — an awareness that the theoretical principles implicit in the paradigmatic matrix cannot account for some aspects of the subject under investigation. In turn, this awareness prompts"more or less extended exploration of the area of anomaly. And it closes only when the paradigm theory has been adjusted so that the anomaly has become the expected." In extreme instances, such adjustment turns into revolutionary change as the anomalies of the old system become paradigms for a new one. In all instances, however, paradigm change remains closely linked to efforts to explain the phenomena studied in the discipline.

Following this account of "paradigm" and "paradigm change", we would expect that the critique of applied formalism, at least in some considerable measure, would stress the failure to account for much of what happens in public argument. And indeed, it is simple enough to show that this "paradigm" cannot account for salient features of its classic objects of study: to reduce the argumentation of such oratorical masters as Cicero, Burke, Webster, or Lincoln solely to a priori logical forms involves omission or distortion of such that is crucial. Yet, the critique of applied formalism makes little reference to problems of this order. Complaints about the tension between the theory and the phenomena found in the texts are usually general. For the most part, the critique centers on the inadequacy of applied formalism as a general theory considered from an abstract perspective.

Cox and Willard provide subtle but important evidence to support the claim we have just made. In analyzing the causes leading to the demise of applied formalism, they stress its character as a perspective "grounded in a priori assumptions about Being and Knowledge." In other words, the animus for change refers to the superstructure; the key issues are ontological and epistemological, and they ground themselves in general philosophic conceptions rather than anomalies located within in the subject studied. Thus, it is not surprising to discover that the original momentum for change arises from sources external to the discipline, from "scholars who were outside the field of argumentation proper."
long enough to offer a point of resistance around which anomalous data could be collected and against which emerging paradigms could be tested. Instead, there was a stampede toward grounded theory see eg in any and all of its manifold forms. The field experienced not paradigmatic dispute but a war of competing meta-theories imported from external sources, and each of these meta-theories brought in its train a new conception of the subject of study. We engaged in speculation about grounded theory without clear reference to a domain of action where observable practice constrained the range of theory. Grounded theory, in short, had itself become an abstract concept.

Viewed in this way, the history of the field reveals the appearance of symmetrically opposed core problems. The older scholarship, burdened with inflexible and inappropriate theoretical presumptions, could not engage its subject matter in a way that yielded theoretically interesting paradigms. The recent scholarship, freed of this burden, appears to have lost the content of the discipline in rejecting the containers of applied formalism, and thus it is unable to locate a sufficiently stable subject matter for the formation of paradigm cases. To state the problem in these terms, of course, is to suggest a remedy. The strength of each approach complements the weakness of the other. The old core subject of the discipline -- political rhetoric -- still awaits concerted and systematic analysis from a grounded perspective that allows interplay between the theory of argument and the practices that characterize the actual conduct of argument.

At this point, we need to clarify the scope of our proposal. We are not issuing a manifesto for the field, but only suggesting a line of inquiry that we ourselves intend to pursue. We do not believe that political rhetoric exhausts the field of argumentation. Nor are we committed to any claim about its priority over argumentation appearing in other domains. That we can safely claim is that, wherever else it may occur, practical argument manifests itself in a particularly clear and obvious way in deliberation about issues of public concern. Moreover, while this subject is vast and complex, we already have a canon of literature that marks reasonable and manageable limits for its study. And finally, recent thought in political theory suggests that deliberative rhetoric offers an arena in which the interconnection between theory and practice becomes a central and defining feature of the subject studied.

We refer to the concept of political judgment first suggested by Hannah Arendt and later elaborated by Ronald Beiner. We are only aware of the danger of simply forcing this notion from political theory into the field of argumentation. Consequently, we intend only to outline its main features and then attempt to establish a paradigm of its operation by analyzing a classic text from the rhetorical tradition.

The concept of political judgment emerges from the effort to explain rationality in politics in terms that avoid strict logic of entailment. On this view, the essence of politics consists in deliberative discourse, and deliberation, since it looks forward to action in diverse and changing circumstances, cannot suffer reduction to static principles. Indeed the deliberative process engages judgment, a form of mental activity that is not bound to rules, is not subject to explicit specification of its mode of operation (unlike methodical rationality), and comes into play beyond the confines of rule-governed intelligence. At the same time, judgment is not without rule or reason, but must arrive for general validity. This "general validity" establishes a standard for a modified rationality, and the act of judging embodies such rationality for at least two reasons. First, judgment demands public justification. It requires support from good reasons which, if they do not compel necessary assent, does at least gain intersubjective approval. Second, although the act of judgment always refers to some particular courses of action, the faculty of judgment requires the ability to align a case at hand with principles of action. These principles, of course, do not exist in a tidy hierarchical order, and their application to a specific situation is never formulaic. But rather they are a repertoire of semi-coherent, partially realized patterns gleaned from experience and capable of achieving completion as they touch the substance of an actual situation. Political judgment, then, is the meeting ground between the flux of political circumstance and the reflexive principles that guide our sense of continuity in the public world. It is the catalyst that gives order to the reality of our particular experiences as it gives the substance of the particular to our conceptions of order.

The special, synthetic character of judgment perhaps emerges most clearly by reference to its ambiguous placement in relation to space and time. It is equally possible to locate judgment within or in opposition to the local and temporal circumstances which frame the act of judging. On the one hand, following Gadamer's interpretation of phronesis, we can stress the immediate presence of this frame and consider judgment as a product of the requirements of practical action. Judgment then appears to emerge in and through a particular set of circumstances; it is teleological, adaptive, and heteronomous (i.e. adjusted to the opinions of others who participate in the community of judging subjects). On the other hand, following Kant, we can stress the need for the judging subject to stand outside the flow of time and events in order to establish critical distance from the object of judgment. Judgment then becomes a product of an "enlarged mentality"; it is contemplative and autonomous, completely liberated from the pressure of teleological concerns and the vagaries of competing opinions.

Beiner demonstrates that an adequate theory of political judgment must balance these two conceptions. Sound political deliberation must acknowledge the difference between the two even as it incorporates both. That is, political judgment demands not only the distance necessary to assume "responsibility for mediating between universal and particular," but also responsiveness to "the contingent circumstances that impinge upon and therefore condition the mediation." Political judgment, therefore, stands in both a direct and mediated relationship to the particular. It involves principles that rise above but do not subsume the particular, and
thus it moves in and beyond the time and place of deliberation without resting at either level. In short, political judgment yields principles that simultaneously arise from, adhere to, and extend beyond the contingencies of a particular situation.

Reiner insists, logically enough, that this whole process can appear only in discursive form. Consequently, a slight extension of his terminology yields the conclusion that the manifestation of political judgment best fitted political rhetoric. Or, to approach the point from a different angle, we can say that the subject of political argumentation is the discursive manifestation of judgment. This formulation, we believe, involves more than just tinkering with the language of a political scientist. Reiner himself recognizes the close connection between his theory of judgment and Aristotle’s conception of the function of rhetoric.14 And perhaps more important is the unrecognised but striking correlation between Reiner’s two dimensions of judgment — that which is located directly in and that which stands outside the time and space of action — and the traditional tool of delimitative argument, the expedient and the honorable.

In any event, to pursue this connection between judgment and argument is almost automatically to reconfigure the status of argumentation theory. Since judgment does not submit to but rather embodies theory, some of our traditional assumptions about constructing and testing theory lose their force. Such conceptions as the statistical representation of the data surveyed and the logical coherence of theoretical precepts become, at best, second order issues. Instead, theory is forced to the ground, since theorists themselves must exercise the same kind of situated judgment that argumentative performance exhibits. Just as the arguer must generate principles within and through the fabric of the particular case, so must the student of argument comprehend the principles that inform and are informed by the discursive action within particular texts. Theorists become critics who center their attention on concrete events, but who assess each text simultaneously at different levels. They judge both the substantive and artisanic features of argument while recognizing that these features exist only in their situated relationship to one another, and they must deal with forms of argumentative action as they appear in concrete arguments. This is not to say, however, that the principles operating in each text are entirely unique. It is possible to generate a body of principles, to place them in some sort of relationship to one another, and to transfer principles from paradigm cases to other cases. In fact, without such conceptual mechanisms, the theorist could hardly locate the space needed to judge arguments from a perspective beyond the particular. Nevertheless, these theoretical principles do not form a self-contained, disembodied unity. They constantly change in nature, number, and relationship as their manifestations in argument are recognized. And they resist simple, direct application to other, more particular, cases, since they actually function in argument only as they are instantiated and adapted to the particular. Theoretical precepts, in sum, play a role in argumentation scholarship, but as an amolla to rather than as the subject of study. Theory ends not in comprehension of abstract coherence, but in the development of the faculty of judging how particular arguments do their work.

To this point, we have only sketched the rudiments of a theory of argumentation based on the concept of political judgment. An adequate understanding and assessment of this approach requires a much more detailed and careful account of its nature. Nevertheless, mindful of our own warnings against ungrounded speculation about grounded theory, we are reluctant to pursue this matter in general terms. Further elaboration seems pointless unless we refer to concrete pieces that demand explanation of principles in the context of their use.

Fortunately, the literature of political rhetoric offers a notable case where the problem of judgment emerges as a central issue both in principle and in practical application. Edmund Burke’s “Speech to the Electors of Bristol,” an acknowledged but largely neglected masterpiece of oratory, directly engages the issues we have just set out in abstract terms. In that speech, Burke defines the proper stance in time and space for legislative judgment, then attempts to show that his specific actions conform with this definition, and throughout he subtly blends his actions and his concepts so that they mutually reinforce one another. The whole of this effort establishes a paradigm of judgment designed to vindicate the orator and win the consent of the audience that is to judge his merits as their representative. In the following pages, we present a critical reading of that speech with a view toward understanding its concrete rhetorical texture even as we explore its significance as a paradigm case.

Delivered at a moment of domestic and international crisis, the Bristol address commands the added interest of historical drama. Moved abroad, religious strife at home, and wildly shifting commercial arrangements had loosened the Whig’s somewhat complacent hold on political affairs. Burke, too, felt the shifting winds: Bristol electors, grown impatient with his absenteeism, now pressed Burke to attend with greater fidelity to their interests. And, in fact, Burke and the city, preferring instead to maintain London quarters. Wittingly or not, Burke’s conduct suggested a certain aristocratic tincture, a coloring not easily blended with the industrial complexion of the city. While its representative pursued the lofty ideals of Rockingham Whiggery, Bristol found its hold on protected markets increasingly tenuous. The war with America, uncertain and often bitter relations with Ireland, and fervent anti-Catholic sentiment preoccupied Burke’s attention. And when, in the eye of the Bristol electors, not enough was desired toward them, a general election promised relief. Burke’s speech thus comes at a propitious moment, a turning point in his career located amidst crises of state, and more than that, it comes just as British political history waves between the reform pressure of the bourgeoisie and the traditional perspectives of the aristocracy. Nowhere is this tension more palpable than in the argument about the role of the representative. At least since the Wilkes controversy of 1769, the idea that a representative might rightfully exercise his judgment independent of the expressed wishes of the community
had become a matter of heated controversy. The representative, many argued, ought to receive and act upon the instructions of his constituency; to do otherwise was to abrogate a basic political trust.

Burke, then, faces a challenge as an individual, as representative for Bristol, and as a symbol, as representative of an established but increasingly unpopular paradigm of legislative judgment. Even the most cursory reading of the speech indicates that Burke grapples with both problems. On its surface, the speech clearly partitions itself into five sections, each treating an ostensibly different theme. The brief introduction expressly addresses the main principle, as the orator explains the benefits of independent judgment in politics. The next four sections, following in the sequence of a well-ordained brief, respond to the specific charges -- that Burke had neglected his constituents, had acted against their interests in the matter of Irish trade policy, had ignored his clearly voiced sentiments in supporting Beauchamp's bill to reform penalties against debtors, and had offended public opinion in supporting Saville's measures for relief of Roman Catholics.

Under more careful scrutiny, however, the local movement among discrete arguments gives way to a different and more global pattern of development. The four sections constituting the body of the speech appear less as self-contained arguments than as narratives that repeatedly instantiate principles announced in the introduction. These four "stories" provide a series of disclosures, each meant to illuminate Burke's principles by revealing their successful operation in action, each meant to illuminate Burke's actions by reference to a single set of principles incarnated in different circumstances. Taken separately, the narratives unfold along conventional lines, framing situations and events within historical boundaries. Taken together, they move in a slow inexorable circle, as they loop back to their genesis in principle and thereby clarify moments of exemplary judgment. The movement of the text is accordingly complex, its course determined by the braided threads of principle and action, by the interlocking structures or political time and space.

Burke's introductory remarks quickly and efficiently establish the parameters of the situation. Faced with the demands of the election and uncertain of its outcome, Burke is politician enough to realize he must reassert popular support. He desires, therefore, "to take the authentic sense of my friends upon a business of so much delicacy." In fact, public opinion will determine whether Burke continues the canvass at all; he will, at all events, respect the wishes of the electorate. This nod toward his audience, however, is immediately succeeded by a resolute claim to retain autonomy in judging deliberative issues. Even as Burke identifies his relationship to the city as that of "an honest servant in the equity of a candid and discerning master," he insists that his role is not to act as obsequious dependence. As a representative called to account for his actions, he desires the opportunity for apology or excuse and moves instead into the objective light of public space, a realm where all can judge for themselves what character discloses. "I have lived too long to be satisfied by apologies," he says, "or to stand in need of them. The people to whom I have owed has been in open day; and to hold out to a conduct which stands in that clear and steady light for all its good and all its evil, to hold to that conduct to the palate winking teares of excess -- I will never do it" (368-9).

Burke thus indicates the tensions conditioning political judgment. Prompted by circumstance to solicit popular support, the representative appeals to a principle of autonomy by nature resistant to such endorsement. This recourse to principle in the face of political flux defines the opening stage of the text's development. The tone here is dignified and distant, and if Burke acknowledges the interests of his constituents, he just as strongly insists upon the limits of their claim. Amidst the rash of events and the pull of strident opinions, an unchecked desire to satisfy popular appetites reveals weakness, not strength of character. The representative, rather, must "look to the nature of things," and not to the "humors of men" (369). Only then is he in a position to act in accord with the natural rhythms of time, liberated from the short-lived demands of popular whim. This stance, in turn, requires stability of character and conduct, and as Burke has acted, so shall he account for his actions. But, as he prepares to undertake this disclosure, Burke affects an important redefinition of the role of public judgment: denied the right to restrain the autonomy of the representative directly, his audience assumes the role of spectators; they are to render a judgment only at the end of the performance. "Applaud us when we run," Burke directs his hearers, "console us when we fall, cheer us when we recover; but let us pass on, -- for God's sake let us pass on" (369). Understanding this relation to the representative, the electorate, like their representatives, judge from a distance. And so, the audience should view Burke's conduct in its entirety, "like sound judges, and not like caviling pettifoggers and niggling pleaders" (370).

In much the same sense, Burke argues that the preservation of the public space itself requires a perspective located at a proper degree of distance. It, too, is sensitive to the pressure of heteronomous opinion and threatens to collapse when popular demands overwhelm its borders. An arena of free action, this space is needed for the work of the representative; and those who most value this work "will not bear to have it soiled and impaired by those for whose sake they make sacrifices to preserve it immutable and whole" (370). If the popular will intrudes too far into this space, if the representative becomes servile, then the space will contract, and the best men ather will leave the public stage or seek refuge with the court. Again, Burke directs his audience, "console us when we fall, cheer us when we recover; but let us pass on, -- for God's sake let us pass on" (369). The audience to judge as they would judge and to maintain the necessary distance between the representative and the represented. "If we do not permit our members," he concludes, "to act upon a very enlarged view of things, we shall at length infallibly deserve for whose sake they make a thousand sacrifices to preserve it immutable and whole" (370). The first section of the speech thus ends where it started, anchored in principle to the autonomy of political judgment. And the multi-faceted symmetry of the
argument calls upon the auditors to adopt and act on the principle in question. In shifting their perspective from a restrictive view of heterogeneous interest to an enlarged conception of political time and space, Burke sets up the possibility of his own vindication. Yet, since he asks the audience to act in emulation of his own judgment, that he may be judged properly, he must discuss not only the principles which regulate his character, but his character as manifested in action.

The direction of the text shifts at this point. Burke now engages the specific charges outstanding against him, framing his responses within a series of four narratives. The first of these concerns the most personal charge—that he neglected his Bristol constituents. Although brief, this section incorporates the spatial and temporal themes common to all the narratives.

Burke allows that "there is a decorum and propriety in a member of Parliament's paying a respectful court to his constituents" (372). If he did not pay court often enough, however, it was not through lack of good will. Indeed, it was by virtue of the distance between Bristol and Westminster that Burke could attend to more important matters. Unlike his opponents, whose business appeared limited to shaking hands and making promises, Burke had exploited his opportunities in Parliament to advance the real interests of his constituents. "I canvassed you through your affairs," he explains, "not through your persons" (372). The spaces between the representative and the represented therefore is not to be lamented, but to be protected against the seductions of the crowd and the pressures of campaign politics. Within this space, Burke's character is revealed in its fullness: though retaining the right to autonomous judgment, he remains alert to the legitimate interests of his constituents. "It was not only your representative as a body. I was the agent, the solicitor of individuals; I ran about wherever your affairs could call me; and in acting for you, I often appeared as a shipbroker more than as a member of Parliament. There was nothing too laborious or too low for me to undertake" (372).

Spatial distance, then, allows the representative freedom to use his time in the conduct of substantial business. More important, such distance opens a perspective on time necessary to the proper understanding of political realities. Burke admits that in fact he could have visited Bristol more often but chose not to do so. When the city was infested with the contagion of war against the colonies, and "all sounds and banks of our constancy were born down at once," and the frenzy of the American war broke upon us like a deluge" (375), Burke absented himself from Bristol. Why? From his more distant and more steady vantage, Burke could accurately gauge the situation; uncontaminated by this local frenzy, he understood the international repercussions of the war and found in every victory another good to folly. Conversely, when his predictions proved correct and the war turned against England, Burke again chose to stay away, fearing to insult by his presence. Yet, if his absence sometimes appeared indecorous, it proved exemplary in the end. Time has vindicated the representative's distance from the local and immediate, for it "at length has made us all of one opinion" (376). Viewed from the perspective of time present, the events of the past themselves, not apologetics and excuses, justify Burke's stance. And as the audience participates in this narrative, it comes to share in its lesson—judgment must remain fixed in the nature of things: "This a true, unvarnished, undisguised state of the affair. You will judge of it" (376).

The second narrative elaborates the lessons of the first. Burke's role in the Irish Trade Acts had seemed to many unduly sympathetic to the Irish, this at time when Bristol's livelihood depended on its commercial relations. Burke, of course, was especially vulnerable on this matter; as a native of Ireland he inevitably risked offending the special interests of his adopted city. Nevertheless, Burke had sought to fix Anglo-Irish trade policy in a period of considerable unrest. The American war had opened up new markets and had forced a realignment of commercial relations. Confronted by a series of rapidly changing circumstances, Parliament wavered. Unable to chart a consistent or stable policy, it reacted blindly to each point of pressure. In prose that misleads the state of its subject, Burke recalled how Parliament was "frightened into a limited concession by the menaces of Ireland, frightened out of it by the menaces of England, was now frightened back again, and made a universal surrender of all that had been thought the peculiar, reserved, uncommunicable rights of England" (372-9). In the end, came disaster: "A sudden light broke upon us. It broke in, not through well-contrived and well-disposed windows, but through flaws and breaches—the yawning chasms of our ruin. We were taught wisdom by humiliation" (379). The power of the metaphor at the end of this passage contrasts significantly with the rapidly shifting syntax of its beginning. The style incorporates the point: the passage of time illuminates with unmistakable clarity the folly of mere temporizing.

Burke understood this principle before the event, and so he had stood firm amid the tumult. Not coincidentally, he remained distant from Bristol. Foregoing the "little, silly, canoes of our petty opinions" (376), Burke commanded a perspective to discern the true, unvarnished, undisguised state of the affairs, and having no opinion but yours," Burke commanded a perspective denied to those sealed within the pressures of the moment. His distance offered a perspective for judgment that opened access to a higher order of reason. This enlarged view found sound standards for action in "the instruction of truth and nature," and it secured its ends not by seducing public opinion, but by looking forward to the greater interests of the community. As Burke employed this enlarged view in the Irish Trade Acts debate, he provided an exemplar of sound political judgment. And he drove home the point through a striking thematic and metaphoric summary: "A representative worthy of you ought to be a person of stability. I am to look, indeed, to your opinions, — but to such opinions as you and I must have five years hence. I was not to look to the flash of the day. I knew that you chose me, in my place, along with others, to be a pillar of the state, and not a weathercock on top of the edifice, exalted for my levity and versatility, and of no use but to indicate the shifting of every fashionable gale" (382).
The third charge against Burke concerned Lord Beauchamp's bill,orage designed to reduce the severity of penalties against debtors. As if to underscore the dangers of public seduction, this narrative reveals Burke's failure to act on an enlarged view of the matter before him constituted a genuine failure of the public trust. Viewed dispassionately, Burke explained, the bill was just, designed only to remedy "a gross and cruel fault in our laws." And the very injustice of existing laws perpetuated foolish and inadvisable policies. Most notable among these were "acts of grace," whereby imprisoned debtors were released periodically solely because of overcrowding. The law thus made a mockery of ourselves—imprisoning people who were not criminally only to cast them out of prison, not because of humane sentiment, but because of the failure of the law to achieve its intended purpose. The ineffective cruelty of such legislation cried out for correction, and Beauchamp's proposal was a step in the right direction. "If we continue to oppose this bill," Burke warns, "we shall be found in a struggle against the nature of things" (386).

The fulness of time, Burke maintains, will make clear the justice of this bill. Meanwhile, Burke can only lament the consequences of its defeat. Succumbing to the demands of his constituents, Burke had violated his own judgment, and so had relinquished any claim to leadership on the matter. As he concludes this third narration, Burke presents a short digression on the character of a certain Mr. Howard. Howard, it seems, had pursued the problem of debt legislation with constancy and foresight. For the moment, then, it is Mr. Howard and not Mr. Burke, whom the audience must emulate.

The fourth and final narration, however, once again places the orator at the center of the paradigm. Burke's role in the reform of Catholic penal law reveals a character fully worthy of emulation. His actions, as in the first two sections, instantiate the principles established at the outset of the speech. But in this case, the issue is drawn more sharply and in more detail. The final narrative is far longer than any of the others, and it reduces itself to a story of the individual will confronting and overcoming the rage of popular unrest. At the same time, and consistent with the increased momentum of the text, the conflation of character and action, which indirectly parades the whole work, now finds explicit statement. The Catholic problem, Burke asserts, "is a business closely related with the rest. My little scheme of conduct, such as it is, is all arranged. I could do nothing but what I have done on this subject, without confounding the train of my ideas and disturbing the whole tenor of my life" (387). Having announced this principle of unity, Burke turns to the specific issue in a way that typifies his whole train of thought. He undertakes his account of events by dissuading them from their immediate context, seeking, instead, to relocate the crisis within its larger historical and ethical context. From such a perspective, the proper standard of judgment makes its appearance amidst the clutter of detail, and the audience is invited to judge the orator in terms of his fidelity to that standard.

Precedents to sectarian strife date back to the Reformation, Burke begins, but until the spirit of persecution is banished, the work of the Reformation remains incomplete. Protestants, seeking to dismantle "the vast structure of superstition and tyranny" of papal authority, often succeeded only in reversing the terms of hatred. Their notorious penal codes thereby became symbols of hypocrisy, and where, Burke says, "those issues were not bloody...they were worse; as they were slow, cruel outrages on our nature, and kept men alive only to insult in their persons every one of the rights and feelings of humanity" (391). As Burke proceeds to examine the origin and progress of such codes, it becomes clear that their intolerance was rooted in a lack of perspective, an incapacity to prudently chart a course between extremes. Catholic action led to equally severe Protestant reaction, and the injuries of the moment destroyed all balance. It was to rectify this historically driven chain of injustices that Sir George Saville introduced his bill. Saville's role, on Burke's account, was particularly noteworthy, since it originated from a desire to preserve the true Protestant spirit and to protect Protestantism against its own excesses. In this sense, Saville displayed "his rooted hatred to all kinds of oppression, under any color, or upon any pretense whatsoever" (396). Saville, in other words, understood that the difference between principle and extremism consisted in the capacity to judge events from an enlarged perspective.

Unhappily, popular opinion too often failed to achieve the same perspective. Although the bill repeatedly but one was the prejudicial statute, it encountered a storm of public outrage. "No-Popery" riots spread throughout London, and sectarian violence marked every stage as the anti-Catholic codes were dismantled. The public demanded that Commons uphold the codes, Burke, for his part, applied his energy against this pressure, freely acknowledging his resistance to its presence. In fact, he recounted, "I called forth every faculty that I possessed, and I
directed it in every way in which I could possibly employ it. ... If, therefore, the resolution of the House of Commons, refusing to commit this act of unmatched turpitude, be a crime, I am guilty among the foremost" (412-13). But if Burke stood convicted in the verdict of transient opinion, he was vindicated by reflexive judgment. He steadfastly held his ground in principle and refused to desert the course of honor even against the powerful blasts of intolerance. And once again, time itself redeemed his stance, proving that true expedience arises from principle. Later events were to place England in grave peril from abroad, and he saved the catastrophes of internal subversion added to foreign threat only because Saville's act had secured the loyalty of the Catholic population. Such tolerance as Burke could affect served both honor and expediency. The resolution of the crisis at hand had demanded principles discerned from a more remote perspective. That perspective, in this case as in all others, defined the ground of political judgment. In exercising such judgment the representative gathered the particular and the general into a unity of conception. The course of the whole speech, in fact, had been a journey toward this realization: "The diversified, but connected fabric of universal justice is well crammed and bolted together in all its parts; and depend upon it, I have never employed, and I never shall employ, any engine of power which may come into my hands to wrench it asunder. All shall stand, if I can help it, and all shall stand connected" (418-19).

All told, Burke's "Speech to the Electors of Bristol" establishes and enacts a paradigm for political judgment. Almost all of its arguments bear upon the key problem in dealing with judgment — the coordination of spatial and temporal conceptions relevant to making political decisions. The essence of Burke's position is that the fluctuating and ambiguous subjects of political deliberation demand judgment disciplined by critical distance. The legislator must operate in a free space where reflective principles can mediate and shape the response to particular situations. In assuming this ground, the judging subject is not alienated from the particular, since distance in space creates a perspective from which an enlarged view of things can emerge. Indeed, lacking this perspective, political deliberation is not simply unprincipled, but ineffective; judgment can engage particulars successfully only when it comprehends them in terms of the general sweep of history. Consequently, Burke collapses the expedient into the honorable and defends the autonomy of judgment as a necessary control over the uncertain conditions of political action.

This "theory" of judgment appears in an oration, itself a medium for political deliberation intimately connected with practical action. Thus, the abstracted theoretical content of the discourse cannot stand as its end. The theory must do work in a specific context and interact with the particulars that inform it. That is, parallel to the demands of the subject, the situation in which the discourse is delivered requires something more than mere theorizing about the nature of action. Responding to this constraint, Burke argues by paradigm. The action of the text proceeds through a series of particular cases, and as Burke presents a narrative account of these cases, they disclose his actions in concrete circumstances. These narratives function as paradigms, since, while they begin with locally different issues, they all embody the same set of principles. Beneath the linear movement within and between particulars, then, the auditor discovers a repetitive form that converges on the same point. Taken as a whole, this rhetorical structure, much like the pattern Eliot sees painted on a Chinese jar, "moves perpetually in its stillness." In other words, the rhetorical texture of the speech instantiates the unity of time and space, of action and principle, which is itself the subject of the speech. And the auditor who accepts the rhetorical paradigm Burke performs is induced to accept the political perspective he advocates.

In concluding, we ourselves must exercise the discipline of critical distance. However noteworthy Burke's rhetorical artistry, the fact remains that the speech failed to move the immediate audience. Three days after its delivery, Burke was forced to withdraw from the election. And as time has passed, his theory of representation has receded against the tide of more democratic thought. Moreover, Burke's conception of political judgment implies a rhetoric of consent hardly consistent with the contemporary stress on the rhetoric of participation. For many, Burke's key premises seem narrowly aristocratic or hopelessly unrealistic. These reservations, however, do not detract from the status of the "Speech to the Electors of Bristol" as an important paradigm for the study of political argumentation. To understand the way that the speech grounds and subordinates its principles places us on the road to understanding how the theory of argument unfolds within the texture of argumentative practice. Burke ably demonstrates the possibilities before us if we choose to locate our theory within the subject we study.
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ON THE EDUCATION OF A TV DEBATE CRITIC

Donn W. Parson
University of Kansas

On October 11, 1985, like many Americans, I was sitting in front of the television set taking notes as Geraldine Ferraro and George Bush traded barbs, and, occasionally, ideas. At the close of the debate a strange thing happened in my home: the room was flooded with light (it was not a divine revelation of the winner), the cameras whirred, and within thirty seconds of the last statement of the debate, a voice bellowed, "So tell us, professor, who won the debate and why?" It was clear that as a TV debate critic, I had arrived.

My situation is probably not unique. Across America every four years or so -- at least in those elections where there are debates -- colleagues in communication studies and especially debate coaches are given special public attention as they bring their critical expertise to bear on public election debates. For those debate coaches laboring in public (and sometimes even university) obscurity, it is their moment in the sun. Various debate coaches find themselves and their opinions in newspapers, magazines, on radio, on regional and even national television (it is an unconfirmed rumor that Bill Curtis' demise at CBS was related to the inclusion of debate coaches on CBS Morning News). It is pleasant to have colleagues in other disciplines ask your opinion on the debates; it both recognizes and confirms your expertise.

Over the past three elections I have analyzed the Presidential debates for the Associated Press, the Hearst Newspapers, USA Today, local and regional newspapers, local and regional radio and television and even engaged in a radio debate with Sam Becker on who won the debates. A good deal of my education as a TV debate critic came from these experiences, and much of that education was painful. I would like to begin with several observations drawn from these experiences before generalizing to some of the problems incumbent in evaluating the Presidential debates.

1. Media Criticism is on Media Terms. What should have been obvious to me from the outset took a good while to learn: you adapt to the needs of the media rather than the reverse. While your evaluation may involved detailed explanation of judgment, the likelihood of such explanation appearing is slim to none. If your analysis is submitted to a newspaper, space constraints will limit what is used. The consequence is that one statement may be lifted from a paragraph of context and render your judgment confused, confusing or simplistic. If you are interviewed the chances of distortion are enhanced, but the safety of preparing a written criticism is at the mercy of newspaper space needs.

In television news, a major war or famine may take as long as four minutes to detail, but usually less. A debate evaluation is not quite at that level of importance. Over a period of time I "improved" sufficiently to move from one minute of comments to almost three minutes -- a major victory. However, it may not be inaccurate to say that a two minute commentary simplifies and distorts the message and generally frustrates the critic as well as the audience. The alternative of any old debater -- just open up -- simply renders the criticism incomprehensible. All this assumes, of course, that the various media want any kind of cogent explanation accompanying the decision.

2. The media want an immediate decision and preferably a score. The instant focus after each debate is to answer the question "Who won?" This is consistent with the metaphor of the campaign: a race or a game with a winner and loser and numbers to demonstrate such victory with accuracy. In fact the language has become so commonplace that we don't tend to think of it as a metaphor at all. The complete media focus on "Who won?" actually began to worry the candidates and their trainers. Patrick Caddell's memo posed the dangers for Carter in 1980:

The more crucial and dangerous game is that with the press. They have an immediate role in convincing the public not only who won on 'points' but more critically, on the nature of the debate itself .... Thus we cannot let the press go into the debate with the single notion of looking just for a winner and loser.... We must make an all out effort to educate the press to the question of (1) Will Reagan be specific? (2) Will he flip-flop? (3) Will he know what he is talking about? ... We have to emphasize that such is the criteria we are looking to for 'winning' and hurting Reagan. It must seep into their psyche as well.
Cadell and friends were not able to educate the media in time. Following the 1980 debates, stations encouraged phone in calls (for 50c you could register a vote for Reagan or Carter as the debate winner). While not a replication of the Literary Digest poll of 1936 which predicted Landon over FDR, as a basis for generalization it presented some methodological difficulties. By phone tally, Reagan outdistanced Carter by almost two to one. How many of the unemployed chose this method of registering their preferences is not clear.

After one of the 1984 debates I was called by USA Today for my decision. "Who won?" they asked. "Mondale," I responded. After a pause I asked if they would like some reasons for my decision. "No, that's all right," they countered, "just the decision is all we need." I hung up in disbelief. The Associated Press has used the standard 30-point debate ballot for Presidential debates since 1976, and key to their reporting is a rundown of the numbers. Could you score it a tie? Perhaps, but it confuses the media. (Perhaps the incumbent serves as the negative and any tie goes to the incumbent). But central to media reporting is the win and loss and the margin of victory, preferably quantitative.

3. The media debate decision alters the artifact. This is another way of saying that the media debate decision takes on a life of its own, and becomes persuasive in itself. It is as if the goal of the media was to provide "consensus" and that the decision in all we need." I hung up in disbelief. The Associated Press has used the standard 30-point debate ballot for Presidential debates since 1976, and key to their reporting is a rundown of the numbers. Could you score it a tie? Perhaps, but it confuses the media. (Perhaps the incumbent serves as the negative and any tie goes to the incumbent). But central to media reporting is the win and loss and the margin of victory, preferably quantitative.

A good bit of this consensus appears not to have been based on 'reality,' however; that is, it was not based on the viewers' direct perceptions of the debates. Rather, the news media quickly established a consensual answer to the question of which candidate had won a debate, partly through immediate reporting of poll results. This in turn guided public responses to that question, as if it were the 'correct' answer, and eventually it became so.3

It may be that each debate invites a "consensual winner." However, the very act of finding such a winner involves the featuring of certain factors and ignoring others. Vancil and Pendell observe:

Thus, it may be more accurate to say that the "consensual winner" evolves from the interactions of public polls, critical commentary from analysts, and the frenzied efforts of the press to discover the winner.

Moreover, as the consensus is developed and articulated, it has an apparent power to persuade the viewing public if its 'correctness.'4

It is commonplace now to believe that Kennedy clobbered Nixon in the very first 1960 debate when the immediate reaction suggested it was a close debate. The impetus over time has been to increase the margin of victory - often by a multiple of the initial judgment.

For example, the 1980 Cleveland debate between Carter and Reagan was quite a close one, in the opinion of the critics and in initial audience reaction. However, both pointed in the direction of Reagan. When the Los Angeles survey was conducted one night after the debate, the vote had gone for Reagan, 46 to 26.5 Using the 30-point AP ballot, I found a two point advantage to Mondale in the first 1984 debate. By the time of their second encounter, I was asked if the second debate was as "lopsided" as I had thought the first one. The effect of time to improve consensus.

One reason for these changes is that media analyses of debates feature certain issues and ignore others. There is no doubt that Ford was premature in declaring the Eastern European bloc countries liberated in 1976. On many of the other issues he did quite well, but the question was what relative weight this gaffe would carry. It became a major media focus and by one day later Carter had become the overwhelming winner.6 Jimmy Carter's reliance on Mitty to substantiate the horrors of nuclear war became a way to explain his lack of effectiveness.7 The gaffe assume a life of their own when treated by the media. Nelson Polsby observes that a gaffe can be exploited by the press; a candidate may say something "that sends the press baying like a pack of beagles into the next week or ten days seeking for an explanation for Reagan's ineffectiveness." Such errors can be capitalized quickly and neatly by the media, which uses them to gain a consensus view of the debate.

Such "beagle baying" need not be tied to issues in the debate. After his showing in the first 1984 debate, commentators searched to account for Reagan's ineffectiveness. When one commentator chose "age" as the explanation it spread for several days as "the" reason Reagan was less effective. In fact, this set of comments provided much of the rhetorical exigence for the second meeting. When Reagan managed to dispatch the issue with his single and best line of the evening, the issue had actually helped Reagan in the second debate; for those who thought Reagan had won the debate, many cited his handling of this "issue" - one created as the first debate and its evaluations began to take on a life of their own.
In the media rush to determine "Who won?" there is scant attention paid to what it means to win or the criteria used to decide victory and defeat. Vancil and Pendell found at least six different meanings when viewers declare a winner. These include (1) the viewer's pre-debate preference; (2) the candidate whose positions are most consistent with those of the viewer; (3) the candidate with superior skills of advocacy; (4) the candidate with a superior Presidential personality; (5) the candidate who benefits from an opponent's blunder; and (6) the candidate who is declared a winner by the media. That viewers have different criteria for declaring a winner should not be surprising, nor that they may use these criteria in combination. In the first five criteria, the artifact of the debate itself provides the materials for judgment. In the last criterion, the materials for judgment come from the media assessment.

If viewer's decisions will differ depending on the criteria they employ, so too will the critic's decisions. The criteria I had used in 1976, 1980 and 1984 in judging for the Associated Press were borrowed from intercollegiate debate. They included the familiar categories of analysis, reasoning, evidence, organization, refutation and communication or delivery. The assumption has been that there are sufficient similarities between intercollegiate and Presidential debate to employ these criteria without concern. But how similar are the Presidential debates to intercollegiate debates? The answer is -- not very.

Presidential debates differ from intercollegiate debates in a number of ways. There is no single proposition, but rather each question asked could be turned into a proposition. Hence a Presidential debate could wind up having between ten and twenty separate propositions, some of great import and some of lesser import, such as questions on improving Harry Truman's salty language. The audience being addressed is fundamentally different and the assumption in intercollegiate debate is that the winner will have better command of issues, evidence, that reputation will be irrelevant. Commenting on the differences, Myles Martel, who was both a college debate coach and a debate adviser to Reagan, concluded, "I learned quickly that there was a vast difference between political and academic debate; any attempt to force the academic model on a campaign was, at best, naive and, at worst, politically dangerous."9

However the criteria used to evaluate academic debate had been borrowed to handle the Presidential debates. These criteria assumed that the Presidential debates were primarily an exercise in argumentation. As I had done in evaluating intercollegiate debates, I was awarding issues and then returning to the ballot to find the categories to help me differentiate the candidates. I suspect it was not unusual to find judges for the Associated Press deciding first who won and then filling the "boxes" provided as the categories of judgment on a ballot. The awarding of issues makes the debate primarily an exercise in argumentation and that view really produces criticism more dialectical than rhetorical.

In applying these criteria to the second 1984 debate, I concluded that Ferraro's answers in the area of foreign policy were slightly worse than Bush's handling of domestic issues, producing a slight advantage for Bush (in scorecard terms, Bush 27, Ferraro 26). A distinguished critic in our department evaluated the debate and found an edge for Ferraro. Such splits are hardly surprising to old debate coaches who remember being on the short end of 4-1 decisions. In this case it was the use of different criteria that produced a different decision.

If the debate in viewed as a candidate enacting the possibilities of Presidential leadership, then depending on what constitutes Presidential leadership, such a view, more rhetorical than dialectical, would produce a different decision. If the debate is viewed as a candidate overcoming campaign exigencies, such as the 1980 view of Reagan as "trigger happy," such a view may conclude that Reagan was the superior debater. Differing rhetorical views may well conclude that different candidates "won" the debate. While this position is antithetical to the media notion of increasing "consensus," it may be the necessary antidote to provide an understanding of the debate -- to move beyond the simple matter of "who won" and "by how much" -- the cornerstone concerns of media criticism.

Criticism by its very nature may be a process of elongation -- of amplification, explanation, illumination. The assets of a critic are time and space. Media messages are the product of condensation -- of reduction, simplification, capsulization. The major limitations of media criticism are time and space. It may be that criticism -- especially TV criticism -- is by its nature at odds with media constraints. If so, media criticism will always be an act of at least partial frustration for the critic.

Susanne Langer died last week while I was preparing this paper (the connection I think was not casual). I paused to reread and reflect on that brilliant 89-year-old monument to anger in this century. We are known, she said, by the questions we ask and the way we ask them. Our views are shaped by our questions.
Perhaps our angle of vision, to paraphrase Burke, resides in the shape of our questions.

"Who won?" It seems a simple enough question, one that should elicit a straightforward answer. I have been trying to answer the question for some years. Who won? Affirmative or negative? In political years, Kennedy or Nixon, Reagan or Carter, Mondale or Reagan? In each case you are asked to make an either/or decision. Answers such as "both" or "neither" are inappropriate—they show that you are confused, or refusing to play the game. In either case, you are certainly going to be disqualified as a TV debate critic.

The disjunction seems sensible enough. After the election one candidate will retire to write his memoirs, make furniture, raise past experiences to the level of crises, and/or play golf. The other candidate will postpone his memoirs, raise experiences to the level of crises and ride horses. One wins; another loses. That is the nature of the game.

It is certainly possible that a critic can provide coherent reasons for a judgment that one candidate "won" the debate. But I would like to suggest that one function of criticism may be to rewrite the question. Perhaps if we could answer the question "What did the debate mean?" we might be less preoccupied with "Who won?" All of this is inconsistent, of course, with the focus, space and time restraint of current media criticism. For the media, it should be brief, capsulized and quantitative. "Who won the debate, professor?" "Neither." The education of some media debate critics is slow and painful.
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There is widespread agreement on the social functions served by campaign debating. While the purpose of debates for the candidates is to gain votes, their purpose for society is to provide the people with useful information to facilitate rational voting. Kraus and Davis make this point clear: "We have concluded that television debate can increase what voters know about candidates and issues. Therefore, debates can enable our society to take another step toward the realization of the democratic ideal that all citizens are capable of voting responsibly based on knowledge, not on prejudice."

This rational purpose of the debates can be broken down into three closely related functions. First, debates are designed to provide the public with useful information about the issue positions of the candidates. This view assumes that one cannot vote rationally without being aware of the "differences between the policy views of the candidates" and the most commonly cited function of political debating. For example, the theme of the 1976 presidential debates, hosted by the League of Women Voters, was "issues not images." In a review of empirical studies on presidential debating Chaffee and Dennis refer to informing the people about the issue positions of the candidates as "one of their [the debates'] major social tasks."  

Although informing the people about the issue positions of the candidates is clearly one of the (and in the view of most commentators perhaps the most important) social functions of campaign debating it is not the only function. The debates are also designed to provide the people with useful information about the candidates themselves. For example, Edmund Huskie has argued that it is at least as important that the people judge the personal quality of presidential candidates as that they judge the issue positions. Here, the idea is that by placing the candidates in an uncontrolled setting the people can learn about their personal characteristics. The problem with most campaign communication is that it is tightly controlled by the campaign machine of the candidate involved. Consequently, in a campaign speech or advertisement the people are unlikely to learn much about the candidate's personality. However, it is argued that in the give and take of a debate the people may learn something about the true personal strengths and weaknesses of the various candidates involved. This view is expressed by Raines: "These events [campaign debates] place a premium on character and personality, insofar as these qualities are revealed by appearance, demeanor, and the ability to perform under pressure."

There is also data indicating that campaign debates may facilitate the personnel interview function by giving the people a chance to see the two candidates together. The side by side presentation may reduce selective perception.  

Finally, campaign debates serve a ritualistic function; they reaffirm our faith in the democratic process itself. By participating in the debate, the public and the candidate express support for democracy. J. Jeffrey Auer explains that: "debate has historically been regarded as an essential tool of a democratic society where the majority rules in a milieu of free speech." A similar point is made by Chaffee and Dennis: "debates make substantial contributions to the process of democracy and perhaps even to the longer-term viability of the system." Support for this function of the debates can be found in opinion data indicating that public faith in the candidates often increases following a debate. For example, the 1960 presidential debates evidently reassured the partisans of both parties about the ability of the two candidates. This function of the debates would be undercut were significant personal conflict to occur in the debates. If campaign debates were to degenerate into name-calling or mere theatrics then they might not reassure the public about the integrity of the candidates involved.  

Not only is there agreement about the social functions served by campaign debating, but there is general agreement that up to a point the debates have successfully fulfilled these functions. For example Swanson and Swanson note that the 1976 Carter-Ford debate "provided important information for the voters..." Lemert, et al, conclude that "watching a televised debate early in the [1980 Republican] presidential primary season can increase respondents' interest in and knowledge about the campaign." Chaffee and Dennis make the same point: "the debates clearly performed one of their major social tasks, that of providing information about the candidates and their positions that was new to many voters."  

While there is little question that past campaign debates have aided the voters, at least to some extent, in making rational voting decisions, it is also quite clear...
that there is room for substantial improvement. For example, Bitter and Reuter as well as Auer have attacked the quality of the issue analysis found in many campaign
debates. 14 In addition, campaign debates have been
criticized as exercises in mere image-making. For example,
Kirkpatrick has argued that debates often place too great an
emphasis on "stage presence rather than political
performance." 15 In addition, some have argued that campaign
debates have not adequately served their function because
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maintain whatever image they have been attempting to create
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prepared material and the packaged image.

Stanley Kelley realized even before the 1960 Kennedy-
Nixon debates that the only means of encouraging candidates
to discuss the issues was the format of campaign events. In
his book Political Campaigning Kelley advocated campaign
debates as a means of encouraging more analysis of the
issues of the campaign. 16 Currently, some commentators make
a similar point by arguing that the best means of improving
the quality of rhetoric in campaign debates is an alteration in
format.

A study of campaign debates during the 1984 Democratic
primaries has the potential to illuminate the degree to
which alterations in format can improve (or harm) the
quality of political debating. Since the 1960 Kennedy-Nixon
debates, most campaign debates have used some variant of a
press conference format in which a journalist asks each
candidate involved in the debate a question and then the
candidates answer in turn. Partially in response to the
criticisms of past campaign debates, the Democrats
The interactive formats found in the Dartmouth and New York debates contrast sharply with the typical press conference format of the first Mondale-Reagan debate. In that debate, Mondale and Reagan were each asked a series of main and follow-up questions by a group of journalists. In addition, the candidates were given a rebuttal on each question. We hope that a comparison of the arguments found in the two primary debates, as contrasted with the first Mondale-Reagan debate will illuminate the effect which alterations in format can have on campaign debating.

Obviously, there are difficulties involved in any comparison of primary and general election campaign debates. It is certainly possible that candidates debate differently against opponents from their own party than they do against opponents from the other party. However, our concern is not with what issue positions the candidates took, but with the way in which the candidates explained and defended those positions. It seems likely that the type and quantity of evidence and explanation used in debates does not vary significantly from primary to general election debates.

In order to consider the quality of the argumentation in the three debates, we did a close textual analysis of the debates, applying three tests to them. First, we catalogued all the issues discussed in the debates. For the debates to fulfill their educational function, they must focus on the important issues of the campaign. In the discussion of the three debates we will build a case for our interpretation of which issues were un-important to the campaign.

Second, we tested the degree to which the candidates supported their claims with evidence or reasoning. It is not enough for a candidate to say that arms control could work: he or she should have some support for that claim, whether in the form of evidence (statements from authorities, examples and so on) or reasoning explaining why an arms control program could succeed. By counting this test, we recognized that much argument is enthymematic, drawing upon shared social knowledge. We tried to take into account the enthymematic nature of argument by applying a very low standard for support materials. For example, in the New Hampshire debate Reubin Askew opposed the nuclear freeze by noting, "It's having an effective deterrent and lessening of tensions ultimately. I believe, however, that rather than trying to freeze everything and you lose the ability to be able to modernize and make them less stabilizing" (p. 60). Askew implied but did not clearly state that modernization of our current nuclear forces is necessary to preserve deterrence and would be prohibited by a nuclear freeze. The application of this test produces a total count of the number of claims made in each debate that were supported by evidence and/or reasoning as well as a count of the total number of individual pieces of evidence or reasons cited as support. Perhaps more importantly, it also reveals the number of instances in which candidates asserted points without any proof. By comparing the degree to which claims were supported by evidence or reasoning and the amount of evidence or reasoning used in the three debates it should be possible to draw some conclusions about the effect of format on use of support materials in campaign debates.

Finally, we applied a dialectical test to the debates by counting both the number of instances in which a candidate criticized the position of another candidate as well as the number of instances in which the candidate who was attacked responded to the accusation. If the people are to understand the issues it is clearly important that the candidates search out the weaknesses in each the positions of their opponents. It is a commonplace assumption of both democratic and argumentation theorists that rigorous criticism in the free marketplace of ideas is the best test of truth. Thus, in a superior political debate the candidates will criticize the positions of the other candidates involved as well as respond to attacks on their positions. By counting the number of instances of such criticism and response in the three debates it should be possible to judge the degree to which the interactive format is superior to the traditional press conference format in encouraging dialectical exchange.

Application of the three tests we have outlined should give us an idea of how well the two Democratic primary debates and the first Mondale-Reagan debate served the educational function of campaign debates. The three tests all measure important dimensions of the issue analysis function served by campaign debating. Moreover, the three tests also can aid us in evaluating the degree to which the discussion was characterized by the personal interview function. The important point is that the people learn most about the personal characteristics of the candidates when they see them debate the issues. In the give and take of discussion about the issues, the personal qualities of the candidates may be revealed. To the public will learn little about the personal qualities of the candidates as long as they are mouthing platitudes. However, in the heat of argument the personal qualities of a candidate may become clear. In this regard the dialectical test is particularly important.

We did not apply a separate test to determine whether the debates fulfilled the ritualistic function served by campaign debates. The important point is that all debates will serve that function, as long as they do not degenerate into name calling or mere theatrics. Unfortunately, there were a few instances in the 1984 Democratic primary debates
The categories we have applied obviously is imperfect. The method we have described is by their very nature ambiguous. However, we think that this ambiguity is unavoidable. The problem is that only uninteresting categories can be applied with any objectivity to a debate. The critic could count the number of sentences of a particular type in the debate, but such an analysis would tell us little of interest. We believe that the looser categories that we have applied to the debate can tell us more about the debate than the application of any quantitative content analysis system. While the categories described here have an element of ambiguity, in each case, we independently analyzed the debate and then went over the analysis and agreed upon the proper application of the categories. The result of the analysis should be a useful if not perfectly objective description of the three debates in question.

Issues

In general, all three debates focused on important issues. In New Hampshire the candidates discussed: a woman Vice-President, the nuclear freeze, the B-1 bomber, the MX missile, conventional arms, the military budget, the state of the economy, the budget deficit, trade deficits and protectionism, Grenada, Lebanon, Central America, UNESCO, South Africa, Reaganomics, Mondale's policy proposals, troop reductions in Europe, abortion, and Mondale's ties to unions. Nearly all of these topics were of major concern to the American people. Of all the issues considered only UNESCO was not really a major concern to the people. However, the inevitable result of dealing with so many issues was that the debate barely scratched the surface of many of the issues that were discussed. For example, at one point Donahue asked the candidates if they wanted to stop covert operations in Honduras (p. 89). After eliciting agreement from all the candidates, Donahue simply moved on to another question. There was no discussion of what was wrong with U.S. policy in Honduras or what might be done to improve it. The discussion of abortion was equally cursory (p. 89). Several of the candidates simply said that they were for free choice, but did not explain that position at all. While a number of important issues were considered in New Hampshire, the candidates did little more than state positions on those issues; they did not have time to develop those positions in any depth. The story is somewhat different in New York. The debate focused on twelve issues: a balanced budget, personality changes in the candidates, weaknesses of the candidates, education, government support of Chrysler, windfall profits tax, arms control, use of nuclear weapons, conventional weapons, use of force in Central America and the Middle East, a Palestinian homeland, and gun control. All of the policy issues considered in the debate were obviously important. And the discussion of those issues was in far greater depth than in New Hampshire. For example, the discussion of the Chrysler bailout was quite specific, down to a consideration of the economic effects of the bailout on minority workers (p. 89).

What is striking, however, is the lack of value of the two political questions which Rather asked. For example, Rather's first question asked the candidates to identify their greatest weakness (p. 89). In response, Hart said that he wished that he could have traveled more, but also noted that he had gone to some twenty foreign countries including the Soviet Union. Clearly, he was trying to make the point that he was experienced in foreign policy. Jackson admitted that his campaign for "social justice" had not gotten the attention of the American people, but used his answer to reemphasize the importance of his campaign. Mondale cited his great experience in government and the consequent "acara" he had received as his greatest weakness. He was trying to contrast his great experience with the more limited experience of Hart and Jackson. None of the three candidates identified a true weakness. Rather's first question was not perfectly objective description of the three debates in question.

The first Reagan-Mondale debate in Louisville focused exclusively on domestic issues, almost all of which were important. Reagan and Mondale debated about the balanced budget amendment and the federal deficit, Social Security and Medicare, leadership ability of the candidates, Lebanon, religion (including prayer in the school), crime, education, drugs, the environment, farm policy, the size of government, abortion, taxes, and candidate weaknesses and mis-statements. Again, the policy issues were important, but the political questions were not. For example, in the final question of the debate, (p. A28) Diane Sawyer asked Mondale and Reagan to identify the "most outrageous" thing that the other had said in the debate. The question practically invited name calling and the answers easily could have degenerated into something quite petty. Instead, Mondale essentially avoided the question and after complimenting.
Reagan, called for the establishment of new programs to solve social problems. Reagan accepted Mondale's compliment and talked about social security. Neither candidate wanted to risk a personal dispute, and consequently they both evaded the question. Because candidates want to win, they have enormous incentives to evade political as opposed to substantive questions. Only on specific questions about policy can a candidate be pinned down or forced to answer a charge.

Evidence and Reasoning

There is a striking contrast between the evidence usage in the New Hampshire debate on the one hand and the New York and Reagan-Mondale debates on the other hand. In New Hampshire the candidates made 160 total claims of which 28 were supported by reasoning, 33 by evidence and 4 by both reasoning and evidence. In 95 instances the candidates simply stated claims without citing any evidence or reasoning. The abortion and covert intervention in Honduras examples cited earlier are typical illustrations of this point. The candidates took a position on these issues, but did not back it up.

By contrast, in New York and Louisville, the candidates did a good job of supporting their claims. In New York, 99 of the 140 claims were backed up by evidence and or reasoning. In the Reagan-Mondale debate, 90 of 111 claims were supported. The vastly superior use of support materials in the New York and Louisville debates, as opposed to the New Hampshire debate can best be understood in tabular form.

**Support For Claims**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Claims</th>
<th>Total Supported Claims</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>65 (40.6%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>99 (70.7%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisville</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>90 (81.1%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reasoning and Evidence Usage**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total of Evidence</th>
<th>Total Reasons</th>
<th>Total Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisville</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note, the candidates occasionally cited more than one reason or piece of evidence for a claim.

The data illustrated in the two tables has several interesting implications. First, it suggests that the New York and Louisville debates produced quite similar argumentative positions. In effect, by asking all three candidates the same question and attempting to allocate equal time to each candidate, Rather gave the interactive format many of the characteristics of the press-conference format. The most important difference between the two debates is the considerably higher degree of support for claims found in the Reagan-Mondale debate than in the New York debate. Reagan and Mondale provided some form of support for over 80% of their claims as opposed to only 70% in the New York debate. The most likely explanation for this difference is the greater time available for explaining positions in the Reagan-Mondale debate.

Second, the development of issues in the New Hampshire debate was quite cursory. The very limited time available for answers forced the candidates to take positions without supporting them. They wanted to get their position down on the record, but did not have the time to do more than simply state it. There would appear to be a direct tradeoff between the depth in which issues are discussed and the breadth of the issues covered in the debate.

Dialectic

The final category to be considered is dialectic or refutation. One of the main goals of campaign debating is to place the candidates in direct conflict on the issues in order to test their positions and also their personal mettle. And one of the goals of the interactive format was to increase such interchange. However, there was surprisingly little refutation in the three debates and the level was much lower in New Hampshire than in the other two debates. The quantity of dialectical exchange is indicated in tabular form.

**Dialectical Exchange**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Critical Statements</th>
<th>Answers to Criticism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisville</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The most striking implication of this data is that the interactive format used in New Hampshire did not produce much dialectical exchange. There were more critical statements and far more answers to criticism in the New York and Reagan-Mondale debates than in New Hampshire. Again, the shortage of time for developing positions in New...
Hampshire is probably the explanation. The candidates in New Hampshire barely had time to stake out a position on the issues. They could not get into the weaknesses of their opponent's positions or detailed defenses of their own position.

The obvious exception to this point is the dispute between Glenn and Mondale over problems facing the party. Glenn blamed Mondale for the sins of the Carter administration while Mondale attacked Glenn for voting for Reaganomics. This dispute had value, but at one point it degenerated into bickering:

Mr. Mondale: Hold it, hold it. Mr. Glenn: I'll tell you why it is. It's because you...

Mr. Mondale: It's because you voted for Reaganomics.

Mr. Glenn: Twenty-one percent interest rates...

Mr. Mondale: Who has the floor here?

Mr. Glenn: Seventeen percent inflation rate, and that's why we lost the White House and it's why...

Mr. Mondale: Who has the floor here? Wait a minute now.

Mr. Glenn: You said it was free floor. (p. B) This exchange did not illuminate the issues.

In sum, an interactive format would not seem to be needed to encourage refutation. The longer time limits of the Reagan-Mondale debate and the provision of rebuttals in that debate in fact produced far more dialectical exchange than in New Hampshire. Rather's careful allocation of speaking time produced a similar result in New York. The interactive format does, however, facilitate bickering between the candidates. In New Hampshire, Glenn and Mondale could fight for the floor. However, in a press conference style debate, the candidate would have to wait until the next speech in order to respond.

Conclusion

This study of the 1984 Democratic primary debates clearly indicates that Stanley Kelley was correct when he argued that candidates would adapt to the situation facing them in a political debate. The interactive format used in the Democratic primary debates clearly influenced the argumentative and rhetorical strategies of the candidates. Consequently, there are significant differences in the kind and amount of arguments and evidence found in the New Hampshire primary debate and the first Reagan-Mondale debate. This study suggests that Rather's application of the interactive format in the New York debate made it quite similar to a press-conference debate. The result was a set of argumentative practices that were quite similar to those found in the Reagan-Mondale debate. Some of this result may be purely accidental and the difference between a primary and a general election debate also may explain part of the contrast. However, it seems clear that the interactive format used in the New Hampshire and other Democratic primary debates encouraged argumentative and rhetorical practices that were significantly different from the practices encouraged by the more traditional press conference format.

The effect of the format alterations on the capacity of the debate to fulfill its social function is mixed. Clearly, the interactive format encourages the candidates to fight for the floor (you can only score political points if you are talking). The result may be more interesting debate that will better keep the interest of the viewers. In addition, it could be argued that the greater passion produced by the interactive format may reveal more of substance about the personalities of the candidates involved than would be revealed with the more controlled press conference format. Additionally, the flexible time allocation procedure of the interactive format result in a consideration of more total issues. If an important goal of campaign debating is to tell the people where the candidates stand on as many of the important issues as possible, then the interactive format would seem to be well designed to facilitate that end. Finally, the interactive format is far more flexible than the press conference format for dealing with large numbers of candidates. The Dartmouth debate nicely illustrates this point. If all eight candidates in that debate had been given three minutes to state their position on an issue, it would have taken almost half an hour to get through a single question, even without rebuttals or follow-up questions. Not only would such a format be extremely cumbersome, but it also would be very boring.

While the interactive format has some advantages there are also significant problems. First, the greater conflict produced by the format may distract the voters from the important issues under consideration. The exchange between Mondale and Glenn in the Dartmouth debate, in which they blamed each other for past failures of the Democratic party, illustrates the point. This exchange did not illuminate the issues. It showed Mondale blaming Glenn for Reaganomics and Glenn attacking Mondale for a variety of sins of the Carter Administration. There were important issues involved in this dispute, but they were not touched in the exchange. Rather, the two candidates tried to make theatrical gestures that would receive play on the television news shows. And in fact that was precisely what happened. In addition, there is always the danger that such an exchange could...
become a bitter fight that would undercut the ritualistic democratic reaffirmation function of campaign debating. Moreover, there is reason to doubt whether this kind of exchange produces much useful personal information about the candidates. It is widely believed that both Mondale and Glenn had planned out the statements which they used in their exchange. Consequently, the people did not learn much about Mondale or Glenn, but only what their campaign staffs thought would be good political theater.

There are other problems with the interactive format used in the Democratic primary debates. Although the moderators of the debates that we have analyzed attempted to be fair in asking questions and allocating time, there is always the danger that a moderator might attempt to bias the debate process for one candidate. The moderator plays a far more important role in the interactive format than either the moderator or questioners do in the press conference format.

Finally, while the interactive format allows for more issues to be considered, it also means that those issues are not covered in any depth. Although it is important that the people know where the candidates stand on the issues, this knowledge is of relatively little value unless they know some details of those policy positions and the rationale behind them. Under the interactive format, the analysis of the issues is short circuited. The discussion of abortion in the Dartmouth debate illustrates this point. At one point, Donahue elided one or two word statements of policy positions from all of the candidates. Such discussions do not illuminate the issues. The problem is still greater when use of support materials is considered. The interactive format forces the candidates to state their position in a very few seconds. Along with the details of those positions, the reasoning and evidence that back them up of necessity get cut out of the statement. The result is a campaign debate in which the candidates take positions on the issues, but only rarely explain them or back them up with evidence. This criticism is less applicable to the New York debate, precisely because Rather allocated more time to the candidates on each question than was available in New Hampshire.

The point to be drawn from this analysis is not that the interactive format should be scrapped in favor of the traditional press conference style campaign debate. Some form of the interactive format is clearly needed when there are six or seven candidates. Even in such large primary debates, however, it might make sense to give each candidate an opportunity to state his or her views at greater length, without fear of interruption. Each candidate could be given an opening statement or alternatively, the statements could be spread throughout the debate. These statements would allow a candidate to sum up the reasons for supporting his or her candidacy over that of the opposition.

In debates where only three or four candidates are involved, it should be possible to develop a format which would avoid the problems associated with both the interactive and the press conference format. First, longer time limits are needed. If the candidates were given five minutes to develop a position on a broad issue like social security, they would have the opportunity to both outline their views and support them. Even the two or two and a half minutes available to answer questions in the press conference format really is not long enough to say much that is sensible. In addition to giving the candidates more time, it might make sense to get the press out of the debate altogether. The issues to be considered in the debate could be agreed upon in advance. The press has a natural incentive to try and ask very specific almost "trick" questions to pin down the candidates. The result is that the candidates spend days memorizing details about public policy to guarantee that they will not look stupid. However, the ability to memorize endless details is not an important qualification to be president, only to succeed in the press conference format of campaign debates. Alternatively, the press may ask questions that they believe are new worthy but which do little to illuminate the policies or personality of the candidates. Surely, Dan Rather's question in the New York debate about the greatest weakness of the candidates fits into this category. A rational candidate will admit in public that he or she has important weaknesses. Thus, Rather's question could not produce useful information. The people might learn more about the issues, if three or four broad related themes (like social security, strategic defense, the environment) were considered in every debate. Rather than responding to specific questions, the candidates could each state their position on the general themes and the public could judge the candidates based on the aspects of the theme which the candidate emphasized.

The final element in this format would be provision of time for rebuttals. If the candidates were given two short rebuttals on each question that would both provide an opportunity for and also encourage refutation of the opposition's position. Neither the press conference format nor the interactive format either encourages or even really allows much opportunity for refutation. However, if there were two rebuttals on each question, then the candidates would be encouraged to attack the positions of their opponents (in order to force them into specific and therefore politically risky positions) and also defend their own positions. The second rebuttal is the key, because in it the candidate can use his or her rhetorical skills to any failure of the opposition to deny a previous charge.
The resulting refutation also might provide information that would allow the people to better judge the intellectual quality of the candidates involved. If the public is to learn anything about the candidates as people, that learning will occur when the candidates are not simply replaying canned statements but are adapting to the arguments of the opposition. It is in the refutative component of debates that the people can learn most about the personal qualities of the candidates.

In sum, we believe that wherever possible the interactive format used in the 1984 Democratic primary debates should be avoided. Instead, a debate format that removes the press, provides the candidates with more time to explain their positions, and encourages refutation through the provision of multiple rebuttals should be utilized. These conclusions echo the point that Jeffrey Auer made after the Kennedy-Nixon debates; campaign debates have been "counterfeit," not real debates. By making the format of campaign debates more like real debates, the political incentives facing the debaters could be altered in order to better fulfill the social functions of the debates.

Notes

7 See Chaffee and Dennis, p. 79.
9 Chaffee and Dennis, p. 98.
13 Chaffee and Dennis, p. 89.
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The contemporary political campaign in America is inextricably married to the vast television network which permeates society. The medium of television has become the primary source of information for the voter in an election. (1)

The reasons for television's high profile in the modern campaign are relatively obvious. First, television has such a dominant role as a purveyor of public information in most every social context. (2) Second, television is the most functional tool, in economic terms, for the candidate. With the medium, the candidate can reach the greatest number of voters at the least expense. (3) Finally, the major political parties have, over time, witnessed a marked attrition, in terms of strength and influence, of their once powerful social structure. (4)

The decline in party structure has caused or coincided with a decline in party loyalty. (5) The contemporary popularity of ticket-splitting and voter independence has meant that more and more voters make a voting decision extremely late in the campaign. The increasing number of undecided voters has created a greater demand for information about the candidates. (6)

This leaves the candidate for office with two options. The candidate can tell the voters more about him or herself, or the candidate can tell the voters more about the opponent. The work presented here focuses on political advertising as an extension of the latter premise.

For the purposes of this paper, negative advertising is defined as a spot that tells the voter less about why the candidate is fit to serve in office and more about why the opponent is unfit to serve. Ads that, in theme or structure, are intended for such a purpose are considered negative polispots. (7)

This work proceeds from the Payne/Baukus trend summary of GOP senatorial spots from the 1984 national campaign. (8) Of the 81 GOP senatorial ads viewed in the study, the largest single group of spots - 28 - used attack strategies directed against...
their opponent. For this reason, more in-depth examination of some of the negative advertising is pursued in this paper. The campaigns to be studied are in the states of Iowa, Illinois and North Carolina, chosen due to their high profile in the national press and the competitive nature of each race.

**Purpose**

The objective of this work is to examine the phenomenon of negative political advertising from a number of differing perspectives. A brief history of the negative campaign is followed by an investigation into questions of style and strategy and their broad implications as interpreted by the researchers. A more subjective perspective is provided by some of the actual commercials of the mediated debate within the negative polispot—the political consultants. Finally, a discussion ensues on some of the considerations that have been offered for effective management of the growing trend in usage of attack campaigns. Offered here is an examination into the strategic as well as ethical factors that surround the issue of negative political advertising as seen by the authors as well as other interested parties.

**History of the Negative Polispot**

Though the rise of negative advertising to the prominence it now enjoys is a contemporary phenomenon, we can find negative appeals in some of the earliest television polispots. Edwin Diamond and Stephen Bates, in *The Spot*, credit the Democratic party with the first use of negative political advertising.(9) In the 1956 presidential campaign, Estes Kefauver was the spokesman in a number of spots that called Dwight Eisenhower to task for some of his statements made in the 1952 campaign.

Adlai Stevenson’s reluctance to mix it up with Ike meant that Kefauver would be the team spokesman in the negative spots. Stevenson appeared only in the spots with a more positive spirit. There are a number of elements in these original negative spots which have survived in the present-day strategies for producing attack oriented advertising. The use of film of the opponent is often employed, in modern spots, in order to attack the opponent. Also, the use of a surrogate spokesman is more popular in negative spots, whereas, the candidate often speaks in more positive ads. In these early negative spots, Kefauver was clearly used as a surrogate for Stevenson.

Perhaps the most notorious use of attack techniques in the 1960’s was Lyndon Johnson’s “Daisy” spot which juxtaposed images of a small girl plucking daisies with those of a nuclear mushroom cloud. This advertisement so raised the ire of not only the Goldwater camp but the general public that 1,300 calls of protest were received at GOP headquarters the night of its first and only airing. Spots like this one helped to successfully portray Barry Goldwater as dangerously comfortable with the idea of nuclear warfare. During the 1960’s and early into the 1970’s, direct personal attacks on television were especially popular. However, by the mid 1970’s, the tone of the attacks softened markedly. Yet, if the ferocious tone of the attacks subsided, the incidence of attack spots grew rapidly.(10) One important reason for such growth was the entry into the media arena of well financed political action groups. The raison d’etre for such groups was to attack particular candidates who did not advance their organization’s political agenda.

The 1980 and 1984 election resulted in some of the most senior members of the Senate—including George McGovern and Charles Percy—going down to defeat in the face of strong negative advertising campaigns. Many experts expect the negative trend in political advertising to continue. Lance Tarrance, in *Negative Campaigns and Negative Votes*, discusses the prevalence of negative advertising and suggests a possible scenario in which negative advertising may dominate media strategies in future campaigns:

Utilized only in the smallest of scales previous to 1980, it is likely that future elections at the congressional and U.S. Senate levels will witness a greater usage of negative theme campaigns as a result of a strong increase in the numbers of and abilities of single interest groups and their access to campaign-related technology. The emergence of this form of campaigning on a large scale represents a new chapter in the political campaigns in the United States, and will necessarily warrant additional close observation in order to understand how best to either utilize it or combat it effectively.(11)

**The Negative Polispot - Winning the Mediated Debate in Iowa, Illinois, North Carolina**

The three senate races explored in this work are considered to have been among the fiercest, in their negative tone, of the election. They exemplify a spiral effect in which one negative spot is answered with a second negative spot. Lance Tarrance cites five (5) ways of retaliating against a negative strike: 1) admit it 2) explain it 3) apologize for it 4) ignore it (5) attack the source. However, Bob Dow, media consultant to Iowa senator Tom Harkin, corroborates Tarrance’s viewpoint that none of the five strategies are effective:

1) Admit it. In 1980, Iowa Senator John Culver used this strategy. In essence, Culver said... "yes, I'm a liberal. I admit it. And I'm proud of it." Culver lost. The problem is that a campaign only
has so much time and money to tell its story. If a campaign spends all its time and money telling the other side's story... it loses. It's like shooting at the other team's basket.

2) Explain it. Explaining takes more time and money than admitting. If you try to explain, you're not only shooting at the other team's basket... you're shooting their free throws, too.

3) Apologize for it. This is like scoring a basket for the other team, then running to the public address system and announcing, "Boy, was that stupid of me!"

4) Ignore it. Politics operates on a simple premise: GUILTY. People expect the worst. Thank you Richard Nixon.

5) Attack the source. Closer... but still no banana. In Tarrance politics, attacks come from a third party... NCPAC. Church tried to attack NCPAC. So, when the Idaho voters went to the polls, they despised NCPAC and its dirty politics. NCPAC wasn't on the ballot. Church was. The voters may have despised NCPAC, but they bought NCPAC's story and voted Church out of office. Attacking the source is like slugging the cheerleader.(12)

Instead, Dow offers a sixth strategy: to fight back with a negative spot attacking the opponent on one of his or her own weaknesses.(13)

Dow's reference highlights the primary strategy within the mediated debate, control of the agenda. With a negative attack, the perpetrator attempts to bring the agenda for argument on to his or her own home park. The topic of the negative is chosen because the perpetrater candidate perceives an advantage for debate. All five (5) of Tarrance's suggestions for retaliation call for the victim of the attack to wrestle with the opponent on the opponent's terms. By fighting back with a negative spot directed at one of the opponent's weaknesses, the candidate can attempt to change the debate agenda to conform to his or her own terms. The media debate, then, becomes a spiral in which each candidate, through negative spots, attempts to retake control of the agenda.

The Harkin-Jepsen race in Iowa illustrates one way to fight back:

---

**Jepsen Spot**

**Video**

Red Background... still photos of old fireman...older woman appear on the screen at appropriate times.

**Audio**

ANNOUNCER: CONGRESSMAN TOM HARKIN...HE WANTS TO BE A SENATOR.

BUT HE HAS THE WORST ATTENDANCE RECORD OF ANY IOWA CONGRESSMAN.

HE CLAIMS TO CARE ABOUT OLDER IOWANS, BUT HE DIDN'T EVEN BOTHER TO VOTE ON FINAL PASSAGE OF THE RAILROAD RETIREMENT BILL.

AND WORSE YET, FAILED TO VOTE ON FINAL PASSAGE OF THE TWO BILLS TO SAVE SOCIAL SECURITY.

THE THINGS WE'RE BEGINNING TO AND FIND OUT ABOUT TOM HARKIN REALLY BOTHERS US.

AND THEY SHOULD.

THEIR STRUGGLES...IT BOTHERS US. IT SHOULD

**Harkin Spot**

**Video**

Black background.

**Audio**

ANNOUNCER: ROGER JEPSEN SAYS ATTENDANCE RECORDS SHOULD BE AN ISSUE IN THE IOWA SENATE RACE.

LETS LOOK AT THE FACTS.

Jepsen starts to wipe his brow.

THE DAY THE SENATE VOTED ON THE CHILD PROTECTION ACT...TO TOUGHEN UP CHILD PORNOGRAPHY LAWS...

Super NO VOTE over sweating Roger.

95% under freeze of Harkin.

87% under freeze of Jepsen.
black background...red "target letters"...ROGER JEPSEN...(BUZZER SOUND) WRONG AGAIN.

Though Harkin does not change the issue for discussion, he changes the topic of debate from one of his own record to that of Jepsen's voting record. Harkin's spot reflects a sense of confidence that the candidate has the advantage on the issue of voting records. There is no reason, therefore, to change topics. Harkin's spot only takes the focus off himself and places it on Jepsen.

A Percy spot demonstrates an attempt to bring a new issue to the debate agenda hoping that it will evoke a sense of shock on the part of the voters and embarrassment on the part of the opponent, Paul Simon.

Percy Spot

Video
Freeze of Ayatollah Khomeini
Iranians running in street
Shot of American hostages
Iranians chanting in street...
American flag burning
American flag with yellow ribbon
Copy of Simon letter, keyed window of Khomeini on left and Simon on right
Shot of hostage
Keyed windows... Khomeini, left; hostage, middle; Simon, right

Audio
ANNOUNCER: AYATOLLAH KHOMEINI ORDERS THE DESTRUCTION OF THE AMERICAN EMBASSY IN TEHERAN.

Simon attempted also to gain control of the mediated agenda with the use of an attack spot directed at Percy's perceived weakness on the grain embargo issue.

Simon Spot

Video
Reagan and Percy at outdoor rally.

Audio
ANNOUNCER: PRESIDENT REAGAN INDICATED LAST MONTH THAT HE SHARPLY CRITICIZED THE GRAIN EMBARGO FOR HURTING THE ILLINOIS ECONOMY.

Spotlight on Percy.

FREEZE OF SIMON

Audio
HOW SHORT DOES HE THINK OUR MEMORIES ARE?

PAUL SIMON OPPOSED THE GRAIN EMBARGO, AND HE'LL BE A SENATOR WE CAN COUNT ON.

This volley of media spots illustrates the perpetual spiral effect in which one negative spot leads to another attack spot, as each candidate attempts to avoid sparring with the other on an issue in which he or she perceives to be at a disadvantage in the debate process.

The spots in the three races of North Carolina, Iowa and Illinois all contain elements of style that are often found in the classic negative spots.

All of the candidates refrain from appearing personally in any attacks on the other candidate. Like Eisenhower, contemporary politicians use surrogate announcers to speak for them fearing the possibility that the voters will perceive the attacking candidate negatively. None of the negative spots from the races examined contained attacks in which the candidate personally delivered the message on camera. In order to satisfy the legal requirement that the candidate appear in his/her polis spots, the negative ads all concluded with a tiny picture and signature of the candidate.

The most popular stylistic technique employed footage of
opponent against himself or herself. This technique was used by Jesse Helms in a unique ten second format.

Helms Spot

Video

Small keyed window graphic of Jim Hunt with his hand raised apparently voting. Also, newspaper headline reading "Hunt Votes Plan to Raise Taxes".

Cut to two keyed windows of Hunt; one speaking and one still.

Keyed windows of Hunt featured with graphics of the announcer's message.

Audio

ANNOUNCER: 
WHO VOTED TO RAISE OUR TAXES?
THE SAME JIM HUNT WHO SAYS...

JIM HUNT:
"I DO NOT PROPOSE THAT WE RAISE TAXES".

Using a similar stylistic strategy, Tom Harkin attempted to portray Roger Jepsen as incompetent.

Harkin Spot

Video

Freeze of Jepsen on left

Hog appears center top

Harkin freeze in upper right

super INTRODUCED A BILL

Super LUNCH under Jepsen

Tractor approaches in upper center

Super ...AND A NAP under Jepsen

Audio

ANNOUNCER: 
SEEMS LIKE ROGER JEPSEN WOULD SAY ANYTHING TO GET THE VOTES OF IOWA'S FARMERS.

BUT LET'S LOOK AT THE FACTS. (Hog snorts in Jepsen's ear)
LAST SPRING WHEN CANADIAN HOGS WERE FLOODING OUR MARKETS...

Super LUNCH under Jepsen

ROGER JEPSEN...HAD LUNCH WITH THE CANADIAN AMBASSADOR.
(Clatter of dishes...waitress asks, "more tea?")

AND WHEN TWO IOWA FARMERS DROVE A TRACTOR ALL THE WAY TO WASHINGTON TO TALK TO HIM ABOUT FARM DEBT...ROGER JEPSEN FELL ASLEEP. (Sound of snoring)

ROGER JEPSEN SEEMS TO THINK THAT HE CAN FOOL IOWA'S FARMERS...

(Buzzer sound.)

Red target letters...
WRONG AGAIN
WRONG AGAIN!

The technique used here is important for its value in enhancing the credibility of the attack ad. If a voter is exposed to actual footage of the candidate saying one thing and doing another, the likelihood is greater that it will be perceived as credible than if he is simply told of the candidate's inconsistency by a paid announcer.

The Campaign as Argument

The attack spots that appear in the three campaigns analyzed here express a perception of the political campaign as an argumentative conflict manifested through the mediated debate. In this dimension, the political campaign becomes simply a series of arguments to be won.

More important, from this perspective, than the salience of a particular issue to a voting decision, is the perception on the part of the voter that the candidate has won the argument. The subject of the attack spot is important only inasmuch as it contributes to a media confrontation that is winnable. In other words, the issue around which the argument is centered is less important than the public perception that the candidate has won the debate.

In choosing the topic for the attack spot, the candidate attempts to select an issue on which he or she can defeat the opponent. In the consideration process, the candidate attempts to assess the opponent's potential to counter an attack on a given issue. The candidate chooses the issue that is estimated to afford the least opportunity for the opponent to counter. The aim for the candidate is to ensure the opponent into an argument which he cannot win.

Both Percy and Helms reflect this perspective in their spots concerning, respectively, Simon's stance on the Iran crisis and Hunt's support from New York. Jesse Helms employed what Tarrance labels a cross-pressure strategy, hoping to accentuate the age old North-South cleavage, by emphasizing the Yankee constituency of the "New York Committee to Elect Jim Hunt."(14) Charles Percy's mediated association of the Ayatollah Khomeini with his opponent, Paul Simon, was an awkward attempt to take advantage of the perceived inconsistency in values that would
move supporters away from the southern Illinois congressman. The Percy spot backfired.

It is possible that neither of these issues would have surfaced were they not raised by the two candidates. The question of their voting record is, of course, highly subjective. It is likely, however, that the issue of incompetence, inconsistency, or insincerity, unfit to represent the people. The central issue of any political campaign is the possibility that the candidate has chosen an issue which the public rejects as either completely unethical, or, as in the case of Percy's Ayatollah spot, completely unfair. In Percy's circumstance, a relatively informed and understanding electorate sympathized with Simon's explanation of the unique events surrounding his correspondence with Khomeini. The issue did little, therefore, to arouse the public or attract media attention. In the case of Percy, the negative spot attracted more public resentment toward himself, for what was considered a low blow, than he did toward the Simon campaign.

The races in North Carolina, Illinois, and Iowa reflect attempts on the part of the candidates to pick media fights with their opponents, and win them. In turn, candidates attempt to avoid entering into fights in which, they believe, they are disadvantaged. In this fashion, such elements of agendas and the spiral effect become integral to a strategy for functioning effectively in the environment of the negative campaign.

The Attack Ad: The Consultant's Perspective

What are the predominant opinions on the negative polis spot among consultants? Is it accepted as a legitimate tool of the campaign process? Are there agreed upon boundaries on subject matter and personal attacks? Who is responsible for ensuring the validity and propriety of content within the spots? Should further action be taken to curb use of this controversial political commercial? These and other pertinent questions are presented to some of the country's leading political consultants in the effort to better appreciate the philosophical undertakings of today's negative polis spot. Those interviewed include: Michael Goldman, Boston; Dan Payne, Boston; Harvey Englander, Newport Beach, CA; Bill Roberts, Los Angeles; Gerald Vento, Boston; and media critic Edwin Diamond, New York.

"The negative spot is essentially voter education with a sharp knife." (16)

Michael Goldman

Boston based Michael Goldman maintains that every campaign has within it "elements that demand a potential response." If during the course of the campaign the opposition's message is perceived to be effective in reaching voters, the astute candidate will develop "response spots specifically designed to check this persuasive appeal." Goldman points out that such response spots are usually classified as negatives, and play a vital legitimate role in the campaign process. Thus, there is nothing inherently unethical about the negative genre. There are, of course, the tainted relatives of response spots: innuendo, fabrication, and distortion. All are publicly shunned
and readily dismissed as unethical and inappropriate in the campaign process.

Goldman concurs with Tarrance’s thesis that negative ads are legitimate forms of campaign communication. Fellow Bostonian Dan Payne agrees: "Any serious candidate running for office must consider the use of negatives."(17)

Identifying the specific function of this strategy, Goldman states, “negative ads inform the public of issues and beliefs that sharply separate the potential candidate from the voter. Harvey Englander further enumerates on the value of such spots: "They identify inconsistencies in which the opponent has failed to represent the district's interests."(18) The best negative spots "do not themselves create an imperfection within the opposition," argues Payne. Instead they merely "play on pre-existing issues." For example, Senator Helms’ ten-second negative polispos, highlighting the inconsistency of what his opponent, Jim Hunt "says" as compared with what he "does" on the highly salient issues of school prayer and taxes, serves to illustrate this strategy. The Helms’ spot closes with an off-camera announcer chiding the Democrat’s flip-flop: "You can’t have it both ways, Jim!"

Providing the viewer mediated dramatizations of contested issues, the negative spot does, indeed, stimulate and intensify voter interest. But Payne cites side effects: "The campaign with the predominance of negative spots often becomes very personal." There is an increase in emotive interest within the public on a given issue. Englander explains that often the entire campaign is skewed and interest on other pertinent issues neglected in the heavily dominated negative campaign.

Englander suggests that a prerequisite for the use of any negative spot against an opponent is the initial establishment of the candidate’s own credibility. Goldman concurs: “The successful campaign must be integrated, there must be some positive message - identification and argument ads.” Lacking a carefully integrated strategy that employs both positive and negative spots, the candidate plays a high risk game. The public might perceive from the void of any positive programs that the only tack is one of tearing down the opponent. A backlash of support for the victim of this overly aggressive strategy can often result. Payne explains that voters sometimes view such ill-planned negative ads as “acts of desperation.”

Goldman favors traditional wisdom on candidate usage of the attack spot. He finds challengers more apt to use the negative ad in the effort to “justify or reinforce a negative response to the incumbent.” No incumbent believes he is “doing anything other than a sterling job,” according to Goldman. Thus, the negative polispos provides the challenger the means to “cherry pick specific points and issues” judged fruitful enough to create dissonance within the voter on the incumbent’s record. In contrast, Payne maintains it is the issue rather than the candidate’s status that invites use of negative spots. In open elections or close contests such as those studied in North Carolina, Illinois, and Iowa in 1984, Payne argues “the negative polispot is often predominant in the campaigns of both candidates in the on-going effort to erode the support of their opposition.”

“I think I ought to have the right to lie to you if I think it will help me win.” (19)

Bill Roberts

Critics view the negative ad as rife with questions of truth and ethics.(20) Others are outraged that Bill Roberts and other consultants publicly argue for no restrictions or rules in the political campaign. To many, political consulting is a meritocracy. One’s reputation rises within the political arena accordingly with a winning record. There is intense philosophical debate on this ethical issue. Regarding truth of content in ads, Goldman believes that “fairness is in the eye of the beholder, as is the interpretation of facts.” Payne asserts there to be at least “a smudge of truth” in most attack ads. Both disagree with Bill Roberts on no parameters or limits on the campaign’s message; the consultant should never blatantly lie to the public. Advancing this philosophy, Englander places verification of facts and a well-researched message as the primary steps in building an attack spot’s credibility and establishing its propriety. Yet, not all players in the political arena operate from this ethical base.

"Negative political campaigning is shaking our democracy off its foundation and its time we acted."(21)

Senator John Danforth

Responding to the possibility of legislation to curb use of negative spots, all consultants interviewed are adamantly opposed. They point out that one of the most extraordinary qualities of political advertising is its exclusion from the requirements of the truth and advertising laws. In addition, first amendment rights are cited as major stumbling blocks for passage of any legislation. According to Goldman: "Outrageous rhetoric is a fundamental right of every candidate, and any legislation would infringe upon this right of every American citizen."

These consultants maintain that the best jury to judge the propriety of attack ads is composed of those agents for whom the message has been so designed - the public. All express faith in
the growing sophistication of today's public in detecting
untruths and innuendos in the negative polispot. Bill Roberts,
who engineered Ronald Reagan and George Deukmejian's successful
gubernatorial elections in California states: "You can't give
the public b.s. today, because they are experts in picking out
sincerity and the lack of it." Roberts admits that "winning is
still numero uno," in any electoral effort. Furthermore, he
argues that it matters not "whether I am moral or whether the
candidate is moral." Instead, the final judgement rests with
society's most important jury: "If the public says if you lie to
me I am going to vote against you, if you do things that are
immoral I will vote against you, this has an effect." The
twenty-five year veteran of politics identifies the reciprocal
influence of television and the mass media on the consulting
community as the most feared and effective weapon in the effort
to "clean up" the campaign process.

"If a campaign is based on lies and innuendos the public will
find it out through the press and media."

Harvey Englander

All consultants interviewed favor a more activist press to
expose parties guilty of exceeding truth or common decency in
negative advertising. Ascribing to this viewpoint, Jerry Vento
states, "If the fifth estate would exert more pressure and point
out the questionable negative spot, or the fact that a message is
inconsistent with the actual record, the whole thought process would be
improved."(22) Media critic Edwin Diamond concurs, "The instances
where the press has been the cop on the beat and
identified questionable practices have witnessed the candidates,
more often than not, pulling the spot in question."(23)

Yet, while the press can, and on occasions, has influenced a
candidate's choice of polispots, it has not done so to the
satisfaction of some critics. In an attempt to meet this
equality, Senators John Danforth and Ernest Hollings introduced
legislation in the U.S. Congress during the summer of 1985 to
curb the use of the negative polispot, Bill S-1310. The Clean
Campaign Act.(24)

The Clean Campaign Act

Senator John C. Danforth, chairman of the Senate Commerce
Committee, believes that advertising is "eroding our democratic
process and creating apathy and cynicism among the public".(25)
The main provisions of the "Clean Campaign Act" require a
candidate personally to make any references to opponents in radio
and television ads. If any reference to the opponent is not made
personally by the candidate, that opponent will be awarded free
time to respond to the spot. In the event that an independent
political action committee or third party runs an ad opposing or

endorsing a candidate, the opponent will be awarded free response
time.

Conclusion: Negative Advertising and the Advertising Cycle

The primary task of any advertising campaign is to attract
attention. If attention is not aroused there is reduced
probability that any carefully designed stimulus will be
converted into an assimilated perception within the public. Until
this process occurs there is little likelihood that a person
will be influenced by an advertisement. The ability of an ad to
act as an attention directing devise is greatly influenced by the
nature and extent of the current advertising environment. In
essence, the persuasive process is similar to a ground-figure
relationship, i.e., the figure must be sufficiently different
from the background in order to attract attention and ultimately,
produce an effect. In advertising, this ground-figure
relationship is often conceptualized as "background clutter". That
is, a proliferation of other spots that tend to reduce the
uniqueness of an ad and, therefore, reduce audience attention and
impact. In theory and practice, any advertising technique is
only maximally effective if it stands out from the rest of the
advertising clutter. This concept suggests that the very
proliferation of negative political advertising will reduce its
attention attracting potential. In response, the evolutionary
cycle will offer new techniques to once again entice the voter,
suffering from overexposure to the negative polispot or just
plain turned off by the attack technique.

Negative political spots like other advertising techniques
should cycle in and out of favor as a preferred tactic. Recent
research by Garramone indicates that voters disapprove of
negative political ads; they do not consider them truthful.(26)
This, coupled with the increased prevalence of the technique,
should check the negative spot's popularity.

While the Danforth-Hollings "Clean Campaign Act" does have
merit, the process and effect of advertising in a highly
competitive environment should, in itself, reduce the necessity of
such controversial legislation.

Further investigation into the relative merit of positive
versus negative campaign thematics in general can provide useful
insight on the ability of polispots to actually influence the
outcome of an election. While it is important to note current
trends and to discuss modes and practices of today's negative
advertising, further study should also attempt to assess the
overall effectiveness of this questionable technique.
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In his 1976 *Esquire* article, "What I Saw at the Abortion," Richard Selzer, himself a surgeon, provides a narrative description of witnessing the saline abortion of a twenty-four-week fetus. Selzer prefaced his narrative by declaring himself to be both an objective observer and a man of compassion. The epigram following his title reads, "The doctor observed, the man saw," This combination of dispassionate observation and 'true vision' allows Selzer to avoid the pitfalls of sophistio distortions. He sees— and reports on— things as they are: I see... blood, disease, phlegm, and so on. I touch them to destroy them. But I do not make symbols of them. What I am saying is that I have seen and I am used to seeing." Emphasizing visual images, Selzer proceeds to set the stage for the abortion (four 'abortionists,' the woman, and himself) and to describe the insertion of the needle; then, 

I *see* something!

It is unexpected, utterly unexpected, like a disturbance in the earth, a tumultuous jarring. I see something other than what I expected here. I see a movement—a small one. But I have seen it.

And then I see it again. And now I see that it is the hub of the needle in the woman's belly that has jerked. First to one side. Then to the other side. Once more it wobbles, is lugged, like a fishing line nibbled by a sunfish.

Again. And I know—

It is the fetus that worries the line thus. It is the fetus struggling against the needle. Struggling? How can that be? I think: that cannot be. I think: the fetus feels no pain, cannot feel fear, has no motivation. It is merely reflex.

I point to the needle.

It is a reflex, says the doctor...

A reflex, the doctor says, I hear him. But I saw something, I saw something, I saw something in that mass of cells that understand that it must bob and butt. And I see it again...

... We are not six, I think. I think we are seven.

*Selzer's 'witnessing' of pain, his 'seeing' the agonizing death throes of the fetus, verifies for him the essential humanity, the personhood, of the fetus: it must be counted as fully present as the mother, the doctors, the nurses, and Selzer. For Selzer, this 'sight' is incontrovertible 'proof,' virtually immune to the insidious seductions of 'argument.'*

Does this sound like argument? I hope not. I am not trying to argue. I am only saying what I've *seen.*

The flick [of the needle in the womb, perceived as a harbinger of doom]. Whatever else may be said in abortion's defense, the vision of that other defense will not vanish from my eyes. What I saw I saw as that: a defense, a motion from, an effort away. And it has happened that you cannot reason with me now. For what can language do against the truth of what I saw?

*Selzer's vivid account of the saline abortion dramatically reveals the persuasive power of the visual. His 'seeing' pain verifies for him the 'humanity' of the fetus, and his imagistic narrative gains persuasive power from its use of what Perry Miller has called "the rhetoric of sensation." In addition, Selzer's essay reveals the argumentative resource whereby a discursive proposition ("the fetus is a person") may be metonymically condensed ("pain is emblematic of personhood") and then re-presented in visual form ("the sight of pain," which in turn 'steps out of' the argumentative fray created by the metaphorical and deconstructive currents of language: "For what can language do against the truth of what I saw?" Selzer's narrative does not itself 'step out of' the linguistic, since it recounts in imagistic language what he saw, and as narrative it remains completely within the swirling ambivalences of linguistic determination. Its structure, however, as "conversion experience," occurrents the 'sight' of the 'truth' of the 'pain,' and hence the 'humanity,' of the fetus, is suggestive of the significance of the relation between the propositional and the visual in argument and rhetoric.*

The visual representation, and especially in our mass media society the photographic and film representation, of abstract argumentation is a legitimate, and perhaps even pressing, area of interest for those concerned with argumentation theory. This form of argument, this visual 'iconizing' of linguistic propositions, seems to be particularly powerful if considered in relation to the resources of ideological argument, as the Selzer piece dramatizes. This essay explores the relationship between ideologically infused arguments and their visual representation. The essay consists of two sections, one an
explication of theoretical principles and the other a case study guided by those principles. The first section will advance a conceptualization of 'ideology' as a cohesive and integrated argumentative structure which is 'inspired' by a core principle, an ideational 'hub' which 'controls' the argumentative stances of the ideology. This core proposition may, in turn, be 'condensed' or 'reduced' metonymically to a sensation which may be rendered visually present. Thus, a visual image is 'analogous' to, even while a reduction of, the ideational hub. The more 'analogous,' the more proportional, and the less symbolically mediated the visual image in relation to the ideational, then the more 'purely present,' the more completely removed from the realm of the linguistic, from the reaches of 'argument,' as traditionally conceived, is the ideology. These visual reductions of ideological core principles will be called 'ideological analogons.' The second part of the essay will employ the structural conceptualization of 'ideology' developed in part one in an explication of the ideological analogons of the pro-life movement. Of particular concern are the photographic and film representations of the fetus in the womb which purport to 'show' 'pain' and hence, through a variety of metonymic 'reductions,' to prove the 'humanity,' the 'personhood,' of the fetus. The film 'The Silent Scream,' and the controversy surrounding it, will be used as representative of that mode of argument.

I.

To advance a conceptualization of 'ideology' as a recurrent and recognizable argumentative form is to focus the discussion on the characteristic structural features of various 'ideologies' as they present themselves in public discourse. It is, in other words, to treat 'ideology' as a special case of language-use and argument. Ideology does not exist outside of the realm of the linguistic but rather is, in fact, an integral and propagated through, language. 'Ideology,' then, is a linguistic, argumentative structure, and as such it should be studied through modes of analysis derived from a consideration of language in general. This paper will approach 'ideology' in that manner; that is, rather than grounding 'ideology' in social action, including history, I will treat 'ideology' as a special case of language use which attempts, through recurrent and recognizable argumentative and rhetorical strategies, to remove itself from the deconstructive undercurrents of the reflexive nature of language, to privilege itself above the 'nuances.' Specifically, this section of the essay will advance three theoretical propositions: 

1) Ideology contains an ideational unitary principle which, although logically prior to the ideological argument, may in fact not be 'discovered' until such argument approaches its own 'perfection.'

2) Ideology is characterized by a terminological penchant to encompass, and thus to sublate and/or dismiss, competing systems of explanation.

3) Ideological systems are self-contained and self-authenticating; that is, ideological terminology is self-referential, turning all questions of legitimacy inward toward the unitary principle.

4) The ideational hub, or the unitary principle, as it approaches a 'perfected' state, tends to become 'self-present' through its instantiation in sensory and imagistic emblems, which though infused with the ideational principle of the ideology are nonetheless in themselves non-linguistic and thus insulated to some degree from argument and direct challenge. This 'self-presence' of what was heretofore an abstract linguistic proposition may be either 'mythologized,' as in the sense that the image may achieve a deistic presence, or...
Before proceeding with a more detailed discussion of the fourth strategy, especially the theoretical relation between the linguistic and the visual, it seems appropriate to offer a brief elaboration of the four strategies which are viewed as constitutive of a formalistic conceptualization of ideology.

The first argumentative resource, or strategy, characteristic of ideology, that of evolving an ideational unitary principle, contains three implications pertaining to the form of ideology. The first is that ideology exists in the realm of ideas and in the realm of symbolic action, not in the realm of social action. This harkens back to de Tracy's original formulation of ideology, and, as will be suggested below, just as de Tracy's "science of ideas" was soon translated into social theory this conception of ideology as symbolic structure must eventually lead toward an understanding of social action and culture, it is nevertheless theoretically appropriate to start with the abstract, idealized perfection of the ideology in itself. The distinction is that although ideological argument might have social impact, the 'essence' of the ideology is not in the effect nor as but rather in the argument proper, and this leads back toward symbolic form. The second implication is that ideology revolves around a unitary principle, or an ideational hub. Burke makes this argument in his explication of the type of association which are constitutive of ideational forms of ideational relations; the third type of association, "the 'ideological,'" is predicated upon the recognition that there are distinct, specialized expressions, all derived from the same generating principle, hence all embodying it, without the need of direct 'interactive' borrowing. ... For, given sufficient discernment and expressiveness on the part of the critic, such a unitary principle should lead itself to statement in terms of an 'idea.' And it would be 'prior to the economic.' In the sense that it would be more general, so that the economic behavior, like all other modes of expression, would manifest the same character.

The ideational hub, or the logically prior unitary idea, function within the ideology as the 'ultimate term.' This is logically prior to its implication in social action, that is although logically prior to the cultural embodiment of and action in accordance with it, the recognition of the unitary idea may come temporally after social action 'motivated' by it. This leads to the third implication: ideology may often, although not necessarily is 'discovered' in defense of social or cultural actions. Ideology often functions as an ideational rationalization of, justification or 'apology' for, what has occurred, is occurring, or seems imminent. From one perspective, this makes ideology appear as a tool of the elite, as a means of social control and as an exercise in and of power. From a 'dramatic' perspective, however, following on the third, the linguistic structure of motives rather than presumed 'prior' social or class motives, such 'apologia' serve to illuminate the argumentative resources of the ideology. They may function as definitional 'arists,' or as the 'hitting upon' a definition which, as Burke writes of Aristotle's definition of 'tragedy,' so sums things up that all the properties attributed to the thing defined can be accounted 'derived' from the definition. In actual development, the definition may be the last thing a writer hits upon. Or it may be formulated somewhere along the line. But logically it is prior to the observations which it summarizes. Thus, insofar as all the attributes of the thing defined fit the definition, the definition should be regarded as 'prior' in this purely nontemporal sense of priority.

This perspective, besides forming a basis for a structural or formal understanding of ideology, also 'stands on its head' arguments for the directive force of history, for historical forces are the products of definitional recreation which may be evident, or existent, only retrospectively. In A Rhetoric of Motives, Burke suggests that 'ideology' is evident in that "inversion" whereby material history is derived from 'spirit.' And, in his response to Jameson, Burke further argues, "The distinction between ideas as causes and ideas as causes don't look quite so clear if, along logological lines, one views both a title like 'Providence' and a title like 'dialectical materialism' as 'god-terms.'" The appropriate response, Burke concludes, is the recognition that 'ideas' and terms "are not merely 'derived' from material conditions; they are positively 'creative' of material conditions. In this sense, a theory of 'consciousness' as historically conditioned would not be accurate enough. Rather, we must study the 'human condition' from a theory of terminological in general." Or, in respect to ideology, from a view of what constitutes ideology in itself; that is, as a special case of terminology, ideology must be studied to determine what is unique in the structure and functioning of its linguistic and argumentative configurations.
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The second characteristic strategy of ideology is that it 'encompasses' competing systems of explanation. Another way of phrasing this is that for its own evaluation, ideology avoids true/false standards on the basis of non-ideological perceptions of reality; rather, the terminological structure of an ideology is such that it engulfs counter-arguments, re-creates them in its own perspective, and, through this, either disposes them as irrelevant or claims them as additional evidence of the truthfulness of the ideology. In this encompassment, ideology is metaphorical and, to that extent, poetic in its formulation. Any ideology is a perspective which judges to view and interpret the world, and the better able the perspective is to account for all observations, the more 'true' the ideology. Such engulfing metaphorical constructions defy evaluation by any sort of objective 'truth criterion,' as Burke observes in "Semantic and Poetic Meanings":

'Poetic' meanings, then, cannot be disposed of on the true-or-false basis. Rather, they are related to one another like a set of concentric circles of wider and wider scope. Those of wider diameter do not categorically eliminate those of narrower diameter. There is, rather, a progressive encompassment.

The more encompassing the ideology, the greater its explanatory power and, simultaneously, the more impervious it becomes to falsification. The most encompassing, the largest of the concentric circles, and thus the most perfect metaphorical construction, tends to become hypothesized; the perfect metaphor, the perfect ideology, has the appearance of undeniable truth, for it encompasses and accounts for all competing explanations. This, of course, reverses the classic Marxist interpretation of 'ideology' as some sort of 'false consciousness.' From 'inside' an ideology, that ideology must appear as truth, or as 'non-ideological' in a traditional sense.

The third strategy, by integrating the formal characteristics of the previous two, provides a further basis for the claim that to an adherent ideology must appear as truth. Specifically, in a perfected ideology, the unitary principle, from which the encompassing terminology is derived, infuses every element in the ideological structure such that, strictly speaking, the entirety of it becomes self-referential and, hence, tautological. All questions of the legitimacy of, for example, the encompassment of a particular counter-argument thus become referenced inward, toward the unitary principle, from this perspective. To its 'outer edge' of argumentative defenses, the ideology's strategic resource is to recycle its own arguments and the counter-arguments through its ideational core, and the unitary principle thus re-infuses all elements of the argument and in that sense validates the ideology's claim. The process is somewhat analogous to Burke's description of a materialization/spiritualization cycle in language in general: in "On Words and The Word." Burke argues that we begin with words derived from the empirical realm of our everyday experiences. These soon become analogized to the spiritual realm, but even in subsequent 'de-analogizing' they are nonetheless 'inspired.' This materialization/spiritualization cycle is compared with Plato's Upward and Downward Ways:

... first, there is the 'Upward Way' from 'lower terms' to a unitary transcendent term conceived 'mythically' (analogically); and then there is a reversal of direction, a 'Downward Way,' back to the 'lower' terms with which the dialectician began his climb; but now the 'lower' terms are viewed as having become modified by the unitary principle encountered en route. The secular, empirical terms are 'infused by the spirit' of the 'transcendent' term.17

If the analogy is applied to the argumentative structure of an ideology, then it should become evident the sort of cycling-through which I have in mind. The outer-circles of the encompassing ideology are continually referenced to, and thereby re-infused with, the ideational god-terms, which, even if the 'transcendent' terminologies, function as ideological hubs or centers.

The final strategy of the perfected ideology concerns the transformation of, or the condensation, or the conversion into the imagistic and mythic; through this transformational process, ideology gains social force. Once mythologized in this specific sense, ideology provides the 'tyrannizing image' which naturalizes the beliefs of a culture and produces cultural homogeneity. It is in this point that, in Burke's description, ideology descends like a god to earth and takes up "its abode in a body," making that "body hop around in certain ways" although "that same body would have hopped around in different ways had a different ideology happened to inhabit it."9 Ideology, at this point, is far advanced from the abstract "science of ideas," for now those ideas are emblemized, stamped into the culture, and repeatedly enacted in the ongoing social drama. In a sense, these images represent true ideographs in that they provide summational 'pictures' of the ideological hub of the ideology. These images 'step out of the ideology proper; they become engrained in the culture, again relatively impervious to argumentative assault. They are the icons of the culture, the "reductio of the pure ideal" as terms of image and rable" and myth. These graphic embodiments of the unitary principle contain the ideological
'germ,' and a participant in the culture can 'work back' from the image to the ideological principle (indeed, this may represent one avenue by which ideology becomes articulated only after the incipient culture, hence borrowing Weaver's use of that term, 'backed into it').

Burke writes,

For a way of living and thinking is reducible to 'strain an idea'--and that 'idea' will be 'creative' in the sense that anyone who grasps it will embody it or represent it in any mode of action he may choose. The idea, or underlying principle, must be approached by him through the sensory images of his cultural scene. But until he intuitively grasps the principle of such an imaginal clutter, he cannot be profoundly creative, so far as the genius of that 'idea' is concerned. For to be profoundly representative of a culture, he will imitate not its mere insignia, but the principle behind the ordering of those insignia.

That principle constitutes the ideational core of the ideological structure, and the intuitive 'discovery' of the ideational in the emblematic might well constitute the 'mythic' dimension of the imagistic. Through ideology's instantiation in image it acquires greater social force and, by virtue of its non-linguistic 'concretization,' greater immunity to counter argument. In this double function, it acquires a motivational force separate from, on a different order than, the motivational force of ideology proper.

To appreciate more fully the 'supplemental' motivational and persuasive force of the visual, it is necessary to examine the nature of linguistic predication. Language operates through signifying structures which reference things which they are not; or, as Burke writes, "Language, referring to the realm of the non-verbal, is necessarily talk about things in terms of what they are not--and in this sense we start out beaten by a paradox." Given this quanydrity, language, "to be used properly, must be discounted. We must remind ourselves that... the word is not the thing." For Burke, this essential paradox is explicable as the principle of negativity:

The paradox of the negative, then, is simply this: Quite as the word 'tree' is verbal and the thing tree is non-verbal, so all words for the non-verbal must by the nature of the case, discuss the realm of the non-verbal in terms of what it is not. Hence, to use words properly, we must spontaneously have a feeling for the principle of the negative.

Infused with, and generated by, this principle of negativity, human language can never be fully present; that is, linguistic meaning, the signified, is never fully congruent with linguistic form, the signifier.

In the Derridean critique of language, this same paradox is punctuated in many different terms. Derrida interprets language as an unstable intertextual interpretation of signifiers which produces only the shimerings of traces, of significations. Meaning is necessarily indeterminate; no sign dominates, hence, the 'theologically' possible of meaning. There is only intertextual play, which charts the deconstructive undercurrents of language, always retracting the tide of linguistic assertion in the undertow of negation. The signification of a term is always something other than itself; the meaning is absent, is other. This 'otherness' in language, this duplicity, reminiscent of Burke's principle of negativity, always places the linguistic in the realm of argument. Linguistic assertions can always be deconstructed; they are, in fact, always already deconstructed.

There is no privileged concept or position outside of the play of signifiers, and it is in this sense that deconstruction, as a critical system, is open to the 'any monocus,' is itself already deconstructed. As Derrida puts it, "the enterprise of deconstruction always in a certain way falls prey to its own work. This is what the person who has begun the same work in another area of the same habitation does not fall to point out with zeal." This doubling, this doubleness, the very assertiveness, of the propositions.

Within the realm of the linguistic, the play of signifiers, the doubleness, the negativity, of language itself, guarantees the possibility of disputations of claims and reasoning, of, in a word, argument. The projection, therefore, of the propositional into the imagistic, however, radically alters the prospects for argument.

The sort of reduction of the propositional to the visual which I have in mind in an analogical reduction; that is, as much as possible, the 'meaning' or 'interpretation' of the visual should be congruent with the image; it should require little, if any, supplemental code for its interpretation. There is no 'negative' to this type of visualization; there is no doubleness, no deconstructive undercurrent: the visual image is simply an icon. Dyer, following Barthes, writes of these as 'iconic signs,' and her example of the portrait: Photographic images look like the thing, place, or person being represented... and the signifier-signified relationship is one of resemblance or likeness. A portrait of a person is an obvious example of an iconic sign, because the picture resembles that person.' As Barthes has observed, such iconic signs suggest a 'relationship between the sign and the image signifying which is analogical, or "quasi-tautological," but not 'arbitrary' and digital, as is the case with linguistic signifiers. In its purest form, the iconic image is a 'denoted image,' which can
appear as a kind of Edenic state of the image; cleared utopically of its connotations, the image would have become radically objective, or, in the last analysis, innocent. That is, the Edenic image is 'perceived,' not 'interpreted.' It does not, at any rate, require a sophisticated code for its interpretation. For Barthes, the photograph is the purest, most Edenic, of iconic signs:

In the photograph—at least at the level of the literal message—the relationship of signified to signifiers is not one of 'transformation' but of 'recording,' and the absence of a code clearly reinforces the myth of photographic 'naturalism': the scene is there, captured mechanically, not humanly (the mechanical is here a guarantee of objectivity).

The iconic sign, the Edenic image, is objective; it is recognizable, meaningful, in itself, requiring no sophisticated supplemental code for its interpretation. The photographic image is 'present' in itself, although as Barthes' writings suggest it is a presence in a peculiar sense: it is "not a consciousness of the being-there of the thing (which any copy could provoke) but an awareness of its having-been-there;" that is, "there is the always stupefying evidence of this is how it was, giving us, by a precious miracle, a reality from which we are sheltered." What we have here describes Barthes', "as a new space of consciousness, spatial immediacy and temporal anteriority, the photograph being an illogical conjunction between the here-now and the there-then." Curiously, a film, which lacks the Edenic qualities of a photograph by virtue of its necessary implication in a sequencing of events, in a narrative structure, and yet for that same reason, attains a greater sense of historical currency, or temporal presence. Film can be seen as animated photographs: the having-been-there gives way before a being-there of the thing." Barthes speculates that this is a result of precisely this difference, viewers are better able to identify with, to project themselves into, film.

In our helter-skelter, mass media culture, of course, no image is really innocent; no photograph is truly Edenic, and it is here that the relationship between the linguistic and the visual becomes increasingly complex and nebulous. Our culture 'captions' the iconic for us; our perceptions, even the most rudimentary ones, are infused with, framed by, the configurations of our cultural milieu. We are still, and more than ever, a civilization of writing.13 In this sense, culture, and ideology, tend to 'caption' photographs for us, and this 'captioning' moves toward narration as the action of photography moves into the entropy of film.14 The relation between iconic image and 'caption,' however, is a reciprocal one: even as the most innocent, Edenic, and pure iconic image (the "message without a code") necessarily, and paradoxically, supplements itself, or captions itself in a connotative sense (that is, provides a level of meaning in addition to the analogical content itself, as in the example of photographic style and cultural connotations attendant to various styles), so too do overt 'captions' or narrations frame, and control, the possibilities of meaning for the image. That is, the 'meaning' of the image, even the Edenic image, moves into the linguistic, cultural, and ideological, and the 'meaning' of the linguistic, cultural, and ideological moves into the image. Each conditions the other. In an appropriation of Barthes' terminology, each has the potential function of 'anchoring' the other. In consideration of the function of the linguistic message in relation to the iconic, Barthes finds that the linguistic limits, or controls, the polysemous possibilities of meanings in images; that is, the linguistic anchors the range of meaningful interpretations of the image. The ideological, for example, "remote-caption" a believer "towards a meaning chosen in advance. The converse seems equally true: the image, especially an Edenic image or a film representation, may implicate the observer in an interpretive web of ideological configurations. That is, the more Edenic a photograph, or the more sincere the presence maintained in a photograph or film controls the range of linguistic possibilities attributable to it, the more it anchors the interpretive process. When an iconic image attains a type of mimetic self-sufficiency, which can be, in analogous form, the ideational hub of an ideology. This cross-current produces a margin of overlap, or a grey area, between the digital and the analogical, between the linguistic, cultural, and ideological moves into the image, and it is in this area of overlap that we find 'ideological analogons.'

An ideological analogon is a visual representation, most purely a photographic or film image; it is 'structured' in such a manner, either in its own composition or through relatively direct labeling and interpretation ('captioning'), that it is proportional with and analogou to ideological core principles. The visual 'contains' through the reductive powers of metonymy the ideational genius of the ideology. The success of the ideological analogon seems to depend both upon how clear and self-present the images are and upon the ideological, or, analogous, the images are with the ideological. That is, just as a portrait may be photographic or impressionistic, so the image of an analogon may be more or less self-present or Edenic, just as analogon may vary in its proportionality to the ideological. The rhetorical
effectiveness of the ideological analogon would seem to vary along those two dimensions.

For the believer of the ideology, the images appear as 'incontestable,' 'incontrovertible,' 'indisputable,' 'naked' 'truth.' The visual is not only a portrait of truth; for the ideologue, it is the truth. The ideology is now essentially beyond the linguistic, above the play of language and the fray of argument. For the non-ideologue, the image is seductive: once you 'see' it, that is 'see' even the barest analogy between what is visually present and a 'caption' or interpretive frame which participates in the configuration of ideological principles, then some small portion of the ideology has been 'proven,' has been seen. This harkens back to Selzer's epigram: the doctor, the detached, de-humanized technician, observes, but "the man," a compassionate participant in our culture, 'sees.' He 'sees' an analogy between what is visually present during the abortion and how the pro-life ideology 'captures' that vision; that is, he 'sees' the 'humanity' of the fetus. In the case of this epigram, of course, to 'see' is to be a 'man,' linguistically re-affirming the virility of the pro-life stance and, incidentally, Selzer's own humanity, since at least some will grant 'man' the status of a variant of 'person.' In "The Silent Scream," as we will see, to see movement as visually present is to have a 'pure' observation (assuming for the moment that movement is indeed clearly visible), but as soon as movement is 'linked-upward' with 'pain' or 'purpose,' then the 'humanity' of the fetus is also seen. There is a 'metonymy-in-reverse' or a working backward from the image to the ideology. In this sense the non-ideologue who 'sees' may be an incipient ideologue.

II.

In his introduction of "The Silent Scream" before its national broadcast on WTBS-Atlanta on February 17, 1985, the Rev. Jerry Falwell exhorted his viewers:

Imagine. What you're about to see, the nation has never seen before. We've always maintained that if the nation could see—not hear, but see—the destruction of human life in the womb the same way that we were shown the Holocaust of Jews by Hitler, or the starving little children in Ethiopia, the heart of America would open up and say, "Do something!"

As Falwell indicated, the uniqueness of "The Silent Scream" is that it purports to be the often spoken-of "window to the womb." It allows viewers to 'see' the actual abortion of a 12-week fetus, to see, in the words of Ronald Reagan, who "endorsed" the film, "the unmasking of abortion's brutal nature." Reagan declared, "It's been said that if every member of Congress could see that film, they would move quickly to end the tragedy of abortion, and I pray that they will." The act of seeing is presumed to be tantamount to the act of believing: for pro-life advocates, the visual proof contained in "The Silent Scream" has, in the words of the film's narrator Dr. Bernard Nathanson, "beyond question the unborn child is simply another human being, another member of the human community, indistinguishable in every way from any of us." And this seems to be the central claim of the film: the fetus is a human being, a person.

The persuasive strategy which is important for our present venture is the attempt in "The Silent Scream" to visualize the concept of 'human life.' My examination will proceed by: first, briefly suggesting that the proposition that "the fetus is a human being" is the ideational core of the pro-life ideology; second, positing that the concept of 'human life' may be metonymically reduced to sensations of 'pain' and the physical resemblances and proportionalities; third, suggesting that "The Silent Scream" attempts to instantiate resemblances and, especially, 'pain' in the ultrasound images of the fetus during the abortion; and, fourth, offering some evaluations of "The Silent Scream" derived from the preceding theoretical development of ideological analogons.

The proposition that the fetus is a living human being is the ideological hub of the pro-life ideology; from the 'genius' of that core assertion the remainder of the right to life ideology radiates out like the spokes on a wheel. The actual 'act of the case,' as Dr. Nathanson put it, is "abortion is the destruction of a living human being or not." Once the fetus is granted equal status with the living, human person, 'indistinguishable in every way from any of us," then the associated claims of the right to life ideology—"abortion is murder, abortion is like euthanasia, abortion is the American Holocaust, etc.—all follow automatically. If a person becomes fully convinced that the fetus, even as early as, say, 12-weeks, is fully and equally human, then abortion-on-demand becomes a moral impossibility. The rhetorical challenge of the right to life advocates is, at its most fundamental level, to convince its audience that the fetus is a living, human being, a person.

That which constitutes a human being, that is his or her humanness, remains a matter of question. Answers to "What is it to be human?" have certainly varied, but, it seems, for the most part, attempts to define 'human' have approached it through consideration of topics such as body, mind, and soul. That is, if a 'human' consists of both a distinct form (a recognizable body) and a distinct substance (the amorphous amalgam of mind and soul), then that which
...those same attributes must also be 'human.' While this is tautological, it is so by reduction; it leads toward the metonymic substitution of observable traits for abstract conceptions, such as 'humaneness.' in the right to life movement, 'humaneness' seems to have been reduced to the lesser abstractions of physical resemblance and 'pain,' which can, in turn, be reduced to, and visually represented as, physical proportionality and movement.

The reduction of 'humaneness' to resemblance and 'pain,' requires some explication. The reduction stems out of the mind/body dualism (or even the trinity of mind/body/soul, with 'pain' emblematic of both mind and soul). The reduction of the 'body' to 'physical resemblance of the body' and, in turn, to 'images proportional to the body' seems fairly self-evident: that which looks human is human.4 The movement from mind/soul to 'pain,' however, requires some development, both historically and argumentatively. The national attention given to the issue of 'pain' escalated dramatically following Ronald Reagan's first speech as an officially declared candidate for re-election. In the headline-making speech, Reagan declared, "Medical science doctors confirm that when the lives of the unborn are snuffed out, they often feel pain—pain that is long and agonizing."48 The pro-choice response was swift, vigorous, and, for the most part, based upon a definition of 'pain' which distinguished between reflex responses and reactions which are, in the words of Dr. Ervin Nichols of the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, "interpreted by the fetus as pain." Reagan responded to the criticism by referring to a 1981 essay in the Human Life Review and to the issue of pain began to gain prominence as a major issue in the abortion controversy.

In the article to which Reagan alluded, law professor John T. Noonan, Jr. argues that we normally associate motivational responses we associate with 'pain.' As a result, "there is as much reason to believe that the unborn

...are capable of pain as that they are capable of sensation.49 Noonan ends his argument for equating pain with sensation and movement by suggesting an empathetic relationship between the observation of reactions in another and what those reactions would mean in us. Noonan's equation of 'reaction' and 'pain,' and his invitation for the observer to project himself or herself into the place of the fetus, has remained representative of the right to life argument on the pain issue.

The pro-life ideology reduces 'pain' to movement away from noxious stimuli, but why is pain itself such an important issue, one important enough for Ellen Goodgame to declare "at the center of the abortion dilemma?" One obvious reason is that it invites the sort of empathetic projection and identification which Noonan encouraged. Another is that, in the eyes of some pro-lifers, it reverses the issue of compassion and makes the pro-choice advocates seem unfeeling. Perhaps more fundamentally, however, reaction to noxious stimuli imply a purposefulness in the fetus, a sense, even, of impending doom, of death. Nathanson, in his narration of the abortion, describes the reactions of the fetus to the suction tip, even before the tip makes direct physical contact with the fetus:

You will note, that as the suction tip... moves toward the child, the child will rear away from it and undergo much more violent, much more agitated movements. The child is now moving in a much more purposeful manner. Its orientation ranges from time to time; it is rearing again here.

Death approaches, and the fetus recoils. There is an omniscience in it 'recognition' of impending doom, and what could be more emblematic of 'humaneness' than the anguish generated by the recognition of mortality and death? By the correlation of movement with pain with purposeful behavior in response to the anticipation of death, right to life ideology has founded a metonymic chain linking observables, such as resemblances and movement, with humaneness.

"The Silent Scream" attempts to instantiate the linkage of observables with humanity in visual images which are undeniable, which, in the words of Michael Linsey in his introduction to The Silent Scream, leave "absolutely no doubt at what has been portrayed in the film. A healthy, twelve-week-old fetus has been ripped limb from limb, right before the eyes of the viewer." The visual evidence is, for Linsey, self-evident: "No one can deny this, and no one does."55 The primary ideological analogon in "The Silent Scream" is in the real-time ultrasound imaging of the actual abortion; it is in the ultrasound image that we 'see' the child rear in pain, that we 'see' purposive behavior. Nathanson provides a narrative description of the events...
Which we 'see' in the ultrasound imaging. The following excerpt accompanies the visual images of the abortion:

Now the suction tip has not actually touched the child, even though the child is extremely agitated, and moving in a violent manner. ... It is only after the fluid has been broken, the sac disrupted, that the tip will actually come against the child. ... Once again, we see the child's mouth wide open in a silent scream. ... This is the silent scream of a child threatened immanently with extinction. Now the heart rate has speeded up dramatically, and the child's movements are violent at this point. It does sense aggression in its sanctum. It is moving away; one can see it moving to the left side of the uterus in an attempt, a pathetic attempt, to escape the inexorable instruments which the abortionist is using to extinguish its life.

The description is clearly one of a sentient being trapped in a helpless condition and doomed to destruction. The passage clearly reveals the relationship between movement, pain, and humanity. The critical question, however, is, "How self-present, how Edenic, are the images?" Although the Rev. Jerry Falwell maintains that "you will not need a voice-over to tell you what is happening as that precious little humanity is destroyed and literally annihilated, and is racing away, in that restricted environment, from the tools of death that are reaching for that infant," this critic finds that the primary persuasive quality of "The Silent Scream" derives from its narrative 'captioning' of the film and not from the images per se. In what follows, it will be suggested that "The Silent Scream" fails to instantiate successfully the images of resemblance and pain and that it is for this reason that the film has failed to live up to the prediction that it would be the Uncle Tom's Cabin of the right to life movement. My evaluation is framed in terms of the ideological analogon.

As suggested in the theoretical explication of the ideological analogon, the success of the analogon could be expected to vary both with the vividness or self-presence of the image and with the proportionality of the analogon to the ideological principles. "The Silent Scream" encounters difficulties in relation to both tests; ultimately, however, its failure of the first test renders consideration of the second problematic. That is, if it is unclear what we have seen, then it is impossible to compare the proportionality of that to the ideological configuration. This evaluation, then, will focus upon the failure of "The Silent Scream" to achieve that which it most desired: a vision of the death of a human being.

In sonographic 'photography,' although the sound images may at times appear as normal visual images (much in the way that an X-ray image 'looks like' a person), any understanding of the iconic message beyond the barest recognition of proportionality (e.g., recognition of a head or a hand) is dependent upon a sophisticated interpretive code. What we see in "The Silent Scream" is not a representation which renders present in its fullest manner that which it is, but rather an image which takes a "trained eye" to decipher. Just as most of us would need the assistance of a radiologist to 'see' the presence or absence of certain organs in an X-ray, so too must a sonographer 'translate' the image to the observer. Thus the paradox of "The Silent Scream" is that while it purports to show, in a virtually Edenic, pure manner the humanity of the fetus, there are at least two levels of transformation and translation required before the proof can in fact be 'seen.' First, the swirls of black, grey, and white which constitute the image on the pie-shaped screen must be seen as coalescing into a resemblance of the human body. While occasional images resembling the head or hands may be distinguished, this untrained observer found highly imaginative Nathanson's description of the visual images:

Looking a little more closely at the child, we can discern the eye, or the orbit of the eye here, the nose of the child here, the mouth of the child here, and we can even look at the ventricle of the brain here. This is a fluid filled space in the brain. We see the body of the child here with the ribs in silhouette and the spine of the child at the back.

The images of these attributes of resemblance and proportionality to the fully developed human body are not self-evident; they require interpretation and translation by experts trained in the area of ultrasound.

The second area in which translation is required is in the 'seeing' of movement and, especially, its equivalent of pain. In the visual sequencing of the film, we move from a freeze frame on the 'silent scream' itself (which I never did 'see,' even after repeated viewing) to the "violent" movements of the fetus away from the suction tip; what happens, of course, is that just as we are told that movement will occur, the film switches from the slow motion and freeze frame sequence which depicted the 'scream' back to its regular speed. This alteration of the film speed creates an obvious illusion of motion, but it is difficult for the untrained eye to distinguish the movement of the fetus from the movement effects created by the change in film speed. This is not to say that "The Silent Scream" engages in photographic slight-of-hand; rather, it is to indicate that, again, the untrained eye cannot 'see' in...
compelling fashion what is said to be occurring.

Sonographic images are not photographs or film images in the normal sense of those terms; they are, rather, themselves resemblances of film images. The interpretation of the ultrasound images requires mediation: they are not clearly visually analogous to that which they represent. They are not Edenic. In this sense, they are failed analogons because ultimately they must rely upon the narrative 'captioning' provided by Nathanson. The linguistic frames the imagistic, but, in this instance, the imagistic cannot stand alone, and the images, because of their need to be mediated, to be interpreted, do not seduce the non-ideologue into the ideological configurations. In the case of "The Silent Scream," the ideology must come first, and it may then "remote control" the ideologue into 'seeing' the 'incontrovertible' visual proof of the child's humanity. But the failure of the film to instantiate clear ideological analogons will probably limit its success to the audience which already participates in the right to life ideology.
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One of the most persistent issues to gain the attention of observers of politics from Plato and Aristotle to Bobbio and Rousseau is the problem of faction. All theories of government have had to deal in one way or another with the threat to political and social order embedded in the existence of minorities acting in support of their own interests over and against the general interest. "In order for the general will to be well expressed," said Rousseau, "it is therefore important that there be no partial society in the State." Recognizing the inevitability, however, he added, "if there are partial societies, their number must be multiplied and their inequality prevented." This latter suggestion was Rousseau's way of rendering an unfortunate phenomenon harmless.

In more recent political theories, that is, in several since the seventeenth century, "partial societies" of individuals have played a more positive role. For liberal theory, they have become the source of a vital check on the power of the central government, and their ubiquity has become a cause for celebration rather than regret. Such groups and their functions are recommended today by many political scholars under the label "pluralism." The concept of pluralism has been analyzed in at least three different functional contexts. Political association is the first. Here, pluralism is a matter of political parties and factions which represent the views and aspirations of various constituencies. These parties and factions seek to influence public policy primarily by means of political representation; that is, voting rights in decision-making bodies. They are organized around and for this purpose.

Multiple parties are an essential to liberal politics in that they provide a check on the power of the group in control of the central government. For this reason, "the most natural privilege of man, next to the right of acting for himself, is that of combining his exertions with those of his fellow creatures and of acting in common with them," said de Toqueville, "almost as inalienable in its nature as the right of personal liberty." As with all rights, however, the danger of abuse looms. The right of association may be perverted or carried to excess by others, and from an element of life may be changed into a cause of destruction. The factionalization of politics may prevent a government from staying in power long enough, or if it stays, from wakening the public at regular intervals. In European countries, this problem is addressed in the tendency of minority parties of form coalition governments, and by procedural barriers to frequent changes of government. In the United States, factionalization is not a problem at the political party level since viable third parties are and have been for at least most of the twentieth century, virtually non-existent. However, governmental paralysis is still a major issue because factionalization can cut across formal political party boundaries.

This is the second context in which pluralism may be discussed; that of non-political party organizations which influence political decision-making directly. These are the so-called special interest groups which use lobbying, financial contributions, letter-writing, etc. to influence legislative activity. These organizations usually are organized not only for political purposes, although some come so close that they might be viewed as political factions narrowly. But others, such as labor unions, represent their members' interests on non-legislative fronts as well, and are organized primarily for these purposes.

Finally, pluralism is sometimes studied in relation to organizations which function entirely or almost entirely outside the political sphere. Religious groups are obvious examples, although the overtly political activities of many of these raise questions as to whether any relatively large voluntary association of individuals can be totally apolitical in its functions. Thus, the distinctions I have made among the three contexts of pluralism are most easily supported in terms of the functions of organizations rather than their types. This, in itself, is a significant fact. It suggests that a given organization, though capable of different functions, nevertheless is likely to combine them at least to some extent. Except for political parties and some lobby groups, most organizations will be political and non-political concurrently. This means that arguments for pluralism which rest on defining associations as one or the other will be presenting at best an incomplete picture of what pluralism implies, and perhaps a highly misleading one. I will be discussing this "part/whole" fallacy at some length below.

I propose to analyze the arguments for pluralism presented in the works of three authors operating from three different points of view. My authors are Michael Walzer, Robert Dahl and Ralf Dahrendorf, and they represent respectively the approaches of political philosophy, political science, and sociology.

What do I mean by argument analysis? Obviously, an answer to this question requires first, some notion of what an argument is, and second, a notion of what an argument does. Just as obviously, I have insufficient space to justify my answers to these questions. All I can do is state them. For my purposes an argument is a formal claim occurring in a particular discourse. In this case, I am discussing formal claims which support a concept defined as pluralism. The discourses in which these claims occur are scholarly studies, that is, books produced by people employed in academic institutions, and aimed primarily at an audience of others similarly situated, or with similar interests.

The nature of the discourses I have selected raises some difficulties.
issues as to the question of what an argument does. The most obvious difficulty is whether academic arguments do anything at all of such importance. I am talking here of rhetorical effects which extend beyond the walls of academic institutions. Here again, an extended discussion is not possible, but I offer the following observations.

I take the position that academic arguments for pluralism are worthy of analysis, for as they contribute significantly to the reinforcement of liberal capitalist ideology, that is, to the extent this ideology has on the maintenance of existing power relations in capitalist societies. I choose to take as given the importance of the ideology/power relationship. My project is to specify the ways in which particular academic arguments provide ideological resources for liberal capitalism. In other words, I will attempt in a tentative and abbreviated way to submit academic arguments for pluralism to an ideological critique.

It is one thing, of course, to reveal the ideological elements in a particular discourse. It is another to determine the extent to which a discourse reinforces ideology generally. Not surprisingly, most critics of argument and indeed, most critics of rhetorical forms of whatever kind, are forced, by the vastness of this latter task, to confine themselves to the former. The question of rhetorical effects is either ignored or begged. Raymond Williams' comment on how critics of culture usually deal with effects seems relevant here. "Certain sociological facts and considerations are rather hastily admitted, usually in a received and well-worn form, and some minor place is reserved for them. But then, we understand, the real work can begin; we go to 'the works of art themselves.'"

A well-rounded critique of academic pluralist ideology should include analysis of the significance of academic institutions generally in the transmission of ideological messages to that audience(s) whose acceptance of ideology is important to the maintenance of existing power relations. Again, this is a subject so large that I can do little more than mention some theoretical and empirical contributions which might provide the basis for an institutional explanation of the impact of particular ideological arguments.

Althusser's analysis of "Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses" is a possible point of departure. He identifies the educational system as the primary means by which capitalist ideology is transmitted. The various other state apparatuses he lists are less significant for two reasons. First, they do not involve the degree and intensity of influence which an educational system can exert. No other state agency has access to its subjects for several hours a day from childhood through adolescence. Second, all other state apparatuses have historical equivalents in pre-ideological (that is, pre-capitalist) periods. Only compulsory, universal, universal education is unique to capitalist societies. Althusser is viewing the education system as a whole. The arguments I wish to critique are found in a part of this system, higher education, which covers only a portion of the population, and that portion in an unsystematic way. Yet its impact is likely to be much greater than these quantitative factors suggest. Those who teach in the educational system at any level are themselves products of higher education. The ideological messages communicated in Political Science 101 are bound to show up in Social Studies I, especially in its textbooks.

We can make the case even stronger for the impact of higher education by combining "elites" theory with Althusser's emphasis on the educational system. Following Peter, Hoace and Michels, and more recently C. Wright Mills, we can hypothesize that the maintenance of existing power relations in liberal capitalist society is dependent not so much on an ideological consensus among the general public, as among a much smaller group variously called opinion-leaders, the ruling class, or the power elite. These are the very people who are most likely to have been exposed to academic ideological arguments.

A number of empirical studies in the last several decades have indicated that the strongest commitment to what are usually defined as democratic liberal values is found among the most extensively educated groups as measured by years of schooling. To the extent that the sort of authors I am studying are among the chief purveyors of these values, their discourse seems worthy of careful analysis.

I do not pretend that this brief discussion of the sociological significance of academic institutions as they relate to the transmission of ideology settles the controversial questions I have raised. I offer it only as a tentative justification for the focus of this paper; as a small portion of the evidence which might be useful in arguing that academics' ideas do indeed have consequences. Now I turn to the specific arguments I wish to analyze, arguments in favor of pluralism.

There is a reason for supposing that among the myriad arguments advanced by pluralist intellectuals, pluralist arguments hold a place of special significance. This is the fact that the very organization of academic institutions themselves is an example of pluralist philosophy. The term "university" suggests a conglomeration of disparate disciplines, each ruled by its own particular methods and traditions, all united only by the desire to discover and transmit real knowledge. Within each discipline it is expected that "all major points of view will be represented, or at least not suppressed. Thus, in the act of presenting any argument, academic ereset on argument for pluralism. This is just as true for the champion of fascism as it is for the advocate of liberal democracy. The university seems the perfect embodiment of Milla's "marketplace of ideas" where all claims compete on equal ground for the adherence of audiences. The pluralism exemplified in the structure of academic institutions may make more potent the effect of explicit arguments in its favor.

The arguments I will discuss come from authors who should not be considered friends of liberal capitalism. Michael Walzer and Robert Dahrendorf have argued for decentralized socialism in preference to existing political and economic arrangements. Ralf Dahrendorf's discussion of pluralism incorporates a theory of class conflict within industrial capitalism. Homer, Brown, and others, in the same way, see pluralism compatible with the political systems they espouse, and, indeed, necessary to them.
I claim that in arguing for pluralism, these academics unintentionally use ideological argument strategies consistent with the maintenance of liberal capitalist hegemony.

This is not to say that these works constitute ideologies as such. I would prefer, with Anthony Giddens, to avoid the question of what is an ideology by hypothesizing that all discourse is ideological to greater or lesser degree. The point is not to specify some arbitrary point at which a discourse becomes an ideology instead of merely ideological. Rather, I wish to uncover what I believe are significant ideological elements with these particular discourses.

I will rely chiefly on a Marxian critique of ideology in specifying the characteristics of ideological argument. Giddens has summarized these as follows: 1. The representation of sectional interests as universal ones; 2. The denial or transmutation of contradictions; and 3. The naturalization of the present.

Pluralism as a political philosophy is uniquely situated to claim that it represents universal interests as opposed to sectional ones because by definition, it claims to represent all interests. The only question remaining is an empirical one; what political arrangements are necessary to guarantee that all interests receive their "day in court?" Or, in other words, if some interests are inadequately represented, this does not indicate a conceptual flaw in pluralism, but rather a failure to arrive at the appropriate means of implementing it. Pluralism can present itself as inherently non-ideological — ideology being understood as the false claim of partial interests to represent the whole.

This is not quite as clear as it seems, however. Even if all interests are represented, this does not translate to the representation of universal interests. The latter implies a single interest or set of interests which every individual in society shares, while the former is a conglomeration of interests each one of which serves only a part of society's membership. The parts do not add up to the whole.

Or do they? The problem for pluralist theory is to discover some universal interest which underlies the political system while retaining the essential feature of the relative autonomy and freedom of partial interests. Michael Walzer's solution is fairly typical. "Every particular measure," he says, "is pushed through by some coalition of particular interests. But the ultimate appeal in these conflicts is not to the particular interest, not even to a public interest conceived as their sum, but to collective values, shared understandings of membership, health, food and shelter, work and leisure. The conflicts themselves are often focused, at least overtly, on questions of fact; the understandings are assumed."

This statement is striking in that it describes a process quite similar to one which might appear in any Marxian critique of ideology. Here we have the admission that actions motivated by partial interests are justified in terms of universal "values." We need only take the additional step of exposing these values as sham universals; that is, ideological tools which serve the perpetuation of ruling class domination while masquerading as servants of the general welfare. Clearly, defenders of pluralism would want to avoid this attention of their analysis. Or what grounds do they do so?

The most obvious answer is the argument that the values which underlie pluralism really are universal. They really do serve everyone's interest in a given society. The pluralist must advance this argument cautiously, however. If we begin to look for universal values it will not be long before our society will start to look more and more homogeneous in its interests; in other words, less and less pluralistic. And the more clearly we define our value consensus, the closer we will come to something which looks suspiciously like an "ideology," the very result pluralist theory is supposed to avoid.

Walzer reflects these concerns. He acknowledges that "the first impulse of the philosopher is to resist the displays of history, the world of appearances, and to search for some underlying unity: A short list of basic goods, quickly abstracted to a single good; a single distributive criterion."5

Having posed the problem, Walzer finds his solution in a theory of justice. His book Spheres of Justice is an attempt to construct a theory which allows for different distributive criteria in different "social spheres." For instance, criteria by which justice is determined in the religious sphere will be different from those in the political or economic sphere. This is an ingenious approach, but not really satisfactory for two reasons. The first is that as a practical matter, spheres cannot be kept separate. Taxing policy regarding non-profit institutions is bound to affect religious organizations, for example. In which of these two spheres, the economic or the religious, do we place this issue? Which set of distributive criteria do we apply? Or, if we attempt to combine the two sets, on the basis of what principles do we do so?

Second, Walzer, in fact, does propose a single general principle which cuts across spherical boundaries. This is the principle of pluralism itself. In his words, "when meanings are distinct, distributions must be autonomous. Every social good or set of goods constitutes, as it were, a distributive sphere within which only certain criteria and arrangements are appropriate."6 In other words, spheres, to the extent they really are separate, ought to operate autonomously. Obviously, this begs the question of whether spheres can be separate, or how separation is to be determined. Moreover, Walzer ends up arguing that all human beings within a society share an intuitive sense of justice, which though its manifestations change from social context to social context (and rightly so since this is part of the principle of justice itself), still retains some consistent substance. The nature of this substance is hinted at in his subtitle, "A Defense of Pluralism and Equality." Yet no formal principle of equality is defended because this would violate the principle of autonomy of spheres.

Walzer's arguments are unsatisfactory as political philosophy, but I am interested in them mainly for their ideological character. From
ideological perspective, his theory amounts to the presentation of pluralism as a kind of universal interest which does not have to justify itself as such. Pluralism can deny that it represents a partial interest only because by definition, it represents the sum of partial interests. Yet pluralism need not defend itself as representative of any universal interest; that is, it need not demonstrate that a given interest is universal, because at the point such proofs are demanded, it can claim to represent no interests at all. This is the ideological significance of Walzer's attempts to deal with the part-whole problem. It is a strategic advance over arguments which claim that a partial interest is universal. Such arguments at least involve a burden of proof. Pluralism, in effect, theorizes away the universal-interest half of the pair. It then need show only that no minority partial interest is allowed to predominate, a task accomplished definitionally.

My position is that pluralism does in fact represent particular partial interests made to appear universal, however effectively this fact is disguised. That interest is the maintenance of existing power relations in liberal capitalism. The second category of ideological argument I am moving us toward an explanation of this relationship, in their denial and transmutation of contradictions, advocates of pluralism justify the status quo.

Ralf Dahrendorf's *Class and Class Conflict in Industrial Society* is an analysis of what he calls post-capitalist societies. These are distinguished from capitalist societies in that in the latter "not only 'economic' and political interests, but also industrial and political conflict are superimposed on one another." In post-capitalist societies by contrast; that is, in contemporary Western industrial countries, "the subdivision of authority positions stimulated by an ideology of rationalization in both enterprise and the state is an autonomous process." In short, "in post-capitalist society, industry and society have, by contrast to capitalist society, been disassociated."21

Anthony Ciddens argues that capitalism's primary contradiction is the coexistence of private appropriation and socialized production, a state of affairs that forces the interpenetration of social, political, and economic concerns. By way of brief example, it is clear that large industrial corporations have enormous public significance for whole communities. No one from Pittsburgh could doubt this in light of the current situation of steelworkers. Yet the control of corporate politics and the disposition of corporate profit are claimed to be private matters properly outside the scope of public accountability.

Arguments which either deny this contradiction or transmute it to a different argumentative context tend to obscure the extent to which liberal capitalism ignores the interests of industrial wage workers, and, for that matter, all employees. Dahrendorf's book exhibits both strategies. He, with many others, notes that industrial wage workers comprise a steadily shrinking percentage of the working population. The labor force has shifted to service and high technology employment, both more likely to involve "white-collar" work. This sort of work he claims has significant consequences for the material and psychological well-being of workers. On the one hand it is well-paid enough to obviate the need to be obsessed with material concerns. On the other, it is incorporates a set of social status rewards not directly related to income. The general result is a diversification of the work force in socio-economic terms, which undermines the bases for the recognition of common, economic class interests.

Dahrendorf wrote in 1959, and it is hard to deny the general accuracy of his description. Indeed, the workforce has become increasingly diversified (although more in the direction of low-paid service employment than he foresaw), and with the decline of the organized labor movement, it is hard to find much evidence of working class coherence. But these developments do not deny the inherent contradiction of capitalism. Ciddens emphasizes they may simply make that contradiction easier to obscure through ideological argument. The issue is whether the social existences of employees are significantly less affected by the economic realities of capitalism than formerly, or, put another way, whether the degree of economic, political, and social interpenetration is insignificant enough to justify the pluralist description of contemporary Western societies.

The "post-capitalist" thesis, whether we call its referent the "post-industrial society" or the "new industrial state," is a theory of social harmony based on pluralist assumptions. Dahrendorf argues that only when economic, political, and social conflicts are superimposed on one another that is, when the same people line up on the same side of more than one type of conflict, is the social fabric threatened. He takes as incredible the existence of conflict within any given "sphere," in Walzer's terms. Within each sphere there will always be two classes, one dominant and one suppressed. But so long as a large group of people does not find itself suppressed all or most of the time in all or most spheres, stability will reign. Pluralism is the term which describes this state of affairs, a state which Dahrendorf believes exists in post-capitalist societies.

Notice how effective this line of argument is in preempting its critics. Instead of denying the existence of conflict in society, this theory embraces it. Dahrendorf acknowledges the existence of domination; in fact, he considers it inherent. But he is still able, thanks to pluralism, to arrive at an end point of social equilibrium. So long as conflict remains autonomous within spheres, this is possible. This means that the spheres themselves must be distinct. What makes them so is the changing roles of each individual across spheres. In one he will be dominant; in another suppressed. There will be at least something for everyone.

Even given this distribution of roles, however, the ubiquity of conflict in pluralist societies is a problem. Within a sphere, conflict could well become intense and violent. A suppressed group may forget, within the context of a given conflict, the comforts of their dominant position within another. Dahrendorf therefore, adds a concept which reduces the dangers of conflict, and at the same time, transmutes the conflict/harmony contradiction he has created. This is his theory of conflict regulation.
Dahrendorf lists several elements of pluralist societies which act to keep conflict within acceptable bounds. "First,.... both parties to the conflict have to recognize the necessity and reality of the conflict situation, and, in this sense, the fundamental justification of the cause of the opponent." This amounts to being able to say "If I were in his shoes, I would take the same position." Second, conflicting interest groups must be organized,26 Organization, in Dahrendorf's sense, implies the acceptance of certain behavioral norms that exclude "guerrilla warfare." As means organization for the purpose of participating in regulated conflict, or at least organization which allows such participation. Such an act of organization tends to preclude intense or violent options. Third, "the opposing parties in social conflicts have to agree on certain rules of the game that provide the framework of their relations."27 He adds that "rules of the game can serve their function only if and as long as they put both parties on an equal footing and do not imply any substantive stipulations disabling one or the other conflict group."28

It is important to realize that Dahrendorf's theory of conflict regulation virtually eliminates the significance of conflict from his general theory of society. This is true because once his conditions of conflict regulation are present, it is difficult to see how conflict can ever substantially alter the status quo. In the first place, a recognition of the necessity of conflict and of the justice of one's opponent's position does not imply impassioned advocacy, but rather, self-conscious role-playing in such the same way asdoes the idea of playing a game. Second, the effect of formal organization for the purpose of participation in controlled conflict precludes the sort of intense and/or violent action which appears to be a prerequisite of change. Perhaps most important, acceptance of the rules of the game which place both sides on an equal footing merely reinforces preexisting advantages of dominant groups over suppressed ones.

What Dahrendorf has done is admit, on the one hand, that societal groups within a given context have inherently contradictory interests and, on the other, that a model of conflict regulation based on assumptions of deliberative decision-making via persuasion. If conflict is real, and if conflicting groups recognize this, then persuasion will hardly do. If, however, conflicts can be regulated by these means, then it must mean suppressed groups do not take them all that seriously begin with, or, more to the point, can be persuaded not to do so in contradiction with their real interests.

Pluralism comes to the rescue in both these latter cases. If groups can be dominant in some areas, they don't mind so much being suppressed in others. Of particular importance to an ideological critique, however, is the option of persuasion. What is it that might persuade the suppressed groups that their interests have been dealt with adequately even if the form of organization is unserved? I claim it is the procedures of conflict regulation themselves which accomplish this rhetorical miracle. The attention of suppressed groups is diverted from their interests in a particular case to the rules of the game by which that conflict is conducted and controlled. Procedure becomes a substitute for substance.

This form of ideological argument is so common in liberal capitalist societies that it might well qualify as a separate category. I include it here because it serves as a case study of the transmutation of a contradiction. When attention can be focused on the rules of a game, there is a tendency to forget the function served by the game itself. In this case of conflicts of interest within capitalist societies, attention is directed to ostensibly fair procedures within the game of public debate. This tends to obscure the extent to which participation in debate precludes more violent options for change, and obscures as well the ways in which public debate legitimizes existing political structures.

When anti-war protest groups in the 1960's organized teach-ins they had already opted for a form of protest well within the ability of existing institution's to contain. Teach-ins required open, formal organization and those active in these organizations were seldom involved in more violent activities. Moreover, teach-ins implied acceptance of deliberative, persuasive models of social change. This concession forced others. Teach-in leaders preferred to include only anti-war speakers. Many universities, however, demanded that "all viewpoints" be represented. My undocumented supposition is that universities had their way, the effect of teach-in was to increase faith in the existing system of government even as it may have decreased support for the Vietnam War. Insofar as one of the major rhetorical objectives of some anti-war groups was to stimulate a systematic critique of American society, the teach-ins may have been counterproductive.

Cited is a third category of ideological argument in the naturalization of the present. This defines arguments which imply the inevitability or inherent desirability of existing power relations based on allegedly unchangeable circumstances. These arguments are subject to two possible criticisms. First, the circumstances may not be changeable; that is, they may be the result of a particular stage of historical development, rather than "the way things are." Second, the implications of these circumstances may be invalidly drawn.

Robert A. Dahl's Dilemma of Pluralist Democracy opens with the following argument:

"....the most powerful ideologies of our age all suffer from having acquired their shape and substance in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, or very much earlier, before the world in which we live had come fully into view.... liberalism, conservatism, capitalism, socialism, Marxism, corporatism, anarchism, even democratic ideas, all face a world that in its form and thrust confounds the crucial assumptions, requirements, descriptions, predictions, hopes, or prescriptions they express."30

Students of religious rhetoric will recognize in this passage an argument similar to those advanced by founders of new religions: "A new faith is needed because all of the old faiths are wrong." Of course, in religious arguments, "old faiths" seldom are indicted on grounds of failing to take account of historical change. Usually, the converse is true. But the appeal of new religious is often based at least implicitly, on the fit between religious principles and the lives people lead in the world as it is.
For Dahl, the most important fact about the political world of today is its scale. We live in nations of millions of citizens. This means that traditional democratic rights, even if universally extended, would only mean that every citizen, not merely some citizens, would exercise an infinitesimally small amount of influence over the government.31 This means that for democracy in large systems to be meaningful, it must operate not on a mass basis for this is only sham democracy, but on a small-scale model. How can this be done in a large system? Pluralism is the answer. Democracy must find its true realization in small-group activity in the workplace, in the church, and in the neighborhood. Decentralization of control in all these areas is therefore desirable.

The unalterable facts which Dahl assumes are the existence of the large nation-state, and the political arrangements appropriate to it. One could argue, of course that nation-states are a feature only of a particular historical period, but even if this is conceded, the argument of scale is persuasive since historical trends appear to move in the direction of larger and larger systems. The problem is that this is no less true in non-political areas, particularly the economic, than in political ones. Why is it that the brute fact of scale makes democracy impossible on a national political basis, and yet decentralization of power is a viable solution in other realms? Either the scale of political units is not an inherent problem, or more likely, the scale of economic units is. Dahl's argument along with those of other advocates of industrial democracy tends to obscure this "fact."

Rousseau's argument for rendering partial societies harmless, you will recall, was to multiply their number and safeguard their equality. This sounds very like what Dahl claims has happened to the individual citizen. This raises the question of whether decentralized and fragmented groups are consistent with the real decentralization of power which is the theoretical result of pluralism. This seems particularly relevant in the economic sphere in which the international organization of capitalism raises issues of scale which go vastly beyond the boundaries even of large nation-states.

My purpose in this essay has been to identify ideological elements in academic arguments for political pluralism. Obviously, I have not presented a comprehensive discussion of this political theory or even of the authors' works I have discussed. I mean this essay as a preliminary investigation into ways in which pluralist arguments may operate ideologically to legitimate existing power relations in liberal capitalist societies. I believe that subsequent efforts in this direction would be a worthwhile occupation for argumentation scholars, as they have been in the recent past.
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Moreover, the State of the Union is always a significant address for a President. The 1982 address became his first opportunity to consolidate the policy victories of 1981 and set the agenda for the future. Rhetorically, Reagan is in full stride in this speech, laying out the positions which would allow him to take credit for the economic recovery of 1983 and propel him to victory in 1984. Reagan’s 1982 State of the Union address is a particularly impressive instance of the argument techniques that remain constant throughout the adjustments, successes, and failures in domestic and foreign policies during Reagan’s first term.

My analysis is also theoretically distinct from previous examinations of Reagan rhetoric in that it is based upon particular assumptions about the relationship between a text and culture. I understand a particular text, whether oral or written, to be embedded in culture; thus, it can be interpreted within the encompassing social realm. This assumption is not unique to the study of Reagan, nor is it unique in the field of political criticism. However, two differences distinguish the particular kind of text-culture relationship suggested in this essay from other essays on Reagan.

First, a text is a production of signs dependent upon a pre-given system of codes. The study of a speech will therefore entail an examination of both signification (the production of signs) and communication (the production of signs). Umberto Eco’s work develops the theoretical description of signification and communication. The first section of this essay will be devoted to the signification in Reagan’s State of the Union Address. Using Eco’s semiotic meta-language to explicate the cultural codes responsible for the production of meaning in Reagan’s message. The second section of the essay will be an attempt to analyze the organization of meaning in Reagan’s address, developing the way the meaning is applied in Reagan’s text. This second section emphasizes the rhetorical function of Reagan’s signifying practice, relying upon Chaim Perelman and L. Olbrechts-Tyteca’s formulation of argument.

Second, systems of signification are linked to cultural struggles for dominance and authority. Specifically, the struggle for political and social dominance involves the struggle over cultural codes. For instance, in the 1984 Democratic convention keynote address, Mario Cuomo associated the sign-vehicle /family/ with a diversity of social collectivities, such as the population of New York, social service recipients, and Democratic party members. Cuomo’s associations are an attempt to alter the usual association of /family/ with the cultural content of the nuclear family unit. According to Stuart Hall’s conception of political discourse in culture, the objective of Cuomo’s code-changing is not...
merely to provide an attractive image or vision of government and society but to intervene into Reagan's dominant discourse with the ultimate hope of providing an alternative way for Americans to live their relation to economic and state institutions, that is, as a nurturing and caring family unit which is based on mutual dependency.[11] Therefore, Cuomo's speech is a part of a struggle, albeit a losing one, for the cultural authority to describe and define how individuals experience and live their position in society.

Reagan's 1982 State of the Union address is a suitable example of his own struggle for cultural authority. Therefore, the use of a semiotic meta-language to describe Reagan's discourse indicates not only the cultural context in which the speech can be interpreted, but also, and more specifically, the realm of an ideological struggle for dominance. These assumptions provide a framework for exploring Reagan's visible but little understood alteration of the "nation's political dialogue."[12]

I have divided Reagan's text into five major divisions: (1) Introductory remarks and review of the accomplishments of his first year in office; (2) preview of the 1983 Federal budget; (3) articulation of the New Federalism (the most controversial section of the speech);[13] (4) survey of foreign policy; (5) peroration filled with heroism.

These oppositions were discovered by tracing noun and adjectives throughout the address and linking these sign-vehicles with their coded connotations in the cultural semantic field. Since the cultural units are meaningful by virtue of their opposition to other units, the tracing of connotations identifies intersecting semantic axes. For example, the sign-vehicle /political/ is coded to the content unit /artificial/, which is in opposition to /natural/. This semantic axis, /artificial/natural/, can be connected with or intersected by other cultural units depending on the speaker's adjustment of sign-vehicles. For the purpose of clarity, I will analyze each of the major oppositions separately.

**<<Superficial/Foundational>>**

The first clear hint of the <<superficial/foundational>> opposition is found early in the speech. After the initial greetings and introductory preview, Reagan briefly reviews the failures of past government programs and the actions of the present government. He then contrasts this opposition of past and present government, which will be discussed later in this essay, as oppositions which can be grouped under the <<superficial/foundational>> opposition. Reagan states, "We have an economic program in place completely different from the artificial quick fixes of the past." Reagan identifies how the audience is to interpret "program" by opposing it with "artificial quick fix." The negative connotations that result from the combination of an <<artificial/natural>> semantic axis with a <<quick fix/stable improvement>> semantic axis are subsequently reinforced by Reagan's metaphor for "program." In the introductory preview, he speaks of the program as a "foundation we've carefully laid for our economic recovery." The use of "foundation" and "laid" places "program" in the semantic field of <<construction>>. As opposed to "artificial quick fix," "foundation" in <<construction>> is interpreted as the necessary first step for producing a building that is stable and will meet desired expectations.

A foundation is a beginning, and Reagan further enhances the interpretation of "program" by proclaiming, "together we have made a new beginning, but we have only begun." Characteristic of beginnings as foundations, as opposed to beginnings as quick-fixes, the text continues: "No one pretends that the way ahead will be easy... The economy will face difficult moments in the months ahead. But, the program... will... put us on the road to prosperity and stability." Reagan valorizes a program that is a beginning, a foundation, a road to prosperity.

Reagan proceeds in the second major section of the speech to invoke other semantic fields for the purpose of strengthening the <<superficial/foundational>> semantic opposition. He claims the economic problems "will not respond to quick political fixes." Instead, he states, "we must stick to our carefully integrated plan for recovery." The sign-vehicle /political/ can connote the cultural units <<partisan>> and <<election-minded>>. When combined with the previously mentioned connotations of "quick fix," the sign-vehicle /political/ portrays the Democratic plan <<superficial>> and <<artificial>>. Reagan further reinforces this opposition as "deeply rooted."
"turning back the clock." The text therefore relies on cultural codes which associate /economic program/ with <<integrated common sense plan>> and /the only alternative/ with <<politically motivated regression>>. This opposition is also reaffirmed in the concluding paragraphs of the message. Reagan affirms economic problems and denies any "quick fix . . . to instantly end the tragic pain of unemployment," but suggests "the process has already begun and we'll see its effect as the year goes on." Reagan's description of his solution as a "process" and the implication that its effects are inevitable ("as the year goes on") further connotes <<progress>>. The development of the <<regress/progress>> opposition is therefore combined with the <<superficial/foundational>> opposition, a combination which is articulated in the two remaining sections of the address.

In the third major section Reagan promotes the "essentials of that [economic] program" with the New Federalism. He continues the opposition of <<regress/progress>> to emphasize the desirability of the suggested "change." Moreover, he adds to the meaning of "program" by placing it in two different semantic axes: <<timid/bold>> and <<conventional/innovative>>. As Reagan claims, "Our next major undertaking must be a program--just as bold, just as innovative." This intersection of <<boldness>> and <<innovation>> connotes a program of <<courage>>. This connotation is particularly desirable in light of the fourth section dealing with foreign affairs.

Twice Reagan refers to the "progress" of American foreign policy: once in the introduction to the address in the context of /foundation/ and /spirited initiative/, and a second time in the opening section of the fourth section of the speech. Reagan clearly uses the positively coded connotations of <<progress>> to characterize his proposals. In the next few paragraphs Reagan speaks of the "program" as a "strategy" to deal with foreign "instability." Building on the <<regress/progress>> and <<superficial/foundational>> oppositions, Reagan classifies American response as making the difference between "peaceful change" and "disorder and violence."

Thus, Reagan's State of the Union address has been produced by a reliance upon the historical-cultural coding practices familiar to many Americans: the expressions of /program/, /strategy/, /innovative/, /bold/, and /realism/ have been associated in contrast to the expressions /quick fix/, /turn back the clock/, /naivete/ and /self-delusion/.

A second opposition appearing throughout the text is <<Past Government/Present Government>>. Every section of the address is implicitly marked by this dichotomy. In an introductory paragraph, Reagan outlines the opposition to be developed within the text: "When I visited this chamber last year as a newcomer to Washington, critical of past policies which I believed had failed, I proposed a new spirit of partnership between this Congress and this Administration and between Washington and our state and local governments." At this early point in the speech, Reagan draws the line between "past policies which . . . had failed" and "a new spirit of partnership." Reagan refers again to the <<past/present>> opposition a few paragraphs later. He explains: "To understand the State of the Union, we must look not only at where we are and where we're going but where we've been. The situation at this time last year was truly ominous." He adds to the already proposed <<past failings/new partnership>> opposition the expression /truly ominous/.

Reagan continues to identify the <<past>> by associating it with the economic evils of society: "inflation, taxes, and interest rates would all be higher" if the present proposals had not been adopted. The suggestion is also made within the text that domestic affairs were "uncontrollable" prior to the present Administrations actions.

The association of /past policies/ with /failure/, /truly ominous/, /inflation, taxes, interest rates/, and /uncontrollable/ is strongly contrasted with the concluding paragraphs of the first section. Reagan metonymically replaces references to "Administration and Congress" with "Together, we"; references to <<past government>> are expressed by "Government." In seven brief paragraphs, "Together, we" introduces differences between <<present>> and <<past>>.

For instance, "tax reductions" are a product of "Together, we," whereas "built-in profit" and "hidden incentives" are a characteristic of "Government." "Saving the taxpayers $2 billion" is a product of "Together, we," whereas "waste and fraud" are a characteristic of "Government."

This distinction is continued in the next two sections of the speech. Reagan once again places all responsibility for economic programs on the "inheritance of decades of tax and tax and spend and spend." <<tax and spend>> is repeatedly affirmed as the nature of <<past policies>>. The repetition of "tax" and "spend" clearly connotes <<irresponsible government>>, a connotation subsequently emphasized by Reagan's description of government entitlement programs as characterized by "spiraling costs" and "uncontrollable expenditures." The taxpayers are being "defrauded," announces Reagan, but present efforts by Congress and the Administration will serve to "control" such "corruption."
Within the foreign affairs section <<present government>> is described by "strength" and "negotiations." Conversely, <<past policies>> are described by "restraint" and "accommodation," which led to an "unrelenting buildup of [Soviet] military forces." <<Present government>> is therefore associated to <<strength>> and <<Soviet weakness>>, whereas <<past government>> is linked with <<accommodation>> and <<Soviet strength>>.

Similar to the <<superficial/foundational>> opposition, then, the development of <<past government/present government>> is a hierarchical combination of different semantic axes. The adjustment of sign-vehicles in the text results in the coded message that Reagan's Administration will produce a controlled, responsible, strong government. This government is in marked contrast to the previous administration which, while in the process of strengthening the Soviets, managed to present themselves as irresponsible, uncontrolled, weak, and accommodating.

<<Undeserving/Deserving>>

Like the other two oppositions, <<superficial/foundational>> and <<past government/present government>>, the final opposition is difficult to untangle from the context. This opposition is also particularly difficult to express, but there is a clear distinction drawn within the text between Americans who are able and willing to contribute to their country and those who detract from the ideals of the country.

A sample of the numerous references connoting these oppositions is found in the introductory section. Reagan invokes the familiar political sentiment to make government the "servant of the people." But Reagan extends the usual rhetorical tokens by prolonging his emphasis on the American people. He devotes a paragraph to listing various workers--auto workers, lumberjacks, steelworkers, farmers, etc.--to whom the American government should "make all the difference." He concludes the paragraph with a reference to "everyday Americans who harbor the simple wish of a safe and financially secure future for their children." In this description of "Americans" as "everyday" with a "simple wish," the connotation is that these people are not asking for much. And since the motivation of this "wish" is for their "children," the content focus is not on <<self>>, but <<others>>. Everyday Americans are <<unselfish>>.

The <<deserving Americans>> are also very <<responsible>>. Reagan announces his implicit faith in citizens toward the end of the introduction: "Together, after fifty years of taking power away from the hands of the people in their states and local communities we have started returning power and resources to them." He later stresses the need to "mobilize the private sector" so that Americans can be brought "into a volunteer effort to help solve many of America's social problems." This relationship between <<power>> and <<solvency>>, usually coded by politicians as connotations of /government/, is reversed by Reagan. This is one of the unique marks of Reagan's rhetoric. Whereas most politicians refer to the dependency of government on the people, few have stated the ideal as actively as Reagan.

The opposition is drawn most directly with the discussion of entitlement programs in section two. Here Reagan argues that "waste and fraud" are present in such programs. The argument is developed, however, in terms of the American people. Reagan describes those people involved in the fraud as "cheating the system," and also as those who were "very confident that nothing was going to happen to them." Then Reagan boldly proclaims: "Well, something is going to happen. Not only the tax-payers are defrauded--the people with real dependency on these programs are deprived . . ." This passage clearly connotes the <<undeserving/deserving>> opposition which began in Reagan's introduction. Reagan even strengthens the opposition by contrasting the "needy" with the "greedy."

The third section of the address continues the affirmation of Americans' <<unselfishness>>. As Reagan states, "We also believe in the integrity, decency and sound good sense of grass roots Americans." "Grass roots" is a metaphor for "everyday," once again connoting a <<lack of selfish ambition>>. /Grass roots/ is also a culturally coded expression used in political discourse to emphasize the interests of the people rather than the bureaucrats. Thus the cultural unit <<non-political>> would be part of the semantic field, which would also invoke the axis of <<partisan/non-partisan>>, again connoting the <<selfish/unselfish>> axis. Reagan's next paragraphs further serve to link the various desirable qualities of humanity to American people. He speaks of community service groups that help community needs. Such groups, Reagan claims, "are almost invariably far more efficient than government in running social programs."

The final section of the address most strongly affirms Reagan's support of unselfish, deserving Americans. Characteristic of this rhetoric, Reagan uses a specific incident combined with a formal name to emphasize the accuracy of his observation. He supports his belief in "the integrity, decency and sound good sense" of Americans through references to Jeremiah Denton and Lenny Skutnik: two individuals characterized as "heroes." He also refers to "parents who sacrifice long and hard," "volunteers" who help
the "needy," and the millions of "unsung heroes who may not have realized their own dreams."

The selflessness that characterizes all these Americans is contrasted to those who slight the American spirit. Reagan warns: "Don't let anyone tell you that America's best days are behind her ... We've seen it triumph too often in our lives to stop believing in it now." In opposition to the heroes and the volunteers are those who refuse to believe, the pessimists. Thus, the <<pessimist/optimist>> axis is linked with the other axes to portray two very different types of Americans.

**SIGN PRODUCTION**

The small portion of Reagan's textual semantic field displayed in the previous section is sufficient to show how the cultural code permits an explication of the meaning in Reagan's text. I have synchronically divided the text into three major oppositions, yet the key to the Reagan message is the hierarchical combination of these oppositions: the development of each opposition is blended into one overarching structure of meaning. All of the links from <<deserving>> to <<foundation>>, e.g., progress, bold, realism, and prosperity, bring the semantic associations of <<foundation>>, e.g., progress, bold, realism, and prosperity, to bear on and articulate with, the development of <<past government>>, which is linked with partnership, tax reductions, strength, Soviet weakness, etc.

In contrast to these positive connections is the development of <<past government>>. The negatively valued semantic units associated with <<superficial>> and <<past government>>, e.g., progress, bold, realism, and prosperity, bring the semantic associations of <<foundation>>, e.g., progress, bold, realism, and prosperity, to bear on and articulate with, the development of <<present government>>, which is linked with partnership, tax reductions, strength, Soviet weakness, etc.

Provided with this semiotic understanding of the text's signification, what can we say about Reagan's mastery of the nation's political discourse? First, we must understand the strategy of the text and then consider that strategy in light of a theory of culture. Eco describes the labor of constructing and interpreting a text as "sign production." Rhetorical labor involves adjusting the code through manipulating sign vehicles. Eco suggests that rhetoric "represents one of the more complex manifestations of sign production." Eco does not develop the possible avenues for manipulating expressions, but he does say that Perelman's rhetoric can be assimilated into semiotics. Thus, we can understand Perelman's description of argument techniques as a description of textual operations, taking it as a guide to describe the coding adjustments in Reagan's text.

The most obvious observation about Reagan's sign production is his use of dissociation. An audience's conflicting conceptions of reality is the key to the argument technique of dissociation. Reagan spoke in the face of such conflict. His constituency applauded his successful first year, yet much of his audience held to a conception of socio-economic policy shaped by the New Deal and the Great Society. Similarly, Reagan's "talk-tough" foreign policy clashed sharply with Carter's emphasis on human rights. Reagan works his dissociations against these views of Federal reality by skillfully splitting each of the concepts of government, economy, and foreign policy. The result is an appearance and a reality: Reagan's "new partnership" is deeply rooted in the historical ideal of American democracy, undeterred by an ultimately unrealistic alternative. "In forging this new partnership for America," Reagan announces, "we could achieve the oldest hopes for our republic; prosperity for our nation, peace for the world, and the blessings of individual liberty for our children and, someday, for all of humanity." Reagan's implicit description of his statecraft as the true, fundamental, and essential fulfillment of American Government is made explicit in his conclusion to the fourth section of the address: "Our foreign policy must be rooted in realism, not naivete or self-delusion."

This central dissociation of past government from Reagan's "new partnership" is developed through the contrasts of artificial and natural, weak and strong, violent and peaceful, etc. Thus, the semantic axes discovered through an analysis of codes are in turn articulated with the past policies of "Government." Therefore, the opponents of Reagan's proposals are pessimists, politically motivated, naive supporters of tax and uncontrolled spending, selfish, illing to turn back the clock, supporters of waste and fraud, and responsible for high interest rates.

Furthermore, the process of dissociation as an argument technique requires a consideration of its starting points. Perelman explains that philosophical pairs frequently correspond to "two human fundamental tendencies: the classical and the romantic spirit." To promote audience adherence to a particular view of reality, a speaker relies on values and loci (common places) to enhance the acceptability of the dissociation. These classical and romantic tendencies illuminate Reagan's sign production.
leading into an account of the Reagan phenomenon.

In Reagan's text, sign-vehicles are syntactically connected in order to associate Reagan's domestic and foreign policies with both classical and romantic cultural values: the past government/present government opposition relies mainly upon classical connotations for its development, e.g. partnership, control, and responsibility. However, the other major oppositions rely upon a combination of classical and romantic values: the development of the superficial/foundational opposition relies upon the romantic values of naturalness, boldness, and courage, as well as the classical values of integration, foundation, and stability. The desiring/deceiving semantic axis is connected to the classical values of non-partisanship and common sense and the romantic values of optimism, charity (unselfishness), and the concern for others. Therefore, Reagan's dissociation of his programs from alternative proposals incorporates values from a wide spectrum of the cultural semantic field.[21]

This survey of Reagan's values is not intended to exhaust the starting points of argument in Reagan's text. Perelman's description of tendencies is a reduction of a complex network of loci, beliefs, truths, etc. These descriptions are handy characterizations which can be used to emphasize Reagan's ability to bring the contradictory dimensions of American experience together in support of his proposals. Yet this essay suggests the values are used not only as starting points in support of Reagan's administration, but are applied via dissociation as the antitheses of Reagan's political opposition.[22] Thus, opponents of his speech face not only the task of using American values as skillfully as Reagan, but also while denying the characterization of their own position as naive, selfish, pessimistic, responsible for Russian strength, etc.

The dilemma faced by Reagan's political opponents tends to bear out the political aphorism that "the person who can set the terms of the debate has the power to win it."[23] This bit of political wisdom even comes close to the Newsweek quote testifying to Reagan's political mastery. Yet we are still far from accounting for the ability of Reagan to alter the nation's political discourse. The analysis of his argumentation in the State of the Union address is only one piece of a complex puzzle; nevertheless, it is an important piece. The relationship of this argumentation to the Reagan phenomenon can be approached through a consideration of Reagan's text as part of a political struggle for hegemony.

As indicated earlier, I follow Hall in describing culture as composed of social struggles and contradictions. Any text, therefore, will be determined by and determining of several of these social fissures. This vision of the text builds upon a semiotic conception of meaning: the power to adjust the cultural code is a power to influence the verbal resources people use to define, describe, and live their position in the social sphere. Reagan's text is not excluded from this practice. The State of the Union address is one text among many that combine to create an ideological authority of Reagan's political discourse. The struggle in which Reagan is engaged is a struggle over the "common sense" thinking and living of the American voting public.[24] Reagan's production of signs is designed to bring the contradictory and historically-based values of American culture together into a new relationship. The public would no longer think primarily of the Federal Government as the guarantor of public services, but as the protector of a progressive, equitable and inspirational free market. Individuals would live in relation to market structures as if they were living out the very potential of the American dream. For an individual to deny Reagan's overall sense of American life is to deny their own experience as an unselfish, courageous, heroic, optimistic, and responsible citizen.

Hall's research into British politics of the later 1970's and early 1980's is instructive here. He describes the authority and domination of the Thatcher government as hegemony.[25] "Hegemony," Hall writes, "is always the temporary mastery of a particular thematic. It marks a shift in the dispositions of contending forces of struggle and the articulation of that field into a tendency. Such tendencies... create the conditions whereby society and the state... may be conducted in a larger sense certain formative national-historical tasks."[26] The Reagan phenomenon is similar to Thatcher's hegemony in this respect: both leaders are able to orient the society and the state toward their own particular domestic and foreign tasks. Reagan's discourse is one means of developing the cultural tendencies leading to this hegemonic formation. When Newsweek describes Reagan's alteration of political discourse as noticing the Reagan hegemony and the function of Reagan's discourse in constructing and containing the argumentative appeals made throughout culture.

Reagan's first State of the Union displays an early effort to secure hegemony. His associations and dissociations play equally upon the values of political friends and enemies. A political opponent attempting to gain the adherence of an audience to a contrary proposal will probably rely on the classical and romantic values associated with Reaganesim. In this sense, Reagan has altered the political dialogue of the nation, creating a new articulation of common sense with which oppositional rhetoric must struggle. Criticisms of Reagan's policy seem to be criticisms of fundamental, common-sensical American values. Alternative policies necessarily rely on values already instantiated in the Reagan policies. In short, Reagan
controls the semantic bases. His unique ability to subsume the privileged positions in the cultural field to his own political policies apparently leaves critics and opponents scrambling to find a place to stand in the political arena.

CONCLUSION

I have outlined one determining moment in Reagan's struggle for hegemony; and this has involved a theoretical articulation of language, argument and culture. I now offer an underview of the theoretical practice in this essay as well as the implications for rhetorical practice. Eco argues: "all theoretical research must ... have the courage to specify its own contradictions, and should make them obvious where they are not apparent."[27] Since my analysis of Reagan's State of the Union address involves theoretical claims, the presence of two theoretical contradictions in the analysis can be briefly noted.

First, Eco's semiotic meta-language is designed to provide a formal and theoretical constraint on the analysis of culture. Indeed, the reliance on slashes, guillemets, and oppositions in this essay might present an appearance of a systematic and objective method. However, the experience of culling useful material from Eco and the subsequent (or even prior) application of that material to Reagan's text is as much the result of a critic's unique placement within the cultural field as it is the result of systematically considering the cultural units invoked by Reagan's text. The critic's observations are, on the one hand, constrained by the connotational range of American political discourse and, on the other hand, always and necessarily escaping the theoretical framework of semiotics. Nevertheless, the reading of Reagan's text I offer should be recognizable and defensible as a reliable description of the cultural code.

Second, and perhaps not as obvious as the first, is the contradiction created by combining the theoretical stances of Eco, Perelman, and Hall. I am convinced that Perelman is useful and necessary as a link between Eco and Hall: Perelman's insights into the strategic value of argument are a significant aspect of semiotics, an aspect in which Eco makes few contributions. Perelman's insights also allow for the specific analysis of a text, and thus provide the strategic detail missing from Hall's cultural analysis. Yet, some potentially interesting theological conflicts are created by using Perelman to bring Eco and Hall together. Foremost among these is Perelman's reliance on a traditional humanistic conception of the human subject as rationally and reflectively present-to-self, one who is the locus of decision making and persuasive experience.[28] Conversely, Eco's reliance on the boundaries of semiotics leads him to avoid any claims about the nature of the human subject; and Hall's strategic reliance on Althusser's structural-marxism is designed precisely to rethink human experience as an ideological construction.[29]

I have detailed these particular contradictions because the relationship between them displays some fundamental issues in the analysis of argument and culture. The experience of the critic in working through a particular text is similar to the experience of the advocate intervening into culture. Both activities seem to require a reflexive and conscious attempt to discriminate among competing discourses: the critic must select a framework suitable for the task and reconstruct the text accordingly while the advocate must select the fundamental aspects suitable for the task and reconstruct the cultural code accordingly.[30] This common experience pervades our cultural existence. The assumption that humans selectively produce and respond to discourse is powerful, intuitive, and "common-sensical." However, Hall's cultural theory contains a substantive reworking of the notion of "common sense." Hall's motivation for redescribing human experience stems from his attempt to explain and influence social organization. Therefore, one task for the argument theorist-critic who seeks to think theoretically about the relationship of argument and culture is to critically consider the humanistic presuppositions pervading most contemporary research on argument.

The critique of human experience in the name of cultural theory also raises another fundamental issue for the argument critic. The conceptualization of the human subject in terms of culturally determined meanings casts doubt upon the assumed value of the critic's self-appointed task: the description and, perhaps, prescription of rationality. Specifically, the question is raised concerning the role of rationality in social change. The following formula for a better society is often assumed by argument criticism: public issues + rationality = public knowledge (wise decisions). Culture theory provides a critique of this formula through the demonstration that public issues and public knowledge are saturated with history, complexity, and struggle.[31] Where is the place for rationality? In this essay, the already tenuous connection between Perelman's argumentation techniques and his defense of rationality is sacrificed in order to appropriate the techniques for the analysis of political struggle. Indeed, Hall ignores the place of rationality in any formula for social change. Certainly, one task for the critic, suggested by this essay, is to secure a theoretical place for rationality in the description of social change.

Along with raising some theoretical issues concerning argument and culture, the research offered here can also enhance rhetorical practice, i.e., the actual practice of
intervention into the struggle for hegemony. The analysis of the State of the Union address is an example of how an advocate might survey the cultural terrain in order to find the strategic place of attack (or defense).

Due to the complexity of hegemonic formation, potential places for intervention are numerous. However, a tentative site of struggle can be located based on the research presented here. Generally, one wishing to break into the Reagan hegemony must attempt to discriminate, or dissociate, Reagan's association of classical and romantic places. One need not forsake American values. Instead, one can use the values in the same oppositional manner as Reagan yet reverse their application. For instance, Reagan's use of the romantic opposition "artificial/natural" can be turned against him by appealing to an equally strong classical opposition, "chaos/order."[32] Thus, one can argue: "We cannot allow the Reagan administration, or any administration, to let its citizens be subject to the inconsistencies and injustices of marketplace barons who are free to benefit some and, tragically, betray others. The shifting winds of high finance should not prevail against the reasonable order provided by our democratically selected governing body." This bit of political prose, although admittedly overdone, is saturated with classical values centering around the "chaos/order" pair. The oppositional structure is typically Reagan, yet the classical values are used to dissociate Reagan's view of government from the advocate's view of government.

Based on the analysis of Reagan's first State of the Union address, the advocate could prepare an overall message in which the central opposition would be "Reagan Administration/Proposed Administration," and this opposition should be relentlessly articulated with romantic values. The support of the opposition, however, should not be limited to romantic values but rely heavily on classical values as well. Notice that this message strategy is the exact opposite of Reagan's argumentative structure in the State of the Union address. His basic opposition between past government and present government is essentially a classical opposition (an emphasis on partnership, control, etc.), yet this opposition is combined with the romantic values supporting the other major oppositions. By selecting romantic values to characterize the central opposition, the advocate's intervention provides both an alternative to Reagan's vision of government and an opportunity to dissociate Reagan's vision from several American values.[33]

Further analyses of Reagan's language and argument might serve to modify or extend this strategy of advocacy. The particular synthesis of semiotics, argument, and cultural analysis presented here can be a useful guide in such endeavors.

NOTES


8. Eco states the act of producing a linguistic message is dependent upon a system of codes shared between members of a culture. The code is the cultural convention which connects the verbal expressions with culturally shared content, or meanings. Each verbal expression, or sign vehicle, is recognizable via its placement in relation to, or in opposition to, other sign vehicles. For example, /cat/ is phonemically different from /cat/. Similarly, the shared content, or cultural unit, is meaningful due to its placement in opposition to other cultural units; e.g., we understand <<cat>> because of its opposition to <<cat>>, or <<dog>>, or <<mouse>>. The code provides the correlational rule which connects the sign-vehicle /cat/ and the cultural unit <<cat>>. To analyze a message in terms of the cultural units denoted and connoted through the use of sign vehicles is to analyze the signification of the message. I follow Eco in using slashes to identify a sign-vehicle and guillemets to indicate a cultural unit. I will use quotation marks to emphasize the attribution of an expression to a source. Umberto Eco, A Theory of Semiotics (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1976).


11. The term "intervene" is used here to indicate the active quality of Cuomo's alternative picture of government and society. Thus, his speech is not merely providing an alternative picture, rather it is an attempt to break into Reagan's political discourse. I borrow the term from Hall's work, yet it is also used by Eco (p. 29).

12. A note of caution is necessary here in order to underscore the claim of this essay. I do not intend this exploration to uncover the sole cause or reason for the Reagan phenomenon. Neither should this essay be read as necessarily offering an account of Reagan which is incompatible with other explanations offered by speech communication scholars. Rather, the analysis herein is an interpretation of one moment in American culture in which Reagan's popularity is currently paramount. Following Louis Althusser's conception of "overdeterminism," I understand the innumerable moments of culture to be interrelated, mutually determining, and necessarily effective: Louis Althusser, "Contradiction and Overdetermination," in his For Marx, pp. 89-116: Also see Stuart Hall, "Cultural Studies," pp. 32-34. Thus, any one act of Reagan is interpreted as an effect of other cultural acts as well as a locus for the production of further effects. A particular cultural act is always in a complex relationship with other cultural phenomena. Therefore, the various explanations of the Reagan phenomenon are not merely different interpretations of the same phenomenon, but are accounts which vary by virtue of their selection of different determinations within culture. The differing explanatory accounts of Reagan's political mastery should be seen as pointing to different strands of determination in the cultural fabric. In this essay I attempt to pull out only one strand--Reagan's argumentation in his first State of the Union address--and suggest how it contributes to an understanding of Reagan's political mastery.

13. Newspaper editorials focused primarily on this section of the speech. See Editorials on File, 13 (16-31 Jan. 1982), 64-75.

14. I used the transcript from Vital Speeches of the Day, 15 (15 Feb. 1982), 258-62. Examination of the text in relation to an audio-cassette recording of the speech reveals some minor differences (disfluencies, applause interruptions) and a major organizational error in the printing of the text. My divisions of the speech are based on the corrected text. All quotations from the speech are taken from this transcript; the minor errors do not affect any of the quotations in this analysis.
15. Eco, pp. 121-29.

16. The second paragraph in this series of seven does not begin with "Together, we." Instead, "Together" and "we" are emphasized by their separation. The mediating words describe a characteristic of "past government".

17. Eco, p. 278.


19. Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca, p. 422.


21. The nature of this argumentative technique can be further illustrated with the help of Rieke and Sillar's discussion of American values in Argumentation and the Decision Making Process, 2nd ed. (Glenview, Illinois: Scott, Foresman, 1984), pp. 118-24. They identify six broad categories or systems of values which may help students of argument to classify and thereby better understand the use of value appeals in American discourse. The remarkable quality of Reagan rhetoric is its string of associations extending into all six categories. For example, Reagan's State of the Union falls primarily into three systems: the "progressive," the "collectivist," and the "personal success" systems. Yet Reagan's connotational field also taps into the other three systems: the undeserving/deserving opposition extends into the "puritan-pioneer-peasant" value system as well as the "transcendental" value system, and the past government/present government opposition connotes the "enlightenment" system. Reagan's combination of conflicting values is also pointed out by Gary Woodward in an examination of Reagan's use of populist political appeals. Woodward's claim seems similar to mine in this respect: Reagan's message collects and associates competing political values into a unique political message. The first three characteristics of populist rhetoric, as described by Woodward (pp. 47-49), are consistent with the romantic values and loci as described by Perelman.

22. Henry Z. Scheele also identifies Reagan's ability to connect the negative values with the political opponents; yet Scheele does not include an analysis of argument technique, nor does he consider the cultural significance of Reagan's reliance on values.

23. I am quoting Zarefsky, Miller-Tutzauer and Tutzauer (p. 119), who include this aphorism to illustrate the effectiveness of Reagan's dissociation of "safety net."

24. For further discussion of "common sense" and culture, see Errol Lawrence, "Just Plain Common Sense: The 'Roots' of Racism," in Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies, The Empire Strikes Back: Race and Racism in 70s Britain (London: Hutchinson, 1983), pp. 47-94. Ivice also relies on "common sense" as a phrase to indicate the acceptability of Reagan's discourse, yet Ivice does not place "common sense" in the context of cultural struggle.


27. Eco, p. 7.


30. The relation between argument and criticism is effectively stated by Wayne Brockriede, "Rhetorical Criticism as Argument," Quarterly Journal of Speech, 60 (174), 165-74.

31. Michael Calvin McGee has been a frequent opponent of rationality as a necessary consideration in the analysis of public argument. However, he opposes it from a similar but significantly different theoretical viewpoint than what I have argued in this essay. First, McGee relies on a conception of ideology as "false consciousness," a position which is the repudiated precursor to the conception of ideology informing this essay (See: McGee, "In Search of The People': A Rhetorical Alternative," Quarterly Journal of Speech, 61 (1975), pp. 243-47). Second, McGee's position on ideology seems to lead him to a point of inaction: The scholar, he claims, should not venture into the political arena without risking damage to his or her academic calling (McGee, "Social Movements as Meaning,"
Hall, on the other hand, understands academic discourse as the means to identify possible avenues for political intervention. This essay is produced in agreement with Hall's interest in the value of theoretical discourse. However, I do not share Hall's political investment in socialism. The insights offered through semiotics and cultural theory can be useful in the development of a representative democracy.

32. See Perelman, "Classicism and Romanticism," pp. 164-165, for a helpful listing of romantic and classical pairs. Also see The New Rhetoric, pp. 426-28, for the description of how to overturn a dissociation.

33. This proposed strategy is very similar to Cuomo's strategy at the Democratic convention. Cuomo presented a view of government that is fundamentally romantic--government involved with the unique needs and concerns of individuals--yet he developed this view by using classical values: the "family" metaphor, to which I referred earlier, relies on the classical values of social organization. Although the strategy of Cuomo's keynote address was not sustained throughout the Democratic campaign, his approach seems to be the best possible option against Reagan's ideological authority.
The story of the strike itself is rather bizarre. Whether one reads it as an example of the perfidy of international Communism, the tragic spirit of Southern culture, the beginnings of “socialist feminism,” of an unfortunate episode on the way to more chivalrous labor-management relations under capitalism, the story is worth telling, both on its own terms and as the site of a continuing interpretive struggle over the “meaning” of American radicalism. Although this paper is largely descriptive, I view it as a contribution to the larger problem of the textuality of Marxism.

The Gastonia Strike

Before 1929, Gastonia, North Carolina, was one of the major textile centers of the South. Labor was cheap and productive, and the industry had been relatively free of conflict which had marked it in the Northeast. The Southern ruling class had done their best to attract Northern capital, and, as Irving Bernstein writes, “felt it their sacred duty to protect the industry against outside encroachments in such matters as foreign competition, the child labor amendment, and federal investigation of working conditions.” Even in the South, however, the industry was increasingly plagued by overproduction, speculation in the price of raw cotton, and competition by other fibers such as silk and rayon. The response to these market factors at the Loray Mill, the largest mill in Gastonia, owned by the Northern Manville-Jenckes corporation, was the “stretch-out,” a “modern management” technique used to increase productivity and to discipline the labor force—a technique more recently described in the film Norma Rae. Although the Loray Mill was perhaps at first a profitable unit in the corporation, F.L. Jenckes, the owner, had foreseen a further drop in demand for cotton fabric resulting from the shift from cord to balloon tires, and in 1926 he increased work loads, at times doubling them. Within fifteen months the superintendent reduced the number of workers from about 3500 to 2200, while keeping production at previous levels.** The response of the workers was immediate: the stretch-out to have been the immediate cause of the strike. W.J. Cash, in his inimitable style, finds a larger lesson about Southern ideology about work in the response to the stretch-out:

To be wrenched out of the old, easy-going way so long native to the country, to be required to exhibit more energy than the climate allowed for—that was in itself bad enough. But to be deprived of one’s dignity as an individual and made into a sort of automaton; to be stood over by a taskmaster with a stop-watch in his hand (a taskmaster who himself would have an “efficiency expert,” usually a Yankee, at his elbow), and checked on at each visit to the water-cooler or toilet; to be everlastingly urged upon greater exertion by curt commands, and sneers, and to have to stand periodically and take a dressing down with a white face, just as though one were a nigger, under the ever present threat of being summarily dismissed—for this people so immensely proud in its curious way, bred to the ancient Southern notion that each was a white man like any other, that each in some fundamental fusion was as good as any white man who walked the earth and entitled to be treated with respect and consideration; bred in the heritage of knowing the masters of the mills on the old casually intimate terms—for such people, that was well-nigh or wholly intolerable.

Cash’s comment, as is characteristic of most “readers” of the strike, probably says more about his own ideology than it does about the workers. A number of other factors contributed to social unrest in the mill. Wages, for instance, were incredibly low. In 1926, a southern textile worker earned an average of $15.81 for a 55-hour week compared to $21.49 for a 48-hour week earned by her or his New England counterpart. This average, however, masks the fact that at the Loray Mill the work week often was extended as long as 72 hours. Eight-hour work for women and children was common. It is important to remember that the unit of employment in the mills was the family rather than the individual. Bernstein writes, “From the employer’s standpoint, the family was more efficient. Many jobs required nothingness of finger and keenness of eye-sight; hence the employer’s interest was in the young rather than the old. Children, not the mill, assumed the obligation to support those no longer employable.”

The control of the mill owners over the work force was enhanced immediately by the act that they provided houses, stores, schools, and even churches for the workers in the “mill villages,” and in a larger sense, by the encroachment on the countryside caused by the depletion of agricultural land. The stretch-out, however, seems to have broken this control. On March 5, 1928, weave-room workers at the Loray Mill staged a brief walkout to protest the stretch-out and wage cuts. The actual cause of the strike itself, however, seems to have been the rhetorical efforts of Fred Beal. Fred Beal, who recounts his life in his book Proletarian Journey, was a veteran of the great Lawrence strike of 1912, and more recently had been a leader of the New Bedford strike, which had moved him rapidly from an I.W.W. syndicalist to a member of the Communist Party. He had already formed a secret union, comprised of a handful of workers at the Loray Mill. Company spies found out about the union, and in late March several union members were dismissed. Beal then called a public meeting of all Loray workers for March 30. Several hundred workers joined the union after the meeting, and Beal was authorized to call a strike, despite his objections to the timing. On April 1 virtually the whole work force on both shifts walked out. The demands presented to management on the third day of the strike seem, in retrospect, rather modest:

1. Elimination of all piece work, bank or cloth systems, and sub-trait injury of a standard wage scale.
3. Forty-hour, five-day week.
4. Abolition of all speeding and doubling up of work.
5. Equal pay for equal work for women and youth.

These demands, as the site of a continuing interpretive struggle over the “meaning” of American radicalism, are worth telling, both on their own terms and as an example of the perfidy of international Communism.
it with kerosene and setting it afire. On April 20, Governor Gardner ordered the Loray Mill to be set on fire. The strike was marked by violence and destruction. Bands of masked men, singing "Praise God from Whom All Blessings Flow," descended on Gastonia. Protests were staged by Communists in Gastonia, and the NAACP arranged for delegations of emaciated workers to visit New York and other Northern cities to raise money. Albert Weisbord of the NTWU ordered Beal to arrange for the distribution of a small pamphlet entitled "Songs of the Class Struggle." One of the most memorable is called "The Mill Mother's Song."

We leave our home in the morning,
We kiss our children goodbye,
While we slave for the bosses,
Our little son will say,
"I need some shoes, dear Mother,
And so does sister Joe."

How it grieves the heart of the mother,
You every one must know,
But we can't buy for our children,
Our wages are too low." 22

Fearful of trouble, the strikers created an armed guard. On June 17, the mill ordered the eviction of 62 families, including a child suffering from smallpox, from company houses. An extraordinary young woman named Ella Mae Higgins, a 29-year-old mother of nine children, four of whom had died in childbirth, sang original songs, which she called "ballets," to raise the morale of the strikers. Many of these songs were later collected by the Party into a small pamphlet entitled "Songs of the Class Struggle." One of the most memorable is called "The Mill Mother's Song."

The strike itself, however, was nearly broken by April 15, when strike breakers had brought the mills back to normal production. On April 18, a band of masked men, singing "Praise God from Whom All Blessings Flow," wrecked the union headquarters and destroyed their store of food by dousing it with kerosene and setting it afire. On April 20, Governor Gardner ordered the withdrawal of the National Guard. On May 6, the mill ordered the eviction of 62 families, including a child suffering from smallpox, from company houses. An extraordinary young woman named Ella Mae Higgins, a 29-year-old mother of nine children, four of whom had died in childbirth, sang original songs, which she called "ballets," to raise the morale of the strikers. Many of these songs were later collected by the Party into a small pamphlet entitled "Songs of the Class Struggle." One of the most memorable is called "The Mill Mother's Song."

We leave our home in the morning,
We kiss our children goodbye,
While we slave for the bosses,
Our children scream and cry.

And when we draw our money,
Our grocery bills to pay,
Not a cent to spend for clothing,
Not a cent to lay away.

And on that very evening,
Our little son will say,
"I need some shoes, dear Mother,
And so does sister Joe."

How it grieves the heart of the mother,
You every one must know,
But we can't buy for our children,
Our wages are too low." 22
He concluded:

quarters. He even gave an encomium to the 
her to take it home. He told of scenes of immorality 
handed the bullet-riddled coat of Aderholt, bullet-holes, bloodstains,
and all. When he unveiled it, the murdered man's widow and daughter wept.
Just after the judge ordered the dummy removed, one juror, Joseph C.
Campbell, became terror-stricken and went mad. This led Barnhill to call 
a mistrial on September 9. Several jurors told reporters that on the 
basis of the case thus far presented they would have voted for acquittal. 25

A reign of terror followed in Gastonia. Hundreds of men roamed 
through Gaston and adjoining counties, destroying WMU and ILD property.
Morris Wells, a British Communist, was hunted by a mob. He was later able 
to identify five of his assailants, who were tried but not convicted 
because Wells' testimony was ruled inadmissible on the grounds that he 
did not believe in God. 26 On Saturday, September 14, Ella Mae Wiggins 
was murdered by five Loray Mill employees. They also were acquitted, 
despite the fact that the murder had been committed in broad daylight in 
the presence of more than fifty people. 27

The strike had been called off completely when the second trial opened 
on September 30. The ILD, in a tactical blunder, dismissed Hays and Neal 
the ACLU from the defense, chiefly because they refused to follow the 
orthodox Communist line that the case was a frameup. Carpenter shrewdly 
dropped charges against nine defendants, including the three women, and 
reduced the charges against the other seven from first to second-degree 
murder. Carpenter also managed to get a jury more sympathetic to the 
prosecutor. Although Neal and his codefendants confined their testimony 
to the facts of the case, their attorneys permitted Edith Miller of the 
Young Communist League to proclaim revolution and denounced religion from 
the witness stand. The result was, as Liston Pope writes, that the trial 
was a mistrial. Carpenter ended his case for conspiracy by introducing a 
device he had seen in a 

Carpenter knelt before the jury, as if at Aderholt's death bed. He 
handed the bullet-riddled coat of Aderholt to his weeping widow, telling 
her to take it home. He told of scenes of immorality at the union head- 
quarters. He even gave an encomium to the yarn made in Gastonia:

Why, you could wrap it around the sun sixteen times, around the 
moon thirteen times, around Mercury, Venus, and Saturn, stretch 
it from San Francisco to southwestern Africa and right back to 
Gastonias, 28

He concluded:

Do you believe in the flag of your country, floating in the breeze,
kissing the sunlight, singing the song of freedom? Do you believe 
in North Carolina? Do you believe in good roads, the good roads of 
North Carolina on which the heaven-banished horses could walk as 
far as San Francisco? 29 Gastonia-into which the union organizers 
came, fiends incarnate, stripped of their hoofs and horns, bearing 
guns instead of pitchforks. 30 They came into peaceful, contented 
Gastonias, with its flowers, birds, and churches. 31 sweeping 
like a cyclone and tornado to sink damnable fangs into the heart 
and lifeblood of my community. 32 They stood it until the 
great God looked down from the very battlements of heaven and 
broke the chains and traces of their patience and caused them to 
call the officers to the lot and stop the infernal scenes that 
came sweeping down from the wild plains of Soviet Russia into the 
peaceful community of Gastonias, bringing bloodshed and death 
creeping like the hellish serpent into the Garden of Eden. 29
"Reading" the Strike

The narrative of Gastonia can be told in many ways. I ended the previous section of this paper with the death of Fred Beal, and the end of the strike, many other writers sought to impose a narrative line on the events. Of all the readers of the Gastonia text, only Fred Beal and the workers themselves failed to find what they expected.

The Gastonia events, in a sense, mark the beginning of what Rene Girard calls a "sacrificial crisis," or Kenneth Burke calls a "ritual drama," culminating in a search for a surrogate victim or scapegoat. The pages upon pages of commentary on Gastonia, even in their most self-effacing scholarly moments, all take sides in one way or another, praising heroes and blaming villains. The commentaries often tell us more about the writers themselves than they do about the lives of the illiterate mountain folk, the "lineworkers," who for one brief moment acted heroically in the face of brutal oppression.

The Communist Party, for example, immediately reacted against its own failures in Gastonia by expelling the other major leaders of the strike from the WTVU in 1929. In an Orwellian way, William Z. Foster rewrote the history of the strike in his book From Bryan to Stalin by giving credit for leadership of the strike to William Dunn and by calling Beal a "defendant who later turned traitor." Carl Reeve, who represented the Party's International Labor Defense at the trial, redresses some of the official CPUSA injustice to Beal in two posthumously published essays published in the Party's theoretical journal Political Affairs in 1984. Reeve restores Beal's place in the history of the strike but accuses Beal and others of being "weak and fallocherted" for not staying the line which would lead to the triumph of socialism. Reeve compares the Gastonia strike to the J.P. Stevens organizing campaign of the 1970's and the campaign to free the Wilmington Ten, concluding:

Those who do not turn away have the knowledge and satisfaction that they are going forward with history and that a better and fuller life for all is ahead, without exploitation, without racism, in a peaceful world, where socialism is a fact of life. 35

Another set of readers have used the strike to extract lessons about the evils of Communism. Irving Howe and Lewis Freedman, for example, take this stance in their history of the Communist Party. They conclude, the strike must be placed upon the profound irresponsibility with which the Communists seized upon the desperation of the Gastonia mill hands in order to make political capital; the cynicism that lay hidden like a cancer in their idealistic readiness to suffer so long as it was "their" strike; the indifference to the dignity and needs of the human beings whom they involved and then manipulated in the interests of ideology. In the Gastonia strike, as in so many other situations, the Communists committed the greatest of all sins in their treatment of the workers: they used them. 36

Howe and Coner's argument is characteristic of the so-called "institutional" view of American Communism, which assumes that Communist policy was always directed from the top down. The argument makes sense in terms of the conduct of the trial, but not in terms of the strike itself, when one considers that it was the workers, not Beal, who wanted the strike in the first place. One wonders, too, about the "cynicism" of the many Communists who risked their lives during the strike. W.J. Cash is perhaps more accurate in his conclusion that the Southern reserve army of surplus labor and a constraining Southern ideology were responsible for the strike's failure. The failure of the AFL-led textile strike in Danville, Virginia, in 1930, and virtually all other Southern textile strikes until the 1970's are further evidence for Cash's position.

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the representation of the strike is its fictional depiction. Five of the novels written about Gastonia were by Party members or fellow-travelers: Mary Henton Vorise's Strike, Grace Lumpkin's To Make My Bread—which was later made into a popular Broadway play, Let Freedom Ring!, William Pollin's Shadow Before, Myra Page's The Gathering Storm, and Fielding Burke's Call Home the Heart. The penchant of proletarian novelists for writing about failed strikes is a rather strange one. In Burke's case, the only novel to rise above the turgid conventions of proletarian literature, her deep interest in women's consciousness reveals profound tensions in Communist ideology. Her heroine, Tahma (a sort of Southern Emma Bovary) is really interesting to the reader, even today, but only when she is dealing with more personal concerns, such as birth control, than with the strike itself. Burke locates the failure of Communist ideology to persuade her heroine Tahma's physical encounter with a black woman, after Tahma has saved the life of her husband's wife, the black woman's husband. Burke tells us that it was the workers, not Beal, who wanted the strike in the first place; the indifference to the strike, when one considers that it was the workers, not Beal, who wanted the strike in the first place. One wonders, too, about the "cynicism" of the many Communists who risked their lives during the strike. W.J. Cash is perhaps more accurate in his conclusion that the Southern reserve army of surplus labor and a constraining Southern ideology were responsible for the strike's failure. The failure of the AFL-led textile strike in Danville, Virginia, in 1930, and virtually all other Southern textile strikes until the 1970's are further evidence for Cash's position.

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the representation of the strike is its fictional depiction. Five of the novels written about Gastonia were by Party members or fellow-travelers: Mary Henton Vorise's Strike, Grace Lumpkin's To Make My Bread—which was later made into a popular Broadway play, Let Freedom Ring!, William Pollin's Shadow Before, Myra Page's The Gathering Storm, and Fielding Burke's Call Home the Heart. The penchant of proletarian novelists for writing about failed strikes is a rather strange one. In Burke's case, the only novel to rise above the turgid conventions of proletarian literature, her deep interest in women's consciousness reveals profound tensions in Communist ideology. Her heroine, Tahma (a sort of Southern Emma Bovary) is really interesting to the reader, even today, but only when she is dealing with more personal concerns, such as birth control, than with the strike itself. Burke locates the failure of Communist ideology to persuade her heroine Tahma's physical encounter with a black woman, after Tahma has saved the life of her husband's wife, the black woman's husband. Burke tells us that it was the workers, not Beal, who wanted the strike in the first place; the indifference to the strike, when one considers that it was the workers, not Beal, who wanted the strike in the first place. One wonders, too, about the "cynicism" of the many Communists who risked their lives during the strike. W.J. Cash is perhaps more accurate in his conclusion that the Southern reserve army of surplus labor and a constraining Southern ideology were responsible for the strike's failure. The failure of the AFL-led textile strike in Danville, Virginia, in 1930, and virtually all other Southern textile strikes until the 1970's are further evidence for Cash's position.

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the representation of the strike is its fictional depiction. Five of the novels written about Gastonia were by Party members or fellow-travelers: Mary Henton Vorise's Strike, Grace Lumpkin's To Make My Bread—which was later made into a popular Broadway play, Let Freedom Ring!, William Pollin's Shadow Before, Myra Page's The Gathering Storm, and Fielding Burke's Call Home the Heart. The penchant of proletarian novelists for writing about failed strikes is a rather strange one. In Burke's case, the only novel to rise above the turgid conventions of proletarian literature, her deep interest in women's consciousness reveals profound tensions in Communist ideology. Her heroine, Tahma (a sort of Southern Emma Bovary) is really interesting to the reader, even today, but only when she is dealing with more personal concerns, such as birth control, than with the strike itself. Burke locates the failure of Communist ideology to persuade her heroine Tahma's physical encounter with a black woman, after Tahma has saved the life of her husband's wife, the black woman's husband. Burke tells us that it was the workers, not Beal, who wanted the strike in the first place; the indifference to the strike, when one considers that it was the workers, not Beal, who wanted the strike in the first place. One wonders, too, about the "cynicism" of the many Communists who risked their lives during the strike. W.J. Cash is perhaps more accurate in his conclusion that the Southern reserve army of surplus labor and a constraining Southern ideology were responsible for the strike's failure. The failure of the AFL-led textile strike in Danville, Virginia, in 1930, and virtually all other Southern textile strikes until the 1970's are further evidence for Cash's position.

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the representation of the strike is its fictional depiction. Five of the novels written about Gastonia were by Party members or fellow-travelers: Mary Henton Vorise's Strike, Grace Lumpkin's To Make My Bread—which was later made into a popular Broadway play, Let Freedom Ring!, William Pollin's Shadow Before, Myra Page's The Gathering Storm, and Fielding Burke's Call Home the Heart. The penchant of proletarian novelists for writing about failed strikes is a rather strange one. In Burke's case, the only novel to rise above the turgid conventions of proletarian literature, her deep interest in women's consciousness reveals profound tensions in Communist ideology. Her heroine, Tahma (a sort of Southern Emma Bovary) is really interesting to the reader, even today, but only when she is dealing with more personal concerns, such as birth control, than with the strike itself. Burke locates the failure of Communist ideology to persuade her heroine Tahma's physical encounter with a black woman, after Tahma has saved the life of her husband's wife, the black woman's husband. Burke tells us that it was the workers, not Beal, who wanted the strike in the first place; the indifference to the strike, when one considers that it was the workers, not Beal, who wanted the strike in the first place. One wonders, too, about the "cynicism" of the many Communists who risked their lives during the strike. W.J. Cash is perhaps more accurate in his conclusion that the Southern reserve army of surplus labor and a constraining Southern ideology were responsible for the strike's failure. The failure of the AFL-led textile strike in Danville, Virginia, in 1930, and virtually all other Southern textile strikes until the 1970's are further evidence for Cash's position.
The liberal sociologists of the 1930's including Liston Pope, Jennings J. Byrne, and others tended to view Gastonia as a "prize laboratory" to test sociological theories, theories which themselves no doubt could take a heroic role in reforming rather than revolutionizing society. 42 The characteristic liberal theme of reform is best captured by Irving Bernstein's conclusion to the Gastonia story in his history of American labor, The Lean Years:

A careful search of the wreckage reveals that not quite all was lost. After some improvement in working conditions, the mills in Gaston County, for example, reduced the work week from sixty to fifty-five hours with the same take-home; at Marion hours were shortened by six per week, wages rose five per cent, and welfare was liberalized. At its 1930's convention the Cotton Textile Institute voted to abolish night work for women and minors under eighteen. More important than economic change, however, was a stirring in men's minds. The decent people of the south were profoundly disturbed by the rot exposed when the atom was rolled over by the Piedmont revolt. Religious bodies began seriously to study and debate what might be done to better the lot of the millhand. The universities, notably North Carolina, undertook systematic investigation of the textile industry and the mill-village system. Finally, the strikes left nuclei of workers, though bitter in defeat, determined to do battle again for their unions when the time was ripe. 43

Bernstein's optimism is hardly borne out by subsequent Southern labor history. The successes of the J.P. Stevens organizing effort in the 1970's is largely attributable to the influx of black workers into the textile industry who lacked the traditional mill village psychology of the poor whites. 44 Further, even the Stevens contract seems a largely hollow victory in light of capital flight from the South to the Third World. The Southern textile industry lost some 28,000 jobs in 1984 alone. 45

The textile mills in Gastonia today remain largely unorganized. Fred Ratchford, executive secretary of the Gastonia Chamber of Commerce in the 1970's, and himself a longtime employee of Burlington Industries, the world's largest textile company, said of the 1929 strike in Loray:

One good thing about it is that there have been several efforts to organize here in the plants and not one has been successful. Some of the old folks in the plants remember that earlier time. 46

A larger study of the strike and its representation might focus on what Hayden White calls modes of employment used by historians of the strike. 47 One could say that the Communists wrote the history of the strike as a romance, leading to an ultimate triumph of light over darkness. Liberals such as Pope or Bernstein wrote the history in a comic mode, stressing the limited victories of reform. The anti-communists such as Howe and Coser or Draper vacillate between tragedy and satire.

It would be all too easy to conclude a study of the various argumentative strategies involved in representing the strike by making some fashionably post-structuralist pronouncement that history is ultimately an unfollowable text. If no one's "consciousness" in the strike was exactly correct, it does not follow that everyone's was false. The Gastonia strike and the subsequent history of Southern textile workers largely supports Marxian hypotheses about the importance of class struggle in history, the role of ideology (particularly religion) in repressing workers, the doomed character of revolutionary efforts that do not or cannot seize the state apparatus, and the continuing problem of capital flight. The problem then, as always in Marxism, is the once and future role of the Party's rhetoric as the joker in the dialectical pack. 48
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An ethics . . . based largely on opposition to clericalism and dogmatic religion, is confronted with the problem of an attitude to the compelling moral values that religion sometimes embodies. Naturalists have been inclined to feel secure in their methodological warfare with revelation, miracle, and rationalistic proofs of divinity, but a little uncomfortable before the injunctions of humility and love. . . . One wishes that Russell, immune to the emotional aura of Christianity and extraordinarily perceptive of the nuances of conduct, could have translated systematically the empirical import and application of the old concepts and demonstrated their greater felicity in a better philosophic environment.

Justus Buchler

One measure of the power of religion at the turn of the century, and the change which has taken place, lies in the ferocity of the attacks leveled against it by those who spoke in favor of a modern world. For those who called for a society guided by the precepts of science and shaped by the miracles of technology, the modern world did not exist. It was a kind of dream, the future they were working to create. For those of us now living in advanced, industrialized societies, the "modern world" is the one in which we live. All that remained, until recently, of the great struggle between science and religion was an allusion to Bishop Usher's date of creation and the testimony of William Jennings Bryan in "Inherit the Wind."

However secure the modern world may seem, however progressive, sophisticated, and free thinking one has become, there remains one area, staked out by the religious groups, that remains troubling, and this, as Buchler's note indicates, concerns the place of ethics and morality in the modern world. Religious faith, whether Eastern or Western, Protestant or Catholic, fixes on the realm of ends, visions called upon to orient judgment and guide action. Where, in our world, with its faith in science, evolution, mathematical physics, and technology, do we address the questions of how people ought to think and act?

The development of academic philosophy in the 20th century may be interpreted as an effort to answer this question. The specialization taking this as its object of study is called "ethics." The ways in which professional philosophers have attempted to come to grips with ethics in the last seventy years, both through what they have and have not said, is, I think, illuminating. The study of ethics in England and the United States, over this period, focused on the meaning of "good," "ought," and "is"; rejected the worth of propositions associated with theology and metaphysics; and tried to transform the study of morality into a descriptive science. In the early 20th century, for example, G. E. Moore, an influential Cambridge philosopher and editor of Mind in the 1920s, in his book, Principia Ethica, attempted to the "non-natural" properties of moral and ethical terms, mediated on examples drawn from the perception of colors and physical presence, all in an effort to "clarify" ordinary language. A. J. Ayre, in the early 1930s, introduced logical positivism to the English speaking world. In his book, Language, Truth, and Logic, Ayre divided intellectual activity into the study of empirical propositions (the domain of science) and analytic propositions (the domain of logic and mathematics). Propositions associated with ethics, aesthetics, and theology he dismissed as nonsense. Metaphysics he equated with meaningless, a way of talking filled with "emotive" terms.

The study of ethics in England and the United States became, on the one hand, expositions on how people who actually debated moral issues used language, and, on the other, following Charles L. Stevenson's Ethics and Language, in the 1940s, an inquiry into the emotions associated with the use of moral terms. But whether the turn was toward linguistics or psychology, what is most striking about such work concerns the examples. The crises and complications revealed by real people—shooting in business, capital punishment, bombing defenseless cities—were not, in fact, the sort of examples provided. By 1960, Mary Warnock, in her survey, Ethics Since 1900, denounced the trivialization of the subject, including the refusal of moral philosophers (she confined herself to England) to commit themselves to moral opinions; a problem arising out of the positivist distinction between moral philosophers who analyze the logic of moral discourse, and moralists who practice it. She looked forward to discussions containing longer, complicated, more realistic examples. "I think," she concluded, "that the days of shouting to revive the fainting man, and the days of grading apples, are over." It is not as though philosophers were caught unaware. Of Moore and the ordinary language philosophers, R. G. Collingwood, an Oxford philosopher and archeologist, wrote in his Autobiography, in 1939, they have "destroyed everything in the way of positive doctrine they had ever possessed. Once more, I am concerned only with the effect on their pupils. It was . . . to convince them that philosophy was a silly and trifling game, and to give them a life-long contempt for the subject." A decade
after Mary Warnock's hopeful prediction, Ernest Gellner, an English philosopher and anthropologist, commented on the state of professional philosophy in the United States. He noted that avoidance of real issues and a preoccupation with methodology as an end in itself:

A heavily professionalized, routinized profession is tackling an issue which, precisely, is about the relation of the technical-professional to the personal, individual, and ultimate; and in as far as it tries to satisfy some non-professional style of life, it tends to be alien models which alone have glamour for it. The result—an unconvincing, tedious, largely irrelevant technicality, and a sad dependency on foreign modes, an absence of local roots.

Alasdair MacIntyre's recent book, After Virtue, with its excoriation of modern academic philosophy, is part of an ongoing indictment.

The attack, and it is occurring in a number of fields of study, focuses primarily on the impact of logical positivism, but it expands to include any philosophy (realism, naturalism, behaviorism, pragmatism, etc.) which share the following assumptions: (1) A distrust in or repudiation of the intellectual, moral, and spiritual potential of ordinary people; (2) A belief in the privileged insights of a technically trained scientific elite; (3) A rejection of idealism, metaphysics, and the subordination of moral and ethical questions to science; (4) An uncritical faith in the progressive nature of Science, Technology, or the Scientific Method. Pursued in a variety of ways, the critique questions the equation of Science with reason, to be precise the assumption that anything not sanctioned by science, scientific method, or scientists is either non-rational or irrational. Whatever knowledge is attainable," Russell once stated, "must be attained by scientific methods; and what science cannot discover, mankind cannot know." It is this attitude, the assertion of the epistemological primacy of science and the scientific method, which is now being disputed.

Taken in isolation this attitude and the assumptions it makes are striking in their familiarity. It is odd to think that they were once radical propositions. To understand the historical origins of these themes, the problems to which they formed strategic answers, the attractions they had for real audiences is to understand a world in which science and technology held some hope for the future, but were being held back by a different faith and obscured by a different sort of common sense. In an effort to get at these origins, it might prove useful to examine one text which various schools in academic philosophy recognize as seminal, Ludwig Wittgenstein's Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus. Logical positivists and analytic or common language philosophers alike point to the Tractatus as a founding document.

Acknowledged as a source of inspiration, its arguments engaged, redefined, corrected, and refuted, the Tractatus has, nevertheless, remained isolated in the hypothetical space of propositional logic. That is to say the historical context in which it was written, its appeal to and interpretation by different audiences has, until recently, remained isolated in the professional dialogue over it. Burdened by formal analyses and systems of logical notation the text itself helped to encourage, both substantively and stylistically, the human voice, speaking through the Tractatus, was stilled. One of the many virtues of Allan Janik and Stephen Toulmin's book, Wittgenstein's Vienna, is the recovery of the rhetorical dimension in the explication of philosophical texts, the Tractatus in particular. This work along with masterful treatment of politics and culture in Carl Schorske's Fin-de-Siecle Vienna not only burst through the remarkably persuasive limitations placed on the meaningful by modern philosophy, but manage to explore the reasons for and attractions of modernism itself.

The Tractatus, as the product of an actual author, constructed in a particular time and place, was culled with Wittgenstein from notebooks he had been keeping while a member of an artillery regiment in the Austrian army during the Great War. In an Italian prisoner of war camp, in 1918 he brought together several propositions about language and logic on which he had been working, established an order for them, produced a manuscript which was smuggled out of the camp by a friend of John Maynard Keynes and delivered to Wittgenstein's teacher and friend at Cambridge, Bertrand Russell. Translated by C. K. Ogden from the German, it appeared in English in 1922 with an introduction by Russell. Some eighty pages long, containing a series of numbered propositions, ranging from common sense definitions, to technically drawn deductions, to the most sibylline comments on death, ethics, and silence, the Tractatus remains a remarkable and varied document.

Because of the hermetic nature of the text, it is virtually impossible to infer the historical context surrounding the production of the Tractatus and its early reception. There is no mention of the Habsburg Empire or the Vienna where Wittgenstein grew up. There is only one reference to an Austrian, Fritz Burdon, who was a visitor in the Wittgenstein home as was the young Bruno Walter. This was the Vienna of the Austro-Hungarian empire, an aggregate of warring nationalities held together by a central
government dominated by a monarchy. For the state to survive, for
government to function, no one group of subjects could be favored
at the expense of another. As a consequence, the ruling elite
encouraged in the arts, architecture, literary, and intellectual
life an event guards whose work was not merely abstract, but also,
and this was its political import, non-particularist; a style
detached from national, local, ethnic, racial, religious, in brief
historical associations. Such a style reduces the likelihood of
conflict and, at the same time, favored, ironically enough, the
rise of cosmopolitanism. Thus, during the final stages of a
reactionary state, conditions were such that it encouraged, among
others, artists, free-thinking intellectuals, and Jews.

Stylistically, the Tractatus is of a piece with other forms
of cultural expression in pre-war Vienna in its disengagement from
history and from forms of expression associated with ordinary
existence (i.e. conversation, poetry, plays, speeches, etc.).
When examples do appear, and they rarely do, they are taken from
music, mathematics, and logic. Mathematical notation
predominates. The sense of coherence that comes from integrating
the comments of others, drawing from many different groups or
schools, fashioning transitions relating, through words, cultural
variety and historical complexity is absent in the Tractatus. In
its place exists a much tighter and, in our world, a
more
persuasive organizational strategy, the consecutive numbering of
sentences or propositions. Quite apart from the logical
entailments actually displayed and recommended, the appearance
of order in the Tractatus gained from the use of numerical sequencing
imposes itself at a glance. The withdrawal from everyday life, or
at least everyday life as Wittgenstein might have recollected it
during the war, was a conscious one, and it related to the
overwhelming complexity examples from that sphere were bound to
introduce. Colloquial language, he writes, is part of the human
organism and no less complicated than it, but "it is humanly
impossible to gather immediately the logic of language from
it . . . the silent adjustments to understand colloquial language
are enormously complicated" (4.002). Stylistically, in relation
to everyday life, history, and ethical and moral issues,
Wittgenstein's treatise is to the essays of Kraus and Freud, the
latter with its clearly drawn characters with their animality
contained in classical Greek drama, as the art nouveau paintings
of Gustav Klimpt are to the Cubism of Picasso and Braque.

Just as the Tractatus, philosophically, repudiated the
historical, anecdotal, sensuous, and the emotional; restricting
its subject matter to still life, so does Cubism in art.
Rejecting impressionism, they verge on quasi-geometric forms.
True, the Tractatus is influenced by, takes up the major themes in
Russell and Whitehead's Principia Mathematica, but the
stylistically between the Principia and the work of F. H. Bradley,
for example, is enough to indicate a generic difference and to
reflect on the nature of its appeal and audience.

Not only are the examples, style and logic in the Tractatus
divorced from the everyday world, but so also, and quite
explicitly, is the persona it commends—the "philosophical I":

The philosophical I is not the man, not the human body
or the human soul of which psychology treats, but the
metaphysical subject, the limit—not part of the world
(5.641).

The boundless translucence which is the "philosophical I," is not
an actor but a species of Ideal Observer. Action, the rational
deliberation of policy, has nothing to do with logic in the
Tractatus:

The world is independent of my will (6.373). Even if
everything we wished were to happen, this would only be,
so to speak, a favour of fate, for there is no logical
connexion between will and world, which would guarantee
this . . . (6.374).

In the absence of an existential I, one who can act in the here
and now with the aim of changing the world, there is no need, nor
can there be any justification for talk about morality and ethics.

Of the will as the subject of the ethical we cannot
speak (6.423).

There is no way to talk meaningfully about such things, because in
this world,

All propositions are of equal value (6.4).

There can be no ethical propositions because propositions cannot
express anything higher (6.42).

This is not to say that, for Wittgenstein, whose learning and
sensibilities moved through every cultural sphere in old Vienna,
moral, ethical, and aesthetic concerns were meaningless. They
were not pertinent to the logic worked out in the Tractatus:

It is clear that ethics cannot be expressed. Ethics is
transcendental. (Ethics and Aesthetics are one).
(6.421).

After the war, Wittgenstein's brother who had been a concert
pianist and lost an arm in the war, commissioned a piano concerto
for the left hand, by a French composer, Maurice Ravel. Ludwig
himself was a fine amateur musician. I mark this, as do Janik and
Toulmin, to indicate something of the class, the Wittgensteins
were quite wealthy, and the culture, especially the richness of
the culture, within which his comments about music and aesthetics,
and by implication ethics, may be interpreted.
While the Tractatus, through its author, may be situated in the context of pre-war Vienna, its reception by the members of the Vienna Circle, founded by Moritz Schlick in 1924, occurs in a radically altered historical context. I do not wish to deny the intellectual continuities which occur, a continuity of interest in the works of Mach and Frege for example, or a commitment to using science and mathematics as a model for knowledge, but to emphasize a change which had occurred in the socio-political and cultural context. The Empire was destroyed. Austria had a population of some seven millions after the war, compared with seventy-millions under the Monarchy. A state of civil war now existed between "red" Vienna and the outlying areas. Even nationalion stood in doubt, as the middle-classes were bent of joining Austria with Germany, and the themes of racial purity and anti-Semitism were becoming viable politically. For the academics, Schlick, Carnap, Goedel, Waisman, Bergmann, and the others who met after the war, the old culture was dead. Religion, government, politics, simple forms of civility had failed. The old order could not be revived. Amidst the collapse, they looked about them for something promising a more coherent future. They placed their faith in science and mathematics, in the methods used in these areas which had proved so powerful and exciting, methods which work even when all else passes into irrationality and despair. However quaint Wittgenstein may have appeared to them in Spring, 1927, at their first meeting, as he read aloud the poems of the Indian mystic, Rabindranath Tagore, they had found in the Tractatus an approach to language confining it to what to them made sense. They could read in the language from the madness of politics and place it at the service of science and mathematics. The logic which come to be associated with the Vienna Circle divided the world into propositions of fact and propositions of definition. All other propositions become meaningless not because of their transcendental status, but meaningless because they could not be transformed into questions of fact or elemental definitions.

Science and mathematics are progressive; the applications of science have enormous potential in helping mankind; therefore, the logic of science should be applied to language itself in a world where irrationality and illogic pass for reason. Wittgenstein dissociated himself from the positivist program in the early 1930s. Other philosophers unconvinced by the "logic" attributed to mathematical physics, the paradigmatic science in the positivist critique (the effort to show one logic underlying all the sciences was ongoing), argued for a different approach to logic. The issue was framed by Collingwood. He objected to "propositional logic":

According to propositional logic ... truth or falsehood ... belongs to propositions as such. ... It seemed to me that this doctrine was a mistake due to the early partnership between logic and grammar. The logician's propositions seemed to me a kind of ghostly double of the grammarian's sentence.

There is, he argues, a different way of understanding logic in relation to propositions:

This attempt to correlate the logical proposition with the grammatical indicative sentence has never been altogether satisfactory. There have always been people who saw that the true 'unit of thought' would be a proposition but something more complex in which the proposition serves as answer to a question.  

A logic of question and answer breaks out of the bounds of psychology and method and comes to grips with actual people in real situations. Collingwood's most famous work is The Idea of History; it is a logic enabling us to fathom the action making up an historical event that he has in mind. This is a logic which can cope with a range of allusions and concerns encompassing what an observer might call history or culture, a logic which does justice to the ongoing flow, the reality of history and culture found in the eternal present of dialogue and purposeful activity.

This is the logic underlying Janik and Toulmin's treatment of Wittgenstein. Through a logic of question and answer, the Tractatus becomes, more than a text or a philosophical position, a response to issues, part of an ongoing dialogue. Responses to the Tractatus, its reception by different audiences at different times, gives us not only ideas about or rejoinders to the Tractatus, but interpretations of the text in the context of different sorts of questions.

A question posed in and through the Tractatus was how is it possible to make sense through language during a period of economic, political, and social disintegration. This was, in the postwar period, roughly the question asked by members of the Vienna Circle. Whether or not they actually articulated the question, it is a question which makes sense of their project, gives it purpose. The persona embedded in the answer, the "philosophical I," the commitment to the natural sciences, to a world of colorless, isolated, anticptic "facts," to the hypothetical space of mathematics, to symbolic forms detached from politics and culture, from history itself, the resort to method or technique as a way of stipulating what is and what is not meaningful, all this can be understood not only as a brilliant and complex idea, but also as a strategic response to the problems facing the Empire as well as the needs of rebuilding after the war.

The psychology implied in an Ideal Observer, the doing away with subjectivity, making one perfectly responsive to the findings of science, the work of technically trained people in positions of power and influence (i.e. scientists, applied scientists, and expertise) fits the needs of a central government in a society where hope for stability lies in effacing all signs of localism, that is ways of understanding, seeing, and acting one grows up
with, learns from the family, at church, or from one's immediate friends.

As industrialized nations after the Great War consolidated the powers granted the state to prosecute a world war, the huge corporations emerged and the agrarian areas emptied into the worker's enclaves we call metropolitan areas, the prestige of science and technology grew. It is in this new world that the logic embedded in the 

Treatatus and amended by logical positivism ceased being a revolutionary challenge and became more a matter of common sense.

An uncritical celebration of the ideals of science, a belief in mathematics and science as a guarantee of progress; these themes merge in positivism, so that, in the way Comte envisioned it, positivism expanded in the public space to become a secular religion or what we now call "Scientism." The point here, however, is the degree to which positivism, as a world view, accords with the needs of government bureaucracies and a corporate state for unattached and "objective" expertise. Scientism, operating through structures evolved during two world wars, encourages a persona which uproots the subject, viewers, in the name of professionalism, all links to the subject's life world, reduces ethics and morality (in contrast to "professional standards and commitments") to nonsense, and to the for the removal of important decisions from the public space and places them in the hands of expertise. Having constructed an Ideal Observer, Scientism further subordinates the subject, this time the subjects to be described, experimented on, or otherwise acted on, through its procedures for knowing. Through the "scientific method" people become objects (i.e. objects of study) and masses (i.e. aggregates to be studied and described rather than individuals or groups to be consulted with or understood on their own terms). Through the logic attributed to mathematical physics as an "applied science" and positivism, secured arbitrarily repudiating, an unscientific, ways of knowing based on egalitarian relationships between the knower and the known; instruments—which are simply assumed to be neutral and wielded by ideal observers—and the "findings" made possible by their application which disengage the practice of science from questions about meaning and purpose. Questions about purpose, the moral implications of objectification, the ethical basis of the structure employing people to use such instruments are, in Scientism, not merely evaded but transformed into evidence of irrationality or anti-intellectualism.

At the heart of Scientism is an uncritical acceptance of the goal of prediction and control, to the harnessing of nature (i.e. the goal of natural science) and, when the objects to be studied, classified, or experimented on are people, to the imposition of order on even unwilling subjects. The fact that people have to be required, either by government, the corporation, or the university, to become "subjects," because of the nature of the methods employed (often statistical requirements), is not a problem but rather a given in Scientism.

While Scientism may usefully be understood as the religion of technology, its historic reluctance to allow personal experience or the life-world to determine what is logical, rational, or moral has provided points of resistance in the struggle between progressive centralists and proto-fascistic localists. Such a conflict took place toward the end of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, in post-war Austria, and during the collapse of the Weimar Republic in Germany. In the United States elements of positivism, pragmatism, and realism ("realistic" policies becoming the byword for reasonable) informed the Progressive movement and Roosevelt's New Deal in the 1930s and 40s. Throughout this period technically trained expertise grew in prominence in the national government and worked closely with other progressive forces against local bastions of racism, authoritarianism, and greed.

Scientism, wedded to liberal, progressive politics can, and did in the 1950s and early 60s, lay claim to a vision and methods for realizing it superior to other groups in the political sphere. In the struggle to make progress, people who are not objective, who are biased, unscientific, outmoded become obstacles. Religious groups had been accused of being superstitious, metaphorical, and anti-intellectual in the 19th and early 20th century; political groups were characterized as inefficient, unprogressive, and ideological in the period following the Second World War in the United States. The incarnation of Scientism I refer to here was called the "end of ideology movement" associated with people such as Daniel Bell, C. Wright Mills, Martin Lipset, Irving Kristol, and Richard Hofstadter. They did not call for an end to ideological disputes. Ideological struggle was over. Political debate, class conflict, protest movements were no longer necessary, had become obstacles to efficient government. Experts in the Kennedy and Johnson administrations in the 1960s announced that they were poised not only to win the war on poverty, ignorance, and disease at home (completely eliminate them), but also to begin the task of nation-building abroad. Scientism, joined with central governments trying to stave off civil war, fight fascism, promote racial equality, and eliminate poverty, etc., can ignore the theoretical problems concerning the place of ethics and morality in its world view. Richard Hofstadter, in his apologia for liberal Scientism, noted its rise during the Progressive era and its precipitous fall after the war. One reason for this fall, he wrote in Anti-Intellectualism in American Life, was that the "intellectuals" may have, in the words of Walter Lippman, "supplied the Battalion of Death with too much ammunition." But with the re-emergence of intellectuals--technically trained "experts"--during the New Deal and then, what to Hofstadter in the early 1960s, looked like their ultimate vindication in the Kennedy administration, liberal Scientism, in its triumph over fundamentalism's revolt against modernity, became equated with "political intelligence;"

Characteristically, the political intelligence, if it is to operate at all as a kind of civic force rather than...
as a mere set of maneuvers to advance this or that special interest, must have its own way of handling the facts of life and of forming strategies. It accepts conflict as a central and enduring reality and understands human society as a form of equiparable based upon the continuing process of compromise. It shuns ultimate showdowns and looks upon the idea of total partisan victory as unattainable, as merely another variety of threat to the kind of balance with which it is familiar. It is sensitive to nuances and seems things in degrees. It is essentially relativist and skeptical, but at the same time circumspect and humane (pp. 134-35).

What carries the weight in Hofstadter’s celebration of political intelligence, from the standpoint of ethics and morality, is the term “human.” While it is possible to impugn to expertise or technocracy humane beliefs as an act of faith, there is also the matter of the policies actually promoted.

Put simply, when conflict is not between progressive centralists and fascistic or racist localists, but between emperial and pro-nuclear centralists and anti-emperial and anti-nuclear localists, a commitment to silencing or effacing these ideals, along with the consequences of acting on them, is the core of ideology movement, Michael Novak, in 1968, noted that the war in Vietnam was a liberal, a pragmatists’ war. Opposition to it encounters a “vast consensus, a tradition that has been appropriated with growing extension and solidity since at least the first days of the New Deal. That tradition is anti-meta-physical; it values compromise and-adjustment; it prides itself upon its diagnosis of ‘real’ interests and its estimate of ‘real’ possibilities; it thinks itself, in a word, unusually ‘realistic.’” In his view, the anti-ideologues were simply blind to their own ideology. They too had interests. Their own “subjectivity,” their value judgments, preselected standards (like “quantification”), and political preferences, all evidence choice and, therefore, responsibility. This they conceal in the white light of their suppressed ideals. The partiality of these ideals, along with the consequences of acting on them, become justified. The American intellectual community, Novak declares, mystifies such issues in its uncritical preference for “how to questions” and its mindless commitment to “prediction and control”:

Such questions demand as much quantification as the material will bear (‘and then some’). Effectively, this preference removes the intellectual community from facing value questions and questions of ends—these are ‘soft’ questions and those who deal with them are considered unprofessional. Rewards go to hard-nosed analysts who provide the power of prediction and control (p. 391).

Government exports, during the war in Vietnam, employed the rhetoric of science, as well as the methods, in support of American policy. Actions were measured through tonnage dropped, acres defoliated, and body counts, progress assured through infra-red detection on the ground and precision bombing from the air. Through the rhetoric of science, the language of Scientism used to legitimate government actions, the victims of the actions were imprisoned in the hypothetical space of mathematical symbols, their cries muffled by the massive walls of descriptive statistics, their ordeal intensified by the miracles of military science and technology.

This may be too complex an argument for an approach to language built on examples such as “here now is a brown patch” and “a bachelor is an unmarried man,” but I do not want irony to cloud the issue. The official use of statistics (i.e. body counts) referring to physical objects (i.e. bodies) legitimized the war in Vietnam by offering an “objective” index of progress and by neutralizing victimage. This use of language conforms to the strictures laid down by various forms of Scientism. Methods can be and were, in fact, established to verify body counts. The claims were, in a word, falsifiable. New techniques were employed to test hypotheses about more efficient ways to establish more favorable ratios. The “data” were, of course, embedded in larger issues having to do with official policies and the value of American and Vietnamese lives. Insofar as the sciences are capable of going without the world as given through empiricism, inquiring into who gave it, why it is given, and what occurs when it is “found” through scientific methods, they contain nothing enabling one to evaluate the “facts” or to determine the most “humane” to treat them (whether, in the case of Vietnam, it was better to call the stuff of body-counts “murders,” “unnecessary or meaningless deaths,” “slaughter,” “patriotic sacrifice,” “corpses,” or to render them numerically).

Science stands mute before the stuff observed. It has no obligation to examine the consequences following on the use of such scientific procedures. The degree to which stuff is legitimized in the act of being observed and recorded in prescribed ways, the degree to which the symbolic transformation of unnecessary suffering into brute fact contributes to the policies continuing the suffering lies beyond the realm Science, unless contracted to look into such matters. In the absence of support, however, such questions are concealed not only in the “givens,” but also in the “findings,” terms relieving those who accept what is in the attitude of an explorer in an alien country of all responsibility save for following the proper steps and keeping accurate records.

In the broader political context in American society, the language of science is associated with technocracy; the language of morality with religious groups; and the language of law with leftist political parties. However crude, these associations do clarify socio-political struggle. The technocratic party’s effort at totalization, at de-legitimizing its rivals through the
end-of-ideology movement in the early 1960s floundered not on the influence of the opposition, but on the silence between Scientology and government policy in Vietnam. With the appropriation of the rhetoric of science by representatives of the military-industrial-educational complex to legitimate the construction of multi-billion dollar weapons systems, there is no reason to believe that a new end-of-ideology movement will appear, at least not one armed with a sincere belief that science and scientifically trained expertise should be the makers of our destiny.

Even if progressive centralists begin to see the light, Scientology offers little hope. The assumption that the good, the true, and the beautiful will once again be embraced by a unified, self-correcting scientific "community" and, through its representatives (experts, consultants, advisors), impress itself on decision makers, in the way that Fabian socialism was supposed to work in England, seems hopelessly naive, the sort of naiveté which can, however, protect itself through a firm resolve to remove science from history and, in the case of Vietnam and the war industries, from living memory.

In the absence of a constituency able to influence decision making, the scientist who would oppose government or corporate policy can no longer lay claim to being an agent for progress. Calling oneself an "expert" or a "scientist" does not say anything about his or her politics or morality, nothing at all. This is because neither Science nor a technical education can be pointed to as a unambiguous instrument for human progress. A scientist is simply one more individual in a society so confused about democracy that it equates the opinions of the public with the findings of public opinion polls. What happens when scientists disagree? Debates take place over the nature of research, research methods, the interpretation of findings. Inquiries are made into the shape given scientific knowledge through the system paying for it. When experts disagree, the issues fall back into common language, a medium wherein "facts" can be debated, "methods" cross-examined, and "findings" scrutinized over their moral, ethical, and political implications.

What then is the place of morality in the modern world? I do not believe the question is equivalent to asking what is the place of religion in the modern world, though there is considerable overlap. Frederick Copleston, an historian of philosophy, puzzled over the motric rise of logical positivism. One of the urgent problems of our times lies in reconciling technical industrialized civilization with religious faith, artistic sensibility, and the perception of moral values. But while there is no real conflict between scientific theory and revealed dogma, the empirical sciences, he notes, have fostered an outlook unfavorable to the metaphysics and religion. The cause is not, however, to be found in academic philosophy, but rather in the "type of mind" produced by an industrialized, technical civilization, governed predominantly by economics of commercial. The worship of efficiency in the here and now of digital clock time produce a consciousness "naturally" closed to the Transcendent, to metaphysics, and to theology. In my opinion, writes Copleston, "it is the existence of this type of mind, or of this mentality, which is largely responsible for the influence of positivism, philosophy in such countries as England, Sweden, and the United States."

We are, in the modern world, persuaded to reject not only the past, but especially the "pre-scientific era," but also everything hostile to the ideology of corporate capitalism, in other parts of the world, state socialism.

How does this relate to the question of morality? Morality concerns individual conduct ("how ought I act") and the standards for the evaluation of conduct in actual communities ("what is the good by which I should guide my actions"). When the individual is taken in isolation, crisis requiring him or her to examine conduct and evaluate courses of action make themselves felt. This is the "felt need" pragmatists talk about when pushed to define a problem, and the powerful sense of ethical issues positivists concede when they identify an emotive dimension in moral and ethical definitions. But the place of morality, the origins of the idiom, images, rules, stories, arguments, and feelings called upon in the here and now to clarify what one is doing or about to do lies in the space provided by traditional groups (family, church, professions) and voluntary associations (friendships, action groups, unions, movements) to which individuals refer when taking stock of who they are or ought to be.

The question linking political, religious, and professional groups in the modern world concerns their continued existence in the great metropolises dominated by the corporate state. Religious communities in the United States, most recently the Catholic church, political groups, communities of artists, writers, and intellectuals, people who get together and talk over real issues are approaching a common vision on the dangers of the war industry and its impact on the political process. Within the scientific community are those, one can read their work in the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, who also stand in opposition. Increasingly scientists, in various fields, have assumed...
leadership in this opposition. Less than a quarter of a century ago, while American social scientists were proclaiming the end of ideology, Bertrand Russell called for a radical change in the scientists' conception of duty. Scientists the world over, he said, should join in enlightening mankind as to the perils of a great war and in devising methods for its prevention. Such action would entail personal dangers. "But after all," he argued, "it is the labours of scientists which have caused the danger and on this account, if on no other, scientists must do everything in their power to save mankind from the madness which they have made possible."21

FOOTNOTES

11 Stanley Cavell comments on logical analysis in philosophy that it "has depended upon the suppression of the human voice." For him, the human voice "is that of human beings" ("Politics as Opposed to What?", The Politics of Interpretation, ed. W. J. T. Mitchell (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1983), p. 197.
The Rhetoric of Historiography: New Left Revisionism in the Vietnam Era

J. Michael Hogan
University of Virginia

Argument from history is common in collaborative debate; political advocates routinely look to the "lessons of history"—legal precedents, parallel scenarios, or traditional wisdom—to guide decision-making and to justify policies. Perhaps, as Ernest May suggests, looking to the past is human nature—a habit of thinking. But whatever the cause, looking to history for answers gives historiography on-going political relevance. Historiography, when evoked in debate over contemporary issues, functions rhetorically to constrain interpretations of current events and to limit consideration of policy options.

Historians often write with an eye toward influencing political decision-making. And not surprisingly, they disagree on the proper point of view and on the "lessons" of history. Few still insist that historiography must be "complete" and "objective" if it is to provide lessons for policymakers. Historians generally recognize that political and social processes are complex, multi-faceted phenomena which cannot possibly be described exhaustively. They know they must inevitably report only a small slice of past reality, and that their data may be selectively preserved or otherwise sketchy. Moreover, historians recognize that their own beliefs and values inevitably color their interpretations of historical evidence. Thus, modern historians strive, not so much for objectivity, but for persuasiveness. All historiography is partial and subjective. Some accounts are just more believable than others.

This essay examines two competing frameworks for conceiving and interpreting American foreign policy in the historiography of the Vietnam era. The first, which may be called the "traditional" perspective, includes both "official" interpretations developed in the accounts of those involved in policymaking in the Cold War era, and a "liberal-realist" critique by professional historians. The second perspective, New Left Revisionism, gained popularity in the mid-1960's through the early 1970's. It reflected the beliefs and values underlying radical protest against the war in Vietnam.

These differing perspectives on history are contrasted most strikingly in two areas of disagreement. The two schools clashed most vigorously over the question of responsibility for the Cold War. Traditional writers place...
blame for world tensions squarely on the Soviets, while New Left revisionists placed varying degrees of blame on American policymakers. Second, traditional and revisionist historians differed theoretically on the nature of domestic influences on American foreign policy. Some conventional writers attributed significant power to public opinion; they treated it as a dominant influence. In dissent, the revisionists highlighted the interests of a ruling economic elite. They attributed much decision-making to the desire to protect corporate America's interests overseas, while they described a disinterested general public stultified by a rhetoric of illusion and myth.

Both historical perspectives contributed to our understanding of post-war American foreign policy. While New Left revisionists employed questionable methods and doubtful theoretical premises, and while their writings were irritatingly polemical, they did force more traditional historians to rethink their own overly simplistic interpretations of American foreign policy. In the end, the result may be a synthesis superior to both traditional and revisionist historiography. Through a synthesis of the two perspectives, a more complete view of post-war diplomatic history emerges, along with a more sophisticated theoretical understanding of the forces shaping American foreign policy.

The Origins of the Cold War

The history of the Cold War, especially the question of its origins, has been perhaps the most controversial topic in all of American diplomatic history. The debate became particularly heated in the mid-1960s, as young New Left historians challenged the "official" interpretation found in the memoirs, diaries, and travelogues of American politicians and diplomats, along with the "liberal-realist" critiques of professional historians. The more radical of the New Leftists, or the so-called "Wisconsin School," provoked the most vigorous controversies over American foreign policy since World War II. But questions about their scholarly practices and their theoretical assumptions detracted from the persuasiveness of their case.

The primary target of the revisionists was the "official" history of the Cold War, identified most frequently with the memoirs of Harry S. Truman. Published in 1955, Truman's memoirs held the Soviets entirely responsible for the rapid deterioration of relations following World War II. In witnessing the Russians at Potsdam, Truman learned that the Soviets were not "earnest" about peace, and that they hoped to exploit post-war chaos to spread communist ideology. This led him to conclude that this "new menace" was "every bit as grave as Nazi Germany and her allies." The Russians, according to Truman, were coldly determined to exploit the helpless condition of Europe to further Communism rather than cooperate with the rest of the world.2

The "official" interpretation contrasted this aggressive, expansionist portrayal of the Soviets with a portrayal of America as unselfish and idealistic. "For the first time in the history of the world," Truman wrote, "a victor was willing to restore the vanquished as well as to help its allies." According to Truman, containment was defensive, altruistic, and dictated by America's historic ideals: "The ideals and traditions of our nation demanded that we come to the aid of Greece and Turkey and that we put the world on notice that it would be our policy to support the cause of freedom wherever it was threatened.3

One did not need to probe deeply to find the "lessons of history" in Truman's memoirs. Recalling America's past mistakes, the former president urged Americans to avoid again retreating into isolationism. Times had changed, and the nation could no longer turn its back on its international duties. In summarizing the "lesson" of the Cold War, Truman wrote:

Throughout my years in the Senate I listened each year as one of the senators would read Washington's Farewell Address. It served little purpose to point out to the isolationists that Washington had advised a method suitable under the conditions of his day... and that although conditions and our international position has changed, the objectives of our policy—peace and security—were still the same. For the isolationists this address was like a biblical text... 4

I had a very good picture of what a revival of American isolationism would mean for the world. After World War II it was clear that without American participation there was no power capable of meeting Russia as an equal. If we were to turn our back on the world, areas such as Greece, weakened and divided as a result of the war, would fall into the Soviet orbit without much effort on the part of the Russians. The success of Russia in such areas and our avowed lack of interest would lead to the growth of domestic Communist parties in such European countries as France and Italy, where they were already significant threats. Inaction, withdrawal, "Fortress America" notions could only result in handing to the Russians vast areas of the globe now denied to them.

Truman claimed that the case for resisting world-wide communist aggression persuaded even those who "had, not so long ago, been outspoken isolationists." When he announced the policy to Congress, "the congressmen rose as one man and applauded." He boasted that "all over the world voices of approval made themselves heard," while Communists and their fellow travelers struck out at him savagely.15 And in the beginning, the historical establishment joined Truman in proclaiming that "Russia had shattered America's wartime vision of a peaceful and progressive postwar world by aiming 'to forge revolution and conquest on behalf of communism's cause.' Like Truman, most historians contested an aggressive and expansionist Russia with a "virtuous, restrained, and almost passive" America, while Russia's post-war internationalism was deemed an attempt to enslave the world,
American internationalism "represented her assumption of leadership among the 'peace-loving' peoples of the world in defense of self-determination and other 'democratic' values."

But uncritical acceptance of the "official" view was short-lived within the historical establishment. Indeed, as Robert Tucker has noted, the view that eventually became the "dominant post-war interpretation of American diplomacy"—a "liberal-realist" perspective—was pervasively critical. "In this historiography," Tucker wrote, "the American diplomatic record is marked by confusion and uncertainty over the ends and means of foreign policy, indeed, over the very nature and meaning of foreign policy." But the "liberal-realists" stopped short of morally condemning American policymakers. As Tucker explained, the liberal-realist critique was critical of strategy, but not of basic aims in American Cold War policy:

But if American policy has been misguided, this is not to say that it has been callous. A conventional historiography may find our perceptions faulty, but it does not identify our perceptions with our intentions. It may find our judgment wanting, but our motives cannot be gainsaid; if we have misused our power, it is not through the desire to exploit others. The failure of American foreign policy is a failure compounded of sentimentality and intellectual error... Although a policy of misplaced altruism may lead to disaster, particularly when recipients are determined to resist American benevolence, it is still somewhat understandable precisely because of its essentially disinterested character.

The liberal-realist critique became a target along with the "official" interpretation when William Appleman Williams led a wave of New Left revisionism in the 1960's. Inspired by Williams' writings and seminars at the University of Wisconsin, the revisionists completely overturned the official interpretation, laying blame for the Cold War squarely on U.S. officials bent on promoting the interests of an economic elite. The Wisconsin revisionists wrote an advocacy history, defending it as a remedial measure to balance government propaganda and the writings of the gullible liberal-realists. The revisionists sparked an uproar within the historical profession. But such was the character of their critics, the controversy only served to spotlight their challenge.

Williams achieved notoriety with his "Open Door" thesis: the argument that American foreign policy throughout the twentieth century has aggressively and belligerently promoted American business penetration into new foreign markets. He dismissed as unpersuasive the argument that American Cold War policy was defensive, for "a nation with the great relative supremacy enjoyed by the United States between 1944 and 1962 cannot with any real warrant or meaning claim that it has been forced to follow a certain approach or policy." Nonetheless, Williams was relatively charitable to American policymakers. Denying that American policy was the product of "purposeful malice, callous indifference, or ruthlessness and predatory exploitation," he granted that American leaders "believed deeply in the ideals they proclaimed": they had "internalized, and had come to believe the theory, the necessity, and the morality of open door expansionism." He refused to say that America "signaled or caused the Cold War," or that American policymakers were "evil men." As the title of his most famous book suggested, he considered the Cold War a "tragedy of American diplomacy," not a crime.

As passions rose in the Vietnam era, younger revisionists increasingly viewed Williams as overly conservative. Indeed, the Founding Father of the "Wisconsin School" eventually became a constant embarrassment to the younger radical scholars. "Intent on strongly indicting American policymakers for the war in Southeast Asia, the younger radicals were chagrined by Williams' empathy for the motives of American policymakers and by the "old-fashioned philosophical idealism" of some of his writings. Thus, writers such as Gabriel Kolko, Gar Alperovitz, David Horowitz, and Lloyd C. Gardner adopted Williams' "Open Door thesis," but they infused it with a moral indictment of American policymakers and strong sympathy for Soviet motives. Like Williams, Gabriel Kolko blamed the Cold War on America's "militant intervention into the affairs of literally every area of the world." While Russia followed a "conservative policy" in the post-war world, the U.S. blamed "all the world's social and economic ills" on "a Russian plot" and made Russia the scapegoat for "the collapse of capitalism." The younger revisionists thus went well beyond condemning America's Cold War "crimes" to saying they did it for selfish economic reasons. And then, in effect, they lied to the American people about those motives.

Unlike Williams, the younger revisionists displayed a relentless economic determinism. While Williams described a moralistic as well as economic Weltanschauung behind American foreign policy, Gabriel Kolko led the radicals in portraying American International Interventionism as strictly a business proposition. In The Make of American Foreign Policy, Kolko wrote:

The dominant interest of the United States is in world economic stability, and anything that undermines that condition presents a dangerous threat to the present hegemonic order. The costs to the state as a whole are less consequential than the desires and profits of specific class strata and their need to operate everywhere in a manner that, collectively, brings vast prosperity to the United States and its rulers.

The young revisionists were also harsher and more strident than Williams in their moral critique of American policymakers. Rather than grant American policymakers the sincerity of their principled rhetoric, the younger radicals deemed them cynical and hypocritical. They argued that moralistic rhetoric only masked the true forces behind American foreign policy—acquisitiveness and greed—and duped the American people into blind guilelessness. Gabriel
Kolko warned readers not "to confuse the American rhetoric and descriptions of intentions with the realities and purposes of operational power." The "reality" for "many decades" was that American foreign policy pursued "the domestic and international objectives of private American business interests," and that American policymakers often did not "truly believe their moralistic contentions." Similarly, David Horowitz called the "rhetoric of opposition to [communist] aggression" a "mere cover for containing internal change" in foreign nations. Perhaps Lloyd Gardner put the revisionist thesis best, labeling American policymakers "architects of illusion." According to Gardner, American officials masked their true motives with a "series of rationales, expedients, and explanations which grew into the myths and illusions of the Cold War." In its harshest form, the revisionist critique even dismissed America's rationale for dropping the atomic bomb as myth or illusion. Arguing that the U.S. really sought to intimidate Russia with the bomb, Gar Alperovitz issued a profound moral indictment: "The common belief is that the question is closed, and that President Truman's explanation is correct: 'The dropping of the [atomic] bombs stopped the war, saved millions of lives.' My own view is that presently available evidence shows the atomic bomb was not needed to end the war or to save lives—and that this was understood by American leaders at the time." Revisionism thus saddled American officials with the moral responsibility for using the bomb on Japan as a symbolic act. And this they did, presumably, for narrowly selfish motives.

Alperovitz's thesis proved too much for more traditional historians. Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. declared it "time to blow the whistle." In his analysis of seven major revisionist books, Schlesinger conceded that one should not necessarily "explore the rise of Cold War revisionism." But he warned that "all of these books, in spite of their ostentatious display of scholarly apparatus, must be used with caution" and that, along with scholars like John知名品牌, argued that perhaps committed the same sin as the "official" histories criticized by William Appleman Williams regarding history "as a stockpile of facts to be requisitioned on the basis of what is needed to prove a conclusion decided upon in advance." By far the most serious challenge to New Left revisionism came in 1973, when Robert Maddox published the first detailed and systematic evaluation of revisionist scholarship. In his analysis of seven major revisionist books, Maddox concluded that all were "without exception based upon pervasive misuses of the source materials." According to Maddox, "the most striking characteristic of revisionist historiography" was "the extent to which New Left authors have revised the evidence itself." Critics of the New Left, such as George Kerman, hailed Maddox's book for exposing "the liberties taken with historical evidence in much recent literature about the origins of the Cold War." Calling the abuses "quite shocking," Kerman claimed that Maddox "performed a needed service" in bringing revisionism "to public attention." Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. agreed, commenting that "Professor Maddox's meticulous examination of the Cold War controversy raises the most serious questions about revisionist scholarship." Schlesinger even expanded the dispute by raising questions about the revisionists' political loyalties: "The fact that in some aspects the revisionist thesis parallels the official Soviet argument must not, of course, prevent consideration of the case on its merits, nor raise questions about the motives of the writers, all of whom, so far as I know, are independent-minded scholars." David Horowitz responded for the revisionists, attacking Princeton University Press for publishing the "spurious and defamatory" book. According to Horowitz, the publisher was influenced most "by the favorable recommendations of the late Professor Fels, Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., George Kennan, and Eugene Rostow, who are either principals in the historical debate over the cold war, or have been associated with the making of the foreign policy under review." This fact, in Horowitz's opinion, raised "the most serious questions about the standards of publication, review, and scholarly discourse in the historical profession." The revisionists had long been arguing that there was some sort of conspiracy against their work within the historical establishment. In the revised edition of The Free World Colossus, published in 1971, David Horowitz wrote of this alleged suppression of radical thought and of the connection between his work and the anti-war movement:
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an overly simplistic, single cause interpretation of human behavior. Their wholesale acceptance of forces that shape decision-making in American foreign policy. The revisionists' extraordinary attention and exercised considerable influence.

Vietnam as a standard of "truth," and "rightful retribution." The impact that revisionism was beyond argument in her critique of Richard Nixon's "Vietnamization" address of November 3, 1969. Upholding an unsubstantiated revisionist interpretation of America's early involvement in Vietnam as a standard of "truth," Campbell proclaimed Nixon's traditional interpretation a "misrepresentation." Of course, theorists of argument might demand that the revisionists shoulder a burden of proof in debate with a traditionalist. And the ordinary citizen might demand at least some proof that the President a liar. But Marlyn Campbell would have none of that; revisionism presumably was "the truth" and required no evidence.

Such was the impact of the New Left revisionists; they received extraordinary attention and exercised considerable influence. Yet in the final analysis, they contributed little to our understanding of American foreign policy. Even if their evidence had been sound and their partisanship restrained, the revisionists failed to offer a useful way of looking at the forces that shape decision-making in American foreign policy. They offered an overly simplistic, single cause interpretation of human behavior. "None of them... analyzed the internal determinants of policy in terms of their full diversity and relative significance," as John Gaddis argued, and their wholesale acceptance of the Open Door thesis constituted "an old methodology... the single-cause-interpretation of history." The revisionists ignored the multiplicity of motives evident in the rhetoric of policymaking officials. In effect, as Gaddis argued, they dismissed all rhetoric not expressing economic motives and took very seriously all rhetoric that did.

Public and private statements made by policymakers at the time... indicate that they did not accord the Open Door the importance revisionist historians have given it. ... Washington officials articulated with at least equal emphasis such other goals as unconditional surrender, the disarmament of defeated enemies, self-determination, and the establishment of a new collective security organization. The revisionists are no doubt aware of these other war aims, which figure so prominently in the statements of American policymakers at the time, but they pay little attention to them. They seem to assume that government officials expressed their true motives only when they discussed economics— all the rest was rhetoric. It is unclear what grounds the revisionists have for making this assumption.

New Left revisionism did not come labeled "advocacy history." Just as an earlier generation of students and casual readers may have unquestioningly accepted "official" historiography, some people undoubtedly swallowed New Left revisionism under the illusion that historiography was factual narrative rather than political rhetoric. How many casual readers recognized that the revisionists, like the traditionalists criticized by Horowitz, presented their own "propaganda" under "the guise of academic scholarship}? How many readers were aware of the questionable uses of evidence in revisionist scholarship? If trained scholars like Marlyn Campbell seemed oblivious to these questions, one hardly could have expected the casual reader to raise them.

Small increases in the apparent influence of public opinion on the political decision-making process in American foreign policy were probably attributable to the efforts of a small number of special interest groups. The public, on the other hand, seems to have had little direct influence in the formulation of American foreign policy. The public was assured of the wisdom of American foreign policy by every branch of government except the courts, which were supposed to remain outside of politics. The public was further assured that its political representatives knew what they were doing by the fact that they were elected to office. And the public was told that, in any event, it could have influence on the government through the ballot box.

For many years, diplomatic historians simply assumed that public opinion basically determined American foreign policy. For instance, Thomas Bailey, in A Diplomatic History of the American People, concluded that "the American people, exercising their democratic privilege and enjoying freedom of speech and press, have shaped their own foreign policies." Even critics of foreign policies shaped by public opinion, such as Hans Morgenthau and George Kennan, always assumed that American foreign policy did reflect "the will of the people." What they said, as Ernest May has noted, was that "this should not be so—that policy should come to a larger extent from calculation by experts." Traditional historians always had problems explaining the many exceptions to their rule that the public dictates American foreign policy. Robert Burrowe once wrote, for instance, that if the public was remarkably sensitive to public opinion and throughout his tenure as Chief Executive seldom moved politically or diplomatically until he was sure that the majority of his countrymen would follow either from previous conviction or, on occasion, because they were fascinated by the boldness of his actions." In other words, the public always followed or moved with public opinion except, of course, on those occasions when he did not.

Traditionalists also failed to elucidate how policymakers came to "know" public opinion. For the most part, traditional historians assumed "objective" public opinion with such imperfect measures as polls or electoral behavior, and then assumed that policymakers perceived public opinion in precisely the same fashion. They failed to consider in any practical sense the mechanisms or processes by which policymakers themselves measured the public will. They seemed to assume, in Bernard Cohen's words, that accurate portraits of objective public opinion were "absorbed, by osmosis, into the
political bloodstream.40

\footnote{368} Above all, the traditional assumption that "the people" fulfilled the role prescribed by democratic theory seemed discredited by the first generation of empirical survey research. Indeed, survey research in the 1950's, as summarized in the classic study, The American Voter, suggested that the American people were simply incapable of fulfilling such a role.

We have, then, the portrait of an electorate almost wholly without detailed information about decision-making in government. A substantial portion of the public is able to respond in a discrete manner to issues that might be the subject of legislative or administrative action. Yet it known little about what government has done on these issues or what the parties propose to do. It is almost completely unable to judge the rationality of government actions; knowing little of particular policies and what has led to them, the mass electorate is not able to appraise either its goals or the appropriateness of the means chosen to serve these goals.

At first glance, the New Left revisionists seemed more in touch with empirical reality. Rejecting the traditional assumption that "the people" shaped American foreign policy, they argued that "the close and serious student of modern American foreign relations" could "rarely, if ever, find an instance of an important decision made with any reference to the alleged general public desires or opinions."42 The fact that a ruling class makes its policies operate, even when the mass of society ceases to endorse them, Gabriel Kolko argued, was "a central reality most analysts perpetually exclude from a descriptive explanation of American society."43 And, of course, the war in Vietnam presumably proved such contentions. According to Kolko, Vietnam proved beyond all doubt that the ruling elite will continue a policy that contradicts its interests even while "mass agreement withers away and even disappears."44

One can only speculate about how the revisionists came to their conclusion that support for governmental policy in Vietnam had "disappeared" by the late 1960's. Some of the explanation may lie in the mutual reinforcement of like-minded thinkers—in the parochialism of America's elite college campuses. Or perhaps the radicals were deluded by a mass media that declared quiet support for the government less newsworthy than noisy dissent. But whatever the cause, the result was an illusion. Indeed, the case of Vietnam demonstrated, if anything, the responsiveness of policymakers to public opinion and the public's fundamental distaste for the radical critique.

Contrary to radical rhetoric, very few Americans supported withdrawal from Vietnam before the government itself was pursuing such a policy. From late 1964 until late 1966, public support for withdrawal never exceeded 20 percent; those who were dissatisfied with the status quo were far more likely to support escalation than withdrawal.45 As late as 1967, those favoring escalation outnumbered those favoring withdrawal by the striking margin of 50% to 1%. And while it was true that support for withdrawal increased rapidly after the 1968 elections, it is also true that withdrawal (albeit gradual) had become the government's policy. As Lunch and Sperlich have commented, the radical critique actually may have hindered support for the government's program of gradual withdrawal by generating resistance from those "who considered themselves loyal and patriotic": "Antiwar demonstrations had not convinced most citizens that the United States was morally wrong in being in Vietnam and may have even slowed the development of withdrawal sentiment by acting as a negative reference point.46 By 1969 or 1970, such views certainly found more support and encouragement from more traditionally acceptable opinion leaders than in earlier years, and so identification with the disliked 'protestors' did not pose such a problem for the average citizen.47

To add insult to injury, the radicals even failed to win substantial support from American young people. One of the recurring images of the war in Vietnam of course, was "that of youthful protestors picketing in massive numbers, singing, chanting, and venting their anger at continuing American involvement there."48 We heard in radical rhetoric of a new generation of students rejecting "the whole thrust and direction of American foreign policy." But survey research suggests the opposite. Throughout the Vietnam era, younger people were far less supportive of withdrawal and far more supportive of escalation than were older respondents. As Lunch and Sperlich summarize the findings: "The striking fact is that the younger a person was during the Vietnam era, the more likely he or she was to support the war."49

The New Left revisionists tried to have it both ways. Pointing to elite college campuses and media images, they argued that support for America's Vietnam policy had withered away or even disappeared. When confronted with polls showing continued public support for the government; however, they evoked a theory of "false consciousness"; they wrote of an indifferent public duped into guilelessness by appeals to "a broader social welfare and ersatz consensus."50

The argument of "false consciousness" may have been warranted by survey research in the 1950's. As Ernest May has written, the first generation of survey research was indeed "fugitive with new suggestions for possible manipulators of public opinion." But the survey research in the 1960's and 1970's painted a different portrait of the American people. The public apparently had become more angry, concerned, and politically active than they had been in previous years. At the very time surveys showed widespread support for America's presence in Vietnam, they also showed it was a more informed support than might have been found in the 1950's. Moreover, the dissent that was found in data on Vietnam reflected, not so much the revisionist critique, as the critique of America's "no win" policy by conservative ideologues. Most Americans did not agree with the radicals. But neither did they all unquestioningly bow to the governmental line.

"False consciousness" was just another myth of revisionist theory that detracted from the persuasiveness of their case. Indeed, neither their claims that "the people" were duped, nor their claims that "the people" supported their viewpoint, rested on anything more than impressioned
assertion. As in their writings on the Cold War, the revisionists simply ignored contrary evidence. Again, the revisionists were not about to let the facts interfere with their holy crusades.

Nonetheless, many casual readers again embraced the radical perspective without significant demurral. And again, rhetorical scholars were among the worst offenders. Hauser and Blair swallowed revisionism wholesale, for instance, calling the liberal democratic conception of the public... only an ideal, a fiction at best." In a major theoretical essay on public opinion, they argued that we have a "government of, by, and for special interests," while "the people" are but a "depoliticized estate" that renders "mass loyalty to a government which does not include them in its decision-making process." Like Campbell's revisionist history of Vietnam, Hauser and Blair's characterization of "the people" as "fiction" went unchallenged, as if proponents of revisionism bear no burden of proof in challenging traditional democratic theory. Again, intelligent people fell victim to the illusion that revisionism was self-evidently true and that traditional notions could simply be dismissed.

Toward a Synthesis

As the passions of the Vietnam era subsided, a more mature perspective began to emerge in American diplomatic historiography. More recent writings on the origins of the Cold War have synthesized traditional and revisionist perspectives, producing a more complete view of history. And while historians have yet to complete a synthesis of perspectives on public opinion, the rationale for such a synthesis has become increasingly apparent. In closing, this essay articulates that rationale by describing a situational theory of public opinion.

The synthesis of traditional and revisionist historiography on the Cold War first began to appear in the writings of the original combatants. Without abandoning his view that revisionist historiography should "be used with caution," Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., admitted that he had spoken "somewhat intemperately" in earlier critiques and conceded that "revisionism is an essential part of the process by which history... enlarges its perspectives and enriches its insights." But more important, the substance of traditional and revisionist interpretations began to merge, producing a more sophisticated, dispassionate historiography on both sides. The editors of a book including new writings by representatives of both schools made this point in introducing the essays:

Each of the essays is rooted in one of the "schools" of interpretation... yet they are characterized by the refinement and sophistication which those interpretations have acquired with the passage of time.

Significant differences still exist, for example, between Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., often considered a spokesman for the liberal Establishment, and Lloyd C. Gardner, a member of the "Wisconsin School," yet their differences are not argued in the simplistic terms that most likely would have obtained in an earlier time. Some may conclude that the general movement seems to be more from extremest polarization of attitudes and toward some middle point.

The label "post-revisionism" has since emerged to describe a new generation of historians who embrace the synthesis. As Martin McCauley writes, post-revisionists seek "to avoid the polarities of blame-it-all-on-the-Soviets or blame-it-all-on-the-Americans." Instead, they recognize that the situation was "so infinitely complex that no generalizations about who was to blame will suffice." The post-revisionists acknowledge the weaknesses of both traditional and revisionist accounts: "the former pays little attention to the legitimate security needs of the USSR, while the latter ignores Soviet behaviour which gave rise to shifts in American policy." And above all, they try "to stand back from the battle, avoid blatant partisanship and at the remove of a generation or more to pass a cold, critical eye over the 'eins' of all participants."

John Gaddis' The Origins of the Cold War was among the best of the early post-revisionist studies. First published in 1972 and winner of the Bancroft Prize, the book praised the revisionists for emphasizing domestic influences upon American foreign policy, yet it reflected the traditional assumption that policymakers could be taken at their word when they articulated non-economic motives. By "focusing so heavily on economics," Gaddis argued, the revisionists failed to fully explain most major U.S. policy initiatives, all of which could be explained "far more plausibly by citing the Administration's need to maintain popular support for its policies than by dwelling upon requirements of the economic order." Recognizing economic interests as among the interests given expression in the demands of "the public and its representatives on Capitol Hill," Gaddis acknowledged the importance of economic motives on at least some occasion. But unlike the revisionists, he also recognized that other concerns—even moral concerns—imposed "definite limitations on how far policymakers could go" by defining their "range of acceptable options" in particular political climates.

Historians have not been so adept at synthesizing theoretical perspectives on public opinion, despite the fact that traditional and revisionist perspectives are not as different as they may seem. In describing the public generally as either conforming or not conforming with the role of the public in democratic theory, both treated public opinion as a "stable entity that changes little in composition or state of consciousness from one situation to another." But and both treated the responsiveness of policymakers to public opinion as a stable relationship. Hence, it made sense from either perspective to ask such questions as: Is the public informed? Does the public influence political leaders? Or given the assumption of both that the relationship between public opinion and policymaking was fixed and unchanging, one was forced to conclude that the
traditionals or the revisionists could not both be right.

The changing portraits of public opinion in survey research challenge the assumption that public opinion exists in a fixed state of consciousness. The data reveal that citizens are not always uniformed, sensitive, and manipulated or always informed, interested, and influential. Instead, survey research suggests that the level of public knowledge and interest in political affairs is linked to the political environment: to the issues at hand and to the nature and appeal of political leadership. In other words, the nature and role of the public varies by historical context and is shaped by changing political stimuli. As Gerald Pomper explains, "the particular conclusion of low ideological awareness ... during the Eisenhower period may have resulted from the generally low level of ideological stimulation during this period." By contrast, the portrait of the aware, interested citizen arose out of the more stimulating political climate of the 1960s.

The responsiveness of policymakers to public opinion also varies situationally. Theories of the public-as-fiction correctly maintain that public opinion can have no impact on policymaking independent of how it is perceived by political leaders. As Michael C. McGee has argued, politically relevant public opinion is discovered, not through survey research, but through analysis of rhetorical documents containing history as "mediated or filtered" by political leaders. Such analysis, as I have argued at greater length elsewhere, reveals that policymakers in America are indeed sensitive to public opinion, but they often do not obey it, consciously or unconsciously, for ideological and empirical reasons. Our political philosophy is ambivalent, allowing policymakers to justify the "national interest" taking precedence over public opinion in certain situations. And, the empirical problems of "knowing" public opinion may bedevil even those policymakers intent on obeying its dictates. American policymakers typically assume that "the will of the people" may be discerned through "scientific" polling, yet the conceptual and technical limitations of polls call this assumption into question. Polls typically do not distinguish between strong and weak opinions, between rational and irrational opinions, or among shades of opinion on particular issues. Even slight differences in sampling, data collection or question-wording can make enormous differences in findings. And once statistics are gathered they still may be misinterpreted in very different ways, especially by politicians with partisan concerns.

A situational theory of public opinion recognizes that the relationship between the public and policymakers sometimes resembles the traditional model and sometimes the revisionist model. In some situations, political rhetoric may afford audiences the opportunity to arrive at reasoned opinions and, in other situations, policymakers may deem the public too uninformed or emotional to dictate foreign policy, or they may defer to an inaccurate perception of "the people's" will.

A realistic theory of public opinion recognizes that the interaction between "the people" and policymakers is a complicated and ever-changing relationship. Theorists scholars can contribute significantly to our understanding of that relationship by elucidating how ideological and empirical arguments shape policymakers' perceptions. Beyond that, empirical survey research affords the opportunity to evaluate the arguments and perceptions of key policymakers. Although no single poll reveals the "reality" of public opinion in all its complexity, one at least may surmise how well a particular conception conforms to the thrust of all available empirical data.

For a number of years, political scientists have told us that the influence of public opinion on policymaking can be described only in particular historical contexts or with reference to the changing national agenda and political dialogue. Yet many scholars persist in overgeneralizing about the public's impact on foreign policies and in deriving political "lessons" from their mistake. The time has come to bury ideological hatchets and to acknowledge the lessons of empirical research. The relationship between the public and policymaking is a complex and ever-changing process that defies the simplistic explanations of ideological crusaders.

Conclusion

Traditional historiography in the Vietnam era admittedly left a lot to be desired. As a Description of the Cold War's origins, it resembled the plot line soistung. In the 1960s, the Americans wore white hats and the Russians wore black. As a description of the forces shaping American foreign policy, traditionalism was even more naive. As Thomas McCormick has argued, too many traditionalists assumed that foreign policies were "the end product of elite decision-makers, operating in a relative social vacuum, interacting with other nations' elite decision-makers." And when they did attend to domestic influences, they engaged in an ideological celebration of public opinion; they simply assumed that "the people" fulfilled the duties prescribed by democratic theory.

The fact that the traditionalists may have been wrong, however, does not mean that the revisionists were right. The revisionists painted an equally black-and-white picture of the Cold War's origins, and they too overgeneralized about the impact of public opinion. Like the traditionalists, the revisionists had political goals. By portraying the Cold War as American aggression and by downplaying the impact of public opinion, they hoped to strip the policymaking elites of its political legitimacy. In passionate times, one hardly could have expected dispassionate historiography. But excuses only highlight the need for more
Rhetorical scholars should be particularly sympathetic to synthesizing the polarized histories of the 1960's. They should recognize political posturing when they see it, and they should be sensitive to the logic of competing points of view. Like debate in any context, historiographical debate is a clash of partial realities; each side may present a different, but equally true "slice" of a "reality" in dispute. In effect, debate between traditional and revisionist historians constituted the defense and the prosecution of American foreign policy. It remains for the "jury" of all interested scholars to finish synthesizing the truth.
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ARGUMENT AND IDEOLOGY: A POSTSCRIPT

Bruce E. Gronbeck
University of Iowa

[Editors' Note: This commentary is a response to the papers by J. Michael Hogan, James Arnt Aune, and Phillip C. Wander]

As the person charged with replying to the panel on "Argument and Ideology," I face some duties I know I don't have time to complete. To do an adequate job of critique, I would have to make more explicit than any of these gentlemen have done connections between argument and ideology. And, I might add, were I in fact to seek those connections in these three papers, I think I would find myself forced to change the title of the panel to "Argument, Narrative, and Ideology."

As I read these papers, I became struck by the fact that all three are both analyzing and telling stories. Professor Hogan's paper very directly retells the story of three historiographical perspectives on Vietnam. That is, he arranges the works of traditionalists, the Wisconsin School revisionists, and some later synthesizers into a story of his own. Professor Hogan's story is a melodrama, wherein historians are depicted as almost victimized by the Demon Ideology, either haplessly, as in the case of the traditionalists, or self-consciously, as in the case of the revisionists. I say "almost victimized," because of course Professor Hogan's story has a happy ending; in the final tableau, we see Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., admitting his intemperateness, shaking hands with Lloyd C. Gardner, while Professor Hogan looks over their shoulders, praising their moves toward synthesis, drawing out as the moral of his story "The time has come to bury ideological hatchets and to acknowledge the lessons of empirical research" and admonishing "rhetorical scholars" to join in on the work of synthesis because, "Like debate in many contexts, historiographical debate is a clash of partial realities."

That tableau floats slowly into the sunset, with Professor Hogan telling us that "It remains for the 'jury' of all interested scholars to finish synthesizing the truth."

Professor Aune's approach to narrative likewise exists on two, or perhaps three, levels. Level One is the story of Gastonia he himself constructs, as his notes indicate, and he'll tell you if you ask him, out of the histories of others, some original research he did in the New York Times, and some other original research done by a person named Robin Hood for an M.A. thesis. At Level Two is the story of how others interpreted the Gastonia strike within the webs of their own ideological agenda and aesthetic impulses. Then, if I were to posit a Level Three in this paper—and I think I can even if it is not developed fully by Professor Aune—it would include his synthesis of Level One and Level Two stories into another: the story of both the failures of radicalism in the United States and the failure of scholars to penetrate the popular consciousness with historical and socially sensitive stories about labor and working conditions in this country.
If Professor Hogan offers us melodrama, and Professor Aune, tragedy, then Professor Wander tells stories, as he is wont to do, in an ironic mode. Professor Wander's world is one filled with dialectical contradictions strolling through the history of the life-world; those contradictions have a tendency in Wander's world to periodically replace each other, as that which was positive for a while soon becomes negative, as each new creed of salvation becomes perverted when it is lived to an extreme, and, as always for Professor Wander, as his world is threatened with nuclear destruction. Yet, interestingly, Wander's world has never blown up, so his stories are not tragedies; rather, I think, as I said, they're studies in the frontiers of social existence. In his paper, those ironies are seen in Wittgenstein's Vienna, in Wittgenstein's own logical abilities in times of personal stress, in Wittgenstein's redirection of his own thinking, as Wander discusses it late in his paper, away "from positivism and the empiricist epistemology of Moore and Russell" and toward what Wittgenstein himself later referred to "the true problems of philosophy, which we are to feel 'on our own pulses' and in our own experience."

In Professor Wander's story, thus, intellectual polarities constantly reverse themselves in often immoral ways, while life goes on--and, on one hopes, even in an age threatened by the Holocaust.

Now, I asked to have the papers on this panel rearranged a bit because I think they are now in order so far as their narrative approaches to matters of argument and ideology are concerned. Professor Hogan retells the story of Vietnam historiography so as to eliminate contamination from the process of history writing. In the sentences I quoted, he certainly is suggesting something akin to the objectivist point of view for historians that were so heavily discussed in positivist debates of the 1950s and early 1960s by the likes of Nadel, Passmore, Popper, Bergmond, Mandelbaum, Dray, and the others offering philosophical analyses of history writing as an intellectual endeavor. He even goes on to suggest that there is a "logic of competing points of view" so far as historical writing is concerned.

I asked to have Professor Aune's paper second because he explicitly moves beyond his colleague's positivist impulses. Though he suggests that "the purpose of this paper is to analyze the argumentative strategies of writers," he in fact does not discuss arguments as arguments whatsoever. Rather, he catches us up in the stories others are telling; he strives to make sense in an implicit way of the ideological mindset--yea and even the "consciousness"--of various kinds of storytellers. There is no search for "the truth" in much of this paper (unless we consider Professor Aune's own version of the story as such an attempt at truth). Rather, there is a delicate and provocative effort to counterpoise the historical and artistic narratives, not to destroy ideology but merely to correct false consciousness. As Professor Aune suggests, while historians make no appeals or approaches to Truth, and while they certainly do work within the blinders of personal and professional perspectivism, historians can be expected to detail (argumentatively, perhaps?) the relationships between ideological consciousness and "the facts" of the persons, objects, and events being discussed. To Aune, the struggle over meaning referred to early in his paper is one of somehow fitting ideological presuppositions accurately to those facts. The relationship between ideology and the life-world ultimately is an attributive one.

Paper is properly considered third on this panel because, as usual, he brings up the Left in conceptual discussions of ideology and argument. Those of you who have followed the exchange over Wander's views on ideology and criticism being printed in the Central States Speech Journal, knowledge rather clearly that he would accuse Professor Hogan of naivete. To Wander, we cannot escape our ideologies; we only can substitute one for another. To Wander, no facts exist outside of our ideological postures toward them; facts indeed are not facts, but, rather, materializations useful to a testing of an ideology's moral code. Even as Wander, thus, writes history, he bends it to his own ideological purpose--and, I should add for those who have not read his work, he does that bending consciously. As he is arguing in the Central States Speech Journal series, a rhetorical critic without moral and ideological goals--and for Wander those terms are almost equivalents--is a critic ignoring his or her obligation to both society and the profession.

Had I time and some resources, I now would be ready to offer a critique of these three papers within the frameworks I have just reconstructed. In a critique of Professor Hogan's conceptualizations, I would chide him a bit for confusing matters of historiographical interest with questions concerning the craft of history writing. I would suggest that it is impossible for history writing to avoid the evils of perspective-taking, that is, ideological assumption; the human being by nature sees the world from somewhere, from some vantage, from a vantage determined by our purposes, by our ideological postures, by our craft and craft technique. Before writing history, historians of necessity must find ways to (with some accuracy) reconstruct the past. That reconstruction, though, to my view precedes the writing of history, just as it does for Hayden White's historian. To White, as he wrote in the Autumn 1980 issue of Critical Inquiry, the historian is a different kind of storyteller than either the analyst or the chronicler. The analyst arranges facts, the chronicler sees that they are coherent, but the historian interprets them perspectivally. I would ask, had I time, that Professor Hogan rethink his ideas on synthesis, truth-finding, and even argument in light of contemporary narrative theory.

With more time, I would suggest that Professor Aune do a couple of things in the project of which this paper is a part. For one thing, he needs to engage in self-critique. Even as he exposes the ideological limits of the stories of others, he ignores his own. He certainly suggests his own ideological posture in sentences such as the following: "The commentaries [of others] often tell us more about the writers themselves than they do about the lives of the illiterate mountain folk, the 'lintheads,' who for one brief moment acted heroically in the face of brutal oppression." What we get in this analysis, were I to categorize Aune's views generally, is a near-classic Romantic vision of antiheroism. At least I am convinced he is writing social history within a web of romantic notions--notions of the little people with their folkish wisdom...
of the virtues which reside in lower-class citizens, of heroism born unconsciously of sweat and self-protection rather than ideologies, and of, as I said earlier, perspectives as human mechanisms for attributing meaningfulness to facts. Until Aune engages in a self-critique of those notions, he will only be toying with his hearer and reader, pretending to be investigating the ideologically determined shortcomings of others from the vantage of a "neutral" narrative he himself has constructed, when in fact that narrative he himself has constructed, when in fact that narrative is governed by an ideological posture every bit as interested or prejudicial as those of others.

Finally, I suppose I would critique Professor Wander, though I undoubtedly would do it unfairly. In the paper offered to this conference he has overstated in significant ways the lack of moral discourse in this country during the twentieth century. Many of those discourses--coming from intuitive, rationalist, empirical, and situational theories of ethics--I reviewed in this paper. I certainly won't rehash them. I think, too, especially, he underestimates scientists' abilities to deal with the moral dimensions of science. Russell was not the only analytical philosopher to be a pacifist: The international peace organizations formed after World War II were heavily populated by scientists and other positivists; Robert Oppenheimer's arguments with Edward Teller made him, to me, a self-reflexive critic of the vantage of a "neutral" narrative he himself has constructed, when in fact that narrative he himself has constructed. When we actually materialize scientism, however, it becomes more variegated morally. Professor Wander, I think, must rather more fully engage in factual materialization for attributing meaninglessness to facts. For while he is to retain the title of "scholar." And he, too, ought to in a more self-reflexive fashion consider his own use of storytelling as a scholarly format. As a storyteller, he becomes more a persuader than an arguer.

But, as I said, I don't have time to do these critiques. So, I won't. Besides. I promised a "postscript," not a "critique," in my essay. But my postscript is a simple one: Like everything else recently, or so it seems, the relationship between "argument" and "ideology" is becoming complicated by narrative forms with this moral-political purposes. We must continue our work on that three-way rather than a two-way interaction. To that end, starting a year from now, I will be devoting a large portion of my own scholarly work to a collaborative project on "The Rhetoric of Historical Narrative" with Professor Allan Megill of Iowa's Department of History. I suggest others take up similar projects.

---

STORYTELLING AND PUBLIC MORAL ARGUMENT: THE CASE OF MEDICINE

Michael J. Hyde
Northwestern University

To be the subject of a narrative that runs from one's birth to one's death is ... to be accountable for the actions and experiences which compose a narratable life. It is, that is, to be open to being asked to give a certain kind of account of what one did or what happened to one or what one witnessed at any earlier point in one's life the time at which the question is posed.

Alastair MacIntyre

Walter Fisher recently asked his fellow critics to tell "stories" that may inform his conception of "the narrative paradigm." In the following essay I will respond to this request by telling a story about a professional community whose very existence has always depended on the ability of its members to recognize and appreciate the importance of storytelling as a life-promoting activity. The community I have in mind is that of medicine.

Today, this community is being confronted by moral dilemmas that are threatening its reputation. As will be detailed below, these dilemmas are due to two fundamental and technicalic and technological capabilities that have enabled the members of the medical community to increase their technical expertise when telling each other stories about the diseases that plague their patients' lives. These stories are constructed primarily for the purposes of making a medical diagnosis and prescribing treatments; their narrativity must therefore subscribe to the dictates of what Fisher terms "the rational world paradigm." Due to the dilemmas now confronting it, however, the medical community is being challenged by its critics to engage in public moral argument and thus to expand its appreciation of the scope and function of storytelling.

By offering an account of how the medical community is responding to this challenge, I will attempt not only to show the heuristic value of Fisher's thinking on narration, but also to suggest how his narrative paradigm can be expanded such that its relevance as a rhetorical/critical tool is further enhanced. My account begins with an examination of both the moral dilemma that are confronting the medical community and the situation that has come to take form because of this confrontation. Here I comment on the way physicians typically use stories in the performance of their duties. I next present an analysis of a story that was told by a physician and that exemplifies what Fisher describes as "narrative rationality." A concluding discussion is then offered to suggest some of the implications that flow from my account.
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY AND ITS DILEMMAS

Throughout the twentieth century, and in response to the public's increased appetite for a prolonged life, medical science has developed technologies that have greatly expanded the concept of health care. Respirators, bypass surgery, dialysis machines, CT scanners, pacemakers, chemotherapy, organ transplants, and artificial hearts are some of the better known technological advances that have enabled medicine to intensify its legendary "war" against life-threatening disease. The war, we are told, is being won; and the expectations of both the medical community and those whom it serves continue to grow. But this success and its attending expectations have created dilemmas regarding life and death that the medical community is hard-pressed to resolve. A story can help illustrate this point:

In May, 1980, Mr. Howard F. Hubbs suffered complete kidney failure. For the rest of his life he would have to live with the help of a dialysis machine. His life was sustained but its quality was tragic: He lost his job, he lost his capacity to function sexually, he abandoned his religious faith, he developed severe neurotic behaviors.... Staring at his blood moving through a machine, he continued to ask: "What is going on here?" "What is happening to my life?" Alone in his house he wrote in a diary that he kept to document personal responses to his deteriorating condition: "I can't die because I must stay to keep up with the 'Jones.' I can't die because I have traditions to carry on. I can't die because I am afraid too." In the next entry he wrote: "Everyone calls, the phone rings and rings with questions and professional advice. But it's too too bad that they can't help--because they don't know my pain--Nor Do I." On 20 February, 1984, due to complications associated with his illness, Mr. Hubbs died.

A success of medical science had enabled Mr. Hubbs to live, but it was a living hell, evidencing how sophisticated medical care can increase levels of pain and suffering (i.e., morbidity). Thousands of patients whose lives are sustained by the technological capabilities of medicine are experiencing this fate everyday. The irony here is disconcerting. And the discomfort grows when one realizes that the success of medical science in developing its technologies is also related to skyrocketing health care expenditures, accumulations of impersonal medical care, and ethical questions concerning the proper and timely use of life-support systems. Dr. Willard Gaylin summarizes the irony of the situation quite well when he notes that "it is not the deficiencies of medicine that present the medical community with dilemmas, but the successes."

More than ever before in its recent history, medicine is being required to resolve this ironic situation. Its chief benefactor (and persistent critic) is demanding an immediate reply. And who is this benefactor? Dr. Lawrence Altman supplies his colleagues with the answer to this question:

Let me remind you that in this post-World War II era, the taxpayer, the public, has become the chief benefactor of medicine. Medicine is now a public institution because it is in the taxpayer who is paying for the bulk of the costs of patient care, medical research, and medical education.

Members of the medical profession have become public servants. And they are accountable to the public in the same way that other public servants are.

Such accountability creates a difficult problem for the medical community. As I will now attempt to show, this problem has much to do with the way in which the members of this community have been conditioned to use stories in the performance of their duties.

Public Moral Argument: Telling Stories about Life and Death

In being accountable to the public about the dilemmas fostered by its technological successes, the medical community is forced to engage in what Fisher describes as "public moral argument." Such argument, according to Fisher,

is to be distinguished from reasoned discourse in interpersonal interactions and arguments occurring in specialized communities, such as theological disputes, academic debates, and arguments before the Supreme Court. The features differentiating public moral argument from such encounters are: (1) It is publicized, made available for consumption and persuasion of the polity at large; and (2) it is aimed at what Aristotle called "untrained thinkers," or, to be effective, it should be. Most important public moral argument is a form of controversy that inherenly crosses fields. It is not contained in the way that legal, scientific, or theological arguments are by subject matter, particular conceptions of arguendive competence, and well recognized rules of advocacy.

One reason why the medical community has a difficult time engaging in such argument can be illustrated by the following story.

I recently had the opportunity to discuss with twelve, fourth-year medical students current research on how the intensification of medical technology is affecting doctor-patient relationships. Seeking to determine how these students felt about the dilemmas under consideration here, I began the discussion by telling them the story of Mr. Hubbs. Neither the story nor the rationale for telling it were well received. Objections centered on the "subjective" and "unscientific" nature of the story. Why this defensive response to a story that most certainly was true?

One must understand that medical students are not adverse to being told stories about cases that are relevant to their professional livelihood. As Dr. Eric Cassell points out, "the recitation of cases—telling stories—has been a way to teach medicine that has survived through the ages because nothing else does the job as well." Oftentimes the cases that are recited by physicians are explications of "illness stories" that were told to a physician by a patient during a history-taking session. Such stories, according to Cassell, "are different from other stories because they almost always have at least two characters to whom things happen. They always have at least a person and that person's body." Patients are under no...
professional obligation to make this distinction when telling the story of their illness, when trying to remember all that has happened to them because of some bodily disorder that they believe is indicative of some disease. Physicians, on the other hand, do have a professional obligation to make the distinction; for only then can they properly diagnose and perhaps cure the diseases affecting their patients. Thus, of the two characters that motivate the patient's illness story, it is the body, the place where a disease unfolds, that must assume priority as a matter of interest for the physician.

In explicating a patient's story to their students and colleagues, physicians are expected to offer a narrative that reflects an understanding of this priority and that does so with as much precision and accuracy as possible. The scientific and technological capabilities of medicine prove invaluable to the physician who must perform this task. By greatly enhancing the physician's ability to discover, diagnose and then decide what to do about a patient's illness, these capabilities enable a physician to construct a story that, in Fishman's terms, abides by the precepts of "the rational world paradigm" and thereby enables the physician's peers to determine whether or not the story reflects an argument that is empirically verifiable and thus scientifically competent. In short, physicians recite cases for the purposes of instructing their associates about the practice of medicine, they do so within a community whose members require from their teachers an ability to tell a certain kind of story—one whose narrative probability and narrative fidelity reflect an expert appreciation of how science and technology can disclose the workings of the body.

One perhaps can now understand why the medical students reacted defensively when asked to comment on the story of Mr. Hubbs. As told, the story was about a person, not about his body; it emphasized how the scientific and technological abilities of medicine adversely affected this person, not how they helped to sustain his bodily functions; it intimated that medical technology may prolong death, not life; it revealed moral dilemmas, not medical solutions. The story, in other words, did not coincide with the expectations and requirements that have long guided medicine in its telling of illness stories. Rather, as used here, the term "narrative rationality" points to that which is at work in all forms of storytelling. As Fishman puts it, this ontological sense of "rationality is determined by the nature of persons as narrative beings—their inherent awareness of narrative priority, what constitutes a coherent story, and their constant habit of testing narrative fidelity, whether the stories they experience ring true with the stories they know to be true in their lives ..." Narrative rationality thus makes room for those stories that may not meet all the requirements of argumentative competence dictated by the rational world paradigm but that still warrant serious attention because of the values they express—values that oftentimes offer people moral guidance when they are forced to confront the ultimate questions of life and death, of how persons should be defined and treated, of preferred patterns of living.

We have already seen that within the medical community the demands of narrative rationality require a physician to tell a story wherein the "body," and not the "person," assumes priority as a matter of interest. For the public, I would argue, the priority is different. Because of its lack of technical expertise and because of the way it has been influenced by the media to understand and appreciate the workings of medicine, the public expects physicians to tell stories that are person-oriented. Instructed by this orientation, the public can more readily determine whether or not the stories it is hearing from the medical community contain values and attitudes that the public deem important for its health care.
As its title suggests, Dr. Hilfiker's story is an expose of something credible happening within the medical community. Seven different cases punctuate the narrative, each detailing how the author has contributed to the occurrence ofiatrogenic disease (i.e., doctor-inflicted injuries). All the cases are peripherally oriented; there is no attempt to mystify the moral dilemma raised by the cases by disguising them in esoteric medical jargon. The matter of interest here is not the disease in the body but the disease in the community.

In the first recited case, for example, the reader is told about a woman who comes to see Dr. Hilfiker for a prenatal examination:

At her appointment that afternoon, Barb seems to be in good health, with all the signs and symptoms of pregnancy: slight nausea, some soreness in her breasts, a little weight gain. But when the nurse tests Barb's urine to determine if she is pregnant, the result is negative. The test measures the level of a hormone that is produced during early pregnancy. I reassure Barb that she is fine and schedule another test for the following week.

Once again the test proves negative.

I am troubled. Perhaps she isn't pregnant. Her missed menstrual period and her other symptoms could be a result of a minor hormonal imbalance. Maybe the embryo has died within the uterus and a miscarriage is soon to take place. I could find out by ordering an ultrasound examination. This procedure would give me a "picture" of the uterus and of the embryo. But Barb would have to go to Duluth, 110 miles from our village, for the examination. The procedure is also expensive. I know the Daily's well enough to know they have a modest income. Besides, by waiting a few weeks, I should be able to find out for sure without the ultrasound: Either the urine test will be positive or Barb will have a miscarriage. I call her and tell her about the negative test result, about the possibility of a miscarriage, and about the necessity of seeing me again if she misses her next menstrual period.

An examination one month later shows no changes: No menstrual period, no miscarriage, and all other urine test proves negative. A "missed abortion" is offered as a reason for the patient's complications. The reader hears how Dr. Hilfiker explains to the patient what this term means and how such an ailment can result in a woman becoming sterile if a miscarriage does not occur or if the dead embryo is not removed by "a dilation and curettage procedure to clean out the uterus." This procedure is explained to the patient. Another examination two weeks later again shows no changes. A fourth urine test is negative. The emotional impact that all this has on both the patient and the physician is shared with the reader. An operation must be performed.

Things do not go easily this morning. There is considerably more blood than usual, and it is only with great difficulty that I am able to extract anything. What should take ten or fifteen minutes stretches out into a half-hour. The body parts I remove are much larger than I expected, considering when the embryo died. They are not bits of decomposing tissue. These are parts of a body that was recently alive... Despite reassurances from a pathologist that it is "impossible" for a pregnant woman to have four consecutive negative pregnancy tests, the realization is growing that I have aborted Barb's living child.

In an age where consumers are becoming more aware of their social and political rights, such an admission of culpability on the part of a physician is eagerly welcomed by patients who feel that their expectations concerning the treatment of their illness are not being properly fulfilled. "Improper medical care" is the accusation; malpractice litigation is often the result. In an unsolicited letter sent to this researcher, one patient who was hospitalized in Chicago for cancer treatments states her case as...
follows: "Amazingly enough I am beginning to hear about others who have sued, not just for the money or even for the mistakes done to them, but because of the frustration and anger created by thoughtless words or no words at all. It's amazing how much patients can forgive in deeds, but cannot forgive in words or lack of them."

All of the cases recited by Dr. Hilfiker provide a response to this patient's frustration and anger. The response is that of public moral argument. Thoughtful words are offered as Hilfiker transcends his community's boundary of technical knowledge, assumes the role of public counselor, and talks about medical mistakes that he knows are associated with occurrences of morbidity, burdening health care costs, accusations of impersonal medical care, and ethical questions concerning the proper and timely use of life-support systems. But why has Hilfiker chosen the sensitive and embarrassing topic of mistakes to address such dilemmas?

The topic of mistakes enables Hilfiker to place both the medical community and its critics on common moral ground:

Mistakes are an inevitable part of everyone's life. They happen; they hurt--ourselves and others. They demonstrate our fallibility. Shown our mistakes and forgiven them, we can grow, perhaps in some small way become better people. Mistakes, understood this way, are a process, a way we connect with one another and our deepest selves.

Hilfiker does not use this understanding of mistakes as an excuse for medical malfeasance. He does, however, allow it to play an important role in his argument. He notes, for example, that because of its technological wonders and near-miraculous drugs, modern medicine has created for the physician an expectation of perfection. The technology seems so exact that error becomes almost unthinkable. We are not prepared for our mistakes, and we don't know how to cope with them when they occur.

And the situation becomes even more intolerable, he argues, when one realizes how the public also expects physicians to be perfect because of their scientific and technological capabilities.

This perfection is a grand illusion, of course, a game of mirrors that everyone plays. Doctors hide their mistakes from patients, from other doctors, even from themselves. Open discussion of mistakes is banished from the consultation room, from the operating room, from physicians' meetings. Mistakes become gossip, and are spoken of openly only in court.

Unable to admit our mistakes, we physicians are cut off from healing. We cannot ask forgiveness, and we get none. We are thwarted, stunted; we do not grow. This last point is especially important to Hilfiker's understanding of mistakes. For what is thwarted when physicians are unable to admit mistakes in their capacity to deal with their emotions in a healthy manner. "Guilt," "anger," and "anxiety" receive the most attention as Hilfiker shares with his reader what he did not share with the persons whose illness stories are being told. One hears how these suppressed emotions inspire feelings of incompetence and self-doubt and how such feelings are oftentimes disguised by an arrogant and all-knowing demeanor. "Little wonder," Hilfiker remarks, "that physicians are accused of playing God. Little wonder that we are defensive about our judgments, that we blame the patient or the previous physician when things go wrong, that we yell at nurses for their mistakes, that we have such high rates of alcoholism, drug addiction, and suicide." Determined to put an end to these debilitating problems that adversely affect the doctor-patient relationship, Hilfiker concludes his story with the following prescription:

At some point we must bring medical mistakes out of the closet. This will be difficult as long as both the profession and society continue to project their desires for perfection onto the doctor. Physicians need permission to admit errors. They need permission to share them with their patients. The practice of medicine is difficult enough without having to bear the yoke of perfection.

Has Hilfiker told what Fisher would call a "good" story? I believe so. The story definitely seeks to justify decisions and actions already made and performed, and to determine future decisions and actions. Furthermore, in telling the story, the physician did not use his expertise "to pronounce a story that ends all storytelling" about the dilemmas arising from medicine's scientific and technological successes. Rather, he engaged in public moral argument by telling an illness story that allowed "persons" to be shown their capacity to deal with their emotions in a healthy manner. The value this acknowledges, it seems to me, is undeniable. But in this value strong enough to bring together the medical community and its critics such that the practice of medicine will no longer be plagued by its own mistakes?

CONCLUSION

The case of medicine presented in this essay, and the way this case was conceptualized by turning to Fisher's narrative paradigm, requires one to ask this question. The idealism of Fisher's perspective--its emphasis on how stories that speak to the highest human values can lead people to the "good life"--would suggest that Dr. Hilfiker's story should warrant serious consideration from its audience. I hope this suggestion is correct, for then one could be somewhat confident that a forthcoming answer to the question would be: "yes." At the present time, however, I am afraid that such confidence may be misleading. I say this for the following reason...
The dilemmas confronting the medical community today are part of a dense social and technological fabric; to separate the dilemmas from this fabric is to obscure their real meaning: The scientific-technical expertise of the medical community must be juxtaposed to the psychological orientation of the patient (public); moral and legal questions raised by death cannot be separated from historical, social, and economic issues; and in a democratic society none of these concerns can be separated from the political reality in which they occur. In this reality many stories are being told about the dilemmas; they are all competing to be heard. Fisher tells us that such competition is necessary if the "truth" is to prevail. But in the case of medicine discussed here there are many truths at work: those of doctors, patients, lawyers, theologians, politicians, and so on. Not all of these truths coincide, despite the fact that they are heard in "good" stories. How is the public to decide about which of these stories deserves the rest attention? Is the public competent enough to make such a decision? Fisher expresses hope that such competence exists. Public opinion polls suggest that this is not the case.6

This discrepancy points to a problem in Fisher's position: it is too idealistic, too trusting of a public mentality that I fear would only perceive in Hilfiker's story an affirmation of its own bias against the medical community. Hilfiker's story deserves more credit than this; the narrative paradigm says so. The good life ought to prevail; I agree. Still, I worry about how such idealism can play a role in the lives of people who are caught up in the practical world of high tech medicine and who are all struggling to have their individual expectations fulfilled as they deal with matters of life and death. Professor Fisher's ideas suggest that these people can find comfort in the power of the word. Let me say once again: I hope he is correct.
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RHETORIC AND SEMIOTIC IN SCIENTIFIC ARGUMENT: THE FUNCTION OF PRESUMPTION IN CHARLES DARWIN'S ORIGIN OF SPECIES ESSAYS

Anne Holmquest
University of Louisville

Everyone, these days, would agree on the importance of the enthymeme; but not everyone would agree on just what an enthymeme is. Likewise, within the study of argument, the problem of presumption is deceptively simple: to what, specifically, does "presumption" refer? Some have said "presumption" is: "such a pre-occupation of the ground, as implies that it must stand good until some sufficient reason is adduced against it." Or, some have said, "presumption" is: "a posture toward change that embodies a person's or a field's attitude toward a procedure of proof." Or again, that: "presumption is that tension between the premature denial of new knowledge, falsely retaining old knowledge, on the one hand (the 'conservative presumption') and the premature acceptance of new knowledge, falsely denying old knowledge on the other (the 'liberal presumption')." But all three of these definitions differ from one which says "presumption is one of the twelve "modal qualifiers" ('certainly,' "presumably," "for all that we can tell," etc.) any argument may have, indicating the kind of rational strength to be attributed to a "claim" on the basis of its relationship to "grounds," "warrant," and "backing." What is presumption?

Others, by-passing the labor of definition altogether, have simply situated presumption in a "location," such as: in a probability, in a tension with "burden of proof," within a belief, attached to a belief, in an object of agreement almost identical to fact, in "the normal or the likely," in a belief which is its own evidence, or in the property of the accused by the cliche "the one who asserts must prove." There are still others, moreover, for whom the essential character of presumption is situated in a logical construct, an audience-conferred advantage, a conclusion drawn until the contrary is proven, or, in three places at once—in an "objective" pre-occupation of the ground, in a circumstantial inference, and in the "realistic" interpretation of an audience. Where is presumption?

Such multiplicity of meanings in all the presumption-talk is probably its most intriguing feature. For it is even common for "some" people to have multiple senses of presumption within a single work. In Willard's work there is presumption: (the psychological sense), and presumptuous (the sociological sense), while by presumption (sans subscripts) he says he shall mean both. Goodnight borrows Whately's first formulation of presumption to use as his "conservative presumption," then posits the "liberal presumption" as its mirror opposite (both senses
why consider on
sary.
make inference possible, not so stable as to make it unnec-
of the inherent ambiguity of language itself may be a fortiori
true of a word: "Meanings are stable—just stable enough
to make inference possible, not so stable as to make it unnes-
sary. Given nature's size, language otherwise could not reach
around it.""8

Why consider one meaning of presumption over another? Or
why consider one theoretical way over another way? What I wish
to be inferred from the discussion so far is, that any way into
presumption must lead us in a hapless direction which theorizes
in this matter without inquiring: a) what actual phenomenon are
to be explained, and b) to what arena of argumentation the pheno-
monon is pertinent. And there be a fitting way into pre-
sumption, it must be one that takes the inquiring direction in-
dicated and furthermore, is fundamentally based upon a viable
theory of language. I have labored in this different direction.
And in what I desire to lay before the reader is the hope that
I may have a beginning which eventually will end in establish-
ing the rhetoric of science on a soundly useful basis.9

The word "presumption" has not hitherto been recognized as
a technical term of rhetoric and semiotic at once (this pair of
roots has been neglected), and in proposing it as such I do so
with a new conception to express (of that of the presumptive
inference as an abduction), so as to fit it for the rhetoric of
science. Since no previous theories of presumption were ever
designed to apply to the rhetoric of science; and since no pre-
vious rhetorician of science has ever sought or developed a
theory of presumption; therefore, for these and other reasons
I arrived at the decision to use the word "presumption" to de-
note the "abduction" of a scientific argument. Adapting Charles
S. Peirce's philosophy of language and argument, I define "pre-
sumption" in the sense of "abductive inference" as follows:
Presumption, in rhetorical argument, the hypothesis is that
very curious circumstance is a case of a certain general rule;
amounting to all but proof, or, it may be all but basic.10 Applying
this definition to Darwin's actual arguments in the essays he wrote preceding the first publication of his "Revolutionary"
Origin of Species, we learn several things. First, we see the
significance of presumption specifically and rhetorical
argument generally to Darwin's discovery of the path-
breaking theory in science. So, a fortiori, I am suggesting
that rhetoric makes an essential contribution to the acquisi-
tion of knowledge in a science (though, by no means is rhetoric
the "whole story", any more than it is something 'merely pejora-
tive'). Secondly, applying this definition we see the origin of
species discovery can result in students of argument learning
more about presumption as abduction from the very insightful
way in which Darwin used it.

To conclude the prolegomenon to the present essay, it is
good to keep in mind our purpose. Let us say that presumption
is such an important concept to study because conceptual atten-
tion and procedural assumptions about argument affect the possi-
bility of change, resistance to change, and the possibility of
understanding different positions between speakers and audiences.
So, our purpose is to study presumptions because presumptions
affect how arguers interpret and investigate the rhetorical con-
ditions for the possibility of thinking "otherwise" than an audi-
ence already believes. To accomplish our declared purpose,
Peirce is peerless. To start with his admonitions on abduc-
tion is to give a "significance" to presumption that no other
system can share.
In this essay, my primary goal is to defend the possibility of examining scientific argument using presumption as abduction as the key concept for analysis and criticism. The documents to be examined are the extant essays of Charles Darwin in which he made known, to himself, the arguments in biological thought that soon would be made known to others, beginning in 1859 with the first publication of the Origin of Species. In analyzing Darwin's discovery, however, I will not be simply a contemporary voice for the Peirce fragments on abduction. But in a second sense I will also be speaking for Peirce, filling out the skeletal references to Darwin's logic which were begun by Peirce, were never found, and perhaps were never finished.

Peirce and Darwin were both scholars of the same century, read many of the same philosophical books, and Peirce's first reaction to Darwin's famous text is even recorded. His initial response was to say that "Mill's doctrine was nothing but a metaphysical point of view to which Darwin's, which was nourished by positive observation, must be deadly." A scant few other reactions to Darwin's work occur in Peirce's writings, such as one in which Peirce compares the role of abduction in logic to the role which reproduction plays in Darwin's original theory (to produce variations). Then there is the passage in which the American praises the Englishman for his hypothesis which is, "argued with a wealth of knowledge, a strength of logic, a charm of rhetoric, and above all with a certain magnetic genuineness that was almost irresistible."

But the most mysterious passage of all is set up in this way. In a fascinating chapter on "The Fixation of Belief," Peirce makes the bold claim that "every work of science great enough to be well remembered for a few generations is exemplified in some exemplification of the defective state of the art of reasoning of the time when it was written; and each chief step in science has been a lesson in logic." What follows this introduction is a unique paragraph on Darwin, recalling the Darwinian controversy as a lesson in logic. After the second sentence of the paragraph, Peirce closes the subject with a footnote about Darwin's work: "What he did, a most instructive illustration of the logic of science, will be described in another chapter [where?]; and we now know what was authoritative acclaimed when I first suggested it, that he took a hint from Malthus' hook on Population." The fragment of "what Darwin did," which I have proposed to study under the rubric of presumption as abduction, is apparently lost to this world. So it remains for someone to act as Peirce's voice—to give a concrete, practical application of the use of abduction, and an application to a text which Peirce himself said he found genuine, charming, strong in logic, and wealthy in knowledge.

A commonplace in homiletics is to cite the text under scrutiny, so as to delimit the passages considered and review their content, before beginning an exegesis. I intend to follow a similar procedure here by delineating the works of Darwin on which the analysis will be focused and reviewing the contents of the scientist's hypothesis for its central claim and premises. Then I will develop the concept of presumption as abduction with its several implications, show how an understanding of abduction can illuminate certain problems in the "Darwin Industry" of scholarship, and apply the method of abduction to "The First Pencil Sketch of 1842" and the "Essay of 1844" in which Darwin developed the theory of the origin of species.

Almost every story narrates the creation of The Origin of Species as the culmination of a process of enlargement and improvement that began approximately in 1837 after Darwin's return from a five-year, worldwide voyage aboard the H.M.S. Beagle. Invited aboard perhaps primarily for his gentlemanly spirit (for his status as naturalist was not yet confirmed), Darwin spent most of his free time collecting geological, zoological, and botanical specimens in South America. After returning to England, in 1837 Darwin began what might have been considered the first of his four pocket notebooks on "the species problem" which he would compile from 1837-1839 based on what he had collected and observed in South America. Speaking of the opening of the first notebook in his autobiography, Darwin wrote: "In July [1837] I opened my first notebook for facts in relation to the Origin of Species, about which I had long reflected, and never ceased working on for the next twenty years." Though perhaps the natural selection hypothesis was conceived in some sense of "form" by 1839 or so, Darwin's worldwide correspondence with a network of scientists in the 1830's, 1840's, and 1850's reveals the frame of mind of an arguer searching to understand what he ought to believe about the origin of species. In 1842, the theorist penciled a thirty-five-page sketch of an essay from the notes he had written in a hurried, fragmented style and kept in personal notebooks on "the species problem." Struck down by illness, probably from a tropical disease acquired during the Beagle voyage and certainly a disorder that debilitated him for the rest of his life, the author did not improve his first pencil sketch of the species theory until the writing of his 230-page "Essay of 1844." Of these two preliminary essays to the 1859 Origin, the late Sir Gavin de Beer, one of the foremost Darwin scholars, once said, "They provide invaluable information on the way in which Darwin was led to his conclusions."}

Although the exact date of Darwin's process of discovery is unknown, but arguably falls somewhere between 1837 and 1855, the fixing of an exact date is of less importance than that the two essays were a part of his developing thought on "the species problem." Since the problem of examining the complete develop-
ment of Darwin's theory of species would include a period from 1837-1859, a period during which he was struggling for existence, favorable variations would tend to be rough drafts which were "struggling for existence," and which can help investigators appreciate how a famous scientific arguer discovered a now generally accepted hypothesis.

Now that the "text" under scrutiny has been delimited to the essays, a second promise to review the contents of the origin of species theory needs to be fulfilled. This is an important matter since, as Morse Peckham observes, "Darwin complained often enough that few really understood the theory of Natural Selection, and he was to examine various cultural histories and even certain respected histories of science published since his death, he would still complain. ..." Every worthwhile hypothesis is in response to some crucial problem. For Charles Darwin this problem was "the species problem" and might be stated as follows: How, and in what way, do species and varieties differ from each other? Although his solution, the species hypothesis, was constructed over time from a complex nexus of experimentation, observation, and reasoning, it may be summarized by emphasizing three key notions: First, it became evident through observing surprising facts, that variation of animals and plants under domestication and nature could only be explained on the supposition that species gradually become modified. Second, once one supposes that the fact of variation of species has occurred, then some cause must be discovered which explains how species are slowly modified. Darwin perceived that selection was the keystone of human success in making useful varieties of animals and plants, thought that selection might also be the key to modifications in a state of nature, but was not sure how this applied. Thirdly, after reading "Malthus on Population", the thought occurred to Darwin that, under the circumstances of the struggle for existence, favorable variations would tend to be preserved and unfavorable ones to be destroyed. If the struggle for life which checks the number of progeny that live were supposed, the formation of new species would be the result.

Stephen Toulmin wrote in The Uses of Argument that, "to make a new or better argument in any field is to make an advance in the substance of the field itself." There can be no question that Charles Darwin's argument for the modification of species changed the substance of not just one field, but several: natural history, geology, zoology, botany, and maybe even philosophy. He did so by arguing for a hypothesis which went through all the degrees of confidence from "baseless"—according to himself as well as others—to "generally admitted" in the 1870's despite the fact that the genetic processes his causal argument presumed were not even proven to exist until 1950 and after. Anyone who studies the works of Darwin will find every arguer attempting to argue, to himself and others, what the most reasonable hypothesis has to be to live. My hypothesis to explain how he argues is that he did so primarily by using presumption in the sense of abduction—and in such an insightful way that even Peirce could not have foreseen.

What the significance of Darwin's argument was, where it originated, and what structure of inference became the outstanding feature of its architecture, are questions which have not been satisfactorily answered either by the Darwin Industry of scholarship or by the misconceptions implicit in the prevailing theories regarding the logic of discovery. Ever since the late nineteenth century, it has been generally believed that, of his predecessors, Darwin alone understood the 'significance' of evolution. Yet what problems do scholars pursue, what questions do they ask, to arrive at an appreciation of such significance? Scholars studying Darwin ask, for example: Why did he delay publication of The Origin? Why did he study barnacles so long? When did the reading of Malthus' doctrine affect his theory? Why was it Charles Darwin, rather than Alfred Wallace, who is credited with "the discovery"?

Even if these questions were answered adequately, and many of them often are, it would still be necessary to explain what method of argument figured in the development of his conclusions. But with but one exception, which I will discuss, the study of argument does not occupy a central place in the Darwin Industry, and whether the following is a reason for that, or just part of the disappointment of it, also clear is the fact that "rhetoric" has been given no place of any substance within the Darwin Industry. As long as "rhetoric" is thought of in only the narrowest ways—as mere persuasion, as something "extra-scientific," as figures of speech, as something "extra-scientific," or as a "rhetorical" argument (which is the case in the industry), then "rhetorical argument" will have no place in a study of the "significance" of Darwin's discovery. Reflecting years later upon his own discovery, Darwin wrote: "...my success as a man of science, whatever this may amount to, has been determined as far as I can judge, by complex and diversified mental qualities and conditions. Of these, the most important have been— the love of science—unbounded patience in long reflecting over any subject—industry in observing and collecting facts so long? When did the reading of Malthus' doctrine affect his theory? Why was it Charles Darwin, rather than Alfred Wallace, who is credited with "the discovery"? Why was it Charles Darwin, rather than Alfred Wallace, who is credited with "the discovery"?

Stephen Toulmin wrote in The Uses of Argument that, "to make a new or better argument in any field is to make an advance in the substance of the field itself." There can be no question that Charles Darwin's argument for the modification of species changed the substance of not just one field, but several: natural history, geology, zoology, botany, and maybe even philosophy. He did so by arguing for a hypothesis which went through all the degrees of confidence from "baseless"—according to himself as well as others—to "generally admitted" in the 1870's despite the fact that the genetic processes his causal argument presumed were not even proven to exist until 1950 and after. Anyone who studies the works of Darwin will find every arguer attempting to argue, to himself and others, what the most reasonable hypothesis has to be to live. My hypothesis to explain how he argues is that he did so primarily by using presumption in the sense of abduction—and in such an insightful way that even Peirce could not have foreseen.

What the significance of Darwin's argument was, where it originated, and what structure of inference became the outstanding feature of its architecture, are questions which have not been satisfactorily answered either by the Darwin Industry of scholarship or by the misconceptions implicit in the prevailing theories regarding the logic of discovery. Ever since the late nineteenth century, it has been generally believed that, of his predecessors, Darwin alone understood the 'significance' of evolution. Yet what problems do scholars pursue, what questions do they ask, to arrive at an appreciation of such significance? Scholars studying Darwin ask, for example: Why did he delay publication of The Origin? Why did he study barnacles so long? When did the reading of Malthus' doctrine affect his theory? Why was it Charles Darwin, rather than Alfred Wallace, who is credited with "the discovery"?

Even if these questions were answered adequately, and many of them often are, it would still be necessary to explain what method of argument figured in the development of his conclusions. But with but one exception, which I will discuss, the study of argument does not occupy a central place in the Darwin Industry, and whether the following is a reason for that, or just part of the disappointment of it, also clear is the fact that "rhetoric" has been given no place of any substance within the Darwin Industry. As long as "rhetoric" is thought of in only the narrowest ways—as mere persuasion, as something "extra-scientific," as figures of speech, as something "extra-scientific," or as a "rhetorical" argument (which is the case in the industry), then "rhetorical argument" will have no place in a study of the "significance" of Darwin's discovery. Reflecting years later upon his own discovery, Darwin wrote: "...my success as a man of science, whatever this may amount to, has been determined as far as I can judge, by complex and diversified mental qualities and conditions. Of these, the most important have been— the love of science—unbounded patience in long reflecting over any subject—industry in observing and collecting facts so long? When did the reading of Malthus' doctrine affect his theory? Why was it Charles Darwin, rather than Alfred Wallace, who is credited with "the discovery"?
Where the study of argument might conceivably be said to have gained some attention among those in the Industry, it has done so in what might be referred to as "the hypothetico-deductive model" controversy. Here, the question has been: Did Darwin's arguments regarding natural selection fit the logical empiricist hypothetico-deductive model? Since the hypothetico-deductive model is directly derived from the logic of deduction, and whereas many of the disputants to the controversy who answer "no" to the question supply induction as the chosen model, the controversy might more appropriately be said to revolve about the question: What structure of inference best captures the method of argument by which Darwin was led to his discovery? The available answers we have to choose from would then include deduction, induction, abduction, and, of course, seduction.

One reason which might account for the ability of the hypothetico-deductive model to compel attention in the Darwin Industry is the "approved" model of the argument is due to the larger influence historians and philosophers of science have had with the hypothetico-deductive method in the logic of scientific argument. Here, Popper, Reichenbach, and Braithwaite have long been imposing figures. Because of their influence, Norwood Hanson reports, the "approved" answer to the question, "Is there a logic of scientific discovery?" is "No." Hanson writes:

Thus Popper argues: "The initial stage, the act of conceiving or inventing a theory, seems to me neither to call for logical analysis nor to be susceptible of it." Again, "There is no such thing as a logical method of having new ideas, or a logical reconstruction of the process." Reichenbach writes that philosophy of science "cannot be concerned with [reasons for suggesting hypotheses], but only with [reasons for accepting hypotheses]." Braithwaite elaborates: "The solution of those historical problems involves the individual psychological understanding of reality. None of these questions are our business here." On this view, the discovery of the hypothesis can only be explained by individual psychology, unusual sociological circumstances, or by a disciplinary explanation from psychology or sociology. Nonetheless, despite Popper's, Reichenbach's and Braithwaite's intention that the hypothetico-deductive model not be used for analyzing the arguments supporting already invented hypotheses, in the hands of the hypothetico-deductive theorists in the history and philosophy of science, the model is put to use as an analysis of the structure of inference in discovery. If such propositions as Popper et al. advance and as are used by hypothetico-deductive theorists in the Darwin Industry are to be accepted, then my theory must be abandoned. However, if the hypothetico-deductive theorists were to use the model of Popper et al. for the purpose it is appropriate—for the analysis of arguments supporting already invented hypotheses—then there would be no quarrel. My objection is that using the hypothetico-deductive method to explain the logic of discovery in Darwin's arguments is an ad hoc way of bringing deduction to bear on a question that deduction cannot answer. Popper et al. are right: the hypothetico-deductive structure of inference is a model which illuminates the testing of an argument, not the reasons which led an arguer to produce the hypothesis in the first place. But Popper et al. are incorrect to further claim as a result that there can be no logic of discovery. Advised by Peirce, what Holmquest advocates is that deduction and induction both are useful for examining how Darwin tested his hypothesis, but that the logic of presumption as abduction (which presupposes rhetoric and semiotic) is most useful for analyzing and criticizing how Darwin arrived at his hypothesis in a reasonable way. The evidence from his essays and notebooks suggests that he used abduction to reason toward the possibility of the hypothesis, while he used deduction and induction to test its probability.

On the view of "rhetoric" implied by the controversies in the Darwin Industry, one might expect a study of how Charles Darwin seduced the creationists by persuasion, of how charm was the domestic breeder analogy he used, how the points in The Origin were arranged, or how the scientist decided to communicate his theory once he had its substance. Yet, only an appreciation for the artistic sense of "rhetoric" can give it an understanding rather than something "extra-scientific" in this literature. So, departing from the definition of "rhetoric" as "persuasion" or "figures of speech," we arrive at the following definition. Of all the available definitions of "rhetoric," the one that stands out as most appropriate in a study of the logic of discovery in the context of scientific argument.

According to Michael Hyde and Craig Smith, "rhetoric" is: "not primarily a theory of forms, speeches, and persuasion; rather, it is the 'practical mastery' that people have for making known to others that which is understood." In other words, they mean, "Rhetoric is the process of making-known meaning both to oneself and others through the interpretive understanding of reality." To the extent that the latter is an accurate restatement of their definition, I endorse it with an amendment. For I hope to improve upon its presuppositions by pointing out other presuppositions which the definition should presuppose. With the substitution I have in mind, the resulting definition would read: Rhetoric is the process of making-known something as something for somebody through the interpretive understanding of reality. Why has such a move been suggested? Because Hyde and Smith's definition lacks a
recognition of the role of signs as mediators when something
is made known as something for somebody. Despite the intol-
erance, I make this suggestion in order to define a special
province for rhetoric and semiotic to explain how change oc-
curs in the linguistic possibilities of a scientific practice.

Together with the suggested definition, I would also as-
sert that the function of rhetoric is to provide advice in
the formation of ideas in a context. In addition, rhetoric
as a process with a primary function has two ends: (the in-
terpretive understanding of reality) for oneself is the first
end, invention; and (the interpretive understanding of reality)
for others is the second end, judgment. Now that a perspec-
tive on "rhetoric" has been established for the arena to be studied,
it is time to connect that perspective to an analysis of pre-
sumption in scientific argument.

It is impossible within the limits of a study to develop
the complete philosophy of the structure of inference I wish
to emphasize—presumption as abduction. Instead, a ser-
ies of already carefully investigated postulates, which at least
can be checked against the evidence, is advanced. According
to this manuscript, "presumption" in scientific argument shall
mean: In rhetorical argument, the hypothesis that some very
curious circumstance is a case of a certain general rule
mounting to all but proof, or, it may be all but baseless. To
summarize, consider the concept in Peirce's own words:

Presumption, or, more precisely, abduction
(which the present writer believes to have been
what Aristotle's twenty fifth chapter of the sec-
ond Prior Analytics imperfectly described under
the name (Greek)Ἀπαντάω), until Apellicon substi-
tuted a single wrong word and thus disturbed the
sense of the whole), furnishes the reasoner with
the problematic theory which induction validates.
Upon finding himself confronted with a phenomenon
unlike what he would have expected under the cir-
cumstances, he looks over its features and notices
some remarkable character or relation among them,
which he at once recognizes as being characteris-
tic of some conception with which his mind is al-
ready stored, so that a theory is suggested which
would explain (that is, render necessary) that
which is surprising in the phenomena.35

In addition to this summation, two other comments from Peirce
are particularly telling. First, he says, "Presumption is
the only kind of reasoning which supplies new ideas, the only
kind which is, in this sense, synthetic." Next, and more
boldly, he writes, "All the ideas of science come to it by
way of Abduction. Abduction consists in studying facts and
devising a theory to explain them. Its only justification
is that if we are ever to understand things at all, it must
be in that way."36

Take the purpose of presumption as abduction to be to start
inquiry. To start with facts, and proceed to initiate
an account for the facts, which will lead to the end of
the surprise, and the beginning of an expectation by which one
will not be disappointed for a time.39 As Peirce said, the
purpose of the process of explanation is to show that the hy-
pothesis might have been expected, had the facts been fully
known.40 Then given the purpose of the inference, abduction
takes a special form.

To understand abduction as a form of non-necessary rea-
soning, one must become familiar with "the case" as the un-
known which is inferred, and "the hypothesis" which brings
this about. Consulting Peirce, we learn:

Long before I first classed abduction as an in-
ference it was recognized by logicians that the oper-
ation of adopting an explanatory hypothesis—which is
just what abduction is—was subject to certain condi-
tions. Namely, the hypothesis cannot be admitted,
even as a hypothesis, unless it be supposed that it
would account for the facts or some of them. The
form of inference, therefore, is this:

The surprising fact, C, is observed;
But if A were true, C would be a matter of course.
Hence, there is reason to suspect that A is true.
Thus A cannot be abductively inferred, or if you pre-
fer the expression, cannot be abductively conjectured
until its entire content is already present in the pre-
miss. "If A were true, C would be a matter of course."41

The form of an abductive inference consists of three premises.
A surprising fact(s), C, is observed, and begs for explanation.
Next, a hypothesis, A, is proposed that would account for the
surprising fact(s), if it were true. Finally, an arguer sup-
poses that there is reason to suspect that the hypothesis pro-
posed is true. Peirce believed that we commonly say the hy-
pothesis is adopted "for the sake of explanation." Yet a
frequent misconception that occurs is to take Peirce to mean
that the hypothesis explains only the surprising fact, when
actually it explains more. When we understand what Peirce
meant when he said, "very abductive inference is thought, at
the time of drawing it, as one of a possible class of infer-
ences," then we understand the hypothesis A in abduction
is inferred as a single conclusion, yes, but yet as "a case."43

One of the indispensable elements of the form of abduction
to grasp is "the case" as a particular which allows general-
entities to be inferred. According to our understanding, once one argues, "Presumably, hypothesis A," that arguer means hypothesis A explains the surprising circumstance, C; but he/she also speaks as if A were a fortiori true of a phenomenon of which C is potentially only a part. The inference of "the case" must be construed in this broad way because Peirce was of the opinion that scientific reasoning is always about a phenomenon not an isolated fact. For time and again, in various ways, he says: "An isolated fact is precisely what a demand for an explanation never refers to; it always applies to some fact connected to other facts which seem to render it improbable." Abduction starts with an event, a circumstance, a result, a fact. But it uses the present result to make an argument about an absent, but future phenomenon. For a pragmatist, a phenomenon refers to facts at our fingertips that are conceivable and possible in the past, abduction can hardly be an inference about a single, particular instance.

Notice, too, how Peirce's definition of a hypothesis is compatible with the action of the case I have described. Here Peirce affirms how the entertaining of a hypothesis creates the movement of thought that alone leads to genuinely new knowledge:

Any proposition added to observed facts, tending to make them applicable in any way to other circumstances than those under which they were observed, may be called a hypothesis.... The first starting of a hypothesis and the entertaining of it, whether as a simple interrogation or with any degree of confidence, is an inferential step which I propose to call abduction.45

With this last definition, therefore, we have now explicated the associations of all the key terms in the definition of presumption. Presumption: in rhetorical argument, the hypothesis that some very curious circumstance is a case of a certain general rule, amounting to all but proof, or it may be all but baseless.

Abduction also must be distinguished from deduction and induction to be understood, but that does not mean that abduction is incompatible with these logical inferences. Abduction having provided a thinker with a suggested theory, or a reasonably good guess, he/she proceeds to the Second and Third Stages of Inquiry. As a second stage in the reasoning, one may use deduction by deriving from the discovered theory a "promiscuous" variety of consequences to the effect that if we perform a certain act we shall find ourselves confronted with certain experiences. Continuing with the reasoning process, induction occurs in the third stage of inquiry. Induction is an operation of experimentally testing a hypothesis which consists in remarking that if the hypothesis is rational, observations made under particular conditions ought to have particular results. Peirce was of the view that when a hypothesis has sustained a testing-by-deduction, induction, or both--as severe as the present-provenance of knowledge in the particular discipline under investigation will allow, the hypothesis will be admitted provisionally into the record of achievements, subject to reconsideration along with all the other achievements when the discipline is in a position to insist upon another grade of security. Thus, inference of the presumptive, abductive kind includes those arguments in which (1) the facts asserted in the premises do not compel the truth of the fact concluded but instead suggest its possibility, and (2) where the "significant" observations are actually additions to directly observed facts. Since the purpose is to start inquiry, and the probabilistic judgement is judged by application using other logics, any one abductive argument can register degrees of confidence ranging from a naive expression in the interrogative mood, to a fair guess, to a question meriting attention by others, up through the appraisal of plausibility, even to an uncontrollable inclination to believe.46

Given the preceding analysis of abdution, I would extend four conclusions as postulates: (1) Since an abduction amounts to an addition to observed facts, characters cannot be counted as things but must be estimated according to their significance; (2) "Significance" specifically means substituting a general expression for particular characters (and generally means something is taken as a sign for something else); (3) abduction as abduction replaces a "tangle of predicates" about facts with a general expression, thereby invoking a crucial role for language in discovery; (4) language is not secondary to logic nor is language secondary to empirical observation--the language of rhetorical argument respects both logic and observation, but does not admit either to be primary when accompanying it.47

Arguably, the "highest powers" of reasoning are needed to conclude the significance of an event when an interpretation actually may not exist yet but rather may be in the future, as what would be "the case." To evoke the nonexistent which, for all we know may be, implies vision or insight. Concerning the form of abduction specifically, the conclusion of the argument which is inferred through the formation of an interpretation is something previously unknown--the minor premises, or "the case." Reasoning by abduction, an arguer realizes the significance of something he/she did not so realize before, and sets forth a new way of paying attention that previously did not exist. Hence, the arguer communicates something as something for somebody--communi-
cates an interpretation to oneself and others. This is discovery, understood through rhetoric and semiotic.

The task of rhetoric, Peirce believed, is to offer advice for administering the conditions by which, even in a scientific intelligence, one sign creates another sign and especially by the manner in which closely allied animals replace one another in proceeding southwards over the Continent; and thirdly, by the South American character of most of the productions of the Galapagos archipelago, and more especially by the manner in which they differ slightly on each island of the group; none of the islands appearing to be very ancient in a geological sense.

These are the facts he was struck with, but what form did he use to hypothesize about them? He continues:

During the voyage of the Beagle I had been deeply impressed by discovering in the Pampean formation great fossil animals covered with armour like that on the existing armadillos; secondly by the manner in which closely allied animals replace one another in proceeding southwards over the Continent; and thirdly, by the South American character of most of the productions of the Galapagos archipelago, and more especially by the manner in which they differ slightly on each island of the group; none of the islands appearing to be very ancient in a geological sense.

It was evident that such facts as these, as well as many others, could only be explained on the supposition that species gradually became modified; and the subject haunted me. But it was equally evident that neither the action of the surrounding conditions, nor the will of the organisms (especially in the case of plants), could account for the innumerable cases in which organisms of every kind are beautifully adapted to their habits of life...34

If Darwin went aboard the Beagle as a creationist, even a budding Cambridge clergyman, how did he arrive at the directly opposite conclusion?

Evidence indicates that he did so by proposing a new hypothesis upon being confronted with the observation of surprising facts (and armed with an available hypothesis that did not explain the surprise). Consider this:

To be brief, I assume that species arise like our domestic varieties with much extinction; and then test this hypothesis by comparison with as many general and pretty well-established propositions as I can find made out, --in geographical distribution, --in geological history, --in affinities, etc. And it seems to me that, supposing such hypothesis were to explain such general propositions, we ought, in accordance with the common way of following all sciences, to admit it till some better hypothesis be found out. 

I do not much underrate the many huge difficulties on this view, but yet it seems to me to explain too much, otherwise inexplicable, to be false.35

Through the surprise of facts followed by the positioning of a new hypothesis to explain the surprise, thereby belief was disturbed, doubt was created, and Darwin was led to consider a new belief in regard to species: "These facts [species of a larger genus in each country would often present more varieties than the species of a smaller genus] are of plain significance on the view that species are only strongly-marked and permanent varieties."36 Consider also that the same abductive pattern seems to appear whether his aim is to explain a small set of surprising facts or to explain a whole class of facts as "the case." First notice the former from the essay of 1842: "Now this wonderful fact of hand, hoof, wing, paddle and claw being the same, is at once explicable on the principle of some parent-forms..."becoming through infinite number of small selections adapted to various conditions."37

While in the "Essay of 1844" he expects the hypothesis to ex-
plain an entire class of facts:

It is evident that when in each species of a group its organs consist of some other part meta-
morphosed, that there must also be a "unity of
"type" in such a group. And in the cases as that
above given in which the foot, hand, wing, and padder
are said to be constructed on a uniform type, if we could perceive in such parts or organs traces
of an apparent change from some other use or func-
tion, we should strictly include such parts or or-
gans in the department of morphology. . . .

Numerous diverse examples could be adduced to show that Dar-
win reasoned to his hypothesis by the method of abduction:
"All of what you kindly say about my species work," he wrote
to Joseph Hooker, "does not alter one iota my long self-ac-
knowledged presumption in accumulating facts and speculating
on the subject of variation, without having worked out my
due share of species."59

Without having demonstrated for the audience my due
share of examples of abduction, the probability of my hy-
pothesis cannot be said to be established. Throughout this
essay, however, my concern has been to establish a possibili-
ity—the possibility of having a theoretical reason for en-
tering a scientific controversy, for entering one particu-
lar Darwinian controversy, and the possibility of applying
presumption as abduction to scientific arguments. So I will
conclude this essay by offering what can be gained by such a
study of how Darwin reasoned if my theory be true. To borrow Darwin's
line, "it seems to explain too much, otherwise inexplicable,
to be false."60

What we gain if presumption as abduction be applied as
a tool of criticism to the essays of 1842 and 1844 is an ap-
preciation for the insightful way in which Darwin reasoned
that the creationist explanation must be superseded. The bas-
ic pattern of abductive inference he used many times: a sur-
prising fact, C, occurs; if A were true, C would be a matter
of course; suppose A is true. By 1842 and 1844 though, Dar-
win had complicated this pattern in two important ways as he
sought to discover the most reasonable position to take on
"the species problem."

In the first place, he expressed an essential disagree-
ment between he and the creationists about what represented
"a surprising fact" in nature (an anomaly). Facts which re-
cieved no explanation, or else a miraculous one, were surpri-
sing to Darwin and became expected on his view of species.
Likewise, facts which were seen as surprising to the crea-
tionists were considered common happenings in nature on the
interpretation of Darwin's theory. And he explicitly pointed
out this tension between the views about what counts as a sur-
prising fact. In a sense, then, Charles Darwin provided the
stimulus of interpreting something as a surprise for somebody
who did not see that, implied that since there was a surprise
then a causal explanation was needed, and finally solved a prob-
lem others were content to forever relegate to the unknown.

Consider the following passages where Darwin starts by
arguing that what appears wonderful—the fact of extinction--
is to be expected:

The extinction of the larger quadrupeds... has been thought little less wonderful than the ap-
pearance of new species; and has, I think, chiefly
led to the belief of universal catastrophes. . . .
If the rule is that organisms become extinct by be-
coming rarer and rarer, we ought not to view their
extinction, even in the case of the larger quadru-
peds, as anything wonderful and out of the common
scheme of events. For no naturalist thinks it won-
derful that one species of a genus should be rare
and another abundant, notwithstanding he be quite
incapable of explaining the causes of the compara-
тив rareness. . . . No doubt there are in each
case good causes: but they are unknown and unper-
ceived by us. May we not then safely infer that as
certain causes are acting unperceived around us,
and are making one species to be common and another
exceedingly rare, that they might equally well cause
the final extinction of some species without being per-
ceived by us?61

Contrast the above with Darwin's view about what ought to be
considered "wonderful" instead: "In a future part of this
work [Essay of 1844] we shall show that, as a general rule,
groups of allied species gradually apppear and disappear,
one after the other, on the fact of the earth, like the in-
dividuals of the same species: and we shall then endeavor
to show the probable cause of this remarkable fact."62

Time after time, Darwin argued that what creationists marveled at
were common events in nature; for unlike them, he invented
causes in nature to explain anything he marvelled at, imply-
ing any scientist should do the same.

In the process of trying to conclude for himself the
possibility of the introduction of fresh species being a
natural in opposition to a miraculous or perhaps unknown
event, Darwin also suggested that the causal argument for
transmutation of species used observation and reasoning to
actually explain nature whereas the creationist account ac-
mounted to sometimes restating a fact, sometimes begging
the question, and even sometimes invoking an "empty metaphor"
Now these several facts, though connected together, must by the creationist (though the geologist may explain some of the anomalies) be considered as so many ultimate facts. But it is absolutely opposed to every analogy, drawn from the laws imposed by the Creator on inorganic matter, as "a fortiori" matter, that facts, when connected, should be considered as ultimate and not the direct consequences of more general laws.64

Also, he says, "I repeat, these wondrous facts, of parts created for no use in past and present time, all can by my theory receive simple explanation; or they receive none and we must be content with some empty metaphor, as that of de Candolle, who compares creation to a well-covered table, and says abortive organs may be compared to the dishes (some should be empty) placed symmetrically.65 So Darwin was an arguer who supplied both the interpretation for what represented a surprising fact, and the interpretation for what causal hypothesis represented the explanation. Thus, if any opponent objected to the first premise of abduction (a surprising fact, C, is observed and begs for explanation), he had already made the acceptance of it part of his discovery.

As part of the argument for the natural selection of species, he focused on the representation of surprises in nature. For instance, he argues that organisms vary; his intention was to enliven people to the possibility that organisms vary; the possibility that variation is unlimited; and hence, possibly, species modify and are not independently created.

The way he accomplished such a feat was in large part through an "a fortiori" argument from the known practice of domestic breeding to produce variation in agriculture and horticulture. The distinguishing feature of the domestic breeder argument is the "a fortiori" nature, not the superficial analogical character of it, and a focus on presupposition as abduction leads us to this appreciation. Arguably, where Darwin distinguished himself from all previous theorists of evolution rests in the power of the "a fortiori" argument of domestic breeding.

In a nutshell, here is the argument from domestic breeding:

It is wonderful what the principle of Selection by Man, that is the picking out of individuals with any desired quality, and breeding from them, and again picking out, can do. Even breeders have been astonished at their own results. They can act on differences inappreciable to an uneducated eye. Selection has been methodically followed in Europe for only the last half century. But it has been occasionally, and even in some degree methodically, been followed in the most ancient times. There must have been also a kind of unconscious selection from the most ancient times, namely, in the preservation of the individual animals...most useful to each race of man in his particular circumstances...I am convinced that intentional and occasional selection has been the main agent in making our domestic races. Now suppose there was a being, who did not judge by mere external appearance, but could study the whole internal organisation--whose power was capricious--who should go on selecting for one end during millions of generations, who will say what he might not effect.68

What Darwin did was to set up an "a fortiori" argument through the known practice of domestic breeding to show the possibility of variation. If visible, external variations are created by "intentional selection," he argued, all the more might "unconscious selection" produce slight variations, unperceived by us, in the state of nature. He writes: "This kind of insensible selection...we may feel nearly sure, from what we see has been done by the more direct method of separate selection within the last fifty years in England, would in the course of some 1,000 years produce a marked effect."69 Furthermore, "If man were during 10,000 years to be able to select, far more diverse animals from horse or cow, I should expect there would be far less differences in the very young and foetal state."70

On the basis of the essays of 1842 and 1844, one could conclude that the domestic breeder argument was used because:
Due to these advantages, Darwin invoked the practice of domestic breeding as a "constant" for scientific research and the basis for an a fortiori argument. By himself, invalid or not, he could not study experimentally everything he needed to know. So he hypothesized about nature from what he could show happened domestically. In effect, he was claiming more than he knew in order to know something new. What made his abduction unbelievable also allowed for foresight. When pressed by objections the only other reasons he could bring forth to show that the unknown is greater than the known and that unlimited variation is possible were: (1) variations are so slowly accumulated as to be unperceived, (2) "Nature doesn't make leaps," and (3) the imperfection of the geological record. And yet, with only a few exceptions says Ernst Mayr and others, modern biology has proven his foresight true. I think Peirce would have found Darwin's epistemological stance, especially about the unknown, to be proven true also. Peirce writes: "Notwithstanding all that has been discovered since Newton's time, his saying that we are little children picking up pretty pebbles on the beach while the ocean lies before us unexplored remains substantially as true as ever, and will do so though we shovel up the pebbles by steam shovels and carry them off in carloads."72 "Presumably" means "for all we know; "for all we know," "presumably."

The skillful use of knowledge of domestic breeding as an a fortiori argument, the insightful handling of the representation of surprising facts, the act of beginning to reason with a surprise then making a leap into the unknown--these features cannot be explained on a hypothetico-deductive account of argument. Rather, they appear as "ultimate facts." But on the view of presumption as abduction these features of argument are connected to one another as well as to other facts, and are explicable. A complete demonstration of their possibility and probability may well provide the basis for a new interpretation of Darwin, presumption, and rhetoric in the future.
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different audiences can transform an argument. One hand enhance the practical potency of a theory by concealing one for which the potential payoff can be great. It can on the specialist to move to broader audiences is a high-risk to understand how, in a case such as this, however, my point of entry is a more structural question. I want some point I hope to return to them. For present purposes, scientific authority is constructed and reconstructed, and at universe that science seems forever conspiring to quash? Such science? Might it help to revive the sense of myetfcy about the evolution. Might it for instance confirm a secret suspicion ventured a few cautious paragraphs about the theory of reflexive assurance that there are indeed chinks in the primordial slime? Might it strike a ready that, after all, humankind arose from more dignified origins than come from beyond that one high school course (with the textbook that typic reader--the reader who has little background in biology received authority of science against itself. The difference in this case is that the purported attacks come from within the scientific establishment and thus turn the received authority of science against itself.

One might speculate on how this news would resonate for the typical reader—the reader who has little background in biology beyond that one high school course (with the textbook that ventured a few cautious paragraphs about the theory of evolution). Might it for instance confirm a secret suspicion that, after all, humankind arose from more dignified origins than the primordial slime? Might it strike a ready nerve, calling up a reflexive assurance that there are indeed chinks in the armor of science? Might it help to revive the sense of mystery about the universe that science seems forever conspiring to quash? Such questions probe some of the psychological consequences of the way scientific authority is constructed and reconstructed, and at some point I hope to return to them. For present purposes, however, my point of entry is a more structural question. I want to understand how, in a case such as this, a movement among different audiences can transform an argument. For a scientific specialist to move to broader audiences is a high-risk game, but one for which the potential payoff can be great. It can on the one hand enhance the practical potency of a theory by concealing its vulnerabilities, but it can also expose the theorist to new threats. The game itself, however, is in the end not one of the theorist's own making. It is, rather, a game of intersecting and overlapping communities, each of which might either stimulate or provide a check on the others.

The word "game" can mislead, however. More is at stake here than strategies of subterfuge and contrivances for winning. The regulative ideals of the scientific community need to be recognized, even when they are not fully controlling. But a rational account of a many-sided controversy also requires a conception of rationality liberal enough to admit the different knowledge frames in which the controversialists participate. In order to do justice to the rational content of the arguments one must not fail prey to that caricature of rationality which presumes that to join in argument all participants must share the same assumptive frames, standards of evidence, and rules of inference. Arguments that matter do not occur in such a "flat" world. If they did, they would press out conclusions mechanically—a task for which the computer might be better suited than people. Because what is interesting, argumentatively, is not mechanical, a rational account of arguing must tell of those shifting, vital formations that keep issues alive and unsettled, or simply, arguable. A genuinely rational account of an argument should not leave its pragmatic value a mystery.

This biological debate is not the product of arguers who share the same assumptive frames, standards of evidence, and rules of inference. In fact not all who participate in it even have scientific purposes. At best, within the narrowest scope of the technical debate, the standards and purposes heavily overlap. At worst, within the broadest scope of the public controversy, as when the creationists appropriate Stephen Jay Gould's words to make their case against Darwin, they are probably different. Even within the strictly scientific literature, however, this is not a controversy in which the participants share a common disciplinary matrix, but one in which the gaps between different knowledge bases make an essential contribution to the dynamics of the argument. Different people get into this fray for different reasons, and they do so with different predispositions and resources. The same may be said of the multiple audiences for this debate, some of whom are active participants and some of whom participate only from the armchair. The controversy functions in different ways for different people, but it is possible to trace a general trajectory of its evolution.

THE FIRST AUDIENCE ENGAGED

considered a problem: the gaps in the fossil record. Darwin himself had offered various reasons why we should not expect to find a complete record of the transition among life forms. These included the tendency of nature to cover its own tracks ("Nature may almost be said to have guarded against the frequent discovery of her transitional or linking forms.") and science's still very spotty knowledge of the fossils. His metaphor is worth extended quotation:

"... I look at the natural geological record, as a history of the world imperfectly kept, and written in a changing dialect; of this history we possess the last volume alone, relating only to two or three countries. Of this volume, only here and there a short chapter has been preserved; and of each page, only here and there a few lines. Each word of the slowly-changing language, in which the history is supposed to be written, being more or less different in the interrupted succession of chapters, may represent the apparently abruptly changed forms of life, entombed in our consecutive, but widely separated, formations."

In speaking here of the "apparently abruptly changed forms of life," Darwin seemed to think the abruptness only apparent, for it was an essential tenet of his theory that nature does not make jumps ("Natura non facit saltum"). Indeed, so central to his theory was this premise, or so he believed, that he reckoned any documented jump in organic evolution would cast doubt on what we in the post-Popperian era would call the falsifying conditions of his theory: "If it could be demonstrated that any complex organ existed, which could not possibly have been formed by numerous, successive, slight modifications, my theory would absolutely break down." And this was because the very notion of natural selection, or so he believed, depended on gradualism. "Why should not Nature have taken a leap from structure to structure?" he asks the readers on On the Origin of Species. "On the theory of natural selection," he answers, "we can clearly understand why she should not; for natural selection can act only by taking advantage of slight successive variations; she can never take a leap, but must advance by the shortest and slowest steps." All the while, Darwin noted the great difficulty in finding complete transitional evidence within the existing record, and he wrote, that "pressed so hardly" on his theory.

The difficulty of filling the gaps in the fossil record has remained a challenge to paleontologists and it has continued to pose theoretical questions. To the anti-evolutionist preachers, these gaps are a rhetorical playground, on which has been created a veritable genre of discourse on the "holes" in evolutionary theory. To much of the general public, continued news of these gaps helps to keep evolution in a status of being "only a theory" (where "theory" is taken as roughly equivalent to "hypothesis"). To scientists, the gaps take on variable theoretical significance, depending in part on their disciplinary specialties. For paleontologists, Eldredge and Gould offered a fresh perspective on the fossil record, which had certain methodological implications, e.g. for how an evolutionary curve is plotted out over time. But what of the theoretical purport? Here the story was to become more tangled and complicated, as the theoretical implications of the "punctuated equilibria" notion have been pushed rather boldly by Gould beyond the more cautious position taken by Eldredge and Gould in 1972.

**THE GRADUALIST PICTURE FRAMED**

The original piece by Eldredge and Gould was as much a meta-theoretical as a theoretical statement, concerned with the relationship between theories and data. Their general point was that one's theoretical models will shape the process of data collection and will even determine what counts as data. They took this as relatively well established in the philosophy of science but insufficiently appreciated among practicing scientists. "Inductivist notions continue to control the methodology and ethic of practicing scientists in the tradition of British empiricism," they observed, and this produced a kind of naivete about the way information is accumulated. Most paleontologists, they found, were held captive to a "picture" of evolution as a steady, gradual process. According to this picture, the fossil record would ideally consist of a long sequence of continuous, finely graded intermediate forms linking ancestors to descendants. Any break in that sequence would be taken as an imperfection in the record—it could not be seen as a possible jump in the evolutionary sequence itself. The expectation of a faulty record generated a kind of institutionalized response to discontinuities in the fossils. Eldredge and Gould found "a nearly-ritualized invocation of the inadequacy of the fossil record," whenever a graded continuum could not be documented (p. 97). They wished to awaken their fellow paleontologists to the presence of these theoretical blinders.

The bias toward gradualism had discernible historical roots. In Darwin's time, the anti-evolutionists aligned with the "catastrophist" doctrine, which held that geological change had always been abrupt, and that the creation of species too had been abrupt. Although organic evolution could be conceived as either a continuous or a discontinuous process, the opponents of evolution of course held that species were created in a divine instant. Perhaps this led Darwin to see the fate of his theory as bound up inextricably with the gradualist position. In the modern "synthesis," the evident power of a reductive method further
helped to institutionalize gradualism. When the various sciences of genetics, natural history, paleontology, morphology, and botany were brought together under an inclusive set of Darwinian principles in the 1930's and 40's, this "synthesis" had a unifying power that, according to Gould, became increasingly rigid. What began as "expansive, generous, and pluralistic," he contends, hardened into an insistence upon genetic micromutation and gradual selection under natural selection. In their 1977 paper, "Gould and Eldredge would also observe the suspicious compatibility of gradualism with a Western ideological commitment to gradual, "progressive" change. Thus, it was not in scientific theory alone that the roots of the gradualist bias would be found.

By the same token, it may not be in scientific theory alone that "the roots of punctuated equilibria can be found. As one "picture" offered in replacement of another, Eldredge and Gould held in the 1972 essay, punctuated equilibria will not be proved or disapproved "in the rocks" (pace Dr. Johnson); rather, it will provide a better way of interpreting fossil data. At stake, they seemed to be saying, is a kind of imagery. On the side of phyletic gradualism is the image of a "stately unfolding" in the history of evolution—a branching tree. On the side of punctuated equilibria is a more artificial looking, constructed graph, modelling long periods of stability, occasionally and abruptly interrupted by short bursts of speciation. But each picture prescribes a methodological preference, so the issue is not simply an aesthetic one. For phyletic gradualism, the picture prescribes treating discontinuities as mere absences in the record. For punctuated equilibria, such gaps become presences. As Gould and Eldredge would put it in 1977, their model authorizes "treating stasis as data."

What had suggested this revised picture to Eldredge and Gould was a theory of speciation found in biology and authoritatively formulated by Ernst Mayr in 1963. This theory of how new species arise, the theory of allopatric speciation, had become the theory of speciation among biologists, according to Eldredge and Gould; and yet it did not seem to be fully appreciated by paleontologists. They thus presented themselves as interpreters of the theory to paleontology, "since paleontology has always taken its conceptual lead from biology (with practical guidance from geology)," they wrote, "it was inevitable that paleontologists should try to discover the meaning of the biologists for their own science" (p. 932). The theory seemed to hold significant implications not only for understanding the origins of species, but for where and how one should expect to find fossil evidence of speciation. One section from the 1972 essay provides an especially good summary of these implications:

"The central concept of allopatric speciation is that new species can arise only when a small local population becomes isolated at the margin of the geographic range of its parent species. Such local populations are termed peripheral isolates. A peripheral isolate develops into a new species if isolating mechanisms evolve that will prevent the re-initiation of gene flow if the new form re-encounters its ancestors at some future time. As a consequence of the allopatric theory, new fossil species do not originate in the place where their ancestors lived. It is extremely improbable that we shall be able to trace the gradual splitting of a lineage merely by following a certain species up through a local rock column."

Moreover:

"...Most morphological divergence of a descendant species occurs very early in its differentiation, when the population is small and still adjusting more precisely to local conditions. After it is fully established, a descendant species is an unlikely to show gradual, progressive change as is the parental species. Thus, in the fossil record, we should not expect to find gradual divergence between two species in an ancestral-descendant relationship. Most evolutionary changes in morphology occur in a short period of time, relative to the total duration of species."

Taken together, these points argue for treating the fossil record within a regional rather than a single-location framework, and for expecting no pattern of constant change at a given location.

**DIALECTIC SEPARATION**

As responses to Eldredge and Gould began to appear, it was suggested by some that the originality of the proposed model was overstated; that its boldness resulted largely from its posing against each other only the extreme alternatives in what might be seen as a continuum of possible positions. The terms "phyletic gradualism" and "punctuated equilibria" had after all both been created by the same authors in order to pose a contrast. Writing in *Science,* for instance, Charles Harper congratulated Eldredge and Gould for introducing the theory of rapid isolation in small peripheral isolates to the great majority of English-speaking paleontologists and for calling attention to its implications. But he found them posing the alternatives too starkly: few paleontologists would rule out the possibility of rapid speciation in small peripheral isolates, on the one hand, while few biologists would rule out occasional phyletic evolution.
within established species. He took to task a prominent ally of Eldredge and Gould, paleontologist Steven Stanley, who had proposed some tests for evaluating the two rival hypotheses, on grounds that Stanley had forced a choice between extremes: "His argument is analogous to a defense of laissez-faire capitalism by saying 'but surely you don't prefer Maoist communism'" (p. 408). Rutherford acknowledged that the "extreme" versions of the two viewpoints, Harper concluded, the issue would be the relative frequency of species origination by gradual change; and this, he admonished, would be for the determination of population geneticists.

When Gould and Eldredge wrote again in 1977, they seemed wary of empirical tests of their "picture," emphasizing the character of gradualism as a bias. Many of the examples brought forward to refute their model, they said, had been mere reflections of the gradualist bias. They wanted the new model to remain in unblurred contrast to the old. And yet they also seemed to be throwing water on the notion that this was something revolutionary. For all the hubbub it engendered, the model of punctuated equilibria is scarcely a revolutionary proposal. As Simpson (1976, p. 5), with his unfailing insight, recognized in three lines (where others have misunderstood in entire papers), our model tries to 'clarify and emphasize ideas nascent in previous studies.' We merely urged our colleagues to consider seriously the implications for the fossil record a theory of speciation upheld by nearly all of us."

Stephen Toulmin has observed that theoretical controversies in science often move from the position of "false dichotomies" to the progressive reconciling of the apparent extremes. In the great mid-nineteenth century controversy between geological "catastrophists" and "gradualists," for instance, further investigation revealed less catastrophic catastrophies and less gradual graduations, to the point where the two camps were eventually divided more by their different rhetorical strategies than by different factual accounts. This makes an instructive example, as it is the very tension between the catastrophists and the gradualists which not only sets the stage for Darwin's thinking, but which echoes mightily through the current debate over the punctuated equilibria. The rhetoric of theoretical dichotomies and their possible reconciliation is a part of this echo, and though it would be a prejudgment to speak here of "false" dichotomies, one finds already such indications as one might expect if this episode were true to the pattern described by Toulmin. Consider the 1982 testimony of George Gaylord Simpson (the of "unfailing insight"): "The authors [of punctuated equilibria] ... have created a dichotomy which, like most dichotomies, is merely the dialectic separation of the two extremes of a continuum. Slow evolutionary change or no change at all in a span of geological time has certainly occurred and so has exceptionally rapid change in a usually shorter span, but so have all the intermediates between those extremes and all the combinations of the two."
organic, non-deterministic processes. "Organisms are not billiard balls, struck in deterministic fashion by the cue of natural selection, and rolling to optimal positions on life's table," he concludes. "They influence their own destiny in interesting, complex, and comprehensible ways. We must put this concept of organism back into evolutionary biology." Even for the layman, this is stirring prose.

THE SECOND AUDIENCE PROVOKED

But now Gould was no longer speaking just to paleontologists and to the followers of his brilliant and popular essays in Natural History. No longer just an interpreter of biology, extracting its methodological implications, he now seemed to be calling for a new genetics. He was pushing onto the turf of the geneticists and population biologists, and for this he would make himself newly vulnerable and a target for attack. Most important of these attacks, perhaps, was that of distinguished geneticists G.L. Stebbins and F.J. Ayala in a 1981 article in Science.

Stebbins and Ayala accused Gould of erecting a straw man in his version of the fundamental claims of the modern synthesis. And more damaging, perhaps, they found that he had misunderstandings about genetics--here is where Gould would pay for the sin of crossing disciplinary bounds. Rather than resting exclusively on natural selection, as Gould had suggested, geneticists described gene change through four processes: mutation, gene flow, random drift, and natural selection. It is simply incorrect, they charged, to think that in the synthetic theory all genetic change is adaptive; for there has from the beginning been major controversy concerning the relative importance of random drift and natural selection.

Other misunderstandings, they found, arose from applying the paleontologist's perspective to microbiological processes. The first of these was a result of the fact that, unlike the geneticists, paleontologists recognize speciation on the basis of observable, morphological differences. Hence the paleontologist will see speciation as involving substantial morphological change, "because only when such change has occurred in the paleontologist's perspective can he recognize the presence of a new species." (p. 968) This would presumably guarantee "gaps" in the fossil record, whether of not speciation had occurred suddenly. A second misunderstanding concerned time scale. When the punctualists speak of an "instant," they are thinking in geological time. A thousand years is a mere instant on that scale, but it is a long time from the microevolutionary perspective of the population biologist. The question of "How gradual is gradual?" might arguably be akin to "Is the glass half full or half empty?" The problem posed here for Gould, however, is that whatever scale one wants to use, a thousand years or so might be plenty of time for species change to occur according to the model of speciation postulated by the modern theory. So while there is again something to be said for the role of different pictures, there is more to it in this case than the choice of how to represent time. For according to Stebbins and Ayala, Gould had been enticed by his picture of instantaneous change to suppose that something more than tempo had to be at issue--that there must be a different mode of change to explain such abruptness.

All was not bad news for Gould in this landmark response, however. Stebbins and Ayala went on to argue that the principles of microevolution cannot be deduced from those of macroevolution, and this would seem to be consistent with a hierarchically arranged theory. In exploring the senses in which the micro and macro levels of evolution might be "decoupled," they argued that prevailing principles of microevolution are compatible with both gradualist and punctuationalist models of macroevolution; and so long as this remains the case, it is not the place of macroevolution to adjudicate between the rival hypotheses of microevolution. Thus there was hope for the punctuationalist account, even if it had been based on misunderstandings, and even if what was promising about it was not revolutionary, but quite consistent with previous theory. After this, Gould's work continued to clarify his hierarchial theory, but it lost much of its power as an unsettling challenge within the scientific literature. Ironically, however, it is in this period that the public impact of his work became most visible. Having weathered many battles within the scientific literature, Gould now found his expertise functioning in new and different ways.

ORIGIN OF THE SPECIOUS

I have argued elsewhere that expertise can function according to three general frames, depending largely upon the audience's relationship to the original context of investigation. Held nearest to the original context of investigation, expertise plays a role that can be called epistemological; for here is where it is intended as a contribution to a rational enterprise. Here too is where it is most subject to qualified peer evaluation. A paleontologist speaking to colleagues in the context of what Kuhn would call normal science, is bound in by the norms of inquiry for that discipline. Once the expert gains the attention of other disciplinary groups, the epistemic impact of his or her expert status becomes largely a function of how well the assumptions and procedures of the interacting disciplines can be made known to each other. There is then a task of interpretive understanding, or if you will, a hermeneutical task, at the heart of this process. Which is the case when paleontologist Gould becomes involved in a controversy with population geneticists over time scales, for instance. If the interdisciplinary or hermeneutical frame permits what from the epistemological perspective would appear as distortion, there is at least in that case an interaction of disciplinary standards which set the parameters of the discussion.
Now when Gould reaches out to a lay public, or when his work is appropriated by those trying to influence the public, the discourse has reached a third frame, where the original disciplinary assumptions are lost, leaving it more or less open to what interpretive conventions will be used to make sense of his texts. The argument, one might say, becomes "para-scientific." The investigative goals of paleontology might be distorted or lost altogether in this frame. In those cases where scientific talk catches the ear of the laity, the impact of expertise becomes a matter of rhetoric, in a very traditional sense of that term. In this frame, the words of the expert will often resound in ways that will astound their author. Stephen Gould has no doubt been dismayed to see where scientific talk catches the ear of the laity, the impact of Gould's words have been put to use. Who would foresee that the words of a leading evolutionary scientist would become ammunition for those seeking to discredit the very notion of evolution? And yet this is just what has come to pass, as the advocates of a position called "scientific creationism" have appropriated the expertise of Gould to further their own ends.

In a widely distributed book by creation science's leading spokesman, Duane Gish, Evolution? The Fossils Say No!, Gould is made to play the creationists' game by criticizing the received theory of evolution. By a logic of "if they're wrong, we must be right," the creationists are able to put the critique of Gould's words to further their own ends. Consider the following examples of Gish's quotations from Gould, followed by his interpretation:

Gish: Gould: All paleontologists know that the fossil record contains precious little in the way of intermediate forms; transitions between major groups are characteristically abrupt.

Gish: Gould is thus arguing that the fossil record, ... does not produce evidence of the gradual change of one plant or animal form into another and that, again, ... each kind appeared abruptly (p. 172).

Or again:

Gish: Gould: Even though we have no direct evidence for smooth transitions, can we invent a reasonable sequence of intermediate forms, that is, viable, functioning organisms, between ancestors and descendants? Of what possible use are the imperfect incipient stages of useful structures? What good is half a jaw or half a wing?

Gish: The argument here, that gradual evolutionary change of one form into another is impossible because the transitional forms, being incomplete, could not function, is an argument that has long been suggested by creationists (pp. 172-73).

And again:

Gish: Gould: There has been no steady progress in the higher development of organic design. We have had, instead, vast stretches of little or no change and one evolutionary burst that created the whole system.

Gish: Eliminate the words "evolutionary burst" and substitute the words "burst of creation" and one would think he was reading an article by a creationist (p. 177).

Indeed, played in this context, Gould's words sound as if they might have come from the sermons of Herbert W Armstrong. The fact that he has written a series of essays disputing the basis of creationist claims seems no impediment whatsoever to the creationists' purposes. His credibility for their targeted audience derives less from his overall position within the scientific firmament than from his saying what serves the rhetorical purpose at hand—that being to weaken the authority of the scientific consensus by showing evidence of dissent from within. There is a paradox at work here, of course, in that Gould's credibility as an evolutionary scientist is invoked in order to weaken the credibility of evolutionary science; but this is really nothing more remarkable than the time-honored rhetorical device of turning the tables. As evidence of the very arguable nature of prevailing scientific views, punctuated equilibria is fair game for the creationist rhetoric.

THE GAME OF DARWIN

Positioned by the popular press as a would-be falsifier of Darwin, Gould has responded by portraying himself as "essentially" a good Darwinian despite the differences that he wishes to make so much of. He finds himself in something of a rhetorical bind insofar as his celebrity as a theoretical innovator rests on his dissent from the "Darwinian synthesis," and yet his scientific self-respect (as contra the creationists) derives from his being a part of that very tradition. One rallies around "Darwin" in declaring against the anti-scientific forces of ignorance. It is thus a curiously fine line that his different purposes have forced him to walk: For one purpose he must reject the basic tenets of the Darwinian synthesis, but for another, he must remain a theorist working in the spirit of The Founder. However much distance Gould may need to put between himself and Darwin in order to clear a space for himself in history, he cannot afford to lose access to the considerable cultural capital.
invested in Darwin. Theories may come and go, but Darwin is the
sign under which business in the evolutionary sciences is
conducted, the eponym for an age. We are all "Darwinians" now.

So how does Gould maintain his tenuous position? He does so
partly by way of a "loose constructionist" strategy, whereby the
strict tenets of Darwinism (the letter) are transcended in order
to remain true to the basic program (the spirit). Oddly enough,
the "vision" is upheld despite a challenge to what he calls "the
essence of Darwinism"; the claim that natural selection is a
creative force, and the reductionist assertion that selection
upon individual organisms is the locus of evolutionary change.
Gould calls for a theory that departs from the received
synthesis, but one, he says, which "would embody, in abstract
form, the essence of Darwin's argument expanded to work at each
level (p. 386)." This hierarchically restructured theory of
evolution might thus be seen as a "higher Darwinism."

The aspiration to be, in effect, a better Darwinian than
Darwin, makes most sense if one thinks of Darwinism more as a
philosophy of inquiry than a theory of specific mechanisms in
evolution. Gould argues that a "larger theme" than the two
rejected tenets can be found in Darwin's work: an attempt to
establish principles of reasoning for the historical sciences.
"Thus," he writes, "we should not claim that all Darwin's books
are about evolution. Rather, they are all about the methodology
of historical science" (p. 386). This, rather than gradualism,
is the key to the vision. Darwin may have placed great emphasis
on gradualism, but even this could from the right perspective be
seen simply as an uncharacteristic mistake. Gould quotes T.H.
Huxley, "You load yourself with an unnecessary
difficulty in opting Hatura non facit saltum so
unreservedly." The hierarchical theory would take that onus off
evolutionary science.

To whatever degree Gould may be seen as a good Darwinian, he
does take Darwin as a venerated figure--perhaps even as a role
model. Like Darwin, he immerses himself in the gathering of data
from nature and crafts his theories with that in mind. Like
Darwin, he addresses a broad audience in addition to a circle of
scientific experts, always with eloquence and force. And like
Darwin, he cuts across disciplinary barriers to attempt a new
synthesis. He is forced, like Darwin, to respond to a variety of
criticisms. But unlike Darwin, he lives in a time when it is
impossible to have mastery of all the sciences of nature; when
even the most brilliant of scientists must press against the
weight of a vast establishment of compartmentalized research
specialties and defer to their respective experts; when the
machinery of proof is ponderous and bureaucratic. In the news
weeklies there may be the appearance of upheaval, and the
rhetorical influence on the public may be considerable. Even
within the sciences, there may be adjustments in understanding;
but revolutions in knowledge waged by single thinkers seem almost
a part of the romantic past. Science, for better and for worse,
seems much too institutional for that now. Perhaps there could
not be a Darwin now. Scientia non facit saltum.
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RHETORICAL GROUNDS FOR DETERMINING WHAT IS FUNDAMENTAL SCIENCE: THE CASE OF SPACE EXPLORATION

Gonzalo Munevar
University of Nebraska at Omaha

In a recent report entitled "Faith in Science," published by the Center for Philosophy and Public Policy, we are told that "America is in love with scientists," and that "The Apollo program remains, for many, the crowning American achievement, the standard of success against which other aspects of American life are judged—and found wanting." I mention this report not because I am going to discuss its substance, but because I find curious its identification of the Apollo program with science. I myself would tend to make that identification, even though—and this is the reason why I find the whole thing curious—the scientific establishment fought the Apollo program on the grounds that it was political showbiz and not science.

I do not wish to rehash old fights in great detail, but I would like to pursue, in this paper, the general issue of the justification of space exploration. I am not going to settle the issue here, for that requires a much longer work, but I will provide a sketch of how it can be settled. My purpose in providing this sketch is to show how rhetorical considerations can be crucial to disputes about what constitutes fundamental science.

Space exploration is a particularly good subject for this purpose, since it has been attacked as an unwarranted extension of science at the expense of more pressing human needs, and also as lacking enough scientific merit to deserve all the talent and money that goes into it.

Thus to defend space exploration one needs to give a general case for why science ought to be supported, and then argue that space exploration is scientific enough to be included.

The case for space exploration must be made within a rhetorical context created by the critics' objections to the enterprise as a whole. There are two main kinds of critics. The social critics often object on humanitarian grounds. They worry that while enormous amounts of money are spent in space, people go hungry and without shelter here on Earth. We are besieged by illness and poverty, ignorance and hopelessness. Should we not try to put our own house in order before sticking our noses in other corners of the universe? These critics may even agree that space exploration is a good thing. But just as well they may also agree that opera is a good thing. In both cases they would balk at expenditures in the billions of dollars a year while pressing human problems go unsolved.

The second main kind of critics—which one may call ideological—do not think that space exploration is a good thing. They view space research as a continuation or extension of big science; and science as a basically unhealthy activity, for science leads us to intervene with nature instead of trying to live in harmony with it. As they see it, this massive interference has brought the world to the brink of catastrophe. Only a change...
of ideology, or perhaps of moral outlook, can give us hope. The promise of space, as described in the standard case for it, is than a siren song that diverts our attention at a crucial moment in our history.3

How, proponents of space exploration often present an argument based on the many benefits that we derive from the space program: weather satellites save lives and crops, communication satellites bring about an economic expansion, and satellites help us manage our resources and protect and monitor the environment, and space technology in general spins off valuable products into our lives.

But the social critics are not likely to be persuaded by this standard argument. For it is not obvious how a probe of Jupiter, a mission to a comet, let alone the planning for an interstellar flight have such tangible benefits. What the standard argument leaves out is precisely the heart of space exploration: those very things that bring to it an air of excitement and adventure, those elements of discovery and satisfaction of curiosity that fuel the imagination and the enthusiasm of its advocates. The ideological critic, for their part, may look up at the environmental benefits of space exploration as a case of using science and technology to touch up the mess caused by science and technology.

I suggest a different approach. To begin with, if we reflect on the matter we will realize that the dispute about space exploration involves assumptions about the nature of science. For example, the social critics would find the value of scientific knowledge—its derived through space sciences--large enough to justify the money that it presumably takes away from attending to other human needs. But to estimate the value of scientific knowledge in any fruitful way one should have some idea of what science is like and of what it has to offer. The ideological critics for their part hold that science is unwise. But what insights about science have led them to such conclusion? Sometimes disputes of this sort are presented as conflicts of values. And conflicts of values are presumed to be unsolvable. But as we can see, in this case at least, assumptions about the nature of science enter into the estimates of value. And thus an intelligent discussion of the subject should focus on an examination of those assumptions. In this manner what begins as a dispute about social policy becomes in part a problem about the nature of science. And since the nature of science is the main concern of the philosophy of science, our problem falls within the province of philosophy of science.

Since there are many possible objections to space exploration, trying to identify all the corresponding assumptions about the nature of science would soon become an unwieldy task. It seems more fruitful to present what I think is an appropriate way of looking at scientific knowledge, see how well this view fits space task, and then make a proper estimate of the value of space science. The idea is that if we understand the nature of space science, we will readily see its significance; and if we see its significance the objections will be untenable. By proceeding in this manner some specific assumptions will be unmasked and refuted, while others will fall by the wayside, anonymous victims in the defeat of the views to which they gave rise.

What is the appropriate way of looking at scientific knowledge in general and space science in particular? Let me sketch it by drawing a contrast to a rather typical way of looking at science.

Scientific knowledge is supposed to be objective. This is often taken to mean that scientific knowledge is factual, that even laws and theories can be trusted only because they are summaries of facts or are derived from the facts in some fashion. Scientific knowledge is thus ultimately a body, a collection of facts, and science is an agency for collecting facts about the universe. With this view of science, justification is an uphill battle for a proponent of space exploration. For example, why is it urgent to place x-ray telescopes in orbit to observe radiation that has been coming for millions of years and will be coming for millions of years more? Why couldn't we wait one or two centuries, or at least until some of our problems down here are more tractable?

Nevertheless there is reason to suspect that the emphasis on facts is very misleading. Strong currents in contemporary philosophy of science suggest that it is more fruitful to think of science as spectacles through which we look at the universe. Indeed, without the scientific views that we have and the ways in which they permit us to interact with the universe, there are many aspects of nature to which we would simply be blind. When we put on our scientific spectacles we can see those aspects of nature. But we do more than that. Because based on our view of the world we make estimates of what problems we face and of what opportunities we can take advantage. And as I will argue, the solutions to many problems, the awareness of other problems of which we are ignorant, as well as the bringing about of new opportunity require the refinement, the modification, and sometimes the replacement of our scientific spectacles. In the long view of things, there are practical as well as scientific reasons for preserving the dynamic character of science.

This philosophical position is buttressed by the history of science. Indeed, many examples from the history of science illustrate how our specific views influence which experiences (observations) we are to count as "facts."4 The distinction between the scientific views and the facts is then the question. And thus we may suspect that there is more to the satisfaction of scientific curiosity than the collection of facts. As a result, our problems of the justification of space exploration takes on an entirely new light.

Once we place emphasis on the essential transformations of science and their consequences we gain a new point of attack. A scientific view is, then, very much a way of viewing the world. But scientific views are still our creations and thus imperfect. They are always in need of refinement, modification, or replacement altogether. The pressure for such changes come from the double exposure to unusual circumstances (which force us to stretch our views) and to competing ideas (which are often developed to account for a few of those unusual circumstances, and then claim the right to extend to the entire field of the discipline). From these considerations follow two important consequences for the problem of the justification of the exploration of space.

The first is that what is at issue for science itself is not merely the addition of a few, or even many, interesting facts but the transformation, perhaps radical, of our views of the world. As we will see below, space exploration provides a most extraordinary opportunity (and as I will argue,
logical nature, and thus connected with our sense of adventure and gain is the understanding of intellectual curiosity as rooted in environments, as well as to deal with a changing environment. The realization that science allows us to manage in a diversity of investigating the nature of science in this manner. One of those gains is philosophical circles to this move, I think that much can be gained from interacts with the universe at large.

The deep connection I have outlined between theory and practice in the long run can be more clearly seen if we approach science as a social product of our biological brains. A biological context can be most illuminating because the human brain is a product of evolution, intelligence depends on the brain, and science is a social means by which intelligence interacts with the universe at large. Although there is much resistance in philosophical circles to this move, I think that much can be gained from investigating the nature of science in this manner. One of those gains is the realization that science allows us to manage in a diversity of environments, as well as to deal with a changing environment. Another gain is the understanding of intellectual curiosity as rooted in our biological nature, and thus connected with our sense of adventure and our inclination toward play.

These two gains will provide the basis for bringing together the motivation of science with its justification. In particular they permit us to take care of objections to the effect that scientists do not tabulate the practical benefits of a view before they accept it; that they often do not have any inkling of the consequences of their views; and that they accept the views that best satisfy their intellectual curiosity. If we see science as a natural social ability, we can remind ourselves that the intellectual curiosity that motivates science has its roots in an enhanced ability to survive. My biological account of science (developed at length in my Radical Knowledge) thus explains why science is in a deep sense practical even though individual scientists may not be.

Nevertheless we should not assume that the general case I have sketched applies fully to space science, let alone to the whole of space exploration. First we need to overcome several objections about whether space science fits the pattern of the general case, and about whether space science is fundamental science. To qualify as space science, a field normally has to be connected in a crucial sense with doing investigations from above the Earth’s atmosphere. So understood, space science has roughly three main fields: planetary science, physics and astrophysics, and space biology. All three present obstacles to my sketch.

Of planetary astronomy (also called comparative planetology, which overlaps to a great extent with the exploration of the solar system) we must determine the following. Granted that by going into Earth orbit and looking down, we can learn much about our own planet. But what can we learn about the Earth from looking at another planet? It would seem, as an early Greek might say, that if the other planet is different we are not learning about the Earth, and if it is like the Earth we should not waste effort going there when we might as well look at the Earth itself.

As for space physics and astrophysics, including space astronomy, how can that knowledge change our lives down here? It may be fascinating to find out what makes quasars burn, but fascination aside, will that change hungry children or at least make automobiles run more efficiently? To be sure, I have given examples of how a change in scientific point of view brought about the realization of opportunities which may have otherwise been unthinkably. The use of lasers in surgery may even be a good illustration of why serendipity is a natural consequence of science. And elsewhere I have used the case of general relativity to show how space exploration may transform a very theoretical point of view, how it may force it to change our reckoning with the universe. But are these examples truly relevant?

We might think that lasers are built on fundamental principles of matter, on principles, furthermore, that apply right here on Earth. So there is no mystery why a revolution that gave us those principles had terrestrial applications. General relativity, on the other hand, seems very esoteric. Spacetime near the earth is almost flat, and so the (General Relativity) gravitational effects near the Earth are bound to be very small and probably of limited application. The rest of space physics and astronomy is not in any better position. By going out there, by placing telescopes in orbit and all that, we might challenge our points of view and force them to change. But they are points of view about what is up there, not about what is down here.
Space biology fares even worse, since many space scientists themselves see little value in it, beyond the need to keep astronauts healthy. And since many of those scientists would prefer unmanned exploration, even this conditional value of space biology is in question. Space biology can be roughly divided into two main areas. The first investigates the possibility of extraterrestrial life; it goes by the name of exobiology. The second investigates the behavior of terrestrial life in outer space; it corresponds to the idea of space biology. These two areas are distinct and, not surprisingly, they present different problems of justification.

At first glance, the peculiar thing about exobiology as a science is that it may have no subject matter. That is, terrestrial life may be the only life in the universe. Or what is practically the same, even if there is life somewhere else we may never find it. Or if we find it we may not recognize it for what it is. Part of the problem for the other branch of space biology is one of image. For instance, NASA has placed great emphasis on vestibular research, for the function of the inner ear is deeply connected with motor and perceptual systems. Since motion sickness is probably the result of vestibular disorientation, research in this area has shown great concern for the welfare and effectiveness of the astronauts. And thus people who want to turn down support for space biology often say that it is just more research on why the astronauts throw up.  

A proper defence of space science cannot be attempted in a conference paper. I will outline, however, some of the main elements of that defence for most of the branches of space science; and I will discuss in some detail the justifications for investigating the behavior of terrestrial life in outer space. The motivation for this last choice is that I have already discussed the other branches of space science at other conferences, and that I cannot help feeling a sweet, though perverse, satisfaction in trying to overturn the most unflattering verdict given by expert wisdom.

For several decades, until the advent of the space age, the prestige of the planetary sciences was very low. With the progress of space exploration we have gained a recognition that there are many interesting scientific questions to pursue in trying to understand not only the most unflattering verdict given by expert wisdom.

There is urgency in searching for answers to them, if nothing else because of the situation that the world faces for the remainder of this century and much of the next. Even if the often-predicted great catastrophes caused by overpopulation and the extraordinary rate of exploitation of resources is avoidable, the fact of the matter is that we face some very serious problems. Moreover, these problems cannot be tackled wisely unless we have a better understanding of the global relationships between the basic systems of the earth’s environment. We need to know more about how the atmosphere is affected by the oceans— which provide most of the water vapor, absorb CO2, and make a convenient sink for heat. We need to know how oceans and atmosphere interact with the geophysics of the planet. And we also need to know what part life has played in transforming all of these systems. That part, incidentally, may have been quite considerable. For example, life helped break down the CO2 in the atmosphere, thus possibly preventing a runaway greenhouse effect that would make the Earth almost as hot as Venus. We used to think that Venus had no life because it was too hot, but some now quip that Venus is too hot because it never had any life.

This last thought illustrated very vividly how our knowledge of the history of life may profoundly affect our understanding of the atmosphere of a planet. It also suggests that some of the vital questions cannot be asked fruitfully unless we go into space. And not merely because from the high ground we can gain a global perspective, or because the Earth’s environment extends to the ozone layer and the magnetosphere. By comparing our planet with others we test our ideas about weather, tectonics, and the origin of life. The study of the cosmos also yields an understanding of the evolution of planets and planetary systems that will help us determine what factors affect the long-term behavior of a planet (e.g., ice ages and extinction cycles) and of the solar system of which it is a part. And from this determination we may judge far more precisely what we can do to our Earth, what we are doing to it, and what changes are required to meet our needs without signifying the fate of our descendants. This must be done in the decades to come. Since it cannot be done without a point of comparison, without being able to consider alternative scenarios, and since only comparative planetology can provide what is needed, the pursuit of this branch of space science will remain urgent in the decades to come. As for the long run, the issue may well be extinction.

The justification of exobiology proceeds along similar lines. The lack of extraterrestrial specimens is an objection to the pursuit of exobiology only if we accept a very narrow definition of the field. For exobiology goes beyond the search for extraterrestrial life: it is largely the application of space science and technology to understand how life originated on this planet. Exobiology tries to determine, for example, what the Earth was like 3.5 - 4.5 billion years ago—what was the ultraviolet flux? What was the volcanic and other tectonic activity? How much molecular oxygen was in the atmosphere? And how much ozone? How much carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen were 'recycled' through the Earth’s crust and how much were brought to the Earth by asteroids and comets? To decide these questions we have to go away from the Earth to study the older surfaces of the Moon and Mars, the presumably still primordial atmosphere of Titan, and the largely untouched chemistry of comets. Exobiology is thus inseparable from comparative planetology.

Moreover, the very role of the imagination in trying to determine the range within which life can be born and the possible forms life may take provides a fruitful context in which to discuss questions of origin and evolution. For by the consideration of likely scenarios for life, and by the comparative examination of the planets in our solar system and of other planetary systems, we will be better able to understand not only how life came about but why it took the paths that it did when it apparently had others available.

In its own ways, exobiology thus illustrates how space science preserves the dynamic character of science in general. The vigorous pursuit of exobiology would inevitably lead to the profound transformation of our views of the living world. And since those views are linked to our understanding of the global environment, the resulting theoretical adjustment would be of
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great magnitude—and so eventually would be the change in the way we interact with the universe.

Space physics and astronomy also show that space science is particularly well suited to keep science under challenge, to make it grow, to bring about the transformation of our panormas of problems and opportunities. Close attention to the aims of particle physics (which for many amounts to fundamental physics) indicates that models of the very small have to be checked against our observations of the cosmos, particularly where instances of extremely high gravitation is involved (the origin of the universe provides the favorite "testing" ground). That is, the ultimate progress of fundamental physics requires a program of cosmological observation that cannot be carried out except by doing astronomy from space. The reason is simply that most of the relevant information is contained in X-rays and other frequencies of radiation that are absorbed by the Earth's atmosphere. Indeed, we are on the verge of an explosion in our cosmological knowledge. It is clear, then, that the philosophical position that defends fundamental physics applies equally well to space physics and astronomy.

And now I turn to the investigation of terrestrial life in space. To those who are acquainted with it, the remarks made earlier are neither accurate nor fair. For in space we can ask questions about life that are not possible otherwise. In particular we can study the role of gravity in the structure and the development of organisms. In a space station, for example, we may choose at will the amount of gravity to which plants and animals will be exposed. This can be done merely by the use of a centrifuge. On the centrifuge is off, the gravity is close to zero. And when it is on it makes the container go in circles, subjecting the object under study to whatever acceleration we wish. To a plant or an animal such acceleration is the equivalent of a gravitational force acting on it. Our main interest lies in the range between 0 and 1 g, since there we may study not only the perception of gravity but perhaps even the role that gravity has played in evolution. For by experimenting in that range we may be able to determine gravitational thresholds of biological importance; that is, we may determine the minimum level at which gravity can be detected and at which it becomes a significant factor in physiological or developmental functions.

But are these important questions? Are there any reasons to suspect that gravity will in fact turn out to be a significant biological factor? Many biologists believe that the biological research done in space is not of very high quality. And this low evaluation is reinforced by two further notions. The first is that all the abnormal effects of gravity take place at the systems level, not at the level of cells. Thus, for example, since we do not need the big bones for support we lose calcium; this loss may in turn have unusual effects on several physiological functions, and so on. But with appropriate exercise and diet we may preserve our need for those bones; therefore the system imbalance will be largely corrected and the unusual circumstances will be kept to a minimum. As a consequence, the biological significance of gravity will also be kept to a minimum.

The correctness of this notion is presumably buttressed by experimental and theoretical considerations. Most space biologists themselves have interpreted the results of many cellular experiments as indications that cells are largely unaffected by gravity. And this conclusion comes as no surprise, since it accords with what theory has led to expect: cells are small enough that the force of gravity is of little strength when compared to the electromagnetic forces so crucial to the chemical bonds of life.

At the molecular level gravity should be even less significant. And this low evaluation is reinforced by two further notions. First, since gravity is not the same level at all places at the same time, it is not possible to determine the role that gravity has played in evolution. For in analyzing the role that gravity plays in evolution, we must also take into account the effects of gravity on other factors, such as temperature. In this way, we may be able to determine the role that gravity plays in evolution.

It is true that in space biology, unlike space astronomy today, but like space astronomy not long ago, we cannot specify the great scientific rewards that await us. We know, however, that the gravity of the Earth has been a constant throughout the evolution of life. We also know that the more pervasive a constant the more difficult for us to determine its role, if any. That is exactly what happens with gravity. How are we to proceed, then? First of all, we cannot resolve the matter by further standard biological analysis. For in analysis we use the tools of prevailing theory to investigate some phenomena. To discover that role by analysis is therefore practically impossible, since nothing in our previous biology makes gravity a crucial element of the theory. What we need is either an alternative theory in which gravity is assigned a specific role, or else the manipulation of gravity to make present theory fail. We can do both.

These new theoretical and experimental directions are suggested in part because of the early results of space biology, and in part by emphasizing some relevant aspects of standard theoretical biology. They will permit us to show the mistakes in the two notions that buttressed the general low estimate of the value of space biology. The first notion, we may recall, used microgravity affects organisms only at the systems level. Investigations then have the main purpose of determining how the system of determining how the system takes place and how they can be corrected. This clinical work has made its practitioners confident that with appropriate compensation (diet, drugs, and exercise) men and women can survive in space for long periods of time, perhaps indefinitely.

But even if this is true it takes away nothing from the promise of space biology. If we wish to determine the role of gravity as an all pervasive factor in individual development and in patterns of evolution, the systems level is actually not a bad place to begin. The human body, for instance, appears fine-tuned for the Earth's gravity. We might have expected to extrapolate our centrifuge studies here on Earth (with gravities above 1 g) to the microgravity of space. Thus if we lose body mass under an acceleration of several g's, have it normal at 1 g, then presumably we would gain mass at less than 1 g. But it turns out that we lose mass at less than 1 g. The body mass in question here is intracellular mass (that is, it goes beyond the loss of fluids throughout the body and of calcium in the bones). Similar reactions take place in microgravity with temperature control and other physiological functions. The explanation of some of these reactions seems to be that the shifts in body fluids that comes from changes in gravity affects the communication between cells.

This fine-tuning of physiology to the Earth's gravity—which is seldom...
emphasized if realized at all—should provide a fruitful theoretical perspective to study the relationships between a variety of internal systems and cycles in the human body. Why are physiological functions maximized at 1 g? This leads to questions about how the body works as it does, questions that would not occur that easily otherwise. A preliminary answer is that gravity is used to harmonize a variety of physiological systems. One way to think about this is that gravity is like the glue that holds systems together. Once the glue is gone, they do not quite work together. And from their failures we learn what makes them work correctly under terrestrial conditions. Another way to think about it is that those systems change their responses in order to adapt to the new conditions. That may also give us significant clues about their normal modes of interaction with other systems or mechanisms.

This fine-tuning to 1 g may become acute in issues of development. In microgravity a human male excretes from 1.5 to 2 liters of body fluids, with pronounced reductions in the levels of sodium and potassium. By contrast, a pregnant human female is expected, in 1 g, to show an increase of 1.5 to 4 liters over her pregnancy, with a marked retention of sodium. Since the development of the organism follows a strict sequence in which each event must take place within a critical period, and since the availability and composition of the body fluids is essential to the proper environment in the placenta, we can readily see that disruptions at the system level affect physiological processes at lower levels. At the present time it would be morally impermissible to have pregnant women in space.

The human body is resourceful; it may be able to compensate the effects of microgravity in a systematic fashion even during a pregnancy. But to determine whether it can, we must resort to experiments on animals. By removing gravity, then, we can observe how the development comes unglued; by “dialing” several degrees of gravity we can refine our examination. The mere fact that many system function optimally at 1 g provides warrant for designing experiments to determine how the timing and feedback controls of development operate. This, it seems to me, is not a matter of small importance.

“Mere” systemic effects can have profound repercussions. A clever probing of them can reveal much not only about development but also about the operation of many physiological functions, including their coordination. This possible gain in knowledge may extend to the cellular level, in spite of the experiments on cells mentioned earlier. The cells of complex organisms are parts of cellular systems; for example, of specialized tissue. The microorganisms in those tissues affect the body cells in large part how the structural elements of cells operate. Those structural elements (called cytoskeletal) are responsible for communication among cells, transportation of plasmas, and maintenance of the cells’ compartments. Changes in the environment of the cell lead to cellular changes in shape, in ability to move, and in internal metabolism (i.e., polarity, secretion, hormone regulation, membrane flow, and energy balance). Changes that take place at the systems level in the organism, such as body fluid shifts, are bound to affect several cellular systems, are going to change the cellular environment, and thus are going to affect cells themselves.

The experiments that put our minds at ease with respect to the action of gravity on cells took place in cell cultures; they did not examine cells that formed part of the complex wholes which are the cells’ normal environments. It is not surprising that such experiments could not expose the indirect action of gravity that starts at the system level and works its way down into the realm of the small.

Since genes contain the language of life, and since organisms are the books we written in that language, we tend to think that significance in biology goes from the small to the big. But we have learned much of the small depends on the big, since the function of the small depends on the larger whole to which it belongs (and that whole often depends on an even larger one of which it is a part, and so on). It is true, however, that genes are in some sense supposed to be independent of the organism’s environment; theory demands that genetic variation not be coupled to the mechanisms of selection (i.e., that the environment cannot have a hand in inducing the variations that are compatible with it, otherwise it would be possible to inherit acquired characteristics). Nonetheless, even if this demand is strictly interpreted, many molecular processes may still be open to the influence from above I have just discussed.

It is also true that, in many areas of biology, real and fundamental progress is achieved when a strong connection can finally be made to the genotype of the organism in question that is, when we can finally explain how the genes give rise to the mechanisms or function in question. But that as it may, it is misleading to think of genes as the embodiment of some sort of archetype that the organism will grow into, baring acts of God and other misfortunes. Given a certain genotype— and the right circulatory system to which it is attached—the organism will grow, depending on the selective pressure, at many different stages of development—a certain individual organism will result. But at many critical junctures within those stages of development things could go slightly differently. The consequence would be a different organism.

The important point for our issue is that at those critical junctures, genes and the various structures to which they give rise can take advantage of many environmental constants in order to keep their appointed rounds. Nature does not create everything anew and at once. It takes advantage of what is already there, it builds on the structures it finds in place, it develops not by reaching for an ideal but by a process best described as gerrymandering.

My suggestion is, of course, that the fine-tuning of several physiological functions for 1 g indicates that gravity is one of those constants that provide the context in which the language of life comes to make sense. Without it the human genotype would be expressed very differently, if it could be expressed at all. If my suggestion is correct, the manipulation of gravity can be used to such theoretical profit in connection with the study of genetics.

The reason comes from emphasizing some of the points already made. It is not easy to discover genes and then ask what they do. Often the question goes from the top down: given a certain function or structure, how do genes contribute to bring it about? This involves knowledge of all the other levels in order to guide genetics. Moreover, it is not necessary that all the alignments and states of equilibrium that many
Calcium ions in solution are essential for many physiological functions, including cell adhesion, muscle contraction, amoeboid cell movement, and--as was acknowledged--they are also used to transmit information between cells. Not only is the intracellular regulation of calcium essential to the function of eucaryote cells, it is also important in the genesis of tissues and embryos. The regulation of calcium seems to be one of those physiological functions on which nature has built a whole array of other functions. This key evolutionary role apparently began according to Lowenstein and Margulis, when "prey, forced to escape from more effective predators, developed highly integrated sensory and motor systems that must have involved increased coordination and speed of the muscle system."14 These two skills depend on muscle contraction. And muscle contraction "responds directly to calcium release."15

Since the regulation of calcium may have been very instrumental in the evolution of complex organisms, and since life develops in a gerrymandering fashion, the biological importance of calcium may go far beyond what standard theory assigns to it. Determining that importance is precisely one of the areas where experimentation in space can be of advantage. This consideration thus provides one more reason for thinking that in space biology, too, exposure to new circumstances may lead to the profound transformation of our ideas.

The examination of the role of gravity in living things has paid off from the beginning. It was Darwin himself who first noticed that the tips of growing roots and shoots were used to detect gravity. "We now know," he said, "that it is the tip alone which is acted on, and that this part transmits some influence to adjoining parts, causing the latter to bend."16 Lowenstam and Margulis, when "prey, forced to escape from more effective predators, developed highly integrated sensory and motor systems that must have involved increased coordination and speed of the muscle system."14 Determining that importance is precisely one of the areas where experimentation in space can be of advantage. This consideration thus provides one more reason for thinking that in space biology, too, exposure to new circumstances may lead to the profound transformation of our ideas.

This completes the sketch of the heart of my argument for space exploration. Although the argument itself must tie many loose ends that I have not even mentioned, I must return now to my original purpose in discussing the matter.18 We often think of science as a pristine discipline in which disputes are decided by more or less clear rules interpreted by experts. This is not the case in the study of science itself, which is regarded as a social learning process. We can, of course, that the actual practice of science is messier than that. And if we think carefully about it, we may also conclude that the actual practice of science has to involve rhetoric. This may be a derogatory thing to say about the practice of science, but we may tell ourselves that as science approximates its ideal it gets away from the rhetorical influences.

I trust, however, that my discussion of space exploration shows that those rhetorical influences are not the shortcomings of human nature but essential parts of science, seen now as an activity and not as a frozen picture of its end product. In the first place, questions of justification arise in a rhetorical context. This means that what counts as a reason for what we believe or undertake depends on that context. Among the contextual elements we may include political and philosophical objections, economic circumstances, and the state of technology. The manner in which our
reasons satisfy the requirements of the context, or in which they change the context, determines to a large extent which science can be justified and which not. In the second place, as some of the examples make clear, often the testimony of experts about what is good, or even fundamental science, can be overthrown, at least in principle, by enlarging the discussion to include elements from the rhetorical context which the expert is likely to ignore (cf. the cases of space astronomy and space biology). All this goes not to show that science is worth less but to make it appear more human. As it ought to be.

Notes


2. I have attempted a much longer treatment of the subject in my book in progress, The Dimming of Starlight: The Philosophy and Justification of Space Exploration.

3. I do not mean to suggest that these two categories of criticism exhaust all the positions that can be taken against space exploration. But I do think they are the most important objections. An extreme version of the ideological objection would hold that space technology makes nuclear war inevitable. For a full response to this and other objections I can only refer the reader to my upcoming book, for unfortunately I cannot deal with them here.


7. Scientists who oppose manned exploration on the grounds that it detracts from real space science often concentrate their fire on space biology. Writing in Nature, R. Jastrow said that the Space Station would be a tragedy, "...another two decades of original research on why astronauts vomit." (Quoted in Science Digest, May 1984, p. 142).

8. See "Pecking Orders...," op. cit.


10. Of particular interest would be animals which exhibit a highly differentiated ability to distribute fluids (e.g., Gerbilline rodents). "Final Report of the Developmental Biology Working Group," unpublished (made available to me by courtesy of Dr. Emily Holton), p. 6.

11. Ibid. p. 5.

12. Every system of the organism tries to maintain homeostasis (a relatively stable state of equilibrium) against the next higher level, and the organism as a whole against the environment. Thus the genes benefit from many levels of homeostasis serving as a buffer zone against the environment. Nonetheless it is clear that the general environment sometimes will affect the intracellular environment and thus may conceivably act as an agent of selection against some pieces of DNA and in favor of others (at the molecular level, that is). This is not to say that acquired characteristics can be passed on, since the features of the environment that will favor some traits at the level of the organism are not of a kind with those that would act on pieces of DNA within the cell. That is what happens, for example, when a change in the cellular environment may permit a mutation to survive which will later be considered a defect of the organism vis-à-vis the general environment.


14. Ibid. p. 36.

15. Ibid. See also, S. J. Roux, ed., The Regulatory Functions of Calcium and the Potential Role of Calcium in Mediating Gravitational Responses in Cells and Tissues, NASA CP-2286, 1983.


18. Among them, the connection between space science and exploration in general, the replies to different moves available to the ideological critics, and the evaluation of my philosophical conclusions as guides to political decision.
Forty years ago this week, the Boeing Gay flew. She left in her wake the Nuclear Age, the Age of Anxiety, and the Age of Decision-Making. Government, to recite Frost, became "play for mortal stakes," with a new vocabulary stocked with talk of "Irreversibility," "slippery slopes," and "time bombs of the future." Linked to the many and countless articles, we know that the makers of the bomb developed by happenstance a discourse that made each step appear to be the logical outcome of previous steps, a discourse that internalized value judgments, making them case-specific to the matter at hand. There was an air of inevitability, someone would eventually build and use a nuclear device, so it was a race; thousands of Americans would die in an invasion of Japan, so the flight of the Boeing Gay was a forgone conclusion. She apparently carried no regrets on her manifest.

One lesson to be learned from the decisions that led to the flight of the Boeing Gay is that methods and structures of discourse do not only use values, they create them. This is a new lesson. Aristotle made the point that means create unintended as well as intended effects; he thus bound ethics, politics, and rhetoric together so that they might present a unified front to problem. This ethical blending of rhetoric has been the received wisdom among academics—witness our current fascination with the social-psychological side effects of mass persuasion. Nonetheless, our observance of this grim anniversary is a fitting occasion to call attention to just how little effect Aristotle's lesson has had outside academe, to how commonplace the decisions which launched the Boeing Gay were.

We do not debates about ends, Aristotle said, but about means. He meant by that roughly what have meant by saying that reason always serves the passions. Instrumental reasoning can be guided by values, but not vice versa, because there is a difference in kind between reason and passion. Many otherwise different explanations of values share this view. Theologians hold value to be God's attitude toward objects, dimly sensed by man. Intuitionists say that values inher in objects independent of our thinking. Analytic philosophers, e.g., Russell and Stevenson, see values as expressions of attitudes and as rhetorical instruments for shaping the attitudes of others. Hedonists equate with feelings, e.g., pleasure. As these views would have it, values cannot be justified by reason because they are not acquired by reason. The ordinary language philosophers view the matter differently. Values are criticisms—prescriptions, recommendations, or appraisals—justified by a field's conventions. As sociological facts, values may well be the preunderstandings of discourse, the dimly sensed, taken for granted assumptions which guide a field's talk. But they are not beyond reason—and thus not beyond analysis and critique.

Argumentation theorists have appreciated this insight and put it to work. In a way Durkheim would have approved of, a synergism has developed between thinking drawn from the sociology of knowledge, ordinary language philosophy, and Argumentation's traditional analytical and critical aims. Nowadays, it is standard practice to study values in terms of their organizing influence upon fields of discourse, their effects upon beliefs and their functions as premises in arguments.

But one implication of this thinking has not been fully appreciated, viz., that Argumentation is obliged by its own analytic assumptions to turn its value analysis on itself. If values infuse the discourse of fields in general, we shouldn't suppose that Argumentation is exempt from this effect. If we believe that a field builds its values when its structures its discourse, we should be attentive to the value-constitutive effects of our own discourse. We should pose such questions as a matter of reflective routine in a discipline. I want to pose them, however, with regard to the contributions Argumentation might make to a philosophy of the public sphere. Argumentation's most profound contribution to such a philosophy may well consist of its organized knowledge about the structure of deliberative discourse and its effects upon us as persons, but our thinking about debate as a way of structuring discourse has not kept pace with our thinking about values in general. The ordinary language shift has not been translated into our thinking about debate, which is still firmly rooted in the 18th century.

The sins of fathers are oft visited on sons. Argumentation, evolving as it did from 18th Century rhetorical and epistemological theories, bears a striking family resemblance to the sharp value-reason distinctions of Mill, Hume, and Bentham and their more recent ancestors Sidgwick, Moore, and Ross. And debate bears the stamp of this ancestry. We have called it the paradigm case of instrumental reason, a vision we still carry an intellectual baggage into the contemporary dialogue concerning the place of argument in a public philosophy. Because we depend upon wholesale assessments of the public sphere's problems, we tend to think that public discourse is withering for the want of an argumentation theory. I believe that just the opposite is true, or at least arguably so: the public sphere has an argumentation theory; that theory's content closely resembles conventional thinking within the Argumentation discipline; and at least some of the most serious problems of the public sphere stem from its assumptions about deliberative discourse. If the Argumentation discipline became more influential, its effect would be analogous to injecting the patient with cancer in order to cure a cancer.
Argumentation scholars will, I believe, better serve their discipline and the commonweal by building upon two closely related themes. The first concerns the evils of treating discourse as an instrument of rationality, a theme established by Weber, elaborated upon by Horchheimer and Adorno, and approached in a different way than I shall use here by Habermas. An argumentation theory based upon an instrumental view of decision-making in the problem of the public sphere. Discourse is the premise based upon the instrumental view has perpetuated the rigid disjunction of fact and value that is our Enlightenment heritage. It creates a mechanistic, technically biased mode of discourse that, as Robert Socolow says, cannot express the things we care most about. The second theme grows from two different sources constructed against the backdrop of Kelly's personal construct theory: J. L. Mackie's belief that values are constructs we invent and Robert Socolow and Laurence Tribe's arguments that the public sphere's failures of discourse stem from a failure to realize that we do—and perhaps more important, can—construct values. Discourse doesn't only use values, it creates them. As Tribe says, we cannot measure only the outcomes of decision-making, since the nature of the processes by which we reach decisions shapes our experience and expectations, thus designing our future value preferences.

Argumentation's View of Science and Technology

First, I want to argue that the way we ordinarily describe the problem of the public sphere is incomplete. This will allow me to work up to the claim which follows in the next section, that some features of Argumentation that are part of the public sphere's problem. This first step will establish a context for the second. The tinkering of context is as well understood phenomenon in Argumentation. We all know that debates have, as physicists say, extreme sensitivity to starting conditions. Their outcomes are shaped subtly by even very subtle shifts in their contexts. But the shift I want to make isn't subtle. I believe that an argumentation theory grounded in a facile contrast between orders of knowledge will contribute nothing new to the structure of public discourses. If we persist in believing that science cannot research values, that it does not embody and create values, or that argumentation does not create values, we will set into concrete some already well entrenched prejudices.

While the philosophy of science has become increasingly, if not to say nearly scientific, the social world, it seems, has become increasingly scientific. Since Dewey's time, the public sphere has been studied and analyzed. This examination has yielded two very different diagnoses. To state them bluntly makes them caricatures of scientific versus humanistic prejudices, but since that's all I think they amount to, I will risk the consequences of putting them in blunt form: (1) the public sphere isn't scientific enough; and (2) the public sphere is too scientific.

Proposition (1) had its genesis in the debates among scientists and their nontechnical advocates in the late 19th and early 20th centuries concerning whether scientific decisions should have—and should actively seek—more influence upon public policy than they had hitherto been given. The conclusion of this debate was that scientists were obliged to ensure that their hard-won knowledge was not ignored and thus had a duty to seek influence in the political sphere. A picture gradually evolved which emphasized the ways scientific evidence gets distorted in the thrust and parry of daily decision-making—the public sphere being a moshed filled with unrecognizable facts. Scientific evidence can speak for itself, all things being equal, until contaminated by theupidity, credulity, obstinacy, venality, stupidity, and sheer carelessness of political life. No one, least of all Dewey, has fully believed so extreme a contrast. Nonetheless, the problem of the public sphere has largely been thought to lie within the world of public decision-making, public decision-making fails at the gate of science. This diagnosis has resulted in a remarkable unity among the remedies proposed: within its limitations, the public sphere should strive to emulate scientific inquiry.

Proposition (2) tends to be framed in eschatological terms, and it is profoundly anti-technological, if not antiscientific. We possess the technology to crush individual autonomy, to debase traditional values, and to make irreversible decisions with incalculable consequences in matters of environment, energy, population policy, and global politics and war. Technological achievements have created unparalleled wealth and comfort for the fortunate, but they've also crushed individual autonomy, to debase traditional values, and to make irreversible decisions with incalculable consequences in matters of environment, energy, population policy, and global politics and war. Technological achievements have created unparalleled wealth and comfort for the fortunate, but they've also crushed individual autonomy, to debase traditional values. We possess the technology to crush individual autonomy, to debase traditional values, and to make irreversible decisions with incalculable consequences in matters of environment, energy, population policy, and global politics and war. But when we boil their arguments down, the values of scientific knowledge and method are not, and really never have been, at issue.

Notice that the values of scientific knowledge and method are not at issue. Technology isn't equivalent to science, and it is for the former that is at issue, especially with the most famous case in point, cost-benefit analysis. Its proponents and opponents often call it "science" rather than a "technique." This is sometimes a rhetorical strategy, since wrapping oneself in the mantle of a legitimizing label is a powerful way of ingratiating oneself to decision-makers and of defending and commending one's results to the public. The opponents of cost-benefit analysis do the same thing in reverse, hoping to capitalize upon anti-scientific sentiment. But when we boil their arguments down, the values of scientific knowledge and method are not, and really never have been, at issue.
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Aside from such labeling problems, most of us, I think, would acknowledge an ambivalence toward these two claims. The problem of the public sphere seems more complex than either claim implies, so neither claim can be swallowed whole. Respecting proposition (1), for instance, we should acknowledge the possibility that Max Weber's famous claim that scientific inquiry cannot settle political disputes is mistaken. Scientific inquiry does solve political disputes. Argumentation theorists have achieved considerable agreement around the proposition that the public sphere uses two major methods of problem-solving—the law and science. Since the law uses scientific testimony in the same way political decision-makers do, we would be mistaken to assume that science cannot solve political disputes. Science is the public sphere's evidentiary standard. The public sphere is utterly dependent upon the argument—form-authority, and science is its paradigm case. Moreover, we can scarcely doubt that scientific inquiry is appropriate to at least some political issues. The testimony and leadership of scientists changed public opinion about nutrition, population control, health care, and the environment. Scientists, in fact, have played a worthier role in environmental disputes than we sometimes give them credit for. And the facts do count: we do not import panels of humanists to test bridges or assess nuclear engineering problems. The fact that political issues are sometimes more complex than scientific ones, strictly speaking, or that science cannot definitively answer certain questions, doesn't remotely impugn science or its place in political discourse. It merely makes it a piece of a bigger picture.

We likewise must acknowledge the truth we see in (2). Our decision-making institutions do seem to plod along, panting in the wake of events. Our horse-and-buggy public discourse, though occasionally changing, seems a quaint throwback—in the very worst sense of that term. We are so thoroughly ensnared in the individualism inherited from the 18th Century that, as I have read Weber to say, our understanding of rationality seems inextricably tied to instrumental reason. The language of instrumental reason has proven too light to carry the weight of current dilemmas. What passes for public discourse in America is embodied in what Burke calls "a blunt quest of advantage."

Their exaggerations aside, the defect of both claims inheres in our way of looking at them. We think like individualists when we define them. We thus lack a language adequate for defining them in any other way. Science is or isn't an ogre depending upon its achievement of our wants. Proposition (1) says that science is the best instrument for satisfying our wants; proposition (2) predicts that science will ride rough shod over our most basic wants. In either case, the satisfaction of human wants—or nonhuman wants in the case of the environmental movement—is our organizing paradigm. Since questions frame the horizons of their answers, questions posed under the aegis of individualism so bias our thinking that a full bloomed, distinctively public discourse seems impossible.

Many scholars conceptualize the conflict between propositions (1) and (2) as one of facts versus values. Proponents of (2) thus claim that the public sphere reduces fragile values to quantities, distorting their essential natures or crushing them under the weight of numbers. Proponents of (1), oddly, use the same reasoning to reach the opposite conclusion: decision-making guided by values is vague and intuitive; values are imprecise, idiosyncratic, and proportionately beyond critique. Both sides, then, see values in terms of individual wants; both see values as a priori given lying outside a debate, informing it, to be sure, but nonetheless apart from it. A higher synthesis of (1) and (2), if it isn't foreclosed by the heat of the rhetoric surrounding the two claims, starts with a recognition that the fact-value distinction in the policy realm is spurious.

Making Values

Values, I claim, are just like any other beliefs, except that people seem more willing to kill or die for them. This special quality doesn't mean that values are God's A's, or that they are soldered into the essence of things by a craftsman-like Nature and dimly perceived by intuition. It only means that values are sometimes sociological pathologies. It is all too easy for us to think that, while our values are rational contrivances, those of ordinary folk are pathological, like genetic disorders. Since values do seem to get transmitted by processes that, if we distort them enough, look like genetics, even in this enlightened age, we all treat values as mystical given, on a par with demons and angels.

But it seems obvious that we make values, just as we construct any beliefs. Consider Habermas' development of a conception of freedom and its relations to discourse, or Kant's categorical imperative, or Rawls' exposition of justice as fairness, or the evolution of the containment doctrine. And it seems equally obvious that our methods of deliberating about beliefs affect our values. Habermas, Kant, and Rawls make strategic decisions in making their cases that frame our thinking about their results. Consider Tribe's argument:

The fluid character of means-ends relationships has long been postulated, and I have elsewhere argued that it ordinandy describes the actual situation not only during the process of choice but in its implementation as well. Indeed, I would hypothesize that most of the crucial environmental choices confronting industrialized nations in the last third of the twentieth century will be choices that significantly shape and do not merely implement those nations' values with respect to nature and wilderness. Such choices will do more than generate a distribution of payoffs and penalties to the
persons affected in terms of their preexisting yardsticks of cost and benefit. Choices of this type will also greatly alter the experiences available to those affected, concomitant development of their preferences, attitudes, and cost-benefit conceptions over time, and hence their character as a society of persons interacting with one another and with the natural order.

For instance, if we frame the environmental debate exclusively on a quantitative, want-centered calculus, this will gradually change our most basic way of valuing nature. Certainly nature can be discussed in cost-benefit terms, but as Tribe says, environmentalists feel disingenuous in doing so; they are not saying quite what they mean; they are merely adapting to what they take to be the formal requirements of public debate. The danger is that pretty soon, they won't remember what they meant. As their thinking collapses more and more to debating in the mode of human wants, they lose their ability to express the idea that nature has importance in itself. They need not ignore human wants, but, as Tribe says, they must not ignore what they care most deeply about.

Why, we sometimes ask, are debates—in and out of academic life—such authority-monsters? The answer is that debate is a way of structuring discourse which favors authoritative appeals. Values emanate from practice and become sanctioned with time. The more they recede into the background, the more taken for granted they become. Argumentation theorists, in a sense, nothing but analogists. Consider, e.g., Robert Socolow's argument that "public debate is cloaked in a formality that excludes a large part of what people most care about." Current cost-benefit analysis practices, Socolow argues, are based upon golden rules, "prescriptions and routines that the analyst perceives to be a means of simplifying the tangle of options (and of staying out of trouble), but that prevent the analyst from taking full advantage of the capabilities the tools provide." Socolow cites as cases in point the perfunctory rejection of a proposal because it is not a multi purpose project and the ways numbers become immutable constants—and, indeed, they are sometimes written into law—once we forget how they are derived. His conclusion: "to allow any minimum fire is to skew the discourse. Wherever a groundrule of discussion is that some standard or guideline is to be accepted as an on-off number, above which there is 'safety' and below which there is 'peril,' two vital kinds of discourse become illegitimate: discussions of acceptable damage, and discussions of damage to values." Let us consider Socolow's development of the first point in full:

But people prefer appearance to reality. There is rarely any clout to make trade-offs explicitly; it is enough for many that the compromises reached reflect professional judgment. Public discourse is thus dominated by solutions offered as risk-free... . Examples are aviation safety— for which the acceptable fatalities per year are never discussed openly, and military discourses, in which acceptable losses are kept hidden. But neither the Mayor whose town aborts the airport nor the President preparing the battle plan can use such language with his constituency. The larger the issue of public accountability (as opposed to professional accountability alone) looms in an official's mind, the less willing he becomes, even to formulate a problem in terms of acceptable risk.

And obviously, it is impossible to discuss damage limitations unless one has first discussed acceptable risks. The very structure of the debate, therefore, skews the discourse in favor ruling the deeper arguments out.

Values and Science

The false contrast of values with facts, of science with humane concerns, has spawned the assumption that present analytic techniques cannot accommodate values. Both Socolow and Tribe, via different arguments, are concerned with claiming that such an assumption vastly undervalues our analytic techniques. While abstractions are harder to express than quantities, "one must concede that there is nothing in the structure of the techniques themselves, or in the logical premises on which they rest, that inherently precludes their intelligent use by a public decisionmaker in the service of these intangibles, or otherwise 'fuzzy' concerns." For instance, Argumentation theorists, who think like utilitarians when they make judgments of the outcomes of deliberative practices, nonetheless have easily and readily embraced Habermas' idea that argumentation be redeemable through discourse. A value of considerable abstraction has thus assumed center stage in a thoroughly utilitarian calculus. Another example, Tribe's, concerns the transferance of distinctively human traits, the language of rights, to nonhuman entities such as animals. This linguistic strategy paved the way for a strengthened empathy for animals because it creates new possibilities for analogies between human and animal experience. Such a development, Tribe thinks, might further pave the way for more sophisticated transferance of rights to the environment itself—a view which doesn't depend upon seeing the environment solely in terms of its capacity to satisfy human wants. What is crucial to recognize is that the human capacity for empathy and identification is not static: the very process of recognizing rights in those higher vertebrates with whom we can already empathize could well pave the way for still further extensions as we move upward along the spiral of moral evolution. The Kohlbergian tone to Tribe's argument is doubtless intentional. Analogies between cognitive development and the evolution of intellectual traditions, whether Trautman's ecological model are common. But it is worth remembering occasionally that the structure of discourse is not fixed and that we should tinker with it as a matter of principle. If the structure of debate ordinarily disregards compromise, and pushes us toward black-white, right-wrong decisions, proof that needn't be taken as proof that there is something sterile, or at least too fuzzy, about compromise. The fault may lie instead in a debate format invented for simpler issues than are our lot today. If questions structurally prefer answers shaped to match the assumptive world of the questions, thereby guaranteeing that questions dictate their answers, can we not redesign the contexts of
cross-examination to accommodate to competing points of view? If we discover that the structure of deliberation leads us to conceptualize time as a scarce commodity, thus making us bend to the compelling demands of time, far more than we really must, can we redesign discourse to incorporate the realization that most things are not as temporally urgent as we may think? If we find that the very structure of discussion and debate lead us unerringly to fasten upon the short-run, thus snaring the future’s demands on our thinking, cannot our vocabulary be expanded, perhaps along the lines suggested by Tribe, to give the future a voice in present deliberations? The future, as Wnek has said, is not what it used to be. Our vision of decision-making was created in an era for which the future existed as a vast expanse of possibilities; we now see the future in terms of constraints.12

CONCLUSION

Most fields, I suppose, occasionally feel that the public sphere’s failings stem from the want of their subject matter or from a failure to listen to their experts. But delusions of grandeur shouldn’t masquerade as diagnoses. Most fields, arguably, could improve their collective mental health by occasionally acknowledging that it might be a disaster if the public followed their advice. Argument scholars should begin every project by considering that possibility. The field cannot complain that the theories of debate which comprise an important part of its subject matter have found no audiences outside the discipline’s boundaries. Public-Jurgen Habermas, The Theory of Communicative Action, Volume I: Reason and the Rationalization of Society, Tr. Thomas McCarthy (Boston: Beacon Press, 1984). 

11Tribe p. 68.
12Socolow, p. 2.
13Socolow, p. 2.
14Socolow, p. 9.
15Tribe, p. 64.
16Tribe, p. 87.
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considering the possibility that our theories are what’s wrong with public discourse.

NOTES


THE PATH OF LEGAL REASONING IN SEX DISCRIMINATION CASES

David S. Werling
University of Utah

Richard D. Rieke
University of Utah

Appellate courts working day-by-day to make justice sensible or at least reckonable present a rich body of discourse susceptible to analysis by communication scholars. Perelman notes that justice is a prime example of a "confused notion" which like other philosophical concepts, "cannot be reduced to clarity without being distorted, one cannot treat it without recourse to the methods of reasoning analyzed by the new rhetoric." Study of appellate decision making from the perspective of argumentation theory is now well established.

But just as justice is a confused notion that resists clear definition, so is the reasoning that is used to justify concepts of justice. As argumentation research has sought to set out the reasoning used in appellate decision making, the need to consider the dynamics of the process has become clear. It is not enough to present an analysis of the reasoning in one case or even a combination of cases on a single issue. Analysis must now be directed at the process of judicial decision making over time on related issues.

The purpose of this study is to suggest a theoretical rationale for the processual analysis of judicial reasoning and provide a preliminary application of the method in the area of Supreme Court decision making in sex discrimination cases. The structure of our argument will begin with the support for the claim that the dynamics of appellate decision making require a processual analysis. We will then argue that the rationale of a processual analysis can be found by treating the appellate court as a task oriented group and looking to group communication theory for guidance. Finally, we will present an extended analysis of decisions on sex discrimination to illustrate the application of the method.

A few reservations must be stated even though they will quickly become obvious. First, no single work can fully characterize legal reasoning. There is too much scope and rapid change. Second, we are tentatively suggesting a rationale for a processual analysis and obviously it is applied in only a superficial way. If this first step seems to make sense, we will go on to do analysis in greater depth. Finally, we do not pretend to have exhausted case law on sex discrimination. We have selected a few cases over time to try out our analysis rather than perform a detailed legal study of the issue.

DYNAMICS OF APPPELLATE DECISION MAKING

A logical positivist view of legal reasoning restricts the dynamics of appellate decision making to the study of case-by-case differences. That is, as long as legal philosophers held to the notion that the work of the courts could be circumscribed within the limits of formal deductive logic or science, then study of the courts' opinions was centered on how universal premises of law were seen by courts to apply to the endless flow of fact situations. The dynamic was in "law" rather than logic, which was changeless, and change in the law came not from courts' creations but from their "findings" as Constitutional, statutory, or common law major premises were related to fact situation minor premises.

A generation of legal realists came within a hair's breadth of making the dynamics of appellate decision making a function of the variation from justice to justice. They saw both law and logic as idiosyncratic to individual decision makers or momentary coalitions.

The application of argumentation theory to judicial decision making restored some order by suggesting that while the logic was not universal neither was it idiosyncratic. Using primarily the theories of Toulmin and Perelman, scholars have charted some of the typical lines of reasoning and warrants used in appellate opinions.

But such studies have, to date, tended to focus upon single cases or a few related cases and have sought to describe the collection of warrants or lines of reasoning used by the courts. They have, therefore, overlooked the process dynamic of appellate decision making: the path of legal reasoning. Brkic says:

"the formalized legal process... is dynamic... it has a contemporary dimension since it occurs in space and time; it also has a historical dimension for it evolves through space and time. It can be thought of as a happening sometimes manifesting sharp features and at other times a shading off of contours... The dynamics of the legal process is such that, as it is directed by rules and principles, it also creates and modifies the existing ones."

The functional adequacy of legal reasoning depends on consequences, not essences. Thus the nature of legal reasoning may change correspondingly with changes in social needs.

Judges act within a process that involves principles of reasoning, established substantive and procedural law, human and social facts, and the ethical ideals and moral practices of society. And, each of
To summarize, the application of argumentation theory to the study of legal decision making resolved many of the difficulties found in the positivist and realist perspectives. Specifically, the argumentation perspective rejected the static image of the positivist and the chaotic image of the realist. However, the argumentation perspective has generated its own difficulty in the implication that judicial reasoning can be characterized as a rather stable field of argumentation through the itemization of a body of warrants or lines of reasoning. The difficulty is this: decisions are in actuality merely frozen moments in an ongoing process of judicial decisioning. To complete our theory of the field of appellate legal reasoning, we must develop some method to account for the reasoning transactions over time. We must find some way to chart the path of legal reasoning.

APPELLATE COURTS AS SMALL GROUPS

When appellate decision making is described as "rational," the flow or evolution of the law is charted on the basis of legal doctrine. Rational in this sense means conformity to the rules of logic, and in the clearly defined and routine decisions, courts remain quite able to state and follow doctrine. Rational behavior, says Perelman, is that which is in:

- Conformity to principles, to the spirit of system, behavior which chooses ends through knowledge of cause, makes use of the most efficacious means, and makes action conform to the results of one's reflections and designs, not allowing oneself to be held or led astray by the emotions of passions."17

The rational represents "anchors" or points of general agreement which can be relied upon as relatively solid warrants on which to base an argument.18

By contrast, Perelman describes the "reasonable" as a function of common sense. The reasonable person

is guided by the search... for what is acceptable in his milieu and even beyond it, for what should be accepted by all. Putting himself in the place of others he does not consider himself an exception but seeks to conform to principles of action which are acceptable to everyone.19

The reasonable represents "reach-tests" or conjectures beyond what is clearly established and agreed upon. Where the anchor rests upon established principles and agreement, reach-tests rely on conjecture, that which one believes ought to be established.20

Perelman suggests that the rational was, for centuries, associated with the idea of natural law: "the rational in law corresponds to adherence to an immutable divine standard, or the spirit of the system, to logic and coherence, to conformity with precedents, to purposefulness."21 In contrast, "the reasonable... characterizes the decision itself, the fact that it is acceptable or not by public opinion, that its consequences are socially useful or harmful, that it is felt to be equitable or biased."22 When decisions are both rational and reasonable, the system functions smoothly and with high predictability. When there is a dialectic between the rational and the reasonable, there is a basis for movement of thought.

A judicial decision could be rational and yet, in the view of some (or many) unreasonable. The rational principles on which a decision is based may be (1) unjust or iniquitous as in those supporting the decision to remove Americans of Japanese ancestry from their homes at the start of World War II; (2) they can be given improper weight as in waste disposal decisions solely based on the principle of private property; free use of private property has been a dominant rational principle, but today it is argued that reason demands that it be balanced against the safety of the environment; (3) or they can be inadequate to the extent that the empirical facts on which they rest are misunderstood as in the question of whether separate can be equal: In 1965, the research data are not so one-sided.23

Perelman summarizes his essay on the rational and the reasonable in a way that clearly provides the basis for our suggestion that group decision theory can lend the way to an analytic scheme for judicial decision processes:

Thus, the idea of the reasonable in law corresponds to an equitable solution, in the absence of all precise rules of adjudication. But it can be that recourse to the reasonable only gives a provisional solution, waiting for the elaboration of new legal construction which would be more satisfying. The reasonable guides this endeavor toward systematization, toward the rational systematic solution.24

As we have already suggested, a concept of the rational and the reasonable can be compared to the small group concept of anchor points and reach-tests suggested by Scheidel and Crowell.25

They describe idea development in small group discussions in terms of a spiral: the group establishes anchor points representing agreement and more or less circles those points with reaffirming discussion. Similarly, appellate courts set doctrine or legal principles (the rational) as anchor points and then circle them by case after case decided on the same basis.

In the spiral model, the group from time-to-time will advance a
reach-test representing the conjecture of an idea not previously agreed upon or within the scope of existing knowledge. Sometimes, the group refuses to affirm the reach-test, and discussion returns to the anchor points. Or, the group may provide support for the reach-test with affirming discussion, and the level of agreement within the group will expand slightly. Then the former reach-test becomes a new anchor point and the circle has spiraled. As the anchoring and reach-testing proceeds, the spiral enlarges.

In courts, from time-to-time a decision is conjectured on bases other than established doctrine and strict precedent, sometimes in a dissent representing a reach-test not accepted by the court, and sometimes in a majority opinion, there will be a time of reaffirming decisions following it in an effort to solidify the new anchor and move the reasonable into the rational. We would characterize the judicial process just as Fisher describes the spiral decision making process: "The spiral process is cumulative and progressive, reflecting continuous modification of ideas and backtracking to agree-upon ideas as members reconfirm positions." As Justice Sandra Day O'Connor put the process:

Changes in the courts' agenda are generally a delayed response to changes in the nation's agenda. . . . Justice moves slowly and the courts arrive on the scene late. But once there we must usually linger for a while, and it often takes a series of decisions to flesh out a new statute.

We would add only that the courts stay to flesh out a newly established anchor point whether it came from a new statute or a reach-test within their own group. Nakau discusses the development of reasonableness standards by the Supreme Court of the United States and argues that such standards must adapt to the "pragmatic demands of a changeable yet critical particular audience" and so must effect a "marriage of the pragmatic with the ideal." Let us be clear about the position being taken. We are arguing that argumentative analysis of appellate decision making must include attention to the ongoing, process nature of groups of justices deciding various kinds of cases. To accomplish that task, we are suggesting that small group decision theory be applied. Specifically, we will claim that the Scheidel and Crowell spiral theory of idea development can be used to guide an analysis of the reasoning appearing in appellate opinions in selected groups of related decisions appearing over time.

Since strict rules forbid scholars from making even casual notes of judicial conferences, and since our focus is not actually on the unplanned interaction among groups of justices but rather on the carefully planned representations of the interaction that appears in written opinions, the application of group communication theory cannot be straightforward. Most often, opinions reflect the careful compromise of conflicting positions and thus do not reveal the original differences, with the exception of dissents. For that reason, our claim that opinions reflect group interaction must not be taken literally. Instead, we propose using a small group metaphor to justify a modification of that theory to the legal context.

The metaphor is not, however, totally strained. Remember, appellate courts typically work in banks of three to nine people who must generate at least a majority consensus to reach a decision. Remember further that written opinions include the majority, concurring, and dissenting points of view, and in one sense we can directly observe justices "interacting" with one another. Most important, remember that our claims will not relate to the body of group communication data based on unplanned interactions directly observed. Rather we propose to generate a completely new body of group communication data: planned appellate reasoned interaction. And, we propose to analyze it with modifications of group theory.

On the foundation just laid, we can now rest the modified and simplified analytical framework we propose to use. First, reflecting Scheidel and Crowell's spiral theory, we suggest that appellate opinions on cases involving the same generic issues will:

(1a) reveal clear anchor points in the form of doctrine or principles that will justify most decisions;
(1b) reveal reach-tests on a "reasonable" basis when a challenge to anchor points emerges;
(1c) reveal circling to reinforce majority accepted reach-tests so as to erect new anchor points and establish a new concept of what is rational;
(1d) reveal a spiral pattern of decision that may move in more than one direction.

Since precise definitions of these propositions in relation to judicial decisions cannot be made without greater testing, we propose to take their general sense from group theory into an inductive examination of decisions related to sex discrimination. As we compare the general concepts to the specific reasoning found in the opinions, we will suggest tentative definitions. In final discussion, we will comment on the extent to which the general concepts proved useful in making sense of the process or path of decisioning.

SEX-BASED CLASSIFICATION AND STANDARDS OF REVIEW

Sex discrimination law has achieved prominence as a constitutional issue relatively recently. Prior to 1970, the Supreme Court dealt with the issue only occasionally and when a case was heard, the discriminatory statute was usually upheld. In early judgments, the Court upheld such laws as Michigan statute which prohibited women from being bartenders, and an Illinois statute which barred women from practicing law. In 1971, however, the Court decided the case of Reed v. Reed. In holding as unconstitutional an Idaho law which gives automatic preference to males as administrators of descendent's estate, the court struck down a gender-
based classification for the first time in its history.

In the years since Reed, a large number of cases involving gender-based discrimination have found their way onto the docket of the Court. Where the Warren Court decided many significant and pivotal cases dealing with racial discrimination between 1954 and 1970, the Court has, from 1971 to the present, been the adjudicator of many disputes concerning challenges of sex discrimination. Unlike the Court's fairly well-defined stand on how to review cases dealing with race, a consistent standard of review and judgment for cases with sex-based discrimination claims has yet to be formulated. As Justice Rehnquist, writing the opinion of the Court in the 1981 case of Michael M. v. Sonoma, noted: "As evident from our opinions, the Court has had some difficulty agreeing upon the proper approach and analysis in cases involving challenges to gender-based classifications."

The lack of consensus on what the proper course of analysis should be remains a thorny problem for the Court. Though it has established a variety of constitutional principles and procedural criteria which must be addressed, the Court has yet to iron out a settlement on how these are to be applied. Perhaps more importantly, however, the members of the Court are not in entire agreement on the assumptions which underlie even these principles and criteria. Most prominent among the disputes surrounding the proper course of analysis is the issue over what standard of review should be taken when dealing with a sex discrimination claim. Despite intense efforts by equal rights organizations and women's legal groups, a majority of the Court has refused to grant gender-based classifications the same level of scrutiny afforded racially-based classifications. Since the Court has determined that discrimination charges on the basis of race are immediately a "suspect" class of classifications, the kinds of cases are subject to a heightened level of judicial analysis called "strict scrutiny."

The effort by the Court to develop a standard of review to be applied to sex-based discrimination cases is marked by a history of tentative consensus and strong disagreement. Members of the Court have forwarded a number of approaches; some have been accepted, others rejected, and still others have been put on hold. The common thread that runs throughout all of the standards is that none have been embraced entirely by the whole Court. Yet, at each stage in the debate, a point of agreement, an anchor point, has been established. And, since the standard of review determines what kinds of conditions need to be satisfied in order for an existing law or statute to be upheld, the anchor points established and used by the Court control and confine the entire judgment.

The evolution of the standard of review question in sex discrimination litigation will be analyzed within the framework of the spiral decision making model. The emphasis here will be on pivotal cases which heralded an actual change in the standard as well as lines of arguments which attempted to effect a change but were unsuccessful in garnering sufficient support to establish a new anchor point. Attention is paid to how the Court attempts to overcome the rational (the system that was and is) by recourse to the reasonable (the ideas that are and the system to be). By examining the lines of reason advanced to compel a new anchor point, the effort to resolve the dialectic between the rational and the reasonable is made visible.

THE RATIONALITY STANDARD

The first anchor position adopted by the Court is found, as mentioned earlier, in the landmark case of Reed v. Reed. In Reed, a reach test was used which argued that the criterion established in an earlier case not specifically designed for sex discrimination reasonably could be applied to a gender-based classification. Citing the 1920 case of Royster Guano Co. v. Virginia, Chief Justice Burger writing for an unanimous Court determined that a classification "must be reasonable, not arbitrary, and must rest upon some ground of difference having a fair and substantial relationship to the object of the legislation, so that all persons similarly circumstanced shall be treated alike. Based upon this standard of review, claims of unconstitutional gender-based classification were to be investigated with an eye for "fair relationships" which were connected to some legislative objective. The justification in the opinion was straightforward in its explanation. The question of law was decided by precedent alone; in using the "rational approach" derived from an earlier case, the Court established an anchor point from which subsequent litigation should operate.

While the direct appeal to the Royster precedent may appear to be a simple case of application of the rational, the decision of the Court to recognize probable jurisdiction was another matter. Reed was not the only contemporary case to be appealed to the Supreme Court on the grounds of sex discrimination, and it was not, most probably, singular in its characteristics. Why then was this case chosen and why was this decision the first to overturn a law on the basis of an unconstitutional classification? Given the social atmosphere of the times which saw a rising interest in equal rights and a growing feminist movement, the answer suggests itself. The Court as a decision making body does not exist in a vacuum. Though it is insulated from political pressures by lifetime tenure, it is the atmosphere of the times which we and the prevailing culture which saw a rising interest in equal rights and a growing feminist movement. The Court is aware of this atmosphere, and it is the decision-making process that takes place within it.

The Reed decision established the new anchor position from which subsequent claims of sex discrimination were to be examined. In choosing
A standard borrowed from a different genre of cases, Reed engineered the device through which gender-based classifications could be constitutionally evaluated. And, through the citing of Reed in later cases, the Court spiraled ground this anchor and made it ever more authoritative and rational.

REJECTION OF THE SUSPECT CLASSIFICATION

The next important effort to define the proper approach to be taken in sex-based discrimination cases was the 1973 decision of Frontiero v. Richardson. In Frontiero, the Court struck down a federal statute that required women, but not men, in the Air Force to demonstrate that their spouses were dependent on them for more than one-half of their support in order to receive additional benefits. In writing the opinion of the Court, Justice Brennan attempted to establish a new anchor point for the adjudication of sex-based discrimination cases. The effort was made to establish that sex, like race, was a suspect classification and was thus subject to strict constitutional scrutiny. Brennan's attempt to reach test to a new anchor point, however, failed for it only garnered the support of four justices (including Brennan). As it takes a majority of the Court to establish an opinion as precedent and a number of justices rejected the strict scrutiny reasoning in their concurrences, the suspect classification and strict scrutiny aspects of the opinion did not become the new paradigm for deciding sex-based discrimination cases.

In the effort to make suspect status the new anchor point for sex discrimination litigation, Brennan based his arguments on three types of appeal to the reasonable. Paramount among Brennan's reasons for the Court adopting this posture is that women have been historically deprived of their equal status within society, often with the support of the law. Bolstering his analysis with citations of such works as Tocqueville's Democracy in America, Montague's Man's Most Dangerous Myth, Journal articles from Women in American Politics, and studies like "The President's Task Force on Women's Rights and Responsibilities, a Matter of Simple Justice (1970)," and "The President's Commission on the Status of Women (1971)," Brennan concluded that: "There can be no doubt that our nation has had a long and unfortunate history of sex discrimination. Traditionally, such discrimination was rationalized by an attitude of romantic paternalism which, in practical effects, put women, not on a pedestal, but in a cage." Brennan extended his analysis to argue that discrimination was not just a thing of the past but that "women still face pervasive, although at times more subtle, discrimination in our educational institutions, in the job market and, perhaps most conspicuously, in the political arena." In this line of argument, then, Brennan utilized historical evidence to advance the cause of the reasonable.

A second justification for the suspect status classification advanced by Brennan was based upon a historically derived analogy which emphasized the similarity between the treatment of blacks and the treatment of women. Brennan wrote that:

Throughout much of the 19th century the position of women in our society was, in many respects, comparable to that of blacks under the pre-Civil War slave codes. Neither slaves nor women could hold office, serve on juries, or bring suit in their own names, and married women traditionally were denied the legal guardians of their own children... And although blacks were guaranteed the right to vote in 1870, women were denied even that right—which is itself "preservative of other basic civil and political rights"—until the adoption of the Nineteenth Amendment half a century later.

Once it was established that women, like blacks, had suffered discrimination at the hands of society and often under the auspices of the legal system, Brennan advanced the primary argument that sex is like race and thus should be accorded the same status with regard to protection from discrimination:

Moreover, since sex, like race and national origin, is an immutable characteristic determined solely by the accident of birth, the imposition of special disabilities upon the members of a particular sex because of their sex would seem to violate the basic concept of our system that legal burdens should bear some relationship to individual responsibility. Weber v. Natra Casualty & Surety Co., 406 U.S. 164, 175 (1972).... As a result, statutory distinctions between the sexes often have the effect of invidiously relegating the entire class of females to inferior legal status without regard to the actual capabilities of its individual members. (Citations omitted)

The justification Brennan generated was, then, based upon a framework of history and tradition. By comparing the treatment of women in America (which seems to be unfair) with the treatment of blacks in America (which we know to be unfair and unconstitutional), a strong analogy was made. Since it is well established both socially and legally that discrimination on the basis of race is wrong, by using race as a parallel situation, Brennan concluded that sex discrimination on the basis of sex should also be wrong for it rests upon the same assumptions about constitutional equality. The analogy that is made between race and sex is an appeal made on the basis of the reasonable. Though one half of the analogy rests upon the rational (discrimination on the basis of race is outlawed in legal precedent), the argument for granting sex suspect status rests upon the power of the reasonable (that sex is like race).

The third Justificatory approach used to argue the suspect class status was to show that the legislative branch of the government was developing a recognition for equity in the areas of gender classification. By arguing that the people's elected representatives were attempting to formulate new principles of equality for the sexes, Brennan suggested that the Court should take note of these efforts and respond accordingly.

In a review of congressional action which cited the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Equal Rights Amendment, Brennan concluded that: "Congress
Itself has concluded that classifications based upon sex are inherently
invinitious, and this conclusion of a coequal branch of Government is not
without significance to the question presently under consideration.

In this line of reasoning, then, Brennan presented an argument that was
responsive to action within another branch of the government. Thus, once
again, this line of reasoning achieved its momentum through an appeal to
the reasonable. If the people's representatives recognize the justice of
absolute equality, it is only reasonable that the Court should acknowledge
these efforts and respond accordingly.

The arguments rejecting the need to adopt a new level of scrutiny were
based upon two straightforward lines of analysis. The first argument
appealed directly to the rational. Four of the justices, though they
concurred with the judgment that overturned the discriminatory statute,
felt that the usual standard of review--the rational basis test--was
insufficient in its scope to decide the case at hand. In his concurring
opinion, Chief Justice Burger argued that:

It is unnecessary for the Court to this case to charac-
terize sex as a suspect classification, with all of the
far-reaching implications of such a holding. Reed v.
Reed 404 U.S. 71 (1971), which abundantly sup-
pplies Reed v. Reed anchor point. There was no judicial impetus for an appeal to
the reasonable. The rational was entirely capable of rendering the appropriate
decision. Since no dialectic existed between the rational and the
reasonable in this case (the rational standards yielded a reasonable
judgment; recourse to new standards established by the reasonable
would not alter that decision), the creation of a new standard was judged
unnecessary.

The second argument forwarded to deny the need for the Court to raise
sex to the status of a suspect classification employed a similar to
warrant the one Brennan used to support his third argument. Burger also
argued that the Court should be sensitive to the current happenings within
the Halls of Congress. More than sensitivity though, Burger suggested
that the Court should exercise a high degree of judicial restraint and
indeed defer any significant change in their classification perspective
until Congress decided upon the proper course. Burger argued that:

By acting prematurely and unnecessarily (before the Equal
Rights Amendment is approved), as I view it, the Court has
assumed a decisional responsibility at the very time when
state legislatures, functioning within the traditional
democratic process, are debating the proposed Amendment.

It seems to me that this reaching out to pre-empt by
judicial action . . . does not reflect appropriate respect
for duly prescribed legislative processes.

Thus, Burger also reached outside of the rational to support his position.
But rather than using the reasonable to advance something beyond the scope
of the existing system, he used it to reinforce the need to adhere to the
rational.

Frontiero illustrated the inherent difficulties under which the
reasonable operates when it attempts to overcome the rational. Brennan's
historical and analogic reasoning was a risky enterprise. The analogy
in this case suffered because accepting the new standard did not depend
upon a direct link to previous precedents. If the argument for the
similarity between race and sex was denied, the argument for suspect
status was non-binding and unpersuasive. Though it is true that all
reasoning from precedent is, to a certain extent, analogic (for no two
cases are exactly similar), an analogy built from historical rather than
typical precedents is less legitimate in the eyes of the law. Therefore,
the reasonable is forced to assume the burden of proving its legitimacy
while the rational is granted its status automatically. Thus, the
reasonable must employ arguments that are considerably clear and
compelling in order to overcome the inherent advantages of the rational.
In Frontiero, it would seem that the reasonable did not meet that burden.

The ease of retaining a perspective in law (i.e. the supremacy of
the rational) discourages reach tests which attempt to establish a new anchor
point purely on the momentum of the reasonable. In this case, Brennan's
attempt to establish a new standard for deciding sex discrimination cases
was met with resistance based upon a firmly embedded anchor for the
rational. It is easier to stand on the solid platform of the rational than to "leap to a new point of
reference aided only by the power of what seems reasonable." The
presumption rests with the existing precedent that appears to "do its job
just fine," and it runs against the adoption of new principles that, at
least in this case, would not have altered the outcome of the decision.
In Frontiero, the majority of the justices did not feel impelled to
abandon the security and sufficiency of the rational in favor of the more
encompassing and, to a certain extent, restrictive perspective of the
reasonable.

THE MID-LEVEL STANDARD

Though Frontiero was the last time that the suspect classification
campaign was waged in the formal opinions of the Court, the debate over
the proper scrutinizing perspective to be used was by no means over. In
1976, the Court noted probable jurisdiction in a case challenging the
constitutionality of an Oklahoma statute allowing females over eighteen to
purchase 3/2 beer while prohibiting males under twenty-one from purchasing
the same product. In Craig v. Boren, the reasoning the justices used
in making their decision against the state established a new standard of
review. This standard, however, unlike the one advanced in Frontiero, had
the support of enough of the Court to become precedent to be used in
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Future litigation. In the opinion of the Court, Brennan wrote that in order to withstand constitutional challenge, previous cases establish that classification by gender must serve important governmental objectives and must be substantially related to achievement of those objectives. [emphasis added]

The most striking aspect of this new standard was the lack of argument supporting the position. Contrary to the usual procedure of framing the proper legal questions to be addressed in terms of a listing of precedents which affirm it as the correct approach, Brennan's statement of the criteria for judgment was not followed by references to the precedents which established this perspective as the proper one to use. What did follow the 'important' objective standard was a brief summary of what objectives the Court had found in the past to be insufficient to justify such a classification. The Court noted that Reed provided the direction that would justify invalidating statutes employing gender as an inaccurate proxy in light of more germane classificatory schemes. Thus, the argument was that:

Reed v. Reed has also provided the underpinning for decisions that have invalidated statutes employing gender as an inaccurate proxy for other, more germane bases of classification. Hence, 'archaic and overbroad' generalizations, Schlesinger v. Ballard, concerning the financial position of servicemen, Frontiero v. Richardson, and working women, Weinberger v. Wiesenfeld, could not justify the use of a gender line in determining eligibility for certain governmental entitlements. Similarly, increasingly outdated misconceptions concerning the role of females in the home rather than in the 'marketplace and world of ideas' were rejected as loose-fitting characterizations incapable of supporting state statutory schemes that were premised upon their accuracy.

The justification for the standard of review designed for sex discrimination cases was not developed from precedent. What was done, however, was to discuss the times the Court had used the theory in practice. Thus, the evolving case law of denied state statutory schemes to build this new standard. By a circuitous route, the Court 'justified' this new position. But what were the arguments underlying this new position? Based upon the cases chosen to be included in his brief summary, it appears that Brennan wanted to demonstrate that traditional views of women can no longer be tolerated. Referring to certain orientations as 'archaic and overbroad' and the view of women as homemakers, not thinkers, is assumed as though Brennan was appealing to modern sensibilities. In this sense, Brennan relied upon the force of the reasonable, what we know as true--that which is commonsense--to defend the new standard against charges which attacked its lack of precedent, to withstand its departure from the system of the rational. Who would argue, asks Brennan rhetorically, that women should be limited to the home? Who would support the notion that women should not achieve parity in governmental entitlements? Who would fight to keep women out of the 'marketplace and world of ideas' by pointing to the types of injustices that the new standard would remedy, the argument achieved a sympathetic posture. Through the creation of implied rhetorical questions or situations to which few would like to address publically and attach themselves, the new standard achieved a momentum apart from any substantive legal issue. Brennan executed a successful reach test which established a new anchor point by virtue of an appeal to and dependence on the reasonable.

While some might not have preferred to address the questions raised in Brennan's opinion, Justice Rehnquist was undaunted. In a direct confrontation with the new standard, Rehnquist pointed out his disagreements with the Court's decision. He noted that the Court's disposition of the case was objectionable for a number of reasons, and primary among them was:

... the Court's enunciation of this standard, without citation to any source, as being that "classification by gender must serve important governmental objectives and must be substantially related to achievement of those objectives." [emphasis added]. The only redeeming feature of the Court's opinion, to my mind, is that it apparently signals a retreat by those who joined the plurality opinion in Frontiero v. Richardson from their view that sex is a 'suspect' classification for purposes of equal protection analysis. I think the Oklahoma statute challenged here need pass only the 'rational basis' equal protection analysis expounded in cases such as Reed v. Maryland and Williamson v. Lee Optical Co. [citations omitted].

Rehnquist's analysis and indictment of the new standard never relinquished its grip on the point that the criteria were not founded on established legal precedent. He discussed the potential difficulties that would result from this new approach as well as the absence of a link to the Constitution. Arguing that the new doctrine "apparently comes out of thin air," Rehnquist suggested that given the difficulties the Court experiences with the two standards of review already established a new level approach did, and would have established a stronger link with the law in the process.

Holding to his argument, Rehnquist also forwarded a sub-argument reminiscent of Burger's concurring opinion in Frontiero. In the course of his analysis, Rehnquist wondered why the rationality standard was dropped in favor of a vague substitute. The rational standard would have conducted the analysis of Craig with the same level of integrity as the new middle approach did, and would have established a stronger link with the law in the process.

In analyzing these arguments it is surprising that given their rejection of Frontiero's arguments calling for strict scrutiny, the Court accepted a new perspective that was even less grounded in a traditional rational system. The use of notions that seem common and reasonable linked to previously decided cases enabled the Justices to prepare for an
Having created a new anchor point which lacked strong links to the "law," the new standard needed to be employed in order to maintain its saliency. The Court's handling of subsequent cases and its appeal to the mid-level analysis quickly established the case law that grants rhetorical legitimacy to a legal standard. The standard of "an important governmental objective" was granted a credible judicial status through use. Though no precedent will be adopted by the Court before its time, once a new principle is introduced and accepted it will either flourish through use or wither from disuse. The origins of a law are not as salient as its case history. Once adopted into the system, it is the viability of the reach test which dictates its future, not necessarily its original link to the system. Thus, by rapidly developing a strong case law to bolster the new standard, the Court transformed the reasonable into the rational. Once codified through use, what was only reasonable is granted the systematic authority of the rational.

CONCLUSIONS

The model of process reasoning suggested in this essay offers a number of advantages for the study of appellate decision making. From an argumentation point of view, the focus on the entire opinion including the concurrences and dissents allows the researcher to more fully appreciate the "dialogue" which creates, reinforces and changes the law. By considering all of the voices manifested in a judicial opinion we can better understand future points of reference and gain insight into how legal doctrine evolves. Through examining the lines of argument advanced in favor of new positions, we can see efforts to make that which is common sense, that which is reasonable, into that which is rational. As the reasonable is often derived from popular knowledge in the social environment, we also gain an understanding of the culture in which the courts operate.

Similarly, the use of the metaphor of anchor points and reach testing yields a useful alternative to the static view of the logical positivist and the chaotic view of the realists. In emphasizing the path of legal reasoning as seen through a series of reach tests and anchor point circling, we can better understand the process of legal decision making. By realizing that present positions are, in part, the result of previous failed attempts at change and that future turns and anchors are determined, in part, by current reach testing, we can be better prepared to predict and account for future turns and anchor points in law. Thus, in viewing appellate court reasoning as patterned discussion, our attention is focused on the process law. The rationale for a processual analysis of legal reasoning articulated here allows for an investigation of argumentation over a period of time and attempts to emphasize the importance of appeals to the reasonable in order for "law" to overcome entrenched positions (the rational) and establish new principles.

As we noted at the beginning of the paper, we realize that this study is by no means comprehensive of either legal reasoning or the case law of sex discrimination. This study is only a first step. The observations we make are tentative and provisional; further research is needed to confirm these conclusions and refine the model presented here. We are confident, however, that the basic system presented here is sound. Law, as a function and product of society, must be responsive to that society. The reasonable must be advanced when the rational scheme upon which the law is based is incapable or unwilling to render a reasonable decision. The tension which exists between the codified principles of the rational and socially based perceptions of the reasonable is what allows the system of law to move and create a new path.
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Opening statements in judicial proceedings are somewhat unique as speech situations. As a type of argumentation the opening statement presents a very special case. Opening statements cannot, according to trial court rulings, be argumentative. The United States Supreme Court has limited opening statements to the purpose of informing "the jurors concerning the nature of the action and the issues involved" and giving them "an outline of the case so that they can better understand the testimony."1 However while the opening statement is nonargumentative, it is in the anticipation and promise of what is to come; thus, of the trial must persuade without appearing to do so.2 For this reason, opening statements provide a crucial but unusual form of argumentation in criminal trials.

Authorities on trial advocacy suggest that the opening statement is one of the most important phases of the argumentative process and, therefore, also the most significant aspect of any criminal trial. Effective advocates suggest that there is no single tool which has operating statement which frames the perception of jurors so they will anticipate and interpret the discourse of the trial according to a particular theory of the case. For example, James W. Jeans concludes that if advocates convince jurors of their theory of the case during opening statements they have a "four out of five" chance of winning the case.3 Similarly, Craig Spangenberg emphasizes that the opening statement is crucial to the trial proceeding. He stresses that if faced with the necessity of choosing the opening statement, taking an even more specific point of view, Allan E. Morrill recommends that advocates in opening statements should "paint a picture in the mind's eye" through the use of words.4 Moreover these words focus the attention of jurors on the lines of reasoning they should adopt for the entire trial proceeding.

This essay conceives of opening statements in criminal trials as a genre of legal argument. In doing so, we (1) examine the theoretical assumptions of genre analysis and narrative argument, (2) provide a model for classifying and evaluating opening statements in criminal trials, and (3) apply this theory to a contemporary and an historical trial.

This study is significant in several ways. First, it continues research emphasizing implications of theories of argumentation for the study of law. Second, the study analyzes historical trials to verify current research results about contemporary proceedings. Third, our essay integrates research from the legal profession with that of theorists in argumentation. Finally, the essay explains how opening statements function as part of the larger chain of reasoning in trial proceedings.

In their analysis W. Lance Bennett and Martha S. Feldman conclude that effective advocates achieve favorable verdicts by telling believable stories to jurors. By binding together large volumes of complicated and disjunctive argumentation, the advocates can provide a persuasive connective thread for the entire proceeding. Stories told in trials fit with Walter R. Fisher's conception of narrative argument. He believes narrative works as a justification for beliefs and values by providing description which "offers an account, an understanding, of any instance of human choice and action."5 Thus stories influence verdicts in criminal trials, when jurors use the stories of their lives "as a basis for judging the stories" told in opening statements.

Whereas storytelling is the form underlying the narrative argument of the opening discourse, the genre of opening statement itself is more complex. An analysis of genre must demonstrate the similarity between historical and contemporary examples of opening statement, specify this type of argumentation as a distinctive kind of discourse in the trial proceeding, examine the internal workings of the discourse, and specify the contexts, motives, and effects of this segment of the trial.

Jackson Harrell and Will A. Linkugel explain genre theory as a method for classifying discourse according to its type or kind.6 This method of categorizing discourse identifies the norms and central tendencies of a representative sample, catalogs "linguistic and organizational" features of the discourse, and maps the course to be followed by future speakers who may wish to develop this kind of discourse. Delineating genre is possible, because one group of discourse "shares some
important characteristics" which distinguish it from other discourse.7

Since there are "a limited number of ways" to respond rhetorically to any "given situation type," and since situations recur historically, they prompt similar responses to speakers in common situations.8 Thus, opening statements constitute genres of discourse because there are a limited number of ways for attorneys to achieve a rhetorical purpose when legal contexts and restraints are similar. In sum then, one genre distinguishes itself from another by its unique form, content, and style; is generalizable to similar discourse from different historical periods, and offers a norm or standard by which similar types can be compared.9

The opening statement is a narrative argument or story which enables a cast of courtroom characters to follow the development of a case and reason about the issues in it. Although Bennett and Feldman view all processes of the trial as contributing to a common story, it is the opening statement that outlines the plot, describes the characters, depicts the setting, attributes the motives, and portraits the action of the story.10

In opening statement, the advocates develop the crucial parts of their theory of the case by presenting a kernel of a story. Seymour Chatman explains that these kernels are "nodes or hinges" in the narrative;11 that is, they are major claims that underlie the advocate's theory of the case. The nodes in an opening statement supply the incidents that explain why a crime does or does not fit the allegations of the criminal indictment. Even though the story of the opening statement must be brief, it weaves a core narrative that becomes the central interpretive framework for the entire trial. Whereas the kernel is the skeletal story, satellite narratives fill out, elaborate, and extend the narrative through the information gathered during the examination of witnesses.12

The effectiveness of the argument in a criminal trial depends on the ability of attorneys to persuade the jury by reflecting "the social understanding common in society" and incorporating "changes in these understandings over time."13 The story works as a "frame" for interpretation; that is, it imposes structure on diverse information, forces images to coalesce within the story, and establishes consistency among characters, setting, motive, and action.14 Moreover, this type of narrative argument permits jurors, who are often unsophisticated and from diverse backgrounds, to find common interpretations, to compare competing stories from the prosecution and defense, and to make sense out of large quantities of isolated and diverse bits of information presented during the course of the trial.

Stories, then, are vehicles for assisting jurors to interpret courtroom argument and to understand an advocate's theory of a case. The opening statement is important to trial outcome because it previews, outlines, and directs the more developed chain of reasoning that emerges in the trial. As a genre, opening statements reveal common form, content, and style.

Form

Form in the connective structure of discourse, Kenneth Burke views form as "an equational structure" that gives a pattern and shape to the discourse.15 Bennett and Vivian Dicks show that stories in criminal trials are linked together by definition, connecting evidence, and credibility.16 More specifically, definition locates the central action of the story, focuses on the key elements of the narrative, and graphically depicts the accused and the witnesses. Then, by way of inference or linking, advocates relate evidence in such a way that certain persons are directly connected to specific key events and actions. In doing so, advocates lay the foundation for refutation of opposition, increase and develop strategies of vilification that will degrade the opponents and their witnesses. In this way, the story of the opening statement is the key for connecting all participants and actions depicted in the trial and for establishing a perceptual framework into which all subsequent discourse should fit.

Content

Whereas form supplies links between ideas, content presents the ideas themselves. Content includes the justifications offered to the jurors that persuade them to vote for acquittal or conviction. The content of opening statement seeks to meet several purposes of this phase of the trial process; to provide the theory of the case, to introduce what evidence will reveal, to educate the jury with regard to legal standards with which they may be unfamiliar, and to appeal to the jury in an effort to gain a favorable decision.17 The content of the story reflects traditional factors studied by social scientists such as issues, strategy of presentation, and tactics to induce resistance to persuasion.

Qualities of the content deserve further explanation: Issues include major claims of the case and their accompanying legal evidence. For example, the issues in a criminal trial stem from the criminal indictment and concern such actions as whether persons committed murder in the first, second, or third degree; persons conspired to
overthrow the government, or persons committed rape or criminal assault against another person. The issues are bound closely to the pleadings and the indictments. Advocates choose a strategy of presentation when they decide whether to present a one or two-sided argument. Now, opening statements are one-sided arguments that attempt to identify the interests, needs, and values of the jury with the theory of the case of the prosecutor or the defense. In persuasive advocates must develop narrative arguments that show their theory of the case is more probable than the theory presented by the opposition. To do this attorneys might describe their clients or the victims as family persons who are active members of the community and who hold positive reputations and, in doing so, develop the elements of character and motive in the stories of the opening statement. Thus, content is the personal and legal substance of the case presented in the narrative of opening statement.

Style

Whereas the form is the connecting structure of the discourse and the content consists of the issues, the style is the linguistic embellishment of the discourse. Just as in any act of storytelling, the story must be told in ways that engage the audience through the use of repetition, powerful verbs, carefully chosen adjectives, the use of the active voice, and imagery and metaphor. The dramatic story of an opening statement should heighten jurors’ awareness about the chain of reasons to be developed in subsequent parts of the trial.

The style of the advocate who presents the opening statement should parallel the style of an effective storyteller. Thus, advocates should repeat key claims which reflect the point of the story; that is, reasons why the accused is either legally guilty or innocent. For example, advocates might develop the chronology of the story of the characters and actions which result in the indictment of an accused, and the corresponding dramatization of the narrative must appeal to the attitudes and feelings of the jurors. Advocates should use imagery and metaphors to develop narrative appeal, language, which in turn, enhances the story and involves the listeners. For example, prosecutors might picture the accused as a vicious animal stalking victims in the night and defense attorneys might picture that same person as a victimized and mentally ill veteran of Vietnam who has no control over his actions. Or advocates might choose metaphors that add vividness to the story, by denoting one kind of idea or object in place of another or by suggesting an analogy or likeness between ideas, objects, or people. Advocates often use metaphors as they compare the accused to demons and traitors and their acts to destructive accidents, storms, or devastation. In this way, advocates use language to draw jurors into the reality of the stories they present in their opening statements.

Evaluative Standards

In addition to parallels between the form, style, and content, genres of opening statements should show similarity between contemporary and historical types. One testament to their similarity is that the advice to trial advocates about the content and style of opening statements in the time of Cicero is quite similar to that found in current textbooks on advocacy. For example, Cicero recommends that an advocate develop the exordium, the opening part of a trial, by inflaming the court by way of pathetic proof, using language designed to arouse emotions, appeal to sympathy and pity, and stir the audience. Additionally, Cicero recommends that advocates should state the case, define the dispute, and then establish the allegations. Adopting similar advice, Thomas Huet, a contemporary theorist of trial advocacy, advises that opening statements should be delivered forcefully, state facts of the case and be “organized in a manner that communicates clearly to the jury.” Although neither specifies directly that the advocate tell a story, both recommend narratives that appeal to attitudes and use elevated and embellished language.

The stories told by advocates in criminal trials can be assessed in two ways: by what effects the discourse has on the participants in the courtroom and by how the story of the opening statement frames the chain of reasons that evolve in the remainder of the trial. The effects depend upon the purpose, context, and audience of the trial. To achieve their purpose, advocates must tell a story that performs the following functions: clearly simplifies and characterizes the issues, introduces and characterizes witnesses, establishes logical connections between acts and persons, and describes in detail the scene and motive of the alleged crime.

The context is the historical setting in which a crime and the subsequent trial proceeding occurs. This context embodies the prevailing public values and needs as well as commonly held prejudices and stereotypes. Contextual factors such as the religious fervor of the fundamentalists of the rural South affected the outcome of the Scopes Trial, and the communist hysteria of the 1950's entered into the decisions about Julius and Ethel Rosenberg.

Whereas context determines the public mood, the audience of jurors are the decision-makers who judge the
means the narrative of the case presents a probable story. The prosecutor's task is to choose the narrative that they believe gives the most reasonable account of the action. For them, reasonable means the narrative of the case presents a probable explanation that fits with the jurors' knowledge and experience of human behavior.

Analysis of Trials: Chicago Anarchist and Chicago Eight

This essay illustrates the genre through a case study of the opening statements of the prosecution and defense in the Chicago Anarchist trial of 1886 and the Chicago Eight trial of 1969 by giving a brief synopsis of the competing stories of the trial, analyzing their qualities as genre, and evaluating their effects.

Synopsis of Trials

On May 4, 1886, a meeting of workingmen was called in the Haymarket district of downtown Chicago for the purpose of discussing the worsening conditions of labor in the city. As the meeting approached close, several policemen entered the crowd and ordered the meeting to disperse. At the same moment, a dynamite bomb was thrown into a crowd of policemen. Seven police officers were killed and 60 more were seriously wounded. The defendants in this case were charged with conspiring to murder and being accessories before the fact in the death of a policeman killed in the bombing.

The prosecutor's interpretation of the events that transpired included portraying the defendants as conspiring maliciously to destroy property and persons in an endeavor to make anarchy rule. The prosecution stated further that while none of the defendants may have personally thrown the bomb, they each abetted, encouraged, and advised the throwing of it and, therefore, were guilty of conspiring to commit the "most fearful massacre ever witnessed or heard of in this country."

The lawyers for the defense, on the other hand, promoted a story that the defendants were not at or near the Haymarket when the crime was committed, that the meeting had been orderly, that none of the defendants had resisted the police, and that the defendants had assembled peaceably to exercise their First Amendment rights.

Over eighty years after the Haymarket conspirators were convicted and sentenced, another equally controversial case involving a charge of conspiracy took place in Chicago. In 1969, the federal government charged eight defendants with "conspiracy to incite riot." All defendants were representatives of anti-war groups who had gathered to demonstrate at the 1968 Democratic National Convention.

The case of the prosecution resembled the Haymarket trial in that it also sought convictions for conspiracy by claiming that the eight Chicago protestors solicited others to protest, violated city ordinances, made unreasonable demands on the police, and overtly incited others to riot. The prosecution argued that these men planned and organized the riots during the political convention.

Adopting a very similar approach to the case of the Haymarket defendants, the advocates for the Chicago Eight emphasized the First Amendment rights of the defendants claiming they indeed had a constitutional right to exercise free speech and to assemble. Additionally though, the defense claimed the Chicago Eight assembled independently and they had no previous associations with each other. Finally, the defense accused the state of using force and illegal means against the defendants who were "merely exercising their legal rights."

Form

In the historical trial, the opening statement of the prosecution defines the central action of the story as one of anarchists conspiring to maliciously destroy life; describes in detail the acts of the conspiracy, telling the jurors what subsequent testimony will reveal; graphically depicts the elements that are necessary for a conspiracy charge; and connects the evidence by stressing that the defendants have upon many past occasions openly and publicly commented on the need to adjust the wrongs
against men "by bloodshed, by dynamite, by pistol, by Winchester rifle."

Thus the defense infers that this current attack on humanity is in keeping with the past behavior of the defendants. Furthermore, the prosecution vilifies and degrades the defendants as persons.

In contrast, the defense presents a story emphasizing the individual rights of the accused: focuses the jury by urging them to "weigh the evidence as it bears upon that charge,"30 of murder and upon that charge alone; and describes the central characteristics of the law. Then the advocate connects the evidence by linking the fact that our system of government allows men to believe and express their thoughts "whether they be inimical to present institutions or whether they favor them,"31 and by explaining that the defendants only tried to better the workingman's conditions; that is, "they inaugurated every movement that tended to alleviate the conditions of the workingman and allow him a greater time to his family, for mutual benefit."32 Additionally, the defense refutes the prosecution's theory that the defendants conspired maliciously to destroy property and persons. They also vilify their opponents, accusing the police of devilish behavior and accuse a prosecution witness of being a "professional and constitutional liar."33

The form of the opening statement of the Chicago Eight is similar to that of the Haymarket case in that the prosecution makes connections between the law of conspiracy and the actions of the defendants. The state also posits that the eight defendants all belonged to the National Mobilization Committee to end the war in Vietnam and in this group planned and organized the riots at the convention. Specifically, the prosecutor describes the acts of defendants as recruiting, organizing, and inciting people to riot.34 Initially, the prosecutor infers that the defendants belonged to the committee, then claims that the committee's purpose was to incite riots, and finally concludes that they engaged in acts such as building explosives, using guerilla fighter techniques, making chemical weapons and training persons how to resist arrest. Through this chain of reasoning, the prosecutor tries to show that the eight defendants planned and incited the riot. To vilify the defendants, the government attributes both evil language, vicious motives, and excessive behavior to the defendants.35

The defense of the Chicago Eight resembles the narrative argument of the Haymarket defendants. The defense begins the story by focusing on the defendants peaceably protesting in the "finest American tradition of the National Convention of the party in power,"36 and clarifies the concept of protest—streaming that the Constitution gives the defendants the conscious right to demonstrate and protest in an organized manner. The defense links the assertion that the police in this city embarked on organized conspiracy of berserk brutal action against these demonstrators,"37 showing that not only is the premise of the prosecution's case inadequate, but through the use of vilification it is implied that the state is deliberately evil. Finally, the defense uses the strategy of refutation, stating that "the real conspiracy in this case is the conspiracy to curtail and prevent the demonstrations against the war in Vietnam and related issues,"38 and further, questions the credibility of the system of government thereby rendering the government's case vulnerable to the test of reasonable doubt.

Content

The content of the opening statement of the prosecution of the 1886 conspirators emphasizes that the defendants conspired to throw the bomb and destroy life. The state supports its case with the following proofs: the past actions of the defendants are in keeping with this aggressive behavior; the defendants are all active anarchists seeking to impede law and order; the defendants used the labor movement as a vehicle for expressing their views and attacking institutions; and the defendants had knowledge of bomb manufacturing. Using a one-sided story of the issues, the prosecution promotes the state's charges.

Whereas the prosecutor frames his story into a logical series of claims about the defendants, the defense tells two stories; each with different issues and a different logic. In the opening statement of the defense, the advocate answers charges about the motives and character of the defendants.39 Their issues are not an independent and probable story but instead a refutation of the premise of the past actions of the defendants are in keeping with this aggressive behavior; the defendants are all active anarchists seeking to impede law and order; the defendants used the labor movement as a vehicle for expressing their views and attacking institutions; and the defendants had knowledge of bomb manufacturing. Using a one-sided story of the issues, the prosecution promotes the state's charges.

Even though the Haymarket case charged the defendants with murder and the Chicago Eight indicted its defendants for inciting riot, both prosecutors and defense develop
common issues and evidence for their cases. Just as in the 1886 trial, the prosecutors of the 1969 case build their opening statement story around issues and evidence of conspiracy and attack the credibility of the defendants which show them to be probable conspirators. The prosecutor of the contemporary trial stresses the legal definition of conspiracy and then gives a one-sided narrative specifying factors of the character of the defendants which show them to be probable conspirators. Their credibility is the main issue of the story since the state claims that the defendants demonstrated before, leaked plans to disrupt peaceful protest, knew skills for making chemical weapons, and practiced guerrilla tactics. The prosecutor anchors the issues to values of juror's such as the need for law and order, public control, and personal decency in ways similar to the prosecution of the Haymarket case.

The content of the defense for the Haymarket resembles that of the Chicago eight in its anchoring of issues to juror's values. However, the defense of this contemporary case presents an independent narrative giving a one-sided story of their case and refrains from a reductive scenario such as the one presented in the Haymarket case. Instead the defense offers an alternative explanation of the events. Specifically, the Chicago Eight defense argues that the defendants have a right to protest peaceably the policies of the Democratic party on the war in Vietnam. The defense asserts the following proofs: the demonstrators wanted to influence the adoption of a new party platform; the city officials were determined to prevent the planned protest; the defendants wanted to dramatize the conspiratorial issue and to impugn the credibility of the defendants. Their credibility is the main issue of the story since the state claims that the defendants demonstrated before, leaked plans to disrupt peaceful protest, knew skills for making chemical weapons, and practiced guerrilla tactics. The prosecutor anchors the issues to values of juror's such as the need for law and order, public control, and personal decency in ways similar to the prosecution of the Haymarket case.

The content of the defense for the Haymarket resembles that of the Chicago eight in its anchoring of issues to juror's values. However, the defense of this contemporary case presents an independent narrative giving a one-sided story of their case and refrains from a reductive scenario such as the one presented in the Haymarket case. Instead the defense offers an alternative explanation of the events. Specifically, the Chicago Eight defense argues that the defendants have a right to protest peaceably the policies of the Democratic party on the war in Vietnam. The defense asserts the following proofs: the demonstrators wanted to influence the adoption of a new party platform; the city officials were determined to prevent the planned protest; the defendants wanted to dramatize the conspiratorial issue and to impugn the credibility of the defendants. Their credibility is the main issue of the story since the state claims that the defendants demonstrated before, leaked plans to disrupt peaceful protest, knew skills for making chemical weapons, and practiced guerrilla tactics. The prosecutor anchors the issues to values of juror's such as the need for law and order, public control, and personal decency in ways similar to the prosecution of the Haymarket case.

The defense anchors the issue of protesting and demonstrating by associating these acts with behaving in the "finest American tradition."40 Then the defense links the attack on the defendants to all American citizens, stating that everyone's right to protest in a meaningful fashion as guaranteed under the First Amendment to the Constitution is being questioned.

Style

Given the tumultuous times and the violent circumstances in which both trials occurred, it is not surprising that the language of the opening statements of both trials is overrated and highly dramatic. In the 1886 case, the prosecution and defense stories engage the audience in their narratives with repetition, imagery, and metaphor. The prosecution constantly repeats the words "conspiracy" and "anarchy" and uses other emotionally laden words to assault the character of the defendants. For example, he uses phrases to cast the defendants in roles of evil, cowardly men who are plotting to "ruin our laws and our country."41

On the other hand, the defense in the Haymarket case stresses that the defendants were just exercising their rights. The defense uses imagery of suffering servants to show the defendants as men who "endeavored to better the condition of the laboring man . . . it was to raise them above constant labor and constant toil and constant fret, and to have their fellow-men act and be as human beings and not as animals."42 The defense uses the metaphor of false testimony to describe the witness Gilmer as a "constitutional liar" whose testimony is so false that it "would fall of its own weight," and thereby interrelates the perceptions of falsity with probability.43

The prosecutor characterizes the Chicago eight by reiterating phrases such as "planned," "infiltrated," and "plotted" to stress the act of conspiracy. He also repeats the evidence to be presented and alludes to the past acts of each of the defendants. This prosecutor chooses words such as "guerilla fighter," "chemical warfare," and "molotov cocktail" to describe the defendant's actions. The terms elicit powerful imagery since they are all associated with the enemy actions of the Viet Cong, a group who are waging the same war the defendants purport to protest. Several quotations from the defendants are used to demonstrate the defendants' motivations as the need for law and order, public control, and personal decency in ways similar to the prosecution of the Haymarket case.

The defense repeats that the defendants came to protest peaceably, even though the state officials were determined to prevent their protest. The dominant image is built of peaceful protesters demonstrating in the finest American tradition, organizing because it was their right to do so. The defense uses metaphor to refer to the opening statement of the defendants as the "table of contents to the book."45 They seek to demonstrate the true premise of the defendants' case and the inadequacy of the state's case through contrasting metaphors. Despite this presentation of verbal decorum, the nonverbal message that derives from the
appearance and manner of the clients and the liberal reputations of the defense attorneys seemed to defy the orthodoxy of the arguments because both defendants and counsel looked and acted the part of dissidents with values of the counterculture.

The opening statements of the prosecution and defense reveal some contrasts in form, content, and style. Both acts of prosecutors in the historical and contemporary cases present a persuasive narrative that is a one-sided statement about the evil motives, acts, and consequences for the crime which previews subsequent testimony and makes connections between the malicious acts and the evil behaviors of the accused. In contrast, the defense for the Haymarket case summarizes legal issues but adopts a conventional rather than a narrative form, and refrutes the case of the prosecution rather than narrating a probable story for the defense. The Chicago Eight defense presents a narrative in much the same way as the prosecutor but the narrative may have been unpersuasive to jurors because the verbal scenario contradicts the manner and appearance of both the defendants and their attorneys who sought a persuasive effect from their opening statements.

Evaluation

The purpose of the prosecution of both cases is accomplished by relating stories that reduce the issues of the case to one major claim that the defendants are anarchists who conspired to commit murder in the 1886 trial and the defendants are conspirators who incited riot in the 1969 trial. Other narrative factors are the advocates' detailed characterization of the proofs, their graphic depiction of the crime, and their presentation of a story that demonstrates that the accused and the motive and opportunity to commit that crime.

In the 1886 case, the defense achieves their purpose by labelling the issues and by challenging the opposition to prove the defendants were accessories to the crime of murder through story elements such as depicting the defendants as humanitarians, framing the story as murder, and appealing to the constitutional rights of all Americans. In the 1969 trial, the only orthodox segment of the trial was the opening statement which fits standards for this genre by adopting a narrative form with logical connections, featuring content linking legal issues with the actions and credibility of the accused, and using a compelling and dramatic style of presentation.

However, after both opening statements are presented the trial proceeds in an unorthodox manner that subverts the logical narrative of the opening statement and adopts a competing frame of interpretation for the trial. The competing frame is that of a disorderly, illogical, and unfair trial. This frame surfaces because the subsequent trial is characterized by confusing and profanity in trial testimony, loud conversations between the defendants, emotional outbursts by both the defendants and the judge, and verbal battles between the judge and the attorneys.

Additionally, the context and the jurors in the cases are significant to the outcome of the trials. The context of the 1886 trial features a polarized conflict between the capitalists and labor; deep resentment against political ideologies; fear of communism, socialism, and anarchism; and promotion of strong feelings about nationalism. All of these factors make it difficult for jurors to believe the opening statement of the defense.

More specifically, the jurors themselves were predisposed toward the case of the prosecution. In this trial, the jurors consisted of 12 men ranging in ages from 23-53. They represented a conservative, church-going, employed, and patriotic group. Among the jurors were no liberals, no union members, no immigrants. The occupations of the jurors ranged from stenographer to construction worker, farmer, and shipping clerk. Prior to this trial and during the voir dire process, ten of the jurors admitted that they had heard and read negative publicity and that they had formed strong opinions of the accused. Other jurors, the judge allowed them to serve on the jury, because they said they would try not to let their opinions enter into their verdicts. Prior to his selection, one juror, George Adams, said, "Police ought to have shot them [the defendants] down" and "If I was on the jury I would shoot the damned burglars." Additionally, all but one juror admitted that they held strong negative attitudes toward anarchists, communists, and communists; all but one juror allowed to serve on a jury for this case. In the Haymarket case, the immediate audience of the jurors was predisposed to accept the story of the prosecution and to reject that of the defense enhancing the probability that the trial verdict would be "guilty as charged."

The context of the 1969 trial was the Vietnam War and the protest and violence that occurred as demonstrators encountered the police when they failed to obey the rules of civil disobedience. At the time of the convention in 1968 and also at the time of a trial a year later the country was polarized on the issue of the Vietnam War as well about issues concerning the rights and limits of protesters to block traffic, sit in public areas, and use profane language. The memories of those Chicagoans who sat on the jury must certainly have entered into their knowledge and attitudes about the defendants. Since the
judge was clearly biased against the defendants and since the defendants and their counsel reinforced the stereotypes of leftist demonstrators inside the courtroom, it is probable that jurors were predisposed against the defendants.

In the Chicago Eight trial, the jury consisted of suburban, employed, middle-class, and pro law and order men and women who resided in the Chicago area during the 1968 demonstration. The voir dire process was conducted by the judge and the venireman. The defense attorney objected to all the jurors on the grounds that they were not asked relevant questions. They challenged three potential jurors for cause on the grounds that they were related to Chicago police and that they were pro-government because of their job experience. These challenges were denied by the judge and the jurors were allowed to serve. Curiously, none of the jurors were asked questions related to their knowledge of the 1968 demonstration, their memory about negative publicity, or their attitudes toward the war, passivists, and demonstrations. Hence, the immediate audience of the jury was predisposed to the prosecution. After hearing testimony, jurors reported they became disillusioned with the case of the government because of the unorthodox proceeding that followed the opening statements. The fact that the trial verdict was overturned on the grounds that the trial proceeding was not according to the law suggests that this particular opening statement became ineffectual because of the subsequent disruptions in the trial.

This study suggests strong parallels between the opening statements of the two trials—one from 1866 and the other from 1969. The opening statements of both the prosecution and the defense provide examples of the narrative form of argument which shares content based on similar indictments and similar constitutional issues presented in a dramatic manner. Additionally, the opening statements of both the prosecution and the defense share similar purpose, context, and audiences. The study reveals a genre of argumentative discourse. Even though a greater sample of opening statements needs to be studied, our work provides a starting point for classifying genres of argument in trial process. We encourage others to analyze other genres and other trials so that the relationship between argumentation theory and law can be more clearly conceptualized.
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Introduction

People long have contended the epistemological grounding of argument. Ever since the Sophists first aroused Plato's ire, combatants have quarreled over whether the office of rhetoric is only to make the Truth effective or whether, on the contrary, rhetoric has some role in constituting the Truth. The Sophistic legacy in this ancient dispute is manifest in the modern "rhetoric-as-epistemic" literature, initiated by Robert L. Scott in 1967 and elaborated, refined, and extended to this day. It seems safe to say that the view that argument in some sense creates knowledge today dominates the field; in the era of symbolic interactionism and intersubjectivity, precious few take up the Platonist cross.

Platonic method nonetheless obliquely guides our course. For, when faced with the question, "what is the relationship between rhetoric and knowledge?" Plato would insist that any answer be grounded in proper definitions of Terms. And so a subsequent question arises: what is "knowledge?" Indeed, one of the approaches of modern scholars wishing to formulate an epistemological function for argument has been to reconstitute the meaning of "knowledge", rejecting positivist concepts which restrict it to deductive certainties verifiable by observation in favor of conceptions which include probabilities and analogical assent. 2

Important differences among these modern visions of the meaning of "knowledge" exist, even though they are all sympathetic to the conclusions of the rhetoric-as-epistemic project. Some, in insisting that all knowledge is rhetorical, treat knowledge as a "whole cloth." That is, they emphasize the consensual grounding of all knowledge, including the empirical observations of science, and thereby stress the essential similarity of "knowledge" in all fields. 3 Others, however, argue either that there are differences in kind (genus) between knowledge types (i.e., some kinds of knowledge are not consensual determined) or that, even if there are no differences in kind, there remain other useful differences, of degree, context, etc. (species distinctions) between knowledge forms which, they argue, tend to be overlooked or underplayed. 4 In short, in their zeal to rescue rhetoric from its status as the "harlot of the arts," some understandably have stressed the consensual status of, not just some, but all knowledge, thereby implying a monistic character. Others, perhaps bolstered by the pluralistic implications of field theory, believe that this obscures distinctions which would lead one to a more multivalent conception of knowledge.

The most common distinction which the pluralists wish to preserve is that between "social" and "technical" knowledge. This distinction is central to Tom Farrell's 1976 essay and to his 1978 response to Walter Carleton, and he and his associate Tom Goodnight have examined the implications of the distinction for understanding the "rhetorical crisis" which occurred at Three Mile Island, the way in which America understands "poverty" and its obligations to the poor, and other issues. 5 Generally speaking, "technical" knowledge is said to be the knowledge of observation, law-like in its regularity, while "social" knowledge is that which depends upon relationships among groups of actors, rule-like in its degree of certitude. Sometimes a third kind of knowledge, the "personal," is also distinguished. 6

Of course, such pluralist distinctions raise yet another question, that is, what is the relationship between these various forms of knowledge? The answers to this question are what most interest us in this essay. Farrell acknowledges that the boundaries between social and technical knowledge are often indistinct and, further, that instances of social knowledge can become technical, and vice versa. 7 Similarly, Goodnight suggests that any argumentative artifact can be understood as an instance of social, technical, or personal knowledge, and that what is really important, rhetorically, is the way advocates attempt to transform one kind into another for strategic purposes. 8 And Lyne emphasizes the way in which disputes are "framed" as issues involving various kinds of knowledge, at the expense of and in antipathy to the tendency to reify discrete categories of knowledge as separate "things." 9 Pluralist theorists, in other words, tend to view argument processually, and to view social and technical knowledge not as independent entities but as ways of symbolically encompassing situations. In other words, the "boundaries" between social and technical knowledge are fluid and contextually determined, not immutably fixed by definition or essence.

Despite such theoretical indeterminacy, one particular characterization of the relationship between social and technical knowledge seems to dominate the literature. Virtually everyone writing in this area devotes considerable space to discussing what they believe is an alarming condition: the tendency to privilege technical over social knowledge, at the expense of the public good. Farrell refers to the "tenuous adversary relationship of technical and social knowledge," and laments that "many former matters of statecraft or practical wisdom seem now to be the prerogative of bureaucratized and specialized imaginations. This technical knowledge is grounded upon a consensus removed from public scrutiny." Goodnight expresses his belief that the public sphere is being steadily eroded by the elevation of the personal and technical groundings of argument. 10 And together, Farrell and Goodnight find deference to the technical sphere unwarranted and dangerous, arguing that, in the case of Three Mile Island, such deference precludes real public deliberation and action. 11

The clearest exemplar of this viewpoint is Walter Fisher's work on the "narrative paradigm." His is the most radical intent; he characterizes the notion of social knowledge and the entire effort to reconstitute the meaning of "knowledge," as an attempt to salvage the "rational world paradigm," an attempt which does not go far enough. 12 Refuting this intent, his comments on the privileging of technical discourse are the most explicit, and most
concluding. He divides critical responses to Jonathan Schell's *The Fate of the Earth* into two camps: those "celebratory" reviews which are "in sympathy with the book's moral thrust," and, on the other hand, those "pursuerys of ideological, bureaucratic, or technical arguments."

And Fisher himself celebrates the former and bemoans the fact that "it is submerged by ideological and bureaucratic arguments that insist on rival moralities and technical argument which denudes it of morality altogether, making the dispute one for 'experts' alone to consider." 19

The narrative paradigm thus is Fisher's effort to provide a basis upon which to reconsider, if not solve, this state of affairs. In his own words, it is "concerned with the concept of technical reason and the way it renders the public unreasonable; with the idea of rationality being a matter of argumentative competence in specialized fields, leaving the public and its discourse irrational; with the apparent impossibility of bridging the gaps between experts and the public and between segments of the public; and with the necessity to learn what was supposed to be the essence of persons-rationality-so that one class of citizens can always be superior to another." 18

The privileging of technical over public argument appears, in these authors' eyes, to reverse the proper relationship. When Farrell argues that technical knowledge is not to be equated with "the practical competence to determine whether such knowledge should be employed," he appears to suggest that social knowledge is more fundamental and important in the sense that it is to guide technical competence. 17 Similarly, Goodnight argues that the public sphere "transcends" the personal and technical spheres because it alone acknowledges that "the consequences of dispute extend beyond the personal and technical spheres." 18

There is both an epistemological and a political agenda here. The epistemological agenda is to ground "truth" in the discourse of ordinary humans, to make the knowledge claims of ordinary people with no special training in reasoning count. The political agenda is to make the knowledge claims of ordinary people with no special training in reasoning count. The political agenda is to democratize/galallitarianize: to level the distinctions between expert and citizen, superior and inferior, to hold experts accountable to the "will of the people," and thereby to promote the art of public deliberation in communities of equal and authorized hierarchies. 18 Again, the clearest expression is Fisher's. Because narrative rationality is, basically, and all humans share equally, he argues, it is "inimical to elitist politics," and the paradigm of which it is part "provides a radical democratic ground for social-political critique." 20

We come not to bury this program, but to praise it. We believe that there is much truth in diagnoses of the emasculation of the public (although we might quarrel with some characterizations of the basis and nature of the problem); similarly, we find much merit in attempts to harness technical knowledge for social aims (at least in some circumstances). At the same time, the point we wish to emphasize is that this issue in the relationship between social and technical knowledge is not the whole story. Other relationships, less adversarial, less denigrative of the technical and less celebrative of the social, typify argument in other contexts, and are in need of study.

The purpose of this essay, therefore, is to consider other relationships between the public and technical spheres, relationships acknowledged but neglected by the current literature. To explore these relationships, we employ a case study in labor-management arbitration.

### Knowledge in Arbitration: Blurring the Boundaries

The case study employed here consists in the arbitration of a grievance filed in 1979 by the unionized Teaching Assistants Association of the University of Wisconsin-Madison against the Department of Nutritional Sciences and the University. The Department required that each Ph.D. candidate have one semester of teaching experience; however, it did not designate these students as "teaching assistants," nor did it compensate them for their services. The TAA filed a grievance, arguing that this practice violated the "scope and duration" clause of the collective bargaining agreement negotiated between the TAA and the University in 1970. This clause read, in part: "A graduate student enrolled at UW-Madison who is employed to carry out teaching responsibilities in an instructional department under the supervision of a faculty member shall be designated as a Teaching Assistant." The TAA's grievance on behalf of graduate students in the Department sought back-pay and benefits.

The dispute ultimately hinged on two issues. The first was procedural. The University argued that the union knew, or should have known, of the Department's practice as early as 1976, but waited to file a grievance. Hence, it contended, the grievance was no longer "timely" and should not be arbitrated. In response, the union argued that it could not be expected to know everything that goes on on campus at all times, that it became aware of the Department's practice in September, 1978, and filed its grievance promptly after that date, and that the issue of timeliness was moot because the Department's practice constituted a "continuing violation" of the collective bargaining agreement.

The second issue was substantive, concerned with the meaning of the term "employed". The University construed this term narrowly, as meaning "paid for services rendered," and argued that the graduate students were not employed for their teaching services; rather, the students taught simply to fulfill graduation requirements legitimately set by the faculty in accordance with University governance procedures. The TAA construed the term more broadly, as meaning "used." As "used," and argued that the graduate students, because they performed all the duties of Teaching Assistants, thus were so "employed" by the University, and deserved both title and compensation. The TAA observed that other departments had similar teaching requirements, but paid students as Teaching Assistants while they fulfilled the requirement. Such designation, therefore, the TAA argued, was a contractual obligation established by the collective bargaining agreement.

The University contended that, because the faculty have the right to establish degree requirements and to specify the manner in which they may be fulfilled, the fact that other departments designated students as TAs when fulfilling this requirement did not obligate the Department of Nutritional Sciences to do so; rather than a contractual obligation, they suggested, such designation was a managerial prerogative.

The data for this essay consists of six documents: the initial briefs
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which each side filed with the arbitrator, each side's rebuttal brief, the hearing transcript, and the arbitrator's award and opinion. An examination of these documents, we argue, reveals that the relationships between the technical and social in arbitration differ in important ways from the relationships portrayed in the current examples of nuclear war and energy.

(1) First, current examples depict intuitively clear and discrete spheres. The issues involved are great social issues of life-and-death import. John Dewey argued that the relevant public for any action is constituted by the scope of the consequences of that action. The public sphere defined by the issue of nuclear energy, then, consists, at minimum, in all those who lived near or downwind from Three Mile Island, or who live in proximity to any nuclear plant, i.e., a very large number of ordinary people from all walks of life. And the public sphere defined by the Fate of the Earth is so expansive as to include, in all likelihood, all human kind. The technical sphere, on the other hand, is restricted in these examples to a comparatively small number of bureaucrats (be they power company officials or mouthpieces of the monogon) who are concerned only with "kill ratios" and "damage control." In arbitration, however, the distinctions between spheres are not so clear-cut.

(2) Second, current examples dramatize morality plays wherein public and technical forces compete for dominance. In arbitration, however, the opposition between spheres is not so clear-cut.

(3) Third, current examples value the public sphere and denigrate the technical sphere, and thus lament the privileging of the latter at the expense of the former. In these examples, technical argument "wins", and this outcome is viewed as unfortunate, if not catastrophic. In arbitration, however, this normative preference is not so clear-cut.

To liberally borrow an anthropological term, arbitration, we suggest, is a "liminal" field, an in-between or transitional forum, suspended between the public and technical spheres, and the arbitrator a liminal persona, possessing both technical expertise and public conscience. As such, it is fertile ground in which to explore subtleties beyond the gross opposition of the public and technical domains in argumentation.

To begin with (1), the distinctions between the technical and social spheres in arbitration are problematic. The knowledge relevant to arbitration is basically social in character, being grounded not in observation of law-like regularities in nature, but in the negotiated rule-guided relationships between groups of people. This is best typified by the collective bargaining agreement ratified by both union and University, which established the context for the grievance at issue in this case. Indeed, Farrell describes social knowledge as grounded in a consensus which need not actually exist but which is attributed as the basis for further argument. In this sense, the hearing process may be a paradigm case of social knowledge. The union's brief is replete with appeals to the "clear," "unambiguous" and "precise" definition of the bargaining unit "agreed upon by the parties" in the collective bargaining agreements; it deduces from this agreement the "contractual obligations" that allegedly bind the University, and finds that "no basis exists for a reasoned argument" to the contrary; the University's position, the union contends, is "specious" and "frivolous"; its claim that the matter is not procedurally arbitrable, the union contends, is "merely a ploy designed to block consideration of the merits of the dispute, and makes a mockery of the dispute resolution mechanisms established by the contract and threatens the integrity of our collective bargaining agreement." For its part, the University's brief engages in essence in revisionist history, challenging the union's understanding of the prior consensus, and describing its own understanding of what was and was not agreed-to.

Yet, while the arbitration hearing engages primarily social rather than technical knowledge, this is the social knowledge of a circumscribed public. At issue are not the very lives of scores of ordinary human beings, but only the economic well-being and social status of a small group of atypical individuals within an academy, which is itself simply a somewhat larger group of atypical individuals. The consequences for the general public are remote, and it does not participate in the hearing process. Most, the social knowledge involved is that negotiated between one group of employees and one university in one state in the midwest. And not even this public is entirely involved; rather, each side's interests are represented by proxies, elected officials of the TAA and the University's legal department. In other words, this is the social knowledge of a body of elites and not, as in other examples, of the public as a whole. To this extent, it is comparatively a more "technical" sphere.

The arbitration process itself demands more specialized knowledge as well. Arbitration possesses guidelines for argument and quasi-legal rules of evidence and procedure, and employs professional arbitrators to resolve disputes. In this case, both the union and the University tailored their arguments to these specialized standards in an effort to obtain a favorable decision. The union's arguments, particularly, conformed to the standards of specialized reasoning set forth in accepted arbitration texts, the union invoked the union's understanding of the prior consensus, and its knowledge of the specialized "continuing violation" which is therefore not subject to the "timely filing" standard, and it cites a respected arbitration text to define a "continuing violation." Similarly, in disputing the meaning of the term "employed," both sides adhere to the arbitration standard that the issue of whether the parties at the time language is bargained ought determine the meaning of that language, and, accordingly, spend a great deal of time reconstructing what they "meant" when they agreed to the 1978 language. And because the union and the University could not agree on even their intents in negotiating the term "employed," the union then invokes popular dictionary definitions of the term, together with the procedural arbitration rule that such definitions carry in such circumstances. Clearly, both sides engage in the specialized modes of reasoning sanctioned by arbitration as a technical field. This is not public deliberation.

And yet, to further muddy the waters, the hearing process is less specialized than some other forums, e.g., the law; its rules are considerably less rigid than legal rules; arbitrators play more flexible
roles than judges, and represent concerns broader than those of the
immediate parties involved. Further, the hearing process itself bears a much
stronger resemblance to the rough-and-tumble of public forums than to the
solemn decorum of tightly-regulated technical forums, such as courts of law.
These characteristics are well-summarized by Louis Jaffey: "Arbitration .
. . is a school, an arena, a theatre. Everyone both participates and observes.
The whole company of actors--arbitrator, union and employer officials, the
 griever, and the witnesses . . . sit at one table. Argument, assertion,
testimony, charge and countercharge, even angry abuse--sometimes spontaneous,
sometimes 'for the record'--flow freely in quiet, continuous intercourse.
The arbitrator may let the discussion take its head for a moment, then rein
it in . . . Because the process is relatively free, it may assume many
forms, some quiet and orderly, some volatile and discordant." 25

In short, arbitration is a hybrid. While it engages social knowledge,
it is not the social knowledge of the public sphere but that negotiated by
elites and articulated in moderately technical discourse. Other examples, by
focusing on great social issues with ramifications for the entire mass
public, tend to confl ate social knowledge and the public sphere. Arbitration
suggests that this need not be the case.

(2) In arbitration, the alleged adversarial relationship between the
social and technical spheres is also problematic. We have noted already
that arbitration is a hybrid, a fuzzy blend of the specialized and the
public. Far from causing the process to self-destruct due to internal
oppositions, this blend legitimizes the process, and is responsible in large
measure for its ability to work.

Although the hearing process is specialized, demanding that
participants possess technical competence, the very existence of the process
acknowledges substantial "public interests" in productive and calm
labor-management relations. The rationale for arbitration lies in the
recognition that work stoppages, strikes, and labor violence can seriously
injure and even cripple whole communities of ordinary publics. Its reason
for being is to represent the public's interests and to minimize
the occurrence of and damage from labor strife. 26 Often such public
representation is written into the law. Where public employees are involved,
for instance, state statutes often require that fact-finding boards and
arbitrators give due consideration to the "interests and welfare of the
public" in their decisions. 27 As suggested above, the arbitrator is, then, a
liminal persona, a technical expert with a public conscience, who speaks on
behalf of those not able to speak for themselves in a specialized setting.
Of course, the degree to which such a system truly functions
representatively is another matter; composition is an ever-present demand,
and competing public interests may be involved. Nonetheless, our point is
that arbitration is not only a specialized sphere, but a specialized sphere
institutionally informed and legitimated by the public sphere.

The public is not much in evidence in the present case if, by "public,"
one means the public-at-large. Neither the union's or the university's
briefs, nor the arbitrator's opinion, appeals explicitly to the assertion of
this public in justifying itself. For all parties involved, as noted above,
the relevant "public" appears limited to their academic institution and
those affiliated with it. Given this somewhat circumscribed meaning of the
"public," however, the public sphere as grounding is very much in evidence.
For underlying the social knowledge relevant to the grievance issues are
competing visions of this public's welfare.28

The union's vision emphasizes economic welfare, particularly the fair
and equitable distribution of material resources. The graduate students in
question are primarily wage-earners, or "employees," and the academic
institution in which they work is, for these purposes, principally an
"employer." Thus, the union argues, because the Departmental students
perform the same teaching duties as other graduate students whom the
University does designate as "Teaching Assistants," the former share a
"community of interests" with the latter. And these interests are fair and
equitable treatment, in pay, title, and collective bargaining benefits.
Consistent with this tendency to view its situation in labor-management
terms, the union attacks the University's position as a "proclamation of raw
managerial prerogative" which represents "the epitome of unfair
and inequitable treatment" and which "contradicts sound labor relations policy
which encourages the resolution of disputes at the earliest possible stage
of the grievance procedure." Clearly, in their eyes, the public welfare is
best served by fair treatment of workers, including adherence to procedures
(i.e., arbitration) which protect worker welfare by equalizing the balance
of power between workers and managers.

The University's vision, on the other hand, emphasizes intellectual
welfare, particularly as this depends on academic freedom and faculty
governance. "Teaching assistants are first and foremost graduate students,
and their teaching roles are "secondary," the University maintained.
Moreover, the academic institution of which these students are a part is
primarily a teaching facility whose responsibility it is to properly
educate students. Because the establishment of degree requirements is essential to
the fulfillment of this purpose, the University argues, the Department's
teaching assistants have no right to "ascribe or arrogate a policy of "worker"
status to themselves," and that such a policy is primarily an economic issue but an intellectual
one. Moreover, they contend, establishment of an employment relationship was
judged by the Department to be inimical to the accomplishment of this
academic task, and thus the Department is exercising proper judgment in
denying such a "grievance." Graduate students in the Department who
fulfilled the teaching requirements, they argue, did so not on an employment
basis but "as part of their student life." Clearly, in the University's
eyes, the public welfare is best served by the orderly fulfillment of the
intellectual and educational missions of the academy. A labor-management
relationship can only disrupt these missions; it is revealing that, a year
later, the University Chancellor, Irving Shain, in an address to the
faculty senate, attacked a teaching assistants' strike--a legitimate phenomenon
from the labor-management perspective--as the "latest episode in a 10-year
history of harassment of the University by the TAA." 29

In sum, underlying the union's and the University's arguments regarding
the grievance in question, presented within a specialized sphere which both
sides share, are divergent publics. This is not a case of technical versus
social knowledge, but more a case of competing understandings of the public
meaning of a body of social knowledge, articulated within a technical forum.

From this characterization of arbitration, it is rather easy to see how
the normative preference for social knowledge exhibited in the
literature is somewhat problematic. In the cases of THO, The Fate of the Earth, and others, technical knowledge "wins" its duel with social knowledge, a victory that is to be lamented. But this judgment is at least partially a function of the political rather than the epistemological agenda discussed above. One factor at work here is the liberal democratic preference for popular rule. We are suspicious of ruling elites, and the smaller the elite and the larger the public, the more suspicious we become. Relatively, the higher the stakes, the more suspicious we become. Thus, when a very small technical elite holds the power of life and death over vast populations (as in questions of nuclear strategy), we passionately protest. However, if the public wasn't so badly outnumbered, and the stakes weren't so high, the privileging of the technical might seem more benign and, possibly even desirable. In other contexts, such as arbitration, therefore, other normative preferences are equally understandable.

First, because in arbitration there is no simple duel, there is no simple winner. We are confronted with a circumscribed social knowledge contested in a technical forum. Both relatively specialized forms of argument and relatively global visions of public welfare are essential to the cases of both sides. In this case, the arbitrator ruled for the union and against the University and, in a sense, one might argue that this represents the triumph of technical reason. After all, the union's specialized arguments were more adept at employing standard arbitration rules to guide the arbitrator's decision, and the public vision in which these arguments were grounded—labor-management relations—was more familiar to the arbitrator-in-his-role-as-arbitrator. Perhaps the union was indeed somewhat better at "playing the arbitration game." But the University was no less well acquainted with the specialized public knowledge, which it itself could not master. Indeed, had the arbitrator chosen to resolve the procedural arbitrability issue on strictly technical grounds, he would have ruled for University, not the union, since the grievance was filed after the "statute of limitations" specified in the collective bargaining agreement had expired. But instead he accepted the union's "continuing violation" claim, which had no basis in the specialized bargaining agreement per se, but rather was a concept imported by the union from the domain of technical discourse. In this way, the arbitrator's decision represents a defeat for the technical sphere.

We think it more accurate to say that, reflective of the hybrid nature of the arbitration situation, the arbitrator's decision in this case also was a hybrid. He had to evaluate the competing claims of rather specialized arguments, but did not so on the basis of "technicalities." Rather, his opinion continually invokes his own concept of what it is "reasonable" to believe. In ruling for the union on the matter of procedural arbitrability, for instance, he writes that he "accepts as reasonable the proposition advanced by the Union to the effect that they cannot reasonably be held to be fully knowledgeable and aware of all practices that exist in every corner of the University. The record and evidence reasonably supports the finding that the grievance that was filed in September, 1978 was promptly filed following the first time at which the Union obtained reasonable knowledge of the practice." It is difficult to avoid the language of the narrative point to us that the arbitrator must be more based on technical superiority, but more loosely on whether the union's "story", taken as a whole, makes more or less "sense" (Fisher would say, possesses greater or lesser narrative rationality and fidelity) compared to the University's story. If this is so, then the public sphere (in the circumscribed sense we described above) appears to be alive and well, even in this comparatively technical forum.

One might still argue, however, that arbitration privileges the technical sphere at the expense of the public-at-large. Indeed, ordinary people are excluded from the hearing process and thereby prevented from critically deliberating and expressing, say, their preferred view on whether universities are appropriate settings for labor-management bargaining. But, we would ask, is this such a bad state of affairs? Would the community truly be better off, more humane, or liveable under such populism? Or might this interfere with the ability of the arbitration process to work smoothly and, thereby, to safeguard the "public interest"? We do not attempt to answer these questions, and do not need to. We simply want to emphasize that, in this situation, the privileging of the technical over the public is not so self-evidently undesirable. In the crass jargon of political science, we suggest, neither the masses nor the elites are completely trustworthy, and so the normative preference for the public sphere over the technical sphere may not be appropriate to the same degree in all circumstances.

Conclusion

One important and useful extension of the rhetoric-as-epistemic literature has been the consideration of the monistic or pluralistic nature of "knowledge." Majority opinion holds that there are many kinds of knowledge, and considerable attention has focused on two: the "technical" and the "social.

This essay has examined the relationships between technical and social knowledge in a case study of labor-management arbitration. We argued that arbitral decisions are situated within the social knowledge of a comparatively small "public," and articulates it in a comparative social discourse; that both sides in the grievance case studied engage in this technical discourse, but do so from divergent underlying conceptions of the public welfare; and that the arbitrator's decision in this case is not an unqualified victory for either the technical or public spheres.

This characterization, we admit, is neither simple nor precise. To the degree that the fault does not lie with our exposition, it may illustrate our central point: that the boundaries between the technical and public spheres are frequently indistinct, and more complicated than current examples in political rhetoric might suggest. We hope to have illustrated the following points: (1) social knowledge need not oppose technical knowledge; but in fact may inform it; (2) technical knowledge need not oppose social knowledge, but in fact may articulate it within the constraints of particular fields; (3) neither the technical nor social spheres are "whole cloths", but instead often are manifested in combinations or patterns.

We believe that a great variety of such patterns exist. Several questions require further exploration. For example, is social knowledge necessarily the (only) knowledge of the public sphere? Is technical knowledge elitist? Is social knowledge necessarily democratic? Are
arguments which draw upon technical and social knowledge in concert more "powerful" than those that draw upon only one? If so, in what way? Ought technical knowledge always be subordinated to the norms of social knowledge? We do not disagree with extant analyses of the technical and public spheres in energy, the nuclear arms race, and other social issues. And we endorse the processual orientation of other authors; indeed, viewing the different spheres of knowledge as processes of interaction rather than as things better explains how these patterns can arise and change. Our modest aim has been simply to illuminate a different pattern, in the firm pluralist conviction that such analyses can enrich our understanding of and appreciation for the diverse possibilities embodied in "rhetoric as a way of knowing."
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The rapid and sustained escalation of energy costs in the 1970's had a major impact on the social, political, and economic life of the world. As the impact spread throughout the economy of the United States, consumers had few opportunities to participate in the decision-making about the price of energy. They might complain to gasoline station owners, to each other, or even to their legislative representatives, but beyond the limited action of conservation, there was little they could do to directly participate in arguments and decisions affecting the costs of energy.

On the surface, there is a beguiling appearance of a major exception to the foreclosure of public participation in energy-cost decisions: public utility rate hearings. Nearly every state has a regulatory agency that exercises some control over the prices charged to consumers for natural gas and electricity. Typically the regulatory agency holds several hearings to gather evidence and hear arguments from the public as well as the utility company before reaching a decision on an appropriate rate.

In his speculative essay lamenting the decline of public participation in deliberative rhetoric, Goodnight has noted the莫斯 of social persuasion are festooned with the trappings of deliberation, even while they are designed to succeed by means of knowledge, choice, and active participation. If Goodnight is correct (and I believe he is) in his claim that the public sphere of argument is expanding at the expense of the public sphere, then utility rate hearings would seem to be a classic case in point. That is, utility regulation appears to be a forum of argument that partially preempts the public domain, even though legally required to solicit public participation in the deliberations.

This paper examines the nature and effectiveness of public participation in selected rate-setting hearings held by the Public Service Commission of Maryland. That analysis leads to three tentative theses:

1. The public is ill-equipped by training, access to forceful data, and practice in using field-specific arguments to meaningfully participate in the decision-making process of rate setting.

2. The mixture of characteristics of public-policy and legal fields of argument contributes to public disenchantment, confusion, and anger.

3. The public hearings function more as a forum for a rhetoric of legitimation than as an opportunity for gathering decision-making arguments.

Method

In the years since Toulmin championed the notion of field-dependent arguments, considerable controversy has arisen about appropriate criteria for defining the existence of a field, and about the theoretical utility of such a concept. Willard has been, perhaps, the most prolific and persistent contributor to that debate as he has set out to advance a field theory of argumentation based on a constructionist/interactionist view, complete with a critical methodology. If Goodnight is correct, then utility regulation appears to be a field of argument that partially preempts the public domain, even though legally required to solicit public participation in the deliberations.

For the critic to take any one definitional perspective is to necessarily limit what can be said about the artifacts criticized. Thus, there is a strong temptation to simply replace all of Reike's and Zarefsky's "or's" with "and's" in order to suggest that discipline and subject matter and form and audience and situation and purpose are all different dimensions of the determination of a field.

Wenzel has advanced what, to me, seems to be a sensible alternative to either impulsive editorial manipulation or declaration of unqualified allegiance to a single perspective of the nature of a particular field of argument. He suggests that "fields of argument should be constituted as the proposition- al content of a disciplined, rational enterprise with an epis- temic purpose." In summarizing the definitional dispute, Zarefsky categorized the perspectives as follows:

1. The theoretical utility of such a concept.
2. The public is ill-equipped by training, access to forceful data, and practice in using field-specific arguments to meaningfully participate in the decision-making process of rate setting.
3. The mixture of characteristics of public-policy and legal fields of argument contributes to public disenchantment, confusion, and anger.

Method

In the years since Toulmin championed the notion of field-dependent arguments, considerable controversy has arisen about appropriate criteria for defining the existence of a field, and about the theoretical utility of such a concept. Willard has been, perhaps, the most prolific and persistent contributor to that debate as he has set out to advance a field theory of argumentation based on a constructionist/interactionist view, complete with a critical methodology. If Goodnight is correct, then utility regulation appears to be a field of argument that partially preempts the public domain, even though legally required to solicit public participation in the deliberations.
The intent here is not to enter into the ongoing debate on the preferred definition of a field, but to use one of the perspectives of field theory to explicate the role of the public arguments in one arena of decision making. Benneil's analytic framework seems more appropriate for this task. The incidental result is a partial answer to Willard's call for the critical work "needed to flesh out examples." As applied to the argumentation of utility rate decisions, this three-level analysis reveals a hybrid field which combines features of the legal and public policy fields of argument.

**Dialectical Level**

At the level of institutional practices, most stages of Maryland Public Service Commission proceedings seem to regress the legal forum more closely than those of policy making. Typically, a utility company submits a formal application to the PSC for authority to charge their customers more for their services and provides pre-filed testimony of expert witnesses. These first documents include citations of the appropriate statutes, previous PSC decisions, statements of past and projected income and expenses, and comparisons of that data to what they have previously been authorized to earn, or should be allowed to earn. Upon receipt of the application, the PSC staff examines and analyzes the request and pre-filed testimony on dates set for evidentiary hearings. In addition to the PSC, the Office of People's Counsel receives a copy of the company documents and pre-files opposing arguments in which the company's evidence and claims are systematically examined and either admitted, minimized or disclaimed. At the evidentiary hearings the company presents oral testimony by their experts, and the PSC staff, People's Counsel, and any approved intervenor are afforded the opportunity to cross-examine those witnesses. After cross-examination of company witnesses, the PSC staff and People's Counsel review the documents and expert testimony, which are also subject to cross-examination. It is worth noting here that the PSC Rules of Procedure require that all parties, except individuals appearing in their own behalf, shall be represented by attorneys-at-law who are duly admitted and enrolled to practice before the Court of Appeals of this State where the Commission is performing a quasi-judicial function as distinguished from a legislative, executive, or a ministerial function.11

Up to this point the procedures are very closely modeled after the judicial forum: attorneys, acting as adversary representatives, present opposing arguments on a very specific proposition to a third party who is authorized by law to make a decision. However, when gathering input directly from the public, the procedural model more closely resembles committee hearings in the legislative forum. The scene shifts from the PSC hearing room in Baltimore to public buildings in several cities and towns throughout the company's service area. The events are labeled "public hearings" or, sometimes, simply "village sessions." Seldom do all five commissioners attend any one session. In fact, the hearing may be conducted by a hearing examiner from the PSC staff, with no commissioners present. The degree of formality of these proceedings is considerably lower than in the evidentiary hearings. There are no briefs, no prior notification of substance of evidence or intent to testify, and no cross-examination. In fact, the only stipulation prior to testimony seems to be a sign-up sheet listing names and addresses of those wishing to comment on the utility company's proposal, and sometimes even that is not enforced. In short, the procedural image of public participation in the decision making process is one of an informal discussion that is far more akin to the political arena than to the judicial forum.

After all the evidence and arguments are gathered, the PSC typically operates procedurally in the judicial mode. It issues an "opinion" which systematically reviews the arguments in the case and, issue-by-issue, accepts, modifies, or rejects the claims of the adversaries. The opinion is accompanied by an "order" which specifies the amount of rate increase and method of implementation authorized for the utility company.

**Logical Level**

As in the procedural level, the logical level of analysis of the substance, forms, and product of argument in PSC proceedings reveals a mixture of legal and public-policy characteristics. Gronbeck has noted that American lawyers...draw their data from particular observation and hypothetical reconstructions, employ statute-based regulations and professional "laws of evidence" as sources of inferential statements, and phrase their claims in terms of evaluative statements.12

That characterization very closely matches the rate regulation arguments.

The criterion for PSC decisions is based in statutory law, which empowers the Commission to determine "just and reasonable rates of public service companies." "Just and reasonable" is further specified as rates which will result in an operating income to the public service company...yielding, after reasonable deduction for depreciation and other necessary and proper expenses and reserves, a reasonable return upon the fair value of the company's property used and useful in rendering service to the public.13

By setting the criterion for decisions, the statute also functions as the prime determinant of acceptable types of evidence, relevance of evidence, and qualifications of those
If the criterion is a "fair return on investment," the relevant data must focus on accounting procedures, market trends, debt limits, ability to attract capital, rates of depreciation, and the multiple other kinds of information that seem to have become the special province of accountants and economists. The dominant mode of warrants in the quasi-judicial forum is likely to be analogical, comparing the present returns with previously authorized levels of some proposed new level which is advanced as being more fair. In the evidentiary hearings and in the opinions justifying the decisions, that is precisely what occurs. One summary taken (almost at random) from a PSC opinion may illustrate this point.

Mattiyahu Marcus, Professor of Economics at Rutgers University, testified in this proceeding on behalf of People's Counsel with respect to the fair and reasonable rate of return which [Baltimore Gas and Electric] should be permitted to earn on its investment. Dr. Marcus noted that the testimony of Dr. Morton, the Company's rate of return witness, relies on the comparable earnings approach. In the application of this method, Dr. Morton places, he said, particular weight on the earnings of unregulated manufacturing industries, as reflected in the earnings of Moody's 125 Industrials and S & P's Industrials for 1965 to 1975, and for 1970 to 1975, range from 12.5 percent to 21.1 percent. This should be contrasted with the 16.0 to 14.5 percent return on equity recommended by Dr. Morton in this proceeding.

While that evidence and reasoning, and those sources may be characteristic of the evidentiary hearings and opinions, they are certainly not representative of the argument's presented by the public. The expert witnesses are more likely to identify themselves as distraught consumers, retired persons, ministers, representatives of consumer groups, or local elected officials. The evidence is more likely to be anecdotal, successive utility bills showing increases, or generalized assertions about the economic hardships of some groups of customers. The claims usually advanced are that the proposed increase should be denied because people cannot afford to pay the bill, the company is mismanaging, the fuel-rate adjustment already constitutes an exorbitant increase, or the PSC is bowing to the demands of the companies at the expense of the public whom it was supposedly created to protect.

For example, at one comparatively sedate hearing held in Annapolis, a delegate to the state legislature called a proposed hike "reprehensible and very insensitive at this time with high inflation and people living on fixed incomes." As support he offered the following:

I would suggest that we take a hypothetical [case]; I have a lot of constituents who are living on fixed incomes of $300 to $300 a month. Their rents are averaging $150 to $175 a month. That leaves them very little money for food. Now, if their utility rates go up, they could do two things, as their rent stays the same or goes up, they can either cut back on their food--which is a tragedy--or they can cut back on their heat.

An elderly woman argued against the increase in this way:

I have been doing everything possible to decrease my light bills. I have no more front porch light on to light the sidewalk and the area around my house, I cook vegetables for two days so that I just use the steamer on the second day so I don't have to use more electricity. We only have one room lighted in the evenings and our heat is always down to 65 degrees.

In spite of her conservation efforts, she pointed out, "there has been a 25 percent increase in my electric bill even though I have gotten meager and worse meager." Another witness, identified as a representative of the Pasadena Association, proclaimed widespread lack of confidence in the PSC because the people "feel it is useless to even show up and talk against something like this because it is certain to go through."

The dominant common characteristic of such data and claims is irrelevancy for the statutory criterion of a reasonable return on the company's investment. The PSC decisions persistently cite the highly technical and almost exclusively technical witnesses, but rarely cite testimony gathered from the general public. It is otherwise would be to violate the statutory authority and invite legal reversal of the decision. As one commissioner told a public audience:

The thing you have to consider, this is like a lawsuit. If the Commission were to make their decision based on emotion, then certainly the company could come down to Annapolis to the Court of Appeals and have it reversed. The evidence that they need to determine and make their decision is based on those expert witnesses.

Thus, the bulk of the public testimony being gathered outside the legal forum was denied relevance for the decision. But the kinds of data and claims which fit the legal criteria are not normally available to the "average" consumer. Even if available, few have the economic training and linguistic repertoire necessary to digest the data and formulate opposing arguments. The pool of potentially "qualified" witnesses is reduced even further when one considers the considerable amount of time required for the undertaking.
Finally, even if these hurdles are overcome, the public testimony is suspect because it is not given under oath. As one Commissioner said: "these people are not under oath as an expert is. So they have an awful lot of latitude in what they say, without having to be responsible for what they say." In short, the public is precluded from meaningful direct participation in the decision.

There is one possible exception to the hegemony of the company's financial conditions. In a 1965 Potomac Edison case, the hearing examiner included the following statement in the opinion:

Being cognizant of the present economic situation as it exists in the Company's service area, the Examiner has recommended a rate of return which, while above the return recommended by Dr. Bernstein, is near the lower end of the zone of reasonable returns. The ability of the Company's customers to pay increased electric is, to this extent, a valid consideration, in arriving at a fair and reasonable rate of return.

Upon appeal, the court specifically sanctioned that criterion when it proclaimed:

Clearly, it was not inappropriate for the commission to consider local economic conditions in arriving at a reasonable rate of return. Inherent in the rate making process is a "balancing of the investor and the consumer interests."21

In spite of the court approval of an ability-to-pay criterion, I have been unable to find the rationale cited in subsequent PSC decisions. When I asked the Chief Hearing Examiner for guidance, he indicated that I was unlikely to find such language. He suggested the evidence that the Commission included the customer comments about ability to pay was to be found in the extent to which the decision came closer to the People's Counsel recommendation than to the company's request.22 At best, that is tenuous and ambiguous support for the claim that the public plays a meaningful role in the rate setting process.

The Commissioner interviewed as part of this study explicitly rejected "affordability" as a criterion within the purview of the PSC. The proffered rationale was twofold. First, U.S. Supreme Court rulings and Maryland statutes require "cost-of-service" standards for rate setting, and prohibit the Commission from designing discriminatory rates. Second, an affordability criterion would constitute a social program which the PSC is unqualified and unequipped to handle because they have no way to make the determination of who can afford it. To the extent that such a standard is legislatively implemented it would have to be administered by a social service agency, not the PSC.23

One of the more precise distinctions between the local and political fields of argument is to be found in the method of resolution of the dialectical conflict. In the legal field the decision is typically a dichotomous choice of the claims of one side or the other, while policy field arguments are typically resolved by consensus or compromise.24 McKerrow has noted that the degree of a decision's "reasonableness" is a function of discourse that adheres to the "standards of rationality adopted by a communication community."25 Zarnesky contended that it is the "dialectical tension between the liberal and conservative presumptions which sustains political institutions," and that claims which veer unabashedly toward either pole, without acknowledging and legitimizing the alternative presumption are likely to be dismissed as unreasonable.26

While the preponderance of characteristics of PSC proceedings, at both the forum and field levels of analysis, are cast in the legal model, the decisions are unequivocally in public policy mode. It is rare to find decisions which either accept all of the increases requested, or deny any increase at all. In fact, it is almost as rare to find People's Counsel arguing for complete denial of a request. In the one case I have found where that was a People's Counsel claim, they also presented a considerable number of contingency arguments or a new minimization.27

If the companies and the Office of People's Counsel have learned to live with this inconsistency, and accept the resulting parameters of reasonableness, much of the public has not. For example, one irate customer asserted:

We've had it with you as a Public Service Commission. You are supposed to protect the interests of us, the public. It's obvious you don't. Every year we come in with great numbers to plead that we can't take another rate increase. But you totally reject a BG&S request. So we are here tonight to let you know, once and for all, we are just not going to stand for you representing BG&S any longer.

Another witness proclaimed:

We understand how the trip back for more money works, they come down and always ask for a rate which they don't expect to get and you give them so much of it. So when they are asking for 17 percent, they are only asking for 10 percent. We know that. We know who wines and dines.28

While these examples may be more volatile than the norm, they are representative of a persistent public perception that compromise decisions are unreasonable.
Rhetorical Level

Within the parameters of the intent of this particular study, Wenzel's rhetorical level of analysis is more difficult to apply. Since, as he suggests, there are innumerable contexts for arguing, the rhetorical perspective seems particularly pertinent for case studies, and less useful for descriptive/critical examination of a field, or for examining the public's participatory role in the field. Nevertheless, with that reservation in mind, the following speculations are offered for consideration.

Bitzer has noted that rhetorical discourse comes into existence as a fitting response to a situation. It may be that major situational exigencies occasioned by events like the 1976 oil embargo, or the most recent break-up of AT&T, were responsible not only for major increases in attendance at the public hearings, but also invite significantly different forms of public utterance such as threat, mass demonstration and hanging in effigy. Yet, as the previous analysis shows, these forms of argument are specifically denied impact on decisions made within the rule-setting field.

As Gronbeck has noted, "Individuals argue with each other from within role definitions (unless, of course, they are involved in some form of legitimation crisis, in which case they may well argue about the role definitions themselves...)" Having been denied access to power within the pre-established forum, the public may seek to change the role definitions. This would account for testimony which accuses the commissioners of being "wined and dined" and of representing the utilities instead of regulating them. The rules perspective of the rhetorical environment may also account for the periodic recurrence of calls for an elected Public Service Commission and for political pressure on the Governor to appoint commissioners who are more receptive to the consumer's view. Rather than change their responses to conform to the field, the public may attempt to change the rules of the field to fit the response.

If, like Lucaites, we view legitimation as a "social rhetorical process through which public advocates seek to produce a state of mass political consciousness which might be described best as 'public trust,'" then there is evidence that some in the PSC see the public hearings as an arena for a rhetoric of legitimation. In separate interviews, two years apart, the Chief Hearing Examiner and one of the commissioners offered very similar views which can be summarized as a three-fold function of the public sessions: (1) to gather comments for the record; (2) to allow cathartic public expression; and (3) to educate the public about the powers and the procedures of the Commission.

As shown in the preceding analysis, gathering comments and allowing cathartic expression are not synonymous with using those arguments in the decision-making process. Of course, another response is that it is the function of the Office of People's Counsel to represent the public in the balancing of consumer and investor interests. That may be true, but it begs the question of the public's role in the decision-making process.

It is in the "educational" function that the legitimation purpose emerges most clearly. Commissioner Hamilton was more explicit when he stated:

"...some of them [the public] feel it's a waste of their time. It really isn't ... Quite often it puts them where they understand the process. It helps by them being a participant, regardless of the effect on what the decision may be ... If nothing else, they see the commissioners as real people." Thus, the public role is transformed from a source-participant to receiver-participant. The irony is that this occurs in a forum that is statutorily mandated to serve data gathering.

In short, it would seem that situational exigencies give impetus to arguments which are available to the public, but outside the field. These arguments, in turn, engender PSC responses which seek to legitimize the forthcoming decision and the commissioners' authority and obligation to reject most of the arguments advanced by the public.

SUMMARY

It has been my contention that the public frustration and anger is at least partially a function of the hybrid-field characteristics of the regulatory argumentation. The preponderance of legal characteristics at both the forum and field levels sets an expectation of a dichotomous choice—increase or do not increase the rates. When the compromise decision is issued, it contradicts that expectation and, even though it might be closer to the public's position than that of the utility, it violates the public's standard of reasonableness. The violation may be further compounded by the absence of specific acknowledgment of the arguments presented by the public and by the rhetoric of legitimation advanced in a setting ostensibly intended for gathering arguments. The end result is public disillusion and bitterness, and charges of collusion and violation of the public trust.

In light of the weight placed on the data from financial experts, and the arguments advanced by lawyers representing the staff, company and People's Counsel, it is questionable whether the public hearings serve a meaningful role in the balancing of
consumer and investor interests. In other words, it seems warranted to concur with Goodnight that the field has grown at the expense of the public domain. It remains for other research to determine whether the Maryland Public Service Commission is an anomaly, or whether the same hybrid-field characteristics and problems extend to the broader arena of regulatory agencies in general.
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The following discussion is intended not as a definitive depiction of a pragmatic perspective of human communication, but as an admittedly generalized description. Further, the principles of pragmatism and open system theory are applicable to communication in a variety of different ways. Hence, the discussion that follows is intended as a description of "a" pragmatic perspective rather than "the" pragmatic perspective. I intend to keep this discussion at a rather high level of abstraction so that it incorporates a broad variety of theoretical conceptualizations and methodological applications.

**Thought and Action**

Perhaps the most central proposition of pragmatism is the specific relationship between human thoughts (cognition, rationality) and actions (behaviors). Significant to understanding the relation between thoughts and actions is the principle of *summum bonum* -- "reference to the final end of action," not to be confused with reference to merely "practical effects" which are actually encountered in experience. This principle stipulates that the only way humans have to cope with their world is through the interplay of belief and doubt in an ultimately rational process of human thought. But belief can have existence only in the presence of doubt. Since experience has no opposite, no counterpart to the reality of experience, then experience is basically unknowable as a long lasting belief. In other words, a generalization based merely on experiences does not lead to "belief" but to "habit," at best.
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of its parts.\textsuperscript{10} Holism denies the physicalistic assumption that the system can be adequately understood by reductionism or decomposition -- that is, by analyzing the parts or factors that make up the system. In fact, holism stipulates that a system can be adequately understood only through discovering the nature of the triple interdependence among the system, its component subsystems, and its enacting suprasystems. The components of the system provide the existence of the system, but only their interrelationships or connections among each other can define the system. The importance or significance of the system, though, can be understood only by seeing it in the environment of its association with a larger system or suprasystem.

When human communication is the system of interest, such as two people engaged in conversation, the individual human beings are the component subsystems, of course. They are related or connected with each other through their behaviors or actions. The only way one human being can relate to or with another human being is by behavior, acting toward or in concert with the other. No particular action is important, of course, until it meets the \textit{summa bonum} principle of placing that action in reference with some connected and interpretable pattern that leads to some final end or purpose. Purposiveness is thus knowable only in the pattern or sequence of behaviors -- that is, the interaction.\textsuperscript{11} Furthermore, that pattern is significant only when placed in a broader sequence of actions and time frame (the subsystem). The result is that a system is always nested within a larger system and contains many subsystems nested within it.

The second pragmatic principle of human communication, then, can be made explicit: The interpretation/definition of communicative actions is to be found in the patterns of how those behaviors connect with one another. To discover the meaning/significance of those communicative patterns is to place them in context; the same communicative pattern may be significant in one context and insignificant in another.

\textbf{Reality and Evolution}

Pragmatism rejects both nominalism (existence of an object in and of itself) and idealism (characteristics of object not available to our experience) as adequate explanations of reality. Nothing is "real" in the sense of "acquire" reality, which assumes that an object possesses an objective reality "out there somewhere" waiting to be discovered. What is pragmatically "real" is the result of an act of human creation and is susceptible to human understanding through one of three modes of logical thought: deduction, induction, and abduction. Of these three, the most important for human communication is abduction.

Karl Weick refers to the abductive creation of reality as a process of "enacting" reality.\textsuperscript{12} Human life is fundamentally a process of being in an environment, social and cultural as well as physical. We attempt to make sense out of our environment, understand our existence in terms of our understanding, and adapt to changes that are constantly occurring in our environment. Enactment is thus an "effort after meaning." But the meaning of the environment is an act of "invention," not discovery.

We begin this effort after meaning in a state of confusion or maximum uncertainty. As we act and continue to act over time, we begin to develop a body of patterns from which we then punctuate or organize into "meaningful" patterns which make sense of our interpretation or definition of reality. In its ultimate form, this principle of enacted reality through retrospective sensemaking has been stated as "How do I know what I think until I hear what I have to say?"

Reality is thus a process that occurs over time. It begins with actions, proceeds through a sequence of actions, and ends with the human creation of an understanding of reality through retrospectively making sense of those actions. Reality construction is a process of reducing uncertainty from a large list of possible interpretations to some level of meaning -- that is, a manageable level of uncertainty. At this most fundamental level, pragmatic meaning is similar to the conceptualization of meaning in information theory\textsuperscript{13} -- a process of reducing alternative interpretations to some workable interpretation or definition. In fact, the concept of meaning (reconceptualized as uncertainty reduction) is absolutely central to information theory. And that is why the assertion that information theory reifies the subject of meaning from the study of communication seems so absurd. Its major contribution to the study of communication is the reconceptualization of meaning.

The third pragmatic principle of human communication, then, can be phrased to understand communication is to "make sense" of the patterns of interactive behaviors retrospectively. In fact, now that discussion has led to these three pragmatic principles of human communication, we can add two additional principles by inference. Both of these final pragmatic principles are less descriptive that comparative. That is, the principles define pragmatics by indicating how this perspective differs from other perspectives used to understand the process of human communication: A pragmatic view of communication involves asking "How behavior means" rather than (syntactics) "What does behavior mean?" or (semantics) "What do people mean by their behavior?" And, finally, others look for causes; pragmatists look at events and patterns of those events. Others ask "Why?"; pragmatists ask "So what?"

\textbf{PRAGMATICS OF MEANING IN ARGUMENT}

Since the publication of \textit{Principia Mathematica} shortly after the turn of the century, philosophers have sought to develop a system of formalizing arguments used in daily social life. Peirce's trichotomous formulation\textsuperscript{14} at one time seemed to provide the answer to the problem of formalizing arguments-in-use but has since proved quite unsatisfactory. Pragmatism also does not provide for a formal structure of what probably is unformalizable. In fact, its emphasis on the inseparability of form and function would prohibit a general logic of marketplace arguments. However, pragmatism does focus study on the interpretation of meaning in such a way as to provide some general assistance for interpreting the usefulness, if not the validity, of argument-in-use. This discussion attempts to apply pragmatics to the concept of meaning and illustrate that application in terms of the meaning of argument.
Context -- Meaning in use

Often asking "where" something is more informative to meaning than asking "what" something is. For example, psychology defines meaning as a process of perception and locates meaning in the mind of an individual human being. Philosophy (logic) defines meaning as a form or structure and locates meaning within some language (typically mathematics). The physical sciences locate meaning as decomposition of structural elements and locate meaning in objective materiality. Communication, viewed from a pragmatic perspective defines meaning in a pattern of interaction and locates meaning in events. The locus of meaning also defines the nature of the context which is essential to the concept of meaning. Locating meaning in the human mind automatically defines context as more human minds, such as social or cultural norms and values. Locating meaning in the pattern of events automatically defines context as events, such that society and culture become definable in terms of time-bound principles.

Context thus comprises events. Larger contexts by definition mean larger (that is, longer) events. Since the context determines how much significance or importance can be attributed to the event, the choice of what context in which to place the event is crucial to the assessment of meaning. The concept of "fields," popular in current research into the meaning of argument, is essentially a system of contexts available for judging the significance of argument. However, if "fields" possess any value in pragmatics, they must reflect events of when the arguments have occurred. Pragmatically, then, meaning always occurs. "Meaning cannot exist in isolation from its being "used" at some time by some one. Any judgment of validity or worth of an argument, isolated from its actual existence as an event (that is, meaning-in-use), is meaningless from a pragmatic perspective of human communication. Hence, meaning "belongs to" its context of events, not to the person who uses it or a person who responds to it. Meaning is part and product of its use in time.

Pattern -- Reduction of Uncertainty

Perhaps the best way to understand meaning as reducing uncertainty is to understand the absence of meaning. Before information theory, we tended to think of the absence of meaning as a state of nothingness; no meaning implied absence of anything. The presence of meaning, then, required that to have meaning is to bring something to the situation of interpretation. Hence, the cliche -- "Words don't mean anything. Nothing existed in the situation until and unless the human interpreter provided it from somewhere inside the human mind -- typically the system of percepts gained through past experience and carried around inside the human mind. A pragmatic perspective continues to conceptualize meaning as a cognitive experience, but of a vastly different kind.

Pragmatically meaning is a process of elimination, rather than one of discovery. Meaninglessness is not an absence of meaning so much as it is the presence of too many meanings. Acquiring meaning, then, is a process of gaining information for the purpose of eliminating the vast number of potential meanings. Without information, the human has little to assist the cognitions. Too many interpretations or meanings remain as potential alternatives. The information-processing human has no idea whether meaning1, meaning2, meaning3, ... or meaningn is appropriate or accurate. Uncertainty, the state of insufficient information to choose among alternatives, characterizes the absence of meaning. Information -- analysis is necessary to eliminate some meanings as inappropriate or inaccurate. The human goes through the process of acquiring information in order to reduce alternative meanings to some level of certainty in the sense of eliminating all alternatives but one, is probably an ideal state never achieved in "real life." And even if such a state did indeed occur, it would be temporary. The process of uncertainty reduction never ends and often includes periods of increased uncertainty. Pragmatic doubt is inherently omnipresent throughout the process of uncertainty reduction.

Humans process information over time as events occur. The process of reducing uncertainty is a process of making connections between and among events. It follows that the minimum number of events necessary for uncertainty reduction to occur is three: the event, the event that precedes it, and the event that follows it. Realistically, of course, events are constantly occurring, and many more than three events are considered. But some context of events is minimally essential in the process; therefore, three events are absolutely necessary whenever any human being engages in meaning. The pattern of events, the connections between events, provide information to reduce equivocality.

Sensemaking -- Inference through Abduction

A pragmatic perspective inherently endows the human actor and the process of human communication with rationality. Traditionally, we have come to understand rationality as form or structure present in argument: two or more premises and a conclusion. A traditional understanding of the forms of argument includes but two: induction and deduction. The application of pragmatics to forms of argument results in the addition of a third form: abduction. We are relatively familiar with induction and deduction but somewhat less so with abduction. Essentially, the process of abduction is a process of drawing inferences from available information contained in premises, similar to induction and deduction, but differing from deduction in that the inference is not necessitated by the premises. But abduction also differs from induction in that the inferred conclusion is not a generalization or inclusive statement about phenomenal properties. Abduction leads inferentially to a conclusion which may be called an hypothesis. Specifically, abduction leads to an explanation rather than a generalization. Induction generalizes, and abduction explains.

An example might best illustrate the formal difference between the rational processes of induction and abduction. I see an apple fall from a tree. I also observe rocks fall down a mountainside. After numerous instances of observing falling objects, I may use induction in order to the make a generalization about falling objects. I look at the similarities of the objects that I have observed: falling behavior. I thus conclude that all objects with mass and volume fall when not supported. On the other hand, I might employ the process of abduction to draw some
inference from the same events or premises. I might infer that there is
some principle, called "gravitation," that serves to explain the events
of falling rocks. I then continue the process of observing additional
events and in order to define and refine the explanatory inference that
created the construct of gravitation. Newton, we can say, engaged in a
process of abduction as he developed his inference concerning the force
of gravitation.

Pragmatic rationality is always a process of organizing available
information in order to draw inferences. It is a process of drawing
inferences on the basis of making sense of available information. It is
fundamentally a process of organizing events so that a conclusion may be
drawn. But pragmatic rationality also implies that one essential to any
human action is the principle of doubt. Without the presence of doubt,
a human belief is unlikely to play a significant role in human actions.
An inference drawn formally from deduction contains little doubt and is
therefore relatively insignificant. An induced inference is similar to habit
or generalization from experiences and is thus not particularly of value
in understanding human actions. Inferences which result from a process
of abduction, however, continue to possess doubt and are likely to be
present in continued future behavior as humans "test" the validity of
their inferences.

The focus on events occurring in context automatically presumes the
axiom that rational understanding or sensemaking occurs retrospectively
in time. We cannot interpret the meaning of an event until after it has
occurred. We cannot interpret the meaning of an event unless we are able
to see it in the context of other events after they have also occurred.
Rationality, particularly abduction, is not unlike puzzle solving. It
involves a process of organizing events into some pattern that endows
the events with meaning. This process of organizing events, usually called
"punctuation," is a rational process of retrospective sensemaking and
should not be confused (as some communication scholars have done) with
the process of human perception. Perception is neither retrospective
nor sensemaking. It is a process of applying sensemaking to events (percepts)
on a phenomenal event in order to attribute meaning to that
phenomenal event. Perception structures the event prospectively, rather
than retrospectively, and "forces" phenomenal events into preexisting
percepts thereby virtually eliminating pragmatic doubt. Abduction is
explanatory, an act of invention, necessarily inferential, and always
characterized by pragmatic doubt.

IMPLICATIONS

Any discussion of a concept as abstract as meaning must eventually
come to the point of addressing the "so what" issue. So pragmatics has
a way of reconceptualizing the process of human communication and, along
with it, the concept of meaning. So what? People still mean, and words
still don't. Where does that leave? What difference does it make? The
answers to questions such as these need to provide a fresh insight into a
more complete or more satisfactory explanation, or the presence of a
pragmatic perspective will hold little interest or significance for any
student of human communication or argument. Fortunately, a pragmatic

view of communication does indeed lead to fresh ideas and understanding
of communication. The following discussion will try to illustrate those
implications that grow directly out of a pragmatic perspective. The second of these
implications is, by far, the more important implication and will recieve
the most attention.

VALUES

Pragmatic meaning, you will recall, wedd into an inseparable unity
the form and function, time and space, of events and human actions. An
event has no form or structure in and of itself but, rather, takes on
formal characteristics when placed in the context of events and seen as
a fundamental part of a pattern. Events may be structured in any number
of ways, for example, cause-effect, antecedent-subsequent, simultaneity,
redundancy, timing, among others. The structural component of meaning
is absolutely inseparable from its functional component. The meaning of
an event is always an event which, a "thing," comes from human action -- functional
events in regard to it. Hence, the extrinsic meaning of any "thing" may
change considerably as the functional events evolve over time. Further,
an inherent part of the meaning of any thing is "value," the functional
property of meaning.

Gold, for instance, is a materialistic object, a metal, a physical
element. The meaning we have of gold takes into account its physical
properties (atomic weight, yellow color, malleability, etc.) but also
recognizes its "value" as a medium of exchange. Typically, we tend to
see values as a product of human attributions. Humans, we say, place
high value on gold. We ask ourselves, "Why do people value gold so
highly?" Because it is scarce, perhaps. Because it costs so much money,
perhaps. Because it can be exchanged for so many goods and services,
perhaps. But this view of "values," though rational, is certainly not
consistent with pragmatic functions. The apocalyptic novel of American
life after a nuclear holocaust, Alas Babylon, relates the incident of
one man who was found dead of radioactive poisoning contained in gold he
had stolen and accumulated. How gold had no functional value in this
post-war world. Uncontaminated food and gasoline were extraordinarily
valuable, but gold was of little use, even as a medium of exchange.

Attribution as a purely psychological process separate from the
impact of functional events is not an adequate explanation of value.
Pragmatically, the character who hoarded gold made an error in his
interpretation of gold. His error was based on using a context (the
world prior to nuclear war) that no longer existed. He attributed value
to the gold, not on the basis of pragmatic function, but on the basis of
his perceptions that he continued to carry around with him in his mind. He
attributed value to the gold by taking into account the events
in the context and how human actions functioned toward the metal. The
psychological view of values would ask, "Why do people kill for gold?"
The psychological answer would be, "Because people attribute value to it."
The pragmatic view of value would retrospectively make sense of
events and infer that gold has significant value because people kill for it.
The crucial pragmatic characteristic of value in meaning, then, is
not that humans attribute value to an object (such as gold) or concept
(such as freedom), but that every object of concept has some level of value that is determined by events relevant to it. Most important of those events are the human actions toward it.

The example of gold is obviously contrived. It discusses "error" as though only pragmatics could uncover the fact that the poor soul who hoarded gold had made an error in judgment (value). Every person or definition of meaning would render this same judgment. But the point to be gleaned from this example is not the mere presence of an error in one's meaning. In fact, "error" in meaning or interpretations is simply not significant. More important is the function of pragmatic doubt and its role in assessing value in meaning. For the human actor, reality construction (that is, meaning) is a struggle that culminates in action. But human action does not eradicate doubt; that action occurs in its own context and is subject to further interpretation in a constant state of changing events and pattern of events -- a constant state of "becoming." But the meanings will continue to change as events change, only as and if the actor continues to hold doubt and continues to "mean."

Values are thus interpretations of meaning contained in the pattern of past human actions. They involve the "final end" of action that goes beyond the immediate practical effect of human action and extends a zone existential action into "purposive action" or "meaningful action" or, in our words, "pragmatic action." Pragmatically, humans cannot doubt the fact of their action, but they can doubt the value of their action. In other words, belief and abstraction of value are products of sensemaking which occurs after action. A value is the result of the rational process of retrospectively making sense from a pattern of events. A value, too, is an abstract concept not directly expressible in action. Therefore, a value results from the rational process of abstraction, organizing events to form an inference that creates and contains the value. The concept of "values," viewed pragmatically, is consistent with a rational process central to the concept of meaning as enacted.

Paradox

Perhaps the most intriguing insight into the concept of meaning, at least the most intriguing in many decades, is the notion of paradox. It is a direct result of applying a pragmatic perspective to the study of human communication. A paradox results from a pragmatically rational process of constructing reality, but the meaning produced by sensemaking contains elements that are both true (in their own frames of reference) and incongruent (logical impossibility for both to be true). The simple illustration of a paradox is the statement, "I am lying." This sentence can be neither true nor false, but it must be one or the other. Yet, if true, the person is saying his statement is false. If the statement is false, then the person is saying that he is telling the truth. A common paradox and a current object of study among the therapists associated with the Mental Research Institute at Palo Alto is the admonition to "Be spontaneous." If you respond to the command by changing your behavior, you aren't being spontaneous. But if you ignore the command, you don't change your behavior and you continue not being spontaneous. The result is a clear paradox as a result of making sense of the action.

Some communication scholars have become intrigued with the concept of paradox but have failed to take advantage of the pragmatic imperative present in a paradox. They tend to see paradox as a mere contradiction of conflicting information. For example, authors of currently popular textbooks in interpersonal communication have illustrated their definition of paradox with the example of conflicting meanings emanating from multichannel presentations: verbal communication says "I'm poised" and nonverbal behaviors say "I'm nervous." A pragmatic paradox contains a single meaning, two elements of which are both true and inconsistent with each other. The multichannel contradiction of verbal and nonverbal behavior contains two meanings that are certainly inconsistent with each other, but both meanings are not true. One is true; one is false. The problem is not a paradox, but a decision as to which of two meanings to accept. Perhaps "irony" is a better descriptor of this situation.

Paradoxes of meaning have typically been associated with pathology, particularly schizophrenia. However, the same therapists who associated double binds with mental illness have insisted that paradoxes also have important implications for all of communication and human behavior. For one thing, paradoxical meanings are much more common than we might at first think. Second, we tend to equate paradoxes to quickly with a problem that must be overcome, rather than understanding how paradoxes function in our "normal" communicative behavior. Third, the paradox is often a valuable insight into developing communicative skill and, at the same time, maintains the rational human process of understanding a world that is often nonrational.

Finding ourselves in a situation that we have defined as containing a paradoxical meaning is often a learning process affecting how we act in the future. For example, paradox leads to confusion, and confusion has benefits of which we are typically unaware. Among other benefits, Watzlawick points out that our confusion resulting from paradox leads us to "fresh and creative ways of conceptualizing reality along with the fact that it "sharpens our senses and our attention to detail." It is certainly true that we know little about how paradox functions in the process of argument and communication. We have spent so much time and effort on forms of meaning that we have tended to ignore the functions of meaning, particularly pragmatic functions. Coping with paradoxical meanings may be the key to understanding communicative competence, too.

CONCLUSION

A few years ago Larry Grossberg asserted that various alternatives of "communication theory" could be phrased by filling in the appropriate blanks of the following sentence: "Communication is the ______ of meaning between individuals through ______." Several inferences are possible from this generic sentence. One, Grossberg limits the term "communication theory" to interpersonal settings. Two, Grossberg places the concept of meaning at the very center of the communicative process. More importantly, though, Grossberg goes on to assert:

[0]One can adequately summarize the diversity of responses that have been given to the question of
communication with three phrases: (1) correspondence through exchange, (2) sharing through emergence, and (3) constitution through interpretation.44

Grossberg's analysis of communication theory suggests that all the alternative perspectives on human communication are reducible to three: a psychomechanistic theory ("correspondence through exchange"), a psychosocial theory ("sharing through emergence"), and a psychotranscendental theory ("constitution through interpretation"). The discerning reader will undoubtedly discover a common thread of psychologism that permeates all of communication theory, according to Grossberg's analysis. Missing from any of Grossberg's three phrases is anything that could be grossly interpreted as representing a pragmatic perspective.

No one (least of all, I) should experience surprise by a persistent tendency of our society to emphasize a psychological view of humans. We are comfortable and familiar with the psychological notions, even when we don't always understand them in all their Freudian implications. We like the mystery of not knowing all the secrets of the human mind, even when we are often afraid that this lack of knowledge will lead us to be defenseless against dangers from, say, television advertising. Yes, we live in a psychological society, and pragmatists often find difficulty in getting their message across to an obstinate audience. Perhaps one place to begin is with Grossberg's generic statement of communication theory and fill in the blanks with a pragmatic interpretation. That statement would then read, "Communication is the creation of meaning between individuals through cooperatively enacting their reality."
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A CONSTRUCTIVIST APPROACH TO MEANING: IN DEFENSE OF INTERPRETATION

Claudia L. Hale
Iowa State University

One particular issue which has intrigued a variety of theorists involved in the different social sciences is the system by which individuals derive or achieve meaning with respect to the world around them. Numerous attempts have been made to clarify the concept of meaning and the processes involved in an individual's efforts to make his/her world meaningful; however, those efforts have failed to produce a commonly accepted understanding of either the concept or the nature of the processes involved. What does seem clear is that theory development within the communication discipline is greatly impacted by theorists' implicit and explicit assumptions concerning meaning. The concepts of argument and arguing provide excellent examples of research and theory development concerns which are responsive to a priori notions of the relationship between communication and meaning. If a particular theorist defines meaning as a cultural creation or "given" aspect of any interactional context, then arguments and the process of arguing are most profitably examined as products of the culture (micro and/or macro), not of the individuals involved. If, however, meaning is seen as residing within the individual, perhaps responsive to but certainly not determined by any particular cultural milieu, then arguments and arguing are best examined from the viewpoints of the individuals involved in the focal interactions.

The intent of this paper is to present but a single view as to the nature of the communication-meaning relationship. The perspective presented has its roots in the paradigm of constructivism. The constructivist approach to communication has involved an articulation of the relationship between social cognition and communication development/competence. Constructivism recognizes the intrinsic character of the communication-meaning relationship by the very nature of the definition offered for the word "communication": "the process by which shared meaning is created." Thus, the constructivist begins from a stance which places meaning as central to the communicative act. Beyond that definitional specification, a fundamental assertion of constructivism has been that individuals approach their worlds through ongoing processes of interpretation. An individual's actions (communications) are hypothesized as reflecting, though not necessarily mirroring, those personal interpretations, i.e., those private meaning-making processes.

In order to accomplish the goal assumed by this paper, two related issues must be broached: (1) the role of interpretation in the process of creating meaning and in the communication process, and (2) the role of the communication theorist/researcher in defining that communication-meaning relationship. The general position advocated by constructivism and reviewed of research done within the constructivist framework are described elsewhere. Thus, the present discussion will be limited to those aspects of the constructivist perspective specifically relevant to the interaction between meaning and communication.

INTERPRETATION, MEANING, AND COMMUNICATION

A variety of perspectives exist concerning the nature of meaning in the context of communication. The pragmatic position, for example, emphasizes "aspects of understanding that are 'common' to the communicators". Within the pragmatic perspective, meaning is thought to be evident in patterns of behavior (particularly in redundant patterns of behavior). Coordinated management of meaning, on the other hand, looks to rules and meta-rules as vehicles through which coordination of behavior is enabled, relationships are established and maintained, and, thus, interaction is made meaningful.

The constructivist perspective views meaning, as it is related to communication, as an individual sense-making process. The data for that sense-making are the verbal and nonverbal cues perceived by the individual, but the sense-making itself is interpretation. Within this approach to human functioning, knowledge is seen as rooted in the individual and the individual's socially constituted symbolic structures. While "events" exist apart from the individual, an individual can come to know those events only through his/her own perceptual and interpretive processes. These perceptual and interpretive processes are responsive to, but not predetermined by, the individual's cultural milieu.

Four fundamental assumptions of constructivism are relevant to the present discussion. Taken individually, the four are relatively simple, straightforward assertions. As a collective whole, they constitute the presuppositions of constructivist theory and research. In order to establish the proposed relationship between meaning and interpretation, each of these assumptions needs to be briefly explored.

The first assumption is that humans are active perceivers and interpreters of their environments. Essentially, the constructivist position demands that individuals be viewed as integrally involved in the process of creating meaning. In contrast to mechanistic conceptualizations of human beings as passive data for that of external stimuli, constructivism emphasizes a definition of humans as active organisms. Individuals
are seen as being the sources of acts, and meaning is the product of individual cognitive processes.

The cognitive processes or "interpretive schemes" which guide individual sense-making are, themselves, subject to growth and change. Development of an individual's socio-cognitive system is seen as a product of the interaction of the individual and his/her milieu. The nature of the development which occurs is defined as involving change (growth) in both the quantity and the quality of the constructs or schemes available to and employed by the individual. In this respect, constructivism draws upon the theoretical position advanced by Heinz Werner in his assertion that cognitive development is a process involving movement from a condition of relative globality and non-differentiation of cognitive structures to a state of increasing differentiation, articulation, and hierarchical organization. With development and change in the individual's interpretive schemes come development and change in the product of those schemes, i.e., meaning.

As an example of that change, recent theory development and research within the constructivist framework has pointed to qualitative differences in the message strategies of children as they approach a persuasive task. On the most basic levels are those messages presenting only simple or elaborated requests; on the other end of the scale are those messages which reflect an appreciation for counterarguments and/or an attempt to present the request in a way which emphasizes advantages to the persuadee. Barbara O'Keefe and Jesse Delia suggest that these qualitative shifts in message strategy evince developmental differences in the recognition of and accommodation to the multiple purposes or functions which a persuasive message serves. As an individual's interpersonal construct system becomes more complex (i.e., more differentiated and abstract), that change in interpretive scheme should lead to a more sophisticated understanding of (meaning for) the interpersonal objectives which exist within a given context.

Two very different but associated points should be emphasized at this time. First, while it might be possible to chart general socio-cognitive development (à la Piaget, for example), development is a dynamic process which does not proceed at the same pace for all individuals, nor do all individuals achieve equal levels of sophistication in their interpretive schemes. It is, in point of fact, those differences in sophistication of socio-cognitive systems that have proved of particular interest to theorists operating within the perspective of constructivism. Second, although the emphasis thus far has been on the individual, constructivism recognizes meaning as both an individually and a socially constituted entity with two different senses of the notion "socially constituted". One sense of "socially constituted" is present in the recognition that individuals are born into a human community, i.e., into a world which is defined, interpreted, organized and meaningful. Part of assuming a position as an accepted member of any culture involves accommodating to the social world which already exists. The other sense of "socially constituted" resides in the recognition that communication, itself, is a social process and that individuals engaged in the process of communication are simultaneously engaged in the business of creating a shared sense of reality. Thus, the very nature of the social encounter provides a context for altering individually constituted understandings.

The second fundamental assumption of constructivism is that, through perception and interpretation, individuals create their own concepts of reality. This assumption is closely aligned with the first assumption. While the first called for a view of humans as active in the interpretation of their environment, the second is the recognition that what constitutes reality for one individual might not constitute reality for another individual. That is, the product of the activity of interpretation will not, necessarily, be identical for any two individuals. The significance of any event (or interaction) does not reside in the event, itself; rather, significance is an individually and socially negotiated out-growth of the event.

One might argue that an apparent contradiction exists between the current assertion that reality is individually constituted and the previous assertion that individuals are responsive to and accommodate a pre-existent human community. However, no such contradiction exists. While each individual is born into an already established, defined and organized world reflecting that extent environment where personally meaningful is still an individual process, calling upon the individual's own interpretive schemes. The nature of the individual's interpretive schemes is certainly responsive to that individual's cultural milieu, but a recognition of responsiveness should not be confused with the assertion of a cause-effect relationship. Thus, it is culture as perceived and interpreted by the individual which is the operative construct. Even in the more narrowly defined context of a specific interpersonal encounter, acknowledgement of a socially negotiated reality should not be confused with the assertion that the interactants thus share identical realities. At the risk of a negative example, any victim of bypassing will confirm that coordination of behaviors is fully possible in the absence of mutually shared realities. On a more positive note, interpretation and meaning are, themselves, dynamic in their natures and responsive to the substance and tone of any encounter. Just as communication is a dynamic, on-going process, so is interpretation. Any significance assigned to event X at time A is open to modification as a result of communication and additional sense-making efforts. While the typical result of such modification might be that the communicators obtain more closely
aligned senses of reality, such an end-result is by no means guaranteed.

Following from the first two assumptions, the third assumption of constructivism is that, through communication, individuals attempt to create a shared concept of reality. Through interpretation, individuals make their worlds personally meaningful; through communication, individuals attempt to make their worlds socially meaningful, that is, they attempt to create a shared sense of meaning.

Any constraints which exist to guide an individual’s meaning-making processes are derived, in part, from that individual’s desire to achieve effective (or competent) communication. As such, culture and the social constitution of reality again become considerations. But in addition to any notion of significance preceding an interaction (for example, cultural notions of “significance” of a marriage ceremony, presidential debate, or employment interview), there is a recognition that the “meaning” which results from any encounter is a reciprocal and emergent creation. Individuals engaged in interaction cooperate to some extent in determining the nature of the “reality” in which they are engaged. Each interactant brings to bear his/her own dual processes of perception and interpretation in determining the cultural and relational roles/rules applicable in the given context. The joint (or coordinated) notion of what is appropriate in the context of the encounter is implicitly (on occasion, explicitly) negotiated with the other interactants.

The final assumption to be reviewed is that competent communication is dependent on understanding how others define their realities. Clearly, the argument thus far has been that meaning is the product of individual perceptual and interpretive systems. The significance which an individual ascribes to any context or encounter, guides the individual in the selection of an appropriate interactional strategy. As any encounter might involve multiple goals, multiple strategies might be required. Whatever the case, competence is dependent upon the ability of any particular actor in an encounter to understand the realities of the other actors involved in that encounter, select an appropriate strategy for that encounter, and capably enact that strategy.

Rebecca Rubin and Sally Henzl recently offered a perspective concerning communication competence which is particularly attractive within the framework being advocated in this paper. The approach they suggest is one based on the impressions of those involved in the interaction. Within this view, competence is defined as “an impression formed about a communicator by other people.” In deciding, for example, whether or not someone involved in an argument is competent, the impression-based perspective would look to the views of those others involved in that argument, not to some external criteria or standard of judgment. Such an approach is intuitively attractive as it calls for attention to the dimensions of judgment applied by those persons involved in situ.

Within this view, competence as a communicator is aided by (if not clearly dependent on) the ability of that communicator to decipher the standards of judgment being employed by those others involved within the interaction. The central issue is still one of the interpretation-meaning relationship. In this case, the question becomes one of metaperspectives, i.e., how fellow communicators interpret the encounter and the meaning (or significance) that they, therefore, ascribe to the interaction. Assuming that a particular interactant capably perceives and interprets the perspective of his/her fellow communicators, then it should be possible for that interactant to select a line of action (or strategy) which is appropriately adapted to the needs of the situation and the other interlocutors.

In general, then, the paradigm of constructivism calls for a view of humans as active in the perception and interpretation of their environments. Further, there is a recognition that the “products” of that activity are individually relevant concepts of reality which interactants attempt to share through communication. Finally, there is the assertion that competence as a communicator is dependent, in part, on one’s ability to perceive and interpret the realities of others involved in any interaction. The concept of “meaning” within this framework is coterminous with “reality” or “significance.” The meaning of any event is the significance which the individual ascribes to that event. Given the dialectic nature of communication and interpretation, meaning serves both as a guide to and a product of communication.

ROLE OF THE COMMUNICATION THEORIST/RESEARCHER

A theme which has long been a part of constructivist philosophy and research is embodied in the assertion that one’s conception of science should be consistent with one’s view of persons (and vice versa). Thus, there is an insistence on an alignment between any perspective’s presuppositions concerning what it means to be human and the dictates of that theory concerning the nature of the scientific enterprise. Given that constructivism is based in an interpretive orientation which recognizes the creation of meaning as an individual achievement grounded in the dual processes of perception and interpretation, then research conducted within the aegis of constructivism should reflect that particular philosophical anthropology. Thus, attention must be given to significance (meaning) as a creation of one’s individual creative act, not a creation of an a priori set of circumstances or research conditions.
Within some other perspectives (Fisher's pragmatic perspective, for example), the intrapersonal aspect of functioning is viewed as having, at most, a minimal impact on the interpersonal system. This is not to say that internalized phenomena (i.e., individual perception and interpretation) are defined as nonexistent or as having no impact on individual functioning, but that any impact of such phenomena on interpersonal functioning is viewed, at best, as only being indirect in nature. Obviously, the constructivist perspective asserts a different point of view. Rather than defining the impact of internalized processes as indirect, constructivism subscribes to a view of internalized processes as serving to guide interpersonal functioning. The imposition of a line of distinction between individual processes and interpersonal processes is considered arbitrary and as serving no useful function.

By way of example, most theorists would agree that the sincerity and/or intentionality of a particular behavior can have an impact on the social system involved. While those operating within the constructivist framework would certainly agree with that basic position, they would modify the assertion slightly to point out that it is the perception and interpretation of a particular behavior as sincere or intention- al which is critical. Behaviors, in and of themselves, are neither sincere nor insincere; they are, however, perceived and interpreted as such by fellow interactants and observers of the interaction. Any particular behavior might be perceived and interpreted as sincere by one interactant while being perceived and interpreted as insincere by another interactant and not perceived at all by yet a third interactant.

A number of related issues emerge from the recognition of an interpretation (meaning)-communication relationship. One of those issues is the question of whether or not a particular behavior, within any perspective claiming a central role for individual processes or attributes, becomes a simple additive product of those processes. As Fisher views it: "if the phenomenon of human communication is derivable from the properties or attributes of individuals, then communication is a summative 'heap' that can be totally analyzed by observing the individual's actions in isolation." This argument would be of greater concern if all individuals employed the product of their perceptions in the same way (drawing the same conclusions concerning the goals of the encounter and communication strategies which should constitute a response, and possessing equal capability with respect to the enactment of those strategies), and if perception and interpretation were not ongoing processes, as dynamic as communication itself. With that recognition of the dynamic interrelationship between interpretation and communication, it becomes impossible to limit the investigation of communication to any additive model of intrapersonal processes and be satisfied. (Just as, from the constructivist perspective, it is equally unsatisfactory to limit the examination of communication to behavior without some attention to individual interpretive processes.)

Still, one might wonder whether a tautology is being established by coupling the claim that interpretation guides communication behaviors with the insistence that communication research should examine both interpretation and behavior. If an essential relationship between interpretation and behavior does, in fact, exist, then isn't it sufficient to limit one's examination to communication behavior, deriving from that behavior the probable content of an individual's intrapersonal evaluation? Such an approach might be a viable option were it not for the principle of equifinality. As has been argued up to this point (and as is reflected within the notion of equifinality), even if two individuals perceived a situation in similar fashions and drew similar interpretations, that would not insure that they would then also select the same communication strategy as a response or that they would both capably enact that strategy. By the same token, very similar communication behaviors could reflect very different interpretations. Thus, it is only through the examination of both interpretation and communication that one obtains an understanding of and an appreciation for the social system which emerges through interaction.

One final issue should be broached. Certainly, a measure of any perspective in the extent to which that perspective permits, even encourages, the examination of questions not endorsed by other perspectives. The interpretive orientation assumed by constructivism clearly legitimizes the examination of the relationship between intrapersonal processes and interpersonal functioning. While not all internalized phenomena necessarily impact communication, the issues of which phenomena do affect communication and the nature of that impact are appropriate concerns for those involved in the discipline of communication. Just as the social system is important in understanding the dynamics of the communication process, so is the individual interpretive system.

The study of argument (in O'Keefe's sense of argument—argument-as-process) can serve as an example of issues related to the meaning-communication relationship which are specifically legitimized by the perspective of constructivism. One such issue is the very question of what constitutes an argument. Admittedly, a level of utility can be achieved by having the researcher decide, on the basis of prevailing theory, what serves as an argument, that is, what elements must exist in any particular interaction to determine that "argument" is an appropriate label for that interaction. However, the researcher's theoretical distinctions concerning the nature of arguments might not be shared by those individuals actually involved in the interaction. An interesting question arises in
the issue of how natural language users label their interactions and what, from the perspectives of natural language users, constitutes an argument (as opposed, for example, to a discussion or a conflict or a fight). That issue can be legitimately broached only from an approach which recognizes meaning as a product of individual perception and interpretation. Only within such a perspective is the possibility of individual differences in definition recognized and authorized as a concern for both research and theory development.

A second area legitimized by constructivism's approach to the meaning-communication relationship is that of the rationales which underlie the process of arguing. That is, the question of what accounts for a particular individual's selection and execution of any argument, tactic, or strategy can be meaningfully addressed only from a perspective which encourages the examination of individual interpretive processes. Again, the principle of equifinality subsumes the particular problem encountered here. Any argument, tactic, or strategy can reflect a number of different rationales, just as any rationale might be actualized through a number of different arguments, tactics, and strategies. The equifinality which exists in the situation should not be viewed as providing license to, therefore, ignore the issue of individual perspectives as a fruitless chase of an ephemeral phenomena. Patterns of relationships can be discerned and examined in terms of their contribution to theory development. The point is that such an examination can and will take place only from a stance which recognizes meaning as an individual product and, thus, provides for an interpretive orientation.

CONCLUSION

Each of the different philosophic approaches to the discipline of communication offers its own view concerning the nature of the relationship which exists between communication and meaning. Within the perspective of constructivism, the communication-meaning relationship which is advocated is seated in a recognition of meaning as reflective of individual perceptual and interpretive processes. This individually-based interpretive orientation results in a recognition of and an appreciation for multiple perspectives as extant within any social context or encounter.

The position of multiple-perspectivity offers a number of implications for communication theorists. The acknowledgment of meaning as an individual construction or sense-making process brings with it the responsibility for eliciting, as opposed to assuming, the interpretations of interactants. At minimum, the interpretive orientation detailed here imposes a recognition that individuals vary in the level of sophistication of their sense-making processes and awareness. Differences in socio-cognitive development offer implications for individual functioning in all contexts, but particularly in social encounters.

While communication behavior is recognized as typically reflective of individual sense-making (setting aside situations of deliberate deception), the correspondence between interpretation and communication cannot be considered pure, simple, or immediately apparent. Rather, the very nature of the complex relationship which exists between interpretation (meaning) and communication invites critical examination. In particular, theory building efforts focusing on the process of arguing benefit from an interpretive approach as it shifts attention away from arbitrary criteria and standards of judgment imposed by the researcher and concentrates, instead, on standards of judgment applied by those involved in the interaction. Such a shift in focus is both appropriate and profitable for theory development in the discipline of communication.
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A NEW LOOK AT MEANING IN SYSTEMS OF ARGUMENT
Gary B. Lafleur
Utica College of Syracuse University

Rhetoricians have long understood the importance of the situation to the design and interpretation of messages. For centuries, teachers of the communication arts have told their students to adapt their ideas to the audience and the occasion. Other theorists, of the present age of electronic technology, while overstating their claim, have broadened this ancient advice to include the medium of exchange. Some have been adamant about the need for good rhetoric to fit its situation's invitations regarding "purpose, theme, matter and style." And yet others have gone so far as to characterize Rhetoric as an art of adjusting ideas to situations and situations to ideas. In the history of this discipline, Rhetoric, it has never been controversial or new to claim that messages must be adapted to their contexts, and it would hardly be novel to insist that meanings are influenced by matters of context. It is, however, somewhat of a new twist on things to stress that context will be influenced by matters of text; and even more novelty might be ascribed a position which explicitly emphasizes that messages, or "texts," frequently "reconstruct" the context. This latter position, recently simplified for publication by Robert J. Branham and L. Barnett Pearce, is at the heart of a theory of communication which is summarised in this present paper. Ultimately, the "new look at meanings," spoken to in the title of this paper, sits squarely in the traditional rhetorical concern for matters of context, yet emphasizes the reflexive relationship between texts and contexts and casts the situation as a hierarchy of ways of looking at that situation.

The theory presented in this paper builds upon previous theorising by Vernon E. Cronen, L. Barnett Pearce, and their students. It is known as the Special Theory of Reflexivity (henceforth, STR) and is an important part of the General Theory of Communication which is more popularly known by its "ancestral terms": The Coordinated Management of Meaning. A summary of the STR, as revised and extended by the present author, this paper will explain the utility of a model which facilitates articulation of ways in which messages may have multiple levels of meaning, some of which may seem self-contradictory to a subject. The Special Theory has been explained in considerable detail, in its earlier formulations, in several previous papers. The purpose of this present paper is only to outline the hypotheses and models of the STR in order to explain its utility for the analysis of intrapersonal confusion typical of dyadic argument in interpersonal relationships. Fundamental to this explanation, and to this theory, is a way of looking at contexts. The cornerstone of the STR is a model which suggests a view of contexts as varying in degrees of abstraction and as hierarchically organized; in effect, it allows for a more careful articulation of the ways in which messages may have multiple levels of meaning, some of which may seem self-contradictory to a subject.

A Model of Contexts

As Vernon E. Cronen and his colleagues have noted, "Bateson's essential insight was that communication can be treated as a hierarchical system and that social meanings, like other hierarchical systems, may exhibit reflexive relationships." The view of context presented here capitalizes on that insight. It offers a view of several levels of context and suggests that meanings relevant to any level of this model will inform and be informed by meanings apparently relevant to both lower and upper levels of this hierarchical organisation. As such, the model allows for a view of contexts as contextualizing and being contextualized; words-spoken and gestures-acted are caught in a concentric web of grander and grander frames of reference.

**A Model of Contexts**

Understanding the model is facilitated by viewing each level as contextualized by meanings relevant to the next upper level and as informing the interpretation of meanings at the next lowest level. Lower level
meanings come to "count as" elements of upper level constructions; upper level media serve to frame lower level meanings as grander schemes of context, as apparently more abstract or more enduring and stable tableaus. Yet, it should be understood that "upper" and "lower" refer only to the relative positions of whatever levels of the hierarchy are made salient. As Bronham and Pearce have recently written, "Rather than an orderly hierarchy of successively abstract contexts, such as envisioned in Bertrand Russell's 'Theory of Types,' the relations between texts and multiple layers of context may be said to form what Bateson termed 'a dance of interacting parts'; and a zig-zag ladder of dialectic between form and process." And John W. Lammann's view is to see each of these levels as a "transparent vantage point around which a person orients his or her meaning structure." 10

The model suggests that verbal communication is contextualized by nonverbal messages and that, reflexively, nonverbal images are informed by the verbal for possible interpretation. It suggests that verbs and nonverbal elements combine to allow for the interpretation of what speech acts—insults, compliments, questions—have been performed and that, reflexively, notions regarding the speech act serve to contextualize verbal and nonverbal meanings. It suggests that speech acts in combination are taken as recognizable brief exchanges or "interacts." 11 And that, reflexively, one's sense of how interacts should proceed serves to contextualize one's view of what speech acts have transpired, and so on. Interacts come to "count as" ongoing sequences with recognizable beginnings and endings, "episodes," and these, in turn, become the context for understanding what interacts are likely given some episode context. Episodes suggest, upwardly, what the "relationship" is now like and, conversely, one's meanings for the present nature of the relationship serve to contextualize the episodes which may transpire. Views of the relationship come to inform meanings regarding the "contract" or, rather, variably implicit agreements that we share regarding "how we will be for each other." And, this contract suggests, in turn, what relationship "scripts" are possible or being acted out. The "scripts" is a level of meanings which suggests, as context, what "contracts" are variably acceptable/possible. Finally, these relationship scripts suggest, upwardly, notions relevant to all the episodes which are contextualized by acceptable/possible scripts for the "kind of person I am" and the culture serves as a grand contextual backdrop for all of these considerations. 12

The relationships between levels of the model outlined above are by no means the only ones suggested by the model. Any two layers are hypothesized to be in this text-context relationship; the organization of the model only meant to suggest that reflexive relationships are useful to consider and what frames of context are likely to be considered as grander when considering any two levels of meaning. 13

The Utility of the Model

Because the STR conceives of meanings as usefully organized into a hierarchy of layers and because the relationships between these layers are modeled as mutually informative or "reflexive," the model itself introduces the possibility of exploring the tangles or problematic relations which might exist for persons when meanings understood at one level of context do not jibe with interpretations which seem apparent at some other level, interpersonal and interpersonally entrapment in the confusion and behavioral paralysis which may result from such problematic relationships within the hierarchy of contexts has been the focus of study in Family Therapy for a number of years. 14 Cronen, Johnson, and Lammann, borrowing from computer scientists and subatomic physics, have referred to these problematic relations as "strange loops." And, expanding on the theme, Bronham and Pearce have now differentiated between loops that are "strange" and loops that are "subversive," and have recent strategies of loop resolution previously suggested by the present author. 15 The utility of the model is, then, its ability to guide us in the clarification of the location of loops, their understanding as problematic, and their resolution when problematic. More broadly, the STR allows for better understanding of dyadically generated interpersonal arguments and their distinctive, perhaps idiosyncratic, transpersonal logics generally.

A Summary of the Special Theory of Reflexivity

Many theorists have now contributed to the STR. The theory as it is summarized here is based primarily on Vernon E. Cronen's colleagues, but includes several modifications and additions made by the present author, independent of their work. Some of what follows is taken verbatim from previous summaries of the theory, however much of what is reported here constitutes expansion of the original theory.

A fundamental postulate of the special theory suggests that "systems of meaning and action are persons' cognitive constructions realities and are not best assessed as reflections of external realities."Both the General Theory (GTM) and the STR take the ontological position that communication is the process by which persons create social realities.

As noted above, the theory suggests that meanings are best modeled as existing in hierarchical relationships of contextualization. It also suggests that some degree of reflexivity is common to all hierarchical relationships and that reflexive loops are formed whenever persons deal with the implications of lower level meanings for some upper level of context and then consider contextual influences on lower level constructs. Upward movement, in this path of considering, is thought to manifest force known as "implicative" force. Downward movement is theorized to manifest the force of "contextualization." 17 These are also cast merely as "upward" and "downward" forces in the system.

LaFleur's modifications here suggest the nature of these forces. He has argued that it is sensible to conceive of upward force as characterized by varying levels of constitutive certainty and has defined such as the level of certainty that a person feels regarding the interpretation of a unit of meaning to a higher level of context. For example, he writes,
..."a given unit of content may be thought to constitute a particular speech-act, e.g., an insult, with some degree of certainty." The idea here is to suggest that persons' interpretations—upward vary from extremes of doubt and certainty, downward forces, the notion that upper level contexts influence lower level constructions, is cast, on the other hand, as a function of level-confidence, the degree of confidence or uncertainty that an individual feels regarding his or her conceptualization of a layer of context. Level-confidence speaks to the question: how certain am I (for instance) that this episode (or relationship etc.) is as I think it is? LaFleur's "Downward Impact Corollary" suggests that upward forces have a significant impact on salient lower levels of the hierarchy and the levels of "felt obligation" or "deontic forces" which will characterize appropriate rules for action. The "Upward Impact Corollary" suggests that upward forces do not impact on salient lower levels of the hierarchy and may alter the level-confidence of upper layers of context.

STL also posits that there is a temporal dimension to the experience of reflexive relationships. LaFleur has extended this notion and has suggested that rules for interpretation, as well as so-called "upward" and "downward" movements within the hierarchy must be conceived of as marked by temporal adjecitives, e.g., "now" "then" and "soon." Terms these "temporal operators," LaFleur has repeatedly argued that the "primitive" models, as they are called, of the General Theory (GT) ought to be modi- fied to include such temporal operators, even if it does complicate things considerably. Looping, in fact, must be understood as a temporal process. A substantive implication of this is that processes of context-temporalization downward, or vice versa. Perhaps, as the present author has previously noted, these loops ought to be depicted as spirals in time. The STL posits temporality as a dimension.

The "Whole-Part" Corollary claims that "hierarchical relationships are not always isomorphic with part-whole relationships." This thesis is meant to stress that although the hierarchy model might be seen as consisting of smaller parts which are ordered so that smaller parts participate in larger parts, several "relationships" might be thought of as contributing to a "life-script"—the STL recognizes that, for instance, an indi- vidual might perceive his or her self through the context of various episodes or speech acts.

The theory does not assume that reflexive relationships are all problematic. Commonly, the theory posits that reflexive loops are essential to all social interaction. The emergent quality of contexts entails the tendency to form reflexive relationships. Learning may be modeled as the resolution of problematic loops.

The third proposition of the theory is the assumption that the analysis of reflexive relationships requires knowledge of contexts which are not always explicit in the texts. And, even though the STL includes the notion that not every level of the hierarchy is relevant to every interpretation, Cronen and his colleagues have insisted that three or more levels of meaning are required to analyze reflexive loops.
Strategies of Resolution

Propositions 7 through 10 of the Special Theory warn of and describe the problems which may result from difficult intransitivity. The seventh proposition, as noted above, warns that it may produce confusion which will persist in systems lacking modes of acceptable resolution. The eighth proposition suggests, optimistically, that "persons often act creatively upon their own systems of meaning by separating a role of meaning and by converting intransitive to transitive loops," 52 but the ninth proposition warns that unresolved looping may result in damage to the life-script and the tenth warns of exaggerated importance being attributed to behavior which is linked through looping to the highest levels of its hierarchy. In fact, Crozier and his colleagues have gone so far in their "Positive Effects Limitation Corollary 10.1" to suggest that unresolved loops may result in the generation of schizophrenia.33 Clearly, the STR suggests that strategies of resolution should be studied.

Intrigued by these problems of intransitivity, the present author has conducted several case studies of intrapersonal confusion in interpersonal relationships.34 Several means of dealing with "strangeness" have become apparent: bolstering, exploding simultaneity, attributions of madness and badness, refusal to interpret, redefinition of context (or, as Branham and Pearce have termed it, "contextual reconstruction"), reinterpretation of meaning (or, as Branham and Pearce have termed it, "conformity"), adjustment of value or value, and appealing to a fourth level of context.

1. Bolstering: A strategy of resolution, this method involves any attempt to bolster confidence or certainty in any salient-relevant level of the hierarchy. Theoretically, increasing level-confidence allows for resolution of the loop/the weaker conceptualisation is forced out of the system.

2. Exploding: This strategy relies on the subject's ability to reconcile problems of fit by exploding the necessity of simultaneously present interpretations. Meanings at one level or the other are written off, typically, as, for instance, "not true now, maybe later." It is, theoretically, the adjustment of temporal operators. Subjects have frequently reported that they simply refuse to consider or make sense of intransitive ideas, akin to what Branham and Pearce call non-participation, this strategy constitutes mere withdrawal from the idea.

3. Attributing: Attributing madness or badness to self or other seems to be a well-used method for resolution. Systems that are insane or malicious may be expected to produce intransitivity; the assumption implicit in this strategy. Subjects have also reported appealing to a fourth level of context which, if characterised by satisfactory level-confidence, may help to resolve the intransitivity. Two levels do not jibe; a third may clarify the system.

4. Refusal: This strategy relies on the subject's ability to reconcile problems of fit by exploding the necessity of simultaneously present interpretations. Meanings at one level or the other are written off, typically, as, for instance, "not true now, maybe later." It is, theoretically, the adjustment of temporal operators. Subjects have frequently reported that they simply refuse to consider or make sense of intransitive ideas, akin to what Branham and Pearce call non-participation, this strategy constitutes mere withdrawal from the idea.

5. Redefinition: Tending contextual reconstruction by others, this method involves allowing text to redefine context. It is, theoretically, a kind of surrender to the power of the upward or implicational forces in the system. It may involve altering "the expectations" within which text is understood and evaluated.

6. Conformity: Another simple way of resolving apparent intransitivity seems to involve a kind of easy reinterpretation of lower level meanings, text, to suit upper level constructions, context. Theoretically, level-confidence may be so high as to force the constitutive rules into a state of complexity. Conformity may result from bolstering.

7. Revaluation: This strategy involves the discounting of the importance of the problem. It may or may not result in a refusal (see above) strategy. Some subjects, for instance, reported that they were still very confused by the loop but that it was simply "not important" anymore. (It should be noted that neither attributing nor revaluation actually involve resolution of the loop; they are, perhaps, better characterised as coping strategies.)

8. Appealing: As a strategy of resolution, "wobble" seems to involve a kind of determination to allow meanings to shift over time; a kind of passive waiting for transitivity.

9. Wobbles: This strategy involves cognitive searching for a third salient-relevant level of context which, if characterised by satisfactory level-confidence, may help to resolve the intransitivity. Two levels do not jibe; a third may clarify the system.

This concludes the present summary of the STR as developed by Vernon Crozier and as extended and modified by his students and the present author. The reader is respectfully reminded that this is only an outline of that theory; more comprehensive in detail, example, and illustration are the several papers, articles and books cited in this text.

Conclusion

Historians have, indeed, long understood the importance of matters context to the design and interpretation of messages. The paper at hand has, however, stressed a new twist on the relationship between messages, interpretations, and their contexts. Summarising the Special Theory of Reflexivity, this paper and those it reports on have emphasized a reflexive influence between texts and contexts, messages and situations, interpretations and notions of self. It has summarized the recasting of the
The implications of this theory for the study of argument are numerous. These implications derive from both this new view of context and from the assumptions made here about the nature of intrapersonal processes.

Hierarchically organized levels of context allow for a new view of meaning; one which supposes that the multiple meanings of a statement may be modeled as a set of upward and downward forces which are variably responsible for reflexive changes in level-confidence and constitutive certainty within the system. In addition, the postulation of intransitive and transitive relations suggests that argument may be profitably conceived of as the process whereby persons work out problematic relationships among their levels of meaning.

Given this new view of argument, reason-giving and claim-making may be viewed as the observable vehicles or means for attempting these resolutions of fit. Argumentative competence—so clearly a function of knowledge, skill and motivation—may also be some function of the abilities of persons to coordinate the working out of intransitive reflexivity transpersonally; and, developmental progression through any hypothesized levels of such competence might now be studied as the nurturing of abilities involved in the interpretation of the multiple levels of meaning, such as the ability to make decisions regarding what aspects of a message suggest what meanings at what levels of context. In short, traditional views of argument and current views of argumentative competence need not be abandoned but, rather, understood as the superstructure of these intrapersonal processes.

Perspective-taking, the ability to understand how other persons construct his or her reality, can now be studied as some function of one's ability to accurately project another's assignment and creation of meanings and confidence to various contextually specific levels of construct-bound meanings; and, the development of cognitive complexity, as well as the more flexible and complex strategies of sophisticated communicators, might now be studied as the result of these intrapersonal processes. Moreover, complex and flexible strategies might now be studied in order to better understand the contribution of such sophisticated strategies to the resolution of reflexive and problematic relationships and as intrinsic to the development of transpersonally competent logics of interaction, given the modeling of transpersonal logics within the more General Theory (GTM). In fact, argumentative strategy might even be very profitably viewed as a kind of poking around or testing of the limits and constraints of any particular logic.

In short, this theory allows for a more detailed understanding of the ways in which intrapersonal negotiations with the multiple meanings of sentences/claims may guide the patterning and structure of observable turns in interpersonal argument, if not argument generally. It does so by recasting context as a complex of tableaus for meaningful orientation, by suggesting possibilities for inter-level relationships, and by formulating a processual model which suggests the nature of resolution strategies necessary for the intrapersonal invention of good sense and "good reasons." Thus, in some sense, this theory, as revised and extended by the present author, suggests the skeletal format for a substantial intrapersonal rhetoric, one which may profitably inform the study of observable argument.
Aristotle, for instance, tells us that "Rhetoric falls into three divisions, determined by the three classes of listeners to speeches." The listener, he tells us, "determines the speech's end and object." 


McLuhan's claim that the medium "is" the message called attention to the ways in which technologies, as extensions of man, are in reflexive relationship with the "context" of the old technologies, but his argument is also that the media alter "our relations to one another and to ourselves" by shaping and forming the "modes and forms of human association and action." The implications for Rhetorics constitute a new emphasis on the interaction between text and medium. See Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1964), pp. 5-9.
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The present author has inserted this level of context into the hierarchy in order to suggest a level of contextualization which allows for the interpretation of speech acts and is not really episodic. "Intersect" is used here to denote what Timothy Leary and the Kaiser Foundation Group referred to as an "interpersonal behavior reflex" of "reflex ego." See T. Leary, "The Theory and Measurement Methodology of Intersubjectivity in Communication," Psychiatry, 18 (1955), 117-161.

It should be pointed out that this model differs from the usual model of hierarchy presented previously by Cronen et al.; it includes a new differentiation which allows for the more careful articulation of how meanings come to have significance regarding the nature of the relationship. "Relationship" is the level of context that has to do with branham and Pearso's level of contextualization. It is a level of context which speaks to implicit and explicit agreements between the parties regarding the nature of the relationship. And, relationship scripts is a level which pertains to the notions that a person might have regarding what kind of relationships are possible for him or her.

The present author disagrees with earlier formulations which suggest that it is sensible to invert these levels for matters of analysis and to, thereby, suggest that, for instance, the level of episodic events might serve to contextualize one of the relationship levels. In my view, to contextualize is to serve as a grander frame of reference. Lower levels, in my view, do not contextualize upper levels; rather, they inform them, invoke them, and reconstruct them, etc. See Cronen, Johnson and Lannamann for the alternate view.

Cronen has been the father of this school of thought. See Gregory Bateson, Steps to an Ecology of Mind (New York: Ballantine, 1972) and Mind and Nature (New York: Pantheon); also see Paul Hekalovich, Janet M. Bavin and Donald J. Ducan, Pragmatics of Human Communication (New York: N.Y. Norton, 1967) and Gregory Bateson, Donald Jackson and J.H. Weakland, "Toward a Theory of Schizophrenia," Behavioral Science, 1 (1956), 1, 251-268.
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The work of critical scholars toward the development of a narrative theory of discourse constitutes some of the most exciting scholarship in argumentation. Walter Fisher's essay on the "narrative paradigm" for communication as well as earlier work by W. Lance Bennett on storytelling as a judgmental framework in the courtroom has channeled an interest in how stories give order to human experience. In many, if not all, communication contexts stories provide us with both the ability to make sense of the world and the framework from which we judge new knowledge and information presented us.

According to Scholes, narrative is a place where sequence and language intersect to form a discursive code. He writes:

A word in any language carries with it a semantic field of potential meanings which is partly governed by social code and partly individualized by the unique features of whoever utters or interprets the word. When a word is incorporated in an utterance, the semantic field is narrowed by its situation in a syntactic structure, in a discursive pattern, in a social situation, and in a referential context. Thus each interpreter generates a distinct interpretant for each textual sign, and to the extent that communication is achieved, the interpretants of all interpreters of the same utterance will correspond with one another and with that of the person who employed the sign in the original act of communication (p. 207).

Scholes argues that narrative is not just a sequencing but a sequencing of something for somebody. Only an event can be narrated, a narrated event is the symbolic presentation of a sequence of events connected by subject-matter and related by time. Without temporal relation, or subject continuity Scholes argues, we have only a list. Any set of events that can be sequenced and related can also be narrated. Scholes claims that a formal feature of narrative texts is the presentation of events having already happened. Narrative is always past.

A story, according to Scholes, is a narrative with a specific syntactic shape (beginning-middle-end) and with a subject matter which allows for or encourages the "projection of human values upon this material." The producer of a historical text affirms that the events entextualized did indeed occur prior to the entextualization. Thus the interpreters are required to bring extratextual information to evaluate such a historical narrative. This interpretation involves the construction of qualities that resemble aspects of the events, called a diegesis, by which events are ordered and all relationships are as clear as possible. The extra-textual information used by an individual in order to evaluate a narrative is always grounded in a belief system based on experience, authority and inference - invariably other narratives. How a narrative is formally addressed in this belief system is an empirical question beyond the scope of this paper. What is of primary concern is the foundation to the question by which individuals order beliefs as to whether stories are true or false. Given two competing stories, in the courtroom or family disputes, what makes one story more believable and acceptable than another? Fisher argues that formal and substantive features work to distinguish story acceptability. Formal features, which constitute what he terms narrative probability, are attributes of the consistency of characters and actions. The question this consistency assures us is whether the narrative satisfies the coherence of what we know to be true. Fisher and Bennett both argue that stories must meet the demand of coherence to be considered true. Thus stories which are most consistent and coherent within their own story elements are considered more probable than those less so. Substantive features, which constitute the narrative fidelity for Fisher, concern how people come to adhere to a particular story. While Fisher argues for the logic of good reasons as a means of distinguishing the fidelity of stories, no such criteria exists for assessing narrative probability. The judgment process of how individuals assess the consistency and coherence of story elements has not been addressed. I propose that one viable approach toward understanding this judgment process is the assessment of beliefs as they are used by individuals to assert the reality of an event or reconstruction of an event. The purpose of this paper is to offer a reconceptualization of the belief construct which enhances our understanding of narrative judgment.

**The Construct of Belief**

Aristotle was probably the first scholar to carefully consider the construct of belief and articulate his claims. According to Conkett, Aristotle's use of the word *pistes* to stand for a rhetorical proof, the root of *pistes* is *pistis*, or belief. Aristotle perceived belief as "the highest degree of certainty to which we can attain in dealing with the everyday affairs of men" (p. 599). To Aristotle, belief was clearly a statement of reality, a degree of certainty that a claim of reality was true. A thousand years later, William James came to the same conclusion. To James, beliefs were tied directly to an individual's perception of reality. In fact, beliefs constitute reality, James wrote: "Everyone knows the difference between imagining a thing and believing in its existence, between supposing a proposition and acquiescing in its truth. In the case of succession or belief, the object is not only apprehended by the mind, but held to have reality (James, p. 285). James held that belief was a "sense of reality".

Approaching the definition of belief in a somewhat backward, yet revealing manner, James first addressed the opposite of belief. He stated that the true opposites of belief were doubt and inquiry, not disbelief. He wrote: "We never disbelieve anything except for the reason we believe something else which contradicts the first thing" (James, p. 284). If the opposite of belief, as James maintained, was doubt, then belief was certainty, a certainty of reality - but in degrees. According to James, a belief is every degree of assurance, including the highest possible certainty and conviction. The point James attempted to make in first approaching the opposite...
of belief is that belief and disbelief are two aspects of one state of mind. That state of mind refers directly to what constitutes reality – what degree of certainty is believed – for the individual.

Philosopher Irvin Edman makes this point clear in an anecdote from the Philosopher's Holiday:

One instance of Dewey's frankness comes to mind. There was among the group a young lady who had come from England where she had studied philosophy with Bertrand Russell at Cambridge. She listened patiently for weeks to Dewey's varied insistence that the truth of an idea was tested by its use. One day she burst out toward the close of the seminar in the sharp, clipped speech of the educated Englishwoman: "But, professor, I have been taught to believe that true means true; that false means false, that good means good and bad means bad; I don't understand all this talk about more or less true, more or less good. Could you explain more exactly?"

Professor Dewey looked at her wildly for a moment and said: "Let me tell you a parable. Once upon a time in Philadelphia there was a paranoid. He thought he was dead. Nobody could convince him he was alive. Finally, one of the doctors thought of an ingenious idea. He pricked the patient's finger. 'Now', he said, 'are you dead?' 'Sure', said the paranoid, 'that proves that dead men bleed.' How I'll say true or false if you want me to, but I'll mean better or worse."

Beliefs, like stories, are not true or false but are rather claims of probability. The importance of James' conceptualization of doubt should not be missed. When an individual claims that a story or event is false it is not a disbelief in the story as much as it is a belief that something is awry or another story more acceptable.

James' unique contribution to the belief literature was his view that belief was a degree of certainty and that belief constituted reality. In a smaller realm, several researchers have claimed that belief is a judgment of reality, not in degrees of certainty but as a conviction of consciousness.

McDougall maintained that belief is, in essence, a claim on reality. He held the view that belief is always preceded by doubt and that it is the mental process judgment which converts doubt into belief.

Stout and Lundholm shared the same view with slightly different orientations. Stout viewed belief and judgment as synonymous, while Lundholm viewed belief as a perception of reality. According to Lundholm, the object perceived is an object believed. To believe, wrote Lundholm, is to think something and coincidentally to assert its reality. He wrote: "Judgment is the Yea-No consciousness; under it I include every mode of recognition explicit or implicit of objective existence." (p. 97-98)

The similarities between James' notion of reality and degrees of certainty and the views held by McDougall et al. are more than coincidence. Clearly, James influenced these researchers; but their focus and extension of James' ideas did not proliferate the idea of degrees. Their work centered on a notion of process, where judgment and belief became synonymous as the process of asserting reality.

Seventy years after James asserted that beliefs are degrees of certainty, McGuire and others extended this idea and quantified beliefs. McGuire, Nyer and Goldberg, and Fishbein and Ajzen defined belief as the subjective probability that an object has a specific attribute or trait. According to Fishbein and Ajzen, a belief represents the information a person has about an object or behavior. Specifically, a belief links an object to some attribute. The terms "object" and "attribute" are used generically by the researchers, referring to any discriminable aspect of the individual's world. The object of a belief may be a person, a group, an institution, a behavior, a policy, an event, etc.; the associated attribute may be any object, trait, property, quality, characteristic, outcome or event.

According to Fishbein and Raven, beliefs have both a weight – termed expectancy – and a positive or negative evaluation, called a value. The expectancy is the probability that the belief is true, while the evaluation indicates its relationship with a specific attitude or behavior in question.

For example, the belief statement "Ronald Reagan is highly intelligent" will be believed differently by different people. While one individual may believe the statement to be 100% accurate, another might agree with the statement only 60%. The belief might be evaluated positively or negatively, depending on the individual and/or the behavior in question. The belief is not a matter of acceptable versus unacceptable statements but rather a matter of probability or degree of believability.

In an attempt to promote a detailed understanding of the narrative judgment process, a new perspective of belief is offered. This perspective contains three parts which will be discussed individually: (1) belief as a degree of certainty on a subjective continuum; (2) belief as always dependent on other beliefs; and (3) beliefs as spirals of dependent premises.

Belief as a Degree of Certainty on a Subjective Continuum

In the first of three components of our perspective of belief, we borrow from several of the earlier investigators. From James, we borrow the view that belief is a degree of certainty; that is to say, any belief is a bipolar construct with complete doubt and complete certainty that some relationship or object exists at the extreme poles. In order to enable a researcher to measure this bipolar concept, we place this degree on a continuum, much like the definition of belief as a subjective probability. The difference here is a matter of interpretation. Whereas in the subjective probability view a belief represents the percentage of probability that an object has a specific attribute or trait, here we refer simply to the continuum of doubt to certainty that an object or relationship exists. The difference is quite small, until one then interprets what a belief represents.

In this view, the polar extremes can become substitutes for common language used by individuals: At the complete-doubt pole, we say that the individual "knows" that an object or relationship exists. At this pole, the definition of belief determines the response. Remember that belief is on a continuum of complete doubt to complete certainty, not on a continuum of true or false. To state that a belief statement is true or false is to force a position on the reality - of disbelief. For example, the statement that Ronald Reagan is pro-ERA as false (0% probability) is to assert a position of disbelief rather than to place a claim on knowing. James
maintained that the opposite of belief is doubt not disbelief. We cannot
disbelieve something without believing something else. To state that a
statement is false is to claim a disbelief. But what is the other belief
that leads us to that position? An individual either knows something to
be certain, does not know, or falls in between. In the subjective proba-
bility view an individual must take a position of truth or falsehood des-
dpite his/her lack of knowing, in some cases.

BELIEFS AS ALWAYS DEPENDENT ON OTHER BELIEFS

James maintained that we do not believe something without first believing
something else. Such a statement does not a good syllogism make: If X,
then first Y. If Y, then first Z. The circle goes on forever. But it
must have started somewhere. There is little doubt that we, as humans, are
enmeshed in a circle of beliefs. There is simply no exit from this circle.
When we make observations we do not typically form one inference about what
we see or hear. We form several, each building upon the other.
Somewhere, one came first—our senses believe—and more impossible as time and experience continue. The tautology seems
apparent: No matter how humans observe or justify their observations, we
must always appeal to some belief (some degree of certainty). Even one's
beliefs depend on one's beliefs. Lehrer makes this point quite nicely:

Sense experience, whether commonly casual or carefully con-
trolled, always leaves open the question of what we are to believe.
The belief in the face of sensory stimulation depends on our antecedent con-
victions. For example, imagine we believe we see something red be-
fore us, and this belief arises so naturally and quickly that no
other belief seems to be involved. But we are enmeshed in our be-
iefs. We believe our circumstances are those in which we may trust
our senses and, consequently, that there is little chance of error. If we believed instead that the chance of error was great, we would
resist responding with such perceptual belief.

In short, each belief we hold is dependent on other beliefs; that is an
inescapable circle of beliefs. The usefulness of this view will be made clear
in the discussion of the third component of our perspective.

BELIEFS AS SPIRALS OF DEPENDENT PREMISES

Researchers have proposed several metaphors to capture the interrelated
dependency of beliefs: Rokeach describes beliefs in "systems", where beliefs
form nests of open or closed systems. Quine and Ullian view beliefs as a
web, where all beliefs form the interrelatedness of reasoning and evidence. In
the previous section, we used the metaphor of a circle of beliefs to capture
the dependencies of the constructs. But these metaphors are inadequate given
that beliefs are degrees of certainty on a continuum and that all beliefs
depend on other beliefs. The metaphor proposed here—to capture the complex-
ity of this dependency is a "spiral of belief". The metaphor of circle,
system and web don't allow for the researcher to reach a hand in and grab a
belief, hence knowing his/her position in the web or system or circle. The
metaphors simply do not allow for an adequate explanation of how to focus
on a starting point or what to do after one is found. But the notion of
spirals of belief allows us to—in fact—demand us to.

The metaphor of spirals of belief indicates that one belief serves
as an anchor for the spiral (any belief in question). The belief then
extends itself upon other beliefs and detacts itself to earlier beliefs
(or premises) that enable us to believe it in the first place. As the
belief spirals—a new belief comes into play—it changes. One belief
leads to another and to another, but there is no hierarchical ordering,
only a cumulative and progressing spiral where beliefs extend and retract,
each belief dependent upon the premise before it and responsible—at least in part—for the belief that now exists after it.

Beliefs, as many researchers have maintained, are interrelated
as to form attitudes or predispositions to action. But the key is not to
focus on the product their interrelatedness and dependency form, but on
the relationship of the beliefs themselves. To understand narrative
beliefs one must first understand this interrelatedness. The spiral metaphor
does this.

McGuire, among others, approaches the "system" of beliefs as inter-
connected syllogisms containing both a vertical and horizontal structure.
In this approach, two premises lead logically to a conclusion, where the
premises may serve as the conclusions of other syllogisms in the system.
The conclusion of one syllogism may also serve as the conclusion of other
syllogisms. While this approach captures, in part, the dependencies of
beliefs, it demands that beliefs work logically in their connectedness.
Any belief not acting as a premise to some conclusion in syllogistic fashion
is not included in this system. It is here that this view fails to capture
the complexity of narrative beliefs. Certainly, we hold conclusions and
claims (beliefs) not derived syllogistically. These beliefs are still inex-
scapable components of a belief spiral, and they must be accounted for in
the judgment process.

In short, the spiral metaphor shows us that, although we must start
from one belief, to understand narrative beliefs we must identify the pro-
gressive spiral of interrelated beliefs. The construct of belief is far
more complicated than simply being able to isolate one belief and observing
its formation, change, etc. To identify any one belief, according to the
three component definitions of belief, the researcher must also identify the
possible spiral of beliefs that enable it to exist.

In order to illustrate a belief spiral, the following example is offered.
Let us start with a belief spiral of an object, such as a telephone. An
individual X holds many beliefs about and toward this object. Those beliefs
might include:

a. Telephones are made of plastic
b. Telephones have twelve buttons or ten holes
c. Telephones come in a variety of shapes
d. Telephone rings can be adjusted for loudness

Person X also holds beliefs about actions involving the telephone
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The belief list has the potential to be enormous. Of course, only a certain set of these beliefs would be salient given a direction or focus from which to view the telephone. For the purpose of this example, let us say that belief A to G represent the salient beliefs in question concerning the telephone. From this list, perhaps only A & C have any logical connection: X might believe that phones come in varying shapes because they are made of plastic. If this is the belief held by X, then we can say that beliefs A & C share a common connectedness and hence C is dependent on A. At this point we are not sure what beliefs surround these two in the spiral, but for this example we will create two related beliefs: A2 The plastic comes in assorted colors and C2 The most economical shape is the trimline. Person X could not hold belief A2 without first holding belief C, thus making these two beliefs directly connected. Belief A2 although related to belief A is not a dependent belief and will exist as a periphery belief in this cluster. This same system of dependency exists for the other beliefs held by X. In this example, belief G will be surrounded by beliefs about business, about conducting business over the telephone, and about telephone use. These beliefs will combine with C to form a cluster which will be located to similar clusters within the spiral. The belief spiral of any individual interpreting a narrative will exist of salient beliefs concerning story elements and actions which the individual brings to the narrative. This extra-textual information, as Scholes terms it, will be incomplete. As the narrative unfolds, the missing beliefs will be generated along with the creation of new clusters. How the belief spiral works to represent the narrative judgment process is even more precise.

For example, a narrative might begin with the statement: "A young man with a checked sports coat walked out of the telephone booth." Any individual listening to this reconstruction will immediately form substantive beliefs concerning the elements of the story. These beliefs will fall into three categories. Substantive beliefs are those beliefs concerning the characters and actions of the story. Any object or behavior described will generate these substantive beliefs. Definitional beliefs are those which define the precise meaning to words or phrases used in the narrative. These meanings are individualized and are usually stated in ranges or degrees. Descriptive beliefs about the cultural and personal significance of the elements are often inferred beliefs. Individuals infer from past narratives or experiences or draw from ideological prejudices in order to make sense of the narrated experience and to compare it with their own. These three belief types comprise the individual's narrative beliefs. For the statement above, the beliefs generated by a specific individual might include:

Substantive beliefs:
1. Beliefs about objects, such as the sports coat and telephone booth. (The man was wearing the sports coat. The telephone booth had an entrance way.)

2. Beliefs about the action (The man had a reason for being in the telephone booth).

Definitional beliefs:
1. Beliefs about the meaning of "young". (Young men are between the ages of 15-29 years-old.)
2. Beliefs about walking. (Walking means the man made a speed of between 1 and 3 miles per hour. Walking means leisurely and not excited.)
3. Beliefs about sports coats. (Sports coats are jacket-like and have buttons.)

Descriptive beliefs:
1. Beliefs about young men. (Young men are often concerned only with their own personal gain.)
2. Beliefs about checked sports coats. (Sport coats are fashionable. Checks are usually dark in color. People who wear sport coats are informal.)
3. Beliefs about telephone booths. (Telephone booths are quickly disappearing. Telephone booths are usually near stores or gas stations. Telephone booths often have their directories missing or damaged.)

These beliefs are far from exhaustive. Everyone of the hypothetical beliefs listed is dependent on an unstated premise. For example, the belief that sports coats are fashionable is dependent on beliefs about fashion. These beliefs are, in turn, dependent on other premises.

As the narrative continues, the individual continues to generate more beliefs. These additional beliefs enter the spiral at the point of nearest relation. For example, if the narrative states that the telephone booth is red, it generates substantive beliefs about red booths, definitional beliefs about the color red, and descriptive beliefs about the typicality of red telephone booths. These beliefs will cluster with previously generated beliefs concerning the story element of the telephone booth. In turn, the cluster will be located in the spiral nearest to beliefs on an element most closely related to the telephone. As the narrative progresses and new information is evaluated, the spiral changes form as clusters change both in shape, detail and location in the spiral.

NARRATIVE PROBABILITY

The narrative probability of two competing stories can be viewed as the consistency of agreement between beliefs in the spiral. As new beliefs are generated from new narrative information they serve one of three functions in
the spiral: (1) the belief becomes a supportive premise for an existing belief; (2) the belief begins an entirely new cluster which will adhere to the spiral at the nearest relational point; or (3) the belief will conflict with an existing belief, possibly causing a chain-reaction of inconsistency with the premises supporting and surrounding that existing belief.

In the example of the young man, the narrative might continue and state that the man put the sports coat on after leaving the phone booth. This new substantive belief conflicts with the earlier belief that the man was already nearing the coat. The interpreter will probably solve this conflict by changing the initial belief; the man was holding the sports coat while in the phone booth. Most often, new narrative information will require no more than a rearranging of existing beliefs in order to solve any inconsistency. This changing process by first entering doubt into the existing belief structure is not without consequence. Given two stories, both of which seem probable or reasonable but which disagree, the interpreter must decide which narrative is more acceptable as reality. The probability of the narrative, I will argue, is rarely a case of blatant inconsistency of elements where details and action are in contradiction. Rather both stories will seem feasible. In these cases individuals select the most acceptable story based on the amount of beliefs they were forced to correct or alter in order to maintain consistency. The more beliefs changed, the more doubt has entered the system. The consequence of this doubt is to cast a shadow over a reasonable story. When compared with another reasonable story, this shadow works to make this story less probable and less acceptable in the mind of the interpreter.
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At the last summer conference on argumentation, Brockriede emphasized that the study of argument is "rich enough to accommodate" expansion into other specialties and urged a communal rejecting as "perspectives on its study increase." He readily admitted that no one scholar can focus on its multiple possibilities for investigation and application and "still engage in the kind of rigorous scholarship that truly advances" one's chosen perspective. However, in the community of scholars within which studies of argument are embedded, "specialties can coexist harmoniously, especially if some of us try to build bridges between them so as to enrich an understanding of one approach enriches an understanding of another."

The intent of this paper is an outreach for mutual understandings in the belief that such bridges can be built. We say an outreach because we claim no deep understanding of the study of argument that emerges from its rigorous investigation and, therefore, we are unsure about where the bridges' foundations might be constructed or separate shores. We do claim such an understanding of a relational approach to interpersonal communication. The hope is that clarifications and understandings of our differences and similarities with those who do specialize in the study of argument will emerge. We expect to learn much more than provide learnings. A word of caution, however. If we are correct in asserting that the relational view is part of the larger cybernetic revolution presently occurring in Western science and philosophy, then clarifications of differences between specialties will not result, in the short-run, in harmonious coexistence, but such clarifications will result, in the long-run, in more useful theories about the communicative and rhetorical aspects of building, maintaining and changing the patterns of social order.

This essay begins with a sketch of the traditional views on metaphor and metonymy, reviews Wilden's attempt to redefine them as communication processes, and then discusses our underlying epistemology utilizing the relevance of these terms to relational communication.

METAPHOR AND METONYMY

The original definition of metaphor advanced by Aristotle serves as the basis from which linguistic and rhetorical discussions generally proceed. "Metaphor consists in giving the thing a name that belongs to something else; the transference being either from genus to species, or from species to genus, or from species to species, or on the grounds of analogy." From Aristotle's definition emerged the classification of metaphor into four types: (1) genus to species (metonymy), (2) species to genus (synecdoche), (3) species to species (metaphor), and (4) analogy. Thus, Aristotle "...defined metaphor for the entire subsequent history of Western thought."

The definition takes the word or the name as the unit of analysis.

The notion of transference is a distinguishing characteristic of Aristotle's comparison theory. By transference, meaning is carried from one word to another resulting in a comparison. Having conceptualized the process, it was operationally connected to the noun: "...metaphor is something that happens to the noun."

The original comparison theory evolved into a literalist or substitution approach to metaphor through an emphasis on borrowing from another domain to create a metaphor. A metaphor as a single-word unit is substituted or used in place of an equivalent literal meaning. Given that literal meaning can be substituted for metaphorical meaning, then advocates of the literalist tradition regard metaphor as a type of fallacious reasoning or an abuse of language. Meaning therefore is restricted to the level of the isolated word and language is viewed as limited to one discourse. Within the literalist view, when a metaphor can be reduced to a physical universe of discourse (e.g., literal discourse), then it is considered meaningful. If the metaphor cannot be replaced or substituted with an equivalent literal meaning within the physical universe of discourse, then the single word expression is considered meaningless and an abuse of language. Metaphor does not create new similarities but formulates similarities antecedently existing within a single domain of literal knowledge. Considering metaphor a stylistic device, the literalists assert that a metaphor does not precede but follows the thought conveyed by the metaphor itself.

In opposition to the literalist approach, the supervenient approach to metaphor acknowledged two universes of discourse. This approach separates the metaphorical from the literal meaning and does not attempt to reduce the former to the latter. Within the supervenient approach, there is no substitute for metaphor; a literal substitution would necessarily result in a loss of meaning through translation from one domain (literal) to the other (metaphorical). Substitution is assumed to require a step-by-step cognitive analysis and, therefore, any attempt to reduce the metaphor to its literal term would negate the intuitive process necessary for grasping the meaning of the metaphorical expression. The notion of meaningfulness, therefore, is not limited to a single literal universe (e.g., all comparisons between two terms need not be enumerated).
as it is within the substitution view. Both literal and metaphorical meanings can coexist. The supervenient approach does not treat metaphor primarily as a stylistic device, but extends the function of metaphor beyond ornamentation and into the realm of knowledge acquisition via intuitive processes rather than through discrete, analytical processes; thought and language are united.

In contrast to the previous approaches to metaphor, the interaction view asserts that both thought and language are fundamentally metaphorical. Metaphor is not viewed as an abuse of language, a riddle or an ornament but is itself the constitutive form of language. This perspective emphasizes the creative aspects of metaphor and the influence it has on the nature of language. Metaphors do not transfer perceptions into words; rather, perceptions are a reflection of metaphor. "The processes of metaphor in language...are superimposed upon a perceived world which is itself a product of earlier or earlier-unwitting metaphor." The issue is no longer the structure of metaphor as a word-focused figure of speech, but new text and context are said to interact; the word as an act of mind... so depends on other acts of the mind that it can be distinguished from them only as convenience of discourse. Meaning is contextualized. Rather than a substitution or a comparison, metaphor is now conceived of as a complex interaction through which new similarities are antecedently determined. This generative power of metaphor is in its ability to re-describe reality; the power is not in the metaphor but in the nature of language fundamentally constituted by metaphor. Debates over literal and metaphorical processes are said to be created through metonymical digressions from the plot to characters to settings; in motion pictures the use of camera angles and differing lenses are used to create metonymic set-ups, and the metaphorical and metonymical relationships among symbols in the structure of dreams in Freudian psychoanalysis are also examined. Throughout his treatment of the metaphor and metonymy poles is the underlying theme that these processes are not only reflexively related to themselves and pragmatics but also to the larger socio-cultural setting in which they are created and perpetuated. Both poles are viewed as systems of relationships. Metaphorical processes are created by acts of combination and proceed through the network of relationships, whereas metonymical processes operate through specifications of contiguity and are created through combination. Neither pole is an independent entity existing without the other; rather metaphorical and metonymical relationships are themselves interrelated and cannot be understood separately. "In normal verbal behavior both processes are continually operative, but careful observation will reveal that preference is given to one of the two processes over the other." Furthermore, "a competition between the metaphoristic and metonymic relations is manifest in any symbolic process, be it intrapersonal or social." Wilden argues extensively throughout his book System and Structure that metaphor and metonymy are basically communicative and not just linguistic processes. Jakobson's two poles of language are "actually the two poles of communication in the semiotic sense." While acknowledging an indebtedness to Jakobson, he is chastised (along with most information theorists and most structural and generative linguists) for being too pre-occupied with syntax and insufficiently concerned with semantics and pragmatics. Like other linguists, Jakobson is said to deal "in general only with significance (i.e., communication) and not with meaning (analog communication), nor with the problems of translation from one to the other." Wilden's attempts to define metaphor and metonymy as the two poles of communication in the semiotic sense are summarily
TABLE 1: Wilden's Descriptions of Metaphor and Metonymy*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>METAPHOR</th>
<th>METONYMY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relation of similarity</td>
<td>Relation of contiguity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jakobson's methods of arrangement of selection and substitution</td>
<td>Jakobson's methods of arrangement of combination and contexture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locke's association of ideas by similarity or simultaneity</td>
<td>Locke's association of ideas by contiguity or causality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saussure's &quot;axis of simultaneities&quot;</td>
<td>Saussure's &quot;axis of successions&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primarily involves a change in selection from the code</td>
<td>Primarily involves combinations in the messages constructed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paradigmatic, selective, substitutive, concurrent similarity</td>
<td>Syntagmatic, combinatory, contextual, concatenated, contiguity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axis of selection</td>
<td>Axis of combination</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These descriptive sets are to be read in terms of each other and are not to be thought of as simple aggregates of synonyms.

listed above in Table 1 and the general relationships posited between them are listed in Table 2.

In human communication, metaphor and metonymy are considered digital aspects, but the analog relations of similarity and contiguity can be observed in animal communication systems. For example, the playful 'nip' of animal behavior is originally formed by a contiguous relation with the 'bite' of fighting and is, therefore, defined as a metonymic sign. But the integration of the 'nip' into another level of communication makes it also into a metaphor (a substitution) in the new code of communication saying "This is play". In sum, this brief history of metaphor and metonymy attempted to evidence the claim that they can be fruitfully viewed as communication processes without reducing the study of communication to the study of linguistics. The next section summarizes the epistemological framework of relational communication that utilizes these terms for analyses of human interaction patterns.


1. Metaphor and metonymy are not entities or object categories. They are terms for digital distinctions that describe abstract relations which are nowhere. Thus, the polarization of these terms has signification only in context and, therefore, may or may not be analogically meaningful.

2. Metaphor (paradigmatic) and metonymy (syntagmatic) describe the relationship between synchronic and diachronic aspects of discourses of communication.

3. The synchronic processes of goal-seeking systems are viewed as a combination of messages within codes according to metonymic principles (that is, governed by deviation-countering processes). The diachronic emergence of the metaphoric event is brought about by the intensification of the contradictions in metonymic principles (that is, governed by deviation-amplifying processes).

4. These two are not primarily linguistic processes but communication processes. Selection from the code (metaphor) and combination in the message (metonymy) must and do occur in any communication system whatsoever.

5. The two processes of metaphor and metonymy cannot be separated in the natural history of a communication system, though they can be analytically distinguished.

6. What distinguishes metaphor and metonymy as communication processes is the relative semiotic freedom of their use. (Semiotic freedom refers to the degrees of freedom within a matrix of constraints.) The relative scope of the code (metaphorical processes) and the relative logical possibilities of combination in message construction regulate the information of the system and, therefore, its present organized structure and evolving organizing patterns.

RELATIONAL EPISTEMOLOGY

A relational approach to interpersonal communication is a part of the interactional view which is part of the "new order of communication" called "metcommunication" which is part of the "cybernetic revolution" presently occurring in Western science and philosophy. These metaphors (relational, interactional, metacommunication and cybernetic revolution) are themselves metonymically related. Each is contextualized by...
the other in a hierarchical, reflexive manner (a metonymic relation) and each is similar (a metaphorical relation) in their epistemological assumptions. Principle among these epistemological similarities is an emphasis on "thinking in social context" in contrast to "thinking in categories." Learning to think in contexts is rooted in the switch to information from matter-energy as primary descriptors of the "messages-in-circuit" that constitute social interaction.

The switch to information—which, as a difference, is itself a relationship—results in treating interactive behaviors as messages which, in turn, presume that "mind is a relational explanatory principle" in relational communication. The concept of mind, however, is not to be thought of as a property of an individual, but as an intangible processor of information that is "immanent...in pathways and messages outside the body, it operates within hierarchies and networks of difference to create gestalten" or meaningful interpretations from the subject's point of view.

Messages are thought of as intrinsically multi-levelled and are constructed with codifications that focus on the differences between perceptions. A message might be defined as a "synchronic transformation or codification of difference," it is conceived of as a difference between perceptions, where perception is the active specification of an external event and not the passive reception of one.

In communicational systems, codifications are assumed to be of two general types—analog and digital. These two are fundamentally different in form. A digital code "lies 'outside' the sender and receiver and depends upon an 'objective' repertoire of discrete elements (distinctions) for the selective and combinatory choices" made in message construction. An analog code, on the other hand, is "neither 'outside' nor composed of discrete elements. The analog code is nothing more or less than the very relationship between the sender and receiver," the analog code, therefore, is the shape of the messages-in-circuitry that are social relationships. A digital term is conceived of as an entity or a category of things; they are descriptions of relationships in context.

The primary functional difference between these two in human communication processes is that "translation from the analog to the digital often involves a gain in information (organization) but a loss in meaning," a teacher defining the concepts of symmetry and complementarity. Conversely, "translation from the digital to the analog...usually involves a loss of information and a gain in meaning," the teacher providing examples of symmetrical and complementary interactions.

Humans appear to be the only animals faced with the problems of translation between these two because we appear to be the only animals capable of using one type "in place of another." The ability to use one in place of the other stems directly from the invention of the negative, from the invention of 'not'—a second-order digitalization or a "rule about relations." Code systems that include the negative are usually called symbolic languages—the negative is the "ultimate test of symbolicity." The negative, in turn, gives rise to the principle of perfection well discussed by Burke.

With the invention of the negative, the 'word' fell out of the 'sentence.' Although the biblical phrase "in the beginning was the word" may be a "very important thing to say about human beings, it is quite unique about the evolution of message in general. In the beginning was the sentence." When the word fell out of the sentence, digital distinctions (report, denotation, information, negation, concepts, information about concepts) became separable from the analog instructions (command, connotation, evocation, refusal, relationships, evocation of images). Humans became "moralized by the negative" by "being able to see ourselves as if we were objects in the outside world."

The ability to see ourselves as if we were objects results in the "problematical twistiness" of self-referential statements. A general label for systems (e.g., a sentence, a language, an argument, a society) that "twists back on itself and closes a loop...is reflexivity." As Mead emphasized, reflexivity is a necessary component of becoming socialized, of becoming a member of a group. An individual is "in" society when the moralizing negatives giving rise to the principles of perfection are conceptualized by that society as "in" the individual. The means or how for becoming a member is the internalization and reconstitution of society's symbolic language.

Self-referential statements also result in the subjectivity experience of consciousness, "of the recognition by the individual that s/he is separate from the messages-in-circuitry constituting the social interaction within which s/he is connected. Self-referential statements also result in the paradoxes of science and mathematics. The paradoxes of self-reference enter into the language of science because scientists not only want to write sentences they want to say about them that they are true or not. And as soon as we make true or false statements about sentences in science "we are back in the universe in which we are using a language in which we refer to ourselves."

The logical antinomies of self-referential statements have resulted in the "loss of certainty" in logic and mathematics as well as the recognition that social membership is inherently double binding. But another way, humans mis-use symbolic languages by asserting that an objective, certain, absolute truth is both discoverable (it is "out-there," independent of any language system and language users) and transmittible (it is knowable "in-here," by an individual or social group so that it can be taught and shared, or guarded and hoarded.) This
mis-use of language results in our becoming "rotten with perfection" and stems directly from an Aristotelian logic that forbids the assertion of sentences at more than one level.

The prohibition of self-referential statements, of simultaneously multi-leveled sentences that twist back on themselves, was the stop gap technique used in the theory of logical types to preserve analytical truth. We now realize, of course, that the theory of logical types was an unsatisfactory attempt to deal with the problems of self-reference because it was (1) based on a picture theory of language—one that also viewed metaphor and metonymy as mere figures of speech; (2) assumed that "external reality exhibits discrete levels of organization free from loops" (or twistiness)—the territory was not assumed to be recursively organizing but categorically organized; and (3) asserted that symbolic expressions that confuse these discrete hierarchical levels of organization "out-there" are destructive of clear representations "in-here." Thus, in our current attempts to develop a scientific language for describing the metasystemic metaphors in circuitry characterizing human communication processes, both the antinomies of formal language systems and the double binds of informal socio-cultural communication systems are to be "embraced rather than exorcised."

A metacommunicational framework attempts to embrace these paradoxes by focusing descriptive efforts directly on the weaving of contexts and of messages which propose contexts—both of which, like all messages whatever, have "meaning" only by virtue of context. A metacommunicational framework attempts to theoretically explain and methodologically describe all exchanged cues and propositions about (a) codification and (b) relationship between them that interac- tants as an immanent in message performances. Like metaphor and metonymy, the notion of a metaphorical event that blurs the boundaries of the metonymically created context-text relations. That is to say, texts and contexts are reflexively related not only to themselves as codifications, but also to the larger social linguistic systems within which they are generated. These larger systems have been arbitrarily, though not accidently, punctuated so that "objective" statements could be made about them, albeit from a "subjective" point of view which, of course, is authoritatively denied so that we can become double bound and pursue our unending quest for perfection.

OUTREACH

This brief, tortuous journey (are you still there reader?) of a relational epistemology can now conclude. We began by saying this essay was an outreach and we will end as human. Aristotle used the metaphor of change (meta) and movement (pherein) to explain the concept of metaphor; loosely translated, a metaphor is "...an act of outreach and combining." In that sense, the following thoughts are offered.

Consciousness and aesthetics are the great untapped questions. Bateson]

(1) Both relational communication and argumentation scholars are concerned with ethical and aesthetic judgments. Aesthetic judgments appear to be primarily metaphorical, an analogic pleasingness of form—though necessarily contextualized in some ill-defined, contigous relationship. Conversely, ethical judgments are primarily metonymical. A digital prescription of form. The fact that Burke emphasized Order as the "hierarchical principle" as the fundamental motive manifested in social interaction is not arbitrary, and it is obvious. A social system is primarily regulated by deviation-counteracting processes (metonymic relations) so that it can reproduce itself, maintain its present organized form and perpetuate the proper modification of its members so that it's death, and thus theirs, can be denied.
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Metaphor is related to prophecy,95 to "new visions,"96 to innovative restructuring of the old. Metonymy, on the other hand, is related to the priesthood97--of which college professors are an intimate part--who repeatedly chant the application of outdated concepts stemming from the mechanistic, Cartesian-Newtonian science, that cannot explain, even acknowledge, the reflexive, recursive loops within which our current socioecological crisis has evolved.98 If the "whole planet" is indeed at a "turning point,"99 then, as teachers and scholars, by actively avoiding aesthetics, are decreasing the likelihood that more useful metaphors will emerge. Do we, as teachers, scholars, citizens, want to be an active part of our own demise? (The planet destroys the whole, destroys itself.) Even if the "whole planet" is not at a "turning point," are we, as teachers, as members of the priesthood, as preachers of the Word, as chanters of the "ethics of symmetry"100 that legitimize our metonymical chain of ethical ideals, actively increasing our students' "pursuit of unhappiness"101 by decreasing their ability to think metaphorically? Is laughter worth the price of competitively defined success? Laughter may indeed be the only social medicine for in laughing, we laugh at ourselves and, thereby, remind ourselves that we are necessarily part of our own troubles. As parts, we are therefore responsible for the conditions of the whole; we are not separable from our social relationships, nor would we want to be.

Comedy unites us; tragedy separates us from our gods. But the gods of "truth", certainty and perfection are our own "grand illusions." The basic modern secular philosophy is abstraction, a digitalization that creates its own context, the etymology of which signifies a "drawing away from."102 If the cybernetic epistemology reviewed here is accurate, then our whole way of thinking about what it means to be human "has got to be restructured."103 A new set of metaphors, a new set of aesthetic metaphors, that focuses on the relational dynamics of socio-ecological systems is required.

As parts, we are therefore responsible for the conditions of the whole; we are not separable from our social relationships, nor would we want to be.

(2) Relational control researchers have momentarily disregarded analyses of subjective meanings in order to develop useful methods for describing the recursive loops of interpersonal relationships. A relational approach, however, is necessarily concerned with an individual's phenomenologically constructed realities. Attempts to describe subjective meanings will necessarily focus on propositions about codifications, on how humans use and abuse themselves with language categories by confusing levels of distinctions. As a starting point for studying phenomenological realities, we find it useful to assume that (1) consciousness is structured like a language (digitalized significations); (2) unconsciousness is structured like a communication system (analog meaning); and (3) the translation or crossing the unconscious-conscious boundary is "structured by language."105

Whether these assumptions are accurate, of course, awaits the outcome of future investigations. In the meantime, we find these assumptions useful for several reasons. Methodologically, they direct researchers to examine the text of what people say, to focus on the metaphorical and metonymical descriptions people provide about their own interpersonal relationships. These texts are then used to make inferences about the personally constructed realities created and sustained in conversation with others. If phenomenological realities are in change states of consciousness is to change how we talk and what we talk about; we can learn to talk differently, just as we learned to talk the way we do now, and, therefore, learn to feel and experience ourselves differently. The therapeutic worth of texts is questions about consciousness, then, are their "freeing and healing" metaphorical potential, as one of our students said--a Catholic priest by the way.

The epistemological utility of these assumptions is that by focusing our students' attentions on their own words, we can increase their consciousness of themselves, their interpersonal relationships, their socio-cultural contexts, and the ecological contexts within which we all are embedded. Aristotle was right, of course, when he claimed that people cannot be taught to see resemblances, to see metaphorical "eurekas"; (e.g., the nine-dot problem, various optical illusions, Escher prints, discussions about self-referential sentences and "spontaneous" paradoxes, as well as the study of formal paradoxes, are all classroom activities that provide practice at thinking metaphorically, creatively). By helping our students learn to "play with words", we can help them break the bonds of their own subjectively maintained limitations by altering the content of their inner dialogues and, thereby, help them cross the bar between consciousness and unconsciousness.

The epistemological utility of these assumptions is the questioning of our conceptual habits that are part of the socio-ecological crisis within which we are presently immersed. Part of that crisis is the continued application of an extrojective world view ("the mechanistic world view of Cartesian-Newtonian science")106 to the problems of organized complexity, to the problems of living in recursive loops, of living in a self-referential universe. What we need is a new metaphor, a new 'paradigm'--a new vision of reality; a fundamental change in our thoughts, perceptions and values107 is required. A new metaphor that depicts reflexive loops, that evokes consciousness of the fact that we are all parts of the whole which is characterized by hierarchical "orders of recursiveness."108

The ethical implications of our assumptions about consciousness, then, concern the dethroning of the "ethics of symmetry"109 that have helped create our current, global crisis. An eco-logical, non-competitive emphasis on the symbiotic structuring of life is required; the cybernetic epistemology outlined will assist the emergence of such a metaphorical paradigm.
If "presence" is "the displaying of certain elements on which the speaker wishes to center attention in order that they may occupy the foreground of the hearer's consciousness," then our presence here has been to display the importance of thinking relationally. Our purpose has been to center attention on the figure-ground relationship per se, on learning to think in context, on learning to think in loops, on learning to think in metaphorical-metonymic circles. Our presumption has been that the study of argumentation "must take into account the study of human language and the matter of interpretation." Matters of interpretation are matters of punctuation which, in turn, are logically prior to the acceptance of facts as facts, of truths as truths. All three of Perelman's starting points are intrinsically matters of preference (values, metaphor, ideologies). Perelman's demonstrative conclusions and argumentative conclusions are both probable, neither is certain; impersonal demonstrations are necessarily embedded in personal communication relationships and not impersonal logical ones. Ideas, as information, are by definition not physical objects to be discussed in matter-energy terms and framed in objective metaphors; as information, ideas are differences, and differences are relationships which are nowhere other than in the matrix of selections utilized to punctuate those differences.

Although our social and personal maps (digitalizations of the analog) are the territory of interest (digitalizations of those digitalizations) for both argumentation and relational communication scholars, we cannot therefore say that the map is the territory. The maps are necessarily metaphorical indicators of the metonymic relationships of the territory within which the map-makers are swallowed. Humans cannot escape the reflexive maps of our maps; nor can we escape the recursive loops of the territory. We can attempt to live responsibly within them.
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The conduit metaphor is the label given to a logic framing discussions about language (a metalanguage about language, a commentary on language as text). The four core expressions of the "major framework" of the conduit metaphor are:

1. Language functions like a conduit, transferring thoughts bodily from one person to another.
2. In writing and speaking, people insert their thoughts or feelings into the words.
3. Words accomplish the transfer by containing the thoughts or feelings and conveying them to others.
4. In listening or reading, people extract the thoughts once again from the words.

The conduit metaphor approach to language readily implies the "bizarre assertion that words have 'insides' and 'outsides'. After all, if thoughts can be 'inserted' there must be a space 'inside' wherein the meaning can reside" (p. 295). Viewed from a conduit metaphor frame, what requires explanation in human interaction "is the failure to communicate" (p. 295). Such failures are typically blamed on the speaker or writer because the extraction of meaning from words is a relatively passive activity of the listener or reader compared to the actions of speaking and writing. The power of this logic lies in its ability to consistently explain such failures. Further, many common English words and phrases encourage conduit thinking about language; for example, words like "transmit," "transfer," "convey," "encode," "decode," "get your ideas across," "put your thoughts into words," "don’t give away your ideas," or "give me an idea" all imply the bizarre notion that words are "filled" with meaning. A moment’s reflection, however, witnesses that such thinking about language is patent nonsense—though such thinking is useful in upholding the legitimacy of the existing social order. Signs and signals “do something. They cannot contain anything” (p. 306). In sum, the conduit metaphor approach to language and communication "objectifies meaning in a misleading and dehumanizing fashion" (p. 308, emphasis added).
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Courses in argumentation, interpersonal communication, and persuasion have little overlapping content. However, one might define the field of argumentation, there would be considerable agreement on one point. Argumentation has as one of its concerns the study of reason-giving behavior. There would also be substantial agreement that interpersonal communication is, among other things, the study of intimate, as contrasted with non-intimate, relationships. A primary focus of the study of persuasion is the effect of messages designed to change attitudes, behavior, and the like. Given these characterizations it is not difficult to understand why there is little common content in courses representing these three areas of communication study.

Nevertheless, communication problems are not always so polite as to respect our intradisciplinary boundaries. Rather, some problems intersect what we commonly consider discrete areas of inquiry. The successful solution of such problems requires that the corpus of knowledge from all pertinent bodies of theory and research be examined.

Understanding persons' compliance-gaining message use behavior is such a communication problem. Specifically, compliance-gaining message use experiments demand that either experimenters or participants generate lists of compliance-gaining messages. Such behavior is reason-giving behavior, and therefore, must be a concern of argumentation scholars. Moreover, the use of compliance-gaining messages is expected to have an impact on the health of the persuader-persuadee relationship, and therefore, must be a concern of interpersonal communication scholars. In fact, such a concern stimulated early compliance-gaining message use studies. For example, Miller, Roster, Roloffi, and Seibold write,

... one might expect that some strategies used in noninterpersonal transactions would be chosen, at most, infrequently in interpersonal relationships. For instance, strategies grounded in punishment are a fairly common persuasive commodity in brief noninterpersonal confrontations. By contrast, choice of such strategies in ongoing interpersonal transactions could result in emotional scars which would threaten the stability and health of the relationship.

Furthermore, a compliance-gaining message may be construed as an appeal. While the impact of appeals on the persuasion process has long been studied, the lists generated, both by participants and experimenters, contain appeals the effects of which have not yet been ascertained. They must, therefore, be of concern to persuasion scholars.
While the insights of argumentation scholars, interpersonal communication scholars, and persuasion scholars have already produced some theoretical and empirical fruit, there remains much to understand concerning compliance gaining message use. And, the cooperative and coordinated effort of scholars of argumentation, interpersonal communication, and persuasion are necessary to increase that understanding. In this paper the state of knowledge concerning compliance gaining message use will be explored. In so doing gaps in knowledge will become apparent. These gaps are not considered deficiencies, but rather as opportunities: areas of study in which students of argumentation, interpersonal communication, and persuasion have the potential to contribute knowledge-generating insights.

**Dimensionality of Compliance Gaining Message Selection**

Although several methods of studying compliance gaining message use behavior have been developed, the most prevalent procedure is one developed by Harwell and Schmitt. Based upon a thorough review of compliance literature, they compiled a list of 16 compliance gaining message strategies. Subsequently, they constructed a number of hypothetical compliance gaining situations, and used the 16 compliance gaining message strategies to generate 16 compliance gaining messages specific to each compliance gaining situation. Participants received both the hypothetical compliance gaining situation and the list of 16 compliance gaining messages. Their task was to rate how likely they would be to use each of the compliance gaining messages in each of the particular compliance gaining situations.

The central concern of this experiment was to find the dimensions of participants' responses to these compliance gaining messages. This issue is basic to any further study of the compliance gaining message use process, since the variable(s) that underlies (underlie) persons' responses to these compliance gaining messages must be identified before the antecedents and/or consequences of these responses can be ascertained.

Thus, Harwell and Schmitt factor analyzed their data, and found a five factor solution. Subsequent studies also produced multidimensional solutions, but interestingly there was little consistency in these results. The number of factors obtained varied across studies, and the content of the factors varied substantially as well.

These inconsistencies led Hunter and Boster to perform reanalyses of the Harwell and Schmitt data, the Miller et al. data, and the Kasinski et al. data. They found these data to be unidimensional. They showed that nonlinear item characteristic curves produced nonlinear relations among responses to each pair of compliance gaining strategies, and that this non-linearity produced the spurious multidimensional factors found by other investigators.

The implications of these reanalyses are, at minimum, two fold. First, when investigating the antecedents and consequences of compliance gaining message use, the best indicator of the latent trait which underlies these responses is the sum of participants' responses to all compliance gaining messages. Second, the need to determine the substantive nature of this latent trait is emphasized. Some have argued that this trait is empathy. Others have speculated that the dimension is verbal aggression. Recent work by Infante, Trebing, Shepherd, and Seeds suggests the possibility that the variable is argumentativeness. Regardless, all of these suggestions are speculative, and it remains for validation studies to identify this dimension.

**The Content of Compliance Gaining Messages**

Harwell and Schmitt generated their list of compliance gaining message strategies by reviewing the compliance literature. This technique has been termed a "deductive" approach. Other researchers have generated lists of compliance gaining message strategies inductively, Wiseman and Schenck-Hamlin characterize this approach in the following manner:

... the strategies constructed by subjects for particular persuasive situations are examined, patterns or generalizations among the data are discovered, and these patterns form the bases for the category scheme.

For example, Falbo generated a list of compliance gaining strategies by having undergraduates write an essay entitled, "How I Get My Way". Raters coded these responses into 16 categories; the categories being constructed a posteriori.

Some have claimed that inductively-derived lists are more reliable and valid than deductively-derived lists. Despite some minor differences, however, the content of the various lists is remarkably homogeneous. Moreover, in a recent paper Boater, Stiff, and Reynolds show that persons' responses to both the Harwell and Schmitt list and the Schenck-Hamlin et al. list have the same unidimensional factor structure. They also show that the correlation between responses to the two lists is approximately 1.00 when corrected for attenuation due to error of measurement. These data suggest strongly that both lists measure a common underlying trait. Given the similarities in content, it is not unlikely that other lists would produce the same results.

While the various lists have not differed substantially, the variable(s) measured by the different procedures may differ. The deductive method requires that persons select among a number of alternative messages which are provided by the experimenter(s). Some inductive procedures, such as Clark's, require that persons generate compliance gaining messages, and then perhaps select from their self-generated list. These two processes, generation and selection, may measure different characteristics of persons. But, only carefully designed validation studies can clarify this issue.

Despite the homogeneity of the existing lists of compliance gaining message strategies, it does not follow that the generation of additional lists is to be avoided. To the contrary, it is evident that there are a number of compliance gaining message strategies that have gone untapped by those who have produced such lists. For example, no existing list contains sequential strategies, such as the foot-in-the-door or the door-in-the-face strategies.

A benefit of incorporating additional strategies in compliance gaining experiments is that the factor structure of these data may be altered, and
the additional dimensions would provide more information potentially useful in predicting compliance gaining behavior. In order to compile a list of additional strategies, however, it may be necessary to update Harwell and Schmitt's literature review. Another potentially fruitful method of generating additional strategies involves interviewing compliance professionals in order to discern the strategies that they use in their work.

Typically, compliance gaining message use experiments have employed and/or analyzed lists of compliance gaining messages. Such experiments have, in the main, been role-playing experiments. A few studies have, however, employed related, but different types of, measures.

For example, Boater and Stiff noted whether participants requested more points, less points, or made no request of a confederate on an anagram task in which points were applied to course credit. Both Boater and Boater and Lofthouse measured speaking time, number of reasons given, and the number of prods to which the participants responded during attempts to persuade a confederate to participate in an experiment and an instructor to give a particular grade.

The former measure produced results similar to those produced by responses to the Harwell and Schmitt procedure. The latter three measures are highly correlated with one another, and are consistent with the hypothesis that they are indicators of a common underlying trait. This trait appears to be a different one than that tapped by responses to the Harwell and Schmitt list, since Boater found responses to the Harwell and Schmitt list to be uncorrelated with an index formed from the three behavioral indicators (r = .02).

**Situational Determinants**

Communication scholars have attended carefully to features of the compliance gaining situation in order to predict respondents' compliance gaining message use. The effects of five situational characteristics have received scrutiny, although the attention paid to one of these variables has been sparse.

Several experiments have examined the impact of the intimacy of the persuader-listener relationship on compliance gaining message use. Additionally, several experiments have studied the effect of the duration of relational consequences on compliance gaining message behavior. All of these experiments employed a Harwell and Schmitt procedure. While statistically significant relationships between these situational characteristics and compliance gaining message selection have been reported, generally the strength of these effects is negligible. Moreover, even the weak correlations which are typically reported may be attributable to confounding situational effects with specific message content.

Clark found that self interest was a powerful predictor of compliance gaining message generation, but not compliance gaining message selection. The latter result was replicated by both Hunter and Boater and Williams and Boater. While Boater and Stiff found a strong self interest effect on

Hunter and Boster report that the variable, benefit to the listener, is a strong predictor of compliance gaining message selection. Yet differently, respondents go to greater lengths to persuade another for what is perceived to be that other's "own good". This result has been replicated by Williams and Boater. Moreover, Boater and Stiff found that benefit to the listener had a strong impact on their behavioral index. On the other hand, neither Boater nor Boater and Lofthouse found that benefit to the listener affected their three item behavioral index. Hence, these data are mixed, and the variance in the results may be attributed to the difference in dependent measures. Data are consistent with the hypothesis that benefit to the listener has an impact on compliance gaining message selection. It has no effect, however, on speaking frequency, number of reasons, and responses to prods.

Clark varied whether respondents liked or disliked the target of the compliance gaining attempt. She found that liking had an impact on message generation, but that it had no impact on message selection. Since it is premature to draw firm conclusions from a single study, these results must be held in abeyance pending replication, or lack thereof.

It is interesting to note that, although there has been ample interest in situational determinants of compliance gaining message use, the effects of only five situational variables have been assessed. Clearly, there is a need for further research in this area. Pertinent to this issue, Gody and McLaughlin asked participants to rate compliance gaining situations for similarity/dissimilarity, and subjected these data to a multidimensional scaling algorithm. They found that their participants distinguished six dimensions. The impact of some of these dimensions on compliance gaining message use has been assessed; the impact of other dimensions has not. While the fact that respondents distinguished certain dimensions does not imply that these dimensions will have an effect on compliance gaining message use, and while the fact that respondents did not distinguish certain dimensions does not imply that such dimensions do not have an impact on compliance gaining message use, the Gody and McLaughlin dimensions would provide an excellent starting point for future research.

**Individual Difference Determinants**

Communication scholars have also assessed the impact of certain individual difference variables on compliance gaining message use. Several such variables have received considerable attention.

In a number of compliance gaining message selection experiments neither
Empathy has correlated substantially with the criterion variables. Furthermore, communication apprehension had no impact either on Stiff's behavioral measure or Roster's behavioral measure. It did correlate positively and substantially, however, with Roster and Lofthouse's behavioral measure. An aspect of the experimental design may account for these paradoxical results. In both the Stiff experiment and the Roster experiment communication between the persuader and the listener was mediated; via intercom in the former experiment, and via telephone in the latter experiment. Conversely, in the Roster and Lofthouse experiment the persuader and the listener engaged in a face-to-face encounter. Consequently, a plausible hypothesis to explain these data is that a face-to-face encounter is necessary to raise the anxiety of high communication apprehensives sufficiently to distinguish their behavior from low communication apprehensives.

Both dogmatism and negativism, a dimension of Christie and Geis's scale, have been found to correlate positively and substantially with compliance gaining message selection. Dogmatism also correlated highly with one of Roster and Stiff's two criterion measures. Tell it was a trivial predictor of both Roster's and Roster and Lofthouse's behavioral index. Therefore, the bulk of the evidence is consistent with the hypothesis that dogmatism is not a strong predictor of the behavioral measures. These data suggest the possibility that the responses to the compliance gaining message selection instrument measure a different underlying trait than the behavioral measure(s), a result consistent with Roster's data.

The negativism results are more complex. Negativism was found to be a strong predictor of both of Roster and Stiff's dependent measures, and a strong predictor of Roster's behavioral index. But, negativism did not correlate substantially with the Roster and Lofthouse behavioral index. The Roster and Stiff experiment and the Roster experiment differ from the Roster and Lofthouse experiment in at least one important way. The latter involves a status difference between the persuader and the listener, the listener being an instructor and the persuader being a student; whereas, the former two experiments involve relations between peers. Thus, the usual tendency of the highly negative participant to be more persistent is blunted when dealing with a higher status target. Perhaps the more strategic highly negative subject intentionally behaves in a more subdued manner so as not to alienate the target, thus making the highly negative subject's behavior similar to the low negativism subject.

Finally, in compliance gaining message generation experiments cognitive complexity has been shown to be an important predictor of compliance gaining message outcomes. Interestingly, however, there has been little "cross-over" research. As with situational determinants, those students of compliance gaining message selection have ignored the variables examined by students of compliance gaining message generation, and those students of compliance gaining message generation have ignored the variables examined by students of compliance gaining message selection. It is for future research to fill this lacuna, as well as to examine the impact of other important individual difference variables, such as argumentativeness, on both compliance gaining message selection and compliance gaining message generation. The purpose of this section of the paper is to provide an integrated view of the preceding research fragments. A summary to guide this discussion is presented in Figure 1.

Situational exigencies and individual differences may make persons more or less verbally aggressive, thereby affecting their responses to the Harwell and Schmitt items. Similarly, situational exigencies and individual differences may affect how argumentative one is likely to be, thereby affecting how long one speaks, how many reasons one gives, and so on. It is conceivable, and even probable given the data, that certain situational/individual difference variables affect one trait, but not others. For example, benefit to the listener may largely determine how verbally aggressive one is likely to be, but it may be irrelevant to predicting argumentativeness. In addition, communication apprehension may affect how argumentative one will be under certain conditions, but it may not affect verbal aggression. But, of course, these suggestions are speculative, and it is clear that a good deal of research must be performed in order to clarify the nature of these causal links.

Next, the diagram asserts that the traits, indicated by responses to the various compliance gaining procedures, exert a causal impact on compliance gaining message behavior. Consider, for example, how verbal aggression and argumentativeness could be combined to yield information concerning compliance gaining message behavior. For heuristic purposes suppose that these two variables are dichotomies. One might then predict that a subject low in both traits would make a simple request when in a compliance gaining situation; whereas, a subject high in both traits would advance a number of arguments which vary substantially in affective impact. Knowledge of additional pertinent traits would make predictions more specific. For example, a subject low in verbal aggression, high in argumentativeness, and highly dogmatic would advance a spate of positive arguments, but there might be more repetition than would be exhibited by a low dogmatic subject with corresponding levels of verbal aggression and argumentativeness.

Conceivably, knowing a sufficient number of traits would allow one to predict exactly what persons would say in a given compliance gaining situation.
In the last analysis such a hope may be overly sanguine. Predicting exactly what another will say in a compliance gaining situation may be akin to the fabled physical scientist trying to predict the exact path that a leaf will traverse on its way to the ground in the autumn. Nevertheless, one should be able to predict the general type of thing that persons would say with knowledge of a sufficient number of pertinent traits. Again, it must be emphasized that a considerable amount of data is necessary to find these relevant traits, and to specify the relationship between them and compliance gaining message behavior.

Finally, on the right side of the diagram compliance gaining message behavior is said to be causally antecedent to both relational development and persuasion. As mentioned in the introduction both interpersonal communication scholars and persuasion scholars have taken the position that the kind of compliance gaining message one employs has an impact both on the success of relationships and on success in getting another to do what one wants that other to do.

While these issues are a bit beyond the scope of this paper, it should be noted that while there has been considerable research concerning the effect of certain appeals on attitude change, the effects of many of the appeals found in the various compliance gaining message use experiments have not been tested. Moreover, with few exceptions there has been little study of how the type of compliance gaining message used has impacted upon specified relationships. Therefore, there is also much research to be done before these links are clarified.

**Implications for Future Research**

Numerous avenues for future research have been mentioned, and hypotheses have been alluded to, in the preceding paragraphs. In this section these issues will not be restated. Rather, selected research programs tailored to the skills of argumentation scholars, interpersonal communication scholars, and persuasion scholars will be discussed in turn.

The concerns of argumentation scholars are most likely to be found in the middle of Figure 1. Armed with an arsenal of knowledge of reason-giving behavior argumentation scholars are equipped to attack problems of the lack of both exhaustiveness and mutual exclusiveness in lists of compliance gaining strategies. Furthermore, trait validation problems, such as what responses to the Harwell and Schmitt list indicate, and studying the links between traits and compliance gaining behavior fall well within the purview of argumentation researchers. While this list does not by any means exhaust the contributions that could be made by argumentation scholars, e.g., they undoubtedly would be adroit at adding to the list of compliance gaining situations, it best represents the core of expertise and interest among those experts in argument.

Both interpersonal communication scholars and persuasion scholars have special interest and expertise in the right side of Figure 1. The former are able to make important contributions in analyzing the relationships between the particular compliance gaining messages which are uttered, and the subsequent effects on relational development. The latter are able to assess the impact of several untested appeals on attitude change, behavioral intentions, behavior change, etc.

Additionally, persons from all areas have special abilities which would contribute to clarifying the left side of the diagram. All areas have identified situational characteristics and individual difference variables pertinent to their research interests. This information is likely to be of importance in predicting the traits indicated by responses to lists of compliance gaining messages, responses to interviews, and behavioral responses.

In conclusion, given the view of the problems arising from the study of compliance gaining message use, it in clear that solutions to these problems require considerable intradisciplinary effort. It will indeed by necessary to replace intradisciplinary rivalry with intradisciplinary rapprochement in order to make progress in this area of communication inquiry.
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THE ROLE OF ARGUMENTATION IN SOURCE CREDIBILITY

William L. Benoit
University of Missouri

Introduction

Ever since Aristotle advanced his justly-famous tripartite division of rhetoric into ethos, pathos, and praxeis (or logos), source credibility has been assumed to be distinct from argumentation. Herbert C. Kelman reinforced this assumption through his theory of the three processes of persuasion: compliance, identification, and internalization. When considered simply from the standpoint of message variables, there are indeed clear distinctions between source credibility and argumentation, as research by Kelman and others documents. However, when we adopt the increasingly popular view that the receiver or audience is an important aspect of the rhetorical or persuasive process, we discover that argumentation plays a central role in social influence through communication.

One of the earliest theorists to recognize the importance of audience argumentation (although he did not advance his views in quite this fashion) is William J. McGuire. Inoculation theory, which employs a medical metaphor to conceptualize the process of creating resistance to persuasion from one's opponents, argues that for an audience to be maximally resistant to persuasion, they must be motivated (by threat or forewarning of the impending attack) and trained (either by example or practice) to refute the arguments of opponents. One particularly interesting result is the so-called "paper-tiger" effect: the defense which produces the greatest amount of immediate attitude change produces the least resistance to counter-persuasion. Hence, it appears that the determinant of resistance to persuasive attacks is not necessarily the strength of the receivers' attitude prior to the attack but their motivation and ability to generate arguments against opponents' messages.

The cognitive response model provides a systematic approach to this conception of the role of audience argumentation in persuasion, and will provide the theoretic framework for the subsequent analysis. This essay argues that just as active receiver involvement in the form of counter-argument production determines resistance to persuasive attacks, so too does audience argumentation determine the effectiveness of source credibility appeals, traditionally assumed to be outside the realm of argumentation (or ancillary at best). Accordingly, the following section will discuss the cognitive response model, which will then be employed to elucidate the nature of the relationship between source credibility and argumentation.
The Cognitive Response Model

The basic tenet of this perspective on persuasion is that receivers actively participate in influence attempts, producing cognitions (thoughts) in response to the stimulus provided by the persuasive communication. These thoughts are arguments which either support or refute the speaker's position (audience thoughts can also be irrelevant to the message). Just as the notion of "attitude" is a mediating variable between persuasive communication and behavior, so too "cognitive response" is a mediating variable between persuasive communication and attitude change.

Greenwald indicates that research has failed to establish high correlations between learning (retention) of message content and persuasion.6 Love and Greenwald confirm this conclusion and report that both immediate and delayed attitude change correlate with the audience's cognitive responses.7 Other evidence also demonstrates that an individual's cognitive responses to persuasive communication are a significant determinant of persuasion.8 Cacioppo, Harkins, and Petty point out that additional support for the cognitive response approach includes studies which report that manipulations that affect cognitive responses also affect persuasion (Calder, et al., 1974; Petty et al., 1976; Roberts & Maccoby, 1971) and implementation of statistical procedures to assess causal ordering of cognitive responses and persuasion has indicated that cognitive response may have mediated yielding to persuasion (e.g., Greenwald, 1968b; Osthaus & Brock, 1970) but that the reverse causal ordering was not operating (Cacioppo & Petty, 1979a, 1979b; Petty & Cacioppo, 1977).9 Therefore, audience-generated supportive and refutative arguments (cognitive responses to persuasive communication) play a key role in mediating the persuasion process.

This is not to claim that message content or arguments are unimportant to persuasion. The claim advanced here is that attitude change is mediated by the audiences' thoughts. If an idea is not cognitively available to the receiver, it cannot be expected to have persuasive impact. The persuasive message provides a) the stimulus for development of the receivers' supportive and counter arguments, b) information useful in developing those arguments as well as c) illustrative examples of supportive and/or refutative arguments. Petty and Cacioppo report that under high involvement conditions, strong message arguments create more supportive and less refutative thoughts (audience arguments) than weak message arguments, one indication that content is an important factor influencing cognitive responses.10 Furthermore, while some studies report that audience arguments which cannot be directly traced to the message are the cognitive responses which most influence attitude change,11 others indicate that audience thoughts which can be traced to the message are most effective.12 Cacioppo, Harkins, & Petty offer the reasonable suggestion that on topics upon which the audience is knowledgeable, the former might be expected to be more effective, while on topics that the audience knows little there is no alternative but to rely on the ideas and information in the message.13

The cognitive response model has several important points in its favor. First, for theorists who reject the "hypodermic needle" model of persuasion (i.e., the advocate "injects" the audience with a persuasive message which forces them to change their attitudes), it posits an important and active role for the receiver. Second, it provides explanations for results which are difficult to account for otherwise (for example, the curious finding that distraction may increase the persuasiveness of a message, discussed below). Third, because it introduces a new mediating variable (rather than simply positing new relationships or orientations toward existing concepts), it is compatible with existing approaches to persuasion. Petty, Ostrom, and Brock explain that it is congenial to the four major approaches to persuasion:

Each of the four traditional approaches can be discussed in cognitive response terms, although the focus of each is different. For example, a learning theorist would propose that a persuasive communication is effective to the extent that the recipients adopt the message's argument as their own cognitive responses. Perceptual theorists would be interested in how a person's pre-existing repertoire of cognitions influences (the meaning given to) a message. Functional theorists would expect people to have different cognitive responses to the same communication depending on how the communication relates to underlying needs. Consistency theorists would focus on the consistency or inconsistency between the responses elicited by the message and already existing cognitions.14

The major drawback to the cognitive response model is that it complicates the process of persuasion by introducing another mediating variable. However, this loss is offset by the gain in explanatory power.

For example, as just suggested, under certain conditions, distracting the audience can enhance attitude change. Petty and Brock report that 20 of 22 studies on distraction find that, at least under certain conditions, distraction enhances persuasion.15 This finding is somewhat difficult to reconcile with an approach which argues that message content is learned by the receiver--obviously why distraction, if it influences reception, should impede it rather than facil-
A Cognitive Response Analysis of Source Credibility

Only one essay has presented a discussion of credibility from the cognitive response perspective. Unfortunately, this treatment fails to consider some of the factors discussed here. Given the claim that the effect of message credibility influences how the audience process the message. Audience arguments provide the stimulus for production of these audience arguments, as well as making available information and sample arguments. These receiver-generated arguments mediate attitude change, which is correlated with cognitive responses but not with recall of message content. With this conception of the cognitive response model in mind, we can turn to a discussion of source credibility.

This analysis of source credibility effects from the standpoint of the cognitive response model and audience-produced argumentation can be employed to explain several patterns of results in the work on this concept: For example, it can readily account for the finding that more attitude change occurs when the receiver first learns that the source is identified before the message than after. This is not to suggest that credibility is the only, or even the most important factor in the persuasion process; on the contrary, it is an important one. Audience involvement in the topic is an important variable in the credibility literature. Petty, Cacioppo, and Goldman report that on highly involving topics, message arguments produced significant attitude change; whereas source credibility did not.

This fact is perfectly understandable. It is not surprising that receivers carefully scrutinize messages on a highly salient topic even when the message is attributed to a highly credible source (deferring less to the opinions of an expert source) and that they would expend less effort examining a message on a non-salient topic (choosing instead to defer to the judgment of a source they respect). If the topic is non-salient, deference to a highly credible source permits receivers to avoid the cognitive effort entailed in developing counter-arguments, while still exercising some control over yielding (i.e., judgment of the source’s expertise instead of judgment over cogency of message content).

This analysis of source credibility effects from the standpoint of the cognitive response model and audience-produced argumentation can be employed to explain several patterns of results in the work on this concept: For example, it can readily account for the finding that more attitude change occurs when the source is identified before the message than after. This is not to suggest that credibility is the only, or even the most important factor in the persuasion process; on the contrary, it is an important one. Audience involvement in the topic is an important variable in the credibility literature. Petty, Cacioppo, and Goldman report that on highly involving topics, message arguments produced significant attitude change; whereas source credibility did not. On uninvoking topics, both source credibility and message argument create attitude change; but the former is more effective than the latter. It is not surprising that receivers carefully scrutinize messages on a highly salient topic even when the message is attributed to a highly credible source (deferring less to the opinions of an expert source) and that they would expend less effort examining a message on a non-salient topic (choosing instead to defer to the judgment of a source they respect). If the topic is non-salient, deference to a highly credible source permits receivers to avoid the cognitive effort entailed in developing counter-arguments, while still exercising some control over yielding (i.e., judgment of the source’s expertise instead of judgment over cogency of message content).
studies are more consistent than those employing the intrinsic credibility paradigm. The first, and more common approach, which Andersen and Clevenger label "extrinsic" credibility, attributes a single message to several sources with different levels of credibility. Since the actual message and its presentation remain constant, any differences in attitude change must be a function of variations in the sources' credibility. The second paradigm, Andersen and Clevenger's "intrinsic" credibility, prepares different messages and/or presentations of a message, assuming that those differences will generate differential credibility, which in turn will mediate attitude change. Support for the former approach is generally positive. There are exceptions to be sure (e.g., in forced compliance studies), but the literature is generally quite consistent in finding that messages attributed to high credible sources are more persuasive than those attributed to non-credible sources.

However, support for the latter, less common approach, is mixed. Use of metaphor, evidence, fluency and organization, rate, and language diversity have all been found to enhance both credibility and attitude change. However, Thompson found that a speech might increase a speaker's credibility without increasing attitude change. Studies on delivery, and perceived organization report that these variables enhance credibility but not persuasion. Oet emer reports that increased use of self-reference is associated with greater perceived competence, trustworthiness, and attitude change, while increased use of prestige reference increased trustworthiness but not perceived competence or attitude change.

This pattern of results is amenable to explanation by the cognitive response analysis of source credibility advocated here, which suggests that source credibility mediates attitude change by influencing audience argumentation. Hence, credibility induction must take place sufficiently early on in the speech to influence processing of the message. That is to say, if perceived credibility increases early in the message, the audience will begin to be less critical of that source's ideas (that is, receivers will generate fewer counter-arguments and consequently experience greater attitude change). On the other hand, if credibility is enhanced too late, the audience will already have produced sufficient counter-arguments to inhibit persuasion. Thus, the results which support the intrinsic credibility approach may well come from studies in which the source's credibility was increased early enough to inhibit much of the audience's counter-arguments, while data which do not support it could very well come from studies in which credibility was eventually increased, but not early enough to stop substantial counter-arguing.

Although it is convenient to suggest that there is a "point" at which the source's credibility is enhanced, in most cases this is probably a gradual process (e.g., with each use of evidence the audience's opinion of the source rises a bit), although no research has examined this process. Furthermore, although the claim that credibility induction must occur "early enough" is vague, it is unlikely that more specificity is possible. If there is nothing controversial in the first half of the speech, there is likely to be little counterarguing, and no need for enhanced credibility at that point in the speech. On the other hand, when the beginning is very controversial, even if credibility is increased early on in the speech it may be too late to stop the audience from developing their most effective counterarguments.

Another result which is amenable to explanation by this analysis of audience-produced argumentation is that sources of moderate credibility are, in some circumstances, more persuasive than ones of high credibility. These results all occurred when the speaker advocated a position close to the audience's own attitude (i.e., one of low discrepancy). Sources of high credibility have been found to decrease argument production, as discussed earlier. However, one would expect that supportive arguments would be the predominant type of cognitive response to a pro-attitudinal message (small discrepancy). Hence, low credibility sources permit the supportive argumentation necessary for attitude change on pro-attitudinal topics. In line with this analysis, Sternthal, Dholakia, and Leavitt report that more supportive arguments are produced in the moderate credibility condition than in the high credibility condition.

Summary

The cognitive response model suggests that, in response to the stimulus of argumentative messages, audiences produce supportive or refutative arguments (cognitive responses). These arguments mediate attitude change, and in fact correlate more highly with persuasion than with recall of message content. Receivers are more likely to suspect sources of low credibility, and consequently produce more counterarguments in response to messages attributed to them. On the other hand, receivers are less likely to be critical of sources they respect, and generate less refutative arguments in response to their messages. This perspective can be employed to satisfactorily explain several curious patterns of results, to argue generally for the importance of receivers in argumentation and of the cognitive response model generally, and for a greater scope for argumentation than typically assumed in social influence through communication.
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STRATEGIES FOR THREATENING FACE: MITIGATING AND AGGRAVATING BIDS AND REJECTIONS

Pamela J. Benoit
University of Missouri

Activities in the everyday world frequently require the cooperation and collaboration of multiple interactants.1 Theorists have postulated that the development of communication is found in the dependence on social rather than solitary activity to achieve goals:

Man is not just a rational animal. He is a "symbol-using animal," because his use of symbols is what makes him specifically different from other animals. Also, it is the use of symbols that he relates himself with others so that in his organizing system of interdependencies he may satisfy his needs.2

Social interaction displays the negotiation of individual lines of action, the unfolding alignment of actions to what the other is doing or intends to do.3 In particular, social interaction is the tool for communicating relationships and shaping and directing the course of practical activities.

Children learn early that satisfaction or fulfillment of their wants are frequently dependent on another and that communication improves their ability to articulate and achieve those wants. Their earliest experiences are with caregivers who are directive and helpful in the development of social activities. Learning to collaborate in the development of a social activity with other children is a fundamentally different task. Several studies of children ranging from 10 months to 2 years report that in play groups with their peers, children are more likely to engage in solitary activities or social activities with adults instead of other children.4 Piaget describes 40% of the discourse of 4 year olds as egocentric, "noncommunicative repetitions, monologues, or collective monologuing, where everyone talked and no one listened."5 More recently, a number of scholars have criticized Piaget (and others) and have argued that preschoolers do exhibit communicative competencies. Unlike the toddlers, "pre-school children center their attention on each other as primary obstacles and primary means to achieving want satisfaction."6

One focus in the literature is the description of the role of discourse, strategy, and structure in children's arguments.7 This is justifiable given that arguments are a feature in children's conversations. Bronson indicates that approximately 45% of the brief encounters of
Children's conversations were obtained from twenty four children enrolled in the Wayne State University Child Development Center. Children (2-5 years) were assigned to dyads and encouraged to play together for approximately fifteen minutes. Their interactions were transcribed from tape recordings and observer notes. Transactions which initiated a social activity and a partner rejected that bid were isolated for analysis. An utterance was considered a bid to engage in a joint activity if the form and context of the utterance suggested a continuing relationship between the interactants. This excluded announcements of an individual's activity unless such utterances paralinguistically enticed the partner to join in the activity. Opposition to the bid was apparent through a display of the disagreement or through the failure to provide uptake for the bid by producing a coherent contribution. The latter become apparent as a form of opposition only within the context of responding to a bid to engage in a joint activity and have been underrepresented in previous analyses. This analysis describes the structure of episodes of collaborative activity and the emergence of opposition within that structure. Details the forms of bids and rejections and the qualities which mitigate or aggravate these utterances, and provides evidence that children's utterances are responsive to the relational level of partner's messages concerning face.

First, the master structure of an episode organizing activity is a bid-response pair. This pair does the procedural work for organizing the activity. Negotiation is necessary. Although other adjacency pairs intervene, they are generally embedded or side sequences to this master pair. The activity is initiated by a bid to engage in a particular task. The form of the bid is mitigated if it can be interpreted as a suggestion or proposal for action and aggravated if it is understood as a command or order. So that in addition to the negotiation of the task, the talk provides relational messages that can be accepted or rejected. The messages impinge directly on face concern. The response can be either an acceptance or a rejection. Acceptance of a bid is apparent by the compliant coherence of the next turn at talk. When an aggravated bid is accepted "a view of the partner as having asymmetrical rights and duties with respect to each other is thus collaboratively displayed." It (see examples 1-3)

1. D: You didn't give me my pig. Give me my pig.
C: Here's your pig. Here.

De: Me.
C: He.
Da: It's not your turn. ((to De))
W: How bout my turn?
A mitigated bid can be accepted while simultaneously maintaining the face of both parties. Mitigation enhances (but does not guarantee) agreement and diminished conflict. (see examples 4-5)

As each turn at talk continues beyond this initial exchange (i.e., bid-rejection), it eventually recycles to another bid which can also be accepted or rejected.17 With each recycling, a rejection continues the overt opposition and indefinitely extends the length of the argument.18 As each turn at talk is built out of the preceding talk, a definition of the situation emerges, making it clear that an individual can more easily make a choice as to what line of treatment to demand from and extend to others present at the beginning of an encounter than he can alter the line of treatment that is being pursued once the interaction is underway.19 This suggests that each exchange is important in organizing the talk which follows. And, that forms for bids and rejections are not simply stylistic choices made by an individual speaker but provide crucial evidence of the evolution of arguments within the context of joint activities.

The second purpose of this analysis is to characterize the form of bids. Maynard’s recent analysis of children’s arguments surveys the literature and concludes that “how arguments arise out of children’s ongoing practical activities has been neglected” and directs attention to an analysis of arguments, the antecedent to the display of opposition.20 In a study of 8 to 13 year old children, Goodwin demonstrates the importance of this first move in the context of task activities, suggesting that a mitigated directive is generally met with a mitigated form of opposition while an aggravated imperative receives an aggravated response.21 This justifies a careful examination of the bids to engage in joint activities. This examination illustrates how bids become recognizable first moves in a “game.” The most obvious examples are provided by procedural forms because the negotiation of the activity is placed on the surface of the talk. The bid names the activity being suggested and establishes that both speaker and hearer are to act as agents in the production of the activity. The plural forms (let’s, we, us, our, everyone) communicate this relationship most directly. (examples 7-8)

6. D: We should read a book.
   A: We don’t have no books. So we can’t read a book.

7. D: How everyone do this. ((the other puzzles))
   T: How I put the bigger blocks. ((there are building blocks in the room)

This form is hearable as a request for a mutual undertaking, softening the imposition of a request on a hearer’s face by sharing responsibility for the accomplishment of the activity.

Although the singular form does not display the joint relationship as explicitly in the talk itself, it is apparent from a shared understanding of the context of the utterance.

8. D: You should play with me ok? Oh apple and ball. You don’t mess with me. And a house. And and
   C: Yeah. Where this go? Oh these mine.

In this instance, the hearer (you) and the speaker (me) are placed in a relationship for an activity (play) that is generally understood to involve multiple parties. Requiring more of an inference from the context is K’s mitigated bid in the next example:

9. J1: A house. A rooster. A duck. ((naming the parts of the puzzle as K takes them out))
Over a series of turns it is apparent that an activity has been jointly agreed upon that positions J in the role as the "my" of puzzle parts and K as the commentator on his naming. When K exceeds her role by criticizing his abilities, oppositions emerge and disrupt the sequence. It is within this context that K's directive in the next to last line is heard as a bid to reinstate the activity that both have come to understand as a joint product. A bid is necessary because J must produce another naming before K can fulfill her role. The singular form directs the partner's behavior into compliance with the activity in contrast to the plural form that directs the dyad's behavior.

Like requests that specify an individual action, bids for joint action can make reference to preconditions. These data indicate that procedural bids (plural and singular) reference willingness to engage in a social activity and obligation to participate in the collaboration, expanding the number of possible constructions, such as:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Willingness</th>
<th>Obligation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plural</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Let's do X ok?</td>
<td>We should do X.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We could do X.</td>
<td>We gotta do X.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Singular</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you want to do X?</td>
<td>You should do X.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will you do X?</td>
<td>I just want you to do X.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

References to these preconditions have implications for the relational messages being conveyed concerning face. All of the references to willingness are inquiries that explicitly attend to negative face concerns, reducing the imposition that occurs when individuals direct others' behaviors. On the other hand, references to obligations are statements that reiterate the assumption that the hearer has a duty to comply with the bid. This makes the disregard for face explicit and conveys implicitly that their relationship is such that the speaker has the right to expect acquiescence. Labov and Fanshelf also portray preconditions as a source for displaying relationships in the discourse. They illustrate that for requests "references to needs and abilities are generally mitigating while references to rights and obliga-

The second form for bids is a locational directive that orients the attention of a listener to a desired activity. A prerequisite for any joint activity is sustained attention by both parties. An indirect way of introducing a possible activity is to entice the partner to be interested in objects that are in a given location that are necessary for enactment of the activity. This may be enough to initiate the activity without making a direct request to do so. Thus, the speaker wants less of the hearer explicitly and impinges less on the face of the speaker.

The first uses a locational verb; look, here and there and there are particularly prevalent in the examples of bids. The second entices attention to the book through paralinguistic markers that draw out the appreciative "oooh" and then identify the object deserving of such attention. It is interesting to note that in example 11, the speaker also ends up resorting to more of an enticement to attention by threatening to eat a puzzle piece.

The third form for bids in children's discourse occurs when a game that is recognizable as a jointly constructed activity is initiated. Some games are ritualized to the extent that the sequence of actions for both parties is specified. The game of hide and seek can not be played alone, it requires one party to do the finding and another to do the hiding, so that when JJ announces what role he will take, it is clear that it is a bid for Ju to take up the other role.

Other games like "pretending" are more loosely structured and the bid is to contribute to the fantasy. These kinds of games are marked by laughter and exaggeration to convey a suspension of real time and space for the game.
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Example 14 indicates that R is willing to join K in pretending. He marks his statement with exaggeration and an increase in volume and she acknowledges by treating it as a laughable utterance. Her willingness to play the game is evident by the coherence of her statement even though there is disagreement concerning the relational message. In contrast, the next example illustrates a bid to pretend activity that entices D to abandon the pretending activity altogether.

Brown and Levinson categorize acts that threaten the hearer's negative face and the first among their list is "those acts that predicate some future act A of H, and in doing put some pressure on H to do the act A."24 When a speaker makes a bid to engage in a joint activity, the hearer is being pressed to do a future act called for by the nature of the activity. This face threatening act can be mitigated or aggravated. In the previous discussion of the particular relational tone emerged. First, plural forms predicate singular future acts for both hearer and speaker while singular forms explicitly address the other as the one who is going to do an action and not the one who is going to ask the other to do the action. Second, some pressure to act for by the other is evident. Third, a bid produced off record subdues through indirectness while an on record bid in direct and must be acknowledged as having a recognizable intent. On record strategies clearly communicate the intentions of the speaker while off record strategies permit more than one unambiguously attributable intention.25 Thus, off record strategies are perceived as less coercive, permitting the hearer with an opportunity to treated the utterance as something which it is not. Bids were off record for locational directives that could be perceived only as requests for this single action (e.g., Look) rather than a request for a joint activity with multiple actions. First moves in games particularly when loosely structured, could also be interpreted as solitary play instead of a bid for a joint activity. In contrast, a procedural form has a direct and recognizable intent and must be responded to accordingly.

The next section of this analysis considers the form for rejections of bids, detailing the means by which opposition emerges. Children reject bids by indicating an unwillingness to engage in the activity, an inability to proceed with the activity, or a rejection/negotiation of the relationship that has been implied by the bid. These rejections are based on claims (although not always explicit) that the bid is deficient for failing to meet the necessary preconditions for a bid to engage in a for a joint activity. In any event, the rejection threatens the positive face of the interactant making the bid, conveying that their wants are not acceptable or desirable. This threat to positive face can be mitigated through redressive strategies or aggravated by openly displaying disregard for the other's face.

The first form expresses an unwillingness to engage in the activity, making it painfully clear that the speaker's assumption that the partner was willing is inaccurate. It is characterized by the absence of any account that might explain why the bid was deficient. The most "direct, clear, unambiguous, and concise" way of doing this is a bald refusal.26 (see examples 15, 16; also the prior examples 2, 10).

14. D: Oh you're a monster! S: That smell like like some lotion. ((opens it and puts some on her face))
D: I'm goin put it on my face.

Example 14 indicates that R is willing to join K in pretending. He marks his statement with exaggeration and an increase in volume and she acknowledges by treating it as a laughable utterance. Her willingness to play the game is evident by the coherence of her statement even though there is disagreement concerning the relational message. In contrast, the next example illustrates a bid to pretend activity that entices D to abandon the pretending activity altogether.

Brown and Levinson categorize acts that threaten the hearer's negative face and the first among their list is "those acts that predicate some future act A of H, and in doing put some pressure on H to do the act A."24 When a speaker makes a bid to engage in a joint activity, the hearer is being pressed to do a future act called for by the nature of the activity. This face threatening act can be mitigated or aggravated. In the previous discussion of the particular relational tone emerged. First, plural forms predicate singular future acts for both hearer and speaker while singular forms explicitly address the other as the one who is going to do an action and not the one who is going to ask the other to do the action. Second, some pressure to act for by the other is evident. Third, a bid produced off record subdues through indirectness while an on record bid in direct and must be acknowledged as having a recognizable intent. On record strategies clearly communicate the intentions of the speaker while off record strategies permit more than one unambiguously attributable intention.25 Thus, off record strategies are perceived as less coercive, permitting the hearer with an opportunity to treated the utterance as something which it is not. Bids were off record for locational directives that could be perceived only as requests for this single action (e.g., Look) rather than a request for a joint activity with multiple actions. First moves in games particularly when loosely structured, could also be interpreted as solitary play instead of a bid for a joint activity. In contrast, a procedural form has a direct and recognizable intent and must be responded to accordingly.
Example 17 illustrates a rejection of D’s bid to play with the puzzles by offering an alternative bid through a locational marker to direct attention to playing with the blackboard. This form fails to acknowledge the first bid and neglects face but whether the original bid has been rejected or postponed or not heard is ambiguous. In the next example, the interactant rejecting the speaker’s activity does not seek to replace it with a joint alternative but content to engage in her own activity. Because the utterance is not coherent with the bid and can not be perceived as agreement. To hear it as a rejection requires more of an interpretation than with the bald refusal.

The second form references an inability to do the activity. This failure to comply refers to external features of the task, “task relevant conditions related to the context of the direction.” This transfers the blame for failure to comply away from the interactant and onto the uncontrollable aspects of the situation. The rejection is thus not an indication that the speaker’s wants are not desirable, only that those wants are not possible. Inability arises when the necessary objects for the joint activity are not available or when others intervene (or are uncontrollable) to prevent the enactment of the activity. To return to an earlier example, D offers a joint bid to read books. A’s first rejection is that the necessary objects are unavailable and thus the activity must be rejected. When this claim is refuted, follows another reference to inability, this time arguing that the adult present will not allow the activity.

19. D: We should read a book.
   A: We don’t have no books. So we can’t read a book.
   D: Here’s here’s some books right here.
   A: I know but I don’t want cause Pam won’t let us.

The face threat inherent in the rejection is mitigated because it is due to inability and not an indication of the worth of the bid or the individual offering that bid. If such an account explaining the rejection is accepted, equilibrium can be restored in the relationship because the face threat is redressed.

While bids can be rejected for task related reasons, they are also rejected or negotiated when there is objection to the relationship being expressed. This form of rejection makes it quite clear that children respond to the relationship level of partner’s messages. In example 9, K’s aggravated bid is hearable as an order. Since orders are given to subordinates, it isn't surprising that J explicitly rejects the relationship indicating that K is in no position to tell him what to do and further amplifies his own claim to status by issuing an insult. Or, a softened response negotiates more acceptable line of treatment rather than outright rejection.

20. D: I take the big ones. You take the little ones. Alright? ((block))
   A: Let me take the big ones too.
   D: (I guess.)

D makes a move to control desirable resources which could result in unequal status. Even though she mitigates this bid to direct the activity, her partner is unwilling to accept it and asserts an alternative definition of their relationship which is accepted.

Interactants mitigate rejections to minimize conflict and protect the face of their partner. That their utterances should attend to the partner’s face concerns indicates their desire to cooperate and establish equilibrium in the task. An aggravated rejection can be a response to an aggravated bid; for a face attack will engender self-protection and an attack on the face of the other. It may also emerge as an attempt to gain a relationship advantage and can occur without any provocation. For, aggression “constitutes part of the currency through which status and leadership are negotiated.” This indicates that four strategies are in use by preschool children to mitigate or aggravate rejections to bids. First, forms which provide an account for the rejection are mitigating while those that are bald and without reasons aggravate the force of the rejection. The latter connotes that the hearer is not worth the effort required to offer an explanation. Second, those forms that reference the preconditions of ability are mitigating while those that reference the relationship are aggravating. Inability originates in an external task related reason for rejection while disagreement concerning the relationship is an internal person centered explanation and consequently more face threatening. Third, rejections which are produced off record are more deniable while on record rejections can not be interpreted as expressing any other intention. Finally, rejections are marked for intensity through many kinds of devices. Mitigation may be accomplished through paralinguistic features like laughter that can be heard as transforming the disagreement to play, tag questions, and hedges. Aggravation is conveyed by paralinguistic features indicating derogation (see examples 9, 14), increases in volume (see example 12, 16), and intensifiers (e.g. No way, Never).

The final part of this analysis examines the relationship between the bid and the rejection. Goodwin claims that “the format of the first pair part is characteristically imperative of the format of the second pair part.” So,
mitigated bids should call forth mitigated rejections while aggravated bids should be followed by aggravated responses. If mitigation is occurring, interactants are trying to minimize the face threat and that effort would be reciprocated to create a sense of equilibrium in the relationship despite the disagreement. If an utterance is aggravated, it establishes that the reciprocal maintenance of face has deteriorated and the obligation to attend to the partner's face is no longer operating.

In the 26 episodes negotiating a joint activity, there were frequently multiple bid-rejection pairs. The average per episode was 3.05. To determine the relationship between bids and rejections, each pair was categorized as mitigating or aggravating based on the strategies developed earlier in this paper. 33% of the pairs were reciprocal, matching the format of the prior utterance. 19% of the pairs involved a mitigated bid that received a mitigated response; 59% of the pairs matched an aggravated bid with an aggravated response. This also documents the prevalence of aggravated forms in children's conversations with their peers. While the literature focuses heavily on mitigation, it is apparent that for the description of children's discourse, more attention needs to be given to aggravated forms. 33% of the mismatched pairs, 17% were a mitigated bid-aggravated response pair and 5% were an aggravated bid-mitigated response pair. The character of an utterance influences the evolution of the episode. It is not just the activity that evolves but it is also the definition of the relationship between the interactants that develops through the discourse.

The instances analyzed in this paper exhibit the social organization of preschool children's attempts to enact joint activities. A focus on opposition as it emerged within this context led to an examination of the forms of bids and rejections. This analysis concentrated on face as a critical dimension for understanding how social relationships emerge in interactions through the strategic use of language. Strategies for mitigating and aggravating were outlined. It is claimed that the format of an utterance has implications for succeeding discourse. The emergence of an episode, the escalation and de-escalation of an argument in progress, can be more fruitfully examined from within the perspective provided here.34
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TOWARD A DEVELOPMENTAL PERSPECTIVE ON ARGUMENTATIVE COMPETENCE

Julie M. Yingling and Robert Trapp
University of Northern Colorado

When argumentation was synonymous with formal logic, the notion of argumentative competence was unproblematic. A competent arguer could formulate an argument that conformed to the rules of logic, and an incompetent arguer could not. In 1958, publications by Chaim Perelman and L. Olbrechts-Tyteca and by Stephen Toulmin started a movement away from a model of argument based on formal logic toward one based on more person-centered logics. If the quality of an argument and the competence of the arguer no longer can be tested against the standards of formal logic, some theory of argumentative competence is needed in order to be able to assess the relative competence of arguers.

While the discipline of speech communication has shown a great deal of interest in the idea of communication competence, scholars of argumentation have shown very little interest in theorizing about the notion of argumentative competence. The development of the concept of argumentative competence is important both theoretically and pedagogically. The argumentation theorist as well as the classroom teacher ought to have standards to distinguish a competent arguer from an incompetent one.

In this essay, we will report the beginnings of our attempt to theorize about the notion of argumentative competence. We will begin by briefly describing the notion of communication competence along with some of the issues surrounding it, then we will offer what we believe are the minimal standards for an adequate conceptualization of competence, and finally we will provide an outline for the development of a model of argumentative competence. In this essay, we will confine our claims about argumentative competence to interactional contexts.

The Notion of Communication Competence

Communication competence has been the object of wide discussion and varied theoretical treatments. The theoretical construct has been acknowledged in its complexity, yet research measures have remained overly simple and vulnerable to criticism. The positions of the various competence camps have been stated and restated but still boil down to one issue: whether or not to make a distinction between capacity to perform (knowledge) or the performance itself (skill). If we choose knowledge, we may deny ourselves the means to measure the construct adequately. If we choose performance, we risk simplification of a complex, often intentional, activity. To acknowledge both requires a complex model of the competent communicator that has yet to be articulated and tested.

Some of the problems with the conceptualization and measurement of competence that has contributed to much of the confusion is the tendency to view competence as a global construct attributed to an individual by self or others. Self-report measures may demonstrate the subjects' own evaluation of their effectiveness in communication, but would depend greatly on other factors including the state of the individual's self-esteem and recent communication success. Another approach has been to rely on an "expert" to report an individual's competence—for example, a teacher who has had many opportunities to observe a student's communication behavior. The problem here is twofold; the "expert" has an agenda for competence—teachers may prefer polite students, and the "expert" only views the subject in one context, in the classroom. In light of the advantages and disadvantages of each measurement type, we might best glean information about the students' perception of their personal effectiveness (inevitably confounded with self-esteem) from self-reports and about social appropriateness (confounded by relational and contextual variables) from other reports. Given both, a picture of competence in a context might emerge, though couched in terms of impressions rather than actual performance or underlying knowledge.

Although most scholars acknowledge that communication competence is comprised of elements such as those suggested by Cupach and Spitzberg (skill, knowledge, and motivation), few have adequately addressed all of them in operation. Skills may be either directly observed or the impression of skill recalled. Knowledge and motivation are much trickier. If an individual demonstrates skill, we may infer the necessary knowledge to use the skill; for example, if Jack smiles and offers his hand when introduced, we may assume that Jack possesses a knowledge set (what we will call a script) for first meetings of this kind. However, we cannot infer a lack of knowledge from an absence of skilled performance. The same may be said of motivation; that is, it may be implied in performance but not denied without performance. Motivation raises the issue of intent. Competent performance often may be automatized behavior once the script has been learned and continues to work. Only in unique situations may we find highly intentional behavior accompanied by arousal of motivation.

Finally, the literature concerning competence has failed, for the most part, to address the influence of development and change in the individual. Although we all recognize that individuals do change and might even agree that the infant is not just an incompetent adult, few scholars of communication competence acknowledge the rudimentary assumption of development in humans. The few notable exceptions claim quite varied orientations to developmental competence. Mainstream research in communication competence has yet to make explicit the incomparability of a competent nine-year-old and a competent forty-year-old on any of the dimensions mentioned above.

Characteristics of an Adequate View of Communication Competence

In our view, an adequate theory of communication competence should address at least three issues. It should account for (1) the role of context in communication; (2) the proper combination of knowledge, skill,
and motivation; and (3) the development level of communication knowledge and skill within the individual. In the paragraphs that follow, we will address the necessity of these three issues and briefly outline a few of the elements of each and their relationship to argument.

The Role of Context

We will make the case that communication contexts are internalized as features of psychological processes in the form of scripts. Because of the interrelatedness of context with cognitive processes for understanding communication events, specific environmental circumstances will predispose individuals toward competence in some areas and not in others, even though we can assume that individual biological maturation will mandate that social actors achieve some basic levels of communication skills in a particular order (for example, egocentric speech before socialized speech). For instance, some individuals might be highly competent in a context that requires argument skills and incompetent in a context that requires comforting skills. Even those individuals who are competent in arguing in certain contexts (debate for instance) may not be competent in arguing in other contexts (say an interpersonal relationship).

Thus, an adequate theory of communication competence somehow must attend to the issue of communication context. One way to attend to this issue is to measure a person's competence over a wide variety of contexts. Using this method, one would get some kind of an aggregate account of the person's communicative repertoire. While this method is certainly desirable, the problem is to limit the claims we make about a person's communication competence to contexts requiring argument and even further to interactional contexts.

Knowledge, Skill, and Motivation

Cognition, behavior and affect are inextricably entwined in the communicator, but must be addressed individually in a coherent view of the development of competence. We will use the more specific terms preferred by Spitzberg and Cupach for discussing interpersonal communication competence—knowledge, skill, and motivation—although we will be defining the terms for our own purposes.

Our position is that a complete model of communication competence should account for all three components. All three are necessary conditions for the performance of competent communication. The absence of any one element may prevent a person from being perceived as a competent communicator. At the same time, we hasten to point out that the absence of one component (motivation) should not be considered a sign of the absence of some other(s) (skill or knowledge). Thus, a person who fails to exhibit any one of these three components may not be perceived as a competent arguer by others. At the same time, we must not assume that the person whose performance is not perceived as competent is unskilled or lacks basic knowledge about how to argue. That person simply may not be motivated to argue in an effective and/or appropriate manner.
disagreeing skills are relevant to the cognitive skill of contrast. An argumentative person, according to Rancer, Baukus, and Infantice, is one who is able to recognize controversial issues in communication situations, to advocate positions on the issues, and to attempt refutation of the positions which other people take on those issues. Reason-giving skills are evidence of the ability to take the perspective of other. Scholars assume that reasons that are adapted to the perspective of the listener are more effective than reasons that are related only to the perspective of self. Persons whom we might call "pathological arguers" resort to violence to settle their disagreements with others. Others resort to communication strategies such as demands or requests that do not account for the perspective of the listener. The more competent arguer is skilled in assessing the perspective of the listener and adapting reasons to that perspective. While a wholly incompetent arguer may resort to physical aggression or violence, a more competent one will invoke reasons to attempt to persuade the other party.

Smither and Ely have developed a typology of conflict behaviors that are relevant to argumentation skills. Their typology consists of nine levels of conflict behaviors ranging from direct physical aggression to integrative solutions. At level one, the speaker responds with direct physical aggression. At level two, the speaker threatens physical aggression, or issues a verbal assault such as name calling. While level three involves direct non-physical aggression such as calling on the intervention of an authority figure, level four threatens non-physical aggression. A speaker responding at level five will invoke rules or norms, and a speaker at level six will respond with a simple request. At level seven, a speaker responds with a polite request, while at level eight a speaker adds reasons to the request. Finally, at level nine, the speaker responds with an integrative solution; one that attempts to respond both to the needs of the speaker and the listener. These are a few of the behaviors that we see as relevant to the skills of argumentation. We believe these nine ways of dealing with conflict are related disagreeing and reason giving. As one moves from level one toward level nine, one begins to deal with disagreement by utilizing a process of reason-giving instead of violence.

Disagreeing skills are relevant to the cognitive skill of contrast. An argumentative person, according to Rancer, Baukus, and Infantice, is one who is able to recognize controversial issues in communication situations, to advocate positions on the issues, and to attempt refutation of the positions which other people take on those issues. Reason-giving skills are evidence of the ability to take the perspective of other. Scholars assume that reasons that are adapted to the perspective of the listener are more effective than reasons that are related only to the perspective of self. Persons whom we might call "pathological arguers" resort to violence to settle their disagreements with others. Others resort to communication strategies such as demands or requests that do not account for the perspective of the listener. The more competent arguer is skilled in assessing the perspective of the listener and adapting reasons to that perspective. While a wholly incompetent arguer may resort to physical aggression or violence, a more competent one will invoke reasons to attempt to persuade the other party.

Motivation. The question of intent looms when we ask what motivates individuals to behave as they do. The question is much easier to answer when it concerns young infants; we assume they perform to top capacity, that is, they do what they can do. However, when symbol use emerges, so does the ability to plan a behavior or to intend an effect. Although we may talk a good theoretical game concerning motivation, we still must rely upon behaviors for assessment. We may assume that, given a highly effective and appropriate performance, an individual has sufficient motivation and knowledge and skill; thus, the behavior is adequately functioning. The problem arises with the individual who performs at a low level—who does not create the impression of competence; we only can assume first that motivation is inadequate before we leap to the conclusion that knowledge or skill is lacking.

Our approach to the dimension of motivation is twofold: First, we assume that humans have a general need to interact effectively with their environment. Expectations for behavior are learned, however, and the developing individual learns much about the costs and rewards of behaviors in context. Undoubtedly, individuals are motivated to varying degrees dependent upon expectations within an interactional context. If we assess competence across several contexts and with different partners, we may see the results of motivational changes as they vary within an individual. Secondly, we believe that one important element in the development of tasks to measure argumentative competence is to ensure that the tasks are consequential to the subjects in the study. Studies of persons involved in inconsequential tasks do not show them operating as they would in tasks where they are more highly motivated because the outcome of the task is of some consequence to them.

The Role of Development

A developmental view of communication competence is essential since otherwise we might label persons as "incompetent" merely because they have not reached the appropriate level of development relevant to the competencies found lacking. A second reason that a developmental view of
communication is essential parallels the notion that description should precede prescription. The notion of competence must, in its nature, address normative or prescriptive questions such as: "What characteristics separate a good arguer from a poor one?" and "What knowledge and/or skill does a poor arguer need to develop into a good one?" We are probably safe in assuming that more effective and appropriate skills are developed with age and less effective and appropriate ones are extinguished. Thus, by describing skills developmentally, we should be better able to prescribe "effective" and "appropriate" skills.

Although we assume that communication skills are learned, only a few scholars in the field of communication competence have discussed the issue of development, generally borrowing from prior research to make their points. In one case, developing an other-rated scale of competence in children has summarized how some elements of argumentation change systematically as a function of natural development of the individual. Because we agree with Johnson that human communication development extends throughout a lifetime and is "influenced by biological and social elements," we would like to be able to specify some of those elements as they come to bear on interpersonal argument. To do so, we first will set out some of the theoretical constructs that should be addressed in a developmental perspective of competence.

We often assume, when studying adult communication, that normally functioning humans have adequate communication systems. When we begin to explore development itself, we are forced to consider the human capacities that allow us to build the communication systems we take for granted. We will mention a few of the most obvious individual requirements: the human may be able to form and manipulate them may be limited to scripts based on contrast of more abstract features and as they develop their abilities to take the perspective of others, the nature of their scripts change. Some arguers are limited to scripts based on contrast of concrete issues and on the perspective of self while the more competent arguer will have built scripts based on contrast of more abstract issues and the perspective of other.

Development of the Knowledge and Motivation Components. Scripts are based on the assumption that because something has happened in the same way many times, we can expect it to happen in the same way the next time. When this expectation fails, the script failure is indexed, and we must try to explain the failure and produce alternatives to the script. Here is where development of knowledge issues can be illuminated by this theme. The structures--scripts, plans or organizers--may not be innate, but the ability to form and manipulate them may be. Infants, as "pattern-seekers," are predisposed to process and use speech patterns as well as other types of serial information. Infants begin to form simple adaptive scripts almost immediately. Consider Schank's example of a six-month-old's script.

We may indeed create universal memory organization packets for "argument" that change eventually will separate the two events in memory, while retaining an organizing structure that records the relationship between the two event structures. In order to do so, the child must be able to contrast the three events, see them as separate, though related, and abstract their relatedness for further reference.

The ultimate result of generalizing memory entities may be Schank's notion of universal scenes or organizers, which contain no information about context but are defined in the roles they play in organizing memory. They may organize the temporal sequence of behavioral expectations (e.g., "disagree" and "give reasons") scenes into a universal "argument" organizer or abstract the scenes that make up a universal set (e.g., "make contracts" and "make arrangements") in an "agreement" script. We may indeed create universal memory organization packets for "argument" that change eventually will separate the two events in memory, while retaining an organizing structure that records the relationship between the two event structures. In order to do so, the child must be able to contrast the three events, see them as separate, though related, and abstract their relatedness for further reference.

As individuals develop the ability to contrast more abstract features and as they develop their abilities to take the perspective of others, the nature of their scripts change. Some arguers are limited to scripts based on contrast of concrete issues and on the perspective of self while the more competent arguer will have built scripts based on contrast of more abstract issues and the perspective of other.

Knowledge structures used to inform behaviors are based on experience with others and the environment, and transformed by the organizing and perform cognitively. That is, a rich store of experience undoubtedly will provide the basis for more scenes in memory storage (scripts), but the way those scenes can be used will vary from individual to individual depending on the flexibility of the user's organizing system. We suspect that challenges, or failures, in the operation of knowledge structures foster the development of flexibility in organization--failures stimulate learning and thus more generalizable structures.

Development obviously relies on practice in situations that count--salient events that arouse motivation. Although failures appear to stimulate learning, successes are necessary for sufficient motivation to be communicatively appropriate. Herein lies the paradox found in most theories of human development--knowledge demands failure and motivation
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When we build scripts, we must be capable of making guesses and correcting them when they fail.

When interaction input fails to correspond with the expectations set in our scripts, we can (1) modify the specific expectation that failed (e.g., learn the variables of the script); (2) alter the original script (e.g., create a set of invariate elements that are dependable across situations); or (3) index the event as an expectation failure (i.e., keep the information specific to the original script, but form more general information to help explain the failure). When we choose the final strategy (e.g., we must begin to use memory organizers to abstract information from specific events so it can be used in a variety of quite different situations. The infant who fails to experience play with diaper change eventually must separate the two events in memory, while retaining an organizing structure that records the relationship between the two event structures. In order to do so, the child must be able to contrast the three events, see them as separate, though related, and abstract their relatedness for further reference.

The ultimate result of generalizing memory entities may be Schank's notion of universal scenes or organizers, which contain no information about context but are defined in the roles they play in organizing memory. They may organize the temporal sequence of behavioral expectations (e.g., "disagree" and "give reasons") scenes into a universal "argument" organizer or abstract the scenes that make up a universal set (e.g., "make contracts" and "make arrangements") in an "agreement" script. We may indeed create universal memory organization packets for "argument" that change eventually will separate the two events in memory, while retaining an organizing structure that records the relationship between the two event structures. In order to do so, the child must be able to contrast the three events, see them as separate, though related, and abstract their relatedness for further reference.

When interaction input fails to correspond with the expectations set in our scripts, we can (1) modify the specific expectation that failed (e.g., learn the variables of the script); (2) alter the original script (e.g., create a set of invariate elements that are dependable across situations); or (3) index the event as an expectation failure (i.e., keep the information specific to the original script, but form more general information to help explain the failure). When we choose the final strategy (e.g., we must begin to use memory organizers to abstract information from specific events so it can be used in a variety of quite different situations. The infant who fails to experience play with diaper change eventually must separate the two events in memory, while retaining an organizing structure that records the relationship between the two event structures. In order to do so, the child must be able to contrast the three events, see them as separate, though related, and abstract their relatedness for further reference.

As individuals develop the ability to contrast more abstract features and as they develop their abilities to take the perspective of others, the nature of their scripts change. Some arguers are limited to scripts based on contrast of concrete issues and on the perspective of self while the more competent arguer will have built scripts based on contrast of more abstract issues and the perspective of other.

Knowledge structures used to inform behaviors are based on experience with others and the environment, and transformed by the organizing and perform cognitively. That is, a rich store of experience undoubtedly will provide the basis for more scenes in memory storage (scripts), but the way those scenes can be used will vary from individual to individual depending on the flexibility of the user's organizing system. We suspect that challenges, or failures, in the operation of knowledge structures foster the development of flexibility in organization--failures stimulate learning and thus more generalizable structures.

Development obviously relies on practice in situations that count--salient events that arouse motivation. Although failures appear to stimulate learning, successes are necessary for sufficient motivation to be communicatively appropriate. Herein lies the paradox found in most theories of human development--knowledge demands failure and motivation
demands success. The trick is finding the optimum balance between rewarding and costly communication, as any parent can testify. Failures bring growth in knowledge structures; successes bring growth in motivation.

Development of the Skill Component. Cognitive skills such as contrast and perspective-taking are important to a developmental view of argumentative competence. Contrast, as many scholars have observed, is important to our cognitive development as well as to our system of spoken language. When infants are able to distinguish between self and other-than-self, between their own powers to control the environment and others'-powers, then the capacity may begin to see more complex processes. One of the first indicators of symbolic function is the ability to use the negative (experienced parents will recall the "terrible twos"), or to contrast what is with what is not or never can be. The capacity for contrast is preliminary to the perception of similarity and thus necessary for categorization.

Perspective-taking, and related concepts such as role-taking or cognitive empathy, undergirds many communication behaviors. Not as primary as a capacity to contrast, perspective-taking apparently relies upon the use of a comparatively highly developed symbol system. Piaget described the growth from egocentric to socialized thought in the first seven years as an increasing ability to take another's perspective. Vygotsky explained that same line of development as a process of internalizing speech that had been used egocentrically such that problem solving could become a silent thought sequence to serve social interaction--that is, become socialized speech. When inner speech can serve social speech, perspective-taking becomes possible--the ability to step away from the center of self and imagine another's perspective emerges after the contrast may be made between one's own sense-making and another's. The human symbol user normally will acquire these capacities upon which communicative competence is predicated.

Our developmental view of argument skills includes not only those cognitive skills already mentioned, but it includes the development of behavioral skills also. As we have indicated, some of these developments have been arranged by Samter and Ely according to the degree that the strategies are person centered. In other words, level-nine strategies involving integrative solutions are much more prosocial than level-one strategies involving physical aggression. Samter and Ely found the choice of higher level strategies to be positively associated with both age and cognitive development. We might extrapolate their results to claim that as people progress both in age and cognitive development, the scripts available to them for participating in communication events that require arguing become more prosocial--they move away from violence and toward solutions that account for the perspective of self as well as the perspective of other.

If we begin to compare observable skills, such as the ability to refuse a claim or to express a reason from the perspective of the listener, to impressions of competence we may begin to piece together the skills that are perceived as competent at various levels of development. We expect skill achievement to correlate with impressions of competence at varying developmental levels.

One way of testing the importance of specific behaviors to the impression of competence is to assess the impact of behaviors on evaluations at different developmental levels as well as in varying situations. Backlund suggests two benchmark levels in skill development. Benchmark one concerns appropriateness and would assess performance of cultural norms and role-taking behavior, benchmark two addresses effectiveness in terms of the use of rhetoric, persuasion and communication strategies.

A Model of Competence in Interactional Argument

Having acknowledged the complexity of the task, we now will outline a model of communicative competence in interactional argument. Although we do not presume to articulate all of the requirements of such a model, we do hope to provide a theoretical framework adequate for testing.

Given the acquisition of certain human capacities, knowledge, skill, and motivation interact to produce communicative competence in various contexts. In the case of interactional arguments--given the acquisition of the capacities of contrast and perspective-taking--abstract and flexible knowledge structures (scripts and plans), skilled communication behaviors informed by those structures and motivation for effective and appropriate behavior will interact to produce increasing levels of argumentative competence.

Optimum levels of argumentative competence may be expected in human development for the following conditions: (1) physiological and psychological development adequate for the acquisition of human communicative capacities for contrast and perspective-taking, (2) a rich communicative environment with a variety of partners and contexts, (3) opportunities for failed expectations to generate more generalizable knowledge and (4) opportunities for success in getting needs met and in understanding others' perspectives.

So what are the guidelines for the assessment of argumentative competence? Since we believe any model must account for developmental changes in the individual, our answer must assume normal development of the individual and must vary according to the age of the individual. But in general we maintain that as the individual progresses from childhood to adulthood, the following characteristics describe the development of argumentative competence. (1) Argumentative competence develops as the arguers knowledge structures progress from rigid to flexible knowledge structures about argument. As arguers develop, they begin to develop scripts that allow them to contrast abstract as well concrete ideas. They develop scripts that allow them to act in accordance with the perspective of others as well as in accordance with the perspective of self. (2) Argumentative competence develops as arguers develop both the cognitive and behavioral social skills needed to manage disagreement in prosocial ways. Argument becomes, to borrow from the title of a well-known argumentation text, "an alternative to violence." (3) Argumentative competence develops as arguers are motivated to argue in ways that are both effective and appropriate. Arguers realize that they must be willing to risk
confrontation in order to settle important differences. As they develop, they come to recognize that inappropriate confrontation can increase rather than decrease levels of disagreement and thus be counterproductive. In summary, as arguers develop their competence, they become more knowledgeable, more skilled, and more motivated.

A research program should describe the various developmental levels of argumentative competence by testing: (1) populations of various ages with a "normal" developmental history; that is, excluding participants suffering decrements in physiological or psychological abilities related to communication. (2) the same sets of skills across a context by relatively "objective" standards (for example, behavioral argument skills coded by several judges), (3) the scope and flexibility of knowledge (for example, the response to a unique task, giving a twist to a familiar situation—that is, challenging an established script), and (4) the intentional as well as mindless behaviors.

Of course, the above description is not specific enough to satisfy the demands of measurement either for the researcher or for the teacher interested in assessing the progress of some student. While we agree that measurement of theoretical constructs is fraught with obstacles, we believe that measurement of a concept like argumentative competence is essential if the concept is to have theoretical or pedagogical utility. In this essay, we have tried to put our theoretical house in order. This, we believe, is a necessary prerequisite for adequate measurement of any concept.

NOTES
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Roles and norms provide guidelines for appropriate behavior in all relationships with others from stranger to intimate. When someone's behavior does not meet our expectations then we may confront the person. Social confrontation is a particular kind of communication episode where one person says to another, in essence, I'm not happy with your behavior. This type of claim is warranted or legitimized by the shared expectations of the relationship. Through social confrontation the "rules" of a relationship may be challenged, clarified, legislated, or remediated. The central issues of social confrontation are: (1) Is the rule or expectation legitimate? (2) Did the "alleged" behavior actually occur? (3) Does the behavior in fact constitute a rule violation? (4) Does a superseding rule outweigh the expectation? Social confrontation may serve to regulate behavior (compliance-gaining), increase understanding (information-processing), or negotiated and maintain a relationship.

Our expectations for behavior may stem from general social and cultural understandings or from negotiated, unique understandings. Miller and Steinberg dichotomize relationships into noninterpersonal and interpersonal according to the type of information one has about the other. In noninterpersonal relationships one must rely upon social and cultural knowledge to predict the actions of the other. In interpersonal relationships one has personal and psychological information about the other. Altman and Taylor's theory of social penetration describes the process of moving from stranger to intimate through breadth and depth of self-disclosure over time. As relationships become more intimate, the rules or expectations for behavior become more personalized. Wood describes this process as the development of a relational culture, "a privately transacted system of understandings that coordinate attitudes, actions, and identities of participants in a relationship."

We propose that social confrontation will vary in purpose, strategy, and form given the level of intimacy of the relationship. Our separate lines of research have lead both of us to a number of observations about how relationships are negotiated. In an extensive study, Adams collected naturally occurring conversations from nine dyads (three acquaintances, three friends, and three marital couples). She analyzed the conversations utilizing a metaphor of negotiation of relationships. Newell, in a series of studies utilizing role-playing and self-report data, has been exploring how dyads negotiate their relationships specifically through social confrontation. Our work converges in the description of episodes where behavior is reproached - social confrontation. Our work suggests that social confrontation will vary given the intimacy level of the relationship.
For example, Newell and Stutman identified seven factors which influence the decision to confront: (1) nature of the relationship, (2) perceived urgency, (3) perceived responsibility to confront, (4) perceptions of the other, (5) resources, (6) appropriateness of time and place and (7) perceived outcomes.12 Certainly these perceptions will vary given the level of intimacy of the relationship. In addition, Newell has described different patterns of how social confrontation may be done including information-processing and guilt-induction.6 One might expect different patterns to be more likely given the level of intimacy of the relationship. Adams reported differences in how marital couples reproached behavior compared to acquaintances and friends.9 She observed that marital couples were more likely to continually challenge each other, reproach each other’s desires, future plans and status reports.

Our purpose here is to present in proposition form our speculations concerning how social confrontation appears to vary with the level of intimacy of a relationship. These propositions should be read as ideas worthy of further exploration rather than statements of empirical “truth”. We will provide examples to illustrate our propositions; they are not to be taken as documentation of the validity of the propositions.

The examples come primarily from self-report data. After a brief explanation of social confrontation, a college class was asked to think of three recent instances where they confronted someone: (1) a stranger, (2) someone you know moderately well, and (3) an intimate. For each situation they were asked to describe the relationship, explain why they confronted the person, and write out the conversation. In addition, we will use examples from Adams’s data of naturally occurring conversations between marital partners to illustrate propositions concerning intimate relationships.

Continuum of Intimacy

Intimacy is most simply understood as a measure of the amount and quality of knowledge of one another. But two other critical attributes appear to develop along with personal knowledge. Simmel has described intimate relationships as those most central to one’s life.10 The development of an intimate relationship involves not just self-disclosure but an expanding sharing of the diverse activities of one’s life. Intimacy carries with it a feeling of interconnectedness and an expectation for future interconnectedness in the doing of one’s life. As the other becomes more central to one’s life, attachment to the other may grow. McColl and Simons suggest that attachment to another grows as self-identity becomes connected to our view of our self in relation to the other.11 Wood also stresses the relationship between the relational culture of the intimate relationship and the identity of the participants.12 Thus, intimacy consists of three attributes: (1) breadth and depth of knowledge of one another, (2) expectations for future interaction and interdependences, and (3) attachment - the degree to which self-identity is tied to the other.

Intimacy may be viewed as a continuum upon which relationships may be located. For discussion and analysis purposes we are rather arbitrarily dividing the intimacy continuum into four levels:

**Level 1 - Stranger.** The interactants have no personal knowledge of one another but rely totally upon social and cultural knowledge of the situation and their respective roles. Strangers do not expect to interact again. And strangers have no influence upon one another’s self-identity.

**Level 2 - Acquaintances.** The interactants have some working knowledge of one another. Personal information is probably limited to aspects relevant to the situation which brings them together. Acquaintances may include roommates, co-workers, teachers and students, neighbors, potential friends, etc. Acquaintances expect to see one another again but in limited circumstances. Influence on self-identity is probably minimal.

**Level 3 - Friend.** The interactants have a high degree of personal knowledge of one another. The category of “friend” may include friends, siblings, parents, romantic partners. Friends expect to interact with one another in a wide variety of contexts, often far into the foreseeable future. They often have a strong impact on self-identity.

**Level 4 - Intimate.** The interactants may report that they know one another as well as they know themselves, maybe even better. Intimates are central to one another’s lives, interconnected in a wide variety of activities in the past, present and projected future. The relationship is so central to one another’s self-identity that they may lose a sense of boundary between self and other.

**Propositions**

We propose that social confrontation will be somewhat different at each level of intimacy. Specifically, degree of intimacy will affect: (1) the purpose for confrontation, (2) the nature of expectations leading to confrontation, (3) the time orientation of the confrontation, (4) the importance of context to the confrontation, and (5) the projection of self on other in the confrontation. Table 1 summarizes these variants.

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td>Regulation of Behavior</td>
<td>Coordination of Behavior</td>
<td>Negotiate Relational Culture</td>
<td>Negotiate Relational Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of Rule</td>
<td>Social Norm</td>
<td>Specialized Social Norm</td>
<td>Relational Rule</td>
<td>Relational Rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Orientation</td>
<td>Present, Immediate Past &amp; Future</td>
<td>Past, Present, &amp; Future</td>
<td>Past, Present, &amp; Future</td>
<td>Past, Present, &amp; Future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>Situation Bound</td>
<td>Situation Bound</td>
<td>Situation Fluid</td>
<td>Situation Fluid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projection of Self on Other</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Level 1 - Stranger

Confronting another person is justified by a norm of rule of the relationship. Following Toulmin's model of argument, the behavior of the other serves as grounds for the claim, "your behavior is undesirable." The norm or rule of the relationship serves as the warrant linking the grounds to the claim. In social confrontation of a stranger, the relationship is context-bound. The confrontation is bound to the context - time, place, and social function of the situation.

1. Confrontation of a stranger requires being in a situation where the social norms are generally understood by all participants.

   a. Since the social norms are clear cut, confrontation may be done totally nonverbally. A look of displeasure may be enough to make the other aware of the rule infringement.

      Example: In a lecture a man and woman behind me kept talking in a low whisper. I turned around and gave them a dirty look. They returned a shocked look and quit whispering.

   b. Strangers may feel no obligation to respond to another stranger's expression of displeasure. Then social confrontation may proceed with an explicit reminder of the nature of the situation and its implied rules. Explicit statements are harder to ignore and require either defiance ('I know the rules, but I don't care') or compliance.

      Example: Just this morning in the library I was trying to study and these two people came by and stopped to talk to the guy on the other side of the table from me. They were talking right out loud. After a few minutes of this and after they had ignored my disgusted looks several times, I said, "Do you mind? Some of us are here to study." They quickly left.

   c. A stranger may comply due to the strong demand characteristics of the situation but express hostility towards the person calling them on the rule violation.

      Example: I was in a long line of people waiting to go on a ride at Disneyland. After waiting for 20 minutes, three girls butted into the line ahead of me and a friend. I immediately became angry and told them to go to the back of the line. One of the girls called me a few choice words and then they left.

   d. Or a stranger may, in essence, get caught doing something 'they know they shouldn't' and meekly comply.

      Example: A man was checking oil in a car next to mine at my apartment. I was walking across the parking lot and noticed him drop an oily paper towel in the back of my truck. I picked it up and took it over to him and said, "Excuse me, but that was my truck you threw this in. Would you like me to show you where the trash cans are?" He said, "No", and disposed of it properly.

2. One is less likely to initiate or persist in a confrontation with a stranger as one often has the option of just leaving the situation and never having to interact with the person again.

   Example: At a movie theatre some older ladies were behind us giving play-by-plays. First, I turned and gave them a dirty look and when they didn't stop then we got up and moved.

3. Confrontation with a stranger is more likely to end without smoothing hostile feelings or saving face.

   Example: Walking down the street I ran directly into a stranger, or rather, she ran into me. And because I wasn't in a very good mood anyway, I was rude when I probably should not have been. She said, "Oh excuse me, I wasn't watching where I was going." I responded, "Obviously", and walked on.

4. In some situations the role of the stranger would be either the confronter or the confrontee requires compliance upon request.

   Example: A man was checking oil in a car next to mine at my apartment. I was walking across the parking lot and noticed him drop an oily paper towel in the back of my truck. I picked it up and took it over to him and said, "Excuse me, but that was my truck you threw this in. Would you like me to show you where the trash cans are?" He said, "No", and disposed of it properly.

5. A "Sir Galahad reflex" may prompt confrontation of a stranger in order to protect someone.

   Example: A boy was cruelly ridiculing a younger boy who looked like he came from a poor family. "Excuse me, but I don't appreciate you talking like that around me. If you want to cut somebody's self esteem could you please go elsewhere? Preferably, look in a mirror and find your own faults." He left, mimicking me.

6. Confrontation of a stranger may stem purely from a desire to preserve certain social norms, to counteract deviance or inconiderate behavior.

   Example: A couple were going to get in their car. The girl recklessly opened the car door, it hit the car next to it so hard that it shook. After ding the door, she laughed and started getting in the car. I walked away before he could say anything.

   Example: At a restaurant I told the waitress, "The food I ordered isn't cooked right." She said, "I'm sorry, I will take it back and get it cooked right." I told her, "Thank you."

Confrontation with a stranger may be simply to regulate behavior - particularly behavior which interferes with the confronter's accomplishment of the purpose for being in that particular situation. The confrontation depends upon clear understanding and acceptance of the social norms of the situation and is context-bound. Since self-identify is not tied to the relationship with the stranger we may be more willing to be hostile and rude.
Level 2 - Acquaintance

We may generally avoid confronting acquaintances because we lack knowledge of how the other will respond. The relationship is not at a level to have developed an expectation or responsibility for honesty. Two respondents report: "Usually I don't do anything when it's someone I know moderately well. I'm usually afraid that someday I might have to ask this person for a favor, or because they really might get offended." "I don't think I ever confronted someone I knew moderately. I usually think it's their problem and ignore it or leave."

1. With acquaintances, the reason for confrontation may not be so much the violation of a clearly understood rule but rather confusion over what the expectations of the situation or the relationship are.

Example: A few weeks ago my husband and I went out of town for the weekend. Upon arriving home we found mud tracked all the way through the house and mud all around my recently cleaned bathroom sink and floor. The only people who have a key besides us are our neighbors whose parents own the apartments. We immediately called them:

"Hi, do you know anyone who was in our apartment this weekend?"

"Well no, why?"

We then explained why and described the mess.

"Oh, I guess I did give the key to the construction workers who were remodeling the apartment below you, in case they needed to use the bathroom or anything."

"That's nice to find out some construction workers were here while we weren't. I thought that's what we paid rent for. Can't we expect any right to privacy?"

He then apologized and offered to come reclean the apartment. We did not accept the offer, but did accept the apology with the promise that it would not happen again.

2. Confrontation with an acquaintance tends to be done very gingerly.

a. Confrontation may be presented as information processing.

Example: I approached a teacher because I wanted to know why my research paper was graded so low (class of about 75).

"Hi. I was wondering what was wrong with my paper so I can improve on the next one."

The teacher reads the paper. "When did you turn it in?"

"Two weeks early."

"That explains it. I graded those that came in early a lot harder because I had the time and I had to hurry with the late ones. I'll raise it one letter grade."

b. Confrontation may be performed through teasing or humor to preserve a light atmosphere.

Example: I said to my roommate in a teasing manner, "Greg, you sloppy sucker, why can't you ever clean the house?" He responded in a similar manner. And then I said, "No, seriously, we need to keep the house cleaner."

c. Confrontation may lead to an offer to help.

Example: At music and group practice, a member of the group was not attending the rehearsals like he should. It was slowing down my progress because he was my partner.

"Hey Tom, we've missed ya, where have ya been?"

"I wish everybody would leave me alone. I haven't missed that much. I just won't do the dance."

"What about your dance partner? Is that fair for her? She's put a lot of time into it and now you may forget it."

"Well, I just can't learn it because they keep on changing it."

"Tell ya what, I'll help you. You can do it!"

3. Confrontation with an acquaintance may be done implicitly rather than explicitly. (Perhaps the motivation is to get even rather than to negotiate expectations.)

Example: My roommate came home drunk last night. Now I don't mind drinking, but in excess I can't stand it. She was "trying" to do things that would make us sympathize or laugh with her. Disgusted with her, I just ignored her. Getting ready for bed that night I wasn't overly quiet. If she had a hangover, it was her fault and anything that happens to her...

4. Negotiation of rules at the acquaintance level is crucial to the survival and evolution of the relationship to friendship.

a. Failure to adequately negotiate rules may lead to termination.

Example: When my roommates were upset with me I could tell. First, I received a dirty note taped to my door. And second, I received the silent treatment. No one would tell me what was bugging them or what I had done wrong until I came right out and asked them what the problem was. Then in a roundabout way (avoiding directly talking about it) they told me. Later, even though the issue had been discussed and supposedly resolved, body language from my roommates told me I could no longer live in that apartment.
Confrontation may be more frequent than with acquaintances, social confrontation appears to negotiate a set of working rules for how to get along within the situation which may bring them together. The confrontation is bound to that situation, context-specific, and tends to be primarily about present behavior with reference to immediate past and limited projected future behavior. The relationship has little impact on self-identity so confrontation may be avoided or used only as necessary to coordinate behavior.

Level 3 - Friend

With the development of friendship, we acquire a sense of responsibility to maintain the relationship. Confrontation may be more frequent than with acquaintances. The issues of confrontation become more complex due to the increased interconnections of the participants' lives. The importance of the relationship to one's self-identity introduced problems of negotiating boundaries between self and other.

1. In confronting a friend we may express a willingness to understand the friend's account for the problematic behavior, perhaps even helping in building the account.

   **Example:** A friend had written me a check for some cosmetics and it bounced.
   
   "Carol, that check you wrote me came back."
   
   "Oh, I'm sorry. I'll get Moone cleared the account before it cleared the bank."

2. On the other hand, friends count a lot on the taken-for-granted understandings between them. When these are violated, hostility may erupt.

   **Example:** On a bike ride my friend wanted to go one way and I wanted to go the other way. The only thing we did was scream each other's names and then took off: the way each of us wanted to go. We eventually thought we would see each other around the block. But I couldn't find her and went home, while she waited for 15 minutes on the corner she expected to see me at. When we finally confronted each other I jumped in yelling at her, not giving her a chance. She did the same. We were both too stubborn to listen to each other.

3. The number of issues which become interconnected between friends may make social confrontation very complex with a number of issues being implied at one time.

   **Example:** "Why do we always have to spend money; can't we do anything that's free?"

   "It's not your money anyway. You won't have to pay a dime. I'll pay."

   "Still, can't we do anything that's simple and cheap? If your mom knew what you spent it on she'd stop sending it."

   "Just because my parents aren't like yours: They don't make it a block."

   "Okay."

   "Yes. Listen, I'll get the cash to you Thursday after payday."

   "Okay. I'll really appreciate it."

4. Confrontation between friends may frequently involve the negotiation of boundaries.

   a. Friends negotiate the extent of involvement in one another's lives. They must find the balance between relational identity and preservation of individual identity.

   **Example:** My roommate is my best friend, plus we had all of our classes together. She seemed to be slightly upset with me so I asked, "Have I done something to make you mad at me?"

   "Not really, it's just I'm tired of always being together and competing against you."
"Well, maybe we shouldn't take every class together, so we can meet more people, and not always be around each other."

"That would probably help. It's hard being around the same person 24 hours daily."

b. Friends must negotiate expectations for openness and needs for privacy.

Example: One of my really close friends wanted me to tell him something, and usually I would. But I said, "No, I can't." He said, "I thought we could talk to each other." I said, "Well some things we can and some things we can't. It bothers me when you think I have to tell you everything."

c. Friends indirectly negotiate limits on control or influence within the relationship.

Example: We both wanted to see a movie but disagreed on which one so we ended up going mini-golfing instead.

"Let's go see xxx."

"I'd rather go see ooo."

"We always go see what you want to see."

"Fine, let's go see xxx."

"No, I don't even want to see a show anymore."

"Okay, let's go somewhere else, like mini-golf."

"Fine."

5. The confrontation between friends frequently relies upon knowing how to "read" one another, and a commitment to one another. This dependability may lead to manipulative gamesmanship.

a. Friends can use exaggerated threats without risk of being misunderstood.

Example: My friend was chewing gum loudly with her mouth open. I said, "Quit chewing your gum so loud or I'll beat you to a frazzel." She said, "Ya, I'd like to see ya try." But she didn't make so much noise.

b. Friends may avoid direct confrontation by acting "strange", requiring the other to coax you. This action may be a way of evading responsibility for the confrontation.

Example: When my boyfriend does something which offends me, I clam up. I get very sad, not mad. I don't talk very much and when he asks me what the matter is I say, "nothing." He has to coax it out of me before I'll tell what it is that has upset me.

c. A friend may use the other's feelings of attachment and responsibility to gain compliance or contrition.

Example: I was supposed to meet my boyfriend at a certain time so that we could go to an activity together. He wasn't there so I left without him. The next day I saw him and jokingly told him I wasn't speaking to him. He had forgotten and he felt worse than I could have made him feel by yelling at him. I rubbed it in by telling him how much fun I had.

6. Confrontation between friends begins to show a willingness to speak for one another - to project one's self upon the other, telling them how they should feel or think.

Example: I visited my best friend for a week and she was being rather pessimistic. She had a negative attitude. She said something negative that we both knew was not true. I denied the statement, "No, it's not, and you know it." She paused and realized the significance of what was said. I continued, "Sharon, you've been doing that a lot lately, saying things you know aren't true." She agreed and we talked it through a little more. She decided she needed to think rightly.

Friends confrontation appears to center on specific expectations for one another and their relationship. Confrontation may take place about behaviors far removed in time and space. An integral part of negotiating the emerging relational culture is the negotiation of boundaries between self and other. Self-identity becomes tied to the friendship yet participants may strive to maintain a separate identity as well.

Level 4 - Intimate

With intimates the degree of attachment may be so high that the participants confuse self and other. They feel comfortable telling one another how to think and feel even beyond the boundaries of their relationship. Ironically, because of the degree of interconnectedness in their lives, mundane affairs may intrude upon intimates leading to numerous tiffs over minor behaviors. The high expectations for the participants to know and understand one another may lead to many frustrations. In addition, intimates may become too relaxed with one another. In intimate relationships we expect the other to accept everything about us (Mark Knapp's, "love me, love my rhinoceros"). We may become unwilling to monitor our own behavior feeling that we are now "backstage" and do not need to perform.

1. Mundane activities may infringe upon the intimate relationship.

a. Intimates may have tiffs over failure to meet expectations in minor day to day activities. Intimates are "supposed to know" the varying conditions regulating rule application.

Example: I was angry with my husband for not waking me up in time to go to church.

"Why didn't you wake me up?"
2. Intimates face the continuing problem of negotiating the boundaries between integration and separation. The confusion of other with self may lead to problems.

a. Being one's "true" self with the accompanying unwillingness to monitor intimate may become a source of confrontation.

Example: When my husband gets upset, he swears. Yet, I never heard him swear before we were married. This was not a first confrontation. I have let him know before that swearing is offensive to me, but have tried not to say too much. One day it was particularly bad so I confronted him with, "Why don't you ever swear in front of your mother?" He replied, "Because she would be really disappointed in me if she heard me swear." I countered, "Don't you think I'm disappointed, or don't you care?"

b. The tendency to speak for one another may lead to a perceived infringement on self-hood.

Example: Yesterday my husband and I were talking and I made a statement about how I felt about something. His return was, "Oh, you don't really." Then let him know that I did not appreciate him telling me how I felt just after stating how I felt.

3. Intimates are held accountable for their behavior even outside of the boundaries of the relationship.

Example: After being gone for two hours Terry quizzed her husband as to what he had done in that time period. "So what else have you done, just carry chrome for two hours?" Carl proceeded to account for his time, "No the metal I carried in... I watched TV for half an hour while I was eating dinner."

4. Intimates are much more concerned about projected future behavior.

Example: Lynn offers a conjecture about possible behavior both could consider in the future: Leaving their children with grandparents while going on a vacation. David reproaches the hypothetical behavior by questioning the appropriateness of such behavior.

"two weeks though that's asking a lot." Lynn then accounts for her offense denying David's reproach by offering an example contrary to his reproach, "my mom's use to that." David again reproaches with, "not as infanta." Lynn then accounts again dispelling David's reproach and thus aligns the proposed vacation with the appropriate age for leaving children with in-laws. David accepts the possibility.

Intimates must simultaneously negotiate mundane activities of every day life along with their definitions of self. Confrontation may be time and context free. They tend to confront over projected future behavior. Intimates expect one another to understand the nuances of their expectations given the numerous taken-for-granted accumulated over time and shared experience. Attachment is so high that the boundaries between self and other may become confused.

Conclusion

We have claimed that social confrontation is a particular kind of episode through which relationships are negotiated. But the type of relationship, characterized by its degree of intimacy, also affects the form and substance of the confrontation episode. Thus, our understanding of relational development may be enhanced by studying social confrontation. But our understanding of the social confrontation episode will also be enhanced by studying the nature of the relationship in which it occurs.

Notes


If reasoning is one of the qualities that make persons human, then it is especially appropriate to investigate what common and diverse strategies of argumentation persons adopt during different stages of the life cycle. Although gerontologists have not studied the arguing strategies of the elderly specifically, they have examined the way elders solve problems, make decisions, and communicate with peers and family. This body of research offers several hypotheses that can help establish a framework for investigating how the elderly argue. The sociological hypothesis suggests that elders argue similarly to all other segments of the population and that problems or peculiarities of arguing derive not from the chronological age of a person but rather from elders' level of education, work experiences, and personal and professional learnings. A second hypothesis is philosophical; it concludes that elders are experiencing their final stage of life and therefore they focus their communication upon human values, learnings from life experiences, and accumulated wisdom. A third hypothesis infers that physical and social deprivations reduce the ability of elders to reason as they grow older. This point view claims that elders once had reasoning skills but that these skills have declined because the physical health of the elder has degenerated and their social contacts have decreased. The final hypothesis is perceptual-cultural; this position claims that the elderly share common strategies and abilities to communicate but that these are perceived differently in different cultures. For example, in some cultures, persons believe that elders are wise and knowledgeable and others in the population look to them for advice on solving problems. In other cultures, the elders are perceived to be old, outdated, and irrelevant to the rest of society so their arguments are interpreted as erroneous and useless. This essay adopts assumptions similar to the philosophical hypothesis and examines how elders use the narrative mode of arguing as a way of justifying actions and values.
viewed the film "On Golden Pond" saw Henry Fonda, a retired college professor, portray a forgetful, fearful, and irrevocably elder who often tried to debate with his wife, daughter, son-in-law, and grandson. But when he engaged in propositional argument and case building, he failed to persuade members of his family. However when the elderly man began to tell stories to family members, he succeeded in getting them to accept and understand his actions and values.

The fact that others can best understand elders through the narratives they share is an instructive theme. It suggests that narrative is the appropriate focus for scholars to take when they study the arguing strategies of elders. The purpose of this essay is to develop a framework for understanding narrative argument and to propose that this mode of arguing is characteristic of elderly persons. To accomplish this goal, the essay (1) develops a narrative framework for the study of the argumentation of elderly, (2) applies this framework to the analysis of oral histories, and (3) evaluates the narrative approach as a method for looking at modes of arguing throughout the life cycle.

Narrative Framework

Developing a narrative framework for the study of argumentative discourse involves defining this mode of discourse, explaining the argumentative characteristics of story, and analyzing how a specific genre of narrative works as argument.

In its broadest sense, narrative includes "the words and/or deeds—that have sequence and meaning for those who live, create, and interpret them." Narrative has three defining traits. The first trait is the content of the narrative—the chain of events, actions, and happenings of the story. Specifically, the story attributes meaning to the stories of human experience. Often the meanings of the stories of elderly result from their interpretation of solving problems, surviving hardships, or enduring oppression. The issues of stories stream the values gained from experience. The second trait consists of existents which are the character and setting of the narrative. The existents are both the characters who create and experience the action and the setting in which the action takes place. In some stories, the storyteller is the main character whose point of view structures and forms the story. In other narratives, the storyteller in the observer who tells other stories for them. Context consists of both the times and places in which the narratives are situated. The final trait is the discourse itself, the linguistic means by which the content and the existents are presented by the storyteller. Discourse includes the reasoned connections of the storytelling such as the generalizations or claims, inferences, and justifications. The discourse may also establish the motive and meaning of the story through the language of description, imagery, metaphor, and analogy. Sumners concludes that narrative is "a way of looking at life" that allows auditors to "discover the values the author chooses to prove." In this essay, narrative argumentation refers to the process in which storytellers seek the adherence of auditors to the value claims they present in their stories. Claim means the linguistic statements about persons, places and ideas which elders use to interpret the meaning of their stories.

Narrative does not take traditional argumentative forms because it often lacks "clearly identifiable modes of inference" and "rational standards taken from formal and informal logic." Instead narrative consists of "stories constituted by good reasons." These stories become "rational when they satisfy the demands of narrative probability and narrative fidelity." Unlike traditional rationality, narrative is not normative instead it describes "human choice and action" and uses these descriptions as the basis for identification with the values and experiences of auditors.

Narrative can work effectively as reason-giving discourse in several ways. First, storytellers establish a specific point of view and/or stance and interpret their own behavior and the behavior of others from a designated perspective. In this way, the narrator-arguers take positions toward experiences and actions and use various elements of the narrative to support those positions. Second, storytories organize large amounts of information in a condensed and involving sequence. Whereas the claims traditional argumentation contain a limited amount of information presented in a linear sequence, stories present large amounts of information and multiple claims in configural accounts of the narrated action in which characters act within a setting for a purpose. Third, depending on the plot of the narrative, the story provides predictable causal connections between persons, contexts, ideas, and objects. For example, the life stories of the elderly link them to important customs and traditions; to past and present members of their community; to other persons who have shared significant contexts with them during their life.
in the experience of the narrator. In ways similar to traditional argumentation, the purpose of the storyteller affects how the narrative will be structured. The purpose or end helps to establish the issues, the characters, and the settings that are chosen from the relevant life experience. In general the purpose of the oral history is to deliberate about personal experience with the assistance of the questions of the interviewer. This deliberation leads to themes which, in turn, connect experience to particular values. Oral histories are a kind of "reasoning in retrospect," that is, the narrator reflects upon experiences and then evaluates that experience according to some present value. The broad questions selected by questioners permit respondents to give detailed narrative responses that describe, interpret, and connect lived experiences. Values, according to Milton Rokeach, are "abstract ideals, positive or negative . . . representing a person's belief about an ideal mode of conduct." Values are suggested by questions of the interviewer that seek information about occupations, ethnic background, religious preferences, work experiences, traditions, and economic situation. Thus the argumentative content of an oral history consists of value claims in the form of themes such as "the meaning of my life is that I learn from my mistakes and never repeat a mistake twice," value propositions such as "one should experience poverty and the theory would know why it is important to save money," or social maxims such as "God will take care of those who take care of themselves."

Existents. In a narrative the experience and issues of value are developed through characters and contexts that are carefully described by the arguer-narrator. In oral histories, the value claims presented by elders are described from a subjective point of view. The central character in the narrative is the storyteller and "you cannot take the I out of the I remember of oral histories. . . the viewpoint of the individual resides in the very form of the oral history." The other important characters are the persons who influence the choice and actions of narrators in positive or negative ways. The setting or context is important to the oral history narrative. Often common contexts appear and reappear in the oral histories of the elderly such as the depression, World Wars I and II, and moving from another country. Occupational contexts also enter into oral histories with emphasis upon farming locations, mining activities, factory work, working for the railroad, or medical, teaching, or religious professions. Still another context features personal settings that include a family home, a place of sickness, moving from one region of the country to another, and a place associated with special experience of pain or of happiness. The

Narrative includes a variety of genre including: autobiography, saga, legend, adventure, oral history, fantasy, and melodrama. Each of these types of narrative experiences embodies properties of argument. However this essay will focus on one genre, oral history, as narrated by elderly storytellers. When I use the term elders or elderly, I am referring to persons over eighty years of age. Oral history refers to first-person accounts of life experiences that result from an interviewer asking selected questions that are responded to by an interviewee. Oral history is a "process of collecting . . . reminiscences, accounts, and interpretations of events from the recent experience of historical significance." Oral histories are a discursive method of representing and promoting human values. By responding to selected questions, narrators create meanings from life experiences, connect this meaning to specific values, and endow this experience with universality and purpose. For this reason, oral histories act as arguments because the stories persons tell make sense out of their experience through their interpretations of the here and now of content, existents, and discourse of their stories.

Several reasons justify the study of oral histories as the data for analyzing the arguing of the old-old, that is, the segment of persons who have exceeded the chronological age of eighty. Narrative is the typical discourse used by this group who rely more on the knowledge gained from personal experience than that gained from external sources. Additionally, oral histories use an open-ended process so that elders can address issues without responding to a questionnaire or answering prescribed questions. Because the elderly sometimes fear unfamiliar settings and persons, the oral histories are conducted in the interviewee's home by someone who knows them. Finally, elders often have sight and hearing impairments that might limit their ability to respond to other research processes but these impairments have little or no effect on the ability of elders to provide an oral history.

Content. The content of the oral history is grounded
narrator is free to move from one context to another or to superimpose several contexts as a backdrop for his or her choices and actions.

The descriptions of both characters and context must be sufficiently detailed by the narrator so that the action and the choices appear true and probable. Narrator-arguers seek identification of the auditors with the characters and contexts of their narratives so the auditors will both believe and understand the stories.

Discourse. The discourse must accommodate both the content and the existents of the narrative. Adept narrator-arguers develop arguments by accepting common premises, making clear inferences, justifying claims, and using stylistic device to certify the importance of claims.

Sharing common premises is necessary for oral histories and these premises are clarified when questioners select respondents because they perceive the respondents to have first-hand knowledge and experience about a subject of historical inquiry. Before the question-response sequence begins, narrators and questioners accept the idea that narrators will give honest and accurate statements about their experiences and their interpretations of that experience. Both recognize that questioners will ask probing questions about issues, characters, and setting in ways that will encourage the respondents to present detailed accounts. Thus, sharing premises in oral history means that participants understand their unique roles, recognize the purpose of the oral exchange, and agree to have their discourse recorded, transcribed, and disseminated for public scrutiny.26

Agreement about the premises precedes the interview and helps to shape the content that evolves in the claims made through the narrative. Claims are ideas that narrators present to their auditors to accept. Claims take the form of personal affirmations, judgments, or generalizations.27 For example, in oral histories, narrators tell stories that have a point and that acts as an argumentative claim. In these historical narratives, elders make two typical types of claims. One is "a memory claim", that is, one person's claim as to what has happened in the past. These claims are difficult to analyze because they are often devoid of directly expressed evidence and the justification depends upon the memory of the narrator. The second type are value claims, that is, judgments "about a person, place, thing or idea."28 Value claims can be either judgments about abstract values such as fairness, justice, truth or concrete values that judge specific persons, groups, or objects.29 Often in historical narratives, the storyteller reveals a hierarchy of values through the configuration of the story.

The value claims are the product of inferences, that is, mental leaps from the data supplied in the narrative to a conclusion.30 In oral histories, elders leap from their detailed accounts of their own experience, the characters who influenced them, and the places pertinent to the story's conclusions about the worth of someone or something. For example, elders might describe a landowner and his dealings with their community and then leap from that data to the conclusion that he was a dishonest scoundrel. Thus, narrative provides the evidential data that is the grounds for the value claims they make.

Third, narrative offers justifications for the value claims it makes. These justifications are really warrants within the narrative that provide a rationale for the conclusions by implying or stating reasons why the claim is worthy of belief.31 However, because narrative is not linear and sequential, the justifications are of several types such as those implied by the plot and characters of the narrative, by other values expressed earlier or later in the narrative, by the common experiences of narrators and auditors, and by maxims or personally derived wisdom. The methods of justifying value claims differ widely from one oral history to another, but the methods within a single oral history are often quite consistent with one another.

Finally, the certitude of narratives is affected by the stylistic choices of the storyteller. To do this, the narrator embellishes the story with repetition and restatement, analogy, and emotionally-laden adjectives and adverbs.

Analysis of Narratives

This essay analyzes oral and transcribed oral histories from the Pioneer Foundation Collection containing ninety histories that were recorded between 1952-1965. The purpose of this project was to get a historical record of the pioneer life of ranchers and miners in Southern New Mexico. All of the subjects for the project lived in the last century and they ranged in age from eighty to one hundred years old. The histories were recorded by Lou Blachley who had knowledge of the area and its people and who was a trained oral historian. The interviews resulted in over 600 audio tapes and thousands of transcribed pages. The individual histories range in length from twenty to one hundred pages. My analysis first investigates some commonalities among the narrative reasoning of the pioneers and then investigates examples of argument in the individual narratives by focusing on the content, existents, and discourse of the oral histories.
The common stories presented in these ninety histories stressed crime and weather crises. The crime stories ranged from tales about stealing property, defrauding persons out of property, to killing people. And the bad weather narratives recalled drought, floods, snow storms, and an earthquake. These narratives expressed value claims about the importance of honesty, the necessity of preparing for bad times, and the importance of acting like a lady or gentleman. Characters were central to the crime stories and featured legendary outlaws such as Billy the Kid and the heroic sheriff, Pat Garrett, who killed him; the violent wars of the Apaches and their leader Geronimo; the deaths of innocent women and children as well as the justified murders of outlaws and crooks. The characters of the weather stories most often consisted of the narrator, his or her family, and community members who shared the victimage and heroism of the weather crises. Whereas the context produced the struggle and subsequent action of the stories, the characters dominate the struggles and action of the crime stories. The value claims in all of the stories consisted of the following: the worth of persons, the quality and quantity of land, the quality of community residents, the importance of vehicles and work animals, and the character of many persons.

The oral histories vary in their narrative probability and fidelity. The improbable and unbelievable narratives resulted from the inability of some storytellers to provide sufficient detail about the persons, places, and actions of the circumstances they talked about. On the other hand, the probable and believable narrative arguments showed remarkable detail in the characterization of persons, the description of places, and the perception of things. One of the most involving oral histories recounted how a grizzly bear had mangled a man in the community and how the resulting physical disfigurement ruined his life. In this narrative, the storyteller described the trees and brush; the position of the sun; the dress, facial expression, weight, and attitude of the victim of the grizzly attack. This discursive detail created strong images of character, provided suspense, and encouraged the belief of auditors that the narrator was an eyewitness to the event and that his value claim—"nature punishes men for their foolishness"—is likely to be true.32

Even though the quality of oral histories differs from storyteller to storyteller and from episode to episode within a single narrative, these oral histories share the trait that they present narrative arguments about issues of value and their purpose is to gain adherence of these value claims from auditors. Whereas some narrators tell auditors directly what the meanings of their narratives are, others give much detail and allow auditors to draw their own conclusions about the meaning of the oral history.

Each storyteller chronicles different stories and each person adds unique versions to the stories because of their backgrounds and personalities. The following section of the essay analyzes three narrative segments of three different oral histories by focusing on the narrative argument found in each sample.

The first narrative centers upon the experiences of Lewis Jones, who as a child, recalled and evaluated the winter of 1888 in Reserve, New Mexico.33 The purpose of his story is to relate the history of his experience of survival during a very bad winter. In the narrative, the storyteller, his family, and members of the community combine their resources to overcome the obstacles of the environment. Just as in other oral histories, the narrator and questioner enter into the discourse by acknowledging that the narrator has first-hand experience, will provide accurate and truthful accounts, and agrees that the material will be recorded and disseminated to the public.

Unlike most narratives, Jones begins with a value claim: "The winter of '88, by George, everybody almost starved to death in Reserve." Next, the story develops grounds or evidence for the inference by explaining: "There wasn't a pound of flour or coffee left. Oh, there might have been a little bacon if somebody had something like that. But there was nothing. They had nothing." The narrator repeats his point that the food supply was completely gone. The he digresses from his claim to explain the role of a character in the community as long as possible because he would let people grind corn in his old mill. This character is described as "an old fella moved in there from Missouri with a counter coffee mill." This fellow was kind enough to let everyone use this mill to make corn meal from dried corn. The narrator recalls that "everybody would go there every morning and mother used to send us there every morning with a ten pound lard bucket full of corn to grind... And, I used to do that every morning" and stand in line. "Maybe there'd be eight or ten grind there at a time." After the grinding mill broke down, Jones recalls, someone had to do something to prevent the starvation of the entire community. So his father and two friends decided to rig "sleds and sleigh runners" onto a team of horses and, with Jones himself accompanying the expedition, the men headed North to find food. Their journey to Magdalena, New Mexico, was slow and traumatic because "the
horses would . . . walk on top of the ice and snow and occasionally would break through. Your horses would bog down and your wagon would bog down." After twenty days of travel, Jones, his father, and his father's friends returned to Reserve "with seven or eight hundred pounds of food, flour and . . . a little sugar and coffee and things like that." The narrator concludes: "I was about fourteen, you see, then, just a kid . . . that was some; some trip! And cold, my godalmighty. I don't see how we ever got through."

In this narrative, two actions or events, that of grinding corn meal and traveling to Magdelina are the grounds for inference enabling the narrator to argue that everyone nearly starved because the grinding mill broke and the trip north to get food was so precarious that the people barely got back alive. The justification for the story are both in the narrative and in the minds of auditors who respond to the narrative. Specifically, the story makes clear that the food supply is gone. And auditors can participate in the argument to the degree that they believe the narrator, identify with his struggles against the weather, see that the narrative fits with their knowledge of history, relate their experience with severe winter conditions, perceive the credibility of the storyteller, and have familiarity with other narratives making similar claims. Any one of these factors may limit the probability and fidelity of the narrative and thereby limit auditors from giving their assent to the value claim/s of the story. This narrative presents a strong and explicit grounds for inference, a justification for the claim, and linguistic embellishment in the form of detailed description and vivid imagery.

A quite different type of narrative argument appears in the oral history of Ben Perry who recalls that stealing cattle was prevalent and being a cattle rancher was difficult.34 Using the same premises as other oral histories, the narrator develops a social maxim for his story that emphasizes "honesty is the best policy." Although Perry does not give much detail about the context, the setting in the 1880's is relevant to auditors' understanding of the story. At this time, cattle ranchers moved in by the dozens to take advantage of the rich grazing land in the area. Since New Mexico was not yet a state, the laws for grazing were not clear and so each cattleman settled the land and claimed it for himself. In this narrative, the characters are more important than the context for this storyteller who develops character by using comparisons and contrasts. First, he compares his own character with that of Dan Gatly, an honest rancher for whom he worked and then he compares his honest acts with other cowhands who would not hesitate to steal a cow if they got a chance.

The story begins by a reference from the questioner to Dan Gatly. Perry recalls, "Dan Gatly . . . as I told you has 27 descendants, that is with the wives of the children . . . . He did all right . . . . and they were a good family too. And I'll tell you something that Dan Gatly was one of the best men in the world . . . . He was just as honest as the day is long . . . . I know 'cause I worked with him and I was workin' for him." Perry explains that as a young man, he had a bad reputation and when he came to work for Gatly, Gatly told him that "I'd damn sure have to quit stealin'" because he was honest and he intended to make the community honest. But Perry explains, "I got up there and it wasn't as honest as he thought it was" so I told him "you just overlook a whole lot of stuff that you don't want to see." Gatly told me "Ben, I'd rather lose a cow anytime than steal one." But he stresses, "In those days, if you didn't steal cattle you couldn't stay in the cattle business." Then he digresses from his account of honesty to give some explanations of how they would steal cattle. They "would kill the beef and eat it" or they would sell it so there would be no evidence of any crime. After detailing some stories of things he had seen, Perry concludes "everybody, everybody would have been better off if they'd of gone and just taken care of their own outfit and been honest."

The major claim stresses honesty and appears at the end of the story. Perry infers from a series of events why Perry values the claim that Dan Gatly was the best man in the world, he had a good family, I didn't have a good reputation. The narrative lacks specific detail about actions, conflicts, and characters and so the premises of the narrative configuration are left out and auditors are expected to fill in the missing detail from their knowledge of the storyteller, their perceptions of the purpose and context of the story, or their own assumptions about honest and dishonest actions. If auditors do not fill in the gaps, the narrative likely will remain incomplete and the story will lack both narrative probability and fidelity. The story also lacks the linguistic embellishment of descriptive detail, memorable images, and analogies. The argument does seem to support a common maxim about honesty but it does not give enough new evidence to show why that value was not accepted by ranchers or why it should have been believed thus the narrative is a weak argument.

The third illustration comes from the oral history of Ida Burgeas who recounts her memories of the raids of Geronimo and Victorio, Apache warriors, in 1886.35 Her
purpose is to escape her childhood perceptions with those conclusions she has affirmed seventy-five years later. Her value conclusion is that children do not recognize the danger that adults do. Unlike the Perry narrative, Burgess provides no detail about the context of the story explaining the landscape and the physical terrain of the area which helps provide a rationale for the actions of the story. However, she could have filled in some detail about the historical context explaining that ranchers were settling areas that the Apaches believed were their rightful land and because they were powerless under the law, they tried to scare the ranchers away by raids and killing. She ignores the motive of the actions of the Apaches but concentrates instead on the effects on herself and members in her community. Burgess, at age ten, is the major character of the narrative and other characters are her neighbors who are victims of the raids and the Indian warriors who are the villains of the story. The most interesting feature of the discourse is its emphasis on the source (the Indians) of the evil actions. She stresses: "they killed the colt so the colt wouldn't give them away"; "they killed a lot of people"; "they 'caused her horse to throw her"; and they killed "the whole infantry." Her point of view toward the action is quite clear and the repetitive discourse enforces the strength of the claim she makes.

In addition to her focus on the cause of the deaths and hardships, the narrative shows irony by comparing her childhood to the story with her adult conclusions. An example of how she recounts this irony is found in this segment. Burgess recalls that although many people were killed in the raids, she remembers most her personal loss. During the raids of 1879, a neighbor was returning with some fabric to make a dress for her. The dress would be very special since she had only one dress. However, she never got the dress because the neighbor's horse was "spooked by an Indian standing behind a tree that caused her horse to throw her"; and the Indian stole the dress and never got to see it, that was worse than the Indians to me... I didn't realize the danger." This story shows how oral history permits "reasoning in retrospect," that is, the narrator can re-evaluate the historical experience in light of contemporary knowledge and understanding. This kind of arguing juxtaposes the earlier claim with the later ones and shows auditors the justification for reinterpretation. In Burgess's narrative, the justification appears in a second segment of the story in which she tells how the neighbors "gathered every night at the Shackelford ranch" because they were afraid the Indians would attack them. She recalls "everyone slept with a gun under their pillow." While they were asleep one night, a posse from Fort Bayard "went up to waylay the Indians... and they were waylaid themselves and everybody was killed." She concludes "it was a lark to me because I didn't realize the danger. But to grown people, it must have been terrible."

Although many narrators decide upon their claims long after the event, they present the claims as if they were held at the time of the event as both Jones and Perry do. Burgess explains the difference and also gives a justification for that difference in a segment of the narrative. For several reasons, her narrative seems believable since auditors are likely to acknowledge the selfish interests of a ten year old and the account fits with general knowledge about the Indian history of the area. She adds probability to the narrative by adding specific names, dates, and places and uses vivid detail that is characteristic of an eye-witness observer. Thus, the narrative provides a strong argument stressing that children are blind to danger because of their selfish interests.

Oral History as Research Method

This essay promotes the study of narrative argument through the analysis of oral histories as a method for investigating how the oldest segment of the population gives reasons. In doing this, I conclude that narrative is a legitimate form of argument; it is the most common mode used by the oldest segment of the population; and the reasons vary according to the content, existents, and discourse. Some of these types of argument are strong according to their ability to create narrative probability and fidelity for their auditors. Even though this essay stresses how elders seek adherence of auditors through the stories they tell, oral history may also provide another means of reasoning for elders in that this process may encourage elders to reflect on their experience and thereby create new knowledge and meanings. Gerontologist Robert Butler suggests that this kind of communication is helpful to elders because they establish patterns and connections in their life that they may not have seen before.36

The use of oral history need not be reserved for the study of how the elderly argue but this method might provide useful discourse for the study of how each segment of the population recounts stories of similar experience. This type of data should show narrative reasoning and value claims in all segments of the population. A panel studying
argumentation throughout the life cycle could provide a more systematic study of arguing if we used data from the same method.

I recommend oral histories as a source of discourse for several reasons. They provide extensive and detailed texts of discourse in both oral and transcribed form. Unlike pencil and paper tests and research interviews, oral history does not depend exclusively upon the questions of someone else for the content. Another advantage of this method is that persons are recorded in their home and with artifacts that give a depth and authenticity to the discourse that is not always present in the data secured from other methods. Finally, the narrator responds to only two or three issues and is encouraged to provide detailed responses to the questions on these issues. The limited role of the questioner forces the respondent to take a leading role in the oral history.

Using oral history, of course, has limitations as well. By definition, oral history requires a select rather than a random sample of a population and because of the premises of the interview, some persons will opt not to participate. Second, untrained interviewers may taint the oral history by asking too many questions or the wrong type of questions. Even though a certain degree of reliability can be achieved when one questioner conducts many oral histories, comparing the results of histories conducted by many different persons may lack reliability. Finally, the result might be affected by the use of the tape recorder or by the fact that every word is going to be disseminated for public scrutiny. Nonetheless, I believe oral history provides an excellent source of textual data that can be used for investigation of value claims and narrative argument. Moreover, oral history is a useful method for studying the argumentation of the oldest segment of the population.
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Do the principles of logic play a role in the native reasoning processes of naive social actors? Or is logic simply an artificial system of principles codified by philosophers and imposed on ordinary people by formally trained critics? Most critics and researchers would probably acknowledge the value of logic as a system for prescribing how people should argue and reason. It is also obvious that naive social actors can be trained (at least to some extent) to employ principles of logic in the invention and evaluation of arguments. But there are large segments of our field who would refrain from claiming that logical patterns of inference are indigenous to either ordinary language use or to human psychology.

Of course, the strongest argument in defense of logic as a system basic to human thought would seem to be the intuitively obvious quality of its principles for those who are formally trained in the principles. The fact that the principles of formal logic describe patterns of inference whose validity cannot be further justified would seem to suggest their status as basic laws of thought. Once learned, the principles appear self-evident, as though they were given naturally.

The trouble with this position, however, is that people who are not formally trained in logic all too often show little native appreciation for those principles in their arguments and reasoning. People will commit and accept all sorts of fallacies. They regularly and spontaneously make and understand arguments that are quite inadequate when judged according to formal standards. Argumentation critics have consistently found great difficulty in applying formalism to the interpretation of ordinary discourse. In fact, much of the current descriptive work in interpersonal argument seems to have abandoned this concern altogether—as though logic were somehow irrelevant to how ordinary argument is conducted.2

More important for the purposes of this study is the poor performance of naive subjects in controlled studies of their reasoning abilities. When given formal reasoning tasks in experimental settings, people do show some tendency to draw logically valid conclusions, but they also regularly make a host of systematic errors.3 When placed in a cross-cultural context, the performance of non-literate people on such tasks is even more discouraging.4 Many experimental researchers have tried to explain these errors in terms of information-processing distortions of a basic underlying logical competence, but little positive evidence for such a competence has been forthcoming.5

The defense of a logical model of reasoning has struck many as ad hoc, gaining its plausibility not so much from independent evidence as from an unshakable faith in the logical nature of the way people think and behave. The current body of evidence has led many communication researchers to dismiss the idea that human reasoning is structured according to logical principles, calling it "the logic fallacy."6 For these sceptics, it would seem far more parsimonious to simply assume that human "belief processing" follows the laws of a "psycho-logic" that sometimes makes the same inferences as a logical system would, and sometimes doesn't. Rather than trying to explain illogical inferences by looking for factors that might interfere with the smooth operation of logical processes, these researchers find it simpler to explain logical inferences by specifying the conditions under which basically alogical processes might result in a logically valid inference.7

One way to begin to resolve this controversy might be to recast the relation between logic and human reasoning. Rather than seeing logic as laws of thought which, if they exist, cannot be broken, logic might be seen as a normative system of discursive rules. These rules would be tacitly known by naive social actors, though the application and formulation of the rules would be problematic. We can assume that these rules are more or less adequately represented by a variety of formal systems, though that is an empirical issue.

The point of a normative conceptualization of logic is that while people might not always argue or reason logically, they try to—especially when making any claim upon the belief of another. Cooperative speakers will try to see to it that their patterns of argument and inference conform to standards of logical validity. On this view, the naive social actor's grasp of the principles of logic is akin to linguists' notion of a native linguistic competence.8 Here, the key to establishing the relevance of logic to human reasoning would not necessarily be to show that people always or even usually produce logically valid arguments and inferences, or even that they will always or even usually detect invalid forms. People can be assumed to have a variety of difficulties in trying to match language (natural or formal) to a logical representation. And they can be expected to employ a variety of strategies and information-processing heuristics that will be more or less successful in achieving that goal.

The key to establishing the pertinence of a normative system would be to show that ordinary people can be made to recognize valid and invalid forms of argument and inference and that they will prefer valid over invalid forms when they do recognize them. A parallel to language processing might be instructive here. One would not want to say that because people make careless grammatical errors (e.g., mistakes in subject-verb agreement) or because they misunderstand...
sentence that they lack the linguistic competence described more or less adequately by current linguistic formalisms. 9 Consider, for example, the following sentence (from Johnson-Laird): 10

This book fills a much needed gap in the literature.

Many readers, on first glance, will take this sentence to be complimenting the book as being much needed. While the fact that people will misread the sentence in this way tells us something about the processing heuristics that people use, it is the fact that people can also recognize the error that tells us that the heuristics are used in the service of the rules of grammar.

Along similar lines, this study was designed to test the idea that subjects untrained in formal logic would be able to recognize errors they made in drawing conclusions from abstract categorical syllogisms. Specifically, it was hypothesized that when pairs of subjects were asked to resolve differences in the conclusions they drew, subjects would be more likely to change incorrect conclusions in favor of correct conclusions than they would be to change correct conclusions in favor of incorrect ones.

**Experiment 1**

**Method**

Subjects were 18 volunteers from an introductory communication class; extra credit was offered in return for participation in the study. None of the subjects had any previous background or training in the principles of formal logic or debate.

Subjects came by appointment for their participation in the study. Upon their arrival they were given a set of ten premise pairs to abstract categorical syllogisms. On the basis of past experiments, two types of syllogisms were included. Five premise pairs were chosen that subjects would almost always solve correctly. Five premise pairs were chosen that subjects would almost always solve incorrectly. Each item consisted of two premise pairs with abstract content (e.g., All A are B, No C are B, Some C are not B). Premise pairs with both determinate and indeterminate conclusions were included.

Subjects were asked to draw valid conclusions for each premise pair. The meaning of a logically valid conclusion was explained as were the meanings of the terms (e.g., "some" means "at least some, and possibly all"). Subjects were instructed to assume that all sets were non-empty. They were also told that it was possible that there was no valid conclusion to be drawn from a given premise pair and that in such cases they should write down "no conclusion." Any conclusion drawn by subjects involving a valid entailment was counted as correct.

Upon completion of the syllogisms, subjects were paired with a confederate and brought to another room. There they were told to compare their answers and to try to resolve any disagreements. The pairs were instructed to spend only a couple of minutes on any disagreement and were told to leave disputes unresolved if they could find no way to come to a mutually acceptable conclusion. No subject reported feeling that they did not have enough time to work through their disagreements. Unknown to the subjects, the discussions were recorded by audiotape. After all procedures were completed, subjects were told the purpose of the study and informed of the tape-recording.

The confederate was an undergraduate volunteer who was given the correct solutions to the syllogisms. For seven of the syllogisms, the confederate was instructed to give an incorrect answer and to argue for that solution if the subject drew a different conclusion. For the other three syllogisms, the confederate was trained to argue for the correct conclusion. The latter three syllogisms were spaced at irregular intervals on the test form.

The argument strategies supplied to the confederate involved the use of Venn diagrams to present configurations of the sets named in the premises. In the case of arguments for correct conclusions, the confederate was instructed in the use of diagrams that depicted counter-examples to incorrect conclusions that subjects might be expected to make (i.e., diagrams that showed the subject's conclusion was not true for a configuration consistent with the premises). In the case of arguments for incorrect conclusions, the confederate was instructed in the use of diagrams that depicted configurations that were possible (but not required by the premises). Both the confederate's answers to the syllogisms and his arguments were standardized for each of the ten items.

**Analysis and Results**

Both the subjects' initial conclusions and their resultant conclusions following discussion with the confederate were coded as either correct or incorrect. Both conclusions were also coded as either in agreement or disagreement with the confederate. Resultant conclusions were coded also for being changed or unchanged from the initial conclusion. Results are presented in Table 1. As expected, subjects working individually made many errors on this task, drawing invalid conclusions 63% of the time. Subjects also showed a pronounced tendency to reach some sort of resolution when paired with the confederate, coming to a resolution in 76% of the cases in which subject and confederate initially disagreed.

This tendency toward resolution appears to be more than mere agreeableness or persuasibility. The probability of the subject changing when both the subject and the confederate started out with different, incorrect conclusions can be considered a sort of base-line value (to serve as an expected probability in testing hypotheses about other conditions); empirically, this probability turned out to be .50. Then both subject and confederate started out incorrect, the subjects shifted to the confederate's conclusion half the time and persisted with their own conclusion half the time. When the subjects started out with a correct conclusion (and the confederate an incorrect conclusion) they were less likely to change (.43% did so), but not significantly so (z = -1.069).

However, when the confederate started out with a correct conclusion (and
The purpose of these experiments was to test the idea that naive social actors possess a native appreciation for the normative force of the principles of logic. Such a position would suggest that while ordinary people may make a variety of logical errors in their reasoning, the concept of logical validity is something they intuitively grasp and respect. Logic should not be equated with laws of thought, but with a second-order system of principles that regulates the operation of the information-processing system.
heuristics and strategies that people employ when reasoning with discourse. If the conclusions that subjects in this study drew initially were simply the product of a logical laws of belief processing, then there would be no reason to expect subjects to show any appreciation for logical errors or to prefer valid conclusions over invalid ones when trying to resolve differences in their conclusions. This does not appear to be the case. In both experiments, naive subjects displayed a clear preference for valid conclusions over invalid ones when they were pointed out and argued for. As such, these findings confirm Wason and Johnson-Laird’s assertion that people not only get deductive problems wrong, they usually come to realize their mistakes.11

Subjects did surprise us, however, in their willingness in experiment 1 to abandon their correct conclusions in the face of the confederate’s arguments for an incorrect conclusion. While we are not prepared to make any strong interpretation of this finding, we suspect that this may be due to subjects giving in to the confederate’s intransigence in the face of the pressure to come to some sort of a resolution. No such intransigence was a factor in experiment 2 where subjects not only almost always came to some sort of a resolution, but also did so in a way that was consistent with a preference for logically valid conclusions. Likewise, where a valid conclusion was defended by the confederate, the pressure for resolution and the requirement to arrive at a valid conclusion cooperated to produce the expected tendency. The confederate’s own self-report of a felt need to compensate for his intransigence by accepting the subjects’ conclusions on occasion is also consistent with this interpretation. But further evidence is needed to resolve this matter.
NOTES
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Methodological Issues

Our ambitions are immediately confronted with certain methodological difficulties, however, and we cannot claim to have overcome them completely.

Perhaps the main problem is getting access to unused lines of argument. A fleeting thought immediately rejected may not be available to the rhetor, much less to someone interrogating him/her; ordinary self-reports ("please, list the ideas you thought of, but decided not to use") seem pointless. Nor does straightforward introspection recommend itself, partly for the same reasons of recall unreliability, but also because anyone doing such introspection (e.g., the authors) is likely to recognize some possibility that our results would differ in degree if different strategies were used as stimuli, but we believe that the general outline of our results would still appear.

The last main obstacle to this line of research is our use of self-reports to obtain rejection rationales. Though we concede that we do not get perfect representations of our respondents' reasons for not using various arguments, we believe that our data are reasonably useful for several reasons. Our respondents have made conscious decisions using various arguments, we believe that our data are reasonably useful for several reasons. Our respondents have made conscious decisions using various arguments, we believe that our data are reasonably useful for several reasons.

Our general procedure is certainly imperfect and our results ought to be handled with care. Nonetheless, we are satisfied that our research strategy provides a reliable route to the preliminary information we seek in these first studies.

Rationale

Our chief purposes here are to confirm the usefulness of the coding system developed earlier, and to offer tentative generalizations about the criteria people use to edit arguments.

This report expands on the first one in several respects. The main purpose of the initial study was to determine if our methodology—
described in general terms in the preceding section—is viable. In that experiment, all respondents were given the same list of compliance-gaining strategies, taken directly from Harwell and Schmitt's paper. A coding scheme was developed to account for the rejection rationales provided by the respondents. The coding system had eleven substantive categories, and more than 95% of all responses fell into them. Intercoder reliability was 69%, which is low but tolerable. These results encouraged us to continue use of the system.

The use of a single stimulus situation in that first study makes generalization of its substantive results difficult. Here, we use four different situations, all created for the purposes of this study. This is only a modest improvement insofar as generalizability is concerned, since each strategy/situation combination is still only represented with a single message, rather than with multiple messages demanded for real rigor. We made the decision to use single message exemplars in order to balance the tedium of completing and coding the questionnaires against our desire to increase the situational variety in our data base. Although the present investigation uses as much stimulus variety as most compliance-gaining research, we still consider that our design allows only tentative conclusions in most respects.

However, the design should give us a good estimate of the coding system's reliability with a variety of stimuli. We should also be able to obtain credible information on the general nature of people's editing criteria for public arguments.

Method

Subjects. Sixty four communication majors served as respondents. 45% were male, and 55% female. About three-quarters were juniors or seniors, and their mean age was 20.8 years.

Materials. Each student received a booklet containing two of the four situations used in the study. Each one-page situation consisted of a brief description of the persuasive task, followed by sixteen possible "things you could say."

In contrast to the earlier study's stimulus, which required subjects to take the role of a parent encouraging a high school student to study, all four of these situations were intended to be immediately relevant to our subjects. Here are the vignettes which preceded the lists of strategies:

(1) You have been dating the same person now for about two years and you are thinking about getting engaged. Christmas vacation is coming up soon and you want your boyfriend/girlfriend to come home with you. S/he initially disagrees but you are still trying to convince him/her.

(2) You have been living with your roommate in an apartment for several months. You generally take turns cleaning the place up and now it is his/her turn, but the apartment is in a real mess and s/he hasn't done any cleaning for several days. You want him/her to clean up.

(3) You have been living in an apartment with two friends for the school year and now, since school is over for the year, you are getting ready to move out. The landlord has come over to inspect the place, and you are trying to convince him to return your deposit money. Your roommates had to work so they aren't there with you.

(4) You are taking a history class and today in class you got back a term paper you turned in three weeks ago. You thought you worked really hard on it and did a good job, and you have received a C+. You have come in to ask the professor to change the grade from the C+ to a B-.

Situations were collated into all possible combinations in equal numbers, and booklets were distributed randomly in the four classes used. Thirty subjects responded to situation 1, thirty two to situation 2, thirty two to situation 3, and thirty three to situation 4. (In two cases, we discarded data from one of a respondent's situations because of incompleteness.)

The sixteen possible persuasive arguments for each situation were written so as to represent Harwell and Schmitt's sixteen compliance-gaining strategies. The strategies were presented in a different random order for each situation. Subjects checked "use" or "not use" for each strategy. On the back of each situation's page, respondents were asked to "put the numbers of the suggestions that you did NOT use, and write a sentence or two for each, saying why you didn't want to use it."

The introductory page of the booklets contained some demographic items. Students required about twenty minutes to complete the task.

Coding. The coding system presented in the earlier report, slightly modified, was used here as well. Two coders were not used at all, and so were dropped from the system. These were the original categories 3 ("Don't prepay. Get the compliance first, then give the reward.") and 4 ("Don't make morality an issue."). Several of the remaining codes received minor elaborations. The system used here is presented in Figure 1.

The two authors, working independently, coded respondents' justifications for not using arguments. Intercoder reliability for all four situations together was 78.02%. Specific reliabilities were: situation 1, 78.2%; situation 2, 76.1%; situation 3, 80.8%; and situation 4, 77.6%. These percentages are based only on coding of rejection rationales; code 99, on which there were no disagreements, was omitted from these calculations. All these figures are about 10% higher than the reliability for the first study; this probably reflects
the authors' greater familiarity with the system. Disagreements were resolved by discussion.

One measure of the coding system's adequacy is the proportion of responses which had to be coded as "other" (category 11). Using only the data for rejected arguments, 9.6% of responses were coded 11. This is perhaps a little higher than might be preferred, but does indicate that the coding system is capturing most of what respondents have to say. In fact, many of the responses which fell into this residual category did so because they had little content (e.g., "wouldn't see it," or "this is stupid"); responses of this sort have limited value for this line of research anyway. The only substantive comments coded as 11 tended to be refutations of the suggested argument, rather than explicit statements as to why the argument would not be used.

Results

We report three categories of results. First, we will detail the data of primary interest, those which describe our respondents' editing standards for arguments. Second, for the benefit of readers interested in standard compliance gaining research, we will briefly report the frequency with which each strategy was endorsed. And finally, we will explore an issue of some methodological importance: the influence that the situational variable has on our results.

Editing Standards. Table 1 contains our raw data, and shows the frequencies with which each code was used, summed across all four situations. 42.5% of the stimulus arguments were judged acceptable overall. Although some were obviously more attractive than others, this figure is high enough to suggest that our inventions were plausible.

Table 1 makes clear that some of the reasons for rejection are more important than others, both in frequency of use and in range of application. The most often-used codes were 9 (relevance: 15.2% of the total) and 8 (truth: 9.2%). Positive altering (strategy 12) was especially vulnerable to charges of irrelevance, but the issue of pertinence seems broadly applicable to all strategies, as is the veracity criterion. Code 6 (treat yourself positively: 7.8%) is also generally applied, but is especially prominent for strategy 7, averting stimulation, a very negative tactic, and for strategies 5 and 6, liking and pre-giving, which may have seemed too demeaning. Next most common was code 5 (don't harm the other: 6.3%). This is especially relevant to negative altering, negative self-feeling, and negative esteem. Code 3 (don't threaten, bribe, or punish: 5.6%) indexes rationales for not using promises, pre-giving, and several more obviously negative tactics. The remaining substantive codes have less importance, and tend to be used primarily to reject a single strategy.

Table 2 condenses the codes into four larger categories, which are arranged in a general pattern of increasing editorial sophistication.

These combinations were done on an a priori basis, and reflect those of the first paper.

The crudest category, effectiveness, involves simple judgments that the argument would not have worked, or would have backfired, with no further explanation. This category was least important, accounting for only 10% of the data. (Note that the coding system has an upward bias: if a respondent's rationale seemed to involve two reasons, the higher, more sophisticated code was used.)

The second combined category is called objectionable strategy. It contained three codes in the first study, but two of those were not used here, leaving only the present code 3. This class of responses represents principled objections to negative tactics, without further elaboration. For instance, none respondents frequently reported that they simply did not like to use threats. The 121 responses coded here is 11% of the total.

The third category, which contains 32% of all data in Table 2, represents person-centered objections. Some of these were self-oriented, and generally communicate the idea that self-respect would prevent the respondent from using a particular tactic. About an equal number of the comments coded here (see Table 1) represent concern for the other: either an unwillingness to harm the other, or a recognition of the other's self-worth. The remaining data come from concerns about harming the personal relationship between the arguer and the target person.

The numerical frequency of this whole group of responses shows that our subjects are sensitive to the importance of interpersonal relationships, and base some of their intentional decisions on such issues.

The last composite category is discourse competence. The justifications coded here reject arguments because they are untrue, irrelevant, or familiar. The refusal to make arguments with such flaws generally parallels the requirements for competent discourse, as we will explore in the Discussion section. This category accounted for 46% of all responses, and was dominated by considerations of relevance.

The condensed codes also appear in Table 3, along with some combinations of the compliance gaining strategies. These various combinations make generalizations more manageable. A test of contingency reveals that strategy and code are in fact dependent on one another to a modest degree (chi-squared=95.73, df=6, p<.001, V=21, C=.29), as was also true in the initial investigation.

Notice particularly in Table 3 that the usual prominence of discourse competence concerns nearly disappears for punishment strategies, and is replaced with increasing attention to person-centered issues, as well as more unelaborated rejections. The relative drop in discourse competence reasons also appeared in the first study.

A second result of some interest is that person-centered objections...
were not prominent for pro-social strategies. This is understandable, of course, since some pro-social strategies are least likely to offend, by definition. Still, about a quarter of all rejections of pro-social strategies were on grounds of interpersonal harm of some kind. The earlier report showed an even more pronounced tendency to reject supposedly pro-social strategies on interpersonal grounds.

The data reported in Tables 1, 2, and 3 suggests these conclusions: that discourse competence and person-centered concerns are the dominant reasons for rejecting arguments; that the primary discourse issues are truth and relevance; that the chief interpersonal orientations are to self and other, but not to relationship; and that naive actors are able to give theoretically informative reasons for rejections of arguments.

Compliance Gaining. Tables 1, 2, and 3 report the frequency with which various compliance gaining tactics were endorsed and rejected. Pro-social tactics are most acceptable in general, but this may be in part because half the sixteen strategies are classified as pro-social. Certain strategies—11 (negative self-feeling), 12 (positive altercasting), and 15 (positive esteem)—are not endorsed with much frequency, though they are pro-social (see Table 1). Psychological force tactics are next most numerous, though several strategies in this category are only rarely acceptable: strategy 13 (negative altercasting) and strategy 16 (negative esteem) are the least approved in the whole list. Punishment approaches are normally rejected, but this is due largely to the strategy, aversive stimulation. Threats (strategy 2) were accepted with respectable frequency. Taking into account the number of strategies in each of the condensed categories, the pro-social tactics averaged 55.9 endorsements, psychological force averaged 34.0, and the mean for punishment tactics was 43.0.

Situation. Although situation was not manipulated in any systematic way in this study, we made an effort to vary intimacy of relationship (dating partner, roommate, professor, landlord, or targets) and task orientation (have dating partner come home for Christmas, get apartment cleaned up, obtain a higher grade, and recover a deposit). We did not intend to generalize about intimacy of situation or task orientation (or any other variables inadvertently manipulated), but merely to introduce some situational variability into our stimuli. We want to know whether cognitive editing strategies are contingent on situation.

Table 4 reports condensed strategies and condensed codes for each of the four situations. The general contingency between strategy and code reported above for the cumulated data also appears for each situation's results: situation 1, chi-squared = 44.26, df = 6, p < .001, V = .39, C = .35; situation 2, chi-squared = 39.26, df = 6, p < .001, V = .30, C = .38; situation 3, chi-squared = 39.26, df = 6, p < .001, V = .31, C = .40; situation 4, chi-squared = 39.26, df = 6, p < .001, V = .38, C = .37; and situation 5, chi-squared = 39.26, df = 6, p < .001, V = .16, C = .22. The dependency of code on strategy is weaken for the fourth situation, but present at moderate levels in all four.

We also conducted analyses to determine if code is dependent on situation, for each of the sixteen strategies individually. Of the sixteen chi-squared, thirteen were statistically significant. The only exceptions were strategies 2, 7, and 12 (threat, aversive stimulation, and positive altercasting). The pattern of judgment (i.e., the code) was significantly altered by situation for the other thirteen strategies.

A different picture emerges by condemning the codes, and omitting those for "accepted argument" and "other." Of the sixteen strategies, only seven show a significant contingency between code and situation. Though situation still has an important effect for about half the tactics, these results suggest that situation has a weaker effect on general results than on the more specific (not condensed) ones.

Separate analyses were conducted to see if situation affected the frequency with which codes 99 ("accepted argument") and 11 ("other") are applied to the strategies. Endorsement of arguments is dependent on situation (chi-squared = 98.34, df = 45, p < .001, V = .20, C = .32). This is evidence that preference for different persuasive tactics is influenced by the persuasive situation. Use of "other" reasons for rejecting an argument also depends on the situation (chi-squared = 6.27, df = 45, p < .05, V = .43, C = .60). The significance of this test is largely explained by a single cell—strategy 5 for situation 1—in which an unusually large number of respondents was coded for the seventh alternative. The "other" code is in a way related to the quality of the coding system, the overall significance of the test has the important methodological implication that the coding system's quality may differ from situation to situation, though the effect is not a striking one.

Discussion

This report supplies evidence that naive actors can provide reasonably sophisticated explanations for their rejection of arguments. Only about 10% of all such rationales consisted merely of an estimate that the argument would not work. Considering the effort involved in giving more elaborate answers, this 10% figure may overestimate the real proportion of simple effects judgments in editing.

Another 11% of the rejections had to do only with the nature of the argument: threats and bribes were often reported as unacceptable kinds of appeals to make, regardless of other factors. The data we report here do not purit any indication of why the negative tactics are rejected, but based on our readings of respondents' justifications, we suspect that many of these rejections are really interpersonally-based. People may have learned over the years that threats hurt others, that bribes are demeaning, and so forth, and thus these appeals ought to be avoided. In responding to our instrument, however, people may have simply reported the conclusion of their experience ("you should never threaten someone") without necessarily relating the basis of their judgment. Other comments that fell into this general category involved
effectiveness (for instance, "bribes never work") and were classified here because of the upward sophistication bias we intentionally built into our coding system.

Nearly a third of all rejections were person-centered. Our respondents showed a frequent concern for self-image, and refused to make arguments which they felt were sycophantic, too aggressive, or which did not match the student's self-image in some other way. Concern for the other was about equally important. People reported avoiding tactics which were harmful, which might elicit anger, or which were disrespectful. Explicit appeal to preservation of the relationship between the arguer and receiver was rare, but may have been implicit in some of the comments about not harming the other.

This category of rationales would seem to have special importance for argumentation researchers. Several scholars who focus on interpersonal arguments have made disagreement regulation or avoidance a central concept in their theories. The prominence of the person-centered rationales in our study may help to document naive actors' reasons for avoiding disagreements, their guidelines in regulating it, and their awareness that disagreement regulation is an important function of interpersonal argument.

This last and largest category of editing criteria is discourse competence. These standards, particularly truth and relevance, account for almost half the rejections in this study. These findings, too, link nicely with some current issues in argumentation. Both Grice and Habermas specify principles for competent discourse; these include truth and relevance. Our data show some naive awareness of these issues, which have been chiefly argued philosophically in our literature to this date.

Our study's other values are methodological. The coding system has enough scope to capture nearly all of people's reasons for not using arguments. This fact will permit us to use our categories of rationales in other work. In particular, we now feel that we can construct close-ended items for people to use in explaining why they object to certain arguments. Future data collection will be more efficient and less tedious, both for the respondents and the investigators. Our findings regarding the influence of situation, while not surprising, confirm that future work must attend to differences in situations if generalization is to be justified.

Conclusion

This study's aim was to describe the cognitive editing standards people use in deciding what arguments to make, and which to reject. Their standards fall into four main categories. In order of importance, these are discourse competence, person-centered rationales, rejections of certain kinds of argument, and simple effectiveness judgments.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Figure 1} \\
\text{Coding System}
\end{align*}
\]

Directions: If you are uncertain about which of two codes to apply, use the higher number (except for 11). Some ambiguous comments can be clarified by referring back to the list of compliance-gaining strategies, to see what the subject is talking about.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CODES} & \quad \text{EXPLANATIONS} \\
01 & \text{Only use arguments which will WORK. The subject gives no further codable rationale as to why the argument will fail. If the subject does give a codable rationale (e.g., "threats never work") code the answer under the rationale ("don't threaten").} \\
02 & \text{Don't say things which could BOOMERANG TACTICALLY or make the other DEFENSIVE. If the subject seems to have in mind some sort of relational worsening, use 07. If the subject seems to have in mind some sort of personal boomerang for the other, use 05. If the subject seems to have in mind some sort of personal boomerang for the arguer, use 04.} \\
03 & \text{Don't THREATEN, BRIBE or PUNISH, or use any other negative or high-pressure tactics. If there is a rationale given, however, code it there (e.g., "you wouldn't want to live with him/her after you threaten him" would be 07).} \\
04 & \text{Treat YOURSELF POSITIVELY. Don't do anything you'd regret or which would harm your image of yourself. Don't make yourself vulnerable to the other; don't put yourself in his/her debt. Don't be PUSHY. Don't STICK to his level. Don't BEG. Not my STYLE.} \\
05 & \text{Don't HARM the other. Don't hurt the other's feelings, or make the other feel GUILTY or MAD. Don't do anything that will harm the other's present or future happiness or personality. But for questions of the other's right to choose, use 06.} \\
06 & \text{Treat the other POSITIVELY, as an independent, mature person. Let the other make his/her own choices. Don't PROJECT your own desires or feelings. Don't be SELFISH. He/she may have a GOOD REASON. Don't TRICK the other.} \\
07 & \text{Preserve your RELATIONSHIP with the other. Don't say things that could cause future problems in the relationship. The subject should mention (or clearly have in mind) the relationship. For comments which point only to injury to the other's self-image, use 05 or 06; for comments which point only to injury to the arguer's self-image, use 04.}
\end{align*}
\]
Use only TRUE arguments or assumptions. Don't rely on false premises about debts or moral issues. Be HONEST. Don't B.S. Be REALISTIC. Don't say things the other thinks are FALSE. Don't make IMPOSSIBLE ASSUMPTIONS.

Only use RELEVANT arguments. Don't use any which you or the other or anyone else would perceive as irrelevant to the issue. Be DIRECT. Don't say UNNECESSARY things.

Be NOVEL and informative. Don't say obvious things, or things the other already knows.

OTHER. This category especially includes suggestions as to what the subject would prefer to be arguing (e.g., "I wouldn't use this one because the last one is better"). Also, this is STUPID or IGNORANT. Use this if the subject offers a rebuttal to the argument, rather than an explanation of why s/he wouldn't choose to use it.

Subject chose to use the strategy.

### Table 1
**Raw Data – All Situations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STRATEGY1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>857</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. N for each column is 126. The sum for the whole table is 2016.

1Here are the strategy codes: 1=promise, 2=threat, 3=expertise (positive), 4=expertise (negative), 5=liking, 6=pre-giving, 7=aversive stimulation, 8=debt, 9=moral appeal, 10=self-feeling (positive), 11=self-feeling (negative), 12=altercasting (positive), 13=altercasting (negative), 14=altruism, 15=esteem (positive), and 16=esteem (negative).
Table 2
Data with Condensed Codes - All Situations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STRATEGY</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>**CONDE</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objectionable</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person-Centered</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discourse Competence</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>485</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The sum for the whole table is 1056. Remember that codes 99 and 111 from Table 1 are omitted here.

1. See Figure 1 for an explanation of the original codes which are condensed here.
2. See note 1 to Table 1 for an explanation of the strategies.

---

Table 3
Condensed Strategies and Condensed Codes - All Situations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONDENSED STRATEGIES, 2 f (2)</th>
<th>Pro-Social</th>
<th>Psychological Force</th>
<th>Punishment</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1,3,5,6,11, 12,14,15)</td>
<td>(4,8,9,10,11, 13,16)</td>
<td>(2,7)</td>
<td>108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**CONDE</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>(07)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>(09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objectionable</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>(12)</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>(12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person-Centered</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>(26)</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>(34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discourse Competence</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>(54)</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>(46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>1056</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The sum for the whole table is 1056. Remember that codes 99 and 111 from Table 1 are omitted here.

1. See Figure 1 for an explanation of the original codes which are condensed here.
2. See note 1 to Table 1 for an explanation of the original strategies which are condensed here.
Table 4
Condensed Strategies and Condensed Codes - Individual Situations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Situation</th>
<th>Pro-Social (1,3,5,6,11,12,14,15)</th>
<th>Psychological Force (4,8,9,10,13,16)</th>
<th>Punishment (2,7)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONDENSED CODES</th>
<th>Effectiveness (182)</th>
<th>Objectionable Strategy (3)</th>
<th>Person-Centered (4,5,6,8,17)</th>
<th>Discourse Competence (0,3,4,10)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1See Figure 1 for an explanation of the original codes which are condensed here.

2See note 1 to Table 1 for an explanation of the original strategies which are condensed here.

3Situation 1 is the Christmas trip; 2 is cleaning the apartment; 3 is the apartment deposit; and 4 is the grade appeal.

Notes


3Some limitations to such protocols are discussed in Linda Flower and John R. Hayes, "The Cognition of Discovery: Defining a Rhetorical Problem," College Composition and Communication, 31 (1980), 21-32.


8We propose to collect data concerning this issue in our next study in this project.


10Ericsson and Simon.

11We may reasonably expect most subjects to be cooperative. See John G. Adair, The Human Subject: The Social Psychology of the Psychological Experiment (Boston: Little, Brown, 1973), ch. 2.


13We combined the strategies based on factor analyses reported in Michael E. Roloff and Edwin F. Barnicott, Jr., "The Situational Use of Pro- and Antisocial Compliance-Gaining Strategies by High and Low Machiavellians," in Communication Yearbook 5, ed. Brent D. Ruben (New


AN INVESTIGATION OF RELATIONAL INTERACTION & INTERPERSONAL ARGUMENT
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Within the past decade argumentation scholars have demonstrated an increasing interest in developing theories of interpersonal argument. Robert Trapp's contribution to this development focuses on providing characterizations of interpersonal argument derived from judgments of ordinary social actors. His study identifies three categories of interpersonal conversation. Ordinary social actors tend to label samples of conversation involving elements such as resolved disagreement, misunderstanding, shared outcome preference, refusal to engage in disagreement or other avoidance responses as not argument. These samples comprise the category of Paradigm Cases of Argument. On the other hand, these subjects tend to label samples of conversation involving elements such as resolved disagreement, misunderstanding, shared outcome preference, refusal to engage in disagreement or other avoidance responses as not argument. These samples comprise Conversation Other Than Argument. Finally, a third category, Peripheral Cases of Argument, comprises samples of conversation not clearly judged to be argument or not argument. According to Trapp, then, interpersonal argument occurs when "two parties intentionally engage in disagreement over some preferred outcome and are unable to resolve these differences."

Trapp urges researchers to continue to search to understand the breadth and depth of interpersonal argument and suggests that useful insights may result from looking at the same data from differing perspectives. An examination of this data from the perspective of relational communication appears to be a useful direction in which to pursue this search.

Communication scholars in general suggest all communication comprises both a content and a relationship dimension. Trapp's study tends to focus on the content dimension. On the other hand, research focusing on the relationship dimension examines the metacommunication or instructions about how the communication is to be interpreted. Characterization of relational control mode interaction associated with interpersonal argument appears to have particular relevance to Trapp's definition of interpersonal argument because analysis of this interaction reveals communicators' agreement and disagreement concerning the definition of the relationship.

Three relational states are possible in control mode interaction:
(1) a "one-up" state (≥); a "one-down" state (≤); and a state of equivalence (=). A one-up state indicates an attempt to control the definition of a relationship. A one-down state indicates an attempt to relinquish control of this definition. A state of equivalence indicates a definition of relational equality. Each state reflects the individual's definition of the relationship, indicating attempts to control the other's behavioral options, willingness to have one's behavioral options controlled by the other or shared control. According to several scholars, the minimal unit of relational control mode interaction analysis is the interact or two contiguous statements.

Analysis of relational control mode interaction results in several forms of complementary or symmetrical relationships. For example, a complementarity describes a relationship in which the participants exhibit the same definition of who is in the controlling position. This indicates agreement concerning the definition of the relationship. Complementarity comprises some form of one-up state followed or preceded by some form of a one-down state. For example, A's one-up state followed by B's one-down state indicates A and B agree A is in the controlling position and B relinquishes control to A.

Symmetry describes a relationship in which participants exhibit different definitions of the relationship or disagreement concerning the relational definition. For example, competitive symmetry is characterized by A's one-up behavior (indicating an attempt to define A in the controlling position) followed by B's one-up behavior indicating a different definition of the relationship (an attempt to define B in the controlling position). Concatenous equivalence statements describe a relationship in which participants exhibit relational equality. The remaining possible definitions involve patterns which cycle from or to shared control.

The present study proposes to pursue the search to understand interpersonal argument through exploration of the association between Trapp's categories of interpersonal conversation and relational control mode interaction. The descriptive research question asks, what are the relational control mode interaction characteristics of Paradigm Cases of Argument, Peripheral Cases of Argument and Conversation Other Than Argument?

Method

The data of the study comprised the 60 sample cases of conversation used in Trapp's study. Each case was coded into the categories of RELCOM by a trained coder. Several studies have demonstrated the utility of empirically examining relational control mode communication using this interaction analysis system. Reliability among three pairs of coders for RELCOM using Guetzkow's formula ranges from .8649 to .8243.

RELCOM reflects states of relationship definition observable in the
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manner in which behavioral options are either taken from (≥), shared with (=), or relinquished to others (≤). This analysis system contains five mutually exclusive and exhaustive categories:

1. Dominance (≥)
2. Structuring (≥)
3. Equivalence (=)
4. Deference (≤)
5. Submissiveness (≤)

A copy of the coding manual which operationalizes each category is available from the authors upon request.

Several constraints are inherent in RELCOM analysis. First, the minimal unit of interaction analysis is the interact. Second, RELCOM analysis requires coders to categorize each statement in relationship to the preceding statement. Consequently, the first statement in each conversational sample receives no code. As a result of these constraints, 15 sample cases provided insufficient data for analysis and were eliminated from the study.

The authors determined the distribution of coded interaction patterns for each sample of conversation and converted this distribution to percentages. The authors then organized the data of the study according to Trapp's three categories of interpersonal conversation. We examined each category separately to discover interaction patterns similar across cases comprising the category.

Results

The results of the data analysis suggest an association between Trapp's three categories of interpersonal conversation and relational control mode interaction characteristics. To some degree, these categories are distinguishable on the basis of their characteristic interaction patterns.

The interaction occurring in five of the six example Paradigm Cases of Argument examined in this study is characterized by competitive symmetry only (see Table 1). No other interaction patterns occurred in these conversations. Competitive symmetry indicates participants disagree concerning the definition of the relationship, each defining self in the controlling position. The following conversation illustrates this interaction pattern.

Example 27 (Paradigm Case of Argument)
Goodwin
Three inner-city black children planning a sling shot battle.

OR R: I'm on Michael side.
The interaction occurring in 10 of the 13 examples of Peripheral Cases of Argument examined in this study is characterized by symmetry in conjunction with varying combinations of complementarity and patterns involving equivalence (see Table 2). For example, four cases are characterized by competitive symmetry and complementarity. One case is characterized by competitive symmetry and patterns involving equivalence. Finally, five examples are characterized by competitive symmetry and complementarity as well as patterns involving equivalence. The following conversation illustrates these interaction patterns.

Example 08 (Peripheral Case of Argument)
Jackson and Jacobs, QJS, 1980

01 J: Let's get that one.
02 A: No. I don't like that one. Let's go somewhere else.
03 J: Shower curtains are all the same.
04 A: Well yeah. I know. But you might as well get one that looks nice.
05 J: And probably get one that costs more too.

The interaction occurring in 15 of the 26 examples of Conversation Other Than Argument examined in this study is characterized by complementarity and/or patterns involving equivalence (see Table 3a). For example, three cases are characterized by complementarity only; three cases are characterized only by patterns involving equivalence; and, 9 cases are characterized by both complementarity and equivalence. The following conversation illustrates these interaction patterns.

Example 57 (Conversation Other Than Argument)
Jackson and Jacobs, QJS, 1980

01 D: We have eight ounces left. That should last us for a couple of days. At least.
02 B: Heh yeah, I guess so.
03 D: Twenty-four days I would estimate.
04 B: Eight ounces?
05 D: Sure we did smoke a lid in two or three days.
06 B: That's like--that's like drinking eight or nine kegs every week.
16 B: That's like--that's like drinking eight or nine kegs every week.
17 C: Or smoking two packs of cigarettes every day.
19 B: Yeah. (...) Only I don't smoke two packs // of cigarettes every ___
20 C: Three? Four?
21 B: No. Not nearly that many.

The interaction occurring in nine of the 11 remaining examples of Conversation Other Than Argument (see Table 3b) is characterized by patterns similar to those characterizing Peripheral Cases of Argument: competitive symmetry as well as complementarity and/or equivalence.

Discussion

The purpose of the present study is to contribute to the understanding of interpersonal argument. Toward this goal the study describes the relational interaction which distinguishes interpersonal argument from some other categories of interpersonal conversation. Further, the following discussion attempts to integrate the results of the study with the findings of Trapp's study.

The present study identifies four categories of interpersonal conversation. These categories are characterized by particular patterns of relational control mode interaction as well as some particular aspects of the content dimension of communication.

The first category, Paradigm Cases of Argument (see Table 1), is characterized by relational interaction reflecting disagreement concerning the definition of the relationship. This interaction reflects sequential attempts to restrict the behavioral options of other participants and competition to control the relationship. The interaction describing this category tends to be characterized by this single relational definition.

A second category, Conversation Other Than Argument (see Table 3a), is characterized by relational interaction reflecting agreement concerning the definition of the relationship and by equality. One crucial observation is the total absence of disagreement or competition concerning control. In other words, the interaction is characterized by relational agreement and equality rather than disagreement.

A third category, Peripheral Cases of Argument (see Table 2), is characterized by relational interaction reflecting disagreement concerning the definition of the relationship as well as agreement and equality. Recall, this category comprises samples of conversation which were not clearly judged to be argument or not argument. Some subjects in Trapp's study judged these cases to be argument whereas other subjects judged these cases to be not argument. There was no statistically significant agreement concerning these cases. This lack of agreement can be explained by the variety of relational interaction patterns characterizing this category. That is, the relational interaction exhibited in Peripheral Cases of Argument is similar to Paradigm Cases of Argument in the sense that both are characterized by disagreement concerning the definition of the relationship. However, the disagreement exhibited in Peripheral Cases of Argument is tempered, mitigated or balanced by the inclusion of congruent definitions of the relationship and by interaction involving equivalence (no attempt to control behavioral options).

The fourth category (see Table 3b) is characterized by relational
interaction similar to that exhibited in Peripheral Cases of Argument: disagreement tempered by agreement and equality concerning the definition of the relationship. However, the subjects of Trapp's study labeled cases comprising category four as Conversation Other Than Argument. Trapp's maxim suggests a distinction between Peripheral Cases of Argument and the cases of this fourth category. The maxim states, "a presumption exists against labeling an event as an argument when a more palatable label is available." Further, Trapp's definition of interpersonal argument infers subjects tend to perceive resolved disagreement as not argument. The cases comprising category four tend to terminate in unresolved disagreement (e.g., direct or indirect acquiescence or clarification of a misunderstanding), thereby enabling subjects to interpret these cases as other than argument. The following example illustrates this category.

**Example 31 (Paradigm Case of Conversation Other Than Argument)**
Jacobs and Jackson, in Cox and Willard

A is in the kitchen. B is in the basement.
The television is in the living room.

01 A: Turn on the last ten minutes of As The World Turns and we'll see if anything exciting is happening.
02 B: Go ahead.
03 A: You. I'm making lunch.
04 B: No.
05 A: Well you're right in there!
06 B: No I'm not [shouted loudly]
07 A: Oh.

On the other hand, conversations comprising Peripheral Cases of Argument tend to terminate in unresolved disagreement or unilateral resolution without acquiescence (not unlike Paradigm Cases of Argument), as the following conversation illustrates.

**Example 04 (Peripheral Case of Argument)**
Trapp example

Jan and her ten year old daughter Erin are talking on a Wednesday evening.

01 J: You need to take a bath.
02 E: Why?
03 J: You haven't all week.
04 E: Yes I have.
05 J: Whom?
06 E: Sunday.
07 J: Take a bath!!

The implication is, in the absence of mutual resolution or acquiescence, subjects could not agree to categorize such cases as Conversation Other Than Argument. Further, in the presence of relational interaction reflecting tempered disagreement, subjects could not agree to categorize such cases as argument. However, the combination of relational interaction patterns and lack of resolution identify this group of conversations as a separate category.

In conclusion, apparently analysis which combines elements of the relationship and content dimensions of communication provides greater breadth and depth of explanation than does the analysis of either dimension in isolation. The analyses appear to be complementary. Each contributes insights to enhance the other. The present study builds on Trapp's study and describes four categories of interpersonal conversation. The first category, Paradigm Cases of Argument, is characterized by disagreement concerning the definition of the relationship and unresolved disagreement in the content dimension. The second category, Conversation Other Than Argument is characterized by relational equality and agreement concerning the definition of the relationship.

The third category, Peripheral Cases of Argument (or Tempered Argument: Unresolved), is characterized by relational disagreement tempered by equality and agreement concerning the definition of the relationship. Further, this category is characterized by unresolved disagreement or unilateral resolution without acquiescence in the content dimension.

The fourth category (Tempered Argument: Resolved) is characterized by disagreement tempered by equality and agreement concerning the relational definition (similar to Peripheral Cases of Argument). However, this category is characterized by mutually resolved disagreement in the content dimension.

Although our study provides new insights, it is only one of the initial steps toward developing theories of interpersonal argument. Much remains to be discovered. Continued exploration is needed to further advance the understanding of this phenomenon. Several possible directions for future research emerged from the present study. For example, we examined only the control mode element of the relationship dimension of communication. Future research might focus on other elements of the relationship dimension such as self-disclosure and trust. Further, other elements of the content dimension such as source of information and equivocality reduction might be explored. The results of our study also suggest further exploration into the difference between mutual resolution of disagreement and unilateral resolution without acquiescence may be useful to the development of a typology of interpersonal argument.

Additional insight into interpersonal argument might be gained through gathering additional transcripts comprising longer conversations and examining interpersonal argument in the context of ongoing relationships. Another possibility would be to have subjects listen to audiotapes of conversations to determine which cases were argument and not argument. This method would provide paralinguistic cues. Investigation might also include asking subjects to provide reasons for their judgments. Subjects might also be asked to categorize the nature of the perceived relationship...
between individuals involved in the conversations.

There are, of course, limitations to the present study. For example, further analysis is required to explain cases within each category which were exceptions. Perhaps the suggestions listed above might shed light on these exceptions. Although we acknowledge much remains to be discovered, we hope the present study in some measure contributes to the understanding of interpersonal argument and encourages future research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Relational Control Mode Interaction Characteristics of Paradoch Cases of Argument</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relational Control Mode Patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Relational Control Mode Interaction Characteristics of Peripheral Cases of Argument</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relational Control Mode Patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 3a: Relational Control Mode Interaction Characteristics of Conversation Other Than Argument

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Complementarity</th>
<th>Equivalence Patterns Cycling to &amp; from Equivalence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1 2</td>
<td>1 2 1 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0 5 0 0</td>
<td>0 5 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>1 2</td>
<td>1 2 1 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>0 1</td>
<td>0 1 0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>1 0 1 0</td>
<td>1 0 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>1 2 1 2</td>
<td>1 2 1 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>1 1 1 1</td>
<td>1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>1 0 1 0</td>
<td>1 0 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>1 2 1 2</td>
<td>1 2 1 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>2 3 2 3</td>
<td>2 3 2 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>1 2 1 2</td>
<td>1 2 1 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>3 3 3 3</td>
<td>3 3 3 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>2 3 2 3</td>
<td>2 3 2 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: Categories of Interpersonal Conversation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category 1: Paradigm Cases of Argument (Burnett &amp; Drecksel; Trapp)</th>
<th>Category 2: Conversation Other Than Argument (Burnett &amp; Drecksel; Trapp)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relationship Dimension: disagreement concerning the relational definition</td>
<td>Relationship Dimension: relational equality and agreement concerning the relational definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Dimension: unresolved disagreement (disagreement is not actualized)</td>
<td>Content Dimension: unresolved disagreement (disagreement is not actualized)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3b: Relational Control Mode Interaction Characteristics of Conversation Other Than Argument

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Symmetry</th>
<th>Complementarity</th>
<th>Equivalence Patterns Cycling to &amp; from Equivalence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>28.5%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td>28.5% 28.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>18.2%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td>18.2% 18.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>35.7%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td>35.7% 16.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50% 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>66.7%</td>
<td>16.6%</td>
<td>66.7% 16.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>83.3%</td>
<td>16.6%</td>
<td>83.3% 16.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25% 25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>75% 25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50% 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>33.3% 33.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NOTES


3Trapp, p. 2.


9Cases providing insufficient data included cases with three or fewer statements, and cases with more than one uninterpretable statement. Thus, two of the eight (25%) Paradigm Cases of Argument, seventeen (24%) Peripheral Cases of Argument, and cases between argument and peripheral argument, as well as six of the thirty-two (19%) cases of Conversation Other Than Argument were eliminated from the analysis by these criteria.


11Cases 14, 30, 04, and 59.

12Example 08.

13Cases 12, 03, 15, 42 and 33.


15Cases 11, 40 & 43.

16Cases 02, 49 & 51.

17Cases 24, 26, 48, 57, 53, 41, 09, 05 & 55.


19Trapp, 1985, p. 16.


22Table 4 summarizes these distinctions in matrix form.
WHAT ARE CONVERSATIONAL ARGUMENTS? TOWARD A
NATURAL LANGUAGE USER'S PERSPECTIVE

Robert W. Martin
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Dirk R. Scheerhorn
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Increasingly, argumentation theorists are giving
attention to the study of argument in face-to-face interaction
and this has been accompanied by an interest in how naive
natural language users conceive of conversational arguments.
Most exemplary of this work are studies by Scott Jacobs and
Rally Jagkson, though others have entered these discussions
as well. While progress has been made in characterizing
conversational arguments in this manner, several important
issues remain fuzzy and unresolved. Consequently, this study
addresses two of these issues: (1) the definitions of
"disagreement" and "argument" utilized by Jacobs and Jackson
and (2) their resulting conception of the relationship between
conversational disagreement and conversational argument.

The paper is organized into four sections. First, we
review the past work of Jacobs and Jackson regarding the
definitions of conversational disagreement and argument and in
so doing derive a general rationale for our study. Second, we
present the methodology of our own investigation of these
issues. Third, the results of our study are discussed; and
finally, conclusions and implications are considered.

Rationale

Jacobs and Jackson arrive at their description of
conversational arguments through a method labeled "analytic
induction." They write:

The first step in the process of analytic induction is
the location or collection of some number of relevant
examples of the phenomenon being studied. In our own
efforts to produce a second order description of the
natural category of argument, we began by collecting a
set of naturally occurring arguments, relying on our na-
"tive" speaker/hearer intuitions to identify relevant
cases.

Again, in concluding their paper, they write:

Through the methods of analytic induction, we have been
able to build a second-order concept of argument which
formally represents the naive theories of argument
shared by ordinary speakers and hearers.

As an approach to the study of conversational phenomena,
analytic induction has many advantages. And, for the study
of conversational arguments in particular, Jacobs and Jackson
have demonstrated that the method is capable of deriving
substantial claims about the phenomenon. However, a
potentially valuable next step in the study of conversational
argument and disagreement would be ascertaining what natural
language users themselves define as "disagreements" or
"arguments," as a check against those definitions derived by
Jacobs and Jackson. A similar approach to problem has been
taken by Trapp. This procedure allows a safer
generalization of "naive" theories of argument to natural
language users. If examples used as a basis for generation of
those "naive" theories of argument do not represent "relevant
examples of the phenomenon" as ordinary language users would
classify them, then in principle this undermines the
generalizability of any "naive theories" of argument derived
from those examples.

For this reason, this study will attempt to verify as
relevant cases of disagreement or argument those examples
offered by Jacobs and Jackson.

Conversational Disagreements. Jacobs and Jackson also
posit that conversational arguments revolve around or follow
out of "disagreement-relevant speech acts." They suggest that
the basis for disagreement is not simply the truth or falsity
of stated propositions but also contradictions between
preconditions for one speech act and another. For Jacobs
and Jackson, those preconditions are the "felicity conditions"
posed by Searle. Thus, according to Jacobs and Jackson,
every speech act, since each involves felicity conditions (or
preconditions), can be "disagreed with" and hence, may form
the basis for a disagreement or argument.

For example, suppose speaker S makes a request of hearer
H. According to Searle, one of the felicity conditions for
making a request is that the speaker believe the hearer is
"capable of fulfilling the request." Imagine this sequence:
S: Can I borrow your car?

F: No, it's in the shop.

Following Jacobs and Jackson's definition, this is a disagreement, since the request was responded to with a "disreferred second pair pair" (refusal of the request).

We view this as problematic since it results in calling events like those above "disagreements" when our own native speaker/hearer intuitions tell us they are not. This should not be seen as quibbling about the definition of disagreement. If naive theories of disagreement and argument are to be derived from relevant cases of these classes of phenomena, then we feel that some consideration needs to be given to the "naive theorists" or natural language users understandings of these phenomena.

Conversational Arguments. A second motivation for this study concerns the nature of conversational arguments and how conversational arguments are conceived and/or defined by natural language users. Jacobs and Jackson posit a two pronged approach. First, conversational arguments have a functional component; namely, the projection, avoidance, production or resolution of disagreement. Second, arguments have a structural component; a variety of structural expansions of adjacency pairs.

O'Keefe and Benoit have elsewhere argued the inadequacy of a structural approach.

Approaches that emphasize discourse structure to the exclusion of other properties of argument draw boundaries around instances of interaction in such a way as to include some borderline cases and arbitrarily exclude others.

In rejecting a "structural account" of argument, O'Keefe and Benoit instead adopt a "generic characteristic" approach. This approach tries to identify the "set of features that commonly (but not necessarily) appear in arguments" so that an event which displays a number of these features is probably appropriately described as an argument. O'Keefe and Benoit further identify one generic property of all arguments: a relationship of opposition between participants. Thus, according to O'Keefe and Benoit, "arguments begin (and continue) an overt opposition is made manifest, and arguments end when opposition is no longer manifest."
The multiple choice question was followed by a brief free response question which asked the following:

Briefly explain why you responded the way you did:

Procedures

After volunteering to participate in the study, each subject was given a packet of materials containing the twenty-one examples, and response solicitations as outlined above. For each subject the examples were presented in a random order. On the outside of the packet were the following instructions:

This study is interested in how people describe segments of interaction taken from actual conversations. In your envelope you will find 21 segments from conversations.

We would like you to read each example carefully and then make some decisions about what to call the segment. We would also like you to briefly explain each choice.

Make your decisions one at a time. That is, read one example, make your decision regarding that example, and then proceed on to the next example.

No time limit was placed on the subjects for completion of the task, although most took between thirty and forty minutes.

Results

As indicated earlier, subjects were asked to categorize each example as either "an argument," "a disagreement," "both an argument and a disagreement," "neither an argument or a disagreement," or "can't tell." Table 1 reports the percentages of subjects who placed the examples into these categories.

Table 1: Percentages - Designated Classification X Example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>21</th>
<th>22</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentages reported in this category are a compilation of "either" and "none of the above" responses.
Generally, subjects in this study seemed to have a somewhat different conception of disagreements and arguments than Jacobs and Jackson. While subjects seemed to concur with Jacobs and Jackson regarding what was neither an instance of disagreement nor an instance of argument, subjects seemed to be substantially at odds with Jacobs and Jackson when it came to classifying interactions as disagreements, arguments or both. Also when subjects did label segments as disagreements or arguments, they almost always offered reasons for doing so that were substantially different than those which were given as a basis for Jacobs and Jackson's definitions of argument and disagreement.

In one example (subject 2), subjects seemed to be in total agreement with Jacobs and Jackson.

\[2: S \text{ and C are getting ready to pack up for departure from a visit with relatives.}\]

(1) S: Do you know where my bag is?
(2) C: Yeah, it's packed away.
(3) S: What mean it's packed away?!
(4) C: Just what I said!
(5) S: Why in the world would you do something like that?
(6) C: Uhhhhhh [C stalks off in a huff]

Subjects very clearly felt this interaction should be classified as an argument (50%), as did Jacobs and Jackson. In fact, another 11% of the subjects indicated that they felt the interaction represented both a disagreement and an argument. However, the subjects seemed to have somewhat different reasons for these classifications than might be suggested by a "structural" orientation to conversational argument. According to our subjects, example 2 is an argument because: "there are opposing viewpoints," "they are fighting," "it is irrational or stupid," "it is an argument for the sake of argument," "it is an attempt at persuasion," "one in mad at the other (four subjects)," "they are yelling," "they blow up" (two subjects), "in excitement in the voices," "heavy emotions are involved," "one personally attacked the other," the interaction sounded "accusatory," "both appear to be under a lot of strain," and it was a "high pressure, volatile situation." Even those subjects who chose to categorize this interaction only as a disagreement more often than not suggested that the interaction was a "disagreement because of the presence of hostility, raised tempers, anger or opposition. Finally, those subjects who chose to classify the interaction as neither a disagreement or an argument indicated that they did so because there were "no conflicting opinions" and they also more likely labeled the interaction as a "tiff," a "squelch" or temporary anger, "frustration," "disgust," or "irritability," but "not angry or enraged as in an argument."

In many other examples, subjects not only differed from Jacobs and Jackson in terms of the reasons given for their classifications of these segments of interaction, but generally disagreed with the classification selected. For example, in examples 1, 13, 19 and 21, Jacobs and Jackson suggest that these represent cases of both disagreement and argument. Our subjects, however, chose to label these as instances of disagreement only (57%, 55%, 51% and 40%, respectively). Reasons given for classifying example 1 as a case of disagreement but not a case of argument included: differing opinions (five subjects), "not intense," "no distortion from topic," "one doesn't know enough to argue," "they're just trying to say one religion is better," "one religion is not really pulling at facts," the interaction "appears friendly," "no name calling or personal attacks" (four subjects), and "no yelling or anger" (eight subjects). Reasons given in response to example 13 were quite similar. Subjects noted "a conflict of beliefs" (ten subjects), but felt the interaction was not an argument because: "there are no fighting words, although they are going back 'n' forth," "the lady really doesn't know what she believes in," "I isn't strongly convicted enough in her views for it to be an argument," "it is discussed rationally," and "they disagree on a few concepts, but not major ones." Similar reasons were given by the fairly large number of subjects (22%) who classified Example 19 as both a disagreement and an argument: "contradicting opinions," "some hostility and defensiveness," and "exaggreration," "yelling," and "rudeness." In response to Example 21, subjects offered reasons such as differing viewpoints (fifteen subjects), "no name calling," "noise tommon," "defending of sides," and noted that the interaction seemed to be "leading up to an argument," but that the interactants were "not yet arguing."

Finally, in response to Example 21, subjects noted "differing opinions" (twelve subjects), and "indignance" on the part of interrogant A as reasons for their particular choice of classification. Also of interest here is the somewhat large percentage of subjects (23%) who indicated that they could not decide how to classify the interaction. Over three quarters of
These subjects indicated that they needed more information, specifically "more interaction" and "tones of voice," in order to make a classification. With regard to examples #5 and #7, Jacobs and Jackson suggest that these interactions also represent cases of both disagreement and argument. Consider example #5:

#5:

(1) A: Come help me.
(2) B: I'm busy.
(3) A: I need you to hold this.
(4) B: I need to finish this.
(5) A: I always help you when you ask me.
(6) B: I never ask you when you're busy.
(7) A: Come on, you lazy creep.
(8) B: Bug off, you shrew!

Our subjects generally chose not to label this interaction as a disagreement or both, but instead chose to classify the interaction as an argument only. Reasons given in included; "It's silly, it's stupid—a disagreement is over something," "opposing goals" (six subjects), "hostility, anger and bitterness" (three subjects), "resentment," "violent tendencies in responses," "lack of cooperation or compromise," "pushy attacks" (three subjects), "it goes back and forth," "not listening enough to disagree," and "apparent undercurrents—like they're arguing over more than just one helping the other." Similar reasons were given to explain the classification of example #7. Subjects noted "illogicality," "defensiveness," "name calling," "stubbornness," "heated exchanges, harsh words," "hardcore emotion," "tone of voice," "personality attacks and that A was "upset," "pissed off," and "exploding."

Our data also indicate that perhaps natural language users have more stringent criteria for calling an interaction a disagreement than do Jacobs and Jackson. While Jacobs and Jackson suggest that examples #14, #15 and #18 represent cases of disagreement, our subjects seemed to feel that the interactions were neither disagreements nor arguments (46%, 69% and 89% respectively). In response to example #15, for instance, subjects chose overwhelmingly to label the interaction as a "misunderstanding" (twelve subjects), "confusion," "a simple conversation," "a request and reply," or a "squabble."

#15. A is in the kitchen. B is in the basement. The television is in the living room.

(1) A: Turn on the last ten minutes of As The World Turns and we'll see if anything exciting is happening.
(2) B: Go ahead.
(3) A: You. I'm making lunch.
(4) B: No.
(5) A: Well, you're right in there.
(6) B: No I'm not [shouted loudly]
(7) A: Oh.

Subjects noted in particular that the interaction "ceased when A found out that B wasn't in the living room." On examples #14 and #16, subjects felt that the interactions represented a case of "discussion" (seven a subjects for example #14), "an agreement" (eight subjects for example #16), and noted the absence of "conflict" (five subjects for each example), "no defending of sides," "no frustration," "no explicit differences" for example #14, "no forcing of the issue," "no tension or hostility," "no fighting," "no dispute," and the presence of "compromise" for example #18.

Examples #3, #9, #10, #12 and #17, are classified by Jacobs and Jackson as neither disagreements or arguments. Our subjects were largely in agreement with this view. Subjects
classifying these segments as neither arguments or disagreements were 80%, 91%, 83%, 55% and 85% respectively. In response to example #3, twenty of the subjects labeled this as an "agreement," thirteen subjects labeled it a "simple discussion," and a few other subjects suggested that it might become a disagreement or an argument in the future. Reasons given for classifying it as neither an argument or a disagreement included the following: "no supporting reasons given for each other (five subjects)," "no conflict," and "not enough expression." Responses to example #9, below, are most exemplary.

#9: E is C's grandparent. Both are visiting C's parents while C is home during Christmas vacation. E lives in another town. It is Sunday and R is getting ready to leave.

(1) F: How long do you have here?
(2) C: Uh, we're planning to go back Thursday or Friday.
(3) E: Oh, well. Maybe you can come up for a day and visit us.
(4) C: Yeah, maybe so. We'll have to see.

Nineteen subjects chose to label this as a "regular conversation," or a "simple discussion," five subjects as a "request-with a payoff as a reply," and several others as a discussion with an uncertain response, a small talk for the purpose of gaining information, or the telling of a "white lie" by Speaker C. Reasons given for classifying the segment in the Neither category included: "no defending of sides," "no frustration or tension," "no real negative or positive feelings," "no explicit conflict," and that the interaction was "not over anything major." In response to example #10, subjects classifying this as neither a disagreement or an argument chose instead to label this segment as a simple "question and answer" (three subjects), a "simple conversation" (ten subjects), an "agreement" (five subjects), and simply an "arrangement of an appointment" (ten subjects). As a basis for classification into the Neither category, subjects noted that: "no disagreement was implied" (two subjects), there was "no conflict" (six subjects), and "no tension," "no opposition," "no hostility," "no opposition view points," and "no fighting" as the basis for making their classification decision.

In responding to four of the examples (#4, #6, #20, and #22), subjects either labeled the interactions as neither a disagreement or an argument (55%, 45%, 45%, and 48% respectively) or expressed great difficulty in being able to discern the appropriate category by marking the "Can't Tell" option on the questionnaire (35%, 39%, 24%, and 24% respectively). In fact, these four examples drew more "Can't Tell" responses than any of the other examples. For example:

#20: S enters the house carrying a suitcase.

(1) C: Hey, you didn't bring this back.
(2) S: Bring what back?
(3) C: The suitcase.
(4) S: Of course not. Robeson's was closed.

In each case between 50 and 70% of the subjects chose not to label the interaction as either a disagreement or an argument, or both. For Jacobs and Jackson, their preferred categorization is unclear but they seem to suggest that there are neither disagreements or arguments, but have the potential to become either. Our subjects seem to agree. Perhaps those who had difficulty choosing a category were responding to what
they saw as a potential direction the interaction might take. Cicourel's notion of the "prospective sense of occurrence" would suggest this possibility, as would comments from subjects such as "could turn into an argument," "need additional interaction," and "need more dialogue."

Finally, in response to two examples (6 and 11), subjects demonstrated no consistent patterns of classification.

Conclusions and Implications

The implications of our results are threefold. First, O'Keefe has cogently suggested that there are two senses of "argument" found in everyday talk. The first sense, or argument, refers to "a kind of utterance or a sort of communicative act." The second sense, or argument, is a "particular kind of interaction." Admittedly, our study was not aimed at illumining this distinction. Our instructions clearly called for subjects to attend to that second sense of argument, argument as interaction. But our study does tend to a further distinction in the meaning of argument.

There is a long and rich history in the field of rhetoric of concern with the role of argument in "reasoned discourse." This "reasoned discourse" approach to argument has been utilized in studying both monologic argument (argument) as well as dialectical or disputational argument (argument). Recently, the importance of dialectical argument as a type of "reasoned discourse" is being recognized by small group researchers interested in idea development processes within groups. For example, in a recent study conducted by Siebold, McPhee, Poole, Naito, & Canary, three approaches to argument were compared. These three approaches or models were: (1) the "Couliau model" (2) the Perelman & Olbrechts-Tyteca model (3) the Jacob and Jackson model.

We believe it noteworthy that the Jacob and Jackson model was included with these other two models. In fact, we point the correctness of this grouping since all three models of argument concern "reasoned discourse." In explaining conversational arguments through the use of felicity conditions Jacob and Jackson have entailed a "reasoned discourse" perspective. Other scholars have noted that speech acts or felicity conditions might only to the "reasoned" aspects of ordinary discourse at the exclusion of the affective, and have additionally noted the limitations of this approach.

We also suspect that argument, plays a critical role in argument, only when argument is seen as "reasoned discourse." This makes sense given that Jacob and Jackson have previously argued that O'Keefe's two senses of argument are "unified by a common generative principle.

In contrast, however, we argue that none of the approaches to reasoned discourse match the understanding of argument by everyday language users. Our results suggest that for ordinary actors, argument is a hostility-laden event where sharply contrasting expressions of opinion, loud voices, intense emotion, anger, frustration, and name-calling characterize the interaction. Of course, in real life, as in many of the examples used by Jacob and Jackson, both "reasoned discourse" and hostility-laden discourse overlap. However, what seems most critical in the naive theories of everyday actors is not reasoned discourse, but hostility laden discourse.

At the very least, it will be important for theorists and researchers interested in everyday occurrence of argument to specify clearly which type of discourse they are investigating in their research. Theories or explanations derived from investigations of one type of argument, may not generalize to the other. We are not suggesting that either form (reasoned discourse or hostility laden discourse) should take precedence over the other in research. On the contrary, we feel that both phenomena occur in ordinary discourse and hence are equally deserving of further investigation. For whatever reason, however, argument theorists have avoided hostility-laden discourse as a topic of study.

A second implication of our work concerns the nature of the relationship between conversational disagreement and argument. We are not able, on the basis of subject's responses in our study, to sort out a single relationship between conversational disagreements and conversational arguments. If there is a single naive theory which connects these phenomena, it is not all that clear from our data. Instead, there seems to be at least three possible relationships between conversational disagreements and conversational arguments from the perspective of natural language users. These are:

1. Conversational arguments and disagreements are the same phenomenon. That is to say, some natural language users in our study seemed to use the terms interchangeably.

2. Conversational arguments are a possible result of conversational disagreements. This is the type of relationship which has been discussed by past work.

3. Conversational disagreements are a "milder" form of conversational arguments. This possible relationship was clearly indicated in our data by the large number of subjects who would say "it's a disagreement, but it's not yet an argument because there is no hostility or name calling."
We believe the inconsistency between subjects regarding the relationship between disagreements and arguments leads to one of three conclusions, none of which we are prepared to support definitively at this time. It may simply be that there exists a variety of naive theories regarding this relationship. That is, while there does not exist a single naively perceived relationship across subjects, each subject does have some theory connecting the two events. Or it may be that there does not exist a consistent sense of the disagreement-argument relationship for any of the subjects. Perhaps the concepts are simply too murky for everyday interactors.

A third possible conclusion is that there exists a single relationship but that our method was unable to access the everyday language users' naive perspective on that relationship.

At this point, we must note that Burleson has been sharply critical of approaches which attempt to capture ordinary language user's understandings of arguments. He suggests that interest should lie in the nature or characteristics of the empirical object of argument itself and not in use of or understanding of the word. He also argues that theories of argument should be formulated with the goals of argumentation theorists and researchers in mind rather than the interests of natural language users. We are largely in agreement with Burleson on both of these points. However, we believe that one important aspect of understanding an empirical phenomenon is to understand what features characterize that phenomenon. We are simply using everyday actors as one method to arrive at those features. This, in combination with direct observation, yields more complete understandings of the phenomenon.

Finally, we believe that a profitable direction for research is in understanding contextual differences between the type of discourse we have specified. Are certain situations more compelling for the production of reasoned discourse than hostility laden discourse? If so (as we suspect), what are the features of the situation which prompt one type of argument over another? For example, in familiarity between the interlocutors necessary for hostility laden arguments? If asked to "argue" about a relevant issue, would some relational dyads automatically engage in hostility laden discourse and others reasoned discourse? And under what circumstances might reasoned discourse give way to hostility laden discourse or vice versa? At this point, our evidence seems to suggest that reasoned discourse for natural language users is synonymous with "having a discussion" or "discussing something calmly," and not with "having an argument." However, much more evidence would be needed before such a viewpoint could be confirmed. Future work might also focus on the nature of the relationship between disagreement and either of the two forms of argument. Investigation of these and other similar questions could aid argumentation theorists and communication theorists and researchers in general.
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A CRITICAL SUMMARY OF RESEARCH ON THE ROLE
OF ARGUMENT IN DECISION-MAKING GROUPS

Dennis S. Gouran
The Pennsylvania State University

Although argument as a concept has long been acknowledged for its relevance to interaction in small groups, attention to its general functions and role has been rather limited in research. In fact, only recently has argument begun to attract more than scattered attention. One can speculate as to the reasons for this discrepancy between the acknowledged importance of argument and the paucity of inquiry into its role. Whatever the factors responsible for the inconsistency, it is clear that the period of neglect is coming to an end. An examination of what we presently know, therefore, may be useful in charting possible alternative futures. The purpose of this essay is to engage in such stock-taking and to identify some directions in which continued study of argument in decision-making groups may profitably move.

Reviewing past research on the role of argument in groups is to discover a variety of perspectives on a theme. As the following select summaries will reveal, argument has been viewed both as an instrument and as a process. It has been examined as a source of influence and as an obstacle to progress. It has been conceived as symptomatic of the personal qualities of individual group members—as a characteristic of one's communicative style. And it has been studied as inferences that groups draw upon in reaching decisions. Such differences in perspective complicate our ability to synthesize research findings. On the other hand, the diversity in point of view contributes to one's appreciation for argument's conceptual richness.

For purposes of this essay, I have grouped prior research into four categories: argument as disagreement, argument as a behavioral predisposition, argument as a developmental process, and argument as collectively shared inferences. As is true of any classification of scheme, the content entered does not always conform perfectly to the characteristics of the categories employed, and depending on one's focus, some of the studies reviewed could easily fit more than one category. I have, therefore, used the criterion of reasonable similarity as opposed to mutual exclusivity as the organizing principle. Following the review of research, the essay offers a critical assessment and presents some prospects for subsequent research suggested by the assessment.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES

Argument as Disagreement

In the early 1950s, Asch reported a series of studies in which individuals in groups were subjected to pressure by coached majorities who reported perceptual experiences at odds with those of naive group members. This pioneering work led to numerous other investigations of normative and informational social influence. One landmark study emerging from this line of inquiry was conducted by Schachter. In his research, Schachter investigated the effects of disagreement with a majority discussing a human relations problem and discovered that persistence in a deviant position, no matter how indefensible, often resulted in rejection of the antagonistically related group member.

Other scholars with the same general interest produced data different from Schachter's. Harnack, for instance, found that an organized minority (organized in respect to the arguments and evidence backing them) can lead a majority to an initially unacceptable position. A similar conclusion is implicit in research by Valentine and Fisher and Bradley et al. The findings in both cases indicate that the manner in which arguments are developed and presented, as well as their content, influences the position a group will ultimately endorse. Additionally, it appears as if the relationships among group members of differing persuasions are contingent on how their conflicts are resolved. When Deutsch and Krauss studied individuals in a conflict situation, solution-centered arguments facilitated the management and resolution of conflict. When argument involved the exercise of power, however, it functioned as an obstacle to effective problem-solving.

Janis's work with the concept of groupthink underscores the vitally important role that argument as disagreement can play in decision-making discussions. It was, according to Janis, the absence of counter-argument and challenge in discussions of several foreign policy decisions he reviewed that laid the foundation for inappropriate actions. Other incidents of comparable misdiagnosis and subsequent misadventure include our response to the Mayaguez seizure, the controversial swine flu vaccination program, and the Watergate coverup. In each case, disagreement with positions endorsed by the majority could have led to a different outcome.

Argument as a Behavioral Predisposition

One's propensity for argument, apart from the instrument itself, has also been a focus of interest in some research on decision-making groups. As a behavioral inclination, one typically finds the term argumentativeness as the object of interest. The investigation of this quality has shown a relationship to several different outcomes. Of these, the one most frequently examined is opinion formation and change and leadership emergence. The term carries with it many negative connotations; however, there is nothing about the quality of being argumentative that necessarily implies negativity.

In early research on one's propensity for argument, reflective thinking ability was linked to influence on group decisions and their quality. One of my own studies revealed that argumentativeness when manifest in factually based claims and procedurally oriented suggestions promoted consensus in initially divided groups discussing questions of policy. Similar findings were uncovered in controlled investigations by Hill, Knutson, and Knutson and Kowitt.
Some of the most recent scholarship concerned with opinion formation and change has concentrated on argumentative tendencies characteristic of the members of decision-making groups that experience polarization. Although it has been claimed that the types of arguments produced by group members varied in respect to the direction in which they polarize. Whereas externalizers produce arguments reflecting impersonal attributions of the causes for socially prescribed behavior and, hence, shift toward leniency in their recommendations of appropriate penalties, internalizing group members appear to advance more arguments assigning personal causes as responsible for such behavior and, thereby, shift accordingly in the direction of severe sanctions. These data were consistent with those acquired in an earlier study by Alderton and in subsequent research by Alderton and Frey. In both cases, group members' locus of control were correlated with the types of arguments produced and the direction of shift in discussions of deviant behavior.

In addition to its influence on opinion formation and change, the propensity of the individual for argument has proved to be related to leadership emergence in decision-making groups. An oft-cited case study by Geier revealed a negative relationship between argumentativeness and ascendance to positions of authority in initially leaderless group discussions. Supportive of this relationship were later investigations by Russell and Lumsden, both of whom discovered that individuals expressing high levels of disagreement had a substantially reduced probability of being acknowledged as leaders by other group members.

What appeared to be developing as a consistently negative relationship between argumentativeness and one's chances for selection as a group leader was thrown into question when Scharf examined rhetorical processes related to leadership emergence and noted that its likelihood depended on the type of argumentative behavior a discussion participant exhibited. Those who contribute most to the fashioning of a group's rhetorical vision are more likely to be acknowledged leaders. Schultz also examined the argumentativeness/leadership emergence relationship in a series of studies and has produced evidence of a positive relationship. In line with the implications of Scharf's research, Schultz ascertained that the manner in which argumentativeness is displayed and the functions it serves are important determinants of its relationship to one's being acknowledged as a leader. In those studies showing a negative relationship, the types of arguments being advanced were seldom of a constructive variety.

Argument as a Developmental Process

A third approach to the study of argument has been to view it as a developmental process, that is, as a continuously evolving claim or set of claims. This perspective seems to have been inspired by a more general interest in the sequential analysis of social interaction. The impetus is understandable in light of the recurrent tendencies of groups to pass through various phases of conflict and conflict resolution. Scheidel and Crowell were among the first researchers in Speech Communication to adopt a developmental view of argument. Although they did not use the term 'argument' as such, the characteristics of what they refer to as "thought units" suggest the sort of assertion that advances a claim. The pattern of ideational development identified by these investigators has argument as claim evolving in terms of initiation, clarification, acceptance, substantiation, clarification, substantiation, acceptance, and further substantiation.

Following the lead of Scheidel and Crowell, other researchers began finding a regular stage in decision-making discussions characterized by argument. Unfortunately, as this body of inquiry continued to unfold, investigators became less and less focused on particular types of utterances and instead turned their attention to determining the relative predictability of all manner of communicative behavior in groups. In the past few years, however, a handful of studies have returned to a more limited view of the development of arguments.

Drawing on the work of Anthony Giddens, Seibold et al. examined argument in groups from a structurational perspective. Working with conceptual schemes taken from discussions of argument by Toullin, Porcellman, and Jacobs and Jackson, this team of researchers was able to map the process by which arguments develop and either gain acceptance or lose force in shaping a group's consensus. Specifically, "[W]inning" arguments subsumed others' reservations and evolved fairly substantive claim, data, warrant linkages, whereas "losing" arguments evidenced subtle but significant claim changes in the face of refutational and social pressure, little indication of data for claims, and too many diversions from the line of reasoning attempted.

Hirokawa and Pace took a somewhat different tack and examined arguments in relation to the effectiveness of decision-making groups. Their analysis revealed a much more rigorous assessment of arguments by members of effective groups, whereas ineffective groups tended to accept arguments uncritically as effective or lose force in shaping a group's consensus. These findings parallel those of Seibold et al. in respect to what constitutes a winning vs losing argument and those in a study by Pace showing that opinion shifts are a function of how well related arguments are developed.

As a reaction to research by Bishop and Meyers suggesting that the mere number of arguments advanced in a discussion accounts for decisional shifts, Alderton and Frey tested a developmental explanation. Their position was that it is the reaction to argument that accounts for decisional shifts. The emergence of a strong negative correlation between favorable reactions to minority arguments and the degree of polarization evidenced in decision-making groups and the presence of a marginally significant positive correlation between unfavorable reactions to minority arguments and polarization were partially supportive of Alderton and Frey's expectations.

Argument as Collectively Shared Inferences

The final group of studies to be reviewed are closely linked to those in the preceding section of this essay. In the present case, however, argument has been specifically defined as inference, that is, as a claim that goes beyond the data on which it is based. With the possible exception of the study by Seibold et al., this distinction has not been explicit in the previously cited research. Instead, the concept appears to subsume any claim that can be advanced in support of
of a position on an issue.

The current line of research, it seems safe to say, is in its infancy and was largely stimulated by the appearance of Nisbett and Ross's 1980 publication of Human Inference: Strategies and Shortcomings of Social Judgment.28 Prior to the release of this volume, however, two studies had been done which suggested that group decisions are based on inferences that are collectively shared and affected by certain informational qualities as well as the predispositions of the members. Thompson et al. manipulated the vividness of evidence in a mock trial involving defendants of "good" and "bad" character.29 In the case of the defendant of good character, more inferences of guilt were made when the prosecution evidence was vivid. When defense evidence was the more vivid, information favored inferences of probable innocence. In another investigation, Davis et al. produced evidence establishing that a general belief in the guilt or innocence of individuals accused of rape leads to judgments in a specific case that are congruent with jurors' pre-deliberative biases.30

Recent inquiry has begun to probe the communicative characteristics associated with the functions of inferences in decision-making groups. In one instance, several of my former students and I examined the interaction of groups differing in the severity of penalties recommended for high and low status actors who had committed either an act of manslaughter or assault and battery. In the discussions of both cases, group members inferred that the behavior of low status actors was due to personal factors to a much greater extent than they did when considering an individual of high status.31 In addition, in the discussions involving the case of manslaughter, groups more frequently made inferences about the probable circumstantial influences responsible for the behavior of a status actor's behavior than they did when accounting for the behavior of the low status actor. This relationship was further supported in a study by Andrews showing a correlation of nearly .70 between the attribution of personal responsibility and the severity of the penalty deemed appropriate for instances of student misconduct.32

The work summarized by Nisbett and Ross, along with Wyer and Carlston's model of person memory, provides a basis for suspecting that the impact of inferences on social judgments is developmental and that when a group acts inappropriately, such behavior can be traced to the interaction of the members and their reactions to choice-related inferences.33 This suspicion received some support in an analysis of six laboratory groups discussing cases of student violations of university regulations.34 Of 80 case-related inferences made in those discussions, only one was challenged. In the remaining instances, the inference was either reinforced, extended, or followed by another inference. In a further examination of the Watergate transcripts, I discovered a similar pattern.35 In nearly every case involving inferences bearing on the wisdom of the coverup strategy, there was reinforcement of the judgment expressed, furtherance of the inference, or a conspicuous absence of challenge.

The patterns identified in these last two investigations were examined more systematically in two controlled studies involving differences in the communicative behavior of effective and ineffective decision-making groups. Mason found that effective groups make fewer inferences than ineffective groups and that when they occur, the members of effective groups are less likely to reinforce them.36 In a similar investigation, Hartz reported not only less reinforcement of inferences by members of effective groups, but the presence of corrective influences as well.37

**ASSESSMENT**

Despite the diversity of interests represented in the body of research reviewed in this essay, it should be clear that argument does play a significant role, both in contributing to the outcomes that decision-making groups achieve and in influencing relationships that develop among their members. It should also be clear that the effects of argument cannot be described in any uniform, easily generalizable way. The contingencies determining how argument functions are too numerous to permit such description. On the other hand, it does seem appropriate to conclude from the review of previous scholarship that the manner in which arguments are advanced, the foundation on which they rest, and the responses to them all have measurable consequences for the performance of decision-making groups. This observation applies whether one is viewing argument as the expression of disagreement, as a behavioral inclination, as the development of positions on issues, or as a communicative process in which inferences become collectively shared.

Even though the several distinctive approaches to the study of argument in past research on decision-making in groups lead one or more or less to the same general conclusions, this volume of scholarship is not without its problems. At the most fundamental level, conceptual looseness prevents one from making unequivocal statements about the functions of argument in decision-making groups. Additionally, it is not always clear how argument differs from other concepts, such as opinion, assertion, value judgment, and persuasive appeal. Many of those investigating argument fail to provide an operational definition of the concept, let alone a theoretical description.38 The problem of conceptual overlap is not inherently undesirable. Rather, it is the failure to conceive of argument consistently as choice-related that obfuscates conclusions about the role it plays. In the absence of some consistent focus on the consequences argument is expected to have in contributing to the choices that decision-making groups ultimately endorse, the reason for its study loses significance.

Of all the criticisms that could be made of research on argument in decision-making groups, possibly the most crucial has to do with the failure of researchers to provide adequate descriptions of the conditions under which argument, in principle, will function in particular ways. This is not to suggest that all past research has been theory-free. In most instances, those investigators testing hypotheses have identified some premise or set of premises suggesting what will be found. My concern lies more with the absence of any appreciable effort to embed specific hypotheses in a larger discussion of how argument may be linked to other aspects of decisional processes, for example, a group's authority structure, the perceived importance of the question to be resolved, and the potential consequences of choosing inappropriately.

**746**
The history of research on argument in decision-making groups is one of fragmentation. Some investigators have been interested in how arguments develop. Others have been concerned with the responses that arguments elicit. Still others have concentrated on the relationship of argument to outcomes, such as the quality of decisions reached, patterns of influence, and affective responses to the experience of decision-making. Argument has even been conceived as an outcome itself. While each of these interests has been instructive, it would appear that more insights could be gained and better understandings developed if we could somehow merge the separate strands of inquiry into a more encompassing view.

An approach along the lines suggested might begin with a particular and restricted view of argument, for example, a claim representing support for a position on an issue that provides a basis for choice. If accepted, the claim favors a given choice; if rejected, it provides a basis for an alternative choice. Such claims could either be of a factual nature (that is, referring to what is true or probable) or entail the advancement of value judgments (focusing on matters of propriety and morality). Within this frame of reference, an argument may be viewed as either a point of departure or a destination. Whatever the case, interest would lie in determining what characteristics of argument and the communicative environment in which it arises contribute to acceptance or rejection of the essential claim(s) it embodies. Acceptance and rejection tendencies could then be more systematically related to the choices groups make, the members' reactions to them, patterns of influence, and any affective states that develop as a consequence of them.

The approach I am describing presumes an overall process of choice that will characterize most groups. This is not to suggest, however, that the uniformity characteristic of the general process is also likely to be manifest at more microscopic levels of analysis. On the contrary, this view clearly implies specific manifestations of almost infinite variety. The purpose of research would be to account for this variety. If we think of decisions as a product of the acceptance and rejection of arguments supporting positions on issues, what we need to know is how communication serves to create differences in the relative acceptability of arguments and how the chances for acceptance and rejection are affected by other elements in a decision-making group's environment.

Not many of the studies cited in this essay have examined argument in relation to particular choices groups make. Among those that have, moreover, only the one by Seibold et al. has revealed an effort to describe the relationship in terms of the larger logical structure and social environment in which arguments serve as a basis for choice. These investigators established that how an argument develops communicatively determines its acceptability and that the level of acceptability relates directly to the choices decision-making groups come to support. Their analysis is very much in line with suggestions by Jeff and Hewes and, more recently, by Enos for rhetorically based and content-based analyses of argument in group decision-making discussions. Although the data were drawn from a very limited sample, the research nonetheless provides an excellent model for others to follow.

**Suggestions for Future Inquiry**

Subscription to the view of argument as claims providing bases for choice opens a large number of possibilities for future research. For instance, if we begin with the assumption that group decisions reflect those positions on issues, the arguments in support of which group members find most acceptable, then it is possible to ask how arguments become acceptable. More specifically, what informational requirements do group members demand that an argument must satisfy, and how do these requirements vary as a function of the group's composition and structure? Does the presence of counterargument affect the acceptability of arguments, and if so, does the manner in which counterarguments are presented bear on the degree of acceptability? Does the mere expression of reservations influence acceptance or redefine the informational requirements a group imposes on arguments?

Another line of inquiry that may be profitably explored has to do with the relative weight different arguments have in shaping decisions. For any set of arguments that group members find acceptable, how many actually enter into the final choice? Do arguments vary in weight, and are there discrepancies between apparent weight and actual impact on group decisions? Are some arguments decisive, sufficient alone to determine a group's choice? If so, what sorts of task characteristics and psychological attributes of the group members invest these arguments with such compelling force? Is the structure of a series of arguments concatenated, or are choices constrained by the relative primacy and recency of the arguments related to them? Do arguments have sleeper effects? That is, do some arguments that are initially rejected later find their way into decisions reached, and do initially acceptable arguments lose their force as bases for choice?

Research on the weight of argument suggests furthering our investigations of effective and ineffective decision-making groups. As I mentioned previously, several studies have already been done and have yielded promising results. Much more could be done, however. In my investigation of the Watergate transcripts, simple agreement with inferences appeared to have the same impact on their acceptability as one would expect from factually based support. Do ineffective decision-making groups typically treat shared opinions as if they were factual evidence? Do they tend to discount or even ignore such evidence when it is presented? How is disagreement managed in ineffective groups as opposed to effective ones? Do authority figures encourage agreement with their inferences by the manner in which they call for discussion, and does the encouragement increase the likelihood of a group's choosing unwisely or inappropriately? Is the function of argument in ineffective decision-making groups simply to make authority figures' wishes known? Do effective decision-making groups do a better job of keeping arguments issue-oriented than their ineffective counterparts?

We know far too little about the affective states to which arguments in decision-making groups contribute. It is clear that disagreement can be threatening and conflict-producing, but are logically well structured arguments in any sense threatening to some group members, and if so, under what circumstances? When there is a strongly preferred position?
When they give credibility to intuitively objectionable positions? When they appear to be at odds with acknowledged values of the group members? Are arguments, even if not intended, construed as personal attacks? Does argument stimulate competitiveness to the point that it induces a desire to "win" a discussion that supplants the need for rational choice? Is argument viewed as inconsistent with the objectives of decision-making discussions, and if so, does such a perception of inconsistency lead to emotional reactions that can destroy a group's cohesiveness and sense of purpose and, hence, its ability to choose?

The preceding suggestions are by no means exhaustive. I trust, however, that they are sufficiently illustrative of the range of possibilities that exist for expanding our knowledge of the role of argument in group decision-making. More important than any specific suggestion, in my judgment, is the frame of reference. By clarifying the concept of argument and by viewing it as an instrument of choice in decision-making groups rather than as something that merely occurs, we are much more apt to develop meaningful and integrated descriptions of the interplay between the cognitive and affective factors that influence and shape the decisions that groups make. So conceived, the concept of argument can play a vital role in generating interesting questions, the answers to which will take us far beyond what we presently know about decision-making in general.

NOTES
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2. It may be that the pedagogical practice in which discussion was treated as a form of exploration of solutions to problems, as opposed to the advocacy of preferred alternatives contributed to inattention. It may also be the case that since group researchers in Speech Communication followed the model of Social Psychology, a concern with personal factors resulted in neglect of communicative activities. As more scholarship began focusing on the content of interaction in the 1960s and 1970s, however, the observation that argument (especially conceived as the expression of disagreement) can substantially affect problem-solving processes and the relationships among those whom engage in them. In the past ten years, there appears to be substantially more interest in argument as an aspect of group decision-making than ever before.
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THE FUNCTIONS OF ARGUMENTATION IN GROUP DELIBERATION

Randy Y. Hirokawa
University of Iowa

Dirk R. Scheerhorn
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The last several years have witnessed a growing interest in the study of argumentation in small group contexts. For the most part, this research has focused primarily on the nature and structure of arguments and argumentation processes in small group interaction. Recently, however, an increasing number of group communication scholars have begun to call for the systematic study of argumentation's role and functions in group deliberation. As Hirokawa puts it, if we are concerned with understanding how group interaction affects various group outcomes, then we ought to be concerned with understanding what happens in groups as a result of the production of arguments since they are an integral facet of group interaction.

Although a number of scholars have called for the systematic examination of the functions of argumentation in group deliberation, surprisingly few researchers have answered the call. This point is explicitly made by Vinokur, Tropo and Burnstein when they conclude that "we still do not have a good picture of the argumentative process, and very little is known about the content, impact, and availability of different arguments." In short, as Selbold and Meyers note in a recent review of the literature, with the possible exception of work done by group polarization researchers, very little empirical research has focused on the functions or consequences of arguments in the group discussion process.

In recent essays, several authors have suggested that the failure of researchers to examine the functions of argumentation in group interaction is due, in part, to the absence of an adequate conceptual understanding of the functional nature of group argumentation. The purpose of the present essay is to present such a conception. Specifically, we intend to offer a conceptual framework which outlines the various outcomes or consequences that can be brought about in a group through the production of reasoned discourse. In doing so, we seek to achieve two objectives: (1) to provide a more precise understanding of the specific ways argumentative process can function in the small group setting; and (2) to provide a suitable starting point for systematically examining the complex, multi-functional nature of group argumentation.

The remainder of the essay is organized into three sections: First, we discuss current views of the function of argumentation in group deliberation. Next, we build upon existing views and suggest a broader conceptual framework for understanding the functions of group argumentation. And finally, we outline some specific research implications of this broader conceptual framework.

Current Views of the Functions of Group Argumentation

For the most part, current views of the functions of argumentation in group deliberation tend to parallel those of traditional argumentation theorists. Specifically, group communication scholars have tended to discuss the functions of group argumentation in terms of either rhetorical advocacy or discovery.

Advocacy. Several group communication scholars have suggested that the primary function of argumentation in groups is to bring about opinion change. Hirokawa, for example, suggests that arguments are one type of communicative strategy utilized by group members to influence the opinions and beliefs of their colleagues. As he puts it, "For the most part, group members' efforts to influence or alter the opinions of others tend to involve the presentation of data (or the suggestion of the existence of such data) which lead logically to a stated or implied claim or conclusion." Similarly, Selbold et al. view arguments as "systems or interrelated patterns of interaction" wherein group members advance "arguables" for the purpose of eliminating disagreements or bringing about convergence on the issues in question. In short, scholars suggest that the primary function of argumentation in group deliberation is to bring about opinion change. Researchers may convince group members to accept or reject particular claims, ideas, and positions relevant to the choice-making situation.

Discovery. A second, though somewhat less common view of the function of argumentation in group deliberation is that arguments are means of creating intersubjective reality within the group. Proponents of this perspective essentially contend that group argumentation aids the construction of a set of beliefs and assumptions which are ostensibly shared by members of the group. Enos, for example, suggests that arguments allow for, or function to bring about a synthesis of various argumentative positions. In his words, arguments "have the potential of forming one collective mind directed toward a synthesis of rationality." Likewise, Alderton and Frey contend that arguments are designed and articulated to produce specific meaning in the minds of other group members for the purpose of achieving a shared view of the problem and choices facing the group. In short, these scholars claim that argumentation functions to create or discover a shared social reality within the group.

In practice, group argumentation serves both of these functions. Arguments function to bring about opinion change within a group, just as they undoubtedly function to create a shared reality. That group. In fact, it is quite possible that "advocacy" and "discovery" are inseparable functions of group argumentation in functioning to bring about
opinion change within a group, arguments also serve to create an intersubjective reality for the group members.

While we agree with these views of the function of argumentation in group deliberation, we suggest they may be overly restrictive in their focus. Simply stated, we believe group argumentation can serve a variety of different functions in addition to rhetorical advocacy or discovery. We thus maintain that a thorough understanding of the functional nature of group argumentation requires that we adopt a broader conceptual view of the functions of argumentation in group deliberation. In the next section of this essay, we present such a conception.

Additional Functions of Group Argumentation

We contend that there are at least five functions of argumentation in the group deliberation process, in addition to "advocacy" and "discovery." They are (1) clarification, (2) unification, (3) relationship management, (4) norming, and (5) impression management. Before discussing each of these additional functions, however, an important prefatory remark is needed. We contend that the functions of arguments are multi-dimensional—that is, they typically will not function in only one specific way. Rather, arguments tend to simultaneously serve several functions, often in various degrees, during the deliberation process.

Clarification

The production of arguments during group deliberation often serves the important function of clarifying various aspects of the issues and choices facing the group. For instance, arguments presented in support of, or against competing positions or choices can function to clarify the positive and negative aspects of those alternatives, thereby facilitating recognition and understanding of the reason(s) why various alternatives should or should not be selected. In short, arguments during group deliberation can function to highlight the "pros" and "cons" of competing choices facing the group.

Arguments presented by group members can also function to clarify the reason(s) underlying their decisional references. Since arguments presented in support of, or against particular claims or alternatives often reflect the reason(s) the arguer decided to accept or reject those claims or choices, such arguments can provide others with clear insights regarding the bases for individual preferences. For instance, the argument(s) presented by a group member can reveal the "logic" or reasoning employed by that individual in arriving at a particular choice, or the personal values or attitudes underlying the decisional preferences of that individual. In short, since arguments represent public "displays" of private beliefs, values, and reasoning, their presentation to the group can function to help its members better comprehend why particular colleagues have decided to accept or reject a given claim or alternative.

Unification

The production of arguments during group deliberation can also function to unify the group during the deliberation process. More precisely, arguments can serve to facilitate and solidify group consensus and/or commitment on various decisions made by the group.

The unification function of argumentation has been well-documented by previous group communication scholars. Scheidel and Crowell, for example, discovered that group members often rely on reasoned discourse to "anchor" decisions made during the deliberation process. As they put it, arguments are often advanced by group members during the decision-making process in order to insure that the group is in agreement on prior decisions made. Similarly, Fisher notes that in later stages of the decision-making process, arguments produced by group members tend to take on a "justificatory" role. That is, arguments appear to be produced in order to eliminate any reservations or lingering doubts that group members may have regarding the appropriateness or correctness of choice(s) made by the group.

In short, arguments produced during group deliberation can function to unify a group around its decision(s). Simply put, by arguing in favor of a choice already made by the group, or by arguing against choice(s) already rejected by the group, members are no longer persuading each other. Instead they are making the group more cohesive by demonstrating or reiterating that which they already agree upon.

Relationship Management

Yet another important function of argumentation during group deliberation is the management of interpersonal relationships within the group. Specifically, the production of arguments can serve to establish or maintain either positive or negative interpersonal relationships within the group. That is to say, they can function to bring two or more group members effectively closer together, or drive them farther apart.

This relational function of argumentation is perhaps best understood in terms of social exchange theory. In their oft-cited book, The Social Psychology of Groups, Thibaut and Kelley argue that group members tend to evaluate the communicative behaviors of others in terms of "rewards" and "punishments." A "rewarding" behavior, they suggest, is one that brings about favorable feelings or emotions for that individual, while a "punishing" behavior is one that results in unfavorable feelings or emotions for that individual. According to Thibaut and Kelley, group members tend to be attracted to colleagues who produce "rewarding" behaviors, and tend to avoid those who produce behaviors that are punishing to them.
From a social exchange perspective, it is not difficult to see how arguments can function to bring about or maintain positive or negative interpersonal relationships within the group. Specifically, arguments produced during group deliberation can be viewed by group members as sources of rewards and punishments. For example, the production of an argument in support of a suggestion made by another member can be rewarding to that individual; conversely, the production of an argument against a suggestion made by another member can be a source of punishment to that individual. The production of arguments which others find rewarding tends to foster the development or maintenance of positive relationships between ourselves and those individuals, while the production of arguments which others find punishing tends to have the opposite effect—establishing or maintaining negative interpersonal relationships between ourselves and those individuals. In Thibaut and Kelley's words, group members are likely to be positively-oriented to colleagues who produce supportive arguments, but negatively-oriented to colleagues who produce refutational arguments.

Another facet of the relationship management function of group argumentation concerns its use for maintaining relational homeostasis within the group. Simply stated, arguments are occasionally produced by group members for the purpose of maintaining an equilibrium for "balance" between our actions and feelings toward other group members. For instance, sometimes a group member will produce an argument in support of another member's idea principally because s/he likes that member. Similarly, a group member will produce an argument against the idea of another principally because s/he dislikes that member. In short, arguments can function to communicate attitudes toward members of the group and, thus, to further those interpersonal relationships.

The production of arguments during group deliberation can also function to establish the decision-making norms and procedures of the group. In Davis' words, group argumentation can serve to establish a particular social decision scheme within a group.

According to Davis, groups often arrive at a decision by following a set of agreed-upon rules and procedures. In some cases, these rules and procedures are discussed prior to their utilization (as when a group considers a discussion format prior to engaging in the discussion). While in other cases, the components of the social decision scheme are never formally articulated or discussed by the members of the group. Regardless of whether the rules and operating procedures of the group are formally discussed, however, the production of arguments during the group's deliberation can function to influence its norms and procedures.

First, the production of arguments during group deliberation can establish a particular decision-making protocol. Simply put, the production of arguments during early stages of the deliberation process can serve as a "model" for future actions in the group. For example, if a group member sees others arguing for or against particular claims and ideas in the initial stages of the discussion, s/he is more likely to engage in such practice later in the discussion. On the other hand, if that member does not observe such actions, then s/he is less likely to engage in such practice. In short, the production of arguments during group deliberation can serve as a guide to what is appropriate conduct during the decision-making process.

Closely related to this notion of protocol is the fact that the arguments can serve as a guide to what is appropriate arguing in the group. Specifically, if a member sees others advancing particular kinds of arguments, or arguing in a particular way during the discussion, that member is likely to pattern his/her arguments after those that s/he observes. Similarly, if that individual notices that certain types of arguments tend to be more (or less) effective or well-received in the group, then the individual is likely to utilize that knowledge in the construction of his/her own arguments. For that group member, then, arguments produced by fellow members function as "models" for his/her own argumentation.

Impression "Management"

The final function of group argumentation which we wish to outline in this essay is one of impression management. Specifically, we contend that the production of arguments during group deliberation can serve to influence how we see ourselves, as well as how others see us. Stated another way, arguments are "public performances of personal reasoning," and how well one "performs" arguments has direct implications for that person's self-perception, as well as the perceiver's view of that individual.

For example, Seibold et al. point out that "weak" or "flawed" arguments are often met with scorn and derision within the group. In these cases, the production of "performance" of these weak arguments, first of all, can cause other group members to form negative impressions of the arguer (e.g., "s/he is not a very smart person"). Moreover, we suspect that the production of ineffective arguments also can cause the arguer to reassess his/her own self-perceptions (e.g., one's reaction might be, "Other people must see me as a dummy").

Similarly, group argumentation can function to positively affect self and others' perceptions. If a member happens to produce a "strong" argument which proves to be very effective in the deliberation, it is likely that such a "performance" will cause other group members to form a positive impression of the arguer. At the same time, it is also possible that the production
of an effective argument will enhance the arguer's perception of himself/herself.

In short, it seems clear that, under certain circumstances, group argumentation can function to either positively or negatively affect a group member's self-perception, as well as the perceptions that others in the group have of him/her.

Summary

To summarize, we suggest that there are at least seven general functions of argumentation in group deliberation. In addition to the two traditionally-mentioned functions of advocacy and discovery, we contend that group argumentation also functions as a source of:

- Clarification
- Unification
- Relationship management
- Normaling
- Impression Management

These seven functions, of course, do not represent the complete domain of group argumentation functions. To be sure, there are likely to be a number of other functions that can be served by the production of arguments during group deliberation. For instance, it is quite possible that within each of the seven aforementioned functions, there can exist a number of different sub-functions that can be performed by group argumentation. Nonetheless, it is our contention that the seven functions identified in this essay represent some of the more prevalent functions of argumentation in group deliberation.

Finally, it is critically important for the reader to remember that the functions of argumentation in group deliberation tend to be multi-dimensional in nature, that is to say, arguments typically do not function in only one way during the group deliberation process. On the contrary, it is more likely that a specific argument will simultaneously function in several different ways in any given situation. For example, an argument may simultaneously function to (1) bring about opinion change, (2) create a part of the group's shared reality, (3) establish a discussion protocol, and (4) manage impressions within the group. Likewise, an argument can simultaneously function to (1) unify the group around an idea, as well as (2) facilitate the development of a positive relationship between two or more members in the group. In short, group argumentation not only functions in a variety of ways across situations, but also function in a variety of different ways within situations. This is precisely what makes the study of group argumentation functioning a complex undertaking.

Research Implications

Despite the obvious complexity of studying the functions of argumentation in group deliberation, several specific lines of research emerge from the conceptual framework outlined in this paper.

First, researchers need to focus on the task of empirically validating the functional nature of group argumentation. In the present essay, we suggest there are at least seven general functions of argumentation in group deliberation. For the most part, however, there exists little empirical data which conclusively demonstrate that group argumentation in fact functions in the ways we have outlined. It thus seems clear that these general functions of group argumentation need to be empirically verified by future researchers. Moreover, since it is possible for argumentation to function in ways other than those discussed in this essay (i.e., there may be a number of sub-functions of arguments within any general function), there is little doubt that future researchers need to begin empirically identifying the specific functions of arguments in group deliberation.

Second, researchers need to focus on the relationship between the form and functions of group argumentation. We need to understand how the structure of arguments influence or are influenced by their function(s) in the group deliberation process. Researchers need to examine how different types of arguments function in different situations. Similarly, researchers need to discover what types and forms of arguments are used by group members to achieve different ends or functions in the deliberation process.

Third, researchers need to focus on the relationship between functions and outcomes of group argumentation. For example, we need to examine the relationship between the functions of group argumentation and such group outcomes as decision-making effectiveness and consensus. To be sure, researchers have made some notable headway in understanding the relationship between argumentation and group polarization. However, little corresponding progress has been made in regards to other important group outcomes. We thus maintain it is imperative that future researchers begin to examine how the functions of argumentation in group deliberation are related to all of the important group outcomes. Such research is critical in helping us to understand better the role argumentation plays in various group outcomes.
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ARGUMENTATION AND NEGOTIATION

Gregg B. Walker
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A married couple negotiates a division of labor regarding household tasks. A customer and salesperson bargain over the purchase of a new car. A university department chair negotiates with a college dean over budgetary items. Professional baseball player and team owner representatives negotiate America's national pastime. American and Soviet negotiation teams bargain in their search for a solution to the nuclear arms race. In each of those situations, the negotiators state preferences, present information, and react to the other party's views in an effort to resolve their particular conflict. The bargainers communicate; they argue: providing reasons for their interests and offering support for their positions. Argument inheres in the process of negotiation.

Negotiation occurs in a wide variety of circumstances. And regardless of the situation, amount of issues, degree of formality, or number of parties, bargaining embraces decisions arrived at through argument. Negotiation is defined as a joint decision-making process in which bargaining parties use arguments to overcome conflicts of interest and achieve an acceptable outcome. This definitional perspective reflects a number of assumptions about negotiation and negotiators. First, negotiators address conflicts of interest. Second, negotiation is a voluntary, interdependent endeavor. Third, negotiators behave as decision-makers. They attempt to influence and are influenced—themselves perceptions and judgments guide their decisions. Consequently, negotiators may make choices which deviate from a rational course of action, thereby explaining Raiffa's observation that bargainers do not always reach a joint decision when a zone of agreement exists. Negotiated choices, whether rational or nonrational, reflect argument. Bargainers use argumentation—the advancing, supporting, interpreting, criticizing, and answering of claims—to influence their opposite numbers. "Negotiation is a method of social decision-making," Druckman remarks colloquially, consisting of "choices against another person and is accomplished by persuasion and haggling.

Ironically, while observations like "negotiators argue" or "negotiation involves argumentation" seem obvious, communication scholars' acknowledgment of the importance of argument in negotiation has been infrequent. Rieke and Stills authored the only argumentation text that characterizes negotiation as a decision system which uses argumentation. They observe that "argumentation plays a significant role in negotiation." Refiches and Horal define negotiation as a form of argumentation. Schuetz contends that "negotiators manage conflicts by giving reasons (arguing) to facilitate exchanges among disputants in the conflict." Donohue, Diez, and Stahle posit that "a cursory analysis of any transcript of negotiation reveals that much of what the participants are doing is arguing about their respective positions." Putnam and Geist assert that "reasoning, or the giving of reasons, is an important part of negotiation interaction."

Much of this attention on the role of argumentation in negotiation has been recent. While these efforts are useful, negotiation scholars from such fields as psychology, management, and political science have led the discussion of the place of argument in bargaining and negotiation. Twenty-five years ago, Rapoport contrasted "debates" with fights and games as a mode of thought about conflict. While Rapoport distinguishes between argument and debate (and certainly does not equate debate with bargaining or negotiation), his work introduces conceptions of argument ("marshaling facts" or "calling attention to chains of logical consequences") and debate (an attempt to "modify the image of the other; the objective is to convince your opponent") to the study of conflict.

While Rapoport differentiates argument from debate, his discussion of debate provides the basis for other scholars' work in argument and negotiation. Hopmann, King, and Walcott have revised their content analytic framework, Bargaining Process Analysis (BPA), to include the category of "persuasive behavior." The authors note "the primary intention of this category is to incorporate variables which are most relevant to the role of debate in negotiation as defined by Rapoport [In Fights, Games, and Debates]." While Rapoport distinguishes between argument and debate (and certainly does not equate debate with bargaining or negotiation), his work introduces conceptions of argument ("marshaling facts" or "calling attention to chains of logical consequences") and debate (an attempt to "modify the image of the other; the objective is to convince your opponent") to the study of conflict.

Other negotiation scholars allude to the importance of argument in negotiation. Sawyer and Guetzkow observe that the central process of negotiation is "reciprocal argument and counterargument, proposal and counterproposals, in an attempt to agree upon actions and outcomes mutually perceived as beneficial." Zartman claims that "political persuasion" is "the aspect of power that is most relevant to negotiations." Axelrod sees argumentation as a vital part of negotiation. "Most of what happens in negotiation," Axelrod notes, "is the assertion of arguments by one side, and the response with other arguments by the other side." Walcott, Hopmann, and King note that "most negotiations are, to some extent, exercises in persuasive debate." Bacharach and Lawler relate argumentation in negotiation to bargaining power. "Arguments," they contend, "are the justifications, explanations, rationalizations, or legitimizations that parties give for the positions they take in bargaining."

Bacharach and Lawler stress that "modes of argumentation reflect the bargainers' image of the power relationship." Frukt casts "persuasive argument" as a
concession-inducing tactic associated with competitive negotiation behavior (distributive bargaining). 18

While a number of scholars, particularly from outside the field of communication, have speculated on the relationship between argumentation and negotiation, little integration exists. This essay provides for integration and contemplates needed areas of inquiry. Specifically, the essay reviews the relevant literature regarding (1) factors affecting argumentation in negotiation, (2) the kinds of arguments in negotiation, and (3) the functions of argument in negotiation. The commentary also considers issues not yet addressed by the literature on argumentation and negotiation as well as contributions argumentation scholars can make to the study of bargaining and negotiations.

FACTORS AFFECTING ARGUMENTATION IN NEGOTIATION

Donohue, Diez, and Stahle observed recently that "a review of work in negotiation research reveals that not much attention has been given to specifying the various ways in which context can affect bargaining as well. Little attention has been given to factors that might affect argument in bargaining. Certainly negotiation behavior reflects structural and contextual pressures or influences. Yet negotiation theorists rarely consider how structure and context relate to negotiator's arguments. Rubin and Brown, for example, provide the most comprehensive treatment of "structural components of context situations." They discuss the nature of such "social, physical, and issue characteristics" as the presence of audiences, the number of bargaining parties, the negotiation setting, the availability of communication, time limits, reward structure, and the number of issues, and the effects of these characteristics on bargaining behavior. 20 But Rubin and Brown do not relate these structural or contextual bargaining components to persuasive or argumentative interaction.

Only two essays explicitly address factors that influence argumentation in bargaining. Donohue, Diez, and Stahle consider contextual elements and Reches and Harrell explicate "dimensions" that affect argumentative interaction in negotiation. 21 Despite some shortcoming, each essay identifies features of negotiation germane to the study of argumentation and bargaining.

Donohue, Diez, and Stahle base their discussion of contextual elements on recent scholarship in communication and linguistics. Compliance in negotiation interaction is influenced by three factors: potential outcome, rules, and relationship form.

"Potential outcome" encompasses the extent to which the bargainers know the issues in conflict, are aware of the desired outcomes of each party, and are inclined to negotiate, given their power to control the solution. It also embraces the diversity of outcomes and the degree to which outcomes are determinate or fixed. Drawing upon the work of Putnam and Jones, Donohue et. al. surmise: "when parameters such as these are known, the interaction begins in a less argumentative tone as the individuals simply exchange positions on the issues. At later phases of interaction, the discussion becomes more heated [argumentative]." 22 But Donohue, Diez, and Stahle do not indicate how these "outcome" factors affect communication and argument in terms of functions or kinds of arguments employed. Their analysis suggests that rules constrain argumentative choices. They assert, for example, that "other people in the room may affect the extent to which the negotiators become argumentative." Time limits undoubtedly affect the number of arguments a negotiator can advance on an issue. Donohue, Diez, and Stahle do not address specifically how rules affect argument choices or kinds of arguments employed. But their discussion does imply that argumentation modifies according to the formality of negotiation. Most of the literature on argumentation in bargaining and negotiation fails to recognize this distinction.

Donohue, Diez, and Stahle cast "relationship form" as a third factor influencing negotiation interaction. They delineate four relational parameters: the nature of the negotiators' relationship with each other, the negotiators' previous experiences bargaining with each other, the extent to which the negotiators represent others, and the degree to which negotiators are on the same side. Donohue and his colleagues do not discuss how these relationship factors influence communicative choices, except to surmise that parties who have bargained with each other frequently will employ different argumentative tactics than strangers. Obviously, bargaining communication is swayed by the negotiation relationship. Other relationship-related factors, such as trust and power, affect argumentative decisions. Perhaps individuals with less bargaining power, for example, will marshal certain types of support for their claims, use particular types of arguments, or target their messages at precise goals. Bacharach and Lawler, drawing upon Komorita and Chertkoff's bargaining theory of coalitions, postulate that high-power negotiators (negotiators with more power in the bargaining relationship) use equity appeals, while negotiators with less power make appeals of equality and
are remains ambiguous. While Donohue and his colleagues do not incorporate power as a relational factor influencing negotiation, Reiches and Harral do include power as a "dimension of argument." In addition to power, Reiches and Harral contend that risk, compromise, prediction, and situation each affect the "argumentative dialectic" of negotiation. "The claims that each bargainer can advance are determined by...dimensions of argument," Reiches and Harral explain, "dimensions that aid critical evaluation of any argumentative transaction, but that are especially pertinent to the examination of argument."26 In fact, Reiches and Harral assert that "situation may be the paramount determinant of argument, influencing perceptions of power and risk and a bargainer's orientation toward compromise. They argue, for example, that the urgency of the issue impacts on bargaining power, while never explaining how this affects argument. Donohue, Blez, and Stable provide a more substantive analysis of contextual influences, but neither they or Reiches and Harral offer a concise discussion of how argumentative choices and communication in negotiation vary according to situational factors.

Types of Arguments in Negotiation

While very little literature exists regarding factors which influence argumentation in negotiation, a number of scholars theorize about the kinds of types of arguments found in bargaining. The types of arguments posited can be organized roughly into the following groups: preference arguments, cause-effect arguments, power arguments, normative arguments, self-presentation arguments, and bluff arguments. These are not distinct categories--much overlap exists in the literature. The categories do not encompass every element of "argument type" offered in the literature (they are imperfect pigeon holes). Some kinds of arguments offered in the literature come from content analytic coding schemes, others from abstract discussions of negotiation, and even some from traditional argumentation theory. A number of the argument types reflect a "macro view" of negotiation, while others stem from a "micro view." Putnam explains the distinction.

At the micro-level, interaction sequences determine the nature of conflict cycles, manage information exchanges, recast goals and purposes, and structure bargaining relationships. At the macro-level,
interaction sequences comprise phases and cycles that move bargaining sessions toward an eventual resolution.33

Finally, some of the argument forms reflect no theoretical grounding while others quite clearly do. In other words, not all argument types are created equally. These qualifying remarks are not intended to diminish the value of the literature proposing kinds of arguments, but rather to place the following discussion in proper perspective.

Preference Arguments. Preference arguments are statements of value. They constitute reasons for what negotiators do or do not prefer. A bargainer may use a preference argument to justify her or his own desired outcome (utility) or to change what the other bargainer wants (the opponent's utility). Preference arguments appear in the literature as value assertions, value arguments, intrinsic interest appeals, and tactical arguments. Axelrod states that "value assertions are those assertions whose effect variable is the utility of a participant." A labor union representative who tells management that salary concessions would decrease worker incentive and productivity is advancing a preference argument, implying that salary concessions are bad for management. Zeckham and Druckman's concept of value argument refers to "preferential statements which purport to reflect whether the speaker is for or against the issue or idea expressed." Consequently, when U.S. arms control negotiators tell Soviet representatives that they latest Soviet proposal for missile reductions in Europe favors in Eastern bloc to the disadvantage of NATO, they are offering preference arguments.

An appeal of intrinsic interest, as articulated by Sawyer and Guetzkow, is a preference argument. They explain this appeal and provide an example.

Intrinsic interest: You should want to do this, for its direct benefit, which possibly you do not fully perceive. "Lower tariffs will permit your people to buy imported goods more cheaply."38

Consistent with Axelrod's value assertion, the appeal of intrinsic interest attempts to change a negotiator's utility. So too, does Walton and McKersie's "tactical argument." Tactical arguments identify consequences that an opposite negotiator will encounter if he or her current position remains unchanged.47 Tactical arguments attempt to modify an opposing negotiator's perceptions of his or her own utilities, consequently functioning as a kind of preference argument.

Cause-Effect Arguments. Obviously, Walton and McKersie's tactical argument hypothesizes about effects. Many preference arguments express values by way of cause and effect, and cause-effect arguments convey preferences. Cause-effect arguments may imply preferences or provide support for preference arguments. When one bargainer tells another, "This agreement is good for you because...", causal reasoning supports the claim of preference.

A number of writers emphasize cause-effect argument in negotiation. Axelrod contrasts value assertions with causal assertions, explaining that the latter includes three components: cause, connector, and effect. The "connector" indicates whether the argument expresses a positive or negative cause-effect relationship.48 Hopmann, King, and Walcott's "persuasive behaviors" (in Bargaining Process Analysis II) include two cause-effect arguments: negative predictions or warnings, and positive predictions. These statements of prediction posit effects over which the bargainer has incomplete control.49 Similarly, Angelmar and Stern discuss warnings and recommendations. Recommendations and warnings, they state, predict "pleasant versus aversive consequences... (whereby) the source does not control the occurrence of the predicted event." As part of their Conference Process Analysis system for coding negotiation interaction, Morley and Stephenson specify "positive consequences of proposed outcomes" and "negative consequences of proposed outcomes." The former identify statements referring to the advantages of accepting some outcome while the latter denote statements referring to the disadvantages of accepting a particular outcome.41 Putnam and Jones modify the BPA II's persuasive behavior category to include causal arguments of self-support and Putnam and Geist incorporate Toulmin, Rieke, and Janik's conception of causal reassessing into a "schema for analyzing reasoning in the negotiations." Promises and threats may be viewed as cause-effect arguments (as well as power arguments). Sawyer and Guetzkow, for example, articulate an appeal of second party effects.

Second party effects (for example, threat of force): If you don't do it, I may do something you won't like. "If you do not lower your tariffs, we may have to raise ours."43

Cause-effect arguments constitute a significant part of argumentation in negotiations. Putnam and Jones study of bargaining reciprocity indicates that causal arguments occur with greater frequency than any other argument type.44 And Axelrod reports that, in foreign policy settings, causal assertions appear more often than value assertions but are disagreed over less.45

Power Arguments. Power arguments, particularly when negotiators employ threats and promises, overlap with arguments of cause-effect. But power arguments go beyond cause-effect statements. Power arguments attempt to influence to cause-effect definitions (or redefining) power in the negotiation relationship. Bacharach and Lawler feature the concept of power argument. "On the broadest level, bargainers can ground power arguments in resources, dependence, or sanctions," Bacharach and Lawler contend, and emphasize that "power arguments attempt to manipulate the other's perception of the power relationship." Power arguments affect how dependent one bargainer feels on another for a satisfactory outcome. Bacharach and Lawler explain:

The four dimensions of the dependence relationship imply four general modes of argumentation: arguments that manipulate the other's
commitment, arguments that manipulate the opponent's perception of its alternatives, arguments that manipulate the opponent's perception of one's own commitment, and arguments that manipulate the opponent's perception of one's own alternatives.47

As Bacharach and Lawler's modes of argumentation indicate, power arguments seek to change opposing bargainers' perceptions. Bacharach and Lawler offer four examples of power arguments: coalition arguments, which attempt to modify the dependence relationship by forming a coalition with parties outside the immediate relationship; threat-to-leave arguments, which assert a party's possibility of leaving the negotiation situation or bargaining relationship; self-enhancement arguments, whereby a party claims to contribute much to the bargaining relationship; and priority arguments, through which a bargainer tries to manipulate the opponent's perceptions of his or her priorities in order to communicate commitments on issues.48

Bacharach and Lawler's examples, while interesting, only identify overt approaches to changing the bargaining power relationship. Arguments also function subtly to affect perceptions of dependence. A bargainer's control and dissemination of information through argument can change perceptions and expectations. Arguments directed at the bargaining relationship itself or arguments for a particular bargaining approach (e.g., formula-detail, integrative, distributive) may alter bargainer interdependence. And Bacharach and Lawler rely exclusively on labor-management negotiation for examples. Power arguments may vary, in terms of form and function, in international affairs or legal negotiation.

No other work in negotiation comes close to Bacharach and Lawler's efforts to discuss substantively the issues of power and argumentation, while power has become a popular negotiation issue of late, particularly in the trainers' literature (e.g., seminar texts), only Bacharach and Lawler relate it to argument.49 Walton and McKorsie's tactical arguments can function definitionally as power arguments as can Sawyer and Guetzkow's second party effects appeals (threat of force). But no other is discussed in terms of bargaining power. Finally, to the extent that threats and promises function as arguments, they certainly impact on perceptions of dependence. Threats and promises are rarely cast as arguments, but the potential to do so exists, given the extensive literature.

Normative Arguments. Appeals to societal or community norms or standards, such as fairness or responsibility, comprise part of the bargaining influence process. Such arguments, Bacharach and Lawler contend, involve the application of general rules... normative rules refer to external, nonutilitarian standards that ostensibly should be upheld by both parties.50 Sawyer and Guetzkow explain that "third party effects" appeals draw upon norms. Negotiator tells another, "others want you to do so, and will give their approval," asserting the negotiator that a particular action is the right or appropriate thing to do.2 And "positive and negative normative appeals" comprise part of Angelmar and Stern's content analysis system for bargaining in marketing. Drawing upon Tedeschi, Schenkler, and Bonoma's Conflict, Power, and Games, Angelmar and Stern explain that "normative appeals are messages in which the party indicates that the other party's behavior has been or will be in accordance with or in violation of social norms."51

Bacharach and Lawler identify three normative arguments relevant to bargaining: equality appeals, equity appeals, and responsibility appeals. Equality appeals argue for equal payoffs, a "50-50 split." In contrast, an argument of equity favors a distribution of payoffs reflective of each party's contribution to the negotiation. An argument of responsibility advocates need as the basis for evaluating bargaining proposals and determining outcomes. Bacharach and Lawler point out that bargainers employ those normative arguments that best serve their interests and support their power position in the negotiation relationship. High-power bargainers, for example, may appeal for equity while extremely disadvantaged bargainers advocate responsibility arguments.52

Similarly, Zartman and Berman propose five types of justice which could appear as normative appeals. Substantive justice refers to criteria of self-support. The substance of discussion suggests the appropriate settlement, and parties generally view the substantive issues differently, according to their own interests. Procedural justice, like Bacharach and Lawler's norm of equality, splitting the outcome or sharing the payoff equally. Akin to equity appeals, equitable justice refers to the apportionment of payoffs according to each party's characteristics, such as power or resources. Compensatory justice resembles an appeal of responsibility. It recommends that the weak deserve the most, that outcomes should reflect need. Finally, subtractive justice rationalizes the removal of possessions from parties in conflict. Zartman and Berman explain that since bargainers may want to deny something of worth to another party rather than possessing it themselves, subtractive justice can be employed as a compromise.54 Like Bacharach and Lawler's normative appeals, the use of these five types of justice as arguments will reflect a negotiator's self interest.

Self-Presentation Arguments. A self-presentation argument is any argument in support of one's own position. Consequently, preference, cause-effect, power, and normative arguments can also exist as arguments of self-presentation. Arguments are labeled as statements of self-support in the Bargaining Process Analysis II system. Hopmann, King, and Walcott define "supporting argument-self" (as opposed to "supporting argument-other") as: "Actor justifies or provides a general argument in favor of actor's own substantive position or presents evidence to support position."55 The category does not really discriminate kinds of arguments. Recognizing this, Putnam and Jones modify "self-supporting argument" by specifying four types of support: statistical, example, analogy, and cause.56 Putnam and Geist's study of argumentation in teacher negotiations, while not employing Bargaining Process Analysis, further delineates arguments of self-presentation. They assert that "argumentation in negotiation consists of written
proposals for changes in the current contract and the subsequent counterproposals offered by both sides. This very limited view of argument in negotiation implies a self-support focus, as does Putnam and Geist's use of categories of claims and reasoning to analyze arguments in bargaining.

Self-presentation is not a particularly insightful way of characterizing argument in negotiation. It provides little information about the forms or functions of arguments in bargaining. Portraying arguments in terms of preferences, power, or norms encourages more precise analysis and discussion about the nature and role of argumentation in bargaining, providing direction for contemplating what arguments do.

Bluff Arguments. Like self-presentation arguments, practically any argument in bargaining can be used to bluff or deceive. Bacharach and Lawler explain that "a bluff argument is an attempt to persuade the opponent to accept, in terms of an illusory conception of the power relationship. Lawicki notes that four kinds of deception which could serve as bluff arguments: misrepresentation of one's position to an opponent, bluffing (falsey stating intentions to act, like false threats or promises), falsification of information, and deception ("a collection of arguments are made that lead the opponent to draw an incorrect conclusion or deduction").

No doubt bargainers bluff and deceive. But how can we recognize arguments of misrepresentation, falsification, or bluff? Only when bargainers admit their intention to deceive or if arguments are verifiable, can we know that bluff arguments occur. Given the definitions and descriptions, we can identify preference, cause-effect, normative, and power arguments in negotiation interaction. Bargaining transcripts reveal negotiators appealing to norms of equity, stating preferences, arguing negative implications of alternative outcomes, and making threats. Yet any of these arguments could be bluffs, something the transcript or interaction analysis does not discern.

By organizing the bargaining and negotiation literature's treatment of argument types into arguments of preference, cause-effect, power, norms, self-presentation, and bluff, we can better understand various forms arguments in negotiation may take. While this rough categorization is open to both refinement and debate, it integrates the literature as well as suggesting what arguments do. Ultimately, this latter concern may represent the area of greatest interest to scholars of argumentation and negotiation.

THE FUNCTIONS OF ARGUMENT IN NEGOTIATION

In their noteworthy essay on communication and bargaining, Putnam and Jones note four functions of communication: the coordination of outcomes, the exchange of information, the expression of strategic action, and the identification of patterns or regularities of behavior. In a similar and more detailed vein, Schelling contends that "the essence of bargaining is the communication of intent, the perception of intent, the manipulation of expectations about what one will accept or refuse, the issuance of threats, offers, and assurances, the display of resolve and evidence of capabilities, the communication of constraints on what one can do, the search for compromise and jointly desirable exchanges, the creation of sanctions to enforce understandings and agreements, genuine efforts to persuade and inform, and the creation of hostility, friendliness, mutual respect, or rules of etiquette. Where communication exists in bargaining and negotiation, so, too, does argument. In the bargaining and negotiation literature, various authors contemplate the functions of argumentation in negotiation. Either directly or indirectly, the thoughts of negotiation scholars seem consistent with Putnam and Jones' functions of communication and Schelling's substantive conceptualization of bargaining. The negotiation literature suggests a number of ways in which arguments operate in bargaining, including the modification of preferences, payoffs, perceptions, and expectations, the exchange of information, the structuring or shaping of outcomes and issues, and the identification of firmness of position.

Modification of Preferences, Payoffs, and Perceptions. Negotiators use arguments to influence other bargaining parties. Bargainers prefer their agendas, their issue definitions, and their settlement alternatives. Consequently, a negotiator tries to change the other bargainer's preferences and perceptions of his or her own bargaining position. Consensus exists on these points. Sawyer and Guetzkow claim that "the aim of much communication in negotiation is to persuade the other party that his self-interest is not what he thought, by providing information, interpretation, or specifications that cause him to reassess the utility of various outcomes." Snyder and Diezing argue that "persuasion, they observe, attempts to change the adversary's estimate of the empirical consequence of possible courses of action, or the value he places on these consequences."

If a negotiator's preferences change, so, too, do her or his utilities, or the values placed on various outcomes. Arguments to modify preferences attempt to alter solution utility. Zartman surmises that "the means of persuasion raise or lower the value of various alternatives and related reference points [offering point, acceptance point, and security point] and render other alternatives relatively more or less attractive. Negotiators, as decision makers, use arguments to change the bargaining parties' evaluation of their values." And Bielecky notes that persuasive strategies promote the reassessment of preferences, or evaluation of outcome utilities. As preferences and utilities change, payoffs shift. Arguments are used to transform the distribution of payoffs. Snyder and Diezing assert that persuasive tactics, such as arguments, attempt to change one's own payoffs or the opponent's assessments of the possible outcomes and attempt to change the opponent's payoffs. Payoffs change if a negotiator can change another party's assessment of his own utilities. Persuasion," Snyder and Diezing argue, "also includes trying to change the adversary's assessments of how oneself predicts the nature of outcomes and values them."
Information Exchange. Arguments in negotiation provide information and win information. Putnam claims that "in addition to questions and answers, information exchange is managed through the use of arguments." Zartman and Berman's analysis of the "detail phase" of negotiation suggests that arguments can convey information about values and commitments and signal through wording. Bargainers learn about their counterparts and the negotiation situation, to varying degrees, through argument. Negotiators "realize that they have only an imperfect understanding of one another's preferences," Axelrod observes, "so they pay attention to the other's arguments for several reasons, including a desire to find pairs of items on which they may be profitably exchanged." Gulliver articulates a processual model of negotiation in which argumentation and persuasion promote information exchange and learning. Yet he notes that arguments (and arguments) may create confusion in early phases of negotiation while clarifying positions in later stages. And Gulliver notes that providing information is a double-edged sword, for as a bargainer gives information through argument she or he may also become more susceptible to argument.

Shaping of Issues and Outcomes. In conjunction with providing information and attempting to influence perceptions, arguments also affect the organization and definition of issues, and the nature of outcomes. Prior to negotiating the issues themselves, bargainers may provide arguments regarding the order of issues to be addressed. Or arguments may center on other procedural matters, topics often addressed during a negotiation period. Ulisbieter believes that persuasive communication may relate to the application of negotiation procedures to specific situations. "Communication focusing on this attribute," Ulisbieter explains, "includes that pertaining to the establishment of an agenda, the designation of speaker orders and speaker responsibilities . . . and so forth." Arguments influence the rules of negotiation, which, in turn, influence arguments regarding issues.

Arguments also define the issues of negotiation. Bacharach and Lawler contend that argumentation is "a means of negotiation the definition of issues." They discern that bargaining issues can be defined specifically or broadly, separately or as part of a group, and integratively or in a distributive fashion. Arguments address the definitional options and the subsequent choices influence the nature of argument in the negotiation.

Finally, arguments shape outcomes via the obvious: they provide support for positions, offers, and counteroffers. Rieke and Sillars write that "arguments in bargaining is characterized by frequent statement of offers for settlement accompanied by arguments in support of the offer." Bacharach and Lawler point out that "argumentation is a means of justifying offers and counteroffers." Putnam and Pruitt join the chorus. "Arguments form the basis for modifying the (bargaining) proposal," they proffer, explaining that "proposals are reshaped throughout the process of argumentation and the presentation of new proposals; these steps are circular and feed into one another."
support joint preferences and mutually beneficial outcomes. Certainly
negotiators may argue competitively, but such behavior reflects their
interests and a distributive bias rather than the arguments themselves.

ISSUES TO CONSIDER

While some work has been done addressing factors which influence
argumentation in negotiation, kinds of arguments in bargaining, and what
purposes arguments serve in negotiation, many issues await consideration
as theory and research advance. These issues can be framed as questions.

Does Argumentation Differ Depending Upon Bargaining Orientation? The
negotiation literature distinguishes frequently between distributive and
integrative approaches to bargaining. Distributive bargaining implies a
"win-lose" orientation, a clearly adversarial bargaining relationship,
self-interest, competitive behaviors, and a zero-sum or fixed pie
conflict. Distributive tactics include extreme initial positions,
guarded disclosure of information (perhaps deception), and a small
concession rate. Integrative bargaining displays a problem-solving or
"win-win" orientation, a collaborative bargaining relationship, mutual
interest, cooperative behaviors, and an expandable resource or payoff
pie. Tactics include the identification of goals and interests, a
sharing of information, and analysis of alternatives in terms of joint
beneﬁt.

The analysis of argumentation in negotiation needs to consider the
differences between distributive and integrative bargaining. Arguments
vary according to the orientation. Bluff arguments are inconsistent
with integrative bargaining while power appeals such as coalition and
threat-to-leave arguments reflect distributive negotiation. None of the
current literature compares and contrasts argumentation across
orientations. Even Pruitt, one of the leading theorists on integrative
bargaining, sees persuasive argument as a distributive behavior.

How Does Argumentation Vary According to the Negotiation Arena?
Contrary to recent claims of Putnam and Geist and Womack and Lawson,
negotiation is not an argument field.90 Rather, negotiation occurs in
a number of different fields or arenas, such as International affairs,
labor-management, law, sales, and Interpersonal relationships. Scholars
must recognize the differences between these arenas when discussing
argumentation in negotiation. Argumentation in labor-management
bargaining, for example, seems much more overt or explicit than
argumentation in international negotiation. International negotiation
appears to rely much more on public argument than collective bargaining
or legal negotiations. Deceptive or bluff arguments may occur more
often in sales than law. And the same types of arguments may operate
quite differently from arena to arena.

The nature of argumentation in bargaining depends on the negotiation
arena. Cultural influences and degree of formality vary from one arena
to the next. Winthrop Brown, for example contends that overlapping
interest "is the only real basis of solid agreement [in international
diplomatic negotiation], not argument, or persuasion, but concurrent
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Snyder and Diesing contend that bargaining in
international crises is coercive rather than persuasive.92 The
comparative and critical analysis of argumentation.

Does Argumentation Change from one Method of Dispute Resolution to
Another? Negotiation is only one communication method of dispute
resolution. Conflicts can also be resolved through mediation and
conflict situation, and negotiation may not even occur when arbitrators
assumes different forms when third parties intervene. Scholars have not
the relationship of argumentation and negotiation while conducting
arguments but does not relate her conclusions to negotiation.93
in no sense are they synonymous. Scholars should not assume that what is
another.

Are Threats and Promises Arguments? Some scholars say they are while
others place threats and promises outside of argumentation and
persuasion. Threats are employed to influence and gain adherence, but
limiting of choice, and perhaps a corresponding limitation on argument.
Scholars of argumentation and negotiation might address this issue, one
model of dispute resolution is true in

What Relationship Exists Between Questions and Arguments? Some
negotiation theorists and practitioners contend that questions play an
important part in gaining information and influencing the process of
relevance of discourse analysis to the study of argumentation in
negotiation suggests that questions and arguments may interact (in
ways different from conversation).94 Perhaps questions cue arguments or serve argumentation purposes.

Are Theories of Argumentation Relevant to the Study of Negotiation? To
date, no substantive attempt has been made to wed argumentation theory,
effects could contribute much to the theory and practice of
argumentation scholars might examine the role of public argument (e.g.,
compare and contrast private and public argument in bargaining, analyze
media) on argumentation in negotiation, research the construction of
claim, and analyze argument interaction sequences,
interpreters, bargaining, rearticulate argument interaction sequences,
and analyze argument interaction sequences.

What is the role of public argument in bargaining, analyze
media) on argumentation in negotiation, research the construction of
interpreters, bargaining, rearticulate argument interaction sequences,
and analyze argument interaction sequences.
Jurisprudential theories of argument are relevant to conflict resolution theory. "A reasonable direction is the reformulation of the theory of argumentation as it has been developed in jurisprudential contexts [e.g., Toulmin and Perelman]," Gale writes, noting that "this point is implicit ... in the development of international law" and diplomacy.

This list is far from exhaustive. The questions asked about argumentation in negotiation, and every influencing factor, argument type, and argument function found in the negotiation literature suggest a myriad of areas of inquiry.

A FINAL THOUGHT

In their popular book Getting to Yes, Fisher and Ury proclaim that "without communication there is no negotiation." Correspondingly, there is no negotiation without argumentation. In this essay, I have reviewed and organized the literature relevant to the study of argumentation and negotiation, asked some important questions, and much analysis, examination, and discussion still needs to be done. In many different directions. The communication and argumentation fields have contributed little to the current body of knowledge on argumentation in negotiation, the types of arguments in bargaining and the related issues of power, values, and cause, and what arguments in bargaining do seem natural areas of investigation for argumentation scholars. With conflict so prevalent in society, it is imperative that we study its most common method of resolution, the decision making process of negotiation and the influence processes that occur within it.
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The goal of the present research was to identify and describe patterns of argumentation which differentiated between high and low consensus group discussions. A descriptive analysis of ten group discussions revealed three different patterns of argumentation which distinguished groups reaching unanimous or near unanimous agreement from groups which did not. This paper will explain the rationale behind the investigation, detail the methodology, and report the results and implications of the analysis.

Rationale

In recent years several small group and rhetorical scholars have examined the role of argumentation in the process of group discussion. Although past studies have varied in goal and method, each has validated two basic assumptions concerning small group communication. First, previous studies have indicated that group discussions are inherently rhetorical. As members of a group discuss ideas or problems, disagreement inevitably occurs. Since agreement, at least in a minimal amount, is necessary for a group to progress towards a final decision, disagreement creates a need or exigence for resolution. Groups can resolve the disagreement in a variety of nonrhetorical ways. For example, groups can coerce dissenting members into submission, compromise, or simply avoid the disagreement. Many disagreements, however, can be, and often are, resolved through rhetorical strategies. Gouran writes: "Frequently the only way of achieving acceptable closure on the question a decision-making group confronts is through one or more participants persuasive skills."

Second, previous studies have demonstrated that argumentation is an important rhetorical strategy often employed by decision-making groups. Enos writes, "Many groups come into existence expressly for the purpose of argument, since resolution via argument will enable a collective sense of rationality to be articulated."

Previous data-based research efforts have identified a variety of forms or characteristics of group argument. Black, for instance, observed groups using both enthymes and examples as forms of argument. He qualitatively linked...
Focus of Analysis. Although the analysis was a grounded attempt to discover similarities and differences in group argument, some theoretical direction was necessary to provide parameters to the investigation. Two general areas of focus, relating to O'Keefe's distinction between "making an argument" and "having an argument" were employed. For each of the areas of focus, a series of critical questions—used as guidelines for the grounded observation—were formulated. One area of focus centered on mutual advocacy. Mutual advocacy was defined as two or more members jointly constructing an argument in support of a particular claim. Critical questions included: Which members participated in constructing the argument? Which members supplied which parts of the argument? How did the configuration of the mutual advocacy differ from previous claims? What issue or issues were in dispute? Was the mutually constructed argument a counter-argument? Which members were left out of the mutual advocacy? The other area of focus centered on "interactive argument." Interactive argument, or having an argument in O'Keefe's terms, was defined as two or more members of the group exchanging claims and counter-claims over a single disputed issue. The critical questions included: What types of issues generated argument? Which members of the group offered refutation and counter-argument? Did the original advocate respond to the counter-claim? Did other group members support either the original claim or the counter-claim?

Grounded Observation. The procedures for consistent and thorough observation were adapted from descriptive techniques outlined by Schefflen and Hirokawa and Pace. First, one transcript was randomly selected and the analysis commenced with the first episode. The transcript was read and reread several times before any written observation was made. Once the researcher was familiar with the transcript, observation of argumentation patterns commenced with mutual advocacy and each of the critical questions was asked and answered for the first episode. Once all of the questions for mutual advocacy were answered, the analysis proceeded with the second focus, interactive argument. When all of the questions for each of the focuses were answered for the first episode, the procedure was repeated for the second episode. When all of the episodes in one transcript were analyzed, the next transcript was selected randomly and the procedures repeated. The analysis continued until all 197 episodes contained in the ten transcripts were analyzed for both mutual advocacy and interactive argument.

Next, the recorded observation from groups within the two cells, HC and LC, were compared to discover consistent similarities. The comparison was performed by contrasting the recorded observation of one group against the recorded observations of all other groups in the cell. Observed argument patterns which occurred in all of the groups within the cell were recorded on a composite list of similarities. This list then became the basis for the second level of analysis—comparison between cells. Each item on the HC list was compared against all of the items on the LC list. Any item on the HC list which appeared to be similar to an item on the LC list was removed. When the analysis of the items on the HC list was finished, the procedure was reversed for each item on the LC list. Again, similar items were removed. All remaining items on the lists constituted the observed differences between the two cells.

Results

Three patterns of argumentation were observed which appeared to differentiate between HC and LC discussions. 1) Low consensus groups formed fixed patterns of mutual advocacy which extended across unrelated issues or topics. High consensus groups engaged in mutual advocacy, but the members involved changed from issue to issue. 2) High consensus groups engaged in mutual advocacy when no disagreement was present. Low consensus groups did not. 3) Members of high consensus groups frequently reversed their position on an issue within a single episode. Members of low consensus groups rarely changed an argumentative stance which they had advocated within a single episode.

Fixed Pattern

Each of the low consensus groups developed informal coalitions which engaged in mutual advocacy or mutual counter-advocacy over a series of different issues. For example, one member would state a claim and a second member would support the claim with an example. Still another member would rephrase the claim and add another example in support of the position. In this manner, two or more members of the group jointly constructed the argument or counter-argument. Members of high consensus group LC1, for instance, joined in mutual counter-advocacy over the issue of increased security guards to deter fans.

A: I think if you just throw a couple of guys down there with billy clubs, policemen, they would do the job just fine.
C: You'd need a lot.
D: You wouldn't need a lot.
A: Yeah, you would.
C: Just twenty would do.
A: Twenty would do.
C: They had twenty down there and that didn't stop them in other games.
D: Did they do anything? Not.
C: There are so many people that go down there it's kind of tough, to just start whacking . . .
A: What happens, is that you have the leaders, then you have this little pack behind them and most
people are usually hidden, behind other people, and they don't really care, you know. I mean, they're messed up and they don't think. They are like, you know, I don't think that more security would help.

This pattern of C-D advocacy extended across such unrelated issues as the price of current football tickets, the use of dogs as a deterrent, heavy fines for violators, and the use of electricity to prevent students from touching the goalposts.

A: Another suggestion is to put an electric current through the posts.
C: (laughs).
D: Now high?
A: I don’t know.
C: A couple of thousand watts?
A: I think two to four hundred would be enough.
D: Would that be expensive?
A: Are you kidding. No, you plug in anything and it's like that much volts. A dryer uses that many volts. You can have it rigged out easily, that no current is strong until the person makes ground contact, you know, then, during only that instant, electricity would be drawn. Like it won't be a capable circuit and the human body will provide that.
D: I think it's a little violent, though.
C: Well, if you put a warning up there, and they touch it, it's their fault.
A: Yeah, like test it, "Oh," then they go away. There's nothing they can do about it, you know.
C: That will probably cause a lot of controversy, though.
D: Yeah, that would be very controversial.
C: They'll start destroying something else.
D: You'd find people with, like, huge blankets wrapped around the pole, you know, to protect themselves. Then they would rip it down.

High consensus groups, however, rarely repeated argumentation patterns across different issues. Members engaged in mutual advocacy and counter-advocacy, but coalitions were confined to specific issues. HC2, for example, showed a very consistent pattern of advocacy when dealing with the issue of increased police personnel to deter students. Member C advocated the use of additional police officers three different times during the discussion. Each time, members A & B engaged in mutual counter-advocacy.

C: It's got to be some kind of force, I think. Just to scare them away. At least at first.
A: To increase security?
Change of Position

Members of HC discussions often changed their position, or argumentative stance, within a single episode. Frequently, those members argued against claims which they, themselves, had originally initiated. For example, Member C of group HC5 advocated the use of heavy fines to deter students from entering the football field. Later in the episode, however, he reversed his position and argued against the idea.

C: Fine them. Someone, you know, will learn from that, probably.
A: No.
B: Cause money really isn't anything.
A: Daddy will pay for it.
C: Yeah?
B: You gotta show to everybody what you're doing to them, how you are punishing the people who are doing it. Because you might punish one person or two or three, but then the next time out of 34,000 students here, who was fined? We don't care.
A: Yeah.
B: We'll go out for revenge. They fine them now and he'll go out and do it again because they fined him. They always find any excuse to do it.
A: I know, I think...
B: Like a vicious circle.
C: Even fines wouldn't solve it, cause all the people still speed and you get fined for that. They never stop anyone.
A: That's true.
C: A lot of people can afford it and don't care. Like he said, paying that much to get into the game, what's another...
A: Yeah.
C: Especially the people that drove in, motor homes.

Discussion

The observed results suggested some interesting differences between HC and LC discussions. Not only did the analysis reveal different patterns of argument, but the results also suggested that argument functioned differently for high and low consensus groups. Argument in LC discussions appeared to function as indicators for emerging coalitions. Groups used in the study were zero-history groups and members had little, if any, opportunity to form factions or allegiances before the discussion. The results suggested that the factions which did develop during the interaction, communicated their affiliations through the use of mutual advocacy. Over several issues, two or more members began to sense that they shared common views on the problem or interpretation of facts and opinions. This developing bond began to manifest itself in and be communicated through a pattern of support and countere support. Argument functioned not as a rhetorical strategy, but as a marker for disagreement, defining emerging coalitions and identifying who was on what side of an issue.

Argument in HC discussions, by contrast, functioned to reinforce developing consensus. Members signaled support for and acceptance of an idea by engaging in mutual advocacy even when disagreement was not present. Group members were able to articulate a collective rationale for the decision and at the same time signal each other that consensus was beginning to develop.

In addition, arguments in HC discussions were used to persuade group members to a point of view. Members in HC discussions who originally disagreed with a particular
suggestion were able to freely rejoin the rest of the group and argue for the solution. In this manner, HC groups made use of the traditional function of argument, persuasion, to facilitate consensus development.

In summary, the present study sought to identify patterns of argument which differentiated high and low consensus discussions. Three such patterns were described. The present study was, admittedly, only a beginning. However, the results were an initial step in establishing a link between the way in which group members formulate, advocate, and refute arguments, and the outcome of the discussion. Establishing such a relationship would not only add insights into the uses of argument in a non-public setting, but also greatly explicate the process of consensus formation.
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THE EFFECTS OF EVIDENCE ON THE PERCEIVED OUTCOME IN SUPERIOR-SUBORDINATE DECISION-MAKING SITUATIONS

Kay Neal
University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh

Contemporary communication theorists generally accept the thesis that well documented evidential support enhances the persuasiveness of messages. Quantitative studies, however, lead some researchers to question whether evidence has any value in enhancing a message's persuasive effect. After reviewing the available quantitative research in 1964, Richard Gregg concluded, "The audience reaction to an argument may have little or nothing to do with whether the argument includes fully documented or completely undocumented evidence, relevant or irrelevant evidence, or any evidence at all." The five major studies examined by Gregg, however, were based upon the short public speech on a "current events" topic. This type of conceptualization of persuasive endeavors has characterized much of the quantitative work in persuasion, as well as much thinking in the field of speech communication.

Research on the stability of decisions offers an alternative conceptualization that is, in many ways, more typical of persuasive interpersonal situations encountered in one's everyday activities. Basically, this paradigm focuses upon the factors involved in destabilizing an already announced decision. If one's employer, for instance, announces a policy designed to increase efficiency in one's work schedule, what factors are likely to be effective in enabling one to change that decision? The traditional paradigm would treat this situation as an occasion for a persuasive attempt, either oral or written. The alternative paradigm would focus on what appears to be more basic considerations. What is the status relationship between the persuader and the persuadee? What effect does the sex of one have vis-a-vis the sex of the other? Is the decision made by an individual or by a committee?

One well-established principle in social psychology advanced by Asch suggests another factor that might be prominent in affecting the stability of interpersonal decisions. Asch has suggested that individuals will use all available information in making a decision. Bradac, Sandoll, and Wenner further emphasize that a rational model of behavior assumes that persons will seek facts and opinions from competent sources and that such data will compel a choice. One might infer, then, that the addition of information to decision-making situations in an organization may well affect the perceived stability of that situation. Drawing upon the traditional thesis of speech communication mentioned at the
outset, one might theorize that a business situation, in which the persuader wishes the decision overturned, ought to be perceived as less stable if sound evidence is available than the same situation in which evidence is not available. If evidence affects the perceptions of decision stability, it would appear inappropriate to measure the net persuasive effects of various quantities and qualities of evidential support added to messages. It would suggest, instead, that one needs to utilize the framework of an interpersonal decision-making situation to measure the extent to which persuades perceive the stability of a decision based upon the quantity of information. This may be a more accurate means of assessing the evidential effect. Hample provides further support for this idea when he writes,

The challenge is to test evidence in the way it is usually viewed, instead of treating the debater's quotation as the prototype. It is not enough to merely know how much evidence appears. The researcher also needs to estimate the probative power of the evidence in order to test the traditional view of evidence's importance to persuasion.

The primary purpose of this study is to discover if evidence affects the perceived stability of decisions as measured by the instrument called "Decisions." Sections to be covered in this study include the effects of various quantities and qualities of evidential support on decisions, the stability of decisions, and the probable impact of evidence on the stability of decisions depending upon the sex of the persuader and persuadee in superior-subordinate decision-making situations.

Background and Statement of the Problem

As stated previously, the contention that both quantity and quality of evidential support will enhance the perceived persuasiveness of messages is widely accepted by theorists of argumentation and persuasion. Several empirical studies designed to test that thesis provide only minimal support, however, while other studies conclude that evidence has no perceived influence in persuasive messages. Because of such conflicting results, there have been a number of hypotheses advanced to explain the lack of support discovered for the thesis, but comparatively little research has been conducted to support any of these hypotheses. Therefore, before offering explanations for the negative results, it is necessary to conduct research designed to discover the conditions under which evidence does or does not operate to produce differential receiver effects.

The instrument called "Decisions" suggests one way of testing a potential evidential effect; namely, whether evidence affects the perceived stability of interpersonal decisions. The "Decisions" instrument was validated as an effective measure for determining changes in perceived stability of decisions in prior research. The instrument also appears to deal with situations which, when compared to situations involving short, formal speeches, are relatively more typical of everyday kinds of decisions which many people are confronted. If Asch's theory is true, a person will use all available information in making a decision, than a decision-making situation between two individuals within an organization may well be the most appropriate framework for testing the impact of evidence. Rogers and Rogers provide the rationale.

Information represents a reduction in uncertainty. An organization is constantly trying to gain information from its environment about the likelihood that some event might happen and thus reduce its uncertainty. For example, a business firm has a market research department to measure changes in its customers' likely buying behavior. An army unit has an intelligence section in order to learn as much as possible about the likely actions of the enemy. These boundary-spanning mechanisms allow the organization to gain information about certain alternatives, and thus, reduce its uncertainty.

The evidence studies examined in this paper's review of pertinent literature confine themselves to investigating the effects of evidence as it relates to a persuasive public speaking situation. In the previous research, the evidence was merely plugged in throughout the oral presentation to lend support to assertions. Therefore, all of the previous conclusions were linked to the public speaking forum and may not be applicable to other given situations. As William Dresser suggests, people may view public speeches as a performance rather than a source of information to use in rational decision-making. Thus, a study on the perceived stability of decisions attributed to the addition of evidence in an everyday decision-making situation within an organization may reveal significantly different results.

With this concept in mind, the following research questions were formulated.

1. Is there a difference in the perceived stability of a decision in superior-subordinate decision-making situations in which no formal evidence appeared and those same situations to which fact evidence has been added and to which opinion evidence has been added?

2. Will the perceived stability of the decision during a persuasive attempt in a superior-subordinate decision-making situation vary significantly with the sex of the persuader?
3. Will the perceived stability of the decision during a persuasive attempt in a superior-subordinate decision-making situation vary significantly with the sex of the persuader?

4. Will there be a significantly interaction between the addition of evidence and the sex of the persuader during a persuasive attempt in a superior-subordinate decision-making situation?

5. Will there be a significant interaction between the addition of evidence and the sex of the persuadee during a persuasive attempt in a superior-subordinate decision-making situation?

6. Will there be a significant interaction between the sex of the persuader and the sex of the persuadee during a persuasive attempt in a superior-subordinate decision-making situation?

7. Will there be a significant interaction between the addition of evidence, the sex of the persuader, and the sex of the persuadee during a persuasive attempt in a superior-subordinate decision-making situation?

Before proceeding any further, there are a number of terms crucial to the study that need to be defined.

Evidence--"Factual statements originating from a source other than the speaker and/or opinions of persons, other than the speaker that are offered in support of the speaker's claims."

Factual Evidence--"Independently verifiable information about a phenomenon, e.g., an occurrence, existence, classification, or characteristic of something."

Opinion Evidence--"A conclusion formed by an expert or lay witness concerning that phenomenon which is arrived at through a process of reasoning."

Superior-Subordinate Decision-Making Situations--Operationally defined by 10 descriptive examples which were utilized in this study. The 10 examples used in this study are presented in Appendix A.

Review of Pertinent Literature

Two kinds of literature seem most relevant to the purpose of this study: (1) experimental studies concerning the effect of evidence upon audience attitudes, (2) experimental studies concerning the effect of additional information in decision-making situations. Although the studies reviewed are not an exhaustive list, the list seems fairly representative of the type of work done in this field.

Cathcart and Bettinghaus conducted the only studies to produce statistically significant results favoring the inclusion of evidence in a speech designed to achieve attitude change. Studies reported by Glikson, Paulson and Sikkink also demonstrated trends favoring the inclusion of evidence, but did not meet normal criterion levels for statistical significance.

Although these studies tend to support the belief that audiences do distinguish between evidence and no evidence they have two basic limitations from the perspective of the current study. First, all the research dealt with the effect of evidence upon attitude change in a short speech rather than with the effect of evidence upon the perceived stability of decisions. Second, the authors failed to control for the confounding effects of source credibility. Later research by McCroskey and others suggest that the presence of a high-credibility teacher-experimenter would artificially increase the credibility of an unknown, tape-recorded speaker. McCroskey concluded that sources with high credibility probably would evoke attitude change without the use of evidence because such sources would already have the character of an authority.

Wagner reported the results of an experiment in which the amount of evidence was systematically varied. The results of the experiment indicated that all the speeches changed attitudes including the control group. Thus, evidence did not appear to increase the persuasiveness of the speech.

Anderson tested if the extent of the evidence's citation made a significant difference in attitude change. The experimenter found no difference between no citations and very complete citations in attitude change of audience members. However, subjects listening to complete citations did make significantly higher scores on an information-retention test than did the other subjects. Anderson suggested that perhaps this is because "a listener perceives the citation of a source and the indication of an author's qualifications as meaning: 'Now, this is going to be important; listen carefully.'"

Numerous researchers have attempted to test the effect of varying quality of evidence upon attitude change. Dresser discovered that audiences recognized evidence deficiencies in a speech which utilized evidence from an unreliable source but did not recognize evidence deficiencies in speeches which utilized irrelevant or inconsistent evidence from reputable sources. Arnold and McCroskey conducted a study which directly investigated the perceived credibility of authority-based assertions. They compared reactions to biased, unbiased,
and reluctant opinion statements and found that the unbiased evidence was perceived as most credible; the reluctant testimony received the second highest ratings and perceived the biased evidence was found least credible. The surprising discovery in this particular study was that unbiased evidence conditions received more favorable ratings than the reluctant evidence conditions. However, it was attributed that this finding may express differences in initial source credibility and not the nature of the evidence statements. The result of a similar study conducted by Anderson indicated that regardless of the type of evidence attributed as the source, the higher the credibility of the source the greater the credibility of the assertion. The study also supported the theory that reluctant evidence, regardless of the credibility of the source, was perceived as more influential than biased evidence.

The previous research reviewed dealt with the perceived credibility of the evidence itself. Ostermeier tested the effect of evidence on perceived speaker credibility and concluded that any form of evidence significantly increased the speaker's credibility among the audience. Luchok and McCroskey did a similar study, but examined the effect of defective evidence, evidence from questionable sources, and evidence not relevant to the issue discussed, on the speaker’s credibility. Results indicated that inclusion of defective evidence retarded positive changes, particularly for a communicator with moderate initial credibility, and that inclusion of defective evidence led to significantly less positive perceptions of the communicator.

Many of the discrepant results of previous studies might be explained by the experimenter's failure to control for critical factors such as the topic of the speeches. With this in mind, Harte conducted a study which investigated the receivers' attitude toward evidence in relation to the topic of the message and initial credibility. The results of this study indicated that when receiver attitudes were initially strong, evidence produced significantly greater long-term attitude change regardless of the initial credibility of the source. However, when subjects held neutral attitudes initially, the inclusion of evidence in the message produced no significant persuasive advantage either immediately afterwards or three weeks following exposure to the message. Thus, the results of Harte's investigation may suggest that the topic of the message is significantly related to evidence effectiveness and the degree of attitude change obtained.

Harte did some additional research to discover how successful an audience is at discriminating between evidence which meets the generally accepted "tests" of evidence and evidence which does not meet those tests. The results of this study indicated that there was no significant difference between the subject's ability to detect unreliable sources and their ability to detect irrelevant evidence. Therefore, the study suggested that audiences do not apply the tests of evidence in the same manner as textbook writers assume they do.

Along this same idea, Kline studied the manner in which subjects select evidence for their speeches. The results indicated that one type of individual chose evidence primarily on source credibility, another on manifest source, another on statement complexity and another on the basis of scientific proof. If this study can be generalized, it may explain the contradictory results of past studies. It may be that previous studies have been influenced by the types of people selected for the experiment.

One approach to clarifying the relationship between evidence and attitude change in communication situations was to examine the differential effects of evidence attributable to the receiver's personality. Bostrom and Tucker were unable to support the hypothesis of an interaction between evidence and the personality type of the receivers. However, Kline discovered that factual specific evidence makes more of a difference for receivers of high intelligence as compared to those of low intelligence.

Based primarily on his doctoral dissertation, McCroskey attempted to provide data upon which to base meaningful generalizations about the effects of evidence in persuasive messages. He conducted the most comprehensive experimental research completed to date on the role of evidence in messages. Tentatively, he drew these generalizations: (1) Including good evidence has little impact on immediate attitude change or source credibility if the source of the message is initially perceived to be high-credible, (2) Evidence has no impact on attitude change or source credibility if the message is delivered poorly, (3) Evidence has little impact on attitude change if the audience is familiar with the evidence prior to hearing the message.

McCroskey also reported a series of variables which may affect the relationship between evidence, attitude change and credibility. First, there is no reason to believe that the type of media used to study evidence will affect the results. Second, prior knowledge of the audience will cause no significant difference in either attitude change or source credibility. Third, the use of evidence increases the amount of attitude change produced over a period of time. Thus, these factors must be controlled in order to provide a clear understanding of the relationship evidence has with the audience.

In terms of the present study, all of the previous experimental research dealt only with the effects of evidence upon attitude change and credibility in a short public speech on a current events topic and not with the effects of evidence upon perceived stability of decisions.
Bradac, Sandell, And Wenner have conducted the only study to date utilizing evidence in a decision-making framework. They performed a Q-analysis on data received from three hypothetical decision-making situations and revealed that types of persons respond differently to the utility of evidence in a situation. Basically, they discovered three categories of people: types which found directive information most useful, types which preferred unknown but competent sources, and types which depended upon sources who were known and trusted regardless of the kind of information the source offered.

The present study differs from the Bradac, et al. research in several aspects. First, the present investigation utilized 10 varied decision-making situations compared to only three situations. Second, the decision-making situations were not superior-subordinate interactions. Third, the objective of the Bradac study was to discover what type of individual preferred what type of evidential information, not to determine if evidence will be influential in changing a decision in a situation as the present study does.

An overall analysis of the research in the area of evidence thus far reviewed, leads to two conclusions.

1. No author has yet conducted a study on the effects of evidence upon the perceived stability of decisions in an everyday superior-subordinate situation similar to those situations people encounter daily.

2. No consistent generalization can be drawn concerning the impact of evidence upon attitude change since no predictable or repeatable data has been forthcoming.

The second type of literature to be examined is the research completed utilizing information as a variable in decision-making situations. Five experimental studies will be examined in this area. This is by no means all the work that has been done in the field, but these studies are the most pertinent to the research objectives of the present investigation.

The amount-of-information variable was subjected to an experimental study by Kerman and Hojens. Their results confirm the common belief that people fail to utilize most of the information to which they have access, and suggested that certain kinds of people as measured by their personality profiles, are exceptionally efficient in the use of available information. Again, as in the evidence studies, the personalities of the subjects being tested may well have had a significant effect on the results of the investigation.

Lashbrook, Snavely, and Sullivan discovered that it takes at least twice as much information to produce attitude change in people who are apathetic if the source was perceived as having low credibility, the subjects did not perceive an information overload even though an overload condition was perceived for the same amount of information when the source had high credibility.

Pruitt investigated the informational requirements for changing a decision once it has been made. The results of the study suggested that people will require more information before changing than before making one because of an impatience in the latter case to begin working toward goals. In a similar study, Cangelosi, Robinson, and Schkade attempted to discover whether or not information influences behavior in choice decisions initially, and the extent to which information increases the rationality of choice. They concluded that generally subjects who received information behaved more rationally in their choice decisions than those that did not. However, the quantity of information received made little difference in the subjects' choices.

In conclusion, the findings of the informational studies have broad implications for the study of an individual's perception in the area of evidence. However, none of the research focuses on evidence as a source of information in a decision-making situation.

While considerable information has been accumulated about the place of evidence in persuasive communication, the surface of this problem area has barely been scratched. Such questions as "What type of evidence (opinion, factual) has the most favorable impact on an individual?" and "Does evidence function the same way in a public speaking situation as it does in a superior-subordinate decision-making situation?" need to be answered. Thus, an inherent need exists for more imaginative research in this area. Further justification for focusing upon evidence as a factor in decision-making is provided by social psychologist, Barry Collins: "When an individual is playing the problem-solving game, he is concerned about getting truthful factually correct information relevant to the problems he wants to solve. Within this framework, evidence may assume the role ascribed to it by traditional theory, i.e., the chief material of proof."

Methods and Procedures

The procedures used in the study are described below. The procedural steps are not presented in chronological sequence, but are organized by subjects, materials, criterion measure, selection of evidence, control of variables, administration of the instrument, and experimental design and statistical treatment of data.

Subjects - Two hundred and forty students enrolled in freshman speech courses at the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh participated in the experiment. All the subjects used in the experiment were undergraduate college students ranging from ages 17 to 28.
Materials- An edited version of a 10-item instrument titled "Decisions" was prepared. Previous research has demonstrated this instrument to be sensitive to changes in variables manipulated in the situations.

The instrument describes a situation in which an individual with the power to make a decision has done so. The superior (persuader) is then approached by his subordinate (persuader) who attempts to convince the employer to revoke or change the decision. The situations described in the instrument appear to be representative of the kinds of superior-subordinate persuasion situations one is likely to confront in the everyday world. The instrument is appended (see Appendix A).

Criterion Measure- For each of the items, the subjects answered on a response continuum taking one of the following two forms.

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

The two forms of the criterion measure were distributed equally among the situations. The purpose for inverting the continuum throughout the test was to avoid any "order" effects which might occur in the answers given by a subject. The order in which the two forms appeared was randomized.

The subjects were asked to give an answer in terms of a probability estimate that the decision would be changed. One hundred percent meant that the individual was sure it would happen; 0% meant he did not think that there was any chance it will happen. The subject marked his estimate by placing a circle around the number he felt best reflected the probability of the persuader changing the persuadee's decision.

Selection of Evidence- Six individuals who have previously taught argumentation and debate courses or had extensive knowledge in the area of argumentation and debate were asked to construct 10 pieces of evidence to correspond with each situation. Three of the individuals made up factual evidence while the other three prepared opinion evidence. The criterion utilized for composing the evidence was to present the information which would best support the contention of the persuader changing the persuadee's decision.

Control of Variables- Each of the 10 items on the decision instrument was reproduced in the following manner.

1. The prior editing of the instrument resulted in 10 situations in the following versions:
   a. male persuader, male persuadee;
   b. male persuader, female persuadee;
   c. female persuader, male persuadee;
   d. female persuader, female persuadee;

   This resulted in 40 different versions of the 10 situations.

2. Each of the 40 situations generated in "1" was then reproduced so that the persuader was in each instance:
   a. supported by no evidence,
   b. supported by opinion evidence,
   c. supported by factual evidence.

   This resulted in 120 items in total (12 versions x 10 situations).

3. The 120 original items and their copies were compiled into 240 10-item "tests." Each test was composed of 10 of the 12 possible versions of the superior-subordinate situations. For example, a test would be composed of the first situation (No Evidence, Female Persuader, Female Persuadee), one copy of the second situation (Opinion Evidence, Female Persuader, Female Persuadee) and so on until all 120 of the 10 situations had been distributed into 240 tests. The order of each situation was randomized in the test.

Administration of the Test- The test was administered to 240 subjects with the following instructions: "In the following situations, a variety of different decisions have to be made. You are to draw upon your familiarity with similar real-life situations that you have encountered to judge which way a decision will go. Each of the answers is to be given in terms of a probability estimate. One hundred percent means you are sure it will happen; 0% means you do not think that there is any change it will happen. Mark your estimate by placing a circle around it. Try to put yourself in the shoes of all parties in the stories when you make your estimates."

Design and Statistical Treatment of Data

The design utilized for this research project was a 3 x 2 x 2 factorial. The independent variables were three levels of evidence which received the lowest sum of the rankings for each situation were selected for the instrument. Every piece of evidence selected for the experiment received first rankings from at least two of the three judges. Each of the 10 situations were represented by one piece of factual evidence and one piece of opinion evidence. The selections utilized in the experiment are appended (see Appendix B).
of evidence—opinion, factual and no evidence; two levels of sex of the persuader; and two levels of sex of the persuadee. The dependent variable was the subjects' responses to the 10 hypothetical situations.

In order to determine if the cells of the matrix were homogeneous, a F max was computed between the two extreme cells. The result of the F max test revealed a significant difference existed between the two cells. However, Lindquist says on the basis of Norton's data, that unless variances are so heterogeneous as to be readily apparent, that is, relatively large differences exist, the effect of the F test will probably be negligible. Boneau confirms this. He says that in a large number of research situations, the probability statements resulting from the use of t and F tests, even when these two assumptions are violated, will be highly accurate.

The raw scores within each cell of the matrix were squared and summed. A factorial analysis was then computed to discover any significant effects due to evidence, any significant effects due to sex, and any significant effects that might have occurred between variables. If any significant F ratios were found, a Scheffe post hoc test was used to discover the source of the difference.

**Results and Conclusions**

This section presents the results of the statistical tests performed on the experimental data. Interpretation and discussion of these results will be presented in the second part of this section. The .05 level of significance was used for all statistical tests.

**Results**

The results of the analysis of variance on the evidence factor are summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>943.50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>471.75</td>
<td>60.64*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>18,570.34</td>
<td>2368</td>
<td>7.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The F value of 60.64 is significant at the .05 level. This finding supports the concept that the evidence factor during a persuasive attempt in a superior-subordinate decision situation decreases the perceived stability of the decision.

**Factor 2—Sex of the Persuader**

The results of the analysis of variance on the sex of the persuader factor are summarized in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>12.04</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.04</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>18,570.34</td>
<td>2368</td>
<td>7.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The F value of 1.55 is not significant at the .05 level. This finding fails to support the concept that the perceived stability of the decision will vary significantly depending upon the sex of the persuader.

**Factor 3—Sex of the Persuadee**

The results of the ANOVA on the sex of the persuadee factor are summarized in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>10.93</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.93</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>18,570.34</td>
<td>2368</td>
<td>7.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Interaction of Factor 1 and Factor 2**

The results of the ANOVA between the interaction of the evidence factor and the sex of the persuader factor are summarized in Table 4.
Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>18,570.34</td>
<td>2388</td>
<td>7.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The F value of .044 is not significant at the .05 level. This finding fails to support the concept that the stability of a decision in a persuasive situation will vary significantly depending upon the inclusion of evidence and the sex of the persuader.

Interaction of Factor 1 and Factor 3

The results of the ANOVA are summarized in Table 5.

Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>18,570.34</td>
<td>2388</td>
<td>7.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The F value of .100 is not significant at the .05 level. Therefore, this finding fails to support the hypothesis that the stability of a decision in a persuasive situation will vary significantly depending upon the inclusion of evidence and the persuader.

Interaction of Factor 2 and Factor 3

The results of the analysis of variance are summarized in Table 6.

The F value of .044 is not significant at the .05 level. This finding fails to support the concept that the stability of a decision in a persuasive situation will vary significantly depending upon the inclusion of evidence and the sex of the persuader.

The results of the ANOVA are summarized in Table 7.

Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>7.03</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.03</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>18,570.34</td>
<td>2388</td>
<td>7.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interaction Between Factor 1, Factor 2 and Factor 3

The results of the ANOVA are summarized in Table 7.

Table 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>36.25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18.13</td>
<td>2.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>18,570.34</td>
<td>2388</td>
<td>7.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The F value of 2.33 is not significant at the .05 level. This finding, therefore, fails to support the hypothesis that the stability of a decision in a persuasive situation will vary significantly depending upon the inclusion of evidence, the sex of the persuader, and the sex of the persuadee.

Scheffe's Test for Multiple Comparisons

Since a significant difference was discovered between the F values of the evidence factor, a Scheffe post hoc test was utilized to isolate the source of the difference. The results of the Scheffe test are summarized in Table 8.

Table 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N.E. vs. O.E.</td>
<td>(625)²</td>
<td>580,625</td>
<td>54.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.E. vs. F.E.</td>
<td>(1201)²</td>
<td>1,442,401</td>
<td>116.47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O.E. vs. F.E.</td>
<td>(376)²</td>
<td>141,376</td>
<td>11.42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

f value = -9.24 at .05 level of significance.
Since the F prime was 9.24 and the comparisons of no evidence (N.E.) to opinion evidence (O.E.) (a = 54.96), no evidence to factual evidence (F.E) (a = 116.47), and opinion evidence to factual evidence (a = 11.42) were significantly above this figure—the following conclusions were drawn:

1. The results from the Scheffe’ test indicate the opinion evidence was perceived as more influential in changing a decision in a persuasive situation than no evidence.

2. Factual evidence was perceived as more influential in changing a decision in a persuasive situation than no evidence.

3. Factual evidence was also perceived as superior to opinion evidence for influencing a decision change during a persuasive superior-subordinate situation.

Conclusions

This section presents the conclusions of the results reported previously. Several potential explanations concerning those results are plausible.

However, the conclusions of this research must be limited by several factors. First, the use of college students as subjects in this study restrict the results of the research. The college population differs from the general population in many ways, but one of the most important is that the average intelligence of college students is well above that of the general population. Subjects of varying intelligence levels may react differently to the evidence. Therefore the experimental population utilized in this study is not representative of the general population.

Second, the investigation did not take place within the framework of a live decision-making situation. The experiment utilized only a written exercise to explore the effects of evidence within the decision-making process. Use of evidence within a live persuasive decision-making situation may render different results.

Within these limitations of this research, the results support the following conclusions:

1. The addition of opinion evidence during a persuasive attempt between a superior and a subordinate decreases the perceived stability of the decision significantly as compared to no evidence.

2. The addition of factual evidence during a persuasive attempt in an everyday situation decreases the perceived stability of the decision significantly as compared to no evidence.
Endnotes


10Ibid., p. 22.


14Ibid., McCroskey, 1969, p. 171.

Appendix A

The 10 Item Instrument

1. The art films instructor, Dr. Gerald P., of a small college would like to bring in a certain X-rated film which contains a number of erotic scenes. The instructor knows that his chairman, Dr. John C., has a personal policy of strict censorship toward any form of adult entertainment. The art films instructor feels this film is socially relevant and hopes to persuade his chairman.

2. Ms. Jane A., a publishing editor, has just finished rewriting Chapter 4 of a children's reader for the Macmillan Publishing Company. She has asked Ms. Mary M., her secretary, to read the chapter and make comments before she sends it in for the final review. Ms. M. feels that she has written the chapter in language far too advanced for the age group intended to use it and that it will be rejected.

3. Mr. Steve L., a newly hired book buyer for a large downtown bookstore, has decided to buy a new line of books, most of which have parts considered to be pornographic by many people. Miss Sally O., his boss and manager of the bookstore, is afraid that these books will drive away quite a few of the regular customers.

4. Mrs. Elaine T., the manager of an old established restaurant, has decided to buy new furnishings for the restaurant. She wants to buy large wooden furniture because she thinks it will make the restaurant look more elegant. Miss Susan K., a waitress at the restaurant, feels that light modern furniture would be better because it is less bulky and will give the restaurant more seating space.

5. Mr. Carl B., the business manager of a small free medical clinic, feels that although the clinic has been in operation at the same location for three years, it should be moved to another location a mile away because there is a larger building available. Mrs. Dorothy P., a nurse, feels that such a move would be bad because the current patients would not be able to go so far away.

6. Mr. Doug B., a director of a large mental hospital, has stopped all visitors for a particular patient. Mr. George K., a psychiatrist at the hospital, feels this order is upsetting the patient and would like to convince the director to change the order. He knows that the director has previously been receptive to suggestions and therefore plans to approach him directly.

7. Ms. Helen D., a teacher in a large city system, failed to gain tenure at the time she became eligible because of a complaint from the principal Mrs. Grace S. The basis for the complaint was the seemingly unstructured and lax method of teaching which was not in line with what the principal felt best for the students. Ms. D. feels she has been unfairly judged and wishes to convince the principal to change her judgment.
8. Mr. Ray K has recently been informed that he will be "let go" as bookkeeper because of a rather costly recent error. Mr. K feels this action is highly unfair because of his past history of competence and because of the extenuating circumstances surrounding this particular error. He has requested an appointment with Ms. Jane D., his boss, to try to convince her.

9. Mr. Dennis E wants to suggest a topic for a panel discussion for an employees' training day at work. He has been informed that his boss has already selected the topic for the panel. Mr. E has, however, become very interested in a certain current topic which he wishes to have discussed by the panel, and has decided to try to convince his boss, Mrs. Pamela C, to change the topic.

10. The owner of a large corporation, Mr. Craig J, is going to consider a proposal to make mandatory retirement at age 60. Mrs. Harriet G, the personnel director of the corporation, is strongly opposed to this proposal because she feels that people should not be "sent out to pasture" just because they have reached a particular age. Mrs. G has made an appointment to try to dissuade the corporation owner from consideration of such a proposal.

Appendix B

Evidence Included in the 20 Item Instrument

Item 1

Factual Evidence
Dr. Gerald P. points out that the movie has received five awards for being an outstanding film by the National Educational Association and is recommended highly by the association.

Opinion Evidence
Dr. Gerald P. tells his colleague that: Dr. Norman Rivkin, Professor of Art at Yale University and former member of the Catholic Film Censorship Board stated, "Although this film incorporates certain scenes which some may find objectionable, the filming of them was so tastefully done that they became a natural part of the sequence of events. More importantly, the scenes are absolutely essential to the point of the film—a point to which all thinking persons should be exposed."

Item 2

Factual Evidence
Ms. Mary M. shows Jane A. a list of vocabulary words compiled by the National Elementary Education Association that second graders and a list that fourth graders are supposed to know and points out that the majority of the words in the chapter are not on the second grade list, but instead found on the list for the fourth graders.

Opinion Evidence
In order to persuade Ms. Jane A. that the chapter is too advanced, Ms. Mary M. has secured comments from two other teachers who teach the age group in question and they also feel the chapter is too advanced.

Item 3

Factual Evidence
Miss Sally O. shows Mr. Steve L. a list of hard-to-sell books compiled by the bookstore owners across the nation. The majority of books that he wishes to purchase appear on this list.

Opinion Evidence
Miss Sally O. points out that the New York Times Literary Magazine has predicted a trend away from this type of literature in the future because of an antagonistic reaction to it by the older readers, who comprise the majority of subscribers to the magazine.
Item 4

**Factual Evidence**
Miss Susan K. points out that there are often long lines outside the restaurant and many potential customers leave. Thus, more seating space would alleviate this problem.

**Opinion Evidence**
Miss Susan K. knows that their mutual friend, an interior decorator, also favors the modern furniture and hopes that telling the assistant manager about the decorator's opinion will be persuasive.

Item 5

**Factual Evidence**
Mrs. Dorothy P. shows Carl B. the personal records of their patients which showed that nearly 80% of them did not own cars and 60% of them had no access to a transportation vehicle.

**Opinion Evidence**
Mrs. Dorothy P. points out that at the time the clinic was originally located three years ago, local surveys showed that most of the indigent patients favored the present location because of its accessibility.

Item 6

**Factual Evidence**
Mr. George K. has checked the patient's records which show that in a past instance when the patient was denied visitation, the patient's symptoms became much more severe.

**Opinion Evidence**
Mr. George K. states, "Another psychiatric aide who has worked with the patient has told me that the patient has told him of being depressed since Monday. Since the only change in her routine was the suspension of visitation rights, the aide thought that her lack of contact with the outside world might be the cause of her depression."

Item 7

**Factual Evidence**
Ms. Helen D. points out to the principal that according to the National Education Achievement test that her students took a month earlier, her class scored in the top 30% across the nation.

**Opinion Evidence**
Ms. Helen D. has examined a number of education textbooks and has compiled a list of educational authorities who recommend methods similar to her own.

Item 8

**Factual Evidence**
Ray K. has compiled a record of the savings his bookkeeping has brought about in recent years that shows that he has saved the company much more money than the error cost.

**Opinion Evidence**
Mr. Ray K. tells Jane D. that, "The last two persons who held your job always regarded me as an excellent worker and you can call them to confirm that. Even your boss told me that I shouldn't worry about the mistake, since it was such an unusual situation he might have made a similar error himself."

Item 9

**Factual Evidence**
Mr. Dennis E. has collected a number of documents which show facts and figures that indicate the topic is one of vital interest to the group.

**Opinion Evidence**
Mr. Dennis E. states, "Two other members of the group were absent when the topic was chosen and they have each told me that they think it is unfair to choose a topic without giving everyone a chance for input."

Item 10

**Factual Evidence**
Mrs. Harriet G. intends to present statistics from a federal agency showing that employees over 60 are frequently the most dependable and productive workers in a firm.

**Opinion Evidence**
Mrs. Harriet G. points out that the American Journal of Commercial Psychology states that according to several business managers' opinions, "an individual's long experience with a firm more than compensates for loss of mental sharpness due to age."
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During the past two decades scores of essays criticizing the substance and style of academic debate have been published in our journals and presented at our conferences. Perhaps no other activity has engaged in such intense introspection and self-directed criticism. The arguments generated in these essays have become very familiar: academic debate fails to teach effective public speaking; the tournament format over emphasizes learning the strategic dimensions of argument to the detriment of teaching reasoning skills; debaters too often become "anti-social" and "preatory"; debate has become an "elitist" and "strange community" in which participants artificially narrow and distort the meanings of topics; and, debate has become a "closed system" alienated from "real world" argumentation.

These critiques have sparked lengthy and impassioned discussions at two National Developmental Conferences on Forensics, during the meetings of the National Debate Tournament Committee, and in almost any gathering of current or former forensics educators. Indeed, the problems in American forensics have become so visible to those most actively involved in debate that it was especially rewarding to find a recent investigation into the world of intercollegiate debate by someone from outside of the activity resulted in an article that was so thoroughly positive about the merits of debate training. While this praise for academic debate was encouraging, the criticisms from Within should not be overlooked, for they remain a pressing issue in the minds of many debate coaches and they can negatively affect the perceptions that our colleagues and administrators have regarding the worth of debate programs. What has been most unsettling about many of these critiques, however, is that they illustrate a fundamental lack of agreement within the debate community regarding the primary goals of academic debate. It is unlikely that the debate community can resolve its differences unless agreement emerges regarding the goals to be pursued.

This essay: 1) examines the two primary models competing for acceptance in academic debate; 2) argues for the importance of identifying transcendent exemplar models for debaters to follow; 3) suggests the appropriateness of a "storytelling" perspective of academic debate; and 4) indicates how such a perspective can resolve many of the tensions and disagreements in the debate community.

Citizen Advocacy vs. Elite Policy-Making

The two competing models operating in intercollegiate debate could be conceptualized in several different ways. One way would be simply to consider CEDA and NDT debate as two uniquely separate communities, one whose primary focus is teaching students effective oral communication skills, and the other which concentrates on developing sophisticated analytical and refutational techniques in students. Such a conception of a CEDA-NDT dichotomy could be misleading, however, since NDT coaches and judges are concerned with oral argumentation skills, and CEDA coaches and judges are committed to teaching effective analysis and refutational skills. Both activities, in fact, claim to represent the "ideal" goals of academic debate.

E. Thomas Goodnight accounted for the different philosophies operating in the forensics community in another way, arguing that competing theories of decision-making have had a profound effect on the debate community. He wrote that the two models of debate had competed for acceptance in the modern era:

The first model has been variously labeled "the reasonable citizen," "public advocacy," or merely the "tradition [sic] method of debate." [thus] debate is formulated as an expectation that advocates present proofs within discrete categories so that appropriate burdens are fulfilled in arriving at a
reasonable decision. ... this model of debate as method is rather simply formulated in that if any reasonable advocate or citizen could but adhere to its principles, problems could be discovered, causes assessed, solutions evaluated, and the consequences weighed. Goodnight contrasted this "traditional" model with one that emerged in the early 1970s—the policy making model: Whereas the old model had the democratic goal of emphasizing citizen participation, the systems analysis or policy-making model is oriented toward improving the decisions of an educated elite who must govern in a complex world. Consequently, debate as method is refocused from a common activity to an elite responsibility, from a broad attempt to define consensus to a specialized requirement for social actors operating within constraints from the discourse more appropriate to a public forum to specialized languages insulst within technical forms of decision-making.  

The development of the new model for debate argumentation was inspired by many dramatic changes, not just in debate but in the way in which political scientists began to conceptualize the role of change in the decision-making process. These attitudes were also reflected in the actions of government policy makers, for the 1960s and 1970s came to be known as the era of the "bureaucratization of change," a time when government social planners took a more active role in policy making, and when many of the conventional assumptions about the role of government in people's day-to-day lives were altered. In this model policy change was always occurring, and the question was how best to control change and to guide it. 

The implications of the systems analysis perspective on academic debate were quickly felt and the nature of the activity changed quite significantly in response to this new approach. Brock et al. proposed a move away from a "stock issues" conception of cause and effect from a status quo conception of deliberating policy alternatives. In its place came the notion that complex issues of policy deliberation were omni-present and that policy makers were to stay abreast of proposed changes in order to secure the best mix of state and federal policy actions. 

This is not to say that the systems theory model of debate caused all of the subsequent changes in academic debate—this would certainly be an unreasonable claim since many changes, most notably the increasing rate of speed, clearly preceded this model. This approach, however, did shift the focus of debate from a public advocacy emphasis to stress the systematic deliberation of the policy issues themselves. The policy-making perspective was widely accepted by debate judges, and, once their critics embraced this approach, students adjusted their strategies accordingly.

Dramatic and controversial changes in academic debate began to appear in the 1950s, 60s, and 70s, as debaters and their coaches were eager to embrace a new style of debate, one which would facilitate more in-depth attention to issues and more sophisticated techniques for analysis and refutation. The nature of the debate format, however, made such changes difficult to invoke. Debates were somewhat lengthened when cross-examination periods were added (the time for speeches remained unchanged), but, nonetheless, it was difficult for debaters to accomplish all they wished to accomplish within the confines of the tournament format. In response, debaters began to speak more quickly, affirmative cases were narrowed and the focus shifted from the resolutions to the specific policies advanced by the affirmative and the negative.

Debaters seek to win, and the strategic innovations which they employed became "moves" in an increasingly sophisticated game—moves that were legitimized by the operationalization of the new models of decision-making. That these moves were sanctioned by the new models added to their appeal. Such moves did, after all, seem to make the game more exciting.

The new style of debate required debaters to carry more evidence to be prepared to cope with the many interpretations of the topic which they might confront. Debaters needed evidence if they were to win debates, for the policy-making perspective did not place much emphasis on "reasoning." It was a model of debate which was driven by a need for data to support the best potential policy actions. As Spiker et al. wrote: "It can be easily assumed that the unspoken maxim in intercollegiate debate in recent years has been, "A blurb is better than nothing; but a study is better than a blurb; two studies are better than one; and three or more studies are a trend."
We believe that this conflict between the two models--for citizenship or leadership--has been counter-productive, and that in fact, there is much to commend a debate program philosophy which encourages participation in activities likely to advance both public awareness and the consideration of complex policy issues. We are not against the notion of plural models in academic debate, rather, the position that we defend genuinely embraces pluralistic assumptions.

We believe, however, that policy debate has gone too far in the direction of embracing an elitist conception of argument, one that makes debate a technocratic process which can be understood only by highly trained dispassionate "experts" who are isolated from the passions of the broader public. The conviction shared by many policy-making theorists that careful and deliberate action must be undertaken by highly trained experts who must "lead" the public is dangerous, as was shown by the experience of the Vietnam War. One need only remember that the "best and the brightest" academicians and foreign policy experts of the Kennedy and Johnson administrations devised the shroud policy by which the United States would "manage" the conflict in Vietnam, and these experts were very reluctant to involve the mass public in their policy deliberations, choosing to dismiss public protests against the war on the assumption that the public did not understand the complexities of foreign policy. Even many policy-making theorists now recognize that when experts are insulated from the public they often make poor decisions.

We would like to see academic debate move in the direction of a "communication style" which manages to preserve many of the best elements of the policy-making systems theory perspective--the emphasis on careful and deliberate consideration of policy alternatives--while also teaching debaters to make arguments that appeal to and have meaning for broader audiences. In this way academic debate can make a greater contribution to the quality of the public dialogue, and the research and expertise of our debaters can be more meaningfully shared with an educated and enlightened citizenry.

An Exemplar Model for Debate

As debaters learn the "art" of debating, they learn not just appropriate techniques for developing and refuting claims, but also the means by which such claims should be researched, created, composed, and evaluated. Debaters learn about debating by actually engaging in forensic disputations, thus through praxis, the actual involvement of actors with the practical realization of their interests. As in almost all human activities, debaters gain not just from their own experiences, however, but also by observing and imitating others. In this sense, participants in the debate community are engaged in discursive processes for which they understand the rules, customs, and conventions. The participants in academic debate thus belong to the same rhetorical community and they share a communication style. The key aspects of style are the associated standards of excellence, models of exemplary events (analogous to exemplars), and concepts to help new adherents learn the style.

Actual debates become the exemplars that embody the form and content that the participants in the "rhetorical community" find acceptable. As Ernest Bormann argued:

Exemplars include the ways in which the participants invent, construct, and exchange verbal and non-verbal messages in the varied contexts which the vision emphasizes for communication. Among the main components of exemplars are the programs for transactions which the participants share and which children or newcomers must learn before they can participate in communication according to rules of the style. These programs include the contextual requirements and the norms which monitor transcontextual behavior. The accepted
Exemplars also include the rules and norms that regulate the communication games of the activity. By participating in the academic debate learning laboratory, debaters thus learn not only argumentation skills, but also the rules and norms of the debate community and the contextual requirements of debate argumentation—strategy and gamesmanship.

The most noteworthy aspect of the exemplar model concept is that debaters have a profound influence over the nature of the activity in which they participate. Since debaters emulate the most successful debaters, debate educators often have very little influence over the nature of the activity, except the extent to which they help determine who is “successful.” We can lecture, cajole, and caution our students when they mirror the behaviors of exemplars of whom we do not approve, but if these exemplars are successful, our students will not be persuaded.

The primary way debate educators can have much influence on student behavior is when they act in the role as judge. But experience over the years has clearly illustrated that judges are very unwilling to make known their own prejudices. Judges are also under pressure to live in accordance with the exemplar models for the activity, and, for the most part, the “best” judges have been those who would not interject themselves into the debates. As Michael Weiler wrote:

In debates, an increasing number of judges allow theory to be determined by the arguments presented. Judges who do not do so risk being viewed as maverick and kooks, or worse as anachronisms. Thus, the debate judge finds himself an actor cast in a paradoxical role. He is expected to have opinions about theory and to justify them at least once yearly in the National Debate Tournament Judges’ Booklet. But he also must have the good grace to forget about such biases for the duration of a given debate.

Judges are in fact socialized to judge every debate as a totally unique and individual contest. They are not to allow their biases to influence their decisions, they are not to interfere in the debate process, and they are not to bring into the room with them any of the knowledge or the experiences they may have gained from judging past debates or from their own expertise on the topic. As Dale Drum wrote: “the judge is supposed to have no emotions, no biases, no feelings on the matter, and, in fact no memory.”

Despite the increased recognition in recent literature that the debate judge should primarily be an educator concerned with teaching argumentation skills, most debate judges continue to behave more like neutral referees than like the expert educators they purport to be. Given that debate educators have not reached wide agreement as to the goals that should be pursued, however, perhaps this is just as well. In fact, we seem to have resolved the problem of lack of goal consensus artificially by allowing students to “create” a system where the lack of consensus is not an issue in deciding who wins or loses debates. If we did suddenly find that more judges were inclined to intervene in the judging process, we might have very confused and alarmed debaters. Some judges would bring into the room with them their preference for a “citizen advocacy” perspective of debate and others their preference for a more technocratic conception of debate, and debaters would not know what to expect or what standards they should seek to appeal to in their arguments.

The most reasonable solution to this problem is for the debate community to clarify and develop some consensus regarding the exemplar models that we wish our students to follow. Judges must subsequently be willing to act in the role of critics of argument in order to reinforce these appropriate communication activities. The next section of the essay offers an argument concerning what we believe to be a preferred communication style for academic debate.

A Storytelling Perspective of Debate

In his discussion of the need for a reunion between argumentation theory and debate theory, Goodnight argued that “a significant gap seems to be developing between theories of argument and theories of debate. Many contemporary theorists do not extend their insights into the realm of debate.” We propose that the notion of the “narrative paradigm” as recently articulated by Walter R. Fisher, can bridge part of this gap.

Fisher contrasted his notion of the “narrative paradigm” with the “rational world paradigm.” There can
be little doubt but that academic debate is based upon the assumptions of the rational world paradigm. This paradigm presupposes that humans are essentially rational beings; that the dominant mode of human decision-making is argument; that the conduct of argument is ruled by the dictates of situation; that rationality is determined by knowledge of the subject matter, argumentative ability, and skill in advocacy; and that the world is made up of a set of logical puzzles which can be resolved through appropriate analysis and reasoning. In the narrative paradigm, on the other hand, humans are viewed essentially as storytellers; the paradigmatic mode of decision-making is the construction of "good reasons" which vary from situation to situation; the production and practice of good reasons is ruled by matters of history, biography, culture, and character; rationality is determined by the abilities people have to test narrative probability, whether the stories ring true with other stories they know from experience to be true; and, the world consists of a set of stories which people choose from among in order to "live the good life."^31

Fisher goes on to argue that most people reason via the narrative paradigm, and that it is through this paradigm that untrained audiences can evaluate relatively complex arguments. While the rational paradigm creates a special place in the social hierarchy for field experts, the narrative paradigm recognizes the intrinsic ability that human actors have to test the quality of the stories which they experience directly. Fisher does not posit that one paradigm is superior to another, or that narrative audiences cannot make mistakes, but he argues that "experts" also make mistakes. Furthermore, he argues that if these experts are accorded undue respect from the untrained audiences, and if those audiences do not attempt to question the experts because they grant them their expertise, then there is the potential for a society to develop where some people are trained to lead and other persons are trained only to follow. Experts do continue to have a role in the narrative perspective--the role of counselor. The expert contributes to the public dialogue by imparting knowledge, telling stories, and sharing his/her wisdom. The contrast between the narrative paradigm and the rational world paradigm does not suggest that narrative arguers are somehow irrational, and it is not our desire for academic debate to become a less rational enterprise. Rather, we would like to see academic debaters become the expert advocates who engage in the research, careful analysis, and deliberation about complex policy issues, and who can then create compelling and consistent stories that can be understood by audiences who do not share their expertise. Essentially this would require debaters to create "real world" arguments that will have meaning as audiences construct them and incorporate them within their own narrative frameworks. Were our debaters to become storytellers, they would recognize the potential to reach audiences beyond the boundaries of the debate community. In addition, the tremendous storehouse of information and knowledge that debaters acquire might be more useful to society. In fact, academic debaters could even become a check on the government elites who make policy in Washington and in the state capitols. If the tremendous expertise generated by debaters could be translated to common social understanding, debaters could begin to partake in actual social dialogues.

We believe that encouraging debaters to become storytellers would also enrich forensics education by providing a more well-rounded training in rhetoric. As Richard Weaver argued: For the most obvious truth about rhetoric is that its object is the whole man. It presents its arguments first to the rational part of man, because rhetorical discourses, if they are honestly conceived, always have a basis in reasoning. Logical argument is the plot, as it were, of any speech or composition that seeks to persuade. Yet it is the very characterizing feature of rhetoric that it goes beyond this and appeals to other parts of man's constitution, especially to his nature as a pathetic being, that is, a being feeling and suffering. As Fisher concluded: "a whole rhetoric should deal with the whole man [sic], not just man as a logical machine attempting to solve the world's problems as though they were logical puzzles."^38

Debaters as Storytellers

If debaters, judges, and coaches came to realize the importance of creating compelling stories, there might be significant changes in the nature of contemporary debate, changes which would help to bridge
the schism which exists within the debate community and between the debate community and the public. In order to achieve this goal, the communication style of academic debate would have to become more like that generated in conversation and less like the highly technocratic rational argument that exists now—a argument form that so values objective rationalism that it is often irrational in its conclusions. The creation of an alternative communication style requires debaters to learn about the principles of storytelling and to recognize that their arguments have a place in the public dialogue. Debaters will need to understand that audiences make judgments on the basis of the stories which are constructed and on the ability of these stories to meet the requirements of the “reality testing” to which they are subjected. Stories also have a context and a history—social and political events do not exist in isolation, and people’s sense of dramatic reality, their “social knowledge,” transcends individual events and is a part of their very understanding of themselves and of their place in society.

Teaching debaters to engage in storytelling should not be difficult, for, as Fisher observed, all people are essentially storytellers, and the testing of stories is an integral part of the human symbolic experience. People are trained as storytellers and as evaluators of stories by the very process of becoming acculturated. Although debaters might benefit by learning the terminology of the narrative paradigm—the notions of narrative fidelity and narrative probability—debaters already have the rudimentary skills to evaluate stories. What is necessary is for debaters to create the best possible stories, those stories which will energize audiences by giving such a meaningful depiction of reality that it seems to correspond to listeners’ beliefs and values.

Debaters must analyze their propositions and come to understand them as real, historical, cultural and political problems. They should investigate the various “solutions” that have been proposed for the problems they discover and then identify the solution that they wish to advocate, keeping in mind that their position must also be historically, culturally, politically, and environmentally sound. Such an approach will encourage debaters to attend to the value dimensions of the different policy alternatives. The debaters’ primary objective is to create stories that can compete favorably with those that their opponents will tell, stories that offer alternative accounts for the values, beliefs, and experiences central to their propositions.

This new perspective of debate also requires a different understanding of the concept of presumption. The notion of presumption has already undergone many changes. In fact, the traditional conception of presumption and of prima facie burdens seems to have almost disappeared from contemporary debates, as most critics will accept any argument supported by evidence as worthy of warranting a belief. Critics seeking to develop a narrative understanding will proceed differently, however, for they will be determining whether arguments hang together as stories and evaluating them in terms of their own cultural beliefs, values, and experiences. Narrative critics might well be more cynical of all stories and probably will not presume any argument to have merit until it is woven into the fabric of a story which is sufficient to convince them.

While there might well be many implications of such a view of academic debate in practice, at least a few should be discussed. First, as previously mentioned, debaters would create “real world” arguments—stories which confirm people’s values and social understanding. For example, advocating world government as the negative story, in response to an affirmative story which increases exploration and/or development of space by forbidding the military use of the shuttle, might well prove more difficult in a narrative conception of argument because most narrative arguers would be reluctant to accept as true stories that required them to put aside their nationalistic tendencies. Pride in their nation is too closely related to most people’s (especially most American’s) very conceptions of themselves and of their society. Such pride would likely discourage them from accepting any story which maintained as a central principle the notion that they should rebuke their nation. Likewise, an argument calling for socialist revolution in the United States would have difficulty winning adherents. Still other arguments claiming positions such as “rights malthus,” “nuclear-proliferation is good,” etc., might also have trouble meeting the requirements of good stories. We are not suggesting that such stories could not be developed by debaters, or that they are not arguments, that audiences should hear. Debaters could, and perhaps even should,
might change. In fact, perspective of each inconsistent or which have parts conditional arguments, approachesto academic consistent would use his/her ballots, including creating and testing effective stories.

Second, the principle of judge non-involvement in the debate process would most certainly dissipate as judge would be called upon to have a very different conception of their role. No longer serving as simple arbiters in a conflict, judges would evaluate the stories that the two teams constructed and attempt to ascertain which story was superior. Critics, would of course bring their beliefs and knowledge from past experience, their values and their passions with them into this argumentative encounter. This new principle of judge involvement should not be taken as a license for unlimited judge intervention into the debate, however, but rather, judges should seek to serve in an intersubjective role engaged in a dialogue with the texts of the stories. This intersubjective role presumes that each judge, as a member of the professional community of academic debate, sees his/her task as teaching the communication style of academic debate. Thus the judge would use his/her ballots, including the actual decisions reached, to perpetuate a continuing dialogue regarding the merits of the stories told, and teaching the art of creating and testing effective stories.

Third, debaters would be required to create consistent and compelling stories. While some current approaches to academic debate affirm the legitimacy of conditional arguments, even arguments which contradict each other, this would not be appropriate in a narrative perspective of debate. Narrative arguers do not intentionally create stories which are internally inconsistent or which have parts that cannot compatibly coexist. In fact, stories are evaluated primarily based upon their consistency and coherence.

Finally, the style of the activity would likely change. Acceptance of a narrative perspective of debate might make it possible for debaters to put more emphasis on communicating with their hearers, to use more analysis, create examples and analogies to aid them in their persuasion, and put more emphasis on their skills as communicators and less emphasis on their skills as information processors. In a rational world paradigm, such as the one existing now in contemporary debate, advocates are rewarded for the number of arguments which they can create in support of their positions. In the narrative paradigm advocates are instead rewarded for the intrinsic qualities of the stories which they create and for the ability of those stories to account for experienced events better than competing stories can account for those events.

The most obvious concern regarding the acceptance of a narrative perspective of debate centers on what would be lost by our no longer concentrating on debate as a rational activity. We do not believe this concern to be legitimate. Because the process of testing stories which would go on in a debate round would be very rigorous and would require that the stories be developed based upon evidence and analysis, debate would continue to be a rational enterprise. Debaters and debate critics would continue to possess a very shrewd and well-defined sense of argument. They would still be involved with research, and through this research they would learn how the "experts" in the field evaluated stories. Thus rather than sacrificing rationality, debaters would be enriching their education by supplementing their rational arguments with a narrative capability. In fact, the quality of evidence required to support a claim will have to improve as skeptical listeners make even greater demands upon the testimony and the studies offered to warrant a belief. Careful attention to argumentative detail will still be required as debaters search for ways to expose the weaknesses in their opponent's stories. The primary difference in debate from this perspective is that human values, human emotions, and human experience will play a much larger role in the argumentative process.

Two final arguments in support of a storytelling perspective of debate should be offered. First, such a perspective would make our activity seem infinitely more understandable to our colleagues, administrators, and to the general community, people who are themselves storytellers. As a result, it would likely make it much easier to "sell" the merits of debate and engender a climate of greater support for academic debate.

Second, teaching debaters to engage in storytelling might be of immense help in preparing them for arguing in
"real world" contexts. Fisher has reported that most political argument follows this mode of reasoning. Of even greater benefit to most debaters, however, were the results of a study undertaken by W. Lance Bennett and Martha S. Feldman, who found that the dominant mode of argument in the courtroom was storytelling. Since a significant percentage of our debaters enter the legal profession this would provide them with a learning laboratory to develop their skills in narrative argument.

Conclusion

We believe that many of the problems in intercollegiate debate can be traced to the lack of an agreed upon exemplar model for the activity. We propose that such a model be the storytelling communication style, and that judges be encouraged to evaluate the arguments presented to them on the basis of their narrative fidelity and narrative probability, using their ballots to instruct debaters in the art of creating effective stories. We believe that such an approach would produce genuine and significant benefits to the debate learning laboratory and to the debate community.
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That the proposition, or some means to manifest that proposition through a specific instance, should prove the center of dispute should not be surprising. The public argument among Rhodes and his critics [Ganer[11], Herbeck and Katsulas [2], Ulrich and Keeshan[3], Paulsen and Rhodes[4], Rhodes[5], Rhodes and Fau[6]] pivots on Rhodes' contention that we should focus debate on the proposition. Moreover, Rhodes contends that such a focus justifies requiring an affirmative to defend the implications of all "typical examples" of that proposition. His critics have concluded that such a requirement would make a mockery of the debate community's efforts to teach arguments about public policy.

Similarly, one focus of Zarefsky's[7] view of the debate process is the view of proposition as analogue to a research hypothesis. This is contrasted with the more widely accepted view of debate as a means of comparing competing policy systems, where debate should focus on particular policy manifestations of that proposition, rather than policies which are implicit yet undefined in the proposition and its opposite.[8] Again, at the base of this clash are competing views of the role of the proposition in academic debate.

When the negative advocate suggests that a counterproposal competes with an affirmative proposal, is it sufficient to show that the proposal provides a reason to reject the proposition, even if it fails to provide explicit reasons for rejecting the specific proposal which was derived from the affirmative proposition? In the case of a policy proposition where the proposition and its opposite are directional and measurable—e.g., increase, strengthen, reduce, weaken, and the like—this is not an idle question. A counterproposal may in fact adopt dimensions of the affirmative proposal as long as the initial action is offset with an action equal in magnitude and opposite in direction, assuming that the proposition and not the specific proposal are the focus of argument.[9]

Leaving the realm of competitive academic debate for a moment, the question of focus of argument is no idle issue. Dworkin[10] reports, for example, that there are great disputes between those who would focus on specific legislative language, rather than contextual/inferential interpretation of statutes. If we are correct, propositions or claims are the focus of arguments everywhere, and the nature of this dispute has more than reference to competitive forensics.

Earlier, Ulrich[11] indicated that one difficulty with some arguments about value propositions was the assumption that all value resolutions should be treated alike. He made the not very radical suggestion that the wording of the resolution or proposition, rather than general theoretical discussions of value resolutions or propositions, should determine the validity of certain negative strategies. That the distinction between proposition and specific manifestations of that proposition has not created quite the furor in CEDA debate and value propositions as has been the case in policy debate may well be accidental. We would argue that the complexity of propositions, the uncertainty of the nature of qualifiers for those propositions, rather than any inherent difference in advocates, has been the reason for the greater furor over the focus of argument in a policy debate. Moreover, we would argue that the extent furor in policy debate reflects the failure of disputants to recognize the earlier Ulrich admonishment.

We make two general claims in this essay. 1) The focus of debate should rightly be the proposition which gives rise to debate. 2) The acceptance of the focus of debate on the proposition brings only those implications as are required [either by consensus or by superior argument] for the advocates of that proposition. We set about the proof of these claims through several steps:

1) tracing the history of intercollegiate debate propositions to determine the cause of the present disputes; 2) examining in detail the dispute among Rhodes and his critics to examine its relation to the present claims; 3) examining the nature of policy propositions and their contraries to establish some general patterns of refutation of such propositions; 4) providing reasons for our claim that the proposition which serves as the initiator of a dispute also serves as its ultimate focus.

We should outline a few assumptions which are made in this essay. First, the distinction between resolution and proposition may create more problems than solution. Rhodes[12] is correct when he asserts that the debate literature frequently uses these terms interchangeably. Hills[13] is probably also correct when he asserts that the use of terms from other disciplines causes confusion when such terms take on varied meaning in academic debate. That a resolution has certain implications to a congressman is probably the consequence of peculiarities of dealing with legislative resolutions, and is not particularly informative about some normative description of how propositions/resolutions ought to be treated.[14] Zarefsky and Patterson[15] assert that proposition, topic and resolution have been used as synonyms in the context of academic
debate, and even a cursory scan of argumentation and debate works quickly verifies that assertion. The use of proposition here is only to provide a convenient means of providing a symbol system for the analysis of specific propositions in section 3 of the essay.

The Development of the Debate Proposition

To debate, there should be some agreement on the subject of the debate. In the earlier years of debate, this problem was usually solved by drafting a contract between two schools involved in debate. This approach proved unworkable as teams traveled to numerous other campuses and as debate tournaments became popular. Reacting to these changes, the forensics community developed a process for adopting a single national topic. Given that coaches and/or debaters in the first part of this century had to construct their own topics, however, many of the earlier textbooks would include guidelines for good debate topics. These guidelines suggested that resolutions should be current, controversial, balanced, and so on.

These earlier texts did not draw a distinction between the resolution and the plan. Indeed, the assumption of some of these texts was that debate should emphasize the major principles behind the resolution. Winda and Hastings, for example, complained about advocates not addressing the vital issues behind the proposition and instead emphasizing tangential issues. Such a focus may be the consequence of the view that a good proposition is a limited one.

According to this perspective, it was not enough that a proposition be limited. It should also be composed of terms which were not ambiguous. Foster, for example, suggests that "the proposition should not hinge on ambiguous terms, that is, words with more than one meaning." The proposition should be sufficiently limited in scope to admit satisfactory treatment in time or space available. The reasoning behind his requirement seems to be that the burdens placed on an advocate would be unclear if the resolution is broad and ambiguous. The assumption is that the entire resolution would be debated, not a subset of that resolution. Better debates are derived from narrow and clear topics, those theorists would conclude. Many of the examples of resolutions given in the earlier textbooks were also value topics which couldn't be narrowed by presenting a plan. To indict a resolution as ambiguous would not be a serious concern if the debate could focus on a specific policy implied by the resolution.

Over a period of time, plans started becoming more and more sophisticated. While the plan was closely linked to the resolution, the plan did not always encompass the entire resolution. Dartmouth College interpreted the topic "Resolved: that Congress should be given the power to reverse decisions of the Supreme Court," by defending a plan which was limited to the reversal of non-unanimous decisions. [22]

Rhodes [23] may be correct when he suggested that, in the past, individuals debated the entire resolution because the resolutions were narrow. From the 1951-1952 year until the 1965-1966 year, college topics were extremely narrow, and the gap between the affirmative plan and the resolution was inconsequential. [24]

Since 1967 or so, the view of the ideal debate resolution has changed. This is the case, both in theory and practice. Recent theorists have suggested that good debate topics were broad debate topics. Lichtman, Rohrer and Corsi, for example, write: "The wording of debate resolutions is usually broad. This allows to choose [sic] from several different courses of action as fair interpretations of the resolution." [25]

Zarefsky and Patterson argue "a resolution is often worded fairly broadly." [26] This view that broad topics are desirable has been reflected in the types of topics that have been debated in the past two decades. Starting with the 1965-66 topic, "Resolved: that low enforcement agencies should be given greater freedom in the investigation and prosecution of crime," we have had numerous broad topics. As a result, teams have often emphasized a subset of the topic. More to the point, resolutions became worded so that there were multiple instances of actions which singly would affirm the proposition. Kovalcheck explains:

The judges quickly perceived that it was unreasonable to expect an affirmative team to deal with the totality of the topic, and few doubted that such changes as the recognizing of Red China, ending the Vietnamese War, pulling troops out of Europe, or even altering the world's monetary system, were not significant. Negative teams, then, had to be prepared to debate four or five topics, each requiring separate analysis, separate evidence, and separate plan attacks, and in this multiple topic approach was the harbinger of the 1970s. [27]

Even if the focus of the debate prior to 1966 was on the resolution, there was little consensus on what this meant. Teams would present plans that illustrated the nature of the resolution, and in most debaters the emphasis was on these plans. Since the distinction between the plan and the resolution was small, the question of emphasis was usually trivial. Broader topics made the question of emphasis real. Rather than direct attention to broad changes in theoretical emphasis, the gradual shift attracted little notice.

The question has attracted attention within the last few years from the work of Rhodes and his critics, who have focused considerable attention on the plan/proposition distinction. While there has been some
initial attention to the issue nearly ten years ago concerning questions of alternative justification, the question remained largely dormant for nearly ten years. As we will later note, much of the attention of this debate [as well as earlier one concerning alternative justification] was directed at the immediate strategic considerations associated with one position or another—rather than the logical consequences of maintaining a proposition as the focus of academic debate.

We can summarize this section as follows: the distinction between propositions and policy examples derived from Goodnight et al. had been small until recent years. In part this shift reflected shift in belief about whether broad or narrow problem areas made for better debate. This shift in emphasis gave rise to a larger theoretical debate resulting from the implications of advocating a proposition based on specific instances of it. The next section considers one of those debates.

Many of the arguments that debate should focus on plans generated by a policy proposition, rather than on the proposition itself, are rooted in assumptions about the appropriate educational role of academic debate, rather than the logical implications of selecting a proposition as the starting point and focus of that intellectual enterprise. Herbeck and Katsulas[28], for example make four arguments in defense of the statement that plans should be the focus of argument in a policy debate. The first, that of tradition, rests on the authority of Goodnight, Balthrop, and Parson[29], among others—without noting the reasoning associated with that tradition. In fact, what is most curious about this particular argument is the absence of any reason giving effect to it. The second argument is by proponents and opponents of the resolution/proposition as focus dispute merits repeat, as well as discussion.

In context, Goodnight et al were refuting the Lichtman et al. essay which defended the prospect of multiple and independent cases or defending the debate resolution in a single debate. Goodnight, Balthrop, and Parson responded:

Our view of debate is essentially different. A debate team is arguing for only one goal, ultimately, the adoption of the resolution. As such, its responsibility is to interpret and define the parameters of the resolution for a particular round. Although we realize this does not ontologically encompass the resolution for all times, it does allow for the establishment of common grounds for debate which entails a complete responsibility for the affirmative and negative team.[30]

Several things are clear from this passage. First, Rhodes and Paulsen, as well as Ulrich and Keeshan are correct in finding this passage as support for their positions. It is clear from the context of the footnote, however, that Ulrich and Keeshan are probably closer to the mark, given Goodnight, Balthrop and Parson's emphasis on advocacy and non-conditional arguments, in addition to their claim that debate best meets the activity's educational goals a debate which compares two policy systems. But in neither instance is there much if any reasoning for the contrary positions. In fact, the cited quotation is preceded by the claim "Our view of debate is essentially different," without in any way indicating the basis of the disagreement.

Second, the Goodnight, Balthrop, and Parson position is laden with additional unproven assumptions. Debate should be a comparison of policy systems, they assert. Arguments about policies, rather than arguments about procedures, are the best arguments for training students about arguments. While each of these assumptions have merit, they do not add to an internally consistent defense for the view that either the plan or the proposition which gave rise to it should be given prior consideration. To use reasoning from authority in this instance reminds one of Booth's[31] lament that social consensus would be reasonably used to defend Charles Hanson's actions to his followers once immediate social approval is accepted as the touchstone of reasoning.

The second and third arguments made by Katsulas and Herbeck, time constraints of debate and the size of propositions, as well as decreasing the educational value of debate, are both rooted in extraneous assumptions. To say that debate has time constraints and that argument must be limited for educational purposes are important considerations. But the probative value of such considerations ought to be determined without any direct effect on the argument that the plan rather than the proposition which gave rise to it should be the focus of argument. Similarly, it should be possible to disagree about the educational values of debate—or even that there are educational values—and still agree that the plan should be the focus of debate arguments. These are largely unrelated issues, or at least items which only marginally follow from one another. Even in the face of such defenses, the claim that the plan should serve as the focus of argument ought to stand on its own merits rather than the merits of either the present format of debate or the educational benefits from the use of such formats. We assume that most conventions are the result of actions which had clear reasons at the time they were instituted. We would expect, or example, that 8-3-4 and 10-5 time limits were instituted because they produced a debate with 1 hour of speaking time. The 10-3-5 format presently used at the National Debate Tournament reflects compromise of the National Debate Tournament committee between those who wanted the longer speech time, and those who desired cross examination. The wish that a proposition be binding advocates, had reasons which we hope are still relevant.

Herbeck and Katsulas' fourth argument on multi-directionality is rooted in some unstated assumptions about characteristics of propositions,
which are covered in greater detail later. The problem here is not the use of external standards so much as the general problem we isolate with previous debates about propositional focus—namely, the assumption that arguments of propositions of different form require identical refutational requirements. Consider two simple policy propositions: X should do all y, and x should do some y. Let us also assume that y consists of actions c(1...n), where c(n-1) is the negative of c(n-2), the condition Herbeck and Katzulas describe when they lament that resolutions are often multi-directional. The first proposition in this instance would be an absurdity, since it would require advocates to support the impossible claim that a thing and its opposite are simultaneously desirable. This is the objection raised by Herbeck and Katzulas.

The second proposition (X should do some y) is the more likely form of policy propositions—namely that X can be verified by either c(n-1) or c(n-2), but need not be verified by both. And since the advocacy of the entire proposition may be accomplished by the acceptance of only some y, the claim that the entire resolution must be defended is not necessarily inconsistent with the claim that opposites cannot be defended. Our claim here is that policy propositions may well be multi-directional, but only in those instances where the proposition does not require advocates to simultaneously advocate both such directions.

We can summarize this section simply—previous disputants in the plan-proposition-resolution controversy have often defended their case on evidence external to the reasons for giving either plans or propositions priority. In other instances, they have assumed that all propositions/resolutions are alike—a thesis which we would argue is undefended. This issue will also serve as the focus of the next section of this essay.

Need to Examine Proposition Specifics

The centrality of plan or resolution has been hotly disputed in the counterwarrant literature. We would argue that independent of wisdom of counterwarrants, that debate does no cast much light on the present conflict.

In many cases, there is an argument about whether the resolution is or is not key without examining the different forms which a resolution may take. To admit that the resolution is key is not as important as indicating what are the reasonable requirements associated with the refutation of a particular resolution.

In a simple example, the statement "All governments should be socialist" could serve as the basis for argument. It might be written in the form "all x should be y." The negation of this proposition would be "some x should not be y." An advocate for the first proposition might choose to support the claim by arguing that a specific x (say the U.S.) should be socialist. This instance conforms fairly well to those situations in which advocates of the counterwarrant concept may be justified in arguing that the affirmative advocate has made a hasty generalization—whether the wisdom of socialism in the U.S. can be appropriately extrapolated to other nation states is an arguable proposition.

In this same proposition, the affirmative might choose to affirm the universal claim—"all nations should be socialist"—by reading general support that socialism is a generally nitful thing. Similarly, the negative could refute this general proposition with the proof of the proposition "some x should not be y." For the universal proposition, one negative instance would be sufficient to refute the statement of proposition. So the proof that "France should not be socialist," or any other negative instance, for that matter, would serve to counter the general statement. In this instance, the use of a counterwarrant—even another example of a socialistic government, albeit one ignored by the affirmative—would be sufficient to deny the affirmative proposition.

To continue the illustration, if the debate proposition were "some x should be y," or "some nations should be socialist," then proof of the statement "The U.S. should be socialist," would affirm this proposition. In this instance, proof of the proposition "France should not be socialist," would not on its face be relevant to the question of U.S. socialism, unless the advocates provided additional proof that French governance were related to US governance. At minimum, the failure of the initial advocate to mention French governmental form would not be relevant to their expected proof requirements.

Notice that the two examples alternately provide support for the positions found on both sides of the plan/proposition debate. The first illustration provides an instance where a counterwarrant makes sense—but only because the proposition required advocates to affirm all instances to prove an event. The second illustration provides support for the claim that the focus of dispute ought to be a specific instance of the proposition. This is true, however, because the form of the proposition was such that specific instances are sufficient to support a general claim.

We have outlined several examples of the forms which policy propositions could take, as well as the variety of strategies which would be available to negative that initial proposition. As Prior[32] observes, owing to works of Aristotle and Russell, propositions ought be considered in pairs—the initial statement and its contradiction(s). While we are willing to admit that the effectiveness of contradiction is subject to
argument for some of the following pairs, they should serve as examples to establish our general thesis that the precise nature of a proposition must be examined to find meaning in the statement that the proposition is the focus of debate.

Refutation of whole proposition comes in various forms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposition</th>
<th>Refutational Possibilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x should be done</td>
<td>x should not be done.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>some x should be done</td>
<td>not x should be done.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all x should be done</td>
<td>x used to isolate truth of x should be done.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x should do y</td>
<td>some x should not be done.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x should do y for all z</td>
<td>not x should do y for all z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x should do y for some z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x should do not y for all z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x should do not y for some z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x should do y for some z</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It should be clear that some of these may not serve to refute the initial proposition. For example, the proposition "not x should do y for some z" may not negate the initial proposition if the actions of x and not x are not exclusive of one another—for instance, national (x) and international (not x) actions could work on the same y problem at the same time. Our argument here is that propositional forms combine with substantive issues in determining the conditions in which the initial proposition is refuted.

We should note at this point that we wish to stay outside of the theoretical/practical proposition test controversy, characterized by disputants such as Wallace,[33] A.J. Kenny,[34] and J. Jarvis,[35] This controversy is based upon competing claims about whether there are different standards for evaluating the validity of arguments based in either practical [inquiry undertaken to determine what shall or should be done] or theoretical [inquiry undertaken to determine what has happened or what will happen] statements. In general, work on propositions and their negations in logic has been restricted to discussions of theoretic propositions. We would be willing to concede that some of the contrary policy propositions offered may not serve as contraries for the initial proposition, or at least may arguably fail to do so. This, however, will not undermine the strength of our argument—namely that changing in the form of the proposition should change what is required to refute that proposition.

While not an exhaustive list of possible symbolic representations for policy propositions, they are illustrative of several concepts:

1) Specific examples can justify some propositional forms.
2) Specific examples can provide reasons to reject some propositional forms.
3) The truth of a single example may be generally inadequate to provide proof for some propositional forms.
4) The falsehood of a single, or even many examples may be generally inadequate to reject some propositional forms.
5) The more detailed the propositional form, the greater the need to focus upon particular elements of that proposition to determine reasons for its affirmation or its negation.

Notice that in all instances, the truth of the proposition is always the focus of argument. That the proposition may be denied by a single counter-example, or may be largely unaffected by a great many, depends on the form of the original proposition, rather than some convention which we may have for argument focus. Our argument here is that certain disputes may most appropriately be directed toward plan specifics. Other disputes may be most appropriately directed toward the provision of counter-examples to the plan representing the proposition, rather than directed toward the original example used. But that decision of appropriate strategy depends largely on the original propositional form used—including qualifiers for proposition subject, object, and objectives.

We believe that after one clears away the emotional barrage attached to positions on both sides of the controversy, the position that the proposition should serve as the focus of debate makes considerable sense. First, there is sign evidence that such should be the case. To give some reason to the convention of continuing to have a national debate propagation, debate should be so focused. This is not to say that a problem question, a problem area, or a general topic may not better serve the interest of directing attention to specific instances of public policy. (Most of those who would dispute the notion that the proposition should be given priority do so because they object to the chance that attention will be diverted from public policy questions. The alternatives would certainly suit that requirement better). It is to say that the existence of a proposition means that we must deal with it even if we choose not to do so.
Second, accepting the primary role of the proposition in defense of an affirmative position allows for a series of conceptual consistencies which may not otherwise be possible. It certainly saves us from the fate of having to argue that the establishment of the relationship between the proposition and the plan is no more than a game rule or social convention, rather than part of the same process of gaining adherence to a policy statement.

Notice that our previous discussion has indicated that there is little to fear about the requirement to prove "the entire resolution" unless we are careless in the way in which we frame resolutions and the qualifiers which they include. Unless the proposition states that "X should do all Y," there is no requirement that all Y be defended to provide a defense for the proposition. When the qualifiers are absolute, then the proof requirements for an affirmative are absolute. Take, for instance, the proposition: That all US military interventions into the affairs of any nation or nations in the Western Hemisphere should be prohibited—or, for all x, y. Once we accept the notion that "any nation or nations" means all nations in the Western Hemisphere, then we have required the affirmative to defend "the entire resolution," or rather, all possible instances of intervention in all nations of the Western Hemisphere. In essence we make our task clear as we make certain qualifiers which we use in our propositions.

Ulrich's previous example for non-policy propositions analysis provides an interesting instance of problems which may be created by uncertainty of qualifiers. His example, "that higher education has sacrificed quality for institutional survival" creates difficulty for questions of truth requirements only because we do not know if "higher education" should be interpreted as a collective or an individual noun phrase—a meaning question which would be certainly arguable for grammarians. This illustrates that to accept the proposition as the focus of argument only requires that care be taken in the phrasing of qualifiers—an issue which should be of concern under any circumstances since advocates already need knowledge of word meanings even with a proposition relegated to ground division.

We have argued that the acceptance of the proposition as the focus of argument in an academic debate seems the logical outcome of our decisions to continue to use a proposition as debate's starting point. The acceptance of this position allows advocates to consistently defend a variety of concepts—the need to require topicality to be binding—rather than assert such as a convention equated with time limits. We argue that the acceptance of this position need not cause for advocates—since the requirement to defend "the entire proposition" does not demand the defense of all instances of a particular policy direction, but only that number of directions which would prove the resolution true. If we are only supposed to do something, we certainly don't have to do everything.
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Many of us are now confronting a problem of communication unique to our times. We want to be more fluent in our discourse with microcomputers. They will not work for us without it. So we initiate some pleasantries in simple commands, and, in gratitude, the computer processes some words. But on occasion the conversation becomes strained as the computer makes more demands on our lexicon. We are told that we must direct our comments to the program disk.

When we make contact with the program disk, we discover to our chagrin that someone else has already had a chat with the computer. In fact, this discussion made such an impression the computer can sing it from memory. But listening to this recital does little for our understanding. What words we can make out are punctuated by choruses of "I.C++." After recovering from the shock of unfamiliar sounds, we begin to wonder why the programmer doesn't speak English. We become angry that our conversation with the computer has been interrupted by some dingy-perceived flaw in the gibberish of programming statements. But we are chastened by the thought that the programmer's choice of language is her own business. If the use of program language is as arbitrary as it seems, arguing with the programmer would be mere quibbling.

Enough frustration with our inability to make full use of the system's capability may lead us to enroll in a programming class. As our studies progress, our perspective on the nature of the conversation between programmer and computer changes. We discover that certain unusual symbols must be employed to avoid confusion with alphanumeric symbols processed in typing. Other symbols are in the language to facilitate optical character readers. We develop the ability to converse in the same language with computers (and in a corresponding verbal shorthand with other programmers).

After awhile, we even may be able to return to the programmer of our original disk and critique his use of language. Discussion of these issues is no longer quibbling, and the choice of program language no longer arbitrary. When program talk diverges from standard English, we know why. Yet the program talk and our ordinary language do share common roots. We might even contemplate the possibility of a machine language that mirrors standard English, but for our present purposes and capabilities, such a language doesn't merit the tremendous expenditure of human effort to realize it.

TOPICALITY AND THE DIVISION OF GROUND: FRAMING POLICY DIAPLECTIC

David B. Hingstman
Baylor University

Our collective experience with the issue of topicality in academic debate shares qualities with our uninitiated reaction to computer talk. Many past conversations among debaters, judges and coaches have produced a tradition in our community that the requirement of fidelity to the meaning of the resolution should regulate "word processing" of specific arguments by advocates. But we find it difficult to explain what the language of fidelity means when applied to specific situations of advocacy, and, in particular, arguments about definitions and context.

Novice (and some no-so-novice) debaters view topicality as a special language of argument that is grounded in the arbitrariness of resolution drafters and judge perceptions. They learn to recite the command statements of topicality standards (a prior issue, debateability, field context, grammatical accuracy, fairness, etc.) while remaining unable to translate these standards into concrete implications for evaluation of argument about the resolution. They are in the position of the ordinary microcomputer user, trying to clear the program disk of unneeded data by typing in anything that comes to mind.

Despairing of the argumentative chaos that the uncertainty creates some participants turn to rules of thumb for evaluating the impact of specific definitional arguments. This process is similar to telephoning a customer service agent to get the proper command for the program disk. You still might not find out why you typed in that particular set of symbols. One method is to define "being topical" in a manner similar to the way that the British ethicist G. E. Moore defined "goodness" as a simple, indefinable property that is intuited. Evaluation of arguments about specific definitions can be gained by the critic's intuition that a plan just "is" or "is not" faithful to the thrust of the resolution. I will have more to say later about the perceptions of the role of topicality in debate that engender this rule. But the effect of the rule is to convert a problem of justification between participants into a psychological issue (each judge's application of the rule of thumb).

Another way out is to elevate an analytical tool for evaluating specific definitional claims to the level of a metatheory about what the critic should do in assessing the impact of topicality as a whole. When some talk of "reasonableness" as a criterion, they refer not to the presumed qualities of specific definitions but rather as a requirement that the critic should do in assessing the impact of topicality as a whole. Others talk of "best definition" as a call for comparing specific definitions to some criteria of meaning but rather as a requirement that the affirmative be faithful to the best possible interpretation of the resolution. This view amounts in practice to a presumption in favor of the negative.

The use of the second strategy is not limited to those who don't feel they understand the program language of topicality. The major proponents of "reasonableness" and "best definition" in the published literature both take advantage of the ambiguity between analytical tool and metatheory and oppose their opponents of subscribing to the "unfair" opposing metatheoretical position.
Choosing among the metatheories is not the end of the advocate's task. We must know how and why to apply these presumption rules to specific circumstances. At this juncture, we return to the vagaries of the topicality program language. We hear about right-to-define, division of ground, contextual accuracy, and "delimitation." But the relationship of these standards to specific duties of the advocates remain unclear. In consequence, the metaethical versions of "best definition" and "reasonableness" encourage the judge to do what she probably would do anyway — to rely on a general sense of persuasive "bestness." This works well enough in most instances. But what happens when advocates of specific definitional arguments clash on the issue of topicality? Which presumption rule should apply? It doesn't require extensive recollection of the heyday of arguments that "topicality is not a voting issue" to know what normally happens — judges don't vote negative on topicality. We shut down the computer rather than take the risk that someone else will discover that we don't understand the program language.

Rules of thumb in interpreting unfamiliar languages cannot be eliminated nor should they, for they respond to the unavoidable circularities of reasoning and reference that plague our efforts at comprehending and articulating what is true, good, and fair in our shared activity. But rules of thumb need not be applied in every situation. When we understand more about why we use certain languages, we push back the veil of uncertainty that occasions the judgment to invoke the role. More debates become resolvable on the basis of superior analysis and explanation of the reasons why particular interpretations of the resolution are important to the quality and coherence of advocacy. If our goal as participants in the activity is to help ourselves and others to recognize and evaluate justifications for claims, this search for understanding should bring us closer to its realization.

What this essay offers is a short course in the programming language of topicality - how topicality controls the dialogue between advocates on particular resolutions. Like the study of machine language, this course seeks to explain patterns of resolutional interpretation according to the pragmatics of their use by debaters. Our syllabus will reflect the view that confusion about the connection between the theory and practice of topicality argument often arises from a neglect of pragmatics in the implicit theory of resolutional meaning. Topicality is not simply a matter of semantics (the referential relationship between words in the topic as signs and plan provisions as actions signified in the words) or of syntax (the internal coherence of the resolutional statement when definitions given to individual words and phrases in isolation are combined). Semantic and syntactical evaluation, rather, are tools to assist advocates in describing how particular definitions affect the regulatory functions of fidelity to the resolution. These regulatory purposes of topicality, in turn, are fulfilled in the pragmatics of resolutional interpretation by the advocates.

As is appropriate to short courses, the syllabus limits itself to one function - the division of argumentative ground between affirmative and negative. But mining this often-invoked but seldom-developed concept yields a surprising rich view of practical use. In particular, we learn the decisive role that the paradigms of debate have conferred upon topicality argument in realizing in practice the decision rules that each paradigm's model of truth-testing generates. We may no longer overlook the role of topicality argument as we evaluate the preliminary check upon the range of cases from which an affirmative may draw and we can sort out our semantic and syntactical tools according to their relative sharpness in support of functional claims for interpretation.

Before we enter the first part of the course, we might spend a few moments expanding the notion of "division of ground." What do we mean when we invoke this standard? I see at least two senses or purposes that are linked to the model of debate as dialectic. One pushes the two sides apart and moves them toward horizontal poles which each side defends as a discrete intellectual and active alternative. Label these poles "Policies" or "Resolution/Nonresolutional cores" as you will; the separation preserves an initial distance between the two sides within the same set of social problems. We endorse this distance when we extol the values of argumentative clash and of the development of genuine alternatives on propositions of policy. It is untidy and dissatisfying, to say at least, when a debate concludes with both sides dimly recognizing that they have advocated the same set of actions.

Yet there is another sense of "ground division" that ignites warning flares when advocates begin their inevitable effort to repose the poles toward the center of the horizontal dialectic. We don't need to be experts in the politics of presidential campaigns to appreciate the strategic value of or the inevitability of such maneuvers. The territory lying between the two sides is persuasive and justifications for actions (advantages and disadvantages, if you will) buried in it. Capturing parts of what seems at first to be "no-man's land" converts, the matter of their hidden resources into persuasive force.

Arguments about division of ground create a path of justification for claims which challenge the legitimacy of these maneuvers. It is a vertical path in the sense that advocates move from claim-ground assertions of legitimacy to warrants and to regressions back from those warrants. Dialectic moves upward in a transcendental search for the preconditions of advocacy relevant to a judgment of legitimacy or importance. We may find an empirical critique of the adverse practical consequences of illegitimate maneuvers in previous (or projected) situations of advocacy. The clash of advocates on these vertical justifications determines the final positions of the horizontal poles relative to each other and relative to the political concerns that provide context to our resolution of policy.

Does the implicit sanctioning of this practice cut against the previous ideal of strict separation between the two sides that facilitates clash? Yes. But it also recognizes that our resolutions have vigor and relevance to advocates and audiences only when they reflect what people in society are saying and doing about the policy context of the resolutions. When it functions well, the vertical
dialectical and horizontal trench warfare between advocates in academic debate mirrors the ways in which we believe real-world advocates do or ought to connect facts and values in support of actions. We expect our debaters to enter such ways of life upon graduation, and their training in advocacy to improve their critical judgment about the rules, institutions, and substantive concerns for social policy. By assuming a stance that makes fidelity to resolutonal purposes irrelevant to policy argument evaluation we unwittingly may lock the gates leading out to the vertical paths of justification. Forced to play within the small yard of "direct clash" during intellectual childhood, debaters may find the security of the yard irresistible in later years as well, and fashion their own padlocks. Such practices fit in well with the programs of political actions who cloak assertions of power and domination in the mantle of "respectable dissent" and empirical social science. Policy dialectic holds out the hope that we need not forfeit the power of judgment and critique to live the good life.

The Licensing Function of Topicality and Division of Ground

The most widely-held perception of the place for topicality argument in debate is in disputes over the fit between the affirmative case area and the resolution. Grounds for the belief lie in the notion that the drafters of national debate resolutions design topics to provide a solid year's worth of fresh but thoughtful argumentative opportunities for both sides. The design criteria are two-fold: Make the wording of the topic restrictive enough to permit adequate negative preparation of case-specific refutation but broad enough to give the affirmative an adequate range of problems and values from which to develop cases. A good topic is neither too broad nor too narrow for the purpose of debate.

The application of this idea to practical advocacy relies on appeals to legitimacy and a sense of good will on the part of debaters. The syntactical and semantic properties for various interpretations of the words in the resolution imply different degrees of affirmative freedom to choose among case approaches. The defense of a particular case as faithful to the resolution may require the affirmative to proceed more by extension than intension. Debaters are ready to clash when they possess a number of "case-specific" arguments, including harm denials, alternative methods for solving problems, and especially, advantages. But what makes this style of argument superior to Nichols's? We could beg the question by saying it works better, but our congenital guilt about employing fallacies inhibits us. Perhaps advocates should be directing more attention to answering that question.

Then again, perhaps not. They might be discouraged by the peculiar consequences for argument evaluation that come from the application of licensing as a rule of thumb. We might remember, for example, that some cases are too broad to be topical as the year progresses, by principles of fair notice and expectations of untiring negative research. Moreover, advocates are compelled to defend what might be consideredfallacious reasoning. We may not know whether the strongest negative position against a particular case lies until that case has been argued for some time. But the fairness standard for licensing requires us to assume that it is possible to argue against a case on its specific merits, and to do so well.

Although not completely unreasonable, the assumption can be dangerous if it diverts the critic's attention from the effect of each side's interpretation on the ability of the negative to formulate the best defense of its position against the plan. The affirmative, on the one hand, in answering 
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Closely the intercollegiate debate propositional of the time, we see that some did achieve a high degree of specificity. One called for the enactment of the McNary-Haugen Bill, another for compulsory arbitration by the N.R.B., yet another for the cancellation of interallied war debts.

Why the concern with specificity? Wasn't this the golden age of affirmative responsibility for the whole resolution? Nichols implies otherwise. The 1953-54 topic, for example, called for a substantial increase in the powers of the president as a settled policy. "Teams could discuss virtually any subject and still bring it within the plausible meaning of the proposition." Debaters all over the country were quick to sense this opportunity. "Teams increase in the powers of the president as a settled policy. "Teams could discuss virtually any subject and still bring it within the plausible meaning of the proposition." Debaters all over the country were quick to sense this opportunity. "Teams increase in the powers of the president as a settled policy. "Teams could discuss virtually any subject and still bring it within the plausible meaning of the proposition." Debaters all over the country were quick to sense this opportunity. "Teams increase in the powers of the president as a settled policy. "Teams could discuss virtually any subject and still bring it within the plausible meaning of the proposition." Debaters all over the country were quick to sense this opportunity. "Teams increase in the powers of the president as a settled policy. "Teams could discuss virtually any subject and still bring it within the plausible meaning of the proposition." Debaters all over the country were quick to sense this opportunity. "Teams increase in the powers of the president as a settled policy. "Teams could discuss virtually any subject and still bring it within the plausible meaning of the proposition." Debaters all over the country were quick to sense this opportunity. "Teams increase in the powers of the president as a settled policy. "Teams could discuss virtually any subject and still bring it within the plausible meaning of the proposition." Debaters all over the country were quick to sense this opportunity. "Teams increase in the powers of the president as a settled policy. "Teams could discuss virtually any subject and still bring it within the plausible meaning of the proposition." Debaters all over the country were quick to sense this opportunity. "Teams increase in the powers of the president as a settled policy. "Teams could discuss virtually any subject and still bring it within the plausible meaning of the proposition." Debaters all over the country were quick to sense this opportunity. "Teams increase in the powers of the president as a settled policy. "Teams could discuss virtually any subject and still bring it within the plausible meaning of the proposition." Debaters all over the country were quick to sense this opportunity. "Teams increase in the powers of the president as a settled policy. "Teams could discuss virtually any subject and still bring it within the plausible meaning of the proposition." Debaters all over the country were quick to sense this opportunity. "Teams increase in the powers of the president as a settled policy. "Teams could discuss virtually any subject and still bring it within the plausible meaning of the proposition." Debaters all over the country were quick to sense this opportunity. "Teams increase in the powers of the president as a settled policy. "Teams could discuss virtually any subject and still bring it within the plausible meaning of the proposition." Debaters all over the country were quick to sense this opportunity. "Teams increase in the powers of the president as a settled policy. "Teams could discuss virtually any subject and still bring it within the plausible meaning of the proposition." Debaters all over the country were quick to sense this opportunity. "Teams increase in the powers of the president as a settled policy. "Teams could discuss virtually any subject and still bring it within the plausible meaning of the proposition." Debaters all over the country were quick to sense this opportunity. "Teams increase in the powers of the president as a settled policy. "Teams could discuss virtually any subject and still bring it within the plausible meaning of the proposition." Debaters all over the country were quick to sense this opportunity. "Teams increase in the powers of the president as a settled policy. "Teams could discuss virtually any subject and still bring it within the plausible meaning of the proposition." Debaters all over the country were quick to sense this opportunity. "Teams increase in the powers of the president as a settled policy. "Teams could discuss virtually any subject and still bring it within the plausible meaning of the proposition." Debaters all over the country were quick to sense this opportunity. "Teams increase in the powers of the president as a settled policy. "Teams could discuss virtually any subject and still bring it within the plausible meaning of the proposition." Debaters all over the country were quick to sense this opportunity. "Teams increase in the powers of the president as a settled policy. "Teams could discuss virtually any subject and still bring it within the plausible meaning of the proposition." Debaters all over the country were quick to sense this opportunity. "Teams increase in the powers of the president as a settled policy. "Teams could discuss virtually any subject and still bring it within the plausible meaning of the proposition." Debaters all over the country were quick to sense this opportunity. "Teams increase in the powers of the president as a settled policy. "Teams could discuss virtually any subject and still bring it within the plausible meaning of the proposition." Debaters all over the country were quick to sense this opportunity. "Teams increase in the powers of the president as a settled policy. "Teams could discuss virtually any subject and still bring it within the plausible meaning of the proposition." Debaters all over the country were quick to sense this opportunity. "Teams increase in the powers of the president as a settled policy. "Teams could discuss virtually any subject and still bring it within the plausible meaning of the proposition." Debaters all over the country were quick to sense this opportunity. "Teams increase in the powers of the president as a settled policy. "Teams could discuss virtually any subject and still bring it within the plausible meaning of the proposition." Debaters all over the country were quick to sense this opportunity. "Teams increase in the powers of the president as a settled policy. "Teams could discuss virtually any subject and still bring it within the plausible meaning of the proposition." Deba...
"fringe" cases through the latter parts of the season, many judges will refuse to entertain topicality strategies. The topicality argument suffers from guilt by association with the counterplan. From the point of view of success with topicality, it is almost better for the negative to make poor case-specific attacks and concede their weakness than to attempt the best negative response to the affirmative position.

Related to this is a second weakness of the simple licensing standard. Its emphasis on abuse or potential for abuse as the benchmark of reasonableness mistakes enterprise for evil intention. Recall that licensing assumes that affirmatives seek new licenses in order to reap the advantages of surprise. There is little room for the possibility that the affirmative chose the interpretation because they found it to be the best example of the resolution's overall strengths. Thus unusual cases, and especially "new" cases, are immediately suspect on grounds of non-topicality.

According to this view, the resolution transforms itself into an analogue to the "problem area," a type of boundary that recently has been attached to high school national debate topics. But in our case, the boundary is extremely porous, because it consists of various pre-tournamen, season ruminations about what the topic "means," expanded by the run of cases from certain respected programs.

Again the difficulty lies in what the standard neglects—the strength of the interpretation itself and the justifications for it. A particular affirmative team may have very poor definitions and justifications of its overall interpretation. But if the case itself falls within the problem area analogue's boundaries, few judges will vote on topicality, even if the affirmative challenge is vigorous on the interpretative issues. Conversely, an affirmative team might have developed analysis with strong intuitive appeal, only to have that analysis rejected because the case is too "squirrelly." Indeed, the more able the defense, the more likely some judges are to believe that the affirmative implicitly concedes the non-topicality of the case because it has "overprepared" against possible attacks. This belief also encourages the negative to include a large number of quibbling ("junk") topicality arguments in the hope that the affirmative will underplay their own credibility or at least waste a good deal of time responding to them. All of this maneuvering goes on in abstraction from the interpretative accuracy or cogency of each side's definitions and justifications. At least in the case of the high school problem area, we are given some other words to define and to add social context to resolutional interpretation.

To sum up, we can see the strengths and shortcomings of the simple licensing notion of topicality in its attitude toward the relationship between resolutional wording and argumentative clash. Licensing advocates believe that by establishing a workable range of cases (variable over time), the topic ensures that the two sides will examine the important issues implicit in the resolutional area of policy concern. This desire for clash coincides in part with the purposes of division of ground discussed earlier, and is commendable in its intentions.

But the tendency of licensing to endow a single, unstated model of argumentative clash as the ideal renders it unstable for and irrelevant to interpretative analysis of the topic. Because negative teams have not had the opportunity or desire to develop case-specific attacks against a wide range of "fringe" cases, their arguments about what the affirmative interpretation does not allow them to do are purely hypothetical and speculative. This vagueness is matched on the critic's side by the arbitrary nature of the presumption against the new or unusual that the problem area analogue introduces. The affirmative's ingenuity is limited not by the interpretative quality of its syntactical and semantic analysis but the creativity and genuineness of the critic. In short, licensing does little to establish the division of ground because it often bears little relationship to the reasons for which advocates make strategic decisions on argumentative positions.

If we are to give the licensing notion a stronger place in grounding topicality analysis, we must flesh out the bare bones of the narrowness/breadth of topic dichotomy. Advocates should make specific connections between various forms of resolutional interpretation and the range of cases that result, to the point of telling the critic what those ranges might be. Even more important, however, is the articulation of the consequences of the interpretation and case range for argumentative choice. Does the interpretation make all counterplans topical? Is there any room for non-topical alternatives of any kind? Does the resulting interpretation encompass within affirmative territory solutions to all possible disadvantages? Notice that the questions point to the practical maneuvers of horizontal and vertical dialectic that make up the concept of division of ground.

These objections can be developed in a concrete manner even if the affirmative case area is unfamiliar to the negative. They can provide cogent reasons to reject exorbitant claims of effects topicality when those claims endanger clash. Licensing moves beyond rule-of-thumb when it becomes reflective about why topicality ensures quality argumentation. Rather than assuming the worst motives on the part of affirmative and negative teams, critics should consider and apply a view of licensing which recognizes and supports the search for alternative policies or resolutional tests.

Horizontal Dialectics: The Counterplan Example

For me, the clearest expression of the practical application of the hypothesis-testing view of debate is contained in David Zarefsky's well-known article on causal argument. He calls upon to "... divide the universe of relevant options other than those embodied in the proposition (for convenience, this universe may be designated "Negative-land") into characteristics which are essential to its non-propositional nature and those which merely are incidental features—a division, that is, into core and periphery." How does the advocate go about discovering the "core" of negative land? Presumably she must discover the context of the policy areas for which the proposition serves as a call for action. The advocate must adopt a persuasive way of accenting certain words in the resolutional sentence to decide what
Most of us have encountered this issue of ontological commitments from topic statements outside of the hypothesis-testing framework. Advocates of change-of-government counterplans, off-set counterplans, and the like argue that the affirmative must support the continued existence of the institutions or actions that are eliminated by the negative counterplan. Whatever the merits of such claims in particular debates, these counterplans must be grounded in some kind of definitional analysis. The analysis denies the right of the affirmative to call for action on the contingency that the changes recommended by the negative fail to materialize. This path is the only way to replace arbitrariness with at least a gloss of reasons. Otherwise, for every claim of "reasonableness" by the negative, there will be an equal and opposite claim of flat abuse by the affirmative.

I have pursued this diversion to illustrate a broader point. Counterplan competitiveness notions accepted by the majority of debate critics ground themselves in claims about topicality. Consider mutual exclusivity. Lichtman and Rohrer suggest that two policies are mutually exclusive when both cannot exist simultaneously. The conditions for impossibility and simultaneity, however, are embedded in the resolultional context. The simultaneity requirement, for example, is an interpretative gloss on and a commitment to an implied time frame for policy consideration. Reasonable disagreement upon this standard is possible. It may be good to strengthen our European troops for awhile and then eliminate them. Why must we assume that the "and then" phrase is excluded by definition from the resolultional wording?

Net benefits competitiveness, as modified by the recent theoretical discourse about permutations, also depends for its justification upon resolultional interpretation. Net benefits without permutations encourages a Maginot-line construction of counterplan advantages to outweigh affirmative claims. But permutations must not alter the topical nature of the affirmative plan. The question of how that nature is changed by selective incorporation of counterplan provisions must be settled by claims and proofs about resolultional context.

Counterplans are just one practical illustration of the horizontal poles of advocacy that frame the dialectic of policy in debate. Topicality analysis enables debaters to defend their deeds to the argumentative ground surrounding the poles. But if debaters neglect the interrelationships among competitiveness and topicality claims, they soon will discover that their poles are sinking into the ground. Interpretations of the resolution that draw from field context are especially useful in establishing what social advocates conceive as "live" alternatives or options within the policy area. These conceptions, in turn, can give rise to new and richer grounds for claims of policy competition.

Vertical Dialectic: The Disadvantage Example

The end of our short course, as in the case of our real-world experience, suffers from the effects of a shortage of teaching time and space. Let us use our remaining time together to evoke possible meanings for further inquiry.

Negative disadvantages are premised upon a prediction of the effects that a particular course of action will produce. Just as it is possible to achieve the effects of affirmative advantages through non-resolultional alternatives, the affirmative may discover ways in which the disadvantage effects may be mitigated without reducing the topical translation of the resolutional statement into plan action.

Hypothesis-testing, as we know, has a very generous standard of mitigation. The action may lie outside of the resolultional statement as long as it does not contradict the essence of the resolution. Policy-making, by contrast, applies a stricter standard of correspondence between plan and resolultional language. Although some critics require more, James Unger's statement that all plan provisions must bear a rational relationship to a topical scheme of action to receive consideration reflects the majority position. 10

It is impossible to evaluate the relationship between a plan provision and the essence of the resolution (topical scheme of action) without seeking justifications based upon interpretations of the resolution's meaning. Why should we believe, for example, that policymakers would conceive of guaranteed funding and enforcement as part of a call for action? Only if an advocate can show that the words of the resolution assume such things as preconditions do we feel justified in entertaining that belief. Semantic analysis accompanied by evidence of field understandings will supply reasons to believe that certain actions are included or excluded from the purview of the resolution.

The framework of this dispute over what we sometimes call "extratopicality," then, is an illustration of the role of topicality in the raising and evaluating of questions in the vertical dialectic of debate. When a negative team encroaches upon the no-man's-land between the advocates by presenting a disadvantage that links affirmative land with certain related actions and beliefs in an prediction of bad consequences, a challenge for justification of the linkage is made. The direction for further warrants lies upward in some notion of the preconditions set upon the scope of argument by the resolultional policy context. Without discussion of these preconditions and their grounds, debates constantly threaten to dissolve into a stalemate of competing claims and impacts. The values of argumentative clash and comparison call upon the vertical dialectic in part for their realization in practice.
Conclusion

If we have completed our assignments faithfully, we may come out of our short course understanding and speaking a different language, the language of resolutional dispute. To be sure, it is an artificial language. We do not expect to use it in discussions around the dinner table. But “artificial” need not be a pejorative term. We construct languages out of our general linguistic resources for specific purposes. As long as we continue to comprehend and employ these languages within their purposes, we cannot be ostracized justly. The computer is not condemned to the trash can when humans discover that it requires a machine language. If we disagree on the importance of language use in debate, our dispute will pass quickly to the goals of the activity of interpersonal, political argument in itself.

What we have learned is that clash over the definition of terms in a resolution of policy is not an end in itself. Little educational value can be gained by threatening to punish advocates for what in retrospect may have been minor lapses in the achievement of maximum grammatical accuracy and sensitivity to the shared understandings of policy experts. Critics are hardly in a position to stand in such judgments on these issues anyway, when we ponder what information and literary skills we would bring.

Considerations of grammar and field context, however, are important to the critical evaluations for which topicality arguments are appropriate. The advocates dispute resolutional interpretations because fidelity to resolutional contexts allows the judge to determine whether each side has made a persuasive claim to the argumentative ground it occupies.

Part of that division of ground lies in the relationship between the cores of the resolution and the non-resolution—the horizontal dispersion of argument. Whether we particularize that concern as the permissible range of affirmative cases or as the range of negative options for counterplan, the basis for disagreement is the same. Definitional interpretations which find support in rules of grammatical construction or field-specific understandings establish boundary lines.

The other part of ground division involves critical supervision over attempts to capture the middle ground of beliefs and actions that on its surface seems to belong to neither side. Linkages between poles and middle, however, are an inevitable consequence of rhetorical sensitivity to the character of modern political discourse. Public actors, whether seen as technocratic elites or as faithful representatives of public will, are reflective about the intertemporal relationships among political decisions. Advocates in policy debate assume similar stances in an effort to ground their positions and their opponents' positions in the larger context of social choice. When these claims are disputed, controversy takes on a vertical profile of warranting. Both sides search for an adequate explanation and defense of the preconditions for policy success. These justifications transcend the particularity of the discourse about the specific resolution or plan. Field contextual notions of what we reasonably can expect of political system performance after specific policy change are transmuted into definitional interpretations when advocates utilize them in disputes over resolutional ground.

Our task as forensics educators becomes clearer as well in the light of our new literacy. Argument about topicality deteriorates into objectionable quibbling when advocates lose sight of the reasons why the argument began. Instruction in techniques of resolutional interpretation should focus on the purposes that topicality serves in debate and the ways in which analysis of grammatical construction and field-specific understandings should be applied in practice to achieve those purposes.
NOTES


5 Nichols, p. 254.

6 Nichols, pp. 256-257.


A PARADIGMATIC THEORY OF TOPICALITY
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Space according to the American Armchair Dictionary is the "expanse in which the solar system, stars, and galaxies exist; the universe." Therefore, the plan forbidding the use of spy planes is topical because they fly in the universe.

so sayeth the Affirmative.

"Space law deals with the area above the ionosphere." This is from Fuzzy Alderbaan, ex-wookie and chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Space. Spy planes fly in the earth's ionosphere as admitted in cross examination, so the plan to ban spy planes is not topical.

so sayeth the Negative.

At the back of the room sits a judge that is required by the tournament director to decide between these two definitions of "space." While the judge may prefer to define space as the empty vacuum existing between the ears of these two speakers, the ballot will force another choice. Both definitions are "reasonable" and to decide on the "best" definition is dependent on the standard that is used to define the words of the topic.

Admittedly, the previous example is absurd. There is a need, however, for precise standards so topicality disputes can be argued and resolved easily. Current means of resolving such disputes leaves judges without a clear and consistent manner of adjudication. Trying to develop a universal form of argumentation to be used to decide this issue in a debate round causes great difficulty. Argumentation should begin with the paradigm being used and the methods of argument should spring from the burdens the paradigm establishes. Methods of resolving the controversy will lose much of the universal application but will gain clarity because of their paradigmatic specificity.

This paper will analyze the reasons why a paradigmatic theory of topicality is necessary. Then a topicality theory for the hypothesis testing paradigm will be proposed.
Theory and Paradigm

The problem with topicality, as with several other issues in debate, is the separation of theory from paradigm. At times a theoretical outline is developed and then applied to the paradigms. Paradigms could be seen as argument fields that frame the context of argumentation. DeStephen argues that, "building a theory of topicality on the basis of field constructs opens a host of possible avenues for debate." Since different paradigms may require different burdens to be met, this appears "reasonable" or "best".

Paradigms should tell an advocate what issues are important and how they will be judged. General positions like "best" or "reasonable" should be viewed from the paradigm that is being used to decide the issues in the round. A rhetorical critic judging a debate on the basis of topicality might well decide that the best definition is one used by a universal audience. On the other hand, judges who view themselves as a Supreme Court Justice ought to use the best legal definition as established by precedent.

This technique can be applied to other issues like inherency, significance, or solvency, in addition to topicality. Unfortunately, there is no universal or consensual agreement on the way to resolve the issues that transcend paradigms. Issues sometimes may be eliminated or treated differently by paradigms. One example was the transformation of the issue of inherency by the comparative advantage format. Some theorists argued that inherency was not an issue because the format only required that the affirmative case be comparatively better at the time of adoption.

To resolve topicality arguments, the forensic community has begun adopting the "best" definition standard proposed by Unger. This standard was developed by Unger to resolve the problems of using "reasonableness" to resolve topicality arguments. A reasonable definition can be any definition that provides a reason for the interpretation of the words in a particular manner. The "best" definition standard is one that decides very often between contexts. A topic can be viewed, however, as religious, political, economic, educational, scientific, or cultural in nature, to suggest a few of the possible contexts that could be used.

The process goes through two steps, first determining the proper context, then deciding on the best definition within that particular context. Contextual arguments over "more reasonable" or "bestness" would suffer from the same affliction as arguments over the definition of the individual words. While the focus would be on the social interpretation of the subject matter rather than the definitions of the particular words, there is nothing to suggest that such interpretations are more easily debated and adjudicated than arguments over words. Determining context holds many problems independent of determining which definition is "best" within the particular context.

Suppose the topic is increasing U.S. foreign military commitments. The affirmative proposes to allow C.I.A. actions in Afghanistan and Angola. C.I.A. involvement would mean that arms and advisers would be "secretly" sent to help the rebels. If a negative argues from a religious standpoint, C.I.A. actions are not classified as a "military" policy in terms of the law or in the operative definition. If the affirmative argues from a functional standpoint, those organizations that undertake military actions are part of the military regardless of the official government title or legal definition. The dispute is not about the affirmative fulfilling a certain definition or which definition is "best." The dispute is really over the role of the judge as a decision maker. The affirmative argues that a choice must be made between competing advocates that can show a "reasonable" defense for the interpretation of the context. Whether advocates argue as lawyers, lobbyists, or can establish their own roles will make a difference in the effectiveness of certain arguments.

For example, all policies have legal and religious implications. That does not mean a policy must use legal and/or a religious definition, but certainly a choice must be made between definitions. Abortion is defined by laws, religions, and courts. This does not mean that all courts agree, that all religions agree, or that all policies agree. It does mean that "best" fields usually use different standards to judge arguments about the "best" definitions. Debate must make a decision about the "best" definitions. Debaters must make a decision about the "best" definitions. When advocates argue as lawyers, priests, or lobbyists. Once the role has been defined, then the proofs can be judged.

There may be a reason to use the best definition available, but the question of what constitutes the best definition is left unresolved. One can check to see if the resolution as defined leaves no term redundant, is contextual, limits discussion, or any number of criteria for a "good" definition. The process, however, offers no techniques of resolving conflicts over what is the "best" definition, since the "best" definition for a word depends on the function of the argument. All the standards provides is a different basis for evaluation that favors the affirmative. The burden is put on the negative to provide a superior definition, and failure mandates affirmative acceptance. Rather than helping to establish a process of limitation, it provides an enormous burden upon the negative to prove superiority over the affirmative interpretation of the topic.
The starting place for arguments should be the paradigm. Paradigms, within their framework, should establish what constitutes the best type of definition for that paradigm. Argumentation should come from that position, rather than ignoring this necessary first step. This paper will focus on one paradigm and propose a paradigmatic theory of topicality for hypothesis testing.

Hypothesis Testing

Hypothesis testing as proposed by Zarefsky did not give a method of resolving topicality disputes specific to that paradigm. The approach simply asks that the topic be justified by the affirmative team. This paper will take the hypothesis-testing paradigm and suggest a way of analyzing the issue of topicality. In hypothesis testing, the resolution is the concept under study and the affirmative plan is the specific operationalization of the hypothesis to be tested. In science a test either meets or does not meet certain criteria and on that basis is rejected or accepted as a test for the concept under study.

Scientists examine the operationalization to see if it is valid beyond the experiment conducted to all other instances falling within the concept under study. Kerlinger defines external validity as the question, "When an experiment has been completed and a relation found, to what populations can it be generalized?" Debaters and judges are seeking to find if the specific case (operationalization) generalizes to the population at large (resolution).

The affirmative team must provide a satisfactory argument that the concept under study has been adequately operationalized by their case. The plan and case ought to justify the conclusion the resolution asks to be drawn. This does not mean that the experiment must establish conclusive evidence, but satisfactory evidence according to the standards for a valid experiment.

No experiment usually provides conclusive evidence about the empirical world but that does not stop science. Galileo's dropping a ten pound and a one pound weight off a high tower did not conclusively prove that objects of unequal weight fall at the same speed. The experiment did provide satisfactory evidence to draw a conclusion that one would expect other objects of unequal weight but similar shape to fall at the same speed.

In addition, the negative need not offer a counter-theory or other means of measurement. All the negative has to prove is that the affirmative proposal does not generalize to the resolution. The negative may find it desirable to argue for other interpretations of what the affirmative case does measure, but this is not a necessary burden.

Validity as Topicality

The literature reviewed showed five possible methods for establishing the external validity of an instrument: content or face, construct, concurrent, predictive, and categorical.

Face validity is simply a first look criteria. Content validity is similar in that they both look at the measurement device and see if it is what one expects to be used. Can one look at the case and plan given the topic and accept it as an example of the resolution? Indications of validity might be the qualifications of experts: are they from the academic professional fields one would expect to be involved in the problem area? A judge could examine the particular congressional committees that held hearings and determine if they are ones likely to deal with the subject matter. Finally, a judge could listen to the vocabulary that authorities use to describe the issues and subject matter to see if they are terms one would expect to hear when discussing the problem area. If these indicators match the expectations about the topic then face or content validity could be said to exist. For example, the topic on space exploration would lead a judge to expect sources of evidence to be from places like NASA, Aviation Weekly, or Carl Sagan by the affirmative.

Construct validity asks if the theoretical concepts discussed fall under the problem area. If the source of the problem and its solution do not discuss the topic's problem area, then the affirmative fails to demonstrate a relevant construct. Possible questions of rendering a decision on construct validity could be asked about the case. If the case were Ethiopian food aid run under a military topic, the affirmative could be asked to demonstrate that the theoretical tenets advanced within the case fall within the problem area of the military. In addition, the affirmative might address whether the issues involved in food aid are considered in terms of military theories and jargon. Is food referred to as a weapon when used in Ethiopia? Are treaties like SALT or other historical agreements concerned with food as a potential weapon?

Concurrent validity seeks to find out if the instrument is similar to other instruments measuring the concept under study. Is the affirmative case similar to other affirmative case ideas being used to assess the topic. If the example is so different from other cases being used, then the topicality of the approach is suspect. The affirmative would have to show the clarity of the approach, why the difference is justified and still is acceptable. Under the hazardous wastes topic, several teams suggested that nuclear waste was included in the topic area. With a large number of teams using this case to support the topic, the presumption of topicality goes strongly to the affirmative since other experimenters agree this a good measure. This does not guarantee that the measure is a good one, only that it meets this particular standard.

Predictive validity should tell a judge about the ability to predict the nature of future cases. Other cases ought to reach similar conclusions about the same issues as in the particular
debate. If the issues of the particular test (case) are so idiosyncratic, then no prediction beyond the example may be possible. If under the labor union topic, a team suggested that the unique problems of one particular union could be solved by eliminating that union, the logic apply to other unions that faced similar problems. The specific instance may be correct and true but have no implication for the general principles involving the role (if any) union power should play in society. Since the judge ultimately must affirm the resolution on the basis of the example presented, the test must be a good example of the resolution. The particular threshold and standards for examples are and should be argued in the particular round.

Categorical validity refers to the ability of a category system to classify items quickly and efficiently. The definitions offered by the affirmative should establish a categorical system that cases fall within. In social science, gender is probably the quickest and most efficient categorical variable. The variable has a great deal of validity since it is considered to cover all cases and is easily applied. The high school topic involving "arms" sales presented problems since many dictionaries define "arms" as a "weapon." In the broadest sense, a team could argue for a restriction of the importation of Japanese cars. Cars are used to run down people and as a means of suicide. Obviously, the definition fails this criteria because it is inexact in its ability to classify items. A car is not normally considered a weapon but can be used as one. If the definition does not make it possible to readily and sensibly categorize ideas/objects as either resolutional or non-resolutional, then the definition is not valid and the test has suspect validity. A vague definition may make cases that do not fit the other criteria of validity clearly topical. An acceptable definition must be one that when used provides a degree of precision.

Conclusion

The paradigm puts the burden of topicality on the affirmative. Before accepting an instrument, the scientist (affirmative) must prove that the instrument is externally valid. The negative's only burden is to show that the affirmative's approach is unacceptably low external validity. This will require that both teams argue for the establishment of clear criteria to decide the issue. Failure to argue topicality by the negative, however, concedes the issue to the affirmative. One can assume that if the affirmative and the negative both concede the issue that the test meets minimal criteria unless some reason is given to doubt that assumption.

Another implication is that the affirmative must meet all criteria if it represented the concept under study. By meeting all the standards established, the affirmative has then advanced a topical case.

When deciding between definitions to be used to meet the external validity criteria, a judge could use "best" or "reasonable" standards. Whether one should use the most valid or a valid definition is arguable. The previous criteria are only a means to evaluate definitions; they can be used as minimal standards or as comparative standards.

The issue of topicality should be decided on the basis of the features of the paradigm used for the debate. As an example, the hypothesis testing model should have a paradigmatic theory for topicality argued as external validity. This is not to make a case for the use of the paradigm. The example is offered because it shows the radical departure from most traditional treatments of topicality. This treatment may be a reason to prefer or reject the paradigm but paradigms should be judged on how they define and treat the relevant issues.

The use of words to define other words will inevitably be inexact. The argumentative purpose that the definitions serve should provide some basis to decide the issues. The paradigm should outline how the issue is to be argued, a legal paradigm will have debaters argue about standing to try an issue, a scientific paradigm should use external validity. Since courts of law and scientists have specific standards for definitions and arguments, the arguments debaters use should focus on how definitions meet or do not meet those standards. The arguments would gain clarity and improve in quality as standards are developed.

Thus, debaters will be forced either to argue for the paradigm during the debate or in some manner be made aware of the particular judge's preference. Development of standards for topicality and other issues would also aid the judge in deciding whether to use that particular paradigm or not. Rowland has set out methods to assess the utility of a paradigm for academic debate. Obviously, the next step is to explicate how each paradigm addresses the central issues and make an overall assessment of the paradigm to determine what the issues are and how they ought to be treated.

NOTES

1An example of an application of this approach is found in Clark Olson's, "Counterwarrants and Clash: Never the Twain Shall Meet," Paper presented at the Speech Communication Association Convention, Anaheim, California, November, 1981.


ARGUMENTATION FOR THE GENERAL STUDENT:
TOWARD A PEDAGOGICAL JUSTIFICATION
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Over two decades ago, Ogden Nash penned another of his famous short poems:

Oh, jump with joy,
Be blithe and gay,
Or weep, my friends with sorrow.
As California is today,
The rest will be tomorrow.

While Nash was writing of the increases in smog, freeways, population, etc., it may be that some educational trends also reflect California's activities. If so, of great interest to those in argumentation is the three-year-old California State University and College system graduation requirement for a semester-long course in Critical Thinking. Such a requirement now faces the 300,000 students in the 19 campus CSUC system and that portion of the over one million community college students on 108 campuses who seek their college's general education certification to the CSUC system.

The CSUC requirement is stated as follows: "Instruction in critical thinking is to be designed to achieve an understanding of the relationship of language to logic, which should lead to the ability to analyze, critique and advocate ideas, to reason inductively and deductively, and to reach factual or judgmental conclusions based on sound inferences drawn from unambiguous statements of knowledge or belief. The minimal competence to be expected at the successful conclusion of instruction in critical thinking should be the ability to distinguish fact from judgment, belief from knowledge and skills in elementary inductive and deductive processes, including an understanding of the formal and informal fallacies of language and thought." (1)

For those of us who have considered argumentation to be one of our major interest areas, the importance of such a course is self-evident but it is heartening to know that others share our views. (The close correlation between the above statement of the requirement and many course descriptions of argumentation is not totally coincidental; instrumental to both the wording and the passage of the requirement was the presence on the committee of the statewide

10Unger, p. 9.
17Blalock and Blalock, p. 267.
President of the CSUC Academic Senate, Robert Kully, Professor of Speech Communication at CSU Los Angeles. (In California, the two courses which most often have been called formalized debate and the new critical thinking requirement are the Logic courses taught by Philosophy Departments and the Argumentation courses taught by the Speech Communication Departments. Clearly, the system has perceived that the efforts entailed in teaching and learning argumentation closely parallel the desires for the development of such analytical skills on the part of college graduates.)

Yet, the key question must be asked whether we, in our teaching of our argumentation courses, are meeting the needs as assessed by the CSUC Board of Governors or not. The issue here is not pragmatic, i.e., whether a particular course satisfies the criteria demanded by a particular governing board; if it were, the concern would apply only to teachers of argumentation in the state of California. Rather, the issue is of a broader philosophical concern, i.e., what is the goal of a course in argumentation and for whom is such a course intended? If one accepts the principle underlying the CSUC requirement, that all students both need and would benefit from exposure to courses designed to improve general analytical skills, attention must be paid to concerns about how best to approach such courses. Today, California’s teachers are mandated to address such concerns; tomorrow, others may be.

This panel is intended to address three general perspectives on the teaching of the college argumentation course. Perhaps for want of better terms, they have been divided into those of the basic argumentation perspective, the combination perspective, and the competitive perspective. Our presentation will attempt to address some of the directions those of us teaching the course from the basic or general argumentation perspective feel should be followed. In so doing, we intend to discuss the rationale for such a course, the skills to be developed, possible textbooks, potential organization and structure of such a course, and available exercises for such a course. I will focus on the first three aspects while Malcolm Sillars will address the latter two.

One caveat may be in order. The distinctions between teaching argumentation from a general perspective and from a competitive debate perspective are fairly clearly and the presentations by Professors Rhodes and Freadhoff should help draw those distinctions. However, we suspect that the distinction between the general perspective and the combination approach may be more artificial. Teaching argumentation from a general perspective does not preclude the utilization of the debate model as a means of conveying the basic principles of argumentation; we would never suggest that formalized debate has no proper place in the teaching of generalized argumentation. Our suspicion is that there will be a certain degree of similarity between our positions and those of Professors Olson and Callaway. The differences are probably more those of degree than of kind, i.e., we would perceive formalized debate more as a tool rather than the tool and the rules of formalized debate are less significant to us than are the principles. As noted earlier, such distinctions may be more artificial than real in nature.

Rationale

With any course, two critical issues that must be addressed are which students would benefit from such a course and what specific skills should they have developed at the conclusion of the course? This section of the presentation will concern itself with the first issue.

It is readily apparent that the competitive intercollegiate debate activity does not serve all members of a college population—nor should it. Few students have the desire, the competitive drive, the intelligence, the financial backing, the time, the teaching, etc., to enable them to be even moderately successful at even the lower levels of competitive debate. Moreover, even if it were possible to involve all of a school’s population in the activity, the loss to those individuals who desire excellence and who are capable of achieving it would be substantial as the overall quality would inevitably be lower than it is today.

However, saying the above does not mean that only a select few can benefit from the development of skills in critical thinking and reasoning. It is our position, like that of the CSUC system, that such skills are not only important for all students, not simply the intercollegiate debaters, but that they may be even more important for the general student than they are for the debater. (There is a fair amount of evidence, both empirical and anecdotal, that those students who attempt intercollegiate debate have already developed a certain level of skill even before they become involved. Such does not mean those skills are not significantly improved; it simply indicates that the base level is already frequently higher than it is for the general student.) The development of critical thinking skills is needed by all students, not only a few select debaters, and it becomes essential that courses be offered that go beyond efforts to develop skills for a limited number of college debaters.

However, that is not to suggest that debate has no place in the basic argumentation course. Certainly, an exposure to some of the precepts of competitive debate can serve to illustrate certain of the critical thinking skills being sought. However, we would contend that it is better to expose...
large numbers of students to a few basic principles than it is to expose small numbers to in-depth concepts. If the goal is to be an educated society, then concern must be placed on the development of the masses and not simply the elites.

Moreover, it should be noted that such an approach does not necessarily ignore those students who are capable of achieving even greater skills and may, in fact, encourage their existence. If a student, upon exposure to less technically sophisticated concepts in a basic argumentation course, feels the need or desire for a greater development, that student may be motivated, either personally or with the instructor's encouragement, to participate in intercollegiate forensics. Nothing about teaching the course from the basic perspective would preclude that. However, teaching the course from a competitive orientation may well preclude the development of skills in students who do not perceive themselves, for whatever reason, as desirous of achieving such a skill level.

We would thus conclude that the major rationale for teaching a course from the basic perspective is that it is the best means of developing critical reasoning skills for the average student. Free societies are dependent upon having large numbers of liberal- educated citizens and the skills attendant upon the mastery of argumentation lie at the core of any liberal arts education.

Specific Skills

While the foregoing has been more of a philosophical justification for the teaching of argumentation, concern must be given to the specific skills that such a course should be designed to improve. Such skills can be divided into attitudinal and technical ones.

On the attitudinal level, we would suggest that one significant change that ought to take place is for students to develop a different perspective on the role of argument in society. If one were to ask students on the first day of class, for synonyms for the word "argument," one would invariably hear many words with negative or pejorative overtones. The problem with that is not that it conveys a poor understanding of our discipline (although it does that also) but rather that it reflects a built-in bias against critical examination of issues. It is not only the word that students shy away from but the very act itself. It is essential that students be given a better understanding of what argument truly is so that they may develop a more positive attitude toward the activity.

It is here that theoretical principles can begin to offer insights that can lead to changing student perceptions. For example, an instructor may discuss the underlying principles in Wayne Brockriede's seminal "Where is Argument?" (2) In the process of doing so, it becomes possible to outline those characteristics that make for true argumentation as opposed to those that contribute simply to fighting or quarreling. Once students understand that disagreements may lead to fighting—but they may also lead to arguments—part of the attitudinal battle is already won. The instructor may longer that the consequences of disagreements are necessarily bad. A respect for the role of argument in society is fundamental to the development of any type of critical reasoning skills.

Second, students must be made aware of the importance of being open to other ideas. Too often, individuals presume that all right is on their side and only wrong can be found on the other side. It is critical that such a rigid thinking pattern be dispelled. While Ehninger and Brockriede in Decision by Debate (3) make the point that debate is a cooperative rather than competitive activity, excess reliance on the competitive debate format can squelch any orientation. However, by stressing certain principles, such reluctance can be made more clear to students. For example, if one were to include in the process of discussing the briefing of issues the importance of ascertaining agreed-upon or shared facts, values, and credibilities, one can begin to show students that differences between advocates are not necessarily black and white. Reagan and Mondale may disagree on how to pursue nuclear arms reduction but if students are forced to acknowledge that Reagan is not intent on beginning a nuclear holocaust nor is Mondale determined to turn the United States over to the Soviet Union, they begin to have a better understanding of both the difficulties of resolving disputes, and the fundamental integrity of the participants in such disputes. Eliminating the "holier-than-thou" thinking that typifies so much of current discourse is essential to the process of developing open examination of issues and thus is a fundamental skill that must be addressed.

Third, students must be made aware of the importance of taking stances on different issues. It is no accident that the CSUC requirement includes the phrase "advocates" in its description. While there are numerous societal and educational pressures loading students to take the safe position of not taking positions, it is incumbent upon an argumentation course to inculcate an awareness of the significance of doing so and, if necessary, force students to do such. Obviously, part of that can be accomplished by having a formal debate in the course where a student must both attack and defend ideas. However, that is not the only option and a basic argumentation perspective allows for other opportunities as well. Whether one chooses to exercise those options as in the oral arena, in activities such as persuasive speeches, negotiation, parliamentary assemblies, etc., or in the written mode via analyses and evaluations of arguments,
students must be exposed to the process of taking firm stances—tempered by an understanding of the myriad of possible positions—on matters they have been exposed to. If we agree with Edmund Burke when he said "all that is necessary for the triumph of evil is for good men to do nothing," it is essential that students be shown, not only the acceptability but, in fact the necessity, of being willing to take positions and argue for them.

Beyond the above general attitudinal skills, though, a course in argumentation must offer students specific skills to enable them to carry out the philosophical concerns more fully. We should indicate that our concern is much more focused on analytical skill than it is upon performance skills. The latter is certainly a useful adjunct, but we do not see it as the raison d'être for argumentation courses. The following is a brief overview of the skills we feel to be critical and which a basic argumentation perspective can help develop.

First, we believe students should be made aware of the essential elements in the argumentative process. Our bias, reflecting the works of Toulmin and Perelman, is for students to recognize the audience-centered nature of argumentation. (Such, in fact, may be one of the unique aspects that argumentation brings to critical thinking that is less pronounced in most formal logic courses offered in philosophy departments.) We perceive that the "objective of such argumentation is to help others reach a decision."(4) By continually relating the concepts of argumentation to the audience-centered perspective, students have an opportunity to realize that argumentation is not something that occurs in a vacuum but is rather of critical importance to all processes involving decision-making. Moreover, by exposing students to such theoretical constructs as Perelman's "universal audience," it is possible to explain to them different criteria utilized by different audiences to reach decisions and to offer suggestions regarding higher levels of critical awareness.

Such elements, though, also include more specific concepts that can be explained from a basic argumentation perspective. At the core, students can be taught that "argumentation is a communicative activity in which you advance claims, support them, and strengthen and refine them so that they will resist the refutation of others." (5) By offering students an explanation of what each of these key elements is and how they relate to one another in the argumentative process, the framework is set for a more full development of the specific factors to be assessed within each of those areas.

One of the means of addressing such elements is to introduce the student to the Toulmin model. While generally a bit difficult for the beginning student to grasp immediately, examining the layout of an argument can help the student to begin to understand the complexity of an argument—but also the relative simplicity of assessing the argument when one has a tool for doing so. Considering the theoretical construct in terms of everyday arguments can allow a student to understand the interrelationships of significant elements of the argumentative process.

Second, students must be made aware of the different settings within which argumentation can and does occur. In a broad sense, they can be taught that "arguments are applied to the entire spectrum of communication situations—from casual interpersonal or small group interactions to more formal situations of conference, debate or negotiation." (6) Beyond that, specific examples within each of those areas can be developed by the instructor. An approach to the course which relies solely or even very extensively upon the competitive debate model can cause a student to have a too-limited view of the places in which argumentation takes place. At the bottom line, students must learn to recognize that "arguments occur in the vicinity of people" (7) if they are to develop an appreciation for the importance of developing their critical skills. By achieving the objective of instilling such recognition, the groundwork for further skills development has been set.

Third, students must understand the nature of claims in argumentation, both as to the types of such claims and their roles in different argumentative situations. All too often, it is apparent that individuals are not even aware of the exact position for which their adherence is being sought. By focusing on the nature of claims, one can better explain how different criteria can be employed to evaluate and analyze such claims. For example, a student who can distinguish between factual, interpretive, and policy can more readily be taught the bases for judging such claims than can the student who only sees an amorphous blob in the argument.

Fourth, students must be exposed to the role of evidence in the argumentative process. While one might contend that the competitive debate model can force an awareness of the centrality of evidence better than any other approach, such ignores the reality of the majority of human argumentation. Seldom, if ever, in real-life does one find evidence evaluated strictly on the basis of the largest numbers of pieces of evidence one can cite in the shortest period of time. In fact, one might contend that the debate model is potentially counter-productive as few lay individuals are overly impressed by the type of evidence utilization common in academic debate and it is entirely possible that a backlash can arise which denigrates the role of evidence in argumentation. We would suggest that students can be made aware of the importance of evidence without resorting to the competitive model. Within this area,
then, it is essential that students be exposed to two concepts, i.e., the various types of materials which can serve as evidence and, most critically, different means of evaluating such evidence. It is not enough to install in students the idea that mere assertions are insufficient and that there must be data behind the claims; it is central to the critical reasoning process that the students be given criteria upon which to evaluate such evidence.

Fifth, language as an argumentative construct must be discussed. Given the fact that most students enter an argumentation course with the wrong idea of what argumentation is, they are no less likely to enter with a misunderstanding of the role language plays in argumentation. Too often they assume that the more intense the language is, the better the argument is. Instructors must explain that such is not the case and that the opposite may, in fact, be true. Moreover, students must be made aware of the fact that many potential disagreements could be solved more easily if more care and precision were taken with the language.

Sixth, students need to be instructed about the role that source credibility plays in the argumentative process. Obviously, that will have been discussed to some extent in the process of covering other concepts such as testimonial evidence. However, it is entirely proper to devote a separate section to the credibility of the students themselves. Such a section may touch upon it, but is not confined to, performance skills. Analytical skills will also have an impact upon how one's credibility is assessed by others and that situation ought to be brought to the students' attention.

Finally, an argumentation course ought to seek to develop a student's refutation and rebuttal skills. Granted, the process of taking a stance is a step in the right direction but students must be made aware that in the height of sophistry for them to advance a claim and then be unable or unwilling to defend it against the attacks of others. Moreover, they must be made aware of the fact that letting other positions go unchallenged is not the route to coming to the best decisions. By teaching students specific techniques of refutation and rebuttal, a more dialectical argumentative process ensues and, in the end, a better decision-making process.

The above is not meant as an exhaustive list of the specific skills an argumentation course can and should teach. It is simply to highlight what we perceive as some of the more critical factors. We do not suggest that these cannot be taught using the competitive debate orientation; we simply suggest that, for the greater number of students, there are other ways of instilling such skills. Theoretical explanations must remain at the core of the course; the specific means of applying those explanations can be based upon a myriad of approaches.

Textbooks

Obviously, the approach we are suggesting is different than the way the argumentation course used to be taught. Two decades ago, it would have been virtually impossible to find a textbook that would suit this type of course as argumentation texts tended to rely solely on the competitive debate model as a means of explaining the concepts. Today, that is no longer the case. Without concerning ourselves with the causes of such a change, suffice it to say that there are now textbooks available for the argumentation instructor who wishes to approach the course from the more dialectic perspective. The following paragraphs will cite some of the more useful textbook choices available to the instructor.

While it may be embarrassing to one of us, first mention must go to Argumentation and the Decision-Making Process (8) by Richard D. Rieke and Malcolm O. Sillars. It ought not to come as any earth-shaking surprise that we find this text to be one which gives sufficient consideration to the rationale, attitudinal and technical skills which we discussed above. In fact, the Rieke and Sillars text was really the first in the field to abandon an overt emphasis on academic debate. As such, it was the pioneering work from which others have taken their cues. Primary attention is paid in the work to the "audience-centered concept of argument." It is the construct that undergirds the entire text. In the book, little consideration is given to formal academic debate but extensive discussions are offered of the application of argumentative constructs to a variety of situations and settings. Thus, one could teach the course from this text without any discussion of formalized debates or, if one wished to include them, supplementary lectures or reading would be necessary.

Operating from a somewhat similar perspective is An Introduction to Reasoning (5) by Stephen Toulmin, Richard Rieke and Allan Janik. In this text, the unifying construct of the work is an explanation of the various facets of the Toulmin model. In addition, the authors focus extensively on what be termed "everyday argumentation." There is no specific reference to academic debate and, like the Rieke and Sillars text, this one devotes an independent section to special fields of reasoning.

Argumentation: Reasoning in Communication (10) by J. Vernon Jensen is quite similar in orientation to the Rieke and Sillars volume. The echoes of their work can clearly be heard in his. There are some differences, however. He frequently alludes to academic debate in his discussions, but does not really focus his attention upon it. One thus gets a taste for the activity but in no way can it be a full meal. Depending
on the orientation of the instructor, certain of Jensen's chapters, such as the one on the oral presentation of argumentation, may or may not be useful as one attempts to focus on the basic precepts of argumentation.

J. Michael Sproule's Argument: Language and Its Influence (11) follows a similar orientation. While he does include two chapters about formal debate, an interesting chapter on ethics, and some useful exercises, his focus is upon the theoretical constructs of argumentation. Unlike the Rieke and Sillars text, which has the notion of the audience-centered perspective as a guiding principle, there does not seem to be a unifying position for Sproule's work. Such may be either an advantage or a disadvantage, depending upon the general desires of the instructor.

The final text which we feel most closely serves the needs of a general course is Richard E. Crable's Argumentation as Communication: Reasoning with Receivers. (12) Crable acknowledges his indebtedness to the works of Toulmin and MacCloskey. He approaches argumentation as a special sort of communication process rather than a kind of quasi-logical act. Its unifying construct is an emphasis upon how a receiver responds to arguments but he does not totally ignore the qualitative and ethical demands placed upon the arguer.

Clearly, there are a number of other argumentation texts available for adoption. It is our judgment, though, that the six cited above are the texts which most closely approach the course from the basic argumentation perspective which we are committed to. Other texts focus much more significantly on the competitive perspective and, thus, seem more appropriate for those courses which choose to approach the argumentation course differently than we do.

Conclusion

It is our position, then, that a rationale exists for teaching the argumentation course from a general perspective in order to foster certain specific skills and that texts are readily available for those desiring to teach a course from that perspective. We would contend that doing so provides a service to the students, the colleges and the society. Of course, any such approach entails certain inherent risks. There is always the danger that one may be successful in teaching students to reason critically.

On the final examination for my argumentation course, I presented students with the following scenario: "Assume that the Board of Trustees of the California State University and College system is discussing the following proposition: Resolved, that the general education requirement for a course in Critical Reasoning should be abolished. You are addressing the Board. Take a position on either side of the proposition and present and defend your arguments." A freshman student offered the following answer: "Yes, courses in critical reasoning should get abolished immediately. We as educators are doing our job to prepare students for life as our government and society's values have evolved to this point. Colleges who have a critical reasoning course are beginning to disrupt things. Several have been reported cross-examining teachers on their course information, many are asking teachers for credentials, some even ask teachers to supply good arguments as to why the course is necessary. It hasn't stopped there. Why one student today asked top administrators why it was necessary for them to be away from campus for so many seminars and that student already knew how much had been spent and who had spent it. If students like this are able to gain adherence of others we could be in trouble again just like the sixties. Our government has been doing a good job of suggesting where we as educators should milk-down information students receive in classes about government workings and society. Isn't it up to us to take the initiative and abolish a course that only starts the fires of anger and resentment in officials public statements. Let's do our part to protect the status quo. Surely if a freshman student can see the possible consequences of teaching the course from a general perspective, professionals should be able to do so as well. The moral is clear: if we do not want to take the risks attendant upon teaching citizens the precepts of general argumentation, we ought not to choose this approach. However, if the idea of teaching students to critically examine the workings of argumentation in society have any appeal, the general argumentation perspective can be most useful."
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TEACHING THE ARGUMENTATION COURSE FROM A MULTIFACETED PERSPECTIVE

Clark D. Olson
Arizona State University

The basic argumentation course can be a forum for discussion with many applications. To allow students to gain the broadest perspective of the discipline, the merits of teaching a multifaceted approach combining both theoretical concepts and competitive skills are explored. This paper outlines reasons why both theoretical and competitive approaches can be combined successfully without sacrificing one orientation over the other.

A Case for the Multifaceted Perspective

Considering the variety of applications that argumentation has, students should be exposed to the widest range of opportunities. If merely a theoretical approach is used, students are often left with a mind full of concepts but with a lack of practical skills based on those concepts. What good does it do one if s/he can place any argument into a Toulmin diagram and label the parts if they are not a more discerning consumer of argument in their everyday life? Volumes of theory, all of which may be useful to some degree, have been written about argument, yet it is the practical application of this theory which makes it truly useful to the beginning student of argumentation. Limiting a course to mere theory can be too esoteric for students to fully appreciate.

Another application that is popular among several instructors, particularly debate coaches, is a competitive debate oriented approach. Some directors of forensics might find the beginning argumentation course a useful place to teach the competitive skills which can be practiced on the debate circuit week-end after week-end. However, to limit students to solely one application also does them a disservice. For example, a competitive approach is limited in its discussion of ethos and rarely reaches beyond the dab of persuasion that occurs in today's debate round. The discussion of language rarely centers on the substantive usage of language in all arguments, but instead concentrates on the use of jargon and word economy. The nonverbal aspects of argumentation are virtually ignored and the theory students study most likely focuses on standards of counterplan competitiveness or respective debate paradigms. Too often, then, students get a stilted perspective of argumentation without but a single application. As Gregg Walker noted at the National Development Conference on Forensics, "We may believe that argumentation is central to debate, yet many debate students have a poor understanding of classical or contemporary theories of argument. Our persuasive speakers and 'analyzers' of communication, driven more by a quest for plastic trophies, may search for the most tournament-successful speech method rather than making strategic choices as a knowledgeable rhetor." When instructors teach solely competitive skills in the classroom with little application...
Beyond the debate round, students are cheated out of a variety of opportunities which could benefit them in society. Unfortunately, the reverse is also true. Students trained only in a theoretical perspective do not benefit from the intense experience of debating. As Brenda Logue noted, "Few other communication courses have the built in pressure element that is present in debate."13

The advantage to a multifaceted perspective is that one can strike a balance in the introductory course, using it to serve both needs. It can provide the fundamental theory of the discipline and also provide a use for that theory through the application of competitive debate. Yet the application does not end there. Many types of competitive and noncompetitive activities can be used as tools to further the understanding of the theoretical knowledge students gain. In addition, teaching about competitive debate can give the activity broader exposure, as many a fine debater has been recruited from a basic argumentation course.

Problems with Teaching a Multifaceted Approach

One of the most basic problems in trying to strike a balance between theory and competition is to find a text suitable for this purpose. No less than a dozen argumentation texts are currently peddled for our use, and it is often difficult to decide which one suits this purpose best.

Several texts come down on the side of teaching a theoretical perspective. Rieke and Sillars10 have recently published a new edition of their text which provides a good, updated version of argumentation theory with a new application of theory in their fields section. Yet, this text is hardly useful in teaching contemporary competitive debate, as was noted by Charles Kneupper in a review of the text, "It is more suited to classes in which students approach competition cognitively and emphasize theoretical concerns, as opposed to the practice of Intercollegiate Debate."12 This omission seems a bit odd in light of the authors' acknowledgment in the introduction to their section on fields that students, "will learn about the problems and techniques of argumentation where specialized knowledge is necessary."6 Certainly competitive debate fits such a description and could have been included.

Toulmin, Rieke, and Janik7 begin their text from a philosophical standpoint using the Toulmin model as the basis for their discussion. Consequently, after reading this text, a student unaccustomed should be able to diagram nearly any argument and perhaps even apply arguments in the special fields of law, science, arts, and management. However, students will not have a clue as to how to apply these skills in a competitive debate as was noted by Daniel O'Keefe, "It is not academic debate text (and hence there is no mention of counterplans or inference or cross examination techniques)."8

Richard Crable approaches his text from a receiver viewpoint, claiming to "view argumentation as the sort of rational process described in the theorizing of Professor Stephen Toulmin."9 In his attempt to transcend the strict logical interpretation of argumentation, he, too, has failed to focus on competitive debate.

J. Michael Sproule10 also takes a unique perspective in his approach to argumentation. He combines the substance of argumentation with other theories of communication, such as perception, language, and persuasion. Janice Schuetz comments on its usefulness from a debate standpoint, "Sproule's text offers an alternative approach which de-emphasizes competitive debate and stresses the applications of argumentation to contemporary contexts."14

J. Vernon Jensen claims to be all things to all people. He writes, "This book is intended for courses in Argumentation or Argumentation and Debate, whether at the lower or upper division level. It should also fulfill the needs of courses in Applied Logic and Argumentation in departments of Philosophy, English, and Journalism. The book is appropriate as well for the debater and for students in adult education courses."12 While perhaps the most readable and well explained text in the areas of evidence and reasoning, it falls short of its goal to assist competitive debaters. When Jensen tries to include a debate perspective on various issues such as case and debate formats, he treats current formats lightly and includes many additional formats one would hardly conceive as being useful on the competitive circuit. His information regarding debate is highly descriptive and the mechanics for practicing the various forms of debate are missing from the text.

On the other hand, several texts emphasize only the competitive debate area as an application for argument. Perhaps the best well-known text, Argumentation and Debate, by Austin J. Freeley,13 has been useful in providing the fundamentals of debate for over two decades. In each edition, Freeley makes an effort to update information on current practices in competitive debate. While his text is undeniably useful and probably occupies a prime spot on the shelf of each forensic educator, it provides only a cursory treatment of such theoretical issues as ethos, values, language, syllogisms, and fields.

Patterson and Zarefsky14 begin their text with a unit on basic argumentation which is sound but paves the way for their contemporary hypothesis testing approach to competitive debate. This book has a distinct debate flavor throughout and omits such standards as a discussion of the Toulmin diagram.

Gerald Sanders solely deals with competitive debate. In fact, to the extent that Sanders discusses theory, he "judicates how it can be used in a practical sense in academic debate."15

With such a myriad of texts available it is difficult to choose which one best represents a multifaceted approach. However, I found the following three to come the closest to integrating theory with the practice of competitive debate.

"The book which provides a good, updated version of argumentation theory with a new application of theory in their fields section. Yet, this text is hardly useful in teaching contemporary competitive debate, as was noted by Charles Kneupper in a review of the text, "It is more suited to classes in which students approach competition cognitively and emphasize theoretical concerns, as opposed to the practice of Intercollegiate Debate." This omission seems a bit odd in light of the authors' acknowledgment in the introduction to their section on fields that students, "will learn about the problems and techniques of argumentation where specialized knowledge is necessary." Certainly competitive debate fits such a description and could have been included.
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Richard Crable approaches his text from a receiver viewpoint, claiming to "view argumentation as the sort of rational process described in the theorizing of Professor Stephen Toulmin." In his attempt to transcend the strict logical interpretation of argumentation, he, too, has failed to focus on competitive debate.

J. Michael Sproule also takes a unique perspective in his approach to argumentation. He combines the substance of argumentation with other theories of communication, such as perception, language, and persuasion. Janice Schuetz comments on its usefulness from a debate standpoint, "Sproule's text offers an alternative approach which de-emphasizes competitive debate and stresses the applications of argumentation to contemporary contexts." J. Vernon Jensen claims to be all things to all people. He writes, "This book is intended for courses in Argumentation or Argumentation and Debate, whether at the lower or upper division level. It should also fulfill the needs of courses in Applied Logic and Argumentation in departments of Philosophy, English, and Journalism. The book is appropriate as well for the debater and for students in adult education courses." While perhaps the most readable and well explained text in the areas of evidence and reasoning, it falls short of its goal to assist competitive debaters. When Jensen tries to include a debate perspective on various issues such as case and debate formats, he treats current formats lightly and includes many additional formats one would hardly conceive as being useful on the competitive circuit. His information regarding debate is highly descriptive and the mechanics for practicing the various forms of debate are missing from the text.

On the other hand, several texts emphasize only the competitive debate area as an application for argument. Perhaps the best well-known text, Argumentation and Debate, by Austin J. Freeley, has been useful in providing the fundamentals of debate for over two decades. In each edition, Freeley makes an effort to update information on current practices in competitive debate. While his text is undeniably useful and probably occupies a prime spot on the shelf of each forensic educator, it provides only a cursory treatment of such theoretical issues as ethos, values, language, syllogisms, and fields.

Patterson and Zarefsky begin their text with a unit on basic argumentation which is sound but paves the way for their contemporary hypothesis testing approach to competitive debate. This book has a distinct debate flavor throughout and omits such standards as a discussion of the Toulmin diagram.

Gerald Sanders solely deals with competitive debate. In fact, to the extent that Sanders discusses theory, he "judicates how it can be used in a practical sense in academic debate." With such a myriad of texts available it is difficult to choose which one best represents a multifaceted approach. However, I found the following three to come the closest to integrating theory with the practice of competitive debate.\[
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Ehninger and Brockriede, while concentrating on a debate perspective, provide a sound theoretical base for its application. They address current concepts in argumentation theory in their chapter "Perspectives on Argument" and delegated the information regarding contemporary competitive debate practices to then-active coaches.

Ziegelmuller and Dause also strike a good balance of theoretical information and competitive practice. Yet their material is somewhat dated since their book was published a decade ago. Both argumentation theory and debate practice have changed greatly.

Finally, Eisenberg and Ilardo provide a thumbnail sketch of competitive debate, doing a reasonable job of outlining speaker responsibilities, formats, etc. However, their approach is rather simplistic and is not integrated as a method of application of argumentation throughout the book—the chapter stands alone. Several chapters later the authors even include a chapter on "Applied Argumentation" that doesn't even mention academic debate as an application.

Such attempts are disappointing. Most texts fail because they attempt to be all things to all people. By trying to tailor themselves to both camps many texts do not do a thorough job with either, leaving the students frustrated and confused. Most books have their merits and their faults. As a result, I find myself using chapters of various books to combine these two approaches, so my syllabus winds up looking like a "Who's Who" of argumentation authors.

A second problem in teaching a multifaceted perspective is the limited time in any academic calendar. Obviously all instructors must make choices as to what material to present and what to omit, yet when combining two approaches, the difficulty of this task is magnified. It is rare to find a college or university that teaches both an argumentation and a debate course as two separate classes. So most frequently, instructors are forced to squeeze both segments of the course into a single semester or quarter. Trying to do too much can be dangerous, as students can easily become confused. If enough time is not allotted, especially for the competitive aspect, students can come to dread debating and the quality of the learning experience becomes little more than an exercise in futility.

Solutions to Teaching a Multifaceted Perspective

Nevertheless, I believe there are a variety of ways that a multifaceted course can be taught successfully. One approach which emphasizes a broader application is to structure the course around Aristotle's three forms of discourse: deliberative, forensic, and epideictic. To demonstrate the importance of argumentation in deliberative rhetoric a legislative forum could be held in the classroom. The instructor acts as chair and the students, as members of various committees, present bills which can be debated, voted upon, or referred to committee for later consideration.

This assignment normally takes at least two weeks so students have adequate time to structure, support, and rewrite their bills. This provides a positive method for students to understand the importance of argumentation in public policy-making situations and can also prepare them for competitive policy debate. Another assignment which stresses the deliberative aspect of argumentation is for students to trace a bill through the state legislature. Many colleges and universities are located in close proximity to state capitals and this assignment allows students to see the many and varied times that practical argumentation skills are necessary to enact legislation.

Forensic rhetoric can be taught by having students involved in moot court proceedings. A variety of cases, both real and fictional, can be obtained from such sources as the Point of Law game. Students assume various roles such as prosecutors, defense attorneys, jury members, etc., so that each student experiences the importance of argumentation in a legal context. This assignment can also be expanded to include lessons on brief writing to offer students practical experience in sound argument construction. If one does not have time for entire court proceedings, another option is to have attorney-judged debates. This combines the skills of debate with a legal perspective. Most communities have a pool of former debaters who are now members of the legal profession who might conceivably assist with this assignment. Finally, if class time is truly at a premium, students can visit trial in the community and identify the types of arguments used. This perhaps provides the most valid experience of legal argumentation. Obviously it is rare when an entire class can arrange to see a trial, so a group of students may attend and report back to the class. This experience normally provides good insight into the workings of the court system and the argumentation necessary for its success.

Since epideictic speaking is usually ceremonial in nature it is often important to analyze the ethos of the speaker. Students can be assigned to select a speaker and then focus on the elements the speaker uses to establish his/her credibility both verbally and nonverbally. The assignment can be extended to ask students to identify aspects the speaker used which may enhance their personal credibility. This is useful for debaters so they can understand what elements contribute to making a presentation credible or incredible. Another assignment which teaches about credibility is to have students analyze the article "Who's Really Running America?" an annual feature published in U.S. News & World Report. Students can identify which leaders have ethos, and how that ethos was attained. It is also interesting to see how this list changes from year to year. Students may want to speculate on what attributes cause people to appear on the list at one time and not another.

When teaching the specific application of argumentation to competitive debate several options are available. Considering the complexity of the activity it is usually a good idea to provide a model for the students to follow. A demonstration debate by members of the intercollegiate debate team can provide such a model and generate respect and enthusiasm for the activity. However, if careful modifications are not made and caveats
given, students can become perplexed and bewildered with the complexity of the entire class at once. In addition to teaching debating skills, this exercise also requires a knowledge of parliamentary procedure, and important skill, yet one found infrequently in the college curriculum.

Several general assignments can also highlight various components of argumentation theory and provide useful application of argument skills. Many of these come from the course “Analysis of Oral Argument,” a basic distribution requirement taught at the University of Minnesota. Claims made via the media often make excellent ideas for classroom speeches or discussions. Having students analyze the claims, evidence, types of reasoning, and fallacies in television commercials, billboards, and printed advertisements provides a good opportunity for students to evaluate the argumentation they daily consume. Examples of arguments from the public radio feature “All Things Considered” also make for lively classroom discussion and excellent essay test questions. Students can become involved citizens by drafting letters to the editor of a local newspaper. Rough drafts can be presented in class and tested to determine the effectiveness of the ideas. Revisions can be submitted for possible publication. Examples of arguments can also be found in the cinema. Class discussions or assignments can be constructed around a controversial movie, perhaps on some public problem such as nuclear war, i.e., Testament, Special Bulletin, etc., or a classic movie such as Twelve Angry Men. Even the lyrics of a popular song can arouse a lively discussion as students analyze the various arguments made. Finally, students can be made aware of the importance of argument fields by writing a paper based on an interview they’ve conducted with an expert in a chosen field. Students should attempt to discover the kinds of arguments which are preferred by persons in that specific field. Such an assignment can also be expanded to include evidence types and values found to be successful in a given field. This assignment allows students the opportunity to begin characterizing a specific field of argumentation.

Conclusion

Teaching the basic argumentation course from a multifaceted perspective offers students the widest understanding of the practical application of argumentation theory. By combining both the theoretical and competitive aspects of argumentation, students can gain a fuller understanding of argumentation. By learning how audience analysis is critical for the debate judge, a student can understand that adapting to the receiver is a critical element of successful argumentation. Participation in the debate activity can underscore the rigor, quick analysis, and skillful practice that is essential in competitive debate but is also useful in a legal and legislative context as well. Such positive experiences of argumentation can only serve to strengthen forensic programs and provide a multitude of experiences for the student so that the introductory argumentation course becomes a rewarding blend of theory with a practice.
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Teaching Argumentation from a Competitive Perspective

Keith D. Frendhoff
University of Southern California

When choosing a format to teach argumentation, the instructor has a multitude of options. This paper will present the pedagogical advantages and implications of teaching argumentation from a competitive perspective. In so doing, I will first discuss the nature of the competitive approach, then present the advantages this perspective offers, and finally, suggest a means for applying this perspective.

Nature of the Competitive Perspective

Most instructors associate the competitive perspective with teaching the skills of advocacy through the use of the debate laboratory. Unfortunately, some educators believe that debate in the classroom is synonymous with intercollegiate debate—an activity that has become estranged from the discipline of communication in a number of departments. The competitive perspective I am advocating is similar to the intercollegiate debate model in that students are trained argumentation skills through an extensive process of advancing and defending claims. It differs, however, in that students apply argumentation and debate theories in a manner designed to gain the adherence of peers or a lay audience, as opposed to the "trained" forensic judge. When taught in this fashion, the competitive perspective is "audience-centered." Students learn the fundamentals of debate, while maintaining a public speaking style of delivery and a concern for arguments that are created for lay audiences.

Advantages of the Competitive Perspective

Implicit in training students to be effective advocates and critics of argument is the notion that students should be able to effectively articulate and defend their claims. Participating in educational debate is an effective way for students to develop these skills. Unlike the "basic" or "multifaceted" approaches to teaching argument—which offer a limited debate experience—the competitive perspective utilizes the debate laboratory as the primary method for teaching argumentation. As a result, students taught via this perspective have a greater opportunity to become proficient in creating, articulating, and evaluating arguments. Finally, through the process of debating a proposition students learn first hand that multiple interpretations exist for any given issue. The student discovers that competing views should not be rejected or accepted without analysis. Debate requires students to critically evaluate the positions of others and to develop arguments in response to their opponents' positions. This process of critically analyzing, evaluating, defending, and creating arguments fosters an appreciation for pluralism and uniquely enhances a student's understanding of how ideas should compete in a free society.

Teaching the Competitive Perspective

When teaching argumentation from a competitive perspective, a text that facilitates this view is Austin J. Freeley's book, Argumentation and Debate: Reasoned Decision Making, fifth edition. The following three sections discuss the general course parameters, how to prepare students to debate, and the nature of the debate experience.

General course parameters: Students should debate a single proposition for the duration of the course. The competitive nature of debate, combined with the use of a single proposition for the entirety of the course, encourages students to continually rethink and investigate related arguments, thus, producing the advantages from critical analysis, etc. discussed earlier. Propositions should be narrow in scope; I suggest using the current novice National Debate Tournament (N.D.T.) proposition, or a restricted version of the N.D.T. topic. A common procedure among my colleagues is to make plans "self-evident" (e.g. handgun sales should be banned). I recommend the use of policy propositions, rather than value propositions, simply because my past experience indicates that students' thinking and understanding of ideas can better conceptualize, and thus gain greater benefits, from policy propositions. The proposition should be introduced early in the course, and should be used to explicate argumentation and debate theory.

Preparation for debating: In preparing the students to debate, I recommend the use of "Master Learning Assignments." These assignments are not graded per se, but must be completed satisfactorily in order to pass the course. These assignments can include evidence assignments, affirmative and negative briefs, refutation briefs and an annotated bibliography. In addition, class time should be devoted to discussing the nature of argument, analyzing the proposition, cross examination and flow sheeting.

Debates: To gain the benefits of an extended debate laboratory, I recommend a minimum of five weeks of the semester be spent debating. Scheduling can be a problem, so students should be informed early that some debates will take place at times other than the regular class period. Time should be appropriated so students can receive immediate feedback from the instructor, or critic. This means the instructor should not hesitate to adjust the debate format (i.e., speaking times), or when necessary, form three person teams instead of the traditional two person teams. Students should be responsible for final versions of their affirmative and negative briefs. Students should also attend other debate rounds involving
their classmates and be required to provide written critiques. If possible, students should be given the opportunity to participate in actual debate tournaments. Most areas of the country have regional organizations that offer novice divisions (or preferably Beginners Divisions, where students have no prior debate experience in high school or college) where students will find competition comparable to what they have experienced in the classroom.

Conclusion

Training students to argue effectively is one of the most important skills for life in a democracy. The competitive perspective, unlike others, teaches the skills of analysis, research, proof, reasoning, organization, and communication. The debate laboratory offers students the opportunities to discover and develop skills that can be used both in and beyond academia. I believe that these considerations combine to give the competitive perspective unique pedagogical advantages over other approaches, and that it merits serious attention by argumentation instructors.

ON THE DILEMMA OF AD HOC ARGUMENT FIELDS:
THE INADEQUACY OF FIELD-DEPENDENT ARGUMENT STANDARDS

Craig A. Dudczak
University of Oklahoma

Having reviewed the literature on Argument Fields I was reminded of Justice Potter Stewart's pragmatic pronouncement on hard-core pornography. He could not define obscenity, he had written, but "I know it when I see it." Actually, Justice Stewart may yet prove to have been further advanced in his understanding of obscenity "absent a cogent definition than I am in my understanding of argument fields armed with an abundance of perspectives to choose from. Leaving aside the intrinsic interest which may be imparted by each of us to our respective subject of inquiry, I think I can safely parrot the commentary that "argument fields" have been used in a variety of ways since first proposed by Toulmin in The Uses of Argument. While the diversity of views has resulted in a robust exchange, we may be at a juncture where pedagogical aims of teaching argument fields are obscured by their imprecision.

While I don't mean to claim pedagogy as my unique preserve, I am concerned that after all is said and done we may not be able to produce any consistent description of argument fields which can inform students of argument where to look for, how to recognize, and how to evaluate arguments should they find them. Since a fields-based approach to argument presumes there should be differences in arguments, one would expect that these differences to be identifiable. Of course, this is predicated upon the fields being discernable. Except for a few texts which have described a limited number of "fields" and their attendant elements, most authors have proposed a set of principles and routines for determining fields, rather than offering a typology of fields with supporting standards and criteria.

At best we may be offered an anecdotal example or two.

Which brings me to this essay. How do we use argument fields to instruct persons to "advance, support, modify, or criticize claims so that appropriate decision makers may grant or deny adherence?" Actually, you'll be disappointed to discover that I don't directly answer my own question. I have not structured the "super-matrix" of fields which accounts for the various blends of argument forms, subject matter, situational factors, audience purpose, or academic disciplines which have been described as determinants of fields. Such an instrument may well be impossible to construct, but in any event, it is not my interest here.

Rather, I propose that we re-examine the notion of fields as a justificatory tool. Developmentally mature social actors have been socialized to include argumentation within their repertoires. As these actors are confronted by the contingencies of their existence, they search their repertoires for an appropriate response. This is to say that people learn social rules and apply them when they think the rules are appropriate. Argumentation is viewed as a set of social skills which a person employs. Beyond a very limited range, the average person does not differentiate "fields of argument" until experience
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dictates the need for an adaptive response. The average person (social actor) does not normally employ field distinctions in making claims. If field-dependency becomes an issue, it is an artifact of justifying the claim. That is, a claim becomes an argument in search of a field which can justify it. But while field distinctions may be employed by argument theorists and critics, they are seldom used as intentional strategies by argument users.

There are really two arguments imbedded in this position. First is the argument that the several perspectives offered in explanation of argument fields, when treated separately, are at best post hoc descriptions which do not readily avoid themselves to use by persons engaged in argument. In my pedagogical frame, one doesn't know the average person well in choosing how they should approach a situation. Of course, the second position is that when taken together, these perspectives are confusing. Even if informed in advance, the average person would find the conflicting descriptions unusable.

I will briefly review the perspectives which have been advanced for argument fields and discuss their pedagogical limitations. Then I will advance the position that most argumentative claims are ad hoc attempts at justification—arguments which are in search of the field which may justify them.

**Perspectives on Fields of Argument**

There are at least two reasonably good reviews on approaches to the nature of argument fields. These are by Zarefsky and Rowland. While they differ on some particulars, I have largely used their categorizations with some revision to reflect subsequent contributions to the literature. Since my purpose is different from theirs, I will emphasize some elements they do not.

1. **Argument Fields are Determined by Formal Characteristics (logical Types).**

On its face, this approach to evaluating fields would appear to be most promising for the argument practitioner looking for an argument field. If fields are delineated by the same logical type, then all one would need is the catalogue of type-field characteristics. Logical types would serve as a template identifying fields. Concomitant with this approach is the notion that there are really two arguments imbedded in this position.

2. **Argument Fields are Determined Subject Matter.**

While conceptually appealing, this approach has failed to provide instruction on the location of fields. After positing the type-field delineation in the work of argument, Toulmin has been silent in expanding this notion to a taxonomy of fields. There is reason to believe much will not be forthcoming. Rowland has noted that "a single type of argument or evidence may be used in many contexts." He further contends that for many disciplines there is no single accepted form of argument. So as a student of argument seeking to inform myself of what field I was in, I could not use the formal characteristics of argument as a guide because (a) no catalogue of type-field characteristics exists, and (b) if it did exist (in whole or part) there would not be an irrevocable connection between field and argument type.

William's indicative of logical types as indicators of fields argues the two would be coterminous. Additionally, other elements which are characteristic of fields would be forsworn by this approach. Since William's approach deserves separate treatment as a theory of fields, I will delay addressing him here. It should suffice to say that if one accepts William's position as a field, the pedagogical reservations on formal characteristics become irrelevant—it would no longer be acceptable as a perspective on fields.

2. **Argument Fields are Determined by Subject Matter.**

As with formal characteristic, treating argument fields as determined by their subject matter (or content) has a surface appeal. In essence this approach would categorize all arguments about a subject in a position as a field. A student of argument seeking the field of argument on the subject of abortion would have a cross-referenced index of the topic regardless of origin or perspective. Some have argued that debate topics constitute subject matter fields while two argumentation textbooks distinguish "Special Fields of Reasoning/Arguments" which appear to have their focus upon subject matter.

The problems of using a subject matter to understand fields of argument are considerable, however. First, there is a question of what information is pertinent to a "subject" field. This concern was first visited upon me as a young graduate student searching Psych. Abstracts for references on "Order Effects." While I thought I was looking for listings pertaining to primary and recency, and climax and anti-climax sequences of organization, the listings under order effects kept liberating me of these issues in preference of "serial predicate order" and the like. Ambiguity in categorization may occur even with the specification of criteria for inclusion or exclusion. Rehbein and Sally may illustrate this problem in describing their approach to specialized fields:

The second is a common subject label does not imply agreement among the sources who contributed material to the subject. The point is glaringly obvious in subjects like abortion as William has already described. The constitutional lawyer explaining the legal basis for Roe v. Wade may find little in common with the clerics advancing the moral reasons for opposing abortion. If these adversarial positions are categorized as belonging to the same subject matter, the student of argument may understandably be confused as to why a field contains seemingly incompatible parts. The other alternative for dealing with incompatibly elements within a subject matter field is to adopt a "Solomon solution"—declare separate subject matter fields.

The "Solomon-solution" to resolving subject field incompatibilities leads to its own set of problems. The most obvious of these is that our student of argument fields is that the subject matter field takes on a very ephemeral quality. What is a subject field if it can be dismissed and reconstituted to suit the argument? Our student may understandably be confused as to why a field contains seemingly incompatible parts. The other alternative for dealing with incompatibly elements within a subject matter field is to adopt a "Solomon solution"—declare separate subject matter fields.

The "Solomon-solution" to resolving subject field incompatibilities leads to its own set of problems. The most obvious of these is that the problem of using a subject matter field is that the subject matter field takes on a very ephemeral quality. What is a subject field if it can be dismissed and reconstituted to suit the argument? Our student may understandably be confused as to why a field contains seemingly incompatible parts. The other alternative for dealing with incompatibly elements within a subject matter field is to adopt a "Solomon solution"—declare separate subject matter fields.

The "Solomon-solution" to resolving subject field incompatibilities leads to its own set of problems. The most obvious of these is that the problem of using a subject matter field is that the subject matter field takes on a very ephemeral quality. What is a subject field if it can be dismissed and reconstituted to suit the argument? Our student may understandably be confused as to why a field contains seemingly incompatible parts. The other alternative for dealing with incompatibility elements within a subject matter field is to adopt a "Solomon solution"—declare separate subject matter fields.
This intellectual "sleight of hand" contributes to ambiguity of what constitutes a field as well as promotes a sense of the "morality" of fields. I believe the following passage from An Introduction to Reasoning conveys the point:

"We shall not present arguments in any one field of practical reasoning as being better or more rational than others. The only judgments that we shall pass on, as a result, be "intrafield" judgments, having to do with features that make some scientific arguments weightier than other scientific arguments, some legal considerations more forceful than other legal considerations, and so on. We shall not be concerned with "interfield" comparisons. It is not our aim to argue, for example, that all scientific arguments are--simply because they are--"scientific"--weightier than any legal or ethical argument."

So once again as the student seeking to determine which argument field I was in, the subject matter distinction creates difficulties because (a) the subject field may be ambiguous, (b) it may create inconsistency by its inclusion of incompatible parts, or (c) to obtain internal consistency it reformulates itself. While Kafka may have had literary license, when an argument field can undergo metamorphosis for expediency, it makes the poor student of argument suspicious of the residue.

3. Argument Fields are Determined by Academic Disciplines

Zarefsky treats this as a special version of the "subject matter" field approach while Rowland calls them "sociological entities containing all the relevant information in a discipline." In either case the approach roughly equates an argument field with an academic discipline. Not all disciplinary boundaries become obscured, however. As Toulmin distinguishes among compact, diffuse, would-be, and undisciplinable disciplines in addition to the undisciplinables in human understanding. The student of argument fields would be informed of his/her location among fields by knowing the requirements expected within the appropriate discipline.

I believe Zarefsky's criticism of this approach are most salient to a pedagogical focus, so I'll rely primarily on his analysis. He first notes that disciplinary boundaries are becoming obscured. He further offers that different disciplines may have a common interest (implying that the correspondence between academic discipline and argument field is not exclusive). Finally, he observes that the breadth of some disciplines may make differences among members in the same discipline greater than between scholars in different disciplines. All of these point to difficulties the student of argument would encounter in using academic disciplines as the criterion of fields. Academic disciplinary boundaries become obscured their correspondence with an argument field becomes blurred. Common interest upon a problem area by separate disciplines argue field boundaries. And the range of focus in some disciplines may make the very label "academic discipline" more of a historical artifact than an integrating element of common discourse.

A more serious problem that Zarefsky identifies is that academic disciplines represent "an inappropriate paradigm for general argumentation." This occurs because most argument does not occur "within the confines of an academic discipline." If the common person generates arguments uninformed by the field (discipline) at hand, then the field hardly intrudes our taken-for-granted.

This last criticism identified by Zarefsky is central to my position that fields (however construed) are at heart post hoc descriptions which do not readily avail themselves to be used by persons engaged in argument. If uninformed in the standards of each academic discipline (of which a complete catalogue is once again absent), then the typical person is not given much help in discerning an approach based on disciplinary fields. Of course, the task is not made easier when Toulmin orders disciplines from compact to undisciplinable.

4. Argument Fields are Determined by Shared Purpose

Rowland has proposed that persons who share a common purpose are occupants of the same field. The shared purpose of arguers "energizes" the field notion of argument to integrate differing conceptions of situation, method, subject matter and discipline. To our student of argument a field should be identifiable if its member explicitly tell us their shared purpose or if we are capable of inferring it. Find the purpose and you'll have located the field.

The problems with this approach center on the determination of shared purpose. For instance, Rowland himself acknowledges that in the ordinary language field of abortion there are apparent conflicting purposes held by the disputants. Zarefsky notes that discussions may occur among persons who have multiple purposes. Additionally, in ordinary language arguments may not know their own purpose.

Rowland responds that it is not apparent that Toulmin meant to define fields as ordinary language. The utility of field theory as a critical tool would be useful regardless of the definition of argument, and that evaluation is not rejected by Toulmin.

Farrell develops a set of criticisms of this approach which can be summarized as follows: Rowland's approach distorts Toulmin's purpose in ignoring a presumed ordinary language tradition, restricting field evaluation to a relatively limited number of fields, and uses fields for evaluation rather than for description. Rowland responds that it is not apparent that Toulmin meant to define fields as ordinary language. The utility of field theory as a critical tool would be useful regardless of the definition of argument, and that evaluation is not rejected by Toulmin.

From the pedagogical perspective of the use of fields, I think the limited applicability of shared purpose to ordinary language has the most relevance to my concerns. Combining Zarefsky's earlier reservation with Farrell's, it would appear that shared purpose may be begging the question. Rowland has an interesting response to the claim that Guthers and physicians have a shared purpose of ridding humans of disease. He claims that they obviously don't have the same purpose. While this may be obvious to Rowland, it is not universally so. They may have multiple purposes, among which is included healing the sick. But the categorical claim that these purposes are different seems to illuminate Zarefsky's challenge that arguers may have multiple purposes. How does the student of argument become informed of the "true" purpose?

I think it can also be said that even in the narrowly defined academic fields that purpose may not be apparent. The field of international relations is replete with instances of multiple agendas operating even as the parties profess common interest of making the world safe from nuclear war. Even in the field of law, where there appears to be a general consensus that it be treated as a field, the criticism has been raised that the apparent shared purpose of law does not really operate in a fashion consistent with shared purpose. Rowland may be correct that shared purpose provides a critical perspective from which energizes a field. It may not, however, inform the ordinary language user of what this is.
5. Argument Fields are Determined by their Audiences.

This is the heading I finally decided to employ to place Willard. Perhaps it would have been more accurate to say "Argument Fields are determined by Willard," in a broad sense of articles, Willard has maintained that it is through the psychological and sociological processes of interchange that determine the field. Fields exist "in the action of their members."32 People define situations as arguments, but these situational definitions are not purely idiosyncratic because social actors exchange their perspectives. "Any particular encounter or relationship is what it is because of the intersubjectivity derived agreements of the actors,"33

While this brief gloss hardly does justice to Willard, the student of argument fields can derive the following elements from Willard's approach: first, a field cannot be determined in advance of its "creation" by its users. Second, the composition of membership (and their attendant construct systems) combined with situational elements are more important than any externally presupposed (a priori) strutures. For instance, Willard had earlier indicated "formalism" (logical types) because such an approach would "require ruling intentionality and context-embeddedness of utterance out of the picture." Logical (linguistic) types would destroy the sociological entities of social actors. If I may recite an axiom of some repute, 'lords don't mean, people mean." It is not a great distance removed for Willard to claim that fields get their meaning from people.

How can our student of argument fields take exception to this? Well, it would be difficult to instruct our student of fields as to the appropriateness of argument claims prior to encountering (and engaging in a type of intersubjective community) with the members of the field. All fields become "odd how" creations. While this may be a valid construction of field theory, it requires a fairly sophisticated analysis by the ordinary language user to find "recurring" elements which transcend these constructions, at least. At worst, the pedagogically confused seeker of lost fields must re-invent a field with each social encounter.

5A. Argument Fields are Determined by Schools of Thought.

This approach also is credited to Willard and constitutes a "middle"34 level between Toulmin's "compact fields" and ordinary language fields. Zarefsky has suggested that this notion of a "world view" suggested by Toulmin implies that argumentative choices may be affected in significant ways.35 To the student of argument fields, this approach suggests that schools of thought serve as an organizing point of view which allows ideas and events to be meaningfully integrated.

In criticizing this approach, Rowland links it to Kuhn's notion of paradigm. He notes that argumentative disputes may be resolved without the presence of a dominant paradigm (which by extension is suggesting they may not need a superordinate school of thought.) More importantly, this "other" sense in which Willard uses "fields" is not compatible with the ordinary language use which seems to underlie the rest of his program.37 There is an ambiguity created for our student of fields when their usage shifts. Each construction of field may be treated as valid, but not at the same time. Perhaps our student would invoke O'Keefe's solution of subscribing.

b. Argument Fields are Determined by Community Standards.

This approach receives its primary direction from McKerrow who advances the thesis that we participate in different communities of interest which have different expectations and norms for evaluating arguments.38 He does not claim this as a field approach, but it helps us distinguish differing interests we possess which dictate in directing choice. In a somewhat different approach, Klumpp uses a dramatistic perspective to "understand the argumentative dimension of communication as social definition of community and use that understanding to study the ways of arguing that characterize the conflicts in social interaction within and between communities."39

The primary difference between these two approaches and Willard might be stated as a greater emphasis on the pronounced endurability of the social unit as the focus for analysis. This may be a greater-than, less-than distinction, but the difference in emphasis appears to be present. As such, the student of argument fields may ask how communities assist in understanding fields. Presumably, the normative function of groups generates and propagates standards, which can be transmitted. The outstanding question is whether McKerrow's three contexts (social, philosophical, and personal) can account for the range of argument situations which might arise.40 Further, while defining arguments as community of interests (or purpose) may synthesize a certain unity, it remains problematic whether the "community" actually partakes in the collective representation. A common audience may not exist, and if it did, it may be incidental anyway.41 Klumpp's dramatistic approach was intended to generate research into fields rather than develop a theory of fields. As such, we should hope that community characteristics may be generated.

Conceptually, community differences make sense. Our student of argument fields might make some use of McKerrow's distinctions and hope for further refinement. But at best these are not sufficiently developed to be complete, and in any event probably constitute part of what Wenzel has defined as a context, which represents only a partial dimension of field.42

6A. Argument Fields are determined by Socio-Pragmatics.

The latest entry to the field of field construction has been advanced by Newell. The Socio-pragmatic perspective shares many of the assumptions of the preceding category, although Newell more directly compares and contrasts it with Willard's "Constructivist/Interactionist" approach:

The pragmatic perspective focuses on the social system rather than the individual. The social system is described by describing patterns of behaviors. Describing a field of argument involves describing patterns of arguments within a social system.

Constructivism and socio-pragmatism may be viewed as going in opposite directions to describe argument fields. Constructivism searches within members of a community's individual, psychological processes of sense-making to deconstruct an argument field. Socio-pragmatism observes behavior between members of a community to describe how they socially construct a field of argument. Pragmatism doesn't deny psychological processes, they just aren't the focus of study.
Newell uses the socio-pragmatic approach in a case study of the Utah State Legislature to confirm that recurring patterns appear in what she labels "the web of justification." Her results are interesting even if one were to question the demographic characteristics of the Utah State Legislature which might make it more homophilous than other institutions. She does, however, add two interesting qualifications in applying the perspective to other settings: "(1) the body of talk should have an identifiable purpose" (which should make Roul-

land happy), and (2) argument, the making and supporting of claims, should relate directly to the purpose for interaction.44

These qualifications seriously call into question the range of application for the socio-pragmatic perspective. Certainly, the qualifiers stated earlier pertaining to "shared purpose" apply here. Additionally, the qualifier that arguments should relate directly to the purpose of interaction may be an impossib-

le one outside of a relatively narrow range of situations—legislatures, legal proceedings, problem-solving groups, etc. The constraints may well create the greatest limitation. One might even ask how one treats statements (arguments, inquiries, fillbust
eras, etc.) within these settings which are not directly related to the purpose of interaction? So our student of argument fields may find some instances in which the patterns of arguments appear to create fields of discourse which show consistency across actors over time. But as with the "communities," the range of situations can be so described is in question.

To this point in the narrative, the review of various perspectives on argument fields have not allied the theorist to the critic in defining the char-

acteristics of argument in a specific area.45 If this be the case, how is ordinary language user, for example, to define the patterns of arguments related to the purpose of interaction? What construction of criteria can the ordinary language user take from the notion of fields in informing his/her own argument use? Each of the preceding perspectives was evaluated for its pedagogical limitations. Hence, in my contention that field distinctions are not normally employed by the or-

dinary language user in argumentation, its place ordinary language uses employ "ad hoc" justifications. Let us turn to these now.

Ad Hoc Justification

It may seem trite, but the parallel is too conspicuous to pass up—As "rhetorics is the Counterpart of Dialectic," so I would maintain that "Ad Hoc justi-

fication (ordinary language use) is the counterpart of Argument Fields". However, I have already noted that argument fields have a special appeal and interest for the theorist and critic of argument, but their utility for the average person has been diminished by their complexity, incompleteness, and ambiguity. Why should we presume that the ordinary language user employs the "field" metaphor or standards promulgated by "scholars" of argument? One may take Toulmin's distinction among rational enterprises articulated in Human Understanding as an indication that one should not expect to find recurring patterns which can be "disciplined" as we descend the framework.46

If I can state this position succinctly, it would go something like the following: Long ago Toulmin suggested that there were invariant elements to argument which he described as their force, and dependent elements, which represented grounds or criteria necessary to entail belief (adherence) varied by field. But "field" is a construct which assumed greater normative force as the criteria became specifiable. Hence, what Toulmin later described as compact disciplines were characterized by an adherence among practitioners to a set of criteria which had greater compliance because of their specifica-

tion. But the "undisciplined" arenas of human discourse had evoked no self-constructed standards would could require a normative force. So what becomes a field is ultimately dependent upon the shared construction of criteria. Some arenas of have evolved criteria which involve their practi-

tioners with shared expectations. These expectations may be routines, stand-

ards, procedures, and the like. Those who stand outside the arena, either through an inability to comprehend (and hence, share in the criteria) or be-

cause they prefer an alternate construction of criteria, may be said to be outside of the field.

Should we expect all persons to construct the same criteria? Probably not. In his earliest writings Toulmin alludes to the differentiation of criteria which may be employed. In Reason in Ethics he cautions

We must expect that every mode of reasoning, every type of sentence, and (if one is particular) every single sentence will have its own logical criteria, to be discovered by examining its individual, peculiar uses.48

So even if we could determine fields of argument by criteria constructed by their users, there would still remain those outside of the "field" who would not be constrained by the normative force of the criteria. These persons, who have judged about an argument in accordance with their own personal standards and our poor student of fields, is outside the field because she can't comprehend it, having comprehended its requirements, has opted for other criteria. Zarefsky uses an example which closely approximates what I have in mind:

Most instances of argument do not occur within the confines of any academic discipline. Even when arguers concern themselves with, say, the budget and national finance, they often generate arguments uninformed in any meaningful way by the discipline of economics.49

Since these persons outside of the field nevertheless generate arguments, there must be some way to evaluate/judge them other than through a reliance on arguments. And so there is. But it is not through the normative cri-

teria which would be associated with a "field". But the requirement for these are individually employed. I label these as "ad hoc" because they appear to be without the rigor and consistency one would presume to exist with "field" criteria. But actually, the individual's criteria may be every bit as rigorous and consistent in its application as socially constructed field criteria. They simply lack the sanction of social consensus.

So to the ordinary language user, the process of evaluation of argument criteria is similar, if not identical, to that employed under the aegis of a field. This conception of "ad hoc justification" differs from Wemels' "argu-

ments-at-large" notion. He uses the term to refer to "those aperipheral argu-

ments that are made in unique contexts to serve ad hoc purposes, then pass away never to recalled or employed again."50 For my conceptualization, ad hoc justifications are the employment of criteria for a special evaluation which occurs outside of a "field" construction. They may be individual constructions, but they are not necessarily unique or ephemeral.
Willard, who likes to call fields sociological entities, has argued that in his constructivist/interactionist approach, fields move beyond idiosyncratic construals because social actors engage in things like reciprocal perspective taking and intersubjectively derived agreements. This position should be in accord with what I have just argued, and also with the following.

I have asserted that claims are arguments in search of fields. This statement probably makes some tacit assumptions about the necessity of human needs for discourse with other. I think Schutz's interpersonal needs have something to do with this. Since the assertion of an argument claim has ego-risking potential, there would appear to be an ego-defensive tendency to either utter claims which have a fair potential of acceptance (correspondence, shared construal, etc.) in preference to those which weren't. This may explain why Newell obtained such regular patterns of accord in her analysis of the Utah State legislature. It may also assist us in understanding the broader sociological phenomena of 'argument evolution.' Railback's analysis of the evolution of argument on the abortion issue points in the direction of Ad Hoc Justification seeking the legitimacy of a field.52

Conclusion

The several approaches to argument fields don't inform the ordinary language user/student of argument how to use fields. They probably can't. Rather than teaching our students what argument requirements exist for fields, they would be as well served in developing sense of what is appropriate criteria for the situations they have or are likely to encounter. Field development may yet prove to be fruitful for argumentation theorists and critics, but for the average person, they have limited utility.
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